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-------------------------------·-----Abstract 
The aim of this work is to produce the first fieldwork-based, typologically Informed 
referenc~ grammar of Chukchi, an Indigenous language of the north-eastern corner 
of· the Russian Federation. The theoretical approach Is low-key and eclectic; 
llngulstic phenomena are described In a manner which Is, in so far as it Is possible, 
theory-neutral, although where a branch of llngulstic the-;:-y provides tools which 
allow clear and simple descclption It Is used without hesitation. Linguistic 
description Is, however, primary throughout. 
·; The first five chapters of the thesis provide background Information. Chapter I 
sketches the soclollngulstic situatim• u: f';J->ukchl, discusses the sources of data used 
for analysis, and surveys relevant llnguistic publlcations. Chapter 2 discusses 
llnguistic variation within Chukchi. The Chukchi men's and women's dialects are 
discussed within a framework of a comparison of Chukchi and the neighbouring 
dialects and languages .of the Koryako-Chukotian group. The phonological system 
of Chukchi Is described in chapter 3. Chapters 4 and 5 survey word classes and 
sentence types respectively. 
; 
The following four chapters are concerned with nominals. Nominal inflection Is 
described In chapter 6. und the different types of free pronouns are discussed in 
chapter 7. In chapter 8 there Is a description of nominal morphology, which pays 
particular attention t~ deverbal noun subtypes, such as participles and action 
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nouns. Chapter 9 Is concerned with complex nouns, Including complex noun 
phrases (which can only occur In the absolutive case) and nouns with Incorporation. 
A discussion of verbs takes up the next five chapters. Chapter 10 contains a 
description of verbal Inflection, a complex and theoretically Interesting area of 
Chukchi. An account of Inflectional morp;1G'r:gy is proposed based on the notion uf 
'Inverse allgnment' and grammaticall;; twn of pictotypical agency relationships. 
Chapter II describes valency, surveying transitivity types and describing the 
valency changing and rearranging derivations avallable in the language, including 
antipasslve, causative and appllcative. Incorporation and compounding by verbs is 
discussed in chapter 12. Chapter 13 contains a discussion of non-finite deverbal 
forms, Including converbs (a deverbal adverb which fom1S the head of an adverbial 
subordinate clause), verb bases (the lexical heads of auxiliary verbs, and the 
viii. ABSTRACT 
infinitive. Chapter 14 surveys non-valency-changing verbal derivations, which 
have aspectuai, quantifier and modal me:::nings, among others. 
The remaining chapters address a range of topics. Chapter I 5 has a discussion of 
the various way3 of expressing spatial relationships. In chapter I 6 there is a 
description of the adjective and the numeral word classes. Non-verbal predication 
and a description of the beb. viour or· copulas and auxiliaries is found in Chapter 
I7. Chapter IS addresses the complex area of negation, including a description of 
the various types of negative clauses and the ways of negating various constituenl 
types. Finally, in chapter I9 there is an account of the pragmatic principles 
determining constituent order based on a discussion of topic and focus. 
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Introduction 
This work presents a grammar of the Telqep variety of the Chukchi language. The 
speakers of Telqep Chukchi are descendants of Chukchls who migrated south frcm 
above the Arctic Circle some time after the :;eventeenth centurY, as well as 
assimilated descendants of the KorYak, Kerek and possibly Eskimo populations 
who lived In the area prior to that. The area Inhabited by the Telqeps Is one of the 
linguistically most Interesting areas of Chukotka, with Intensive lntercultu,_ 
contact across its borders, hints of linguistic substrate Influence from assimilated 
populations, and a fascinating oral historY and folklore tradition which, although 
endangered, persists to this day. 
Dialect differentiation within the Chukchi language is small, and previously minor 
varieties have been Ignored by linguists In favour of the 'standard literarY 
language'. This 'standard language' Is an artificial language based on conservative 
northern Chukchi, and which underwent various forms of language engineering 
' ~-:the Soviet period. The Telqep variety of Chukchi Is Interesting for a number 
of l<.<iSons. It Is one of the colloquial forms of Chukchi, and It has never been the 
subject of separate study. Description of a colloquial variety should add valuable 
perspective to matters of morphological productivity and actual language usc 
which hitherto have been lacking from published materials. Furthermore, this Is 
the first attempt at a comprehensive grammar of Chukchi which Is typologically 
Informed and based on uncliclted spoken language produced by ncar monolinguals. 
The first section of this chapter provides a sketch of Chukchi culture, both 
traditional and contemporarY (§1.1). This account Is of course extremely selective, 
and focuses on those aspects of Chukchi culture which most strongly influence 
language use. For a more rounded ethnographic analysis the lnt~rested reader 
·! cannot do better than Bogoras (1904-1909) (see also §1.5). 
The second section of this chapter discusses the linguistic historY of Chukchi: Its 
origins and genetic classification, language contact, and language maintenance 
(§1.2). Following this Is discussion of the research conditions that shaped this 
study, and a general description of the <!ata that this study was based upon (§1.3-
4). Finally, there Is a survey of previous publications about the Chukchi language 
(§1.5). 
2. BACKGROUND Chapter I 
1.1 Chukchi culture 
The Chukchis are a major indigenous group of the extreme north-east of the 
Russian Federation. The administrative unit they inhabit is named after them; 
officially it is called the Chukchi Autonomops Okrug (ChAO). although it is more 
commonly referred to as Chukotka. It spreads from the tip of Cape Dezhnev, a 
mere 100 kilometres across Bering Strait from Alaska, westwards to the Kolyma 
River (where it borders Yakutia) and southwards to the top of the Kamchatkan 
Peninsula (where it borders the Koryak Autonomous Okn1g) (sec Map 1.}. The 
ChAO was formed by the Soviet Union in 1930 as a part of Magadan Province and, 
following the dissolution of the Soviet Union, it became an independent province 
(name unchanged) of the Russian Federation. The capital of Chukotka is Anadyr', 
an administrative settlement with a population currently around 9000 (from a 
peak of about 14000 during perestroika). The population of Chukotka is falling, 
and at the moment is less than I 00000, of whom more than I 0% ar~ ethnic 
Chukchis. 
Until the middle of the twentieth century the traditional lifestyle of the Chukchls 
was little aficcted by contact with the western colonial powers. In fact, within their 
region they were something of a colonial power themselves. The earliest Chukchls 
herded reindeer throughout the year, supplementing this by hunting and fishing as 
conditions allowed, and by gathering roots and berries during the short but fruitful 
summer. The Chukchls not only survived In their harsh arctic climate, but also 
prospered. A century or two prior to first contact with Iinpcrlal Russia population 
pressure had led some Chukchis to start settling on the coasts and make their 
living from the sea. At least some of these settlements had mixed Chukchi and 
Eskimo populations, and It seems there was a tendency for Eskimo groups to 
become acculturated Chu.kchis. To the south the need for new pastures for 
expanding herds resulted in a long series of conflicts with the reindeer-herding 
Koryaks. Koryak nomads were either pushed south or were absorbed into Chukchi 
populations. These processes were stlll visible until the 1950s, when they were 
Interrupted by the dramatic changes In way of life for all indigenous inhabitants of 
the region caused by economic Incorporation into Soviet Russia. 
Since the nomadic Chukchls began to settle on the coasts the division between 
maritime Chukchls and reindeer-herding Chukchls of the tundra has been an 
lmpo~ant, although not Impermeable, social division in Chukchi society. Chukchi 
communities maintained strong social and ceremonial bonds, and there were many 
Important raw materials obtainable only through trade with the other groups. 
There was frequent Intermarriage (with the wife usually going to live with the 
family of the hustand), and there Is evidence of individuals and groups occasionally 
exchanging one means of subsistence for the other. Reliance upon herds rather 
than hunting success made the tundra Chukchi much less susceptible to famine, 
especially towards the end of winter when hunting was Impossible and coastal 
communities had to survive on food stocks put away the season before. The 
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Chukchi of the region around the present-day town of Anadyr' were herders, but 
their pastures were spread out along the coast of the sea and the AP.:cdyr' estuary. 
This gave them access to the best of both worlds, the security of herding plus the 
possibility of supplementary fishing and hunting of sea mammals. 
In the Chukchi language the maritime Chukchis are called Agqal7at (sg. 
Agqal7an), which simply means 'those from the sea'. There was no such 
conventionalised term for the reindeer Chukchls. Some Agqal7at ••se the term 
Cawcawat (sg. Cawcaw), meaning 'reindeer herded, but to the reindeer 
Chukchls this means specifically 'rich reindeer herders'. Another term, more 
generally acceptable than Cawcawat, Is Emnugal7at (sg. Emnugal7an), 'tho.>e 
from the tundra'. When Chnkchis speak of themselves. as opposed to any other 
ethnic group, they use the word Lay7orawetl7at (sg. Lay7oravJct17an), which 
means 'the proper people'. This is an awkward ethnonym for the linguist, as very 
similar cognat~ words are ur.ed by speakers of related languages to refer to 
themselves as well. It does have the advantage that It Is the native ethnonym, and 
Is used for self-reference by all members of the group. It was used an official 
ethnonym, particularly in scholarly circles, In the 1930s (see Bogoras 1937), but 
didn't catch on. The word 'Chukchi' (usually spelled 'Chukchee' In the Americanlst 
tradition) Is borrowed from Russian (pl. Chukchi; m. sg. Chukcha; f. sg. 
Chukchanka). For a long time this word was also used for the indigenous peoples of 
Alaska as well (remember that Alaska was a Russian possession before it was 
American). The word was coined by the earliest Ruasian explorers who heard It 
while travelling towards Chukotka through the lands of the Chukchi's Tunguslc-
speaklng neighbours to the west. Ultimately we have come the full chcle, for the 
Tunguslc word cavca Is a phondogical adaptation of the Chukchi word cawcaw 
mentioned above, 'a rich reindeer herder'. 
Chukchls do not have a particularly structured kinship system, and the strongest 
social ties were traditionally to those of the camp, a group usual!y but not always 
consisting of a single family. There was no systematic way of holding authority 
beyo• .J one's own camp. These camps were usually a single family, often the 
descendants of the oldest male or the families of several siblings holding their 
herds In .:ommon. The maritime Chukchls had a similar arrangement based 
around the boat crew. Adoption among Chukchls was easy. both of Chukchls and of 
outsiders. Modern Chukchls Involved In reindeer herding are organised Into 'farms', 
which are based around brigades of the old Soviet state farms. Although 
administratively these farms are commercial enterprises, my observations suggest 
strong continuity with the traditional camps. In 1995 I made several visits to one 
brigad~ witki• was situated close to the city of Anadyr'. The brigade had a base 
camp, which hadn't moved for six years (a time long enough to cause comment), 
and temporary camps, maintained for a few weeks at a time and situated closer to 
the herd. The herders were Chukchls, with the exception of one Russian who ht 
been working with the brigade for over twenty years. At the physical and social 
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centre of the base camp was a single large reb~tcr-hlde tent which was 
surrounded by a large c!uster of metal-clad huts built onto steel sled runners. The 
women In the camp spoke to each other In Chukchi, but only the two grandmothers 
were monolingual. The men spoke In Russian while at work, and only a few were 
able to speak Chukchi. This Is the closest camp to the largest centre of 
Russian/Russlfled population In Chukotka, and other settlements do seem to have 
better language retention. 
Many cif the Chukchls are stili as;oclated with their traditional Industries, but 
nowadays most live In permanent SF ttlements. Some of the Telqep Chukchis of the 
Tawajwaam tundra live In camps r. ear their herds but many more live In villages 
or In Anadyr'. On the outskirts of Anadyr' there Is the old housing of the state farm 
(which has been known variously as the 'Red Star Farm', the 'I.V. Stalin State 
Farm', the 'State Farm of the XX!Ind Congress of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of t.he Sov!et Union', and lately, Tawajwaam\ where the major 
Chukchi population of the region Is concem.·ated. Chukchis In Tawajwaam live In 
similar conditions to the Russian norm, in centrally heated concrete apartment 
blocks. There Is no Chukchi school, and minimal omctal support for the few 
dedicated Chukchi teachers wh.J try to teach Chukchi children about their 
language and culture. 
1.1.1 Gender roles 
Gender roles In traditional Chukchi society are quite distinct. Men are the hunters 
and the primary herders. They build the sleds. train draft animals (reindeer for the 
Emnugal7at. dogs for the Agqal7at). Women gather nuts and berries during the 
summer, and work processing hides, sewing, cooking and child-rearing year 
around. During certain times of the season everybody pitches In to help herd the 
reindeer. Children had their own duties. The most picturesque of these is as 
follows: upon waking a child would be bundled outdoors to run a lap (naked) 
around the jaraga Chouse', traditionally a large circ.ular skin tent). On their return 
they would be required to report all their observations. Chukchis say that this 
trains endurance and observational ability. It also trained responsibility. for on the 
basis of these reports the day's activities would be planned. 
Of particular linguistic significance, men and women traditionally pronounced 
Chukchi In quite different ways. Differences were both In the phonetic Inventory 
and In the phonological system. The women's pro~unciation of Chukchi has been 
reported by Soviet commentators to be either dying out or already extinct. 
Certainly Soviet language engineers have succeeded In suppressing women's 
Chukchi In all official contexts, although why they should have done so has never 
to my knowledge been explicitly stated. It may be part of the Soviet aesthetic of 
standardisation (cf. also the suppression of dialects, both In Chukchi and all other 
languages of the Soviet Union Including Russian), or It may be that women's 
Chukchi was somehow politically Inappropriate to the vision of the new Soviet Far 
6. BACKGROUND Chapter I 
North. Whatever the reason, the ;:.rimary linguistic iiterature on women's r:hukchi 
amounts to a paragraph before the revolution and two paragraphs afterwards (see 
· §2.3). Considering its invisibi!ity in the literature, I was most surprised ~o discover 
that women's Chukchi is not only universal among female speakers of Chukchi, but 
that due to better rates of language retention among women it comprises the most 
widely known and used form of the language. I have been unable to observe 
children acquiring Chukchi (ail children spoke Russian in the areas I was able to 
visit), but Chukchi women teii me that when children acqui~e Chukchi they 
acquire their appropriate gender dialect immediately (see also §2.3.1). 
1.1.2 Language and magic. 
Shamanism and traditional religious beliefs were suppressed in the Soviet Union, 
but a certain numbrr of them survived. Traditional funerals are stiil held in the 
outlying settlements, and there are probably active shamans stiil living in the 
hinterland. I met no shamans myself during my expeditions, although I did meet a 
retired shaman and a number of children of deceased slmmans. Of particular 
linguistic interest are the 'professional' shamans, who adopt to a greater or lesser 
extent the clothing, speech, and other characteristics of the opposite sex (reputedly 
Including complete physical changes, although this is unverifiable; traditional 
shamanism Is discussed in detail by Bogoras 1922:413·468). The speech 
characteristics of the opposite sex are particularly marked In Chukchi owing to the 
existence of the distinctive men's and women's dialects (§2.3). 
The retired shaman who I met had, for reasons darkly hinted at but never 
explained, given up the practice of shamanistic powers some years earlier. He had 
cut his braids, and dressed as a man. Of his earlier career he retained the 
characteristic facial tattooing of a woman, and, more lnterestin~'lY from the 
Unguis tic point of view, also retained the women's dialect. 
1.1.3 Clwkc!JJ oral literature and history 
Chukchi oral literature seems to have two main genres, folktales and history tales. 
Folktales are frequently populated by talking animals and have many other 
magical elements. These stories, whether as education or entertainment, are 
recognised to be simply stories, and there Is no claim that such things ever actuaiiy 
occurred. The folktale Is a wei! recognised genre In Chukchi (named la111!Jal sg. I 
la111!Jalte pl.), with conventionalised behaviour patterns expected of both storyteiier 
and audience. Similarly to many other folk traditions, lalll!Jaltc contain fantastic 
elements and stock characters and situations. There Is stili an energetic 
storytelling tradition ·current among the remaining Chukchi speakers. 
Folklorists have also described a Chukchi oral history tradition, apparently distinct 
from the folktale tradition. None of the people I worked with told me any such oral 
histories in Chukchi. Interestingly, I did hear a few oral histories retold in Russian 
by younger people who could not speak Chukchi, and who did not rete!! folktales. 
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My Impression was that the history stories of warfare against the Cossack armies 
of Imperial Russia had more Immediate relevance to young Chukchis of today than 
the fantastic stories of magical animals and travel to the spirit world. History tales 
relate actual events from Chukchi history. Particularly typical are accounts of 
skirmishes in the Chukchi-Koryak wars and battles with the Cossack armies of the 
Russian colonists. Such tales may also have magical elements, but sv.ch magic is 
usuaiiy more mUJ;dane than in folk tales, more in line with the abilities of known 
shamans Early anthropologists recorded creation myths and cosmologies (e.g. 
Bogoras l!l04·1909:1930), but these do not seem to form part of the repertoire of 
contemporary Chukchi story-teiiers. 
1.1.4 Naming 
Chukchi traditionaiiy had a single name whlr.h was given at birth and did not 
usuaiiy contain any kinship information (although. according to Raxtilin [pers. 
com.] elements of names do recur within families over generations). These names 
arc usuaiiy descriptive, often relating to the idea of return from the spirit world or 
the circumstances of birth. Examples of such names are Jeta17an 'the one who has 
come', Jatyaryan 'arrival', Remkal7an ''!1e guest', yaryolgawat 'woman from 
above' (see also Bogoras 1904-1909:514-51il). 
The element ·wjl/-wjc is a common terminal element in names, particularly 
among Telqep Chukchis. Bogoras says that the origin of this naming element is 
unknown (1904-1909:515). Some Chukchls speculate that this is related to the verb 
wji-k 'to breathe', but then cannot explain the meanings of names including this 
element. Qorawje 'reindeer breath' >nd, Tilll!Jewjc 'lost breath' would make a 
certain sense, but what oi other names like Rlntuwji 'thrown breath7 A more 
likely proposal than the 'breath' folk etymology Is that it Is cognate with a form of 
the Koryak plural marker -wwi - -wwe (e.g. Zukova 1980:57), although plurality 
does not seem to be consistent with other Chukchi naming practices. It may turn 
out that this name clement is an untraceable fossil or unanalysable borrowing. 
Sometimes a name would be changed in response co some ci·isis in life, particularly 
if so advised by a shaman. I am aware of several instances t'f children being 
renamed something unappealing during life-threatening Ulnesses to turn away the 
attention of the spirits. 7El?ei ·~hit' is such a name. Chukchi naming practices have 
changed as the Soviet bureaucracy demanded that all Its citizens had a given 
name, patronymic, and family name according to Russian usage. In the past people 
took their Chukchi name as a family name and then took (or were given) an 
arbitrary Russian name and p;Munymic. Today Chukchls are completely 
assimilated to Russian naming practices to the extent that the absolutive ending 
-an In surnames is .frcquP.ntly reanalysed as the Russian -in (a masculine suffix for 
surnames), which Is then glv~n a feminine form -Ina. 
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1.1.5 Recent ,'listory 
Soviet natlonallties pol!cy as it applled to the Chukchi was a strange mix of the 
enllghtened and the sinister. According to overt Soviet pol!cy Chukotka should be a 
paradise for indigenous languages and tloe!r speakers, with official support for 
native language in education, health, and publ!c affairs. In practice official 
behaviour towards minority groups and languages was inconsistent at best and at 
times one can only infer a covert asslmllatlonlst pol!cy prejudiced against any 
attempt at llngulstic or cultural preservation. While the Lenin Library in Moscow 
contains Chukchi language health manuals from the 1930s, nothing llke this has 
been seen in Chukotka for a long time. Several of my Chukchi acquaintances 
reported that during their childhoods there were many books publlshed in Chukchi 
but that at one point they suddenly all disappeared from the schools. Most Chukchi 
children were taken away from their parents and brought up in boarding schools 
(Russian Jncernat). The rationale was that the ch!!dren needed to go to school and 
that parents could not look af(er their children while out working with the herds. 
Several people told me that they haci to walk past their parents' house to get to 
school from the children's home, so this was clearly not always the true 
justification. In the boarding schools a!! social interaction was In Russian, and 
many people mentioned being punished for speaking in Chukchi. If children 
brought traditional Chul<.chl food into the homes it was confiscated and destroyed. 
There are many stories of children running away from these homes, and the 
response from the authorities seems Invariably to have been sending the chlid to 
another home further away from their parents. Good discussions of recent history 
and indigenot!:' affairs In Chukotka are found In Forsyth (1992) and Vakhtin (!992, 
1993). 
Prior to the policy of institutionalisation of Chukchi children '''"re was a more 
enllghtened practice which left children with their parents and sent roving schools 
out to the encampments to meet them. It is unclear how general this was; none of 
the Telqep Chukchi remember hearing about it happening In their region, but 
perhaps it only occurred in the north. Many Chukchi did finish their schooling and 
were encouraged to study further, mostly In a special facli'ty In Leningrad, The 
Faculty of the Peoples of the North (FPN). This faculty was created as affirmative 
actfop for Chukch!s and other educationally disadvantaged Indigenous groups In 
the 1930s. The downside of thts programme was that If a Chukchi student wanted 
to study anywhere else than the FPN they forfeited special state assistance for 
indigenous peoples. Consequently, a striking number of Chukchls with higher 
education are trained as folk dancers, folk artists, or indigenous education 
schoolteacher.;. Perversely, after the suppression of the Chukchi language in 
schools stuatnts in the FPN had to pass formal exams in indigenous languages. 
These examinations were composed according to Skorlk's weighty reference 
grammar (Skorlk 1961, 1977; see literature review §1.5) which was officially 
recognised as authoritative. Even the Chukchi students who did st!U speak their 
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nauve languages frequently failed these exams, with their focus on the formal 
aspects of obscure Indo·European based grammatical c!asslficatlon. One native 
speaker of my acquaintance failed a simple vocabulary test In his native language 
because most of these basic vocabulary items were either different in the dialect 
that the official grammar was basP.d upon, or the ortitography could not represent 
his regional pronunciation. 
There are many problems for C.nukchis today to overcome. Their traditional culture 
st!U l!~lsts in pockets but is vert much in a state of crisis. Alcohollsm .Is wldespr~ad, 
and most deaths among Chukch!s have alcohol as a contributing factor. Although 
the Soviet Union is doubtlessly responsible for many terrible things with respect to 
its Indigenous populations, the fall of the Soviet Union has also caused great 
difficulties. The economic stress suffered by the now Russian Federation is hitting 
the poorest citizens hardest, and for every 'new Russian' businessman or 
administrator driving down the main street of Anadyr' in his luxury American 
four·wheel·dr!ve there are hundreds in poverty. I know no Chukchi whose etonomic 
situation has lmp,..Jved over the last few years and there L< understandable 
nostalgia for tho• 'good old days' of the decades prP.cec!ing pere;,!;u!ka when 
imported food was plentiful and cheap. The herders are gl.Jd to own their herds 
again, but difficulties with transportation and marketing gives Utt!e hope that 
these w!ll be turned into profitable enterprises in the fore~eeable future. A large 
class of urban Chukchls has arisen in the towns and v!lla~es of Chukotka, many 
Uv!ng far from the lands where they have traditional ties. A majority of the5e work 
in government sector, and so are very vulnerable to the frequent government 
cutbacks to servic~s. 
1.1.6 Literacy 
Chukchi language Uteracy has a limited role in Chukchi ·ulture. With the 
exception of the elderly, most Chukchis are either blllngual I·' Russian and 
Chukchi or monolingual Russian speakers. Literacy levels In Russian are high, and 
many Chukch!s are avid readers. Literacy levels in Chukchi are harder to 
evaluate, as there is not a great role for Chuk•hlliteracy In society; fluent Chukchi 
speakers tend tc l!ve a mar~ traditional Ufest)ie, and do not have much need for 
writing. The few occasions that people left each other notes these were written in 
Russian, which is after all the language of their schoollng. With respect to reading, 
most Chukchi language publlcations are translations from Russian, and the 
Russian originals are more easily available. Untll 1995 there was a Chukchi 
language newspaper publlshed In /,nadyr', but this was closed when the provincial 
government withdrew itS subsidy. 
The history of Chukchi Uteracy &oes back about a century. Bogoras made the first 
major attempts at writing Chukchi during his various travels and expeditions 
between the 1890s and the Russian Revolution. He used the Latin alphabet plus a 
few diacritics to give what we would now call a phonetic (as opposed to 
• · .•• ' •. \ : ·> . .' ~ ;· ' ·- . . • • 1 •j' ' •••• , .... _ ,_ ••• ~- •• • • • : ' •• ' • ' ., 
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phonological) representation of Chukchi (§3.7.2). Although he does lose some 
phonological detallln his script modern native speakers of Chukchi who know the 
Latin ~lphabet are able to work out most of what he has written. After th.e 
revolution Bogoras W<\S lr.volved in the developm~nt of literacy for Chukchls and a 
more accurate latinate Jrthography was developed which :lepicted phonemes ~ 
instead (with supplementary letters from Cyrllllc, e.g. schwa was represented by 
the Russian 'soft sign';''·''· This orthography was used in the first Chukc!_ll-Russlan 
dictionary and schoolhooks. A few years later almost all the languages In the 
Soviet Union wer~ changed over to a Cyrllllc orthography (the exceptions were all 
languages of entire repuhllcs with ancient traditions of literacy). This Cyrlllic 1 
orthography Is stlll used today in a v~ry limited way (§3.7.1). The orthograyhy 
departs far further from a phonological representation _than Is warranted on 
linguistic grounds. It has a great deal of redundancy and Is burdened with Russ[an 
spelllng rules, which do not and cannot apply to Chukchi. Sadly. the resul(of this 
writing system Is that without a fairly abstract understanding of the prlnclpies 
underlying the Russian orthographic system it is impossible to spell Chukchi in the 
officially appro';ed manner. This goes along with the general representation in 
educatiQn of Russian as a 'proper' language and Chukchi as a kind of aberration. 
Skorlk (1964:317-318) contains criticism of the Chukchi orthography, whk;h shows 
that he was aware of the difficulty It causes In learning for non-Russian speakers. 
L2 Linguistic situation 
The Chukchi language h3s very few genetic relatives. Alutor, Koryak and Kerek 
are all closely rel:lted to Chukchi, and are spoken either within Ch~kchlland or In 
territories contiguous with it. This group Is called is called 'Chukotian' or 'Koryako-
Chukotlan'. The Chukotko-Kamchatkpn family consists of these langaugcs and the 
language Itelmen (previously known as Kamchadal). Although Itelmen has many 
surface similarities to Chukoti:m languages, the identity of this family Is 
wntroversial; Comrie presents evidence to support the hypothesis of genetic 
relationship between Chukotian and Itelmen at a distant stage of llngulstic 
prehistory, br: Indicates that detailed reconstruction of proto-Chukotko-
Kamchatkan Is almost certainly Impossible (Comrie 1980b:120). The best evidence 
t At about the same time a hitherto Illiterate Chukchi called Tonewll devised an 
ideographic writing system for the Chukchi language. P.e taught some of his system to his 
children, but It never spread any furchet tiJan that. He left a huge written corpus, and 
about 200~ texts are preserved In tl.e Russian Museum of Ethnography (Mindalevlch 
1934a, 1934b). Most of this writing Is untransiated, and presumably untranslatable. 1 
have seen a reproduction of one sentence with a Russian translation, and so far as I can 
tell from this example the orthography encodes only lexical content ·.vords and there Is no 
sign of symbols encoding the case and person/number agreement markings of spoken 
Chukchi. Another, untranslated, text seems to be an annotated (and/or decorated) 
diagram of the Chukchi cosmology. Sec also Dlkov 1989 (plate between 96-97). 
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Is the similarities of the personal pronouns and some of the case morphology, 
however the lack of systematic regularities outside these grammatical subsystems 
suggests that the relationship may be one of distant language mixing, areal 
diffusion, or. creolisation'. In contrast, it is clear from high levels of cognacy that 
the various Chukotian languages are very closely related. Comrie (1981:240) 
suggests that. on purely linguistic grounds these languages could be considered 
dialect5 "or a single language'. However Issues of cultural dlffer-.nce and self-
. identification of members of these groups would require them to be considered as 
separate outside~academic contexts. Some of the awareness of ethnicity by 
members _or thes language groups can be dated to quite recently. Bogoras (1904-
1909: 16) descrlb 'S people on the Chukchi-Korya". !:>order who did not consider 
thf.mselves t!Xclu vely members of one group ur the other, an ambivalence 
reportedly reflected In their language. The first stirrings of racial identity are 
attributed to social polarisation during what are now called the Chukchl-Koryak 
wars of the 18th century (Gurevlf 1982:206), when the northerners (proto-
Chukchls) began a series of depredations against the southerners (proto-Koryaks). 
The current notion of 'race' or 'ethniclty' (Rus. nauuonanhHOCTh) was relfled for 
Chukchls and Koryaks when they first received Internal passports after the 
revolution. The ethniclty recorded In these do.:wnents (reflecting the state of 
ethnography of the time) became an administrative determinant of many aspects 
of life, Including housing, health care and education. 
1.2.1 Language contact 
In the seventeenth century the main body of Chukchi population was concentrated 
In the inland regions In the extreme north east of Chukotka. A smaller population 
located along the coast to the west of the Kolyma river looks like a remnant 
population of an earlier period when the Chukchls covered a greater territory. 
Eskimos Inhabited almost the entire eastern coastline of the peninsula. The rapid 
Chukchi territorial expansion of the succeeding few centuries gained (or regained) 
all the land held by speakers of Yukaghlr and Altalc languages between the two 
populations and established a major settled presence along the coastline. The 
spread S\luthwards took over much land previously inhabited by speakers of 
Koryak dialects and left only an Isolated pocket of the Even language around the 
river Velikaja (there are also pockets of Even down the Kamchatkan peninsula). 
' Sec Bogoras 1922:641 for a discussion of well-established Koryak-lteimen language 
mixing by Itelmen speakers, and Golovko 1994, 1996 for a description not dissimilar 
situation of Russlan-Aieut language mixing on Copper (Mednlj) Island, off the eastern 
coast of Kamchatka. 
3 There were no Koryak speakers In the regions I visited, but Chukchi speekers were of 
the opinion that Koryak and Chukchi were mutually unintelligible. I have however been 
able to see transcripts of Koryak texts In a number of different dialects (iukova 1988), and 
as a linguist nnd them strikingly similar to Chukchi. 
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Alutor and Kerek were the. languages of much smaller gruups and speakers of 
these languages gradually became assimilated to Chukchi language and culture. 
There are few If any remaining speakers of these languages today. Some 
Tawajwaam people recall recent ancestors who were Kereks, and they say that the 
southern coast of the Anadyr' estuary from the city of Anadyr' south to Xatyrka on 
the border of the Koryak National Region was Inhabited by Kereks. 
The two Altalc languages bordering Chukchi land are Yakut (Turklc) and Even 
(Tungusic). If Altalc Is controversial as a linguistic phylum. nevertheless the 
speakers of the two languages are united in Chukchi by one name, Qoraramkan 
'the people of the reindeer'. Chukchi say about Qoraramkan that they ride astride 
their reindeer. This Is notable because Chukchi reindeer are never ridden; as a 
mode of transport they are only used to pull sleds. 
In Chukchi one of the most common ethnonyms meaning 'Eskimo' Is Ajwan or 
Ajwanal7an. Chukchi and Eskimo have influenced each other, although much 
more has gone In the direction Chukchi -> Eskimo than the reverse. Eskimo 
Influence on Chukchi Is mostly limited to lexicon, although Fortescue (1997) argues 
In detail for some significant grammatical Influences too. Lexical Influence Is 
strongest In semantic fields to do with the sea, particularly boats, sea creatures 
and sea hunting. For example. the Chukchi word puwrcq means 'beluga whale', 
and Is Identical to Eskimo. A Tawajwaam Chukchi (who does not have any contact 
with Eskimo-speaking Es~l.nos) told me that the word was onomatopoeic: puwrcq 
is the noise of a beluga whale sounding. All other examples of Eskimo words in 
Chukchi I only know from written sourc~s and arc only recognised by Chukchls 
coming from the north, not by Taw'ljwaam Chukchls. The Eskimo from both sides 
of Berlnr. Str:J.It has been deeply Influenced by Chukchi, both lexically and 
grammatically. Tf:,l• Is discussed In de Reuse 1994b. The Eskimo word for 
European Ja/uramka has a transparently Chukchi etymology leluremkan 'bearded 
folk' (Indigenous Chukchls have little facial hair). This word has fallen out of use In 
Chukchi In favour of mclyatangat 'fire strangers'•, but a similar word lelul7at 
'bearded ones' Is a regional form used by old people In Tawajwaam. Gurvl~ reports 
Chukchlfied Eskimo toponyms along the Chukchi coast stretching between 60 • and 
70 • north, suggesting earlier Eskimo Inhabitation and probable cohabitation or 
assimilation with Chukchls (Gurvlf 1982:197). 
Kereks and Koryaks are both simply known at tan!Jat 'strangers' In Chukchi. Since 
Chukchi habitation of the Tawajwaam tundra Is quite recent, arid before them the 
land belonged to tangat, it Is tempting to look fur substrate Influence from these 
languages. One peculiarity of Telqep Chukchi Is that the word 'yes' Is different for 
• Fire has sacred significance In the traditional Chukchi belief system, and new fires were 
never made without considerable ceremonial (usually only once per year In the festival of 
kllwej). Chukchls were apparently quite struck by the Europeans' promiscuity In starting 
and extinguishing fires. 
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men and women: men say ej, women say ll. This Is the same as In some varieties 
of Koryak (e.g. Palana Koryak), whereas In other forms of Chukchi there Is only 
one word ll (§2.3.4). Telqep Chukchi have no contact with Alutors and I could not 
discover a Chukchi word for them. 
Chukchi contact with the Russians dates from the seventeenth century, but was 
not Intensive until nineteenth. North Americans were also active In Chukotka 
throughout the nineteenth century, and Chukchi has a number of well-established 
loanwords from both English and Russian. There Is also evidence that the sailors' 
jargon of the American whalers was known to Chukchls: the word kawkaw 'bread, 
biscuit' (originally from Austronesian) Is used In northern Chukotka, and Bogoras 
(1904-1909:730) cites a note which he received from a boy In Provldenija (or 
'Providence', as It was then known) written In 'broken English' which shows 
grammatical features unlike Chukchi or English, but most reminiscent of South 
Seas Pijln English'. Telqep Chukchi has mostly borrowed from Russian, and 
speakers do not know most of the English loarwords chat occur In the north. Some 
borrowings are deeply assimilated. The word korpalyan!korpat 'buckwheat' 
sg./pl. originates from Russian [knlpa]. The unstressed vowel is changed so as not 
to violate vowel harmony (§3.4.1) and there Is a metathesis of vowel and consonant 
to avoid a phonotactically Impossible Initial consonant cluster (§3.2.2). 
At the end of the nineteenth century there also existed a kind of 'trade Chukchi' 
used for Intercultural contact with (at least) Russians along the Kolyma P.lver. Iro 
1895 Bogoras learnt co speak this language, lnc<.arectly believing It at the time to 
be Chukchi proper (Vdovln 1954:107-109). I have questioned elderly Chukchls 
about Intercultural communication In their days of their youth In the tundra. but 
have been unable to establish whether any such pidgin was used in their time. 
Members of other Indigenous groups (e.g. Evens) were reported to have spoktn 
Chukchi In their dealing with Chukchls-ln this context this could mean anything; 
fluent Chukchi, broken Chukchi, or a conventionalised pidgin. See also Comrie 
1996, Hancock 1996. 
5 I reproduce the letter here In full from Bogar .. : (1904-1909:730-731). 
Text of Celqar's leccer: 
I WLTL YUO AI.ASNEIT ME CAM POORESSEB ME NO KERDT NETD. MERAKN MAN. NOD. 
GOOD. MAl POOl. CERA! AYN PEIEE E UKM ROOSEN MAN GOOD MAN SOOBBOS E 
KVTM MAl POOl PEIEB MEl VEL GOOD. 
Bogoras' translation: 
I wi/J tell you. Last night me cam board o' ship. Me no got nothing. American 
man no good. My boy cried (ta have a) pipe. He J/ke him. Russian man good 
man. Suppose he gave it him my boy pipe, my feel good. 
Note In particular SOOBBOS suppose used "" a subordinator, and the final -M of UKM like 
and KIVTM give which look like standard South Seas Pijln transitivity markers. English 
loanwords In Chukchi are dlsc'-lssed In de Reuse {1994a). 
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1.2.2 Language retention and codesivit-.:hing 
In the 1990s all indigenous languages In Chultotka are very much at risk. 
Chukchls are congregating more and more in urban areas, and in urban ::rcas 
children do not learn their native language. Even children who h~.ve recently come 
In to town from the tundra and can speak Chukchi nevertheless will not speak it In 
town, even with their parents and grandparents. In Tawajwaam, the Chukchi 
suburb on the outskirts of Anadyr', Chukchi Is rarely heard. There arc many fewer 
male Chukchi speakers than female. The remaining Chukchi speakers usc It only 
In restricted social contexts, such as conversing with elderly monolinguals, and In 
opening speeches at ethnic festivals. There are regular, although brief, broadcasts 
in Chukchi on the local radio and television, but as state funded, non-revenue 
raising enterprises these are subject to continuous cuts. The only attempts to teach 
Chukchi to the children come from a few dedicated cultural practitioners wh~ 
struggle In the face of disheartening conditions to preserve something of their 
language. To date the results of their efforts arc small; the teacher5 have little or 
no training In language teaching and the children have no motivation to learn. The 
most likely precursor to revival of the Chukchi language would be an awakening of 
political awareness and pride h: being Chukchi. While there arc stirrings of this, 
there are also powerful groups whose interests are deeply opposed to Chukchi 
cultural revival. 
In the villages surrounding Anadyr' (one or two days travel) language retention is 
higher. Some children are either brought up at the herds, or spend considerable 
time living there with their parents. There are greater numbers of elderly people 
who are monolingual in Chukchi, and the pressures to conform to general Russian 
society are less. While In the town 30 year olds are more frequently not full 
speakers of Chukchi, in the villages they usually are. However even in the villages 
I did not hear children speaking anything other than Russian, and their command 
of Chukchi Is at best passive. It is interesting that the higher rates of language 
retention among women are occurring despite a reduction of women's role in the 
industries closest to traditional cultural activities. Women and children now 
generally live In permanent settlements distant from the reindeer herds where the 
men work; the traditional encampment closer to the herd is a rarity. Women's work 
such as hide processing, clothes making and food gathering has been rendered less 
Important as imported clothing, tents and food have become common. 
Chukchi Is thus a highly endangered language. While at the time of writing there 
remain lots of native speakers, transmission of the language to the young has been 
disrupted, and political and economic support for language maintenance is very 
low. 
Ali contemporary speakers of Chukchi know at least of few words of Russian. Full 
speakers generally keep the two languages apart, but in certain circumstances 
speakers switch between Chukchi and Russian within a slugle sentence. This is 
sometimes for sociolln~uistic affect (see §19.1.1, footnote 1), but within my data it 
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Is more often Is an attempt at adaptation towards the perceived communicative 
nP.eds of younger listeners; speakers with a very sketchy knowledge of Russian 
repeat keywords which they happen to know in both Chukchi and Russian. 
Codeswltching is not edited out In the texts reproduced In this work, any decrease 
In the 'elegance' of the data is, I hope, compenstated for by the Increase In 
transparency and fidelity of the data source. 
1.3 Research conditions 
Chukotka Is a far from easy place to carry out social science research. The 
administration of the province has very little outside support, and the passing of 
the glory days of the Soviet Industrial expansion Into Siberia Is much regretted. 
During the period of the Soviet Union the whole of Chukotka was a closed zone, to 
which even relatives of Inhabitants could travel only with special permission. The 
current legal situation of people wishing to travel within Chukotka is difficult to 
determine, although the basic principle is that the laws of the closest authority arc 
the ones which are enforced. 
Administrative difficulties aside, transportation within Chukotka is very difficult 
to manage. Ground transportation is by means of the vezdexod CAll Terrain 
Vehicle'). These are a civilian version of a tracked army per.•onnel carrier. They are 
slow, dirty, noisy, heavy, ecologically destructive, and horrendously fuel-Inefficient. 
Chukchi 'bush mechanics' seem to be able to keep them going Indefinitely. In 
warmer wcatl•cr the tundra is soft and muddy and vczdexods make their way only 
with difficulty. Other times of the year they struggle with soft or powdery snow, or 
crash through thin Icc Into mud or water underneath. Freeing a stuck vezdexod 
which has broken through I Ocm of Ice into a metre of icy mud Is a heroic 
achievement. River transportation is only possible during the summer-even· In 
spring the rivers are either frozen over or full of broken Ice. Neither ground nor 
river transport run passenger services, nor do they follow schedules. To get 
transport requires contact with a network of ar· :aintanceship, not to mention 
patience and persi~tence as days of delayed departures turn Into weeks. Air 
transportation Is astonishingly expensive; It Is cheaper to fly from Moscow to 
Sydney than to fly within Chukotka. The aircraft are ageing and ill-malntalned-
thrcc planes crashed In the province during the periods I was there. 
I made two trips to Chukotka, each lasting six months. During the first, In 1995, I 
lived In the village of Tawajwaam on th2 outskirts of Anadyr'. During the second I 
also worked In Tawajwaam, and travelled to the villages Kanchalan and 
Alkatwaam. In the villages I participated In community activities, such as festivals 
and building projects, and had a programme of visiting the old people to record 
folktales and reminiscences, as well as just to chat. Hearing problems 
(environmentally caused) are endemic among Chukchis of all ages, and 
conversation was difficult. However, the situation of an elderly person telling 
;tories to a younger audience is well established as a genre, and many people were 
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happy to do this for hours on end. Analysis of these texts was harder. I was unable 
to accurately translate folktales myself, so needed the assistance of a billngual 
speaker. I am extremely grateful to Tawiwl (Russian name Valentina Ivanovna 
h f Chukchi handicrafts and committed amateur Rlntuw'i) a teac er o • 
anthropo;ogist, who transcribed and translated the majority of my texts. This work 
could not exist without her efforts. 
In Tawajwaam the language of day-to-day communication is Russian. People of 
about 30 years and older speak Chukchi, and the elderly are monolingual. The 
blilnguals use a certain amount of code-switching. and even younger non-speakers 
use a few Chukchi interjections (ii/ccj 'yes', qoo 'I dunno') and disco.urse particles 
( ) The conventional greetings jcty7i and jcttak arc literally you (sg) have naqam . 1 "if ,; 'y s' 
I' d 'you (pi) have come!', and the conventional reply is simp Y • ccJ c · come an h t them as These greetings have been reanaiysed by non-speakers, w o trca 
identical to Russian zdravstvij! 'hello (sg)' and zdravstvijtel 'hello (pi)', using 
jcty7i/jcttak as both greeting and response, and using the plural form as a 
respectful form of address to individuals (i.e. the general European tulvous 
distinction, which is not otherwise used in Chukchi). 
My linguistic consultants can be divided Into two groups. elderly (near-
)monolinguals, and younger (30+) billnguals. As already mentioned, I was able to 
obtain excellent uarrative data frolll the monollnguais, however I was unable t~ 
achieve much with them in the way of 'traditional ellcltatlon', in t~e sense o 
grammaticallty judgements, guided discourse and description tasks, an- so on (s~c 
Bogoras 1904-1909:52 for similar experiences). The billnguais tended to e 
uncomfortable producing novel sentences outside real conversation with other full 
speakers, and in artificial contexts generally produced very Russian-Ilk~ syntactic 
constructions. Schoolteachers, who had all attended the same teachers college 1~ 
St Petersburg, had received heavy exposure t~ ~;f.orlk's Chukchi grammar, an 
accepted it as the prestige standard, althout,', . . . :itting privately that nob~dy 
they knew spoke llke that. Attitudes to the R""'-"" •"''guage within Russia ten t~ 
be extremely normative (speakers of covert pr~.;l•tl~ alternatives such as thieves 
Jargon and the obscene-poetic slang excepted, of course), and this attitude has been 
• 1 d that all Chukchi instllled in Chukchi educators. People are quite happy to cone u e - h 
speakers use their native language incorrectly if popular usage docs not agree wit 
Skorlk's grammar. While methodologically suspect, the greatest tragedy of this is 
hl t non- and partial speakers that it frequently renders language tcac ng o 
completely ineffective-the language they are taught does not correspond to that 
used in the community. 
1.4 Data 
This work focuses on a subset of speech genres, chosen pragmatically (In the non-
linguistic sense) as those which were easily recognisable and practical to colic;\ 
The three broad types of language sample collected were (1) conversation, 11 
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elicited monologues, and (111) folktales•. The examples of conversation were limited 
to incidental conversation and semi-interview situations with one (younger, usually 
less fluent) native speaker talking with a knowledgable older speaker about a topic 
selected by me and the interviewer. From some speakers the latter produced long 
monologues, without guidance or tum taking. This usually occurred when balanced 
conversation was impossible, either because of low fluency on the part of the 
interviewer (especially if the lnter>iewer was me) or when the interviewee was 
hard of hearing (all the elderly Chukchi speakers I knew had hearing problems; 
hearing loss seemed very common throughout the Chukchi community). These 
monologues were us Jally historical narratives, or descriptive or procedural texts 
(see also §1.1.3). The main database consists of about fifteen hours of transcribed 
tapes. This work does not attempt anything like a complete study of language 
genres. The difficulties of working with a language with a speech community 
almost entirely of elderly people are sur.h that any generalisations about the 
distribution of different speech patterns In daily life can only be skewed. 
1.5 Survey of published sources 
Publication on the Chukchi language to date includes grammars and a number of 
dictionaries. There are also quite a number of articles, more or less accessible, 
some of which have a primarily descriptive intent, but many of which are more 
concerned with Chukchi evidence in favour of various theoretical positions. In what 
foii-Jws I will give a detailed account of the published grammars and dictionaries, 
and a survey of what I consider the more significant papers. 
Some of the major works about Chukchi are only available in Russian, others are. 
either originally in English, or, in rare occasions, there are English translations. 
The first grammar of Chukchi is the work of Waldemar Bogoras (in Russ;an 
Vladimir Bogoraz; citations of English language works traditionally use the 
s-spelling while those of Russian language works use the z-spelling) who studied 
the languages and cultures of a number of the Indigenous groups of what is now 
Russian North Asia. He arrived in Chukotka In 1896 at the age of 24, under a ten-
year sentence ~f exile for political activities with the illegal political party National 
Will (Norodn11ja Volja). Although without any relevant training, Bogoras turned 
out to be a talented fleldworker, and at the tum of the century pubilshed an 
ethnographic and linguistic sketch (Bogoras 1900) which led to the St Petersburg 
Academy of Sciences petitioning the Tsar for a reprieve. This was granted. Bogoras 
returned to Chukotka for five years to carry out more intensive research on 
Chukchi language and culture for the Jesup North Pacific Expedition, under the 
auspices of the Smithsonian Institution. 
• I have tried as much as posslb~e to avoid eilclted sentences In this description, as data so 
gained seems to be quailtativeiy different from spontaneous speech In narrative. Examples 
coded (na ... I and (nb ... ] are from my notebooks: all other codes refer to non-eilcltcd texts. 
Jl~8~·-----------------------B~A~C~K~G~R~OU~N~D~----------------~C~h~~ 
Bogoras' major ethnographic publlcatlon Is The Clwkchee (Bogoras 1904-1909). 
This contains a wealth of beautifully written ethnographic description In the 
Boaslan tradition (Boas edited both Bogoras' English-language works). This 
ethnography Is greatly respected by contemporary Chukchls, who have access to a 
Russian translation produced under Bogoras' guidance (Bogoras 1939a, 1939b)7. 
The details generally concur with the personal experience of Chukchls who grew up 
In the tundra prior to the 1970s. From Bogoras' writings It Is clear that he was able 
to participate In Chukchi dally llfe and had a command of spoken Chukchi 
adequate to freely converse on any topic. 
Following the Jesup North Pacific Expedition Bogoras also publlshed a collection of 
texts, Chukchee Mythology (Bogoras 1910). 
Bogoras' gramntat!cal sketch of Chukchi was published In 1922 In Boas' Handbook 
of American Indian Languages. Although entitled Clwkchee, this work Is actually 
a comparative grammar of Chukchi, Koryak and Ite\men (then known as """' 
Kamchadal). It contains a phonological and morphological description, but does 
not discuss syntax. The puhllcation of this grammar was very much delayed. Hyatt 
(1990:80) quotes three letters from The Franz Boas Papers, 1858-1942 (1906; May 
25, June 2 and June B) In which Boas pleads with Bogoras to send manuscripts. 
Work hardly progressed, apparently due to lack of commitment to llngulstlc Issues 
on Bogoras' part (Hyatt 1990:73), and In 1914 with war and revolution all work 
ceased. Bogoras was more Interested In soclal·ethnographlc Issues, and language 
was always subordinated to ethnographic research. While Bogoras' data Is superb, 
the final form of the published grammar owes much to Boas. To quote the editor's 
preface, 
Since the principal object of the series of sketches presented In this 
Han:lbook is the elucidation of the grammatical categories found In the 
present condition of each language treated, I thought It best to re-
arrange the material on the basis of an analytical study. I am therefore 
responsible for the essential form of arrangement and presentation here 
given. ( ... ] (Boas 1922:637) 
Boas goes on the point out that this was done In consultation with the author. At 
the end of the preface there he points out that, 
The war has delayed the publication of this work beyond expectation, 
and the final revision had to be made by the editor. (Boas 1922:637) 
7 Volume II of Bogoras !939, which describes Chukchi religious practices, Is prefaced by 
the then·obligatory political essay, In which Bogoras apologlses for the lack of Marxist· 
Leninist content In the work. Although this essay has the typical tone (both strident and 
abject) of Stalinist seff.crltlclsm, It Is Interesting to note that Bogoras was able to publish 
his translation without adaptation. 
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According to Bogoras' later colleague Vdovln (Vdovln 1954·114) B 1 
. , agoras ater 
expressed discontent with Boas' 'meddling' (Russian 'vm~atel'stvo'; It Is unclear 
whether this Is Bogoras' word or Vdovln's) with his manuscript. However, the 
original manuscript Is not found In the 'Bogoras archive' In Russia, nor In Boas' 
papers a> chlved at the Smithsonian. The Jack of syntactic description In the 
grammar Is typical of grammars of the time, particularly those produced by Boas 
and his students (Murray 1994). Volodln (1954:111) claims that this Is simply 
because of Bogoras' focus on ethnographic research he had neither time nor 
Interest to Investigate syntax In depth. 
After the turmoil of the Russian Revolution, Bogoras pursued an scholarly career 
In Soviet academia. His final major publication on Chukchi (published 
posthumously) was a dictionary, Luoravetlansko·russkij s1ovar' [Chukchi-
Russian Dictionary/ (Bogoras 1937). This fine dictionary Is a bibliographic rarity. 
There are copies In a few Russian libraries In Moscow and St Petersburg (none in 
Chukotka), and In the private collections of a few Russian scholars. The Chukchi 
part of this dictionary Is written In the latinate orthography suppressed by Stalin 
In 1939 (see §3.7). which may explain why so few copies exist. This dictionary Is 
llngulstlcally Interesting because It Is the only published dictionary that h 
entries for Individual morphemes; all other Chukchi dictionaries are organised :: 
bilingual wordllsts of translation equivalents. 
The most Important of Bogoras' succ~ssors In the study of Chukchi was P.Ja. 
Skorlk. Skorik produced a series of publications on Chukchi linguistics from the 
1940s to th_; 1980s (see Bibliography). His major work Is the two volume reference 
grammar Cukotskij jazyk [The Chukchi language/ (Skorik 19&1-1977). This 
grammar seems to be Intended more for pedagogical purposes than scientific. It Is 
used In the pedagogical colleges (In partlcular, the Faculty of the Peoples of the 
North, see § 1.1.5) as the definitive authority on the Chukchi language. Skorik 
bases his work on his personal experience llvlng In a then largely Chukchi-
speaking community as a schoolteacher in 1928-1930 and 1932-1944, as well as 
:our e~pedltions In the years 1948-1956, and four more In the years 1971-1974 
\SkorlK 1961:13). The primarily pedagogical ends of the grammar are rnfiected in 
the way It Is based around European grammatical categories•. Although the 
grammar includes copious numbers of example sentences, their naturalness as 
examples of Chukchi ls questionable. Commonly occurring but difficult to translate 
grammatical particles (e.g. layen, =1m) are virtually absent. Multiple examples of 
a particular phenomenon generally have Identical word order and no extraneous 
material, suggesting strongly that they are either all translations of Russian, or 
worse, that they are simply made up. To speculate about the latter possibility 
' The danger of writing a nan·IE grammar In terms of IE grammatical categories Is a 
pitfall Skorlk was aware of (Skorlk 1961:10), but which he nevertheless does nat entlrP!y 
succeed In avoiding. . 
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would seem uncharitable, If It were not for the fact that some of Skorlk's amply 
exemplified description differs In major structural ways from natural data found In 
my collections of Chukchi narratives. Text-based analysis of valency changing 
devices (§§11.5-1>) casts doubt upon Skorll;'s antlpassive data in several ways; he 
describes the antipassive as productive, which Is not the case, at least in Teiqep 
Chukchi, and he does not notice that the morpheme which makes the antipassive 
with some stems makes an appiicative with others. Unless evidence is forthcoming 
that Skorik's data represents a true, spoken variety Chukchi it would be wise to 
approach his materials with scepticism. 
Skorlk's doctoral dissertation was also published, entitled OC:erki po sintaksisu 
1:ukotskogo jazyka. Inkorporaclja [Outline of Chukchi syntax: incorporation/ 
(Skorik 194!1). This work was written under the supervision of Me~faninov, a 
follower of Marr's discredited social-linguistic theories, and it contains a certain 
amount of material which seems bizarre to the modem reader. For instance, this 
work originates the patently untrue assertion that incorporation was dying out 
among younger Chukchis. In fact, this conclusion was a necessary corollary of the 
Marrist paradigm, in which a notion of level of cultural achievement was 
considered to have a negative correla ticil with the 'primitive' grammatical 
phenomenon of lncorpcrat!on. Thus, the Chukchls who had given up nomadism 
and lived closer to the general European-Russian norm were cla•sified as culturally 
'higher', and thus would be expected to use less grammaticPI Incorporation. When 
Stalin, in his own notorious foray Into linguistics (StaJin 1950), tUI!"rd against 
Marr, Skorik published a humiliating (althou;,h objectively Justified) retraction of 
this 'data' (Skorik 195~). It is difficult for a scholar coming from an outside 
tradition to evaluate research coming from the 'middle period' of Soviet linguistics. 
It !s a testament to these people that they managed to produce anything at all. 
Bogoras had credentials of pre-revolutionary political activity which allowed him to 
act with a certain amount of independence even during the early stages of Stalin's 
ascent'. His followers did not. As an academic. Skorti< had the misfortune to live 
through the whole of the personality cult, and was forced to many compromising 
and humiliating public statements at a time when international scientific 
communication was at an ail-time low. 
Other published pedagogical Chu'<chi-Russian dictionaries are Russko·1:ukotsklj 
slovar' dlja 1:ukotskoj "'skoly [Russian-Chukchi dictionary for Chukchi schools/ 
(Skorlk 1941), Cukotsko-russklj slovar' [Chukchi-Russian dictionary/ (Moll,& 
Inenllkej 1957), and Russko-1:ukotsklj 1:ukotsko-russklj slovar' [Russian-
Chukchi Chukchi-Russian dictionary/ (Inenilkej 1976; revised edition 1987). Moll 
and Inenilkej 1957 contains a bare minimum of grammatical Information (missing 
altogether !n the other dictionaries) including vowel harmony and non-word-initial 
'Bogoras died in 1936, the year of the 'Stalin' constitution. 
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forms, but lacks Information on transitivity. Word class Is someti~es a are 
through the choice of citation form. PP nt 
Bellkov 1961 ~Lay?orawe17en laffi!Jalte Is a collection of Chukchi folktales; Russian 
translation Cukotskie skazki also published. This collection was edited for 
brevity (not a usual characteristic of Chukchi folktales) and to eradicate mention of 
body parts and biological functions which are taboo In Russian (e.g. anythln 
scatological or sexual; Raxtilln pers. comm.). Apparently It was also subject t: 
grammatical standardisation, as regional features and difficult-to-translate 
grammatical particles are absent or rare. The book was not Intended as an 
academic source, although It has been used as such. 
The scholar Inenllkej (a native speaker of Chukchi) has published a number of 
works, particularly In the areas of adverbs and the lexicon (e.g. Inenllkej 1965a-b, 
1966a-d, 1969, 1974a-b, 1976, 1978; Inenllkej & Nedjalkov 1966 1967 1972 
1981). These works are all In Russian. and many of them are dl~r.ult 'to fin~ 
outside specialist Russian libraries. Inenllkej was also co-author of a variety of 
works (Moll & Ineniikej 1957; Nedjalkov & Inenlikej 1983; Nedjalkov Inenlikej & 
Raxtiiln 1988). ' 
A number of non-Chukchi scholars also collaborated with native speakers working 
or studying In Leningrad/St Petersburg to produce theoretical papers which 
nevertheless also present some new descriptive materials (e.g. Comrie 1979 1981 . 
Nedjalkov 1977, 1979, 1994). Two theoretically-updated gramm~tical sket~hes 0~ 
Chukchi have recently appeared, one in English (Muravyova 1998), and one In 
Russian (Volodin & Skorlk 1996); both take Skorik's grammar (Skorlk 1961 1977) 
as their main source of data. Other descriptive work on aspects of Chukchl,(based 
: ::•hUshed data sources) Includes Spencer (1995), Koptjevskaja-Tamm (1995), 
u ' · fOVa (1989). AreaUtypologlcal and comparative studies have been published 
by ~mrle (Comrie 1980a, 1.980b), de Reuse (1994b), Fortescue (Fortescue 1998) 
and Muravyova (1976, 1986). 
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Dialectal variation 
2.1 Introduction 
The Telqep variety of Chukchi is distinguishable from other varieties of Chukchi on 
the basis of a number of formal characteristics discussed In §2.4. The term T~Iqep 
Is used by Chukchls to refer to people originating from an area extending from 
somewhat mrth of the Anadyr' estuary, to an area several hundred kilometres 
south Oust north ~f Xatyrka) and Inland to the lands surrounding the river 
Vell~".]a (see Map 2.). The name comes from the Telqep river, which meets the sea 
In the middle of the territory. Geographical variation within Chukchi is slight, with 
dUTcrences between varieties mostly found In the lexicon. There are also a few 
morphological differences In the verbal agreement system and In other areas of the 
grammar. To put this Into perspective, even the other 'languages' of the group that 
Chukchi belongs to (Koryak, Kerek, Alutor: sometimes called 'Chukotlan' or 
'Koryako-Chukotlan1 show a fairly small degree of variation, to the exteut tha• 
they might be considered dialects of a single language If cultural and historical 
differences did not Intervene (§1.2: Comrie 1981:240). One variety of Chukchi does 
stand distinct from all others and Is profitably com:ldered a different dialect; the 
'Standard Chukchi' (or 'Literary Chukchi', as It Is usually called In Russian) 
described and codlt1ed by Skorlk (1961-1977) differs considerably In Its details fr:::.• 
spoken varieties of Chukchi; there Is more discussion of this In §2.5. 
This chapter begins with a comparison of the various Chukotlan languages (§2.2) 
to show where Chukchi is situated within Its family (Itelmen Is not considered, see 
§1.2). In §2.3 there Is a discussion and description of the differences between the 
variety of Chukchi spoken by men and that spoken by women. This Is an area of 
Chukchi which Is very Interesting from a sociolinguistic and also diachronic point of 
view, but to date th~ro has not even been an adequate description of the 
phenomenon. Section §2.4 Is a description of the particular variety of Chukchi 
which Is the object of this work, with material showing how this variety differs 
from other varieties of Chukchi, particularly those which have already been the 
object of study. Finally, In what Is something of a warning to the linguist, §2.5 
contains a discussion of the variety of Chukchi dealt with by Skorlk (1961-1977). 
This variety Is an artificial literary dialect which, due to the availability of the 
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published grammar, Is commonly used as a data source for theoretical linguistic 
research. Some of my ,·esearch on spoken Chukchi suggests that caution should be 
exercised If concluslonr about natural languoge are to be made vn the basis of this 
data. 
2.2 Linguistic comparison 
The linguistic literature mentions a large number of Chukchi dialects, although 
very little work has been done on the linguistic characteristics of these varieties. 
Some of them seem likely to be no more than a combination of characteristic 
pronunciation ('accent') and a few ;eglonal lexical differences. In a series of notes 
Moll and Inenlikej (1957) describe some dilierences In verb Inflectional paradigms 
between the Chukchi of Xatyrka (in the south-east of Chukotka, bordering the 
Koryak Autonomous Okrug) and other more northerly varieties. I have observed 
these same differences In the dialrct of Chukchi speakers from the south-west, 
around the town of Markovo (Korav'e pers. comm.). 
Linguistic comparison shows the sepamtion of the languages/dialects of the 
Chukotian group is relatively recent. The languages and dialects can be 
subgrouped differently according to which llngusltic parameter Is used, and 
different selection of parameters can yield different results (e.g cognate counts in 
basic vocabulary vs. phonological comparison). Matters are confused by the (non-
native) names given to the dialects; 'Koryak' Is used Interchangeably for the 
standardised variety of Koryak (also called 'Chavchuv Koryak'), and along with 
geo.oraphlcal terms as part of the names of a 'resid•.al category' of Chukotian 
languages/varieties which don't have their own name (e.g. Apuka Koryak, Itkan 
Kuryak, Kamensklj Koryak, Parensklj Koryak, Km 3ginsklj Koryak and Palana 
Koryak'). 
Good wordllsts are available for a number of the dialects/languages of the 
Chukotlan group. Much of the published data Is due to the efforts of Alevtlna 
Nikolaeva Zukova, whose research on Koryak and Al..1tor dialects spans many 
years. The following sample (selected for geographical coverage and adequacy of 
data) Is representative for the purposes of the comparison In §2.3.2: 
AI Alutor 
KoPl Pal ana Koryak {also considered a dialect of Alutor; Skorik /968) 
ChW Womens Chukchi 
ChM Mens Chukchi 
KoCh Chavchuv Koryak 
Ke Kerek 
The key sources are Zukon 1980 [KoPl, KoCh], Zukova 1967 [KoCh], Stebnlcklj 
1994 [KoCh, AI], Skorlk 1968 [Ke], Zukova 1968 [KoCh, AI], Muravyova 1979 [AI]. 
' Skorik (1968) groups Karaginskij Koryak and Palana Koryak with Alutor; see the 
evidence for shared phonological changes between AI and KoPlin fig. 2.5. 
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Some of these sources also contain ChM materials, but none contain ChW. Since 
the precise origins of the Chukchi materials are generally not stated, and since 
they occasionally vary somewhat from my own, I only use Telqep Chukchi data 
from my own fleldnotes for comparison. 
2.3 Gender dialects 
The existence of a women's Chukchi somehow different from mP.n's Chukchi is well-
known In the literature. What Is perhaps surprising Is that there has never been 
an adequate description of women's Chukchi. In the acknowledgments to the two 
volumes of Skorlk's grammar (1961:14 and 1977:7) there are twelve Chukchls 
thanked by name; all are male. Bogoras published two small samples of women's 
Chukchi in his Chukchee Mythology (1910:!44,145), and anoth~r five In his (sadly 
Inaccessible) Materialy po izuf-m!Ju cukotskogo jazyka ... {Materials for the scudy of 
Chukchi/ (1900: 121-126). ~n his grammar Bogoras has a section entitled 
'Pronunciation of Men and Women' (Bogar as 1922:665-666). In this section he 
states: 
The pronunciation of the women differs from that of the men. Women 
generally substitute §for c and r, particularly after weak vowels. They 
also substitute ss for rk and ell. The sounds c and r are quite frequ~nt; so 
that the speech of women, with Its ever-recurring §, sounds quite 
peculiar, and Is not easily understood by an Inexperienced ear. Women 
are quite able to pronounce c and r, and when quoting the words of a 
man,-as, for Instance, In tales,-use these sounds. In ordinary 
conwrsation, however, the pronunciation of men Is considered as 
unbecoming a woman. (Bogoras 1922:665) 
He gives four single word examples showing these correspondences (the examples 
are selected not to Include examples of words without the alternation; see §2.3.2), 
and then has another paragraph about the differential use of Intervocalic 
consonant dropping by men and women. He states that this Is most common In the 
Kolyma district, but with one exception, I did not observe any definite examples of 
differential use of consonant dropping In the Anadyr' Region (further discussed 
§2.3.3). 
Skorlk's statements about women's Chukcht are no more extensive and no more 
accurate. In a paragraph at the end of hls extended discussion of (male speakers') 
phonology he mentions that 
Apart from the consonants listed, there Is also In Chukchi an affricate, 
slmllar to Russian c but somewhat softened [I.e. palatallsed], which Is 
used In the women's pronunciation only. This affricate usually 
corresponds to the consonant rand {:of male prommclatlon, moreover It 
asslmllates a following consonant k, for example the male 
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pronunciations- [reqarkan?] 'what is 5/he doing?', [rarka] 'walrus'; 
female pronunciatlon-[ccqaccan?]. [caeca]. 
[Skorlk 1961:33; my translation and transliteration] 
In §§2.3.2-3.3 It wlH he shown that women's Chukchi differs from men's Chukchi In 
a much more complex manner than has p1 evlously been recognised. The two main 
phonological differences between men's and women's Chukchi are the r-c 
alternation (§2.3.2) and intervocalic consonant elision (§2.3.3). Earlier 
characterisations have generally either claimed that the difference Is merely 
substitution of one pronunciation for another, or If It Is recognised that this 
'substitution' does not always occur, then the variation Is treateq as Irregular. In 
fact, th& correspondences between women's and men's Chukchi arc synchronically 
unpredictable, but can be accounted for In the context of greater Koryako-
Chukotlan dialectology. There Is no evidence that the women's and men's dialect 
distinction occurs differently in different regions of Chukotke. although this hasn't 
been systematically examined. 
Because the phonological correspondences between women's and men's Chukchi 
are synchronically unpredictable, It makes sense to talk of these varieties as gender 
dialects. Gender dialects arc a rare but geographically dispersed phenomenon, 
attested In diverse languages such as Gras Ventre (Flannery 1946, Taylor 1982), 
Island Carib (Hoff 1994), Koasatl (Haas 1944; this Is debated, sec also Kimball 
1987, 1990 and Savllle-Troike l' ·:' Plraha (Everett 1986:317), Yana (Sapir 1963 
[1929]) and Yanyuwa (Bradley i :.-.: ... 
Women's Chukchi has never been considered within the framework of general 
Chukotian dlale: tology. The superficial accounts of women's language hitherto 
published make It difficult to sec that there Is anything of Interest to discover. In 
fact, women's Chukchi and men's Chukchi can be shown to be related to different 
geographical dialects, with women's Chukchi showing surprising slmllarltles to 
Alutor and the Palana Koryak dialect. Note that no other language or dialect In 
the famlly has this distinction between men's and women's language (a tiny lexical 
exception exists In Palana Koryak; see §2.4); it seems to be an Innovation of the 
period after Chukcl}l separated from all Its sister languages (possibly only a few 
hundred years). 
2.3.1 Sociollnguistic status 
Choice of which gender dialect of Chukchi to use Is determined by the sex of the 
speaker. There Is no absolute prohibition against using the other dialect. Quoted 
speech can be gl''' n In the gender dialect appropriate to the quoted person, :·nd 
people can give examples to correct the speech of someone of the opposite sex If the. 
wrong gender dialect Is accidentally used. As will be shown below, although 
slmllar, the exact form of each gender dialect Is not predictable from knowledge of 
the other. Thus, speakers must simply remember the alternate forms for all the 
words which are different between the two dialects. In traditional society 
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shamanistic power was often llnkP.d with partial' or complete change of sex/gender. 
As a highly salient social Indicator of gender, adoption of the opposite gender 
dialect was frequent among shamans and their patients (§ 1.1.2). Women and men 
arc aware of the differences In their language, and wlll freely pronounce words like 
a person of the other sex In explanation or corrections (to a language Ieamer) or for 
dramatic or humorous effect In quoted dialogue. In stories gender dlaler.t 1s treated 
as one of many distinctive features of an lndlvlduai's pronunciation which can be 
Imitated or Ignored according to the storyteller·~ preference. A storyteller will mit 
generally adopt the gender dialect of a quoted character of the opposite sex unless 
other features of their speech are Imitated too-thus, the speech a female dog Is 
quoted (In a falrytale) using both woman's dialect and high-pitch singsong 
Intonation like the yelping of a dog. 
When the Soviet process of 'modernisation' came to Chukotka, shamanism was 
violently suppressed and the usc of women's dialect discouraged. Language 
standardisation was based entirely on men's dialect. In the 1990s educated women 
seem to feel obscurely gullty for using women's dialect, but they usually use It all 
the same. Chukchi language radio and television broadcasting Js all carried out In 
men's dialect. Female announcers use men's dialect on air, but women's dialect in 
private. Only In public speech In front of strangers do women use men's dialect. 
Although men are also bldialectal, they arc very rarely called upon to produce 
women's dialect, and for men the traditional usage patterns of gender dialect have 
not changed. 
2.3.2 Tile r-c alternation 
In a number of synchronically unpredictable contexts an r In the men's dialect 
corresponds to c In the women's dialect (see §3.7.3 for transcription). Some typical 
example of the alternation are shown In fig. 2.1. 
F 2 I Ch k IGURE .. u chi words: Different Pronunciation'. 
mosouito I oolarfox leg hide 
female speaker mccn ceqokalyan pan cat 
male speaker mrcn reaokalyan I panrat 
However, there are other contexts where there is no contrast; women's c 
corresponds to men's c, and women's r corrr.sponds to men's r: 
' All the data In this section comes from Telqep Chukchi: non-local Chukchi speaking 
women in Anadyr' all used the women's dialect. Their wonlen's dialect did not seem to 
differ In any way from that of the local Teqep speaking women, although as non-local 
women were generally in Anadyr' for work purposes, and as such were more educated, 
they would switch between women's and men's dialect in a non·traditional manner 
(§2.3.1). 
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I l FIGURE 2.2. C~} words: Same pronunc at on. 
teapot trao she went home reindeer 
Wspeaker cajkok utkuc?an raytoy?c qorana 
M speaker caikok utkuc?an raytay?c I qora!Ja 
These two correspondence sets (words with the c-r alternation and those without) 
are found throughout the native lexicon, but the c-r alternatioa is never found in 
loanwords. 
Figure 2.2.3 has some selected cognate sets to show that a set of proto-Koryako· 
Chukotian coronals can clearly be reconstructed'. Chukchi words with the c-r 
alternation are not included in this set. Chukchi words with the c-r alternation 
pattern differently, as shown in figure 2.2.4. 
FIGURE 2.3. The proto-Korvako-Chukotian corona s •t, • • •• r, C, ''] 
'j •r 
iMJ?Ue house' partridRe !pVdu oron. 
AI jiljil ra- ray- mur-
J.<oPI jela-Inan ra· rcw-, rewam- mur· 
. t;h'Vt! j~lajal ra- rewam- mur-
:,t-.,1 jolojal ra rewam· illUr· 
' muj I KoCh jiljil ja- jewjcw 
Ke' .iawiaw m•i· 
•t •c 
str3nRer wiid sheep sister kidney 
AI tannotan ktipa- sakoyit ksimma 
KoPI tannotan ktcppa cakoyct kcimmc 
ChW tannatan katipe· cakoyct kacimc-
ChM tannotan kotipe· sakoyct kasimc-
KoCh tannatan katep cakoyct kaclm 
Ke kacipa-11a 
3 The reconstructions presented below are my own: they support the (much more detailed) 
analysis of the Chukotko-Kamchatkan proto-coronals In Muravyova's unpublished 
dissertation (Muravyova 1979). Muravyova did not. however, look at the women's variety 
of Chukchi. The cognate sets given are representative, and are by no means exhaustive, as 
many more similar examples t~n be found. 
• The form given here Is the minimal stem used In Incorporation and compounding. As an 
Independent noun these stems are reduplicated (see §6.2.1). In Chukchi there has been an 
additional process of dissimilation, by which reduplicated 'ra-ra- has the formjara·. 
' My access to Kerek sources has been very limited: absence of a form In the 
correspondence sets should not be taken to indicate the a cognate does or doesn't exist. 
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Apart from these correspondences there Is yet another set, shown below In figure 
2.2.4. Although none of the phonemes in the various contemporary reflexes of the 
Koryako-Chukotian languages are different from the reflexes of the proto-Koryako· 
Chukotian coronals shown above, their distribution shows that proto-Koryako· 
Chukotian includes another consonant. 
F !GURE 2 4 AI .. ternations: C hW c corresponds to ChM r 
future what? walrus polar fox 
AI te- teq· tatka tiquk 
KoPI te- teq- tatka tiquk 
ChW ce- ceq- caeca ceqoka-lyan 
ChM re- rcq- rarko rcqoka-lyon 
KoCh je- jcq- jojka jiquk' 
Ke lja- lao- ika-na 
mosouito leg hide forehead 3ol oron.• 
AI mtan panta· kattil atti 
KoPl mtenne panta- (karrcl)' 7ottu 
ChW me en panca- kacccl acci 
ChM mrcn panra- katrel atri 
KoCh majcn pappa- koccel acci 
Ke kottil icci 
Muravjova (1979) demonstrates the existence of this proto-phoneme (which she 
calls 'd, a convention I will follow) for the Koryako-Chukotia!· family. but did not 
do any comparison of women's Chukchi. The summary of these cognate sets in 
figure 2.2.5 shows that there is an isogloss in the Koryako-Chukotlan languages 
between those where 'd has the modern reflexes r (ChM) or j (from the 
phonological collapse of 'd and •r; KoCh, Ke?) and those where it has the modern 
reflex t (AI. KoPI). 
FIGURE 2.5. Summary of cognate sets 
•t •r 'd •c •j 
AI t r t s j 
KoPl t r t c j 
ChW t r c c j 
ChM t r r s j 
KoCh t j J c j 
Ke8 ! I. 
6 Note the assimilations: ChW 'rk -+ cc, ChM 'rr -+ tr. There also seems to be 
palatallsatlanlasslmilatlon In KoCh 'lj -+ cc (in this figure) and 'nc _, JlJl (see fig. 2.4), 
but for the purposes of this thesis I have not closely examined the phonology of Chukchi's 
slstel' :anguagesldlalects. 
'This form Is unexpected. 
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Women's Chukchi has an anomalous position in this schema, as it looks more 
similar to the AI-KoPI cluster than the ChM-KoCh cluster. This opens the way to a 
hypothesis that Chukchi gtnder dialect distinctions have come about as a result of 
influences on the language of members of one gender by a geographical dialect (or 
dialects) similar to Alutor and Palana Koryak. Such a situation is not Implausible 
(discussed below). 
HYPOTHESIS: Chukchi split into two gender dialects as a result of 
substrate influence on the language of either men or women by another 
Koryako-Chukotlan iangaugeldialect. 
The hypothesis can be developed in two ways; 
I) Men's Chukchi diverged from proto-Chukchi, perhaps through substrate 
influence from dialects from the KoCh-Ke cluster 
II) Women's C'l:tkchi diverged from proto-Chukchi, perhaps through substrate 
influence from dialects from the Al-KoPI cluster 
Of these, the latter scenario is more likely from an ethnographical and 
(pre-)historical viewpoint. In Chukchi society women travel to live at the 
encampments of their husbands; women travelling across an isogloss boundary for 
marriage could bring a set of characteristic mispronunciations through interference 
from their native dialect. The mispronunciations expected would be in exactly 
those words which contain reflexes of •d. since there is little variability in the 
reflexes of other consonants. In Chukchi society, where male and female social 
roles are very separate. it is possible to imagine a situation where the 
characteristic mispronunciations of some women becomes reinforced as a social 
marker of feminity. 
This scenario is sociolinguisticaliy plausible. but the proposed path of historical 
linguistic development is problematic. If dialects of the KoPI-AI cluster were the 
source of this feature of Chukchi women's dialect it would be expected that the 
phonological collapse of •d in women's Chukchi would be to modern t, not modern 
c (see fig. 2.2.5). Although •d has collapsed with some other phoneme in all 
contemporary languages, there is no language in the sample set apart from 
women's Chukchi which has the collapse •d -4 c (they arc all either •d -4 r or •d 
-4 t). 
It is possible that women's Chukchi could have been produced by substrate 
influence from yet another, unattested, Koryako-Chukotian language, which either 
preserved the three-way split •ri•dJ•c longer than the other members of the 
family, or which collapsed •d and •c. Although the invention of extinct, unattested 
languages as motivating factors for linguistic change may often be no more than 
methodological sleight of hand, in this case there arc outside factors which could 
• I have too little data to form good hypotheses about Kerek. 
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support It. Archaeological evidence ascribes the beginning of reindeer herding in 
the region to Chukchi innovation in the fifteenth ·century. Prior to this the 
ancestors of the Koryako-Chukotian speaking peoples lived as hunter-gatherers 
along the rivers and coasts. Since the beginning of reindeer herding the population 
density has dramatlcdlly Increased, and the Chukchis have expanded their range a 
long way to the west and south. It is quite likely that they absorbed speakers of 
other Koryako-Chukotian languages during this expansion. 
2.3.3 Intervocalic consonarlt ellsion 
In his brief discussion of the differences between women's and men's pronunciation 
Bogoras mentions that 'the men, particularly of the Kolyma district d · 
intervocalic consonants, principally n and t' (Bogoras 1922:665). This el~ion~~ 
reported to work in the same manner as the general Chukchi phonological rule 
which allows sporadic dropping of intervocalic ~pproximants (accompanied by 
vowel assimilation, i.e. VtGVz -4 V.Vz: see §3.2.4). Bogoras further adds that men 
of the maritime Chukchi use both the shorter forms (unclear from context whether 
he means just the forms with dropped n and t. or all forms with dropped 
intervocalic consonants) and the longer ones (no dropping), whereas women oni 
use the longer. y 
Telqep Chukchis do not correspond to either of these groups, and r have not 
observed any difference in the usc of dropped Intervocalic glides; both men and 
women do it sporadically, more often with some words than others. It is not 
surprising, if It is really mostly a feature of Kolyma Chukchi, that the dropping of 
intervocalic n and t was hardly observed. In my data only one very elderly male 
speaker dropped intervocalic n at all, and he only did It sporadically, and 
apparently only in verbal suffixes of the form ine-·VH: 
anqaat < anqenat [he091] 
napelata!)!)Oqaat < napclata!)oqcnat 
n?awalomarkaat < n?awalomarkanat 
yctcaleet < yctcalinct [he 115] 
[he094] 
[he106] 
Th~re were no examples, In his speech or others', of the droppi_ng of intervocalic t. 
From the limited amount of data it is unclear whether these observations are 
significant. 
2.3.4 Lexical variation 
Telqep Chukchi has a gender distinction in the words for 'yes'; ii for women, and 
eej for men. This lexical distinction only exists in southern Chukchi, although 
interestingly exactly the same distinction does occur In some of the Koryako-
Chukotlan dialects further to the south (see §2.4). 
There is also a lexical consonant alternation between r and t at the end of certain 
adverbs and particles. This alternation shows strong statistical tendencies 
distinguishing men's and women's dialect, with women more frequently using the 
------- ---------- - ------ ------------------------------- ___ · __ 
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t-final form, and men more frequently using the r-final form. but with men and 
warner. usually using both fon:o·, at least some of the time. 
1 h fi I r t lternatlon FIGURE 2.6. Adverbs and partie es w t na - a 
Women Men Women Men 
like, um .. qanur I (8%) 51 (80%) qanut 12 (92%) 13 (20%) 
and so ewar 1 (2%) 21 (84%) ewat 43 (98%) 4 (Hi%) 
finally qanwer 13 (48%) 11 (69%) qanwet 14 (52%) 5 (31%) 
now iyar 0 (0%) 6 (100%) iyat 18 (100%) 0 (0%) 
suddenly luur 6 (32%) 0 (nla) luut 13 (G8%) 0 (nla) 
first janor 0 (0%) 4 (67%) j:mot 12 (100%) 2 (33%) 
maybe weler 0 (0%) 2 (50%) we let 2 (100%) 2 (50%) 
TOTALr 21 (16%) 95 (79%) TOTAL! 114 (84%) 26 (21%) 
The source of this alternation is unclear, although a coherent historical account can 
b made that links It to the r-c alternation of men's and women's dialect. Note t~at t Is the word final allophone of 1 c/ as well as /tl, so In word-final position the 
r-c alternation Is actually a r#-t# alternation (§3.3.2). 
It cannot however be claimed that the final t of these adverbs Is synchronically an 
example of this alternation, as If it were the t-final variant would not be expected 
to occur in men's dialect at all. Also, It can be shown that synchronically the final t 
In these forms Is phonemlcally ltl not lc/. There are morphologically complex 
forms of these adverbs with suffixes which retain the t word-Internally (e.g. the 
relational form iyat-kin ones from now, contemporary ones);_ the consonant t Is the 
word-Internal reflex of the phoneme It I, but the word internal reflex of I cl Is c. 
When Chukchi native speakers talk about language•, the linguistic feature which 
distinguishes women's dialect from men's Is not the relative frequent occurrence of 
the phoneme 1 cl, but rather It Is the relatively frequent occurrence of the sound c~ 
Thus, despite the statistical preferences for women to use the t-final forms an 
men use the r-final forms, It Is possible that the t-flnal forms of these adverbs may 
not be considered a characteristic women's p.-onunclatlon. 
2.4 Geographical variation within Chukchi 
My main Interest Is to try to produce a synchronically reliable description of a 
single variety of Chukchi, and so I have worked mostly with people born and raised 
In the Anadyr' district. I can't make definitive statements about geographical 
variation outside of the areas visited, and my observations of different speech 
practices by natives of outside areas occurred as the opportunity arose rather than 
systematically. 
' Literate Chukchi speakers are aware of Instances of allumorphy because of spelling rules 
In the Russian-based orthography (see §3.7.1). 
l 
I 
I 
l 
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The phonological variation within Chukchi Is not enough to obs-:ure communication 
for the most part, although characteristic rapid speech of northerners can bp 
problematic to southerners like Telqeps. There are a few systematic differences. 
The main difference Is In the realisation of the men's c phoneme, which seems to 
vary between alveolar fricative and alveo-palatal affricate. There Is evidence that 
there Is regional variation In the realisation of other phonemes. For Instance, 
speakers from the Kolyma district In the north-west pronounce the personal name 
forming suffix -wji as -wyl. Likewise, Standard Chukchi lnchoatlve suffiX ·!J!JO Is 
In Telqep Chukchi more often pronounced -myo. In this case Standard Chukchi 
seems to be Innovative, as the cognate verb stem to begin has the form moo-, 
which can be derived from mayo- through Intervocalic approximant deletion/vowel 
assimilation process (§3.2.4). Telqep Chukchi has bo~h mayo- an1 moo-. 
A lot of the geographical variation within Chukcl-.1 Is lexical. Standard Chukchi 
reflects the lexicon of the far north east of Chukotl:::. Many lexical differences are 
found In the area of material culture. For Instance, the standard Chukchi word 
kupre-n nee Is not used In Telqep Chukchi; Telqeps use the word yige.nyi!J (stem 
nyige Is reduplicated to form the absolutive). Another such example Is the word 
ware-t (singular ware-ryan), which Is used around the Markovo region to mean 
the main support tripod of a ja~aga (traditional skin tent). In Telqep Chukchi the 
main supports of a jara!Ja are called tewri-t, while the word ware-t refers to the 
subsidiary tripods erected around the edge. 
Another significant difference Is found In different patterns of Iexlcalisatlon. For 
example, the Standard Chukchi verb stem re- enter is equivalent to recqiw- In 
Telqep Chukchi. The Telqep form s~ems to be clearly segmentable as re-cqiw-, as 
-cqiw Is a purposive derivational suffix common In both varieties 1§14.6.2). 
However, there Is no evidence that -cqiw Is segmented by Telqep speak1•rs, who 
never use the stem re- without it. While the segmentation of the Telqep form Into 
two morphemes seems to be diachronically valid, In the contemporary language It 
must be considered a lexlcallsed form. 
The illeej distinction found In Telqep Chukchi between women's and men's word 
for 'yes' exists In Telqep Chukchi, but not in the Chukchi of the north, where ii Is 
used by all. This could perhaps be evidence that gender dialect differences do 
Indeed originate from southern Chukchi. It Is suggestive that the iileej distinction 
Is also found Jn Pal ana Koryak (Alec King pers. comm.). 
A distinctive feature of the Telqep variety of Chukchi is a difference In the first and 
second person singular free absolutlve personal pronouns. 
Telqep Standard 
yamo yam 
yato yat 
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The Telqep forms are simi:ar to the pronouns from a number of Koryak dialects 
(for example, Zhukova transcribes the 1st person abso!utive pronoun in Chavchuv 
Kqryak variously as yammo, yamo and ymo; Zhukova 1988:9}. 
Moll and Inenlikej (1957:176-185} reports that the Chukchi of Xatyrka (on the 
southem extreme of the Chukotka coast) has slightly differ~nt patterns of verbal 
inflection than other varieties. The difference relates to the choice of inverse 
alignmer:t marker in certain verbal paradigms. Where most varieties of Chukchi 
have a !jsed suffix indicating inverse alignment and that the object is second 
person plural, Xatyrka Chukchi uses an unfused inverse alignment prefiX (inverse 
alignment markers are discussed in §10.2.2). The following figure shows the verb 
you left us' in Telqep Chukchi and Xatyrka Chukchi: 
The inflected verb form you left us 
Telqep Chukchi: pela·tko-y?e 
Xatyrka Chukchi: 
leave·INV.lpi-TH 
na·pela-mok 
INV·Ieave-lpl 
While Telqep Chukchi does not share this difference with Xatyrka Chukchi, 
Chukchls from further Inland (e.g. around Vaegl. T. Korav'e pers. comm.) also have 
this non-standard alignment pattern. The Xatyrka/Markovo alignment pattern Is 
Identical to Koryak, which, along with what is known about ethnic history. makes 
this seem likely to be substrate Influence. 
2.5 Standard Chukchi 
The language policies of the Soviet Union demanded that each recognised language 
have a standard form used for education and publishing. This led to the failure of 
native language education In areas with farge dialect differentiation, as local 
children were unable to operate In the language that was being used for teaching 
(Stebnickij describes this for Koryak: 1994). Chukchi has less dialect 
differentiation, and the creating of a normalised 'standard' was more realistic. 
Standard Chukchi (In Russian LJteraturnlj tukotsklj jazyk, 'The Chukchi Literary 
Language1 was based on the variety spoken by the sedentary Chukchi-Eskimo 
population of the north-eastern coastal village of Uelen. The standard language 
was exhaustively defined by Skorlk In his two volume grammar (Skorlk 1961. 
1977). The variety Is passively understood, but not actively produced except by the 
highly educated In formal contexts, such as radio broadcasts, political speeches, 
and (to an ever decreasing amount) education. People who have an active 
command of standard Chni<ch! .3re mostly language professionals, such as teachers 
and tndlgeroc ·~ media workers, and Soviet edl!oated Indigenous administrators. 
Standard (;hukchl differs from colloquial varieties In a number of ways. Most 
obviously, the Chukchi women's dialect has been abolished by fiat. ''lost people 
now feel that there ts something Improper about using women's Chukchi In formal 
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contexts. Skorik does not acknowledge different degrees of morphological 
productivity beyond non-productive derivational morphology and fully productive 
Inflectional morphology. This has a negative Influence on colloquial Chukchi data 
gathering since tertiary educated speakers treat low productivity morphology, such 
as the anti passive, as if it were fully productive. The worst offenders in this respect 
were unfortunately schoolteachers of Chukchi, who had been taught the stand2.rd 
linguistic analysis in teachers' college. Chukchi schoolteachers were unusual in 
that they were able to segment morphemes. This sometimes had bizarre ~ffects 
when the standard analysis did not match what they recognised as the meaning. 
For example, the standard grammar do•s not include applicatives, which are 
formed by a morpheme which additionally makes antipassives, inverse alignment 
with first person singular object, and a number of other transitivity changing 
functions••. When asked for a Y.ord-by-word translation speakers would frequently 
try to revise their free translation to orie which included some kind of first person 
participant. Of course, the knowledge that these speakers have of spoken Chukchi 
is not in any way defective, and the confusion is merely a result of intuitive native 
spe&ker knowledge of spoken Chukchi competing with formal education in 
Standard Chukchi. If in elicitation sessions I presented examples from Skotik's 
grammar as my own hypothetical constructs, my consultants, who understood that 
I was !nterested in spoken Chukchi, would often reject them. Some speakers 
became very uncomfortable to discover that the source of data that they rejected as 
ungrammatical was Skorik's grammar, and rapidly revised their judgement. Such 
grammaticality judgements are obviously not very revealing for descriptive 
purposes. 
My description of the functions of morphosyntactic elements such as reciprocals 
and lh~ antipassive differs In many respects from those in the literature. It is 
difficult to determine whether this truly Is the result of linguistic variation within 
Chukchi. It Is not clear that other descriptive materials dealing with these Issues 
are methodologically comparable, in that they seem to be based on elicited or non-
native speaker data rather that spontaneous text. For further discussion see the 
relevant sections of this grammar, especially reciprocal (§11.7.1}, antlpasstve 
(§11.6.2},lncorporation (§12). 
10 It Is conceivable that applicatlves do not exist In the northern Chukchi dialects that 
Standard Chukchi Is based on; however native speakers of a more Standard-like dialect do 
understand applicatlves In Telqep Chukchi without difficulty. 
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Phonology& 
Mo.rp.hophonology 
3.1 :introduction 
This sketch of the phonology and the morphophonology of the Telqep variety of 
Chukchi describes the phonological and morphological alternations found in the 
data, and makes clear the principles of tran~cription, some of which follow 
traditions speclflc to the study of Chukchi more than general linguistic practice. 
More theoretical accounts of Chukchi morphology and phonology are found In 
Krause 1979, Kenstowlcz 1986, Spencer 1995. While phonological description 
cannot be theory neutral, the theoretical basis of this sketch Is Intended to be as 
uncontroversial as possible, using aspects of well-known phonological theories 
chosen for both their ready adaptability to the descriptive needs of Chuk~hi, and 
for their transparency and ease of translatability into other theoretical 
frameworks. These notions Include the classical phoneme, elements phonological 
feature theory, and the prosodic phoneme/autosegment as described within 
autosegmental phonology (e.g. Goldsmith 1990). 
This chapter starts with a desrrlption of the general structure of a word (§3.2) In 
order to define the domains of the prosodic phonemes (§3.4.1-2) and to give the 
conditions for the allomorphic realisations of the segemental phonemes (§3.0). 
Chukchi has 13 segmental consonant phonemes: /p t k q m n !JI s w t j y I. The 
phonological system Includes two prosodic phonemes; a word prosody of VOWEL 
HARMONY (§3.4.1), and a syllable prosody of GLOlTALISATION (sometimes counted 
as a 14th consonant; §3.4.2). There are three underlying vowels /'i •e •uf which, 
with vowel harmon)', are realised as five surface vowels: /i :! a o u/. A recent 
phonological change (not attested In the sister languages) has produced a 
distinction between long and short vowels, although this has a relatively low 
functional load. 
There are many phonological processes In which segments assimilate or dissimilate 
on morpheme or word boundaries. As discussed In §3.3.5, phonological systems 
used by men and women are somewhat different (see also §2.3), 
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After the sketch of the phonological system there is a discussion of th~ce 
orthographies for Chukchi, 
l) ch' official Cyrillic orthography used in education and the media, as well as 
by Soviet scholars (§3. 7 .1) 
U) the non-phonemic latinate orthography used by Bogoras in his seminal 
English language publications (§3. 7 .2) 
iii) the modified IPA orthography devised for use in this work-this differs in 
only minor detalls from the various IPA transcriptions of Chukrhi used in 
contemporary linguistic publications (§3.7.3) 
3.2 Word formation 
Vowel harmony provides a powerful diagnostic for determining the phonological 
boundaries of the word in Chukchi (see §3.4.1). Instances in which the grammatical 
word does not correspond to the phonological word are limited; Chukchi has one 
clitic1 (§4.8.9), and there are a couple of analytic structures which have several 
phonological words acting syntactically like a single grammatical word (sec §4.1). 
The phonetic forms of Chukchi words can be generated by application of rules to 
the underlying forms of sequences of morphemes. Apart from segmental phonemes, 
underlying forms may have specification for prosodies (§3.4) and syllabification. In 
this chapter I will use the conventions of autosegmental phonology to denote 
phonological form and phonological rules (Goldsmith 1990; for another descriptive 
grammar using a broadly autosegmental approach to phonological description sec 
Foley 1991 :37). In the grammatical description proper (next chapter onwards) 
autosegmental notation will generally be too unwieldy for a working orthography, 
so I will use the mixed phonemic and phonetic notation described In §3.7.3. 
3.2.1 CV skeleton 
Chukchi words have strictly circumscribed phonotactics. The surface form of a 
word consists ~f any number of syliables of the type cr = (C)V(C). Each of these 
syllables may rr may not have the glottalisation prosody (§3.4.2). It is possible for 
the underlying V not to be specified In the underlying form, In which case It is filled 
In by an epenthetic schY•a. 
SYLLABLE 
1 The only indisputable clltic found In Chukchi Is the emphatic particle =>m. 
Phonologically this consists of the segmental phoneme /m/ and the prosodic phoueme of 
glottallsation (§ • 4.2); •J.:c latter Is a syllable pro•cdy, which can be shown to combine with 
the preceding word (examples of how this works are given In M.8.9). Postposltlons might 
marginally be analysed as clltlcs as wall (§4.9). 
!] 
" 
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c~lottallzation prosody 
L ,,...~ -J syllabic tier 
(C)-V-(C,- CV tier 
where cr = syllable 
C = lp I k q m n !J i c w r j y I (see §3.0.1-4) 
V = undorlving /i u c/ (§3 4 1) 
• · · or unspecified (•chwa epenthesis §3 2 2) 
1 
•• glottalisation pnsody (§3.4.2) · · 
This syllable pattern can be repeated any number of times to form a word. 
WORD t' w~l h~MyP=o'> 
~v word tier 
·?1\· .. 
cr• syllabic tier 
whfi w = word 
cr• = any number of syliables 
VH =vowel harmony prosody (see §3.4. 1) 
39. 
It is i~portant to nnte that the underlying forms of words may be phonolo !call 
unreahsable, and there is no claim that they have psychological reality. g y 
3.2.2 Syllabiiication and epenthesis 
An underlying seq .. , • K· of consonants and vowels needs to be divided Into syll bl 
to determine the positions of epenthetlc vowels and produce ~ well-formed l~or~s 
Syllabification proceeds according to the assCiclation principle: . 
ASSOCIATION PRINCIPLE 
Syllable templates are associated with the underlying CV skeleton from 
right to left. Each syllable (maxlmaliy CVC) associates with as many 
skeletal clements as possible. Onsets of syliables (C, of C VC ) are 
always filicd unless the word has an initial vowel. ' ' 
The association principle can leave some skeletal elements unassociated 
phonetic segments or svllah!e; l;,,,. <m example of the latter see §3.2.3). 
with 
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e.g. /!Jewcqat/ 'woman' 
underlying 
form: 
e-v-e-e-e-v-e 
I I I I I I I 
!lewcqet 
first association of a syllable 
second ... -----.......... 
third ... ~ ""' 
syllabified 
form: 
0' 0' 0' ~--~~ 
e-v-e-e-v-e-e-v-e 
1 1 I I I I I 
q e t !l e w c 
Chapter 3 
d 1 1 ~ rm unspecified consonants Once the syllables are associated with the un er y ng ~ • II k d to a schwa 
In the skeleton are deleted and unspecified vowe s arc n c 
(EPENTHESIS)· 
e.g. 
0' 0' 0' 
A~~
e--v-e-v-e-e-v-e 
1 I I i I I I I 
!l ewacqet 
h I Chukchi can be accounted for In this way (I.e. not present 
Most sc was n are un redictable, and so have 
underlylngly, but Inserted by rule). Some, howehver, I . atpair -tak and -tku (both 
d rt f the underlving form: e.g .. t e m mm 
to be rna e pa 
0 
• di . see § 10 2) There are several 
are person-number sufftxes in the verb para gm, . . 
formal possibilities for dealing with this: 
I) th~ schwa could be made part of the underlying form as an unspeCified vowel 
pn:~ent in the underlying CV skeleton. 
II) syllabification of the underlying form could be specified 
eferable as it allows all Instances of schwa to be the 
Of these the latter may be pr ' ll minority that have to 
product of the same insertion rule rat(h~:~a::~~~:~h: ::;'haer phonemic underlying 
be treated as systematic phonemes w • 
vowels /i, e, u/ • would have no vowel harmony variant). 
, k d -tka in the examples above could be 
Following this approach. ! ''·'suffixes -ta a~ll bl and an underlying disyllable 
specified as being an lhlderlylng monosy a e 
respectively: 
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-tak -tka 
A /l ~ 
e--e 
I I 
t k 
e-e 
I I 
t k 
The syllabification process generates aad 
fills other slots In the the CV skeleton 
~ 
--e-v-e 
I I I 
t a k 
0' 0' 
./l A 
-e-e-v 
I I I 
t k a 
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Other examples have unpredictable syllabification/epenthesis at the beginning of 
the word, e.g. /ta!an/ path and /atlon/ 3sg personal pronoun. Both these forms 
have the underlying CV structure •ccvc. The predicted structure Is CaCVC, since 
consonantal onsets are preferred (see §3.5 for examples of regular word-
lnltiaVword-lntemal allomorphy with the alternation #CaC- - -CC-). It is difficult 
to sec how allowing specification of underlying syllabiflcatlon·could account for the 
differences, unless the notion of 'specification of underlying syllabification' Is taken 
to Include the posslblllty of specifying a zero-onset-however, the simplicity of the 
syllabification hypothesis was Its most attractive feature, It may be better to leave 
the manner unresolved. 
When a word underlylngly begins c,c,v .. and Cz Is one of the phonemes /c r l/ then 
the process of schwa epenthesis Is optional, for example: 
/pacaqalyan/ -/pcaqalyan/ bird 
/marcn/-/mrcn/ mosquito 
/palekat/ -/plekat/ shoes 
Literate Chukchis only Intermittently write schwa In these positions. 
3.2.3 Underlying sequences of vowels 
The first vowel of a pair of concurrent underlying vowels is regularly deleted: 
-V1-Vz--> -Vz-
Note that Vz cannot be " schwa, since schwas art not present in the underlying 
structure except as an c.nspeclfied \'slot. If a vowel-final prefix Is added to a schwa 
Initial stem, the schwa 1.> deleted . 
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examples: underlying series -CiuC-: 
-c-v-v-c-
1 I 
u 
right to left syllabification ! 
according to association 
rules (see §3.2.2) 
-----"' 
-c <i•> ~-c-
Cil u 
deletion of unassociated 
units 
-· c-· v-·c-
1 
u 
Note that Chukchi does not have any dipthongs. 
3.2.4 Vowel-approximant assimilation (long vowels) 
Chapter 3 
There exist a number of homonym pairs of the type /?oracek/ - /?aacek/ 'youth, 
lad'. The general form of this alternation Is: 
-V,CVz--- Vz Vz-
where C represents any approximant (!w t j y /). 
In the late 19th and early 20th centuries this was reportedly a phonological change 
(-V,CVz- -+ -VzVz-) which had progressed different amounts with different 
speakers. Apparently It was a feature of men's dialect to use the innovated form 
more often, but to what extent depended on the area. In present day 'i'elqep 
Chukchi this change seems to be arrested. Most words are used solely in one form 
or the ether, although the source Is generally recognised. Only a few words appear 
in both. The relics of the change are important because they provide a minor 
syllable type with a double vowel. Chukchi's sister languages do not have any 
similar process. According to Bogoras, a similar process of intervocalic de!~tion + 
vowel lengthening occurred in men's speech with the consonan~;/n/ and /t/. In 
the Telqep data, no examples of the elision of /t/ were observed, and elision of /n/ 
was only observed by one elderly speaker. This is discussed in more detail in §2.3.3. 
In autosegmental terms: 
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initial syilabification: 
CJ CT A~ 
-c-v-c-v-c-
1 I I I I 
a w e 
"-.. deassociation of intervocalic approximant 
approximant and ! 
syllable merge 
~
-c-v c v-e-l --------.J · with unassociated 
a w e 
I '\. cr elements deleted ... 
~
-c-v-v-c-
1 VI 
lo.1g vowel 
e 
l" 
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Examples of these word with variation between lo 
approximant-vowel ·include /qora/ -I I 1 d ng . v~wel and vowel-
/ 
. . qaa re n eer, lytwtkl -ly"kl 
qeJUJUI- I qejuul calf. llayenl-/leenl reaii!Y Othe d u year. Jon 1 · r wor s only occur wlth the 
g vowe ' e.g. lwccml river (compare Palana Ko ak . 
daughter (compare l"new-ckakl female- ) 'Y lweJeml). lneekakl 
'flour' wlth an absolutive singular suffix I .:ol~. and laplaanl flour (from English 
3
·3 Consonant Phonemes 
Chukchi consonants (wlth the exception of the Iotta! s . 
adequately described using Classical Phonemic A;alysls ;~p, §3~4-~) can be 
shown Jn figure 3.1. · ese p onemes are 
FIGURE 3 I Chukchi . . consonant phonemes . 
bilabial alveolar palatal velar uvular 
stops p t k 
nasals q m n 
approximants D w t j 
fricatives 
y 
sic 
i 
The phonemes It I, I sl and 
-'· a d f lcl have different distnbutions in the speech of men 
nd o women, as has been discussed in §2.3. The other phonemes, both classical 
an prosodic, do not differ Jn this way. 
There are a number of phonological processes which cause phonolo leal 
alternations at morpheme boundao·ies. Different ways of describing these proc!ses 
::pture different regularities. As the purpose of thls phonolog~cal description ls 
ciliary to the morphosyntactic description of the Chukchi .language, I have 
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m le rules for the realisation of Individual 
chosen to present these proce~es e~::~li:atlons applying to an entire class. Thus, 
phonemes, rather than compte g 1 'allowing nasal the rules arc 
I d /t/ sslmilatc In p ace to a 1' • 
while both /p an a I I [ ]/ C rather than a general 
expressed as /p/ ~ [m]/ _C,.,,, and as t ~ n - '""'"'' . 
rule of the form c ~"""' ~ a place'-c ...... t . 
• .anlerior a pbce 
d 'n terms of the following distinctive features: Phonological rules are exprcsse I . 
FIGURE 3.2. Consonant distinctive features. 
I I I E... t k a I sic I I m n n lw c y 
sonorant - - - - - - + + + + + + + 
+ - - -+ - + + -anterior + + - -
coronal - + - - + + - + - - + + -
- + - - + + 
- - + -high - - + 
- + - - - + back + + - - -- -
+ - - - -
1". - + 
+ nasal - - - -
1- - - - -+ - -fricative 
- - - -
ocesses which apply to the approxlmants as a class, there is 
Although there are pr • • I I edundantly + sonorant, -nasal. 
no requirement for a feature approximant as t s r 
3.3.1 Stop phonemes . ted Anterior stops assimilate 
The stop phonemes arc unvoiced and unasptra . 
nasality with a following nasal: 
{ 
lml 1 _ c ...... t 
/p/ ~ [p] elsewhere 
{ 
[n] I_ C."'"' 
/t/ ~ [t] elsewhere 
I t allophone before other consonants (lenition), The velar stop /kl has an approx man 
and assimilates In place with a following uvular: 
[q] I _ q (assimilation of height) 
/k/ --1- { !vi I_ C.b"k 
[k] elsewhere 
I I recedes any consonants except another I q/ Where an un.l.dylng uvular stop q P d (§
3 4 2
) 
It Is deleted, and the syllable acquires the glottallsatlon proso y . . . 
{ 
[GLOTIALISATION) I- C (where C * q) 
/q/ ~ [q] elsewhcN 
d transparently originate from the Many lnstauces of the glottalisatlon prose y 
2 
h 
1
• , discussion of the 
hi 1 In §3 4 t ere , · · 
uvular stop according to t s ru c. . ~ Iotta! stop In Chukchi Is 
glottalisatlon prosody, which shows how t e ;t and In some ways not. 
phonologically In some ways like a consonant segme • 
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Non-coronal stops (I.e. /p k q/) can undergo the NON-CORONAL CLUSTER 
TRANSFORMATION when neighbouring a non-coronal approximant; see §3.3.4. 
3.3.2 Fricative and affricate phonemes 
The cons~nant Is/ only occurs In the men's dialect. In Telqep Chukchi It Is realised 
by [s) r.r [tJ]ln f1ee variation; there Is apparently no allophonic variation. 
lo/ ~lsi- ltf) 
In othe.r dialects this Is apparently not the case. Skorlk's description and the 
stanuard orthography call this phoneme ''!' (in Russian [tnJ, with an 'allograph' 'C' 
(Russian (s]) written before /q/. This reflects a similar allophony to that found In 
Women's Telqep Chukchi (sec below). 
The cons~nant /c/2 only occurs In the women's dialect. Phonetically it Is an aplco-
alveolar affricate with a fricative allophone before I ql. Word finally It merges with 
It/. 
{ 
It! I-# 
lei ~ (s]/ _q 
[c) elsewhere 
This particular se: of allophonic realisations of the phoneme lllustrates an 
Interesting point about psychological reality. Literate Chukchi speakers can 
graphically dlstlnf,Ulsh allophones of phonemes when the allophone Is the same as 
(an allophone oO a different phoneme, e.g. [t)ls an allophone of both /c/ and /t/. 
In these cases literate speakers prefer to use orthographic symbols for the 
allophones rather than the phonemes. a speaker wlll always write 't' where [t) Is 
pronounced. Howeve.r, the allophonic variation between the realisations (s] - [c) Is 
not noticed by speakers, even though these are written by different letters In 
Russian. One speaker corrected my phonemic transcription of /c/, pointing out 
that 'the sound [c) Is written as (s] before [q)' ffawlwl pers. comm.). This Indicates 
she was aware that the phonetic sequence (sq] was phonologically /cq/. 
Women's ld and men's ls.1 occur only In their respective gender dialects and thus 
are never In contrast. They are treated the same In terms of distinctive features. 
The lateral frlr'ltlve forms a natural class with /c/ and /s/, acting as 
environments for the rut,: /IJ/ ~ [yj I C.r""'"'" _(see §3.3.3). 
{ 
[I) -'(t)/ _I 
/1/ ~ 
[I) elsewhere 
2 Standard IPA for tho aplco alveolar afli·lcate Is /Is/ not /c/; the latter Is however 
commonly used In some branches of linguistics and has the advantage of having one 
symbol for one phoneme. 
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3 3 3 Nasal phonemes 
. . d n phonological p~ocesscs. In contrast, The anterior nasals /rn n/ do not un ergo a Y (I I 
the velar nasal freely assfmflates in place, and is subject to a lcnftfon process D 
-4 [y]) fn certain contexts. 
/m/-4 [m] 
In/ -4 [n] 
l a place I_ C.n.ual.aplace [y) J _ C+nasal.•amerlor /IJ/ -> [n]/ y_ lnl ~lsewhere 
h rule for the realisation of /IJ/ is limited to nasals 
The output of [a place] in t e f tory f e bflabial alveolar or velar. Thus, 
which already ~xfst in the ~hone:~~ f:v:;alat~i· c~nsonan; the realisation of In! is ~~::~a~~n~~:~~~~fn:~; :on:d~~::ng environment is uvular the realisation of /IJ/ is 
velar lnl. 
I [ ]/ [ l may be the only progressive rule The progressive dissfmflatfon of /IJ -4 n y -
1 
hi h ·s only ob>erved 
Th . h ever another altcmat on w c ' in the language. ere IS ow I I [ ]/ C 
1 
This alternation is 
h b daries· !) --+ y +frlcat ve_. 
occurring within morp erne oun . of the sister languages. The two 
a Chukchi innovation, not shared by any h . Iatfve /'h•·VHf 
I of the alternation are t e smgu ~ ' 
commonly occurring examp es I . (sin lc) s ider' /!ala· 
which is realfsed as /lan/-/ly/, as fn/~ap:~J'/ay-~.n:·~ re:lfse: as /~an/~ /cy/, 
1 • • nd the augmentative CIJ • w tc 
ly·a·n an eye • a a!? t/ 'big herd' It is unclear whether 
as in /rakwat-can·a·n/ 'big doe', lnalw -a-cy·a· · 
or not this alternation is productive. 
3.3.4 Approximants . 
1 1 (in terms of features. [-nasal, The glfde and tap phonemes form a natura c ass 
+Sonorant])3• 
/wl -4 [w] 
It/ -4 { ltl/-c."""'' [r] elsewhere 
{ [y]/ _ C.<Onmal 
/jl -> [j] elsewhere 
/y/ -4 [y] 
' Note that In accordance with the traditional practice. iniiCh:~:~~ri~~~~~~:; ~~~:e::':~ 
approximant phoneme Is written by the symbol /y/ ~usua y 
the technically correct symbol for a velar approximant /UJ/. 
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Approxfmants are also subject to the dcletfon/assfmflatfon process in which 
·VtCoppro.Vz- -4 -VzVz- (see §3.2.4). 
The semi-vowel approxfmants ljl and lwl trigger assfmflatfon of place of a 
neighbouring schwa (irrespective of relative order) such that a -4 i I j and a -> u 1 
w. 
The non-coronal approxfmants (i.e. /w y /) undergo the NON-CORONAL CLUSTER 
TRANSFORMATION when neighbouring another non-coronal consonant. The non-
coronal cluster transformation is a process whereby any cluster of two non-nasal, 
non-coronal consonants in which at least one of the consonants is a sonorant is 
realised as /kw/. 
C-«ToN1 C"""""' -> /kw/ where at least one of a and fl is[+] 
·N~I -nu.tl 
a SMOranC p ta'\Cnnt 
Note that the features [-nasal, +sonorant] specify the natural class of 
approxfmants. In careful speech speakers sometimes avoid this transformation, 
and it is not usual to apply it with 1 q/. 
Standard Chukchi also has a transformation •ym -> niJ. but this is rarely applfed 
in Tclqcp Chukchi, and the instances of it that do occur are probably dialect 
mixing. 
3.3.5 Men's and women's It! and fel-ls/ 
As described in §2.3, Chukchi men and women speak their languages with slightly 
different phonological systems. The three types of correspondence are summarised 
in fig. 3.3. These correspondences are explicable diachronically, but unpredictable 
synchronfcalfy (§2.3.2). 
FIGURE 3.3. Correspondences between phonological systems of the gender dialects. 
Men's ohonemfc system Women's phonemic S\'Stem 
It/ It/ qorana 
Is/ 
qorana 
panrat pancat 
sajok cajok lei 
{/qom!J<l/ 'reindeer'; /panrat/-/pancat/ 'leg hide'; /sajok/-/cajok/'to drink tea') 
There arc also a few lexical differences between the men's and the women's 
variants of the language, discussed in §2.3.4. 
3.4 Prosodic Phonemes 
Chukchi also has prosodic phonemes, phonological units which are associated with 
units larger than the segment. Three underlying vowels arc subject to a vowel 
harmony prosody which extends over the prosodic domain of the word (§3.4.1). The 
glottal stop is also best described as a prosody with the domain of the syllable, 
although it also behaves in some contexts lfke a segment (§3.4.2). Chukchi does not 
have phonemic stress. 
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3 4 1 Vowels and vowel llarmony 
· · th nts Iii. [e], [a], [o], [u] and the Chukchi has six phonetic vowel segments, • e sle~mde In harmonic pairs to three 
cpenthetlc vowel la11:1Th1e1full dv~:~ls ;:;e~~~:: on the presence of the vowel underlying vowels I • e an · 
harmony prosody (VH), these are realised as below: 
FiG I URE 3.1. Vowel harmony pa rs. 
-vowel harmony [i] [c) [u] 
+ vowel harmonv [e) [a] [o] 
I [ I be the realisation of two phonologically different Note that the vowe e can h VH variant of 
underlying vowels; either the +VH ~ar!~;:r:~::eb~::e~~e]t~:s: :,~0 vowels. The 
the pair (e,a]. There Is no phonet c d is the entire word. Thus, If the 
prosodic domain of the vowel harmony proso y h ne of a word then all vowels 
vowel harmony prosody Is present In anr hone morp e~ody itself Is an independent 
of the word are affecte:il:ylt. Thevowe armonya~~ular stgment. For example, 
phonological unit, and Is not attached to any p - One of these Is + VH, and 
there are two absolutive singular suffixes with form I n/. h I VH and Is 
b (§B 4) The other has t e va ue - • derives place nouns from action ver s · · fi 
1 
(§
6 
3 I) 
f rther semantic specl cat on . . . the default absolutive suffix, carrying no u h VH verb root /tale-VHf 
Thus the +VH word /tala-n•VHf 'path' Is derived from\ e; of the stem to /a/. In 
'go, walk'; the addition of th/ek +VI~! s~~x/ ~ka:~:.~:~d(~h cl~t: tunic W'"" over fur) 
t the noun stem em 1 u- " 
contras ' . I -VH I which doesn't cause any alternation forms absolutive case With the suffix -n ' 
of the vowels, i.e. /kcmlilu-n-VH/ 
Note that the vowel [a]ls Inserted epenthetically In the process of syllabification. It 
does not participate In the vowel harmony prosody (§3.2.2). 
3 4 2 Glottalisation 
. . I I I a word They are best not Glottal stops can only occur In prevocalic pes t on n . 
treated as segmental phonemes for several reasons. 
ts A maximal syllable Is C?VC I) They are not distributed like other consonan . d t In ~n Initial 
I ible secon consonan u (§3.2.2). Thus a glottal stop Is the on Y pass 
cluster or third consonant In an Intervocalic cluster. 
k r b lutlve singular· §6.3.1) copies II) Reduplication (one of the possible mar ers c.. " so . '. 
consonants and vowels, but Is blind to the presence of L1e glottal stop. 
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e.g. /w?are-war/ 'fork' 
In autosegmental terms: 
(vowel harmony lier) 
+VH 
(gloualisalion ~·~ a 
c v c 
I I I 
w 
I 
c ( 
I 
v 
I 
·············- <J 
c v 
I I 
w c 
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(syllabic tier) 
c (CV tier) 
I 
( (phonemic tic:r) 
reduplication of eve 
I.e. the first eve of underlying /"w?are-/ (excluding the glottallsation of the first 
syllable) Is copied to the end of the stem to produce /w?are-war/. 
These two points make It clear that th~ glottal stop is not a regular Chukchi 
consonant. However, it docs In very rare contexts act like a consonant segment. 
Chukchi shows a preference for syllables with full onsets (see syllabification 
§3.2.2). When a syllable has no underlying Initial consonant but the glottallsation 
prosody Is present, then the glottal stop acts as a consonant In the CV skeleton. 
Consonantal behaviour In these Instances Is clearest under reduplication. The 
glottal stop Is picked up by the -CVC reduplication template when there Is no other 
Initial C (this does not normally occur, as shown above with /w?are-wac/). There 
are only ~. few examples of this: f?itu?it/ 'goose' Is the reduplicated absolutive 
singular form of the stem f"?itu/ (e.g. absolutive plural /?itu-1/). There are also a 
handful of words In which a glottal stop unexpectedly separates two vowels-when 
two underlying vowels are adjacent on the CV skeleton (Irrespective of the presence 
of glottallsation), the first vowel is deleted by the regular phonologic;:tl process 
described In §3.2.3. However, a number of Interjections (for example. flo?oj/ 'oh 
nol', /c?ej/ 'ohl'), the particle /i?am/ 'why?', and the noun /apa?ake/ 'congenitally 
deformed calf) have a glottal stop acting like a consonan~ to separate two vowels. 
The Interjections can be dismissed as extra-phonological (It Is not uncommon for 
Interjections to violate the phonotactic norms of a language; e.g. English 
Interjections f:\:.turlng the glottal stop, e.g. (?a7&~] 'no, don't), and the particle may 
be better transcribed /apam/ (Identical pronunciation; note that as traditionally 
transcribed It violates vowel harmony). The noun /apa?ake/ cannot be accounted 
for according to regular phonological principles. 
3.5 Phonological and morphophonologlcal alternations 
There are a number of phonological rules which transform underlying consonant 
clur.ters. This Interpretation Is justified by the existence of such pairs as /tam-nen/ 
'he killed It (NFUT)' and /ya-.!l!!l-a-lcn/ 'he kllled It (PF)', where the underlined 
segments are allomorphs of the morpheme 'kill'. This allomorphy Is easily 
accounted for If you allow an abstract underlying form f•tm/, which Is realised as 
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/tam-/ word initially due to the schwa insertion rule (§3.2.2) and /-nm-/ word 
internally due to the regular assimilation of the stop by the nasal (§3.3.1). Schwa 
epenthesis to avoid word initial CC with underlying morpheme initial stems is 
common, and means that that underlying forms which never appear unmodified on 
the surface are easy to diagnose. 
These alternations are not all equally productive; while these morphaphonologicai 
rules are applied without exception to lexical stems (word inltlal/word internal 
contrasts), in consonant clusters produced at morpheme boundaries they are more 
variable. The reason for this could be that the morphophonoiogical alternations 
are lexicalised to varying degrees, meaning that some do not apply at morpheme 
boundaries while others do. Another possibility (no( incompatible with the former) 
is that in careful speech people attempt to preserve the phonological form of 
individual morphemes. On morpheme boundaries morphophonological alternations 
serve to make otherwise unattested forms of morphemes and obscure the common 
phonological form of the morpheme. In contrast, morphophonological alternations 
within stems are unavoidable without violating higher principles of syllable 
construction and producing otherwise unattested forms of morphemes. 
These rules account for all the observed phonological alternations at morpheme 
boundaries, and for the larger part of the observed stem alternations. For example, 
th" stem for 'news', 'relate news' occurs in three forms, /pan!/, /m!)'ll/ and 
ll·•!J'>I/. The form /pan!/ usually occurs word initially, and the form /m!)'ll/ 
always occurs word internally. The form /paga!/ is the absolutive nominal form 
with no afftxation. The distribution of these forms can be accounted for by 
hypothesising an underlying form /"p!JI I. This underlying form is expanded during 
syllabification (§3.2.2) with schwa epenthesis in either of the two possible positions, 
producing the syllabified underlying forms /"patj/ word initially or /"p!J'll/ word 
internally. After syllabification the underlying forms are then subject to regular 
phonological rules, giving either /"tj/ -> /n!/ or /"pn/ -> /mn/. There are other 
stem alternations which cannot be accounted for by phonological n•ie, described 
below. These morphological stem alternations are non-productive (i.r· are never 
observed across morpheme boundaries), and presumably reflect phonological 
processes of an earlier stage of the language. Interestingly, although they are not 
productive, some of these alternations are exceptionless within their context (i.e. 
within stems). This suggests that not a lot of verbs have entered the language 
since these processes were productive, which in turn suggests that the period in 
which the ;>rocesses ceased to be productive was not so long ago. 
Many stems hr.ve different forms when they occur initially in a word to when they 
are preceded by other morphological material. This phenomenon is most common 
for verb stems and quite rare for other stem types. The verb stem alternations are 
mostly regular, and can be accounted for by postulating underlying, possibly 
unreallsahie, forms. All other alternations occur according to one of the following 
three patterns: 
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i) /#r-/ -1-n-1 alternation (lrl-!n! alternation) 
:i) /#C,.f-1-CzC,.f alternation (internal runsonant z I 
- ero a ternation) 
Ill) /#C,aCz-/-/ -Cz-/ alternation (initi 1 
a consonant- zero alternation) 
Other regular stem alternations between word initial 
are the result of phonologic~ I rules a ti and internal forms of verbs 
h • c ng on underlying conson ts i fl 
t ey occur sequentially, as discussed above. an n cnns where 
e.g. /!mJ-a·k/ /n-a-!y-a-qin/ 
The morphologic'!! altemations in (li) and (iii) 
morphemes, although the alternatio i are features of verb stem 
d . n s preserved when a ste f h 
enved from the verb. Regular h I . I :n o anot er class is 
class. p ono c .'l cal alternations occur with any word 
3
·
5
·
1 lr-1- 1-n-1 alternation 
The initial consonant of ml.ay verb stems has a ~ 
between word Initial It I and word internal I morphophonemic alternation 
usually be sh.:,;,n to be allomorphs of d I n/. These alternating consonants can 
I a er vationai morphe ( f n transitivity raising or rearran i . . me most o ten inv~!ved h g ng, causatiVe §11 5 1 a u i §1 t ere are examples where the alte i . . ' PP cat ve 1.6.1), but 
As a morpheme it is very producti~at ngd cohnsonant is inseparable from the stem. 
I e, an t ese apparent exc ti 
nstances of lexicalisation, where the ini ep ons are probably 
diachronic roots in a prefiX. tial alternating consonant has its 
Notably, there are only four verb stems which b i 
initial form (verbs beginning \Vi"h 1 eg n with an In/ in their word • non-a ternatin 1 1 four, /nom/ 'to be washed up on th h ' g t are common). One of the 
can be built either on the stem I e s lore ' has a series of related nomina Is which 
nom or on the stem 1 1 
earlier alternation, now partially lost I • . rom ' suggesting either 
• or a a.er regula~Isation. 
3.5.2 Internal co,..,o;onant- zero alterriatiG:! 
Lexically determine\! . ·,:,, b stem alternations i . 
/-C,Cz-/ altemates with just t' 11 which the word internal cluster 
much les• cummon "h ·" •econd consonant when word initial /#Cz-/ are 
• an Sterr.: .-ith •he /#t 1 I I 
perhaps two dozen forms in all I • • - -n- alternation, numbering 
different stems). The alternati ( n some cases the same alternation is found with 
ons attested !n the corpus are : 
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FIG URE 3.5. Interna t zero alternations consonan -
ALTERNATION: EXAMPLES: 
#.£..- ip II.E_uur?-- -lpuur?- excha~ 
#q -lq #qeynew· _ -iqeynew· shoot 
#qut·- -lqut- stand up 
#qat- - -~t- set off 
#k- rk #kale-- -rkaie- follow 
#k3 pi·- -rkaDi· hit 
#w-tw #wa- - -twa- be 
#wetia· _ -tweda- stand up 
!!&. - tf( #yinr· _ -tyinr- draw out 
#t- tt #t?-- -tt?- pour 
#k- tk #kiw- _ -tkiw- ~enri night . 
#w-kw #wut· - -kwut· harness 
s which show that these alternations are not 
There are a couple of form have the same clusters word internally as 
phonologically detebrminbed.tThhei:~ f;:; the word initial form by schwa epenthesis. 
the set of stems a ove, u w 
For example: 
FIG URE 3.6. No interna canso nant zero alte•nation. - (compare ¥w - tw) 
(compare I.·: - ty) #taw- tw 
#taW· -tW· SQeak about 
#tay- ty #tay- _ ty· make fish shavings 
. . h h there are many other .. .,rd internal 
Such clear evidence is quite rare, alt oug . . 1 dl /#law/- /lw/ /#lay/ 
hi h d 't h w any such alternations. mc u ng ' 
clusters w c · on 5 0 . . I I I I I The forms with the consonant 
-/iy/./#r.J!/ -/rl/,/#ray/ -/r\. ~r<>g~ca~ly:r~emantlcallypredictableclass. 
deletion alternation do not form a p ono o 
3 53 External consonant • zero alternation 
• . . . . hl h have an alternation with a three 
"'here arc perhaps a dozen verb stems w c . 1 ~ rm The ':~~;~::1:o~: ;;~::~:~~/a-l~:~/n~~:~~:~~s~:::::~;:;:s:~::,:~t:::~rs 0aft~r C2, 
;,nd is usual;y a consonant, but there are a couple of forms with a vowe . 
FIG URE 3.7. E xtcrna conson ant zero alternations. -
/#C1ac,c,./-/-c,c,./ #runt·- -nr- hold 
#rate-- -t:- AUX 
/#C1aC,V-/-/-C,V-/ #talc·~ -!e· walk 
These stems do not form a phonulogically or semantically predictable class. 
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3.5.4 Vowel reduction 
Word final vowels are reduced or elided. This process is almost oblig,Hory with 
word final lexical stems. When the final vowel is I e - a/ (i.e. the underlying vowel 
rc·VHJ), It is reduced to schwa: 
re·VHJ -1 a/_# 
When the final vowel is underlying ri-'"'1 or ru·VHJ the vowel is usually elided 
when word t1nal, but this is rather less regular than the reduction rule: 
rj-V>l, •u·VHJ-> 0/_# 
By far the most common lexical stems occurring word finally ;:re zero-derived 
nominals (see §6.3.1). These processes are very uncommon with grammatical 
suffixes (§6.3.2). 
3.6 Intonation 
Speakers produce Chukchi ·with characteristic patterns of intonation. For 
declarative senten.:es this has a clear rise-fall contour. This intonation contour, 
which I call the prosodic phrase. corresponds well to semantic and pragmatic units 
of speech and is used in this work as the main unit of syntactic analysis. In 
Chukchi word order r~•her than intonation is the main indicatcr of pragmatic 
relationships (see §19.2). and there does not seem to be much variety iP intonation 
patterns•. 
The spcntaneous narrative-type data that this study is based on does not provide 
many examples of true imperatives and interrogative phrases (the examples which 
do occur are within quoted speech, which in other areas of the language is 
pragmatically and grammatically distinct from non-quoted speech: §5.6.4, §19.4). 
Most transcriptions used presented !n this work are single prosodic phrases. Where 
there is more than one the end of the prosodic phrase is marked with the symbol 
'If. A pause within the pro,.• .•Jic ph1 ase which does not have characteristic end-of-
phrase pitch drop is marked ·t. These pauses are often hesitations or corrections. 
Where less than an entire orosodic phrase is presented (for exam!•le, when the 
morphological form of a single wurd is being illustrated and context is 
unimportant), the ellipsis is marked by the symbol '( ... J'. 
Chukchi words do not have phonologically distinctive stress. Word stress can c)·~ 
very difficult to hear, and is mostly perceptible when the word is at the prosodic 
• King's lntonational study of Dylrbal, a pragmatic word order language from Australia, 
found that where pragmatic functions were indicated by word order the lntonat!onai 
correlates of these function> were not highly elaborated: for example, where English has 
seven accent types, Dyirbal has only one {King 1994, Dixon 1972). We can hypothesise that 
a language which does not have an elaborated set of functions carri<•l out by intonation 
could be expected not to have an elaborated set or forms of Intonation. 
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peak of the phrase. Primary stress occurs on the first syllable of the word with a 
consonant onset and a full vowel. Secondary stress occurs on every second syllable 
before and after that. 
Examples (acute shows primary stress, grave shows secondary stress): 
First syllable: CONSONANT+ FULL VOWEL 
lmJ.tec.qa.C'il.kti.kinl smth. from che surface of the g< J,,,,J 
First syllablels: REDUCED VOWE!)S 
lq•.jet.y?il come! 
lki1r.y~.re.c?~.klnl smth. made of dry stumps 
First syllable: VOWEL INiTiAL 
I 6k t k• 1 without a doctor a.t . or. a 
I 6! "I bark (DIM) a.m . e.qa1 
Exa crated emphasis of a word changes the stress patterns so that there is even 
stre: on each syllable, or for a less exaegerated effect, on each non-;chwa syllable 
(see also §3.6.1). 
3.6.1 Vocative prosody 
There are a number of distinctive prosodic changes which words un~ergo when 
the are being called out or very strongly emphasised. These vocauve prosodic 
y heme· they are applied indiscriminately to words of any features are not a morp • d' 
class in any possible grammatical form and the precise form of the proso lC 
changes vary. 
The basic features of the vocative prosody apply to the final syl:dt.:c of the wo~d. 
The prosodic features are selected fr •m the following (not all possible proso ic 
changes need be applied): 
(i) Epenthetic [~) in final syllable~ [o) 
(ii) Non·epenthetic 1~1 (the result of vowel reduction) in final syllable~ full vowel 
(iii) Lengthening of vowel in final syllable 
(iv) Word final vowel ~ vowel + Ul 
If iurthcr emphasis is required, there can additionally be: 
(v) Laryngeal constriction 
(vi) Lengthening of non-final vowels (so that there Is even stress on each 
syllable): this can be applied to all the vowels in the word, or can be limited to 
the full (r.on-schwa) vowels. 
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Example 001 shows the vocative form ofTalel?an', a personal name. The schwa in 
the final syllable is epenthetlc, thus it becomes [o) and Is lengthened: see (i) and 
(iii) above. 
001 ank?am n-ln·IW·Iyam Talel?-o::·n 1 ( ... ) 
and HAB·TR·say-lsg personal.name-E.VOC·3sgAB$ 
And I said to him: l'alePanr ... /kr024/ 
The following example shows the ldential phenomenon on a progressive verb sumx 
·rkan: 
002 ana kokel otlon !?am req·o-l?et·•·rko::n? 
so INTJ INTER INIER do.whal?-E·DUR·E·PROG.VOC 
Oh my/ Why, what on earth are you doing?/ /ocl24/ 
The word ammemo mummy has the underiylng form •ammeme. In example 003 
the final vowel of the stem is not reduced, and there Is a UJ added al'ter it: see (ii) 
and (iv). 
003 "ommemejl ?eml !Jely·•·n?" 
Mummy.3sgABS.VOC where hide·E·3sgABS 
"Mummy. where's the hide?" /ot042j 
In example 004 the form elcjwotkul?ctke don't wander off all the time has a 
i~ngthened final vowel: see (Iii). 
004 ano e·lejw·o·tku·l?et·ke:e: 
so NEG·roam·E·ITER·DUR·NEG.VOC 
Don 'c 1vander off all the time! {ot023/ 
Example 005 shows very strong emphasis by lengthenln:.; all the vo·Nels of 
qolyitcgatcitkujwayanet chop fit/ up really well: 
005 q·o:·lyi:·te:!J·•:·tcl:-tku:-Jw·o:·y·o:-ne:t 
2sg.INT·INTS·EMPH·E·CUI·ITER·COLL·E·TH·E·3pl 
Chop up the food really well! ... 
teJnet·tl [ ... ) 
lood·3piABS 
/cy400f 
The word was also pronounced with very marked laryngeal constriction: see (v) and 
(vi). 
3.7 Orthographies 
There have been a number of different writing systems used for Chukchi. In his 
English iar.guap,e publications Bogoras uses a non-phonemic latinate writing 
system. Later this was developed (by Bogoras and others) Into a mostly phonemic 
system for use as the offlclal orthography. Fo,· political reasons latinate writim~ 
systems fell out of favour very soon afterwards, and Chukchi (along with all the 
other newly written languages of the USSR) received an offlclal Cyrillic 
orthography. Books in the previous official latinate orthography were mostly 
destroyed, and it is unlikely that many will be found In public collections. However, 
'Texts examples are given In the mod!Ocd IPA working orthography outlined In §3.7.3. 
-------- -- ----------------- ------------- ------ ---------- ---------
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a knowledhge offBthe oaffisc(l§a
3
1 7c~)rl:~lcn::~~g~=~:~d(~~·:·~a;o:dp:~~ls~:!l::~;:::a:~ orthograp y o ogor · · 
Chukchi language. 
ses of the linguist very well. Section 
:>!either of these orthographies serve the pu~~ed IPA orthography used In the 
§3.7.3 contains a description of the mo 
remainder of this work. 
3 7 1 Offidal Cyrillic ortllography 
. , d t time when the Soviet Union WE> 
The official Cyrlllic orthography was create a ol~ of bulldlng Socialism in One 
turning away from Internationalism Ito a ~ec?'me 'first among equals'. The 
Country. Russ!'ln language and ! cu t~rerellected in the new orthography for 
Importance oi the statu·< of Russ ~;, !iy Russian spelling rules. These spelling 
Chukchi, which includes many spec tea 
1 
d ake Russian literacy a 
rules sit uncomfortably with Chukchi phono ogy, an m 
precursor to Chukchi literacy (§1.2.1). 
. nants have a one-to-one correspondence with 
The following Chukcht canso 1 1 t but (as !n Cyrillic) differ only in size. graphemes; upper and lower case etters ex s ' 
Russian phonemes are also given for comparison. . 
Chukchi Phoneme Grapheme (Russian Phoneme) 
n /p/ 
/p/ /t/ 
It/ T /k/ 
/k/ K 
/q/ 
/m/ 
/n/ 
In! 
/i/ 
/w/ 
/r/ 
/y/ 
K' 
M 
H 
H' 
JI 
B 
I' 
r 
no equivalent 
/m/ 
/n/ 
no equivalent 
!II 
/v/ 
/r/ 
/g/ 
g) 1 b r!tten with the special characters NOTE: K' (uvular stop) and H' (en can a so e w 6 the s •mbol for /if was 
1\ and !-1. but this poses typographical p~oblems. In 19~ Emel~anova & Nutekeu 
h d from JI to .11 (this convention usea in, for examp e, 
c ange d ther aspect of the spelling system 1996); this was a wholesale replacement, an no o 
was changed. 
h 1 1 are written separately: The standard dialect allomorphs of the p one me c 
Chukchi 
/c/ { 
Grapheme 
C (before K~ 
l) (elsewhere) 
(Russian) 
Is/ 
/tf/ 
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Apart from the epenthetic schwa, Chukchi has five vowel phones [!, e, a, o, u], 
derived from the three underlying vowel phonemes /1, e, ul combined with the 
vowel harmony prosody. Thus, [u]ls /'u-VH/, [o] Is /'u•VH/, [i]Js /'J-VH/, [a] Is /'e•VH/, 
and [e) comes from either of two sources: /'i.vl1/ or /'e-VH/; see §3.4.1). Like all other 
Chukchi orthographies, the vowel graphemes In the Cyrlll!c orthography represent 
phones, not phonemes (for an attempt at writing the vowel harmony prosody 
separately see §3.7.2). However, due to the requirement that the orthography as 
closely as possible follows Russian spelling conventions, these five phones are 
represented by a number of symbols. Only schwa and Ill have a one-to-one 
relationship between phonemes and graphemes: 
Chukchi 
[a] 
[i] 
Grapheme 
bl 
11 
(Russian) 
Iii 
Iii 
The other four vowels are represented by two graphemes each. Modem Russian 
has a series of palatal consonants which are written using the symbol for the 
correspo~ ~lng non-palatal. The difference betw~en palatal and non-palatal 
consonant.; is indicated by the choice of the following vowel: /1/ + /a/ is written 
'TA', whereas /tl/ +/a/ is written 'TR' (word finally palata!isation Is Indicated by a 
'silent letter' b, which is called the 'soft s!gnl Chukchi does not have a contrasting 
series of palatal and non-palatal consonants. Nevertheless this same cor.ventlon is 
used. The cc:15onant JI is considered palatal, and all the others are non-palatal. 
Thus, there Is a redundant doubling of vowel symbols: 
Chukchi Grapheme (Russian) { R (after JI) [a] /a/ A (elsewhere) 
{ E (after JI) [c) /e/ 3 (elsewhere) 
{ 10 (afcer JI) [u] Y (elsewhere) /u/ 
{ £ (after JI) [o] /of 0 (elsewhere) 
The vowel symbols which In Russian follow palatal consonants are known as the 
Jotated' vowels, as their second function is to represent /j/ + vowel sequences. 
This occurs word lnlt!a!iy, or following a 'soft sign' b or 'hard sign' 'b (the latter Is 
another 'silent' letter, used In this context when the consonant Is nut palatal-the 
'soft sign' Is used with palatal consonants). This spelllng rule has also been 
Imported Into the Chukchi orthography. As /i/ and /a/ don't have corresponding 
jotated symbols, when a /j/ precedes these it Is written IJS!ng the Cyrllllc character 
tl. 
Phoneme sequence Orthography 
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#/j/+/a/ Jl 
/t/ +/a/ TA 
/t/ + /j/ + fa/ TbJI 
Ill+ /a/ IDI 
Ill + /j/ + /a/ nbJI 
# /j/ + /i/ tll1 
/t/ + /j/ + /if Ttll1 
/!/ + /j/ + /i/ ntll1 
b f dlf~ ent ways Word-Initially It Is Lastly the glottal stop Is written In a num cr o er . . writte~ by an avostrophe following the vowel. After a con:onant .It Is ~rlttcn usm! 
the 'soft sign' or 'hard sign' (for the so-called 'soft and hard ccnsonan 
respectively) followed by the non-jotatcd vowel. 
Chukchi Orthogre.phy 
# J?/ +/a/ A' 
/t/ + f?f +/a/ TbA 
/1/ + f?f +/a/ JlhA 
Thus the soft sign p.-,:l hard sign each have two functions; preceding the jotaltcd 
scri~ of vowels they Indicate jotation, and prcr.eding the unjotatcd series t Jcy 
Indicate glottalisation. 
These complex and illogical spelling rules do not seem to be und~rstolo'd by mhanays 
f 'language professlOna s. sue Chukchls apart from the small group o ' d d hi hly 
schoolteachers and media workers. who are all tertiary educate an g 
literate In Russian as well. 
3.7.2 Early latinate orthography 
In the ethnography The C'Jukchce (Bogoras 1904-1909) and th~ grammatical 
sketch Chukchee (Bogoras 1922) the author uses a ~ystcm of transcnption which Is 
ulte unusual by modem standnrds. Since th~se works are still Important sources ~n understanding of this early Chukchi writing system Is useful. The follotll~g 
description Is adequate to reduce the Bogoras transcription of Chukchi to a a r y 
accurate phonemic one. 
ts I t q m n/ are written with their IPA symbols. The other The consonan p. , • • 
consonants are written as follows: 
Chukchi Phm!eme Bogoras (1922) transcription 
/g/ ri 
/tl 
/c/ 
/w/ 
/r/ 
/j/ 
/y/ 
.~(men), ~ (women) 
w,v,u 
r, f 
y.] 
g.h 
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The following sequence of phonemes Is Indicated by one Jetter: 
/tl/ L 
The glottal stop Is written as a superscript ' following the vowel In ~:~ syllable 
where It occurs, e.g. fr?cw I 'whale' Is transcribed re'w. Bogoras didn't write the 
glottal stop In the nomlnaliser endings/-',?. r .:;,d 1--.;:?-f. 
The vowels are transcribed using the following symbols. 
Chukchi vowels 
[i] 
[c] 
[a] 
[o) 
[u) 
[a) 
Bogoras (1922) transcription 
•1. 1 
e. e. fi 
a 
0,9 
II 
I, IT,(li} 
Full vowels usually include a diacritic which Indicates the underlying vowel 
harmony of the morpheme;- for 'weak' morphemes (i.e. -VH) and. for 'strong' ones 
(+VH). Schwa Is written without a diacritic. The letter u written without diacritics 
represents either schwa neighbouring /w/ or /w/ before a consonant. These 
conventions are illustrated In the following examples: 
Transcription: Morphemic structure: Surface form: 
/uw,:urk/11 "lwaw•VH.rkon-VH /lowawarkan/ 
!]alv~ultu •ye·""-lwaw•VH.!Jn·VH /ya!wawlcn/ 
Stress Is marked by an apostrophe following the stressed vowel. 
3.7.3 Modified IPA orthography 
'he can't do It' 
'he couldn't do It' 
In this tiJcsis I use a modified IPA orthography. Chukchi poses a number of 
problems for .orthography design. Alphabets work best at providing a segmental 
phonemic transcription, and don't deal very well with prosodic phonemes. I have In 
some areas compromised phonological elegance or precision In favour of simplicity 
and continuity with the general principles of the 'consensus system' of transcription 
used by English-medium linguists such as Comrie (e.g. 198'). The orthography 
works as follows: 
CONSONANTS are generally written with an IPA symbol representing the phoneme. 
Following tradition in the field the output of phonological processes Is written 
rather than the underlying form. This can make Interpretation of transcriptions 
rather complicated, since morphemes frequently have multiple phonological forms. 
The approximant phonemes I r/ and /u1/ (which I have already been transcribing 
as /y/; see footnote 3) have never been written with these symbols in published 
materials on Chukchi; instead the symbols 'r' and 'y' are used. Following the usual 
Latin tre.nliteration of Cyrillic, the phoneme /w/ has often been transcribed as 'v', 
but I use 'w'. The men's phoneme /s/ (§3.3.5) and the women's phoneme /Is/ 
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I ~ t 2) are both transcribed 'c'. The (which I have been transcribing as /c :see ootCno e I 1981) and 'f has been used 
• h b d by many writers (e.g. omr e • 
symbol c as een use f th Russian value of the Cyrillic character 
(it is the standard transliteration o e I able to avoid 
used tn the standard Cyrilllckolrthog:~~hg~!pbh~ ~~:~:~:r~rr~t!:t~~: ~i/ Is written 
redundant diacritics In a war ng or . . hemes 
'I' for the sake of clarity (to avoid confusion with 't'). ·!he :onsonant grap 
used In this thesis are summarised In fig. 3.8 (compare fig. 3.1). 
d 1 this thesis FiG URE 3.8. Consonant gr~hemes use n 
bilabial alveolar palatal velar uvular 
stops p t k q 
nasals m n !l 
approxlmants w r j y 
fricatlvelaffrlcate c 
lateral fricative I 
I the phones not the phoneme VOWELS are written using symbols represent ng ' s 
FIGURE 3.9. Vowel graphemes used In this thesis. 
Underlying Vowel harmony proso~ 
e.g. r -VH +VH 
vowel 
L-~~--;:--=:-:::=:-;:;-;:::-;;~;rl,1t;;e-;o;;;n~ly~thh,e;-;ithh,ree underlying vowels and to My personal preference would be to wr but this would go against all 
mark the vowel harmony prosody separately, 
1 m are to any other. The tradition in the field and make my data dlfficu t to co p 
EFENTHETIC SCHWA is written where it Is Inserted. 
S. th VOWEL HARMONY PROSODY Is already redundantly marked by many !of 
mce e pies Where t 1e 
the vowel graphemes, It is not generally Indicated ~n t~~t ~:a: ma~ked with a 
value of the prosody Is significant and/or not retneva e 
superscript, e.g. [e·VH) or [e•VH). 
11 d a prevocalic glottal stop, The ~LOTIALISATION PROSODY Is alwnys rea ~e as I I 
v h h hy e g. 'r7ew' w 1a c. which is also the simplest way to Indicate It In t e art ograp ' 
4 
Word classes 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter contains a morphosyntactlc classification of the different kinds of 
words and stems found In Chukchi. The properties of each class will be discussed 
In more detail in the following chapters. 
The Chukchi phenomenon of vowel harmony provides a simple diagnostic for 
wordhood (§3.4.1), as the phonological dcmain of the vowel harmony prosody ts 
almost always coextensive with the grammatical unit 'word'. A word typically 
consists of a stem and the characteristic Inflection of a word of that class. There 
are also words which are uninflected stems: many of these are function wares 
rather than lexical content words, but this group does include some 
monomorphemic lexical stems as well (e.g. underlvo , rb base §4.6). 
Chukchi offers few reasons to distinguish the syntactically deflned grammatical 
word from the phonological word. Almost always the Chukchi grammatical word 
can L '' ne;~ by the domain of the vowel harmony prosody, I.e. the same as the 
phonolog. word. The only exceptions to this are analytic verbs (§4.5.1) and, 
marginally, analytic numerals (see §4.4, §16. 10): these are both structures which 
semantically and syntactically function !Ike a single word, but which 
phonologically consist of two or more words. 
The stem of an inflected word may be a single morpheme, or may be 
morphologically complex. Morphologically complex stems are often the result of 
syntactic derivation, for example, the monomorphemtc stem walpa- forms the 
nouns walpa/walpa-t shovel/shovels, whereas to form a verb to shovel (something} 
requires a morphologically complex stem walpa-tko-, derived by means of the 
suffix ·tku·VH use {noun] as a tool. Other morphologically complex stems result 
from incorporation and compounding. The stem class of a monomorphemlc st~"' Is 
considered the same as the word class which is formed from it. Sometimes a stem 
may belong to more than one class. and thus can form words of more than one 
class. It Is much rarer for a word to have more than one class. While in many 
instances the same Inflectional morphology forms t\':o different classes (e.g. certain 
o!Jllque cases and converbs are formed the same way), for this to produce a word 
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which could be interpreted as belonging to two word classes this would have to 
coincide with the use of one of the multi-classed stems. A rare example is the word 
ya-r7a-ma with something OR while doing something. The stem r7c·VH can be 
· Interpreted either as the nominal stem something, or the verb stem do something 
(vi). Depending on the stem class, the Inflectional circumfix ya-_-ma Is 
Interpreted as the associative case marker (with a nominal stem), or as a converb 
(with a verbal stem). 
There are two major inflecting word classes; nomlnais and verbs. Each of these is 
ci:voc!cd in•o subclasses, which may be closed, as listed below. 
Nomlnais, numerals and adjectives Inflect for referent properties to varying 
degrees. These ali participate In absolutive case noun phrases. 
Nomlnals (§4.2), including: 
Common nouns (open) -§6, §8 
High animate nouns (open) -§6.3.1, §6.3.4 
Personal pronouns (closed) -§7.2 
Interrogative/interrogative pronouns (closed) -§7 .3 
Delctic and demonstrative pronouns (closed) -§7 A 
Quantifier pronouns (closed)-§7 .5 
Participles (no corresponding stem type) -§8.2 
Adjectives (closed?) -§ 16.2 
Numerals (clased)-§16.7 
Wards with argument-taking properties 
Inflecting verbs (§4.3), including: 
Intransitive verbs (open) -§ 11.2 
Transitive verbs (open) -§ 11.3 
Inte::ogative pro-verbs (closed) -§5.6.2 
Capulalauxlllary verbs (closed) -§ 17 
·.r~rb bases (§4.6), including 
Underlved (closed) -§17.3 
Derived (deverbal, deiidjectival, and negative, open) -§§13.5-6, 
§§16.5-t\ §IR.2 
Converbs (apen)-§13.4 
Analytic verbs are syntactic verbs which consist of twa phonological wards, a verb 
base (from the unlnflecting class of verbal bases, which may be underlved or 
derived from adjective ar· verb stems) and an auxlllary verb. The base always 
precedes the auxlli~.ry. but ather adverbs or particles may appear between them. 
The selection of the auxlliary verb Is the only overt marker of transitivity; 
however, transitivity Is a grammatical category determined by the verb ba;e. The 
auxiliary function of copula/auxlllary verbs Is discussed In § 17 .3. Morphological 
derivations on an analytic verb (e.g. Intensifiers, anti passive, etc.) always apply to 
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the auxlliary, never to the base. Converbs and derived verb bases can also function 
syntactically as adverbs. 
There are also a variety of nan-Inflecting ward classes: 
Adverbs, Including 
Deiidjectlval (closed?)-§4.8.1 
Deictics (clased)-§4.8.2, §15.4 
Underlved time and manner (closed?)-§4.8.3 
NP modlfer (closed)-§4.8.4 
Grammatical Particles, Including: 
Negative Particles (clased)-§4.8.5, §18.8 
Proclausal Particles (clased)-§4.8.6 
Conjunctives (clased)-§4.8.7, §5.5.2, §9.5 
Modal Particles (closed)-§4.8.8 
Discourse Particles (closed)-§4.8.9 
Evaluative Particles (clased)-§4.8.10 
Pastpositlons (closed)-§4.9, §15.5 
Interjections (apen?)-§4.10 
Mast word classes also ha"e. minor subclasses with just one or twa members. 
Examples of single-member (sub)classes include the Inflecting negative 'particle" 
qaramcna-/qacamcna• (§4.8.5; c:asslfied with particles due to Its similarity in 
form and meaning to the particle qaram/qacam) and the argument-taking 
partlclellnterjectlan qoro (§4.8.6). 
4.2 Nominals 
Chukchi has a large class of nomlnals. The~.· <>re characterised semantically by the 
feature that they represent relatively time stable phenomena (Glvon 1984:55-56). 
The diagnostic morphosyntactic feature of nomlnals is that they shaw the 
grammatical category of case. Core namlnals fill argument slots cross-referenced 
by the verb, and are case marked to shaw the syntactic roles A (transitive subject), 
0 (transitive object) and S (intranSitive subject), as well as copula complement 
(arguably also a core syntactic role in Chukchi). Nomlnals In oblique roles are case-
marked for a large range of mostly spatial relations. Nominal morphology Is quite 
regular far all subclass~s of nominal stem. Of the subclasses, nouns (formed from 
noun stems) and participles (formed from verb stems) are open, and the various 
sorts of pronouns are closed. Nomlnals may also encode the grammatical categories 
of number and person; these grammatical marklr.gs may be Inflectional (e.g. 
nouns) or Intrinsic (e.g. personal pronouns). 
The Chukchi number markings have two basic values, plural and non-plural (this 
plural is cognate with the dual of most of the other Koryako-Chukotlan languages). 
The non-plural number commonly corresponds to 'singular', I.e. indlviJual entitles, 
but can refer to multiple entitles a:; well. In general It Is the grammatically 
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unmarked number category, so things that typically occur in pairs or multiples are 
most commonly referred to with non-rlural nominals (plurality is always an 
option; there are no singularia or ;iural!a tantum nouns). Strict singularity, 
particularly for entitles which typic;,:i:,- oc=ur In pairs or multiples, can be indicated 
by the singulat!ve suffiX which occurs along with the absolut!ve case non-plural 
marker. Take for example the stem mane- money (a loanwo-d from English), 
which has the following absolutive forms: 
• plural: manc-t (money-3PL) money-several coins or banknotes 
• singular/non-plural: mane-man (money-REDUP.3SG) money-one or more 
coins or banknotes, money in g . . , 'raJ 
• singuiative: man.e-ly-o-n (moncy-SlNG-E-3SG) money-a single coin or 
banknote 
For common nouns, all theJ .• umber categories arc Heutrallsed outside the 
absolut!ve case (although plural vs. non-plural can still be marked by verbal cross-
reference). Pronouns and hl;>h animate riouns don't use the singulative; for high 
animates there are inflections marking the other number categories in all cases 
except the equative. Personal pronouns have intrinsic singular or plural. that is, 
number is part of the meaning of the stem ratb~r than an inflccr;ionai category. 
Personal pronot.ns also have intrinsic por.:on {first, second or third). Other 
nominais can be marked for person in the absoiutive only. 
4.2.1 Nouns 
The noun is the major subclass of nominais. Morpi:ological marking of nouns is 
very regular, and always inch.:des case marking. A subgroup of highly animate 
nouns (including personal names and certain kin-terms and folktale personages) 
may take some different case and number marking strategies. This subgroup will 
be referred to as the high animate nouns (see beloW); the remaining nouns will be 
referred to as common nouns. Common nouns mark the number and person ~f 
their referent when in the absolutive case, but not elsewhere; high animates mark 
m: ~ber ht all cases except ';he equative. 
Most loanwords in Chukchi are nouns, and these loanwords are easily naturalised 
so as to occ1.1r with ail the expected morphology of a native noun. Many loanwords 
refer to foreign cultural irems for which there is no appropriate Chukchi word. 
Most loanwords come from Russian, although there is an earlier set of loanwords 
from Er.glish (de Reuse 1994b). Contemporury speakers also use many 
spontaneous loans even where there is a perfectly acceptable Chukchi equivalc"~­
Thls may be language mixing due t~ the largely Ru~sian languaee medium 
environment that most r: ntemporary Chukchis live in, or it may be experimenter 
effect, where non- or partial speakers of Russian attempt to put the Russian words 
that they know into Chukchi speech in an attempt to help non-native speakers. 
\ 
.-·. 
; 
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Apart from nouns formed from noun stems there are also nouns derived from other 
word classes, particularly adjective and verb stems (see §8.2, §§8.4-5). 
The 'high animate' subclass of nouns includ, • personal names (including named 
animals), kin terms used as terms of address, and demonstratives used with high 
animate reference. High animates are distinguished morphologically from other 
nouns by the following features: 
I) plural marking In ail cases except for the equat!ve (common nouns only mark 
plural in the absolutive; §6.2) 
il) distinctive sing•Jiar marker -ne·VH which collapses the ergative/instrumental, 
locative and (-;omet!mes) dative/ailative cases, and which occurs along with 
some other c·o~se suffixes (see §6.2) 
The membership of the high animate class of noun is somewhat fluid; personal 
names are the only nouns which always pattern with high animates, whereas kin 
ten " and demonstratives show variation, sometime patterning with high 
animates, sometimes with common nouns. 
4.2.2 Pronouns 
Chukchi has four pronoun subclasses; 
• Personal pronouns 
• Indefinite/Interrogative pronouns 
• Quantifier pronouns 
• Deletic pronouns 
Pronouns ail mark case and person, and niJstiy olso number. 
Persoro<d pronouns have intrinsic person a'ld number, and so do not use any of the 
person/number .narklng strategies that nouns and the other pronouns use. 
Personal pronouns may be first, second or third person, singular or plural. 
Personal pronoun· -casionally take nominal derivational morphology (such as 
diminutives or <··.;:·"'"tatives) and also have a few derivation~! morphemes not 
share.d by any i.: · Jllbclass. Th~ personal prone ;n stems arc (free absolutive 
form and non-absnlutive stem): 
1st person 
2nd person 
3rd person 
singular 
y~mo- y~m­
y~to- yot-
~tlon- an-
plural 
muri -mury-
turi- tury-
atri - ory- (men's) 
occi - ace- (women's) 
Interrogative/indeflnite pronouns can fill any nomina! slot. Like other nominal 
subclasses, they appear In slng••lar and plural, and occasionally take other 
nominal derivational morphemes such as diminutive and augmentative. 
ABS - non-ABS stem 
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animate 
Inanimate 
megin(e·) - mik· 
r7enut(c·) - re:q-
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'who' 
'what' 
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There are two quantifier pronouns; amal7o all and various forms of the stem qnt·, 
Including absolutlve singular qol one/t,';e other, absolutlve plural qutti some/the 
others. The form qol can appear In a noun phrase as an appositional modifier 
meaning one, In which context It Is Interchangeable with the numeral annen one. 
These are however clearly members of different word classes-the forms of qut· 
can take cases and act as arguments, whereas numerals cannot (for 
morphosyntactic behaviour of numerals see §4.4, §§16.7-12). 
Deictlc pronouns refer to an entity according to its spatial distance or discourse 
status. If the referent Is animate, deictic pronouns may decline like.high animates 
(§7.4). This Is common In the plural, but rare in the singular, where deictlc 
pronouns tend to decline like common nouns. Deictic pronouns can be Incorporated 
Into compounds, but rarely Incorporate themselves. 
4.2.3 Participles 
Participles are a word class (nominal subtype) but not a separate stem class. In 
their morphological structure they are nomlnals derived from verb stems. Their 
main distinction from other nomlnals Is that they may occasionally take 
arguments. This Is however highly unusual, and I have no examples of speakers 
spontaneously doing so. There Is a strong preference for participles to be formed 
from Intransitive verb stems; transitive sterns are often antlpassivlsed before being 
made Into participles. Participles do not differ significantly from nouns with 
respect to their combinatory possibilities with other nominal morphology (§8.2). 
4,,. Adjectives 
It Is necessary to distinguish the word class of adjectives from the stem class of 
adjectives. Adjective stems are the lexical head of adjective words ('free 
adjectives'), but also have other functions. The word class of adjectives Is 
constrained to a few functions only (unlversaUhabitual aspect predicates or 
attributes In absolutlve case role): adjective stems are otherwise Incorporated 
(§9.2.4, §16.2). 
Free adjectives cross-reference person and number In a manner Identical to verbs 
In the habitual Inflection (§10.3.2). When other tenses are required, aqjective 
stems ~re formed lhto adverb heads of analytic verbs (§4.5.1, §4.8.1, §16.5). 
Adjective stems functioning attributively are frequently Incorporated Into their 
headword !n the absolutlve r.as.•, and always In non-absolutlve cases (§9.2.4). 
o·:,t following example shows a predlcatlve adjective with stem ciit be warm: 
001 mcclc?u n-a-clit-gin uwl-kuk I n·cna-yto-qcn 
sometimes ADJ-E-warm-3sg cook·pot.3sg~.BS HAR·TR-pull.out-3sg 
Sometimes the pot was still warm [when/ he got /tout. [/o021/ 
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While free adjectives are formally identical to habitual aspect Intransitive verbs 
(for example, In the third person singular they are both marked n-_·qin), there 
are clear formal criteria to show that adjectives are not Intransitive verbs. These 
are as follows: 
(I) Free adjectives cannot !:c m~rker! with any of the the other tense-aspect-mood 
affixes that Intransitive verbs can have (the perfect or any of the active 
Inflections); 
(II) Derivational affixes are added to the outside of the adjective forming clrcumfiX 
n-_·qin(e·) (e.g. diminutive n-_.qine-qej), but equivalent derivational affixes 
with Intransitive verbs are attached directly to the verb stem, Inside the markers 
of habitual aspect (e.g. diminutive n·_·qeet-qin). The derivational affiXes used 
with adjectives and verbs generally have slightly d!fferent forms. 
The criteria distinguishing adjectives and Intransitive verbs are further discussed 
In §16.2. 
4.4 Numcro:ls 
Numerals are a clos~d class formed around a base twenty system which allows 
well-formed numbers up to 419 (20 times 20. plus 19). The numerical sys(em Is not 
well understood by speakers today, whr, tend to use Russian numerals even when 
speaking Chukchi. There Is a suggestion from some native speakers that counting 
above twenty may have always been arcane knowledge, beyond the mathematico-
llngulstlc competence of most speakers. 
Numerals have three morphological subtypes, simple numerals, compound 
numerals and analytic numerals. 
SiMPLE NUMERALS 
single numeral stems for I to 5, 10, 15 and 20. e.g. k>lyan-ken 
fifteen. 
COMPOUND NUMERALS 
compounded numeral stems giving 6 to 9, II to 14, 16 to 19, and for 
multiples of twenty up to 400 (twenty twenties). e.g. kalyan-qlek-
ken three hundred (I.e. fifrecn twenC/es) 
ANALYTIC NUMERALS 
formed from the next lowest multiple of twenty, the remainder (a 
simple or compound numeral I to 19) and the word pacoVpacol 
extr'l. e.g. qlilt·kin kalyan-ken pacol thirty five (I.e. twenty [and/ 
fifcffn extra) 
The word t7er/t7ec how many/so many Is also a member of the numeral class 
according to morphological criteria. 
Num<!rals do not mark case, although they can act as an S/0 argument of a verb · 
(I.e. as If they were absolutlve nomlnals). Most numerals have a tr~nsparently 
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nominal origin-some are formed with the -ken(a·) relational suffix. Numerals 
can take modifier 1 oles. They can be part of an absolutlve case NP, and are 
frequently Incorporated (sometimes with absolutive heads, always with oblique 
case nomlnals). In this behaviour numerals are very similar to adjectives (see 
§§16.7-10). 
Numerals have a small but distinctive set of word-class changing derivational 
affiXes which only they can combine with. These form series of numerals Including 
ordinal (·qew), multiplicative (·cc), human collective (·ryirc), non-human 
collective (-jono), and distributive (-jut) (§16.11). 
In Skorik's description of Chukchi, when an analytic numeral functions as a non-
absolutive argument there are instances of morphologlcal.marklng which apply 
over the entire analytic numeral as If It were a single word. A good example Is 
clrcumfixation; when phonological and grammatical words are coextensive no 
question arises, but when the grammatical word Is an analytic numeral consisting 
of several phonological words the ch"·:· ... nfix Is resolved Into a prefix for the first 
word and a suffiX for the last •· a·~ : . ·h structures are not attested In the 
spontaneous data used for this c scr. ,,,;,. as Russian numerals have taken over 
all but the simple numerals. 
4.5 Inflecting verbs 
Verbs Inflect to show the person and number of their core participants, which may 
or may not be expressed with nomfnals as well. Apart from person, number and 
grammatical role of core participants, verbs Inflect to show tense, aspect and mood. 
Verbs are formally transitive, Intransitive or both (labile). 
Transitivity Is marked by agreement patterns of the verb, although there are 
forms wherein transitive and Intransitive are Identical. The number of r"qulred or 
retrievable nominal arguments may differ from the number cross-referenced by the 
verb. Broadly speaking, there are six different argument structure types according 
to the root: 
INTRANSITIVE 
Zero-place (vi-) 
One-place (vi) 
Two-place (vi+) 
(or 'extended') 
TRANSITIVE 
Two-place (vt) 
Three-place (vt+} 
(or 'extended') 
LABILE (vlab) 
mostly lntransltives with Incorporated S, ~orne 
meteorological phenomena 
canonical intransitive 
intransltives with an obligatory oblique adjunct (present 
or retrievable from context) 
canonical tr~nsltive 
transitive verbs with an obligatory adjunct, several 
subtypes discussed § 11.3.1. 
verbs which may be either transitive or intransitive, and 
are marked accordingly; this could be considered zero 
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derivation vi-> vt or vice versa. 
There are only two different transitivity values marked by verbal cross-
referencing; transitive and Intransitive. Incorporation of a core argument reduces 
transitivity by one place; Incorporation of a non-core argument does not affect 
transitivity value. 
Copula verbs are one-place or tWL·place lntransltives. The oblique argument of a 
two-place copula Is a nominal In the equatlve case. There are also grounds for 
positing a three place (extendEd transitive) copula (§17.1.2). 
4.5.1 Analytic verbs 
Analytic verbs are verbs consisting of two phonological words formed from an 
auxiliary (§4.5.2) and an uninflectlng lexical head. The lexical head Is usually a 
verb base, an adverbi31 form derived from the verb or adjective dasses (§4.8.1-2). 
There Is also a very small class of ttnlnflectlng, underlved verb bases which 
function only as the heads of analytic verbs, for example layi know. 
002 [ ... ) wlnwa-l qonpa !ll! n-itte·!y·•·gln 
ttack·3piA!lS always know.Vbase HAB-TR·AUX·E·3sg 
... he always knows their scent. [anOJS} 
4.5.2 Auxiliary verbs and copulas 
Auxiliary verbs mark the tense, aspect, mood and transitivity In analytic verb 
constructions (§17.3). They share many forms 'with the copula verbs. The copulas 
arc: 
wa-/-twa- to exist, to be (located} 
it- to be 
n?cl- to become 
The forms it· and n'cl· also act as Intransitive auxiliaries. The transitive 
auxiliaries are: 
lag·/·ly· AUX 
ratc·/-tc· AUX. treat as, make into 
rat·/·nt· AUX, have as 
These forms ar- ,;!s,lngufshed semantically and distributlonally; the ratc·f·tc-
auxlliary combines with the transitive mental act forms (derived and underived) to 
give a resultatlve meaning, whereas the lag·/·ly. form combines with the same 
forms to Indicate non-resultatlve, stative meanl~g. e.g. gemo lagok not know smth 
and gcmo ratcak forget smth. The rat·f·nt· auxiliary combines with verb bases In 
·(t)c and negative verb bases. 
The verb lag·f·IY· also has a transitive copula-like function which Is discussed In 
§17.1.2. The verbs ratc·/·tC· and rat·f·nt· also act as main verbs. 
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4.6 Verb bases 
The primary function of verb bases is to act as the lexical heads of analytic verbs 
(see §4.5.1). Verb bases can also act as adverbs. Derived verb bases may have 
positive polarity, indicated by means of the affixes -yta, n-__ .?ew, -u and -(t)e, or 
negative polarity, indicated by e-_-ke or lug-_-(t)e. 
The affixes -yta and n-_-?ew respectively form an intransitive verb base from a 
verb denoting a property, and from an adjective stem (see deadjectivai adverbs, 
§4.8.1). 
The suffix -u derives transitive verb bases denoting various mental acts. These 
include yem-o not know (vt}, cimy?-u think about (vt}, emkum?-u care about (vt). 
Unlike other verb base forms, verb bases derived by -u cannot occur as adverbial 
modifiers. 
Positive polarity verb bases of other semantic types than those sketched above (i.e. 
neither property verbs or mental acts) are marked by the suffix -(t)e, often 
accompanied by various derivational prenxes which further specify the meaning of 
the verb base. 
The negative verb bases are derived by the circumftxes e-_-ke and 1ug-_-(t)e, 
which differ aspe•':.mlly (§§18.2). 
Most of the underived verb bases are identical in syntactic behaviour to verb bases 
formed with -u, and likewise denote transitive mental acts. The form layi know 
(vt) in 002 is an example. There are only a very small number of other such forms; 
Moll (1957:138) gives tenna laugh at (vt), although in Telqep Chukchi only an 
intransitive iterative (and possibly antipassivised) form tenga.tku- laugh is used. 
Sporadically other adverbs and particles can act as underived verb bases, notably 
ujge the negative existential particle, and migkari the interrogative manner 
adverb how?. 
4.7 Converbs 
Converbs are defined morphologically as a deverbal word class defined by specific 
suffixation (-rna, -k, or -inegu), and syntactically by having th~ ability to function 
as adverbial subordinate clauses (§13.4). 
Converbs can have nominal dependents In S, A and/or 0 syntactic roles, although 
this dependency is not marked on the converb itself in any way. Each converb affix 
determines the particular aspect and/or mood relations. The aspect and mood 
distinctions indicated by converbs. can be lexically quite complex, and are not 
systematically (i.e. paradigmaticaiiy) structured. 
Unlike other word class labels such as noun, verb, and adjective, which can be 
adopted in a linguistic description as appropriate without risk of controversy, the 
term 'converb' is perhaps not generally known within linguistir.s, ~nd its use needs 
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be justified. Notwithstanding Haspelmath's (! 995) claim that converb is a vai!C: 
cross-linguistic category, it still must be considered provisional. However the term 
has achieved currency in English descriptions of Chukchi, (e.g. V. Nedjalkov 1995, 
I. Nedjalkov 19Y8), and on language internal grounds Chukchi certainly does have 
a formally distinguished word class for which 'converb' is an appropriate term. 
Apart from their distinctive syntactic functions (see §13.4) converbs can carry out 
general sentence modification. For example, eryatak is usually glossed as 
tomorrow (although it also means the next day relative to the discourse frame) and 
is treated as a temporal adverb (Skor!k 1977:319). Its meaning is fully predictable 
from a morphological <t::alysis of the form as a converb with the stem eryat- to 
dawn and the con verb suifix -k--ka : 
003 eryatak gaw-a-n-ra-yt-at-y>c 
dawn-E-SEQ woman-CS·house-go.Io-CS-TH 
The next day he brought the bride home. [ke225/ 
4.8 Adverbs and particles 
What follows is a rabble of mostly unrelated closed classes which have the common 
features of being unlnnected for any of the nominal or verbal categories of person, 
number, case, tense, aspect, or mood. They mostly function as syntactically 
unbound modifiers. Adverbs are (arbitrarily) defined as the subset of these classes 
which are derived from stems of another word class, whereas particles are free 
morphemes with grammatical meaning. There are occasional instances of 
morphological derivation of particles, usually with intensifier, restrictive or 
diminutive affixes, e.g. teg-ujge absolutely without (ujge negative existential, teg-
lntensifier), em-cinit entirely oneself(cinit oneself, em- restrictive), nemaqej also 
(neme also, -qej diminutive). 
4.8.1 Detidjectiva/ adverbs 
Deadjectival manner adverbs are formed from adjective stems by means of the 
circumfix n-_-?ew !§16.5), for example: 
004 ank?am 
and 
anqena:Jp•='m 
DEM·ABL=EMPH 
qanur 
like 
n-aroJw.?aw 
ADV·Sirong·ADV 
n-a-le-qin remk-a·n mlyclret-a-k 
HAB·E·go-3sg lolk-E-3sgABS worH·INF 
And from that it's like people went strongly in their work. /he029j 
These deadjectival adverbs can form the lexical constituent of an analytic verb, I.e. 
they are also Intransitive verb bases (§4.5.1). The lexical head of a comparative 
construction is formed by means of an adjective stem with the adverb-deriving 
suffix ·!J (§ 16.6). 
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4.8.2 Dclctic adverbs 
Spatial adverbs are derived from dclctic and demonstrative stems by means of a 
series of dilTerent affo:es. The stP.ms arc the same as those which form the deictic 
pronouns. While there are many clear regularities in the formation of the deictic 
adverbs, there are also gaps in the paradigms and unpredictable elements which 
show that these forms are quite lexicalised. The deictic adverbs ahow many of the 
same loc:Itional and movement categories as the oblique spatial cases, but for the 
most part they do so with morphological elements unrelated to the ones occurring 
with r.~minals (§ 15.4). 
4.8.3 Underived time and manner adverbs 
There are a set of underived adverb stems with lexical rather than grammatical 
meaning. They can be formally distinguished from derived time and manner 
adverbs, since the derived forms all function as verb bases or converhs as well. The 
majority of such forms have temporal meaning. e.g. 17ele!Jit during the winter. The 
form ?alo is an underived adverb meaning during the day. it has an Irregularly 
related form 7alonet which functions both as a noun day and as a verb spend the 
day. Other underived temporal adverbs Include ajwc yesterday. yanmajep a while 
ago; telcnjep long agcr, wiin meanwhile; qonpa always. 
005 yanmojep y-ajwccy·a·r'o-lcn 
while.ago PF-evening-E-INCH-3sg 
Evening had fallen a while ago. {JoOBOj 
006 yanon-qora-k qanpa n-a-twa-qen 
middle-reindeer·LOC always HAB-E-be-3sg 
He was always In the middle of the herd ]kel69j 
There is one temporal adverb tite when?. sometime Indicating both interrogative 
and indefinite functions (interrogative and indefinite are formally Identical for all 
adverbs and pronouns). The indefinite and Interrogative functions of this adverb 
are lllusrrated In examples 007 a,ld 008 respectively: 
007 ank7am q-•·!Jawt•!J·Y'e tltc 
and INT-E-wed-TH sometime 
Then get married sometime. 
008 tltc !Jan 
Ylhen? DEICT 
!JOiqcn 
DEM.JsgABS 
When does !t freeze there? 
n·a-qlt-a-qin? 
HAB-E-freeze·E·3Sg 
{cyl67/ 
[anl09/ 
There are also temporal adverbs derived from verbs. adjectives, and nouns. 
Deverbal ai:Ivcrbs are actually converbs In adverb function (discussed §13.4), e.g. 
eryatak the next day (<eryat- to dawn), wulqatwik In the evening (<wulq· dark 
and ·twl DliADJECTJVAL INCHOATJVE): 
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009 anqo Iw-nln I 
Ihen say-3sgA.3sgO 
WORD CLASSES 
!JCW·'•tt>-a-qcj-c 
woman-dog-E-DIM·ERG 
etanw-o 
misvess-EQU 
lt-o-1>-e 
be·E·PCPL-ERG 
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!Jew>cn-Jaqol-e clt=>m ra-tw-a-rk·a·ncn wulq-a-twl-k 
wife-NMZR·ERG firsi•EMPH FUT-Iell.about·E·PROG-E-3sgA.3sgO darl<-E-INCH-SEQ 
Then she said, the she-dog that is, the future m!;tress of the house. the bride, 
first she'll tell about it in the evening {lit. after it became dark/. {ke222/ 
Some temporal adverbs are stems with the ending ·!)it, which forms words which 
function as adverbs, nouns and verbs, e.g. ele!)it in summer (adv.), summer (n.), to 
spend summer (vi.); J7elenit in winter (adv.), winter (n.), co spend v.tnter (vi.); 
7alonct during the day (adv.), day (n.), spend the day(vl.): 
The following example shows the adverb J7ele!Jit in winter. 
OIO l'clc!Jlt on!Jln I om-J>alanet [ ... ) 
winter.ADV Ihus REST-winter 
Thus fin the/ winter, all winter • ... {ka06/ 
Examples Oil and 012 show (7clcnit spend Winter and 7aJonet spend day acting 
as verb stems: 
Oil [ ... ) janra n-o-l'clc!Jlt-qln jalqet-a-k 
first HAB-E-spend.winier-3sg sleep·E·INF 
[ ... ) 
... first they spend the Winter sleeping ... {aa2.30/ 
012 nemc •ll!Jin >alonct-y>c jara-k [ ... ) 
again Ihus spend.day-TH house-LOC 
Again he spent such a day at home ... {ot06Jj 
The same stems can act as underived nouns, for example ?a!onet day In the 
following: 
013 t'er ?alo!Jet jaa-y>a-n? 
how.much day.3sgABS use-TH-3sg0 
How many days did it take (lit. "use")? (na081:9j 
Most manner adverbs are derived (see §4.8.1), but the corresponding Interrogative 
manner adverb i?am why is underlved: 
014 lk-w>i "q·o-wlrl-yll i>am 
say-TH INT·E·descend-TH why? 
tam-a-tko-nat 
k!li-E-ITER-3pl0 
tumy-a-t !>am UMIR·a-l>at-y>a-t?" 
lriend·E-3piABS why? die·E-DUR-TH·3FI 
I 
He said, 'Come dmvnl Why did they kJ/1 your friends? Why did they die?" 
{ke050/ 
Other underlved manner adverbs Include a number which express comitative-type 
relationships, for example konmal together and ceekej together. 
015 qejwc l<anmnl man>-o-lcjw-o-rkan man>-ckwct qcjwe 
lruly Ior:L~er lpi.COND-E-roam·E·PROG lpi.COND-seloff lruly 
ccckci janor 
Iogelher first 
If we were going out hunting together, we wem together first. (an019/ 
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4.8.4 fJP modifier adverbs 
There is a small class of adverbs which can function to modify a noun phrase. 
Since noun phrases are Invariably In the absolutive .:ase, these adverbs seem to 
act In sentences like absoiutive case nomlnals, and Indeed, are sometimes 
interchangable with them. The NP modifier adverbs include a quantifier form 
camqak the others, a reflexive cinit oel{, and r.1 series of restrictive forms (e.g. 
amyamnan myself. by myself. amyanan yourself. by yourself. etc.). These forms 
are discussed in §§7.6.1-3. 
4.8.5 Negative particles 
Negative particles fulfil a number oi syntactic functions. The particles 
qaramlqacam and wancwan forms negative predicates with -,erbs in the 
intentional. The particle anne forms imperatives of prohibition with roegativc 
· c~nverbs, and ujne generally goes with nominais in the privative case 
(homophonous with negative converbs). These particles are treated in greater 
detail in §§18.2.1-2, §18.4, §13.8. 
The ne~tative identity particle qaramena-/qacamena- comprises a wor:l (sub-) 
class or"·~ own. Its syntactic distribution is discussed in §18.3. This form marks 
the grammatical categories of person and number (in agreement with 
person/number of the predicate). It can not mark case, and does not form a noun 
phrase with the elements it agrees with. 
4.8.6 Proclausal particles 
There are a number of particles which encode an entire proposition. These include 
atr?cc-acc?et that's ail, welankaqun thank you, andjewjew wait a minute/ 
0!6 eejl 
yes 
Yes! 
jewjewl eqalpe m·a·yt-a·nat 
wail! quickly lsg.INr.E·gei·E-JpiO 
Wait a minute! 111 get them quickly {cy307/ 
Negative particles (see §4.8.4) can also be prociauses, in which function they act as 
answers to polar ~11estlons, e.g. qacam-qaram 'no', 'it won't': wanewan 'no', 'it 
didn't'; ujne 'no', 'there isn't any'. The positive answer to polar questions is ii/eej 
'yes'. 
The non-inflecting word qoro gimme is a 'transitive prociausal particle'. It can 
optionally take an absolutlve case syntactic dependent representing the 'thing 
given' and a first person singular beneficiary assumed. For example, 
017 qoro tlti-!J• 
gimme needle-ASS 
Gimme a/the needle. 
It functions as a variant of the inflecting verb qinejlay?i give me (smth), which is a 
form of the verb ja1-/:il- give (see § 11.3.1). The initial q of qoro looks like the 
general imperative/intentional verb prefix, but this is probably coincid~ntai (of 
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course, even if the historical origin of the q is not relat~d to the imperative verb 
inflection, the similarity in form and meaning to an imperative would support the 
grammaticalisation of the particle). StebnicklJ (1994) shows that this word is 
probably cognate with a stem •qor hither which is also the origin of the ablative 
case suffiX in some Koryak dialects. 
Proclausai particles form a cline with inte;jections (§4.10), with proclausai 
particles being slightly more grammatically integrated. 
4.8.7 Conjunctive particles 
Conjunctive particles can join two predicateslclauses (§5.5.2), or join two 
nominals/noun phrases (§9.5.2). Conjunctive particles which join predicates/clauses 
can also introduce an entire sentence. Conjunctive particles may specifiy 
relationships such as causality (qeluq=?m because) or temporal sequence (qamcl 
then). 
The conjunctive particles are underlined in the following example: 
018 garnet anqora=?m I , remk~a-n layen=?m I a-!)?o-ka 
lhen aher.lhai=EMPH folk·E·ABS really=EMPH NEG·hunger·NEG 
ye-n?el-lia 
PF·be<:ome-JsgS 
tajgat-yapa='m 
food·ABL=EMPH 
ank?am 
and 
loo-a-cye-qaanmat·a 
NEG·E·INTS·slaughler.reindeer-NEG 
tejget 
rood.JsgABS 
n-a-twa·qen=?m 
HAa·E·be·JsgS=EMPH 
n-it-qin=?m 
HAB·be.Jsg=EMPH 
rcmk-a·n=?m 
folk·E-ABS=EMPH 
milim='m 
because=EMPH 
game! 
lh!'n 
anqen 
DEM.JsgABS 
And then the people came to live without need from the food, and the people 
hardly slaughtered reindeer, because there was that food. {he065f 
Note that anqora after that is also a regularly formed spatial deictic adverb from 
there (§15.6). 
There are also tanjunctlve particles which are specialised as clause/sentence 
openers, e.g. anraq at 'this/that Ume: 
019 ana anrag genrlla cejw·e 
so lhen lhilher walk·ADV 
ott-a-pojy-a·qaj ranr-a·nln 
wood·E·spear·E·DIM.JsgABS !ake·E-JsgA.JsgO 
anqen 
DEf,:.JsgABS 
So then he tOiJk the wooden spear {while/ walking there. {ot064f 
These do not seem to be any syntactic grounds for distinguishing subordinating 
and coordinating conjunctions. 
4.8.8 Modal particles 
There are a group of mortal particles which arc constrained to occur with a verb 
either in the future tense or (more rarely) the intentional or conditional mood. 
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These particles !tiCiude cam?am, expressing Inability and mccanka, which 
expresses sufficiency or ability: 
020 cam?:-,m mat-ra-jalyilt-y?a 
unable.MOO lpi-FUT-move.camp-TH 
We can't move camp 
021 mccanka 
able.MOD 
mat-ra:Jalyat-y?a 
lpi-FUT-move.camp·TH 
We can move camp 
These modal particles can also be used without a verbal complement: 
[nb080.2aj 
[nb080.2b/ 
022 ana n-3·rkaceciw·3·qln n-;-;.r raccclw-qin uJne laycn cam?am 
well HAB-E-chase-1:-Jsg •:•1U-E-<-•>se-3sg NEG.EXI really unable.MOD 
Well he chased and chased, but ti,ey simply couldn't manage [to catch him/. 
[ot055/ 
4.8.9 Discourse particles 
Chukchi Is rich In discourse particles which give speaker evaluation of the truth 
value (evldentiality) of the clause, emotional influence of the action of the clause 
upon the speaker or clause participants, and/or intensity of the action. This type of 
particle is notoriously difllcult to describe-they are rarely If ever syntactically 
obligatory, and they encode meanings difficult to unambiguously translate, lacking 
one-to-one lexkal correspondences in the contact languages. 
The emphatic a•scourse particle =7m Is a clitic. Phonolgicaliy it consists of 
glottalisation folim,ed by a bilabial nasal. If it is joined to a word with a final 
vowel, the vowel is giottalised. For example ccwaro=7m grey reindeer (EMPH) Is 
pronounced ccwar?om. If It Is joined to a consonant final word a syllabic is formed 
with an epenthetic schwa. For example, the pronounciation of rcmkal?an=?m 
guest (EMPH) is remkal7an7am. The emphatic particle/dltic is very common, and 
seems to join to words of any word class; example 0 IS above is by no means 
exceptional, with seven instances of =7m, Including two on nouns (tajnatyapa=7m 
food ABL, rcmkan=?rn folk) three on particles (layen=?m really, anqoril=7m then, 
qeluq=7m because), and two on verbs (nltqin=7m AUX, natwaqcn=7m be/exist). 
4.8.10 Evaluative particles 
The 'evaluative' subclass of particles has two members: icc good. excellent and 
7etki(!J) bad, terrible. These particles function as clause/predicate modifiers in the 
same way as adverbs, but can also function as (unassimliated) attributes of 
nominais and as predicates In their own right. This makes them quite unlike any 
other class of worrls or stems. 
These different functions are illustrated In the following examples. Example 023 
shows the particle lee excellendy acting as a sentence adverb, ·.vhiie In 024 It Is a 
predicate. 
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023 lee Jaycn tay-namatwa-y?a-t 
excellently really INTS-Jive-TH·3pl 
They all lived excellendy. [otl47/ 
kol:o layen I Cakw"!)aqaj na-n-awer7-ep-at-y7a-n 
INTS really personal.name.JsgABS iNV-CS-clolhing-drESS-CS-TH-3sg 
n-llyatew:Jaw-?c-n I ice layen Cakw"!)aqaj 
HAB-wash-COLL-TH-3sg excellent really personal.name.3sgABS 
024 
And so they dressed C>kwmJaqaj up, they washed him, C';,kwayaqaj was 
P.xceiient. · [cy243/ 
Example '- 25 shows the evalutatlve particle 7ctki(!J) ae•ir.g as an attribute in an 
NP. 
025 cqalpc ra-yt-a-y?c anqen 
quickly house-go.:o-E-TH DEM.3sgABS 
That bad uncle quickly went home 
4.9 Postpositions 
•ctkln 
bad 
an!iw 
unde.3sgABS 
[cy326/ 
Chukchi has two postpostitions, qaca near and reen together with. They occur 
with a noun In the locative case, generally directly after it, but with rare 
exceptions (e.g. 028). Postpositions could be analysed as enclitics, since they 
Intermittently trigger the conso;~ant alternation k_.yl_ S, which is otherwise a 
word-Internal process (§3.3.1). Example 026 shows this alternation with the 
locative case form of the word mother (normally atl?ak): 
026 atl?a.y !£m n·a-twa-qcn annen yilk 
molher-LOC 1\ilh.PF HAB·E·be-3sg one )ear.3sgABS 
It stays with its mother for one year. [aa2.27j 
The postposltions do not Interact with vowel harmony (and thus there Is no test to 
show whether recn is +VH or -VH). 
4.9.1 Associative postposition recn 
The word reen Is a particle indicating association t'f human or human-like 
entities. The entities associated with are marked In the locative case. 
Example 027 shows recn with a locative case nominal in the high animate plural 
form (high animate plural• are a rarity In spoken language; this example Is from 
some prepared concluding remarks to a radio broadcast): 
027 l?o-waly-a·ma U~ENI-rak ~ ank?am ama 
see-RECIP·E·SIM scholar-LOC.Pl 1\ilh.PP and also 
kale-wctyaw-ma ary-lnc-t cglnm-a-t I 
write-speak-SIM o~i-POSS-3piABS word·E·3piABS 
... meeting with scholars and reading their words ... [aa9.01/ 
However, In spontaneous texts rccn Is not Invariably adjacent to the locative case 
nominal. Example 028 Is a rare Instance ef r!len with an non-adjacent locative 
case nominal: 
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02H anqcn n-iw-qlnet OI1!)0t I omka yot I 
DEM.3sgABS HAB-say-3pl thus there 2sgABS 
kcl>c-k q·a-twa·rkan reen 
spiril·LOC INH-be-PP'lG with.PP 
They spoke Uws, "You there. go live with the spirits/" {ke068} 
However, r«.>en does not seem to occur In sentences without a semantically linked 
locative ca>e marked element somewhere In It, which suggests that examples like 
028 are syntactic phrases. even if they are non-contiguous. 
4.9.2 Locative postpostion qaca 
The locative postpostition qaca differs somewhat In lt.r, morphosyntactic behaviour 
from rcen, as the former also exists In a number of derived forms (such as 
relational qacakcn; for examples see §15.5). There is also a formally simlhr 
derivational suffn< -!]qac(a) ,,•hlch seems to share many of the same functions 
(§15.3.2). 
4.10 Interjections 
Interjection~ are words with are grammatically not integrated into the language. 
They generally express emotional content, such as surprise (okkoj, kako), distress 
(?o7oj), or pain (iik, iikaka). The interjection mej hey! Is used for calling out to 
people, and is also combined with certain other interjections to emphasise the 
emotion expressed (kako mej! hey wow.1. 
5 
Sentence types 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter is intended as a brief Introduction to the different types of clause and 
sentence found In Chukchi texts. Chukchi Is a morphologically rich. non-
configurational language, and at first glance Chuk'.~i syntax uffers a barren 
prospect to the linguist. Scholars of Chukchi have typically neglected it in favour of 
the fertile fields of morphology. Syntactic Investigations have been situated more 
with respect to function equivalence to syntactic operations in other languages, 
which in the case of Chukchi inevitably brings in a large amount of morphology as 
well. Sl:orik's monograph. AspPCts of Chukchi syntax (Skorik 1948). deals almost 
exclusively with th~ mixed morphological and syntactic phenomenon of 
incorporation. However, Chukchi is of course subject to levels of organisation larger 
than the word. While constituent order is relatively unconstrained, It is still not the 
case that any constituent order is possible-some constraints do exist and these 
constrc.!nts are amenable to structural description. There has hitherto b~en little 
published on the Chukchi syntax-pragmatics interface (§19). 
The first part of this chapter discusses rlauses. Clauses are a syntactic construct 
consisting of a highly grammatically Integrated nucleus and a loosely 
grammatically integrated periphery. The prototypical clause is the BASIC VERBAL 
CLAUSE (§5.2). Clau_es may differ from this prototype in a number of parameters. 
Sections §§5.3-5 deal with the other structural types of clauses observed in the 
Chukchi texts. Section §5.6 summarises how these structural types correspond to 
discourse functions; Imparting information (indicative modality), seeking 
information (interrogative), eliciting an action or behaviour (imperative), or 
speaking as a pretended other (quotc!d ''L':•!ch). 
The main syntactic unit usee: in this ci:.Script!on I~ the SENTENCE. For the purposes 
of this grammatical description, the sentenr.e Is defl,~ed as coexten~ive with the 
PROSODIC PHRASE, a characteristic intonation contour encompassing a certain 
amount of syntactically and pragmatically related linguistic material including one 
or more clauses. As a level of analysis it has the advantage that it is explicitly 
marked In the phonological form of the utterance, a{ld so avoids the risk of 
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circularity/arbitrariness that can arise from analysing syntax on the basis of 
sentences, which are themselves the proc'uct of (more-or-Jess covert) theorising 
about syntax. The Chukchi prosodic phras~ has many syntactic features which are 
structured over the doma!n of the prosodic phrase. These Include: 
(I) Tense and aspectual mai·klng (§5.5.1) 
(II) Argument sharing within the prosodic phrase (see below) 
(Iii) Peripheral elements (for example, there are particles which only occur at the 
start of an prosodic phrase) (§5.5.2, §19.2.4) 
Note that all these syntactic features are pragmatically motivated, and the 
separation of levels Is not always so easy to achieve, since perception of intonation 
Is Influenced by the listener's syntactic competence. 
I . The number of nominal arguments in a sentence, irrespecttve of the number of 
clauses, is limited. This limitation Is Imposed pragmatically; sentences generally 
have a focus (the newsworthy Information that the sentence Is communicating) and 
a topic (shared Information which can be retrieved from verbal cross-reference 
without using overt nomlnals; see §19). The focus t'o1ay be any constituent, but the 
topic is basically limited to referents (i.e. that which can be represented by a 
nominal). 
5.2 Basic verbal clause 
For the purposes of this work I define a basic verbal clause as an independent (i.e. 
Inflecting) declarative verb, its syntactic arguments and associated peripheral 
elements. As a theoretical construct the basic verbal clause is useful as a point of 
departure In descrlption-'non-basic' clauses are described in terms of how they 
differ from a prototype represented by this structure. It must be stressed that this 
type of structure, although common In context-free elicit~d language, is quite 
atypical In spontaneous speech. Example 00 I shows a sentence from the corpus 
whlth Is a basic verbal clause: 
-PERIPHERY- -VERB- ---COREARG. (5)----
DOl eryatok ncme rayto-y?e anqcn 
next.day again go.home·TH OEM.JsgABS 
The next day that herder again went home. 
qora-nta·l?·a·n 
,r,ndeer-herd-PCPL·E·JsgABS 
[cy014} 
The constitw•nt order of clauses Is not fixed and core arguments are frequently 
referred to by verbal cross-reference (bound pronomlnals) ~lone rather than by 
overt, free nomlnals. For Intransitive clauses all combinations of core S nominal 
and verb are attested; SV, VS and V. Discontinuous NPs are also Jttested, with the 
S Interrupted by either the verb or by peripheral elements (§19.3.2). The verb Is 
rarely discontinuous for the simple reason that phrasal verbs are uncommon In 
texts. Peripheral elements of various sorts, e.g. adverbs of manner, location, or 
time, speaker evaluation, and so forth, are common, but the periphery of a clause Is 
I 
i 
always-by definition-syntactically optional (certain non-basic cl<suses have 
obligatory peripheral elements of various sorts, see §5.3) 
Basic verbal clauses built around a trans'<lve verb have two argument slots, 
transitive subject/agent (A) and object iOJ. 
-PERIPHERY- --CORE ARG. (0)-- -CORE ARG. (A)-
002 qonwcr jora·lY·•:llJ·•·n BCW·'•tt'·•·qc-e 
finally house-SiNG·E·AUG·E·Jsg.ABS woman·dog·E·OIM-ERG 
[Then they moved camp}, finally the bitch made a big house. 
--VER&--
tejk-.. nln 
make·E-JsgA.JsgO 
{ke/49} 
In spontaneous texts It Is highly unusual for both A and 0 to have overt nomiral 
specification, and it Is quite usual for neither to be pre.sent. All constituent orders 
are attested: V, AV, VA, OV, VO, AOV, OAV, AVO, OVA, VAO, VOA (the latter 
two are very rare, and are not attested In the data used for figure 5.1 below). 
Discontinuities only Involve 0, which is the nominal in the absolutive case and 
which can be specllled by a noun phrase rather than by a single word. 
Figure 5.1 shows the relative frequencies of the different constituent 
order/anaphora combinations for 223 transitive and 217 Intransitive ·.·~rbel clauses 
f.-om narrative corpus. Note that the verb withou~ any ove!'t nominal arguments Is 
most common, and that next most common Js the verb preceded by 0 or S, then the 
verb follower! by 0 or S. Combinations involving an overt nominal A are much lese 
common. 
FIGURE 5.1. Constituent order for transitive and intransitive clauses. 
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Comparison of the relative constituent orders of the core nomina Is of transitive and 
intransitive clauses suggests that Chukchi constituent order is not sensitive to the 
syntactic role of 'subject' (defined as a clustering of S and A); In fact, if there is any 
syntactic unit unifying the constituent order of core arguments It is a cluster of S 
and 0. Overt A nomlnals are a statistitally minor phenomenon. It should be noted 
that S and 0 are both marked by the absolutive case, and tha•; absolutlve case 
nomlnals see;n to have the same discourse functions irrespective of their syntactic 
role (§6.3.1, §9). 
The statistics in figure 5.1 include examples of quoted speech, which Is atypical in 
that there Is a much stronger tendency to overtly specify all arguments (the 
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pragmatic motivation for this Is discussed In §5.6.4 and §19.4). If quoted speech 
was removed from the database, the preference for zero or one overtly speclfled 
nominal argument would be even stronger. 
5.3 Other indepcnd"ht verbal clauses 
There Is a group of verb stems which form non-basic clauses by virtue of requiring 
some kind of additional complement. For Instance, the verb •pkir· arrive has an 
obligatory (although not necessarily overt) locative complement representing the 
place arrived at which may be locational case nominal argument, or may be a 
locational adverb. Another verb stem iw- say has an obligatory complement 
consisting a section of quoted speech; e.g.: 
-ARC. (S)-
003 anjlw-qej 
uncle-DIM 
-VERB-
rt•iw-qln 
HAB·say-Jsg 
---COMPLEMENT-----
atcaj-qaJ-a·na 
aur.I·DIM·E·LOC 
q-a-tklk-wi 
INT-E-sray.nighl· TH 
Uncle said "Stay the night at your auntie's" 
[ ... ) 
[cy027/ 
The major group uf verbs which take an obligatory non-core complement are the 
copula verbs. The main function of " copula clause Is to express a nominal 
predicate (the copula complement), but In the majority of Instances the nominal 
predicate Is accompanied by a copt•la verb which encodes verbal categories, such as 
tense, aspect and mood, and subject agreement. 
-ARG. (S)-
-COP. COMPL.-
004 [ ... ) anqen mej!J·O·Wil·u 
OEM big·E·price-EQU 
That was a lot of money. 
-COP.VERB-
n-it·qin=?rtl 
HAB·COP-3sg=EMPH 
The syntactic struct·.lre of copu!:. cia uses is described in §; 7 .2. 
[hc041/ 
There are also three types of verbless clause observed In the data, the zero-copula 
(§5.3.1), and the predicate adjective and possessed predirate forms (~5.3.2). 
5.3.1 Zero-copula 
The zero-copula clause Is a minor structural type which occoJ<s In alternation with 
clauses formed with copula verbs. Generally they are formed simply by omisslcn of 
TAM-unmarked copula In locational and Identity clauses, With all case-markings 
unchanged. However, zero-copula Identity clauses also occur with the copula 
complement In the absolutive case Instead of the equative. These forms are 
discussed In §17.2.4. 
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005 Tclqep-a-11-a-n 
Telqep-E·NMZR-E-Jsg.ABS 
SENTENCE TYPES 
caj ly•t 
DEICI now 
cmka 
here 
mal-anka 
APPR·here 
yaryolqaw-a·qaj et1am !JOn Telqep-a-11·a-n 
personal.name·E·DIM you.know OEICT Telqep-E·NMZR·E-Jsg.ARS 
ncmaqej I Ukal Caca-n-te 
also personal.name personal.name-TH-Jpi.ABS 
And Telqeps ... well now yaryolqaw Is a Telqep, also Sasha Ukyl 
83. 
[kr069/ 
In zero-copula clauses a fully Inflected copula verb Is aiways lnsertable, suggesting 
that these clauses are the result of ellipsis. My lmpres,lon is that they occur much 
less commonly In careful speech (this would have to be confirmed by a more In· 
depth study of speech genres than has been possible for this work). 
5.3.2 Predicative adjectives and possessed predicates 
Predlcative adjectives In TAM-unmarked contexts have a special form, agreeing In 
person and number with their subject. This form Is similar (but not Identical; 
§16.3) to a habitual aspect Intransitive verb. Likewi~e. TAM-unmarked possessed 
predicates can occur In a special form formally similar to the perfect form of the 
Intransitive verb. The predicative adjecti·te form occurs quite commonly, but the 
posses$ed predicate form Is rare. 
PREDICATIVE ADJECTIVE 
006 ?al-a·yatya·Jn·•·n 
cros5-E-adze-AUG·E·3sg.ABS 
The axe was very big. 
POSSESSED PREDICATE 
007 ya-panl-3-rilore 
POSS.PRED-news·E·1pl 
We have news. 
tey·n·a·mejo!J·qln 
INTS·ADJ·E·big-Jsg.ADJ 
Adjectives are discussed In §§16.2-4, possessed predicates In §17.4. 
5.4 Dependent clauses 
[cy202/ 
[nal04:9/ 
Con verbs (§ 1 ~.4) form the heads of dependent claus~s. Participles may be analysed 
as forme'.' the i•eads of relative clauses, altnough there Is little evidence to sho\v 
that these should be considered a special clause type (§8.2). Clauses joined by 
conjunctive particles cannot be shown to be syntactically dependent (§5.5.2). 
• CONVERB CLAUSES. Con verbs form the heads of adverbial sub~rdinate cla~,ses. 
There are three converb suffixes, as shown in the figure below. A gloss l'! the 
relationship of the adverbial clause (A C) to the main clause (MC) Is given in italics. 
CONVERo SUFFIX TvPE OF ADVERBIAL CLAUSE 
-rna 
-k 
-(i)nC!JU 
simultaneous (while AC, MC) 
sequential (after AC, MC) 
consequential (as a consequence of AC, MC) 
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The verbal arguments In the converb subordinate clause do not have obligatory 
coreference with any arguments in the main clause. If there is corcference It Is 
determined pragmatically. In example 008 the adverbial clause nenku :Uwe 
wama while there yesterday could be interpreted as referring to the speaker, the 
person she 15 talking about, or even the addressee. 
008 onk>am n·ln-iw-iyam Tolel>-o:o-n I 
and HAB-TR-say-1sg personai.name·E.VOC·ABS 
ncnku ajwe wa-ma 
!here yesterday be-SIM 
And I said to him, "T>lePml~ while {1/he/youjwas there yesterday. {kr024/ 
Example C09 shows an adverbial clause with matrix clause 0 coreferent with 
dependent clause S: 
003 loyen q-o-ylte:Jw-o-rkon onqen pocwctyaw-ma 
reaUy lNTS·E·iook.at-COLL·E·PROG DEM.JsgABS converse-SIM 
You just keep your eyes on her while she's talking [ka41/ 
The term 'converb' Is historically used In descriptions of languages of the Soviet 
Unlon-converbs are not substantially different from 'abverbiai subordinators' 
described In other linguistic traditions (e.g. the 'dative subordinator' yunda In 
Yidiny; Dixon 1977). Converbs are discussed in §13.4. 
• PARTICIPLE CLAUSES. Chukchi participles are deverbai nouns. They sometimes 
show ~igns of retaining verbal valency, but this is extremely rare in the spoken 
language. Evldm~e of participles having arguments is discussed in §8.2. Participles 
generally act as arguments and (ab,oiutive case) attributes (§9.2.2). 
5.5 Mu1ticlausal sentences 
Clauses can be joined by conjunctive particles. A distinction into coordinating and 
subordinating conjunctions Is not very illuminating, and it is difficult to establish 
formal criteria to dist.inguish them. A conjunction like qeluq because (which cross-
linguistically might typically be a subordinating conjunction) strongly implies some 
other proposition in a highly specific semantic relationship, whereas a conjunction 
like ank?am and (a typ!cal coordinator) merely implies sequenr.e in time. However, 
this cline In semantic dependency is not reflected by differences in syntactic 
structure. Whether coordinated or subordinated, a conjoined clause is marked by a 
conjunction which occurs either before (010, 012) or, more rarely, after it (011). and 
the conjoined clause itself occurs either before (0 II) or after the clause It Is 
conjoined to (010). A clause with a r.onjunction can also occur as a sentence by itself 
(0 12). 
Chapter 5 
010 nencna 
baby.3sgABS 
ncw'en-c 
wife-ERG 
m-v-n-law-at-y?a-n 
1sg.INT·E-CS·breast·TH·TH·3sg 
SENTENCE TYPES 
lw-ninet 
say-3sgA.JpiO 
anqcrr 
DEM.JsgABS 
cot-tayn-a-k 
cushion·EDGE·E-LOC 
om-r'o-l?aa-rkan 
hot-INCH-DUR·PROG 
nc-yanto-y?a-n •mk?am n-a-lalget-y?e-n 
3sg.INT-brealhe-TH·Jsg and 3sg.INT-E·sleep-TH-3sg 
85. 
"The baby", the Wi:e said to them, "111 feed him in the outer chamber, else he11 
sweat. Let him breathe some fresh air and fall asleep· {cy405f 
011 nemc muu-lqat-y>e·t layen II 
again caravan-setoff· TH-3pl really 
otco! 
far 
jara-k 
house-LOC 
ye-mvu·tale-Jinet 
PF-caravan-go-3pi 
gelug=?m 
because=EMPH 
ya-pkcr-•·wo-lenat 
PF-arrive-E·INCH-Jpl 
I 
Again they set off in a caravan. Because once they had travelled In their 
caravan for a long time, they started approaching the house. {cy298-299/ 
012 ank?am onqcn talw·eyot-tayn·eta NO!IK qonpa 
and DEM.JsgABS EMPH·now-LIMIT-All knife always 
•nnin 
lhus 
qora·nm·at·a-k 
reindeer-kill· TH·E-INF 
And no•·' to the present day the knife is always thus [held} to slaughter a 
reindeer. {kell5/ 
5.5.1 Sequence of tenses 
With the usual proviso that this description is primarily dealing with narrative 
data, the general tendency can be established that verbs have the same TAM 
values as the predicates of adjacent clause:;, and over a sentr.n~· :!.-~.e can be only 
one change in TAM. 
The typical event frames In a narrative are real!s: 
Event frame Tense sequence 
(change of) state-+ event perfect/habitual-. aorist 
event-+ (change of) state aorist-. perfect/habitual 
event, -. evenlj aorist -. aorist 
(change of) state-+ (change of) state perfect/habitual-. perfect/habitual 
Less realls contexts can Involve: 
state-+ future event/state habjtual-+ future 
future event/state-+ future event/state future-+ furure 
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5.5.2 Interscntcntizl and intrascntential conjunction 
Clauses and sentences can be coordinated using a range of conjunctive particles 
(see also §4.8.7). T';·, most common conjunctive particles for joining clauses and 
predicates are anl:?am and and cama and (ank7am Is freely used in nominal 
conjunction, but nominal conjunction with cama occurs very rarely; §9.5.2). 
013 anqcn uaw·a·n·ra·yt·at·•·!J!JO·y>c I lw·nln I 
DEM.JsgABS woman·E·CS-house-go.!o·TH·E·INCH·TH say.JsgA.JsgO 
ee nutkete qunece q·a·tklk·wl=7m 
oh along.here once INf.E-spend.nigh!·TH=EMPH 
omk.!!!m q-a-naw-a-n-ra-yt-~t-caqck-we 
and INT·E·woman·E·CS-house-~o.!O·TH·PURP·TH 
So he started to take his bride home, she said to him, "Well, you'll stay one 
night along here and then take your bride home· [ke2/Jj 
014 anqcn=>m 
DEM.JsgABS=EMPH 
>att>·a·qcj 
dog·E·DIM.3sgABS 
q·a-nu-rkan='m 
INf.E·ea!·PROG=EMPH 
ank?am 
and 
£illlli! 
and 
ratce.t rc-mclcw-n-a·t cama rc-mclck-w?c ama11-ctOJ 
lung-3piABS FUT-become.weii.":H·E·3pl and FUl-become.weiJ.TH aii.ADV 
"So, you eat that dog. and your lungs IV/// clear up, and you'll get completely 
better" [kr 165/ 
Other conjunctive particles are semantically subordinating (although there is not 
syntactic distinction between conjunctive subordination and coordination). 
qeluq because 
015 Mko:Io cnmcc yc-yjcw-iyat?" "H qeluq=>m 
becouse=EMPH 
waj 
DEICT INTJ already PF-awaken·2Sg yes 
anjlw·qcj t·a·ra,f?o·u·•·n" 
uncle-DIM.3sgABS lsg·E·FUT-go.!o·TH·E·3sg 
My goodness. you're up already? Yes, because lin going to (relieve) uncle. 
[cy038j 
watku only when 
016 anka n·a:Jalq·•·l>et·qinet=>m 
!here HAB·E·sleep·E·DUR·3pi=EMPH 
n-a-natw-3-qcnat 
HAB·E·tany·E·3pl 
rclko·yto 
indoors-All 
cwat watku 
so only.when 
I om-eta 
wann-All 
n·a·yJ~w-qlnet 
HAB·E·wake·3pl 
laycn 
really 
lay-om-eta 
INTS·warm·All 
They always sleep there and only when they wake up, they are carried inside 
into the warm into the really warm. {chI 5/ 
ccyi no sooner 
017 ccyl n·a·qetakwat·•·!J!JO·qen 
no.sooner HAB·E·freeze·E·Ir1CH·3sg 
neme ll·a·cajw·•·!J!JO·qcn 
again HAB·E-walk·E·INCH·3sg 
n·a·lqut·qln 
HAB·E·stand.up-3sg 
No sooner than she began to freeze she stood up. again started going on foot. 
{cy279j 
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cwat/ewar 1/kewlse (the cwat-cwar alternation Is discussed In §2.3.4) 
018 waj yamo I cake·qaj [#) I cakc-qaj 
DEICT 1sgABS sister·DIM.JsgABS sis!er·DIM.3sgABS 
Jare t·a·plrJ.?e·n ewot uwequcl·lqal 
personal.name.3sgABS 1sg·E·!ake·TH·3sg likewise husband·EQUIV 
nemaqej I uelwal ama t·•·plrJ.?e-n 
also herd.3sgASS too 1sg·E·take·TH·3sg 
an-in 
3sg·I'OSS.3sgABS 
It's me. Sister .. I've taken [my} sister Ja·e and a fiance for her too; I've also 
taken a herd. [ot/43} 
When used as clause introducers several conjunctions can cor.ccur in one clause. 
5.6 Modality types 
Verbal lnllections mark the grammatical categories of tense, aspect, and mood to 
form basic verbal clauses with realls (DECLARATIVE FUTURE and DECLARATIVE NON· 
FUTURE, HABITUAUUNIVERSAL and PERFECT; §§10.2.4·5, PROGRESSIVE; §10.2.1) 
and lrrealis (IMI'ERATIVEI iNTENTIONAL and CONDITIONAL; §§10.2.6·7) meanings. 
These clauses are formed by means of a Verb or auxiliary, nominal arguments, and 
per!phcral elements. 
There arc other grammatical modalities which are marked syntacticaliy: NEGATIVE 
POLARITY is marked by a combination of grammatical partitles and special verb 
forms (§5.6.1, §18.2). The INTERROGATIVE can apparently be marked by a special 
intonation contour alone (although this hasn't been adequately explored; §3.6), but 
may also have syntactic markers, such as interrogative pronouns, interrogative 
verbs or interrogative adverbs (§5.6.2). The IMPeRATIVE is marked by use of the 
intentional mood or hortative negative particles, usually also by intonational 
characteristics of the emphatidvocative prosody (§3.6.1, §5.6.3). 
Chukchi discourse makes a lot of use of (direct) QUOTED SPEECH. The pragmatics a 
speaking as a hypothetical other leads to a number of grammatical differences 
between quoted and non-quoted speech (§5.6.4). 
5.6.1 Polarity 
Clauses can have positive or negative polarity. Negative polarity clauses differ 
syntactical!y from positive clauses in a number of ways, discussed in §18. In brief, 
negative clauses mark fewer grammatical categories on the verb and have different 
ways of marking negated nominal arguments. A negative verb may be marked. by a 
negative particle and a negative verb base, such as in the following: 
019 speaker I: ank7am n·lne-nu-qln? II 
and HAB·Tfl.ea!-3sg 
speaker 2: wanewan Juy-nu-tc ll 
NEG.NFUT NEG-ea!·NEG 
"And did it eat it?" 
"No, it didn't eat it" [aa4.2J-22/ 
. ------------------ ------------------------ ---------
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In negative clauses tense-aspect-mood categories, If marl<~d at all, are marked by a 
verbal auxlllary (§17.3). Negative clauses can also be fo~•ned by a negative particle 
and an Inflecting verb In the Intentional mood; this structure neutralises mood 
distinctions and expresses ten"e by the choice of negative particle {§§18.2.1-2): 
020 [ ... ) garam kela 
NEG.FUT spiritlsgABS 
No spirit camel 
5.6.2 Interrogative 
n-a-fet-3-nl 
3sg.INT·E·come-3so 
[keOS?j 
Questions (Interrogative sentences) can be classified according to the type of 
response they require. Polar questions are sentences which require a response 
giving the hearer's opinion of the truth value of the proposition contained in the 
question. The minimal response to a polar question Is an affirmative or negative 
particle (see 021), but can also Include repetition of part of the predicate (see 022): 
021 speaker 1: cama n-ena-lyc-n-wctya-at-jaw-qen II 
CONJ HAB-TR-INTS-CS·speak TH·INTS-Jsg 
speaker 2: !Jinqcj-qcj? II 
hoy-OIM.lsgABS 
speaker 1 i II 
yes 
"She also spoke to him for a long time· 
"With the little boy?" 
"Yes· ljoOJS-017/ 
022 speaker 1: riely·a·n=?m 
hide·E·lsgABS=EMPH 
ctana 
probably 
n·<l·yt·a·qcn 
ADJ.E-hard·E·lsg 
lamcwat 
or 
wancwan 
NEG.NFUT 
wcnloyl 
ne1•cnheless 
n·a-njit>P.w-qln? 
HAB·E·process·lsg 
>aqa-njct>aw-•·!J 
IMPOSS·pr"'ess·E·ADV 
II 
s~e<lkcr 2: n·•·njlt7cw-:>-n 
INH·process·E-Jsg 
tau-wancwan 
EMPH-NEG.NFUT 
II 
"The hide is probably hard, impossible to process, or did they nevertheless 
process it?" 
"They didn't process it, they never did" [ab4.13-4.14/ 
Negative questions are formed the same way as positive ones. Negative polar 
questions require a negative response when the respondent agrees with the truth 
value of the negative proposition. 
023 speaker I: naqam 
speaker 2: 
bul 
wanewan 
NEG.NFUT 
umqa 
polar.bear.l!g.~BS 
II 
!JUtku 
hEre 
"But polar bears haven't ever been seen here?" 
"No [they haven't/" 
lun·lcjw-c 
NEG-walk-NEG 
tite? II 
somerime 
[an099-100/ 
However, an affirmative particle would be a confusing response to a negative 
question unless It was accompanied by an alternative proposition. 
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Ir'':::.: (•?n sentences require a response Introducing new Information, rather than 
c,· ... :c; •'''•J or denying the truth value of a prior proposition. Information questions 
genet·ally have an Interrogative pronoun or ~.dverb (e.g. mi!Jkad how? below): 
024 Cutpel•-a·n=>m I Cutpcl•-a·n t"!)">aqa-tw-;,-!J 
elhnonym·E·lsgABS=EMPH elhnonym.E-3sgABS INTS·IMPOSS·say·E-ADV 
mi!Jk•rl taw-ka? 
how? say.fNF 
[The name/ CutpeP•n .. CutpePm Is impossible to say [translate/ ... how [would 
onejsaylt? 
[kr057/ 
Information questions which expect verb3i answers, i.e. what are you doing?, are 
formed by means of Interrogative pronouns. The Indefinite/interrogative stem req-. 
(§4.2.2) also functions as an Intransitive verb stem meaning do what? or do 
something. The transitive form (rareqew- - -nreqew-) Is derived from the 
Intransitive by the causative affixes. The same roots are used as Indefinite 
proverbs, meaning do something {intransitive) and do ,;omething (transitive). 
Proverbs agree In transitivity; a transitive Interrogative pro-verb may not be 
answered by an Intransitive verb, or vice versa. 
Examples 025 and 026 show the Intransitive proverb req- In Interrogative and 
Indefinite functions: 
025 lk-w>i n-a·!£!1·lyat7' I wanewan 
say-TH HAB·E·do.whal.'·' ·J NEG.NFUT 
He said, "What are you doing?"-"Nothing· [kel65j 
026 ye-~-1in y-u!)et-lin anqcn cakayet 
PF·do.somelhing-Jsg pf.conectfirewood-Jsg OEM.Jsg gi~.JsgABS 
anpanacya-qaj-a·ry-cn I mlk-a-n-tl atlon? 
old.man.QIM·E·Pl·POSS.Jsg who?-E-TH·lpiABS INTER 
The sister was doing something, going for firewood; the old people's (girl). 
[aside/ What were they called? [ot004/ 
Note the regulaa· allomorphy req- - r?e- from the phonological rule Vq -+ ?V I_C; 
§3.3.1. 
Examples 027 and 028 show the Interrogative and Indefinite functions of the 
causativlsed {I.e. transitive) proverb: 
027 lne-n-reg-ek-w71? 
INE·CS-do.whai?·TH·TH 
What are you doing to me? 
028 Jayen cwot n-cna-n-ray-aw-o-myo-qen pojy-ott-a 
really so HAB·TR·CS·do.somelhing-TH·E·INCH·lsg spear-wood-INST 
But whenever he started to do anything to him with the spear .... 
[nb052/ 
[ ... ] 
[otl09/ 
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5.6.3 Imperative 
The morphosyntactlc category of intentional mood has imperative/hortative 
meanings as one of its major functions (§10.2.6). The following example ;hows two 
imperative clauses with intentional mood verbs (qiwarkan say it~: 
029 Jay-?orawctl?a-mel q-iw-a-rkan rn'cml-1?-a-n=?m 
AUTH·person·ADV 2.1NT-say·E·PROG bullel-NMZR·E·3sgABS=EMF" 
tang·a·mel 
stranger·E·ADV 
q-lw·o·rkan 
2sg.INT-say-E-PROG 
onk?am qut-ti 
and olher-3piABS 
;:,nqen 
DEM.3sgABS 
r?cnut 
somelhing.JsgABS 
ank?am 
and 
I 
In Chukchi say "Bullet folk" and in Russian say what it Is. Then [sayj the 
others. jkr037j 
The intentional has a full paradigm of person number markings, and only the 
second person intentional is primarily Imperative. Third person intentionals can 
have a hortative sense: 
030 wcc?am 
maybe 
?ali·a-n.,jalyat-an-ma\. 
INT·E·CS-nomadise-TH· lpi 
Maybe they1/ give us a lift [With luck Jet thr.m give us a lift/. {nb043.Aj 
However the intentional is not only an imperllti'le marker; for example, in the first 
person 1t is the most frequent way of expressing future/desiderative meaning. e.g.: 
031 anraq I "II ratangawncn v;aj I ?ctld waj I 
then yes enough DEICT bad DEICT 
m;:m-ra-yt-a-lilak muti" 
1pl.fNT·home-go.to·E·1pl 1piABS 
Thcr; [they said/ "Enough of chis! It's no good/ Let's go home/" [cy387j 
The ir;tentio:1al is also syntactically required when forming negative indicative 
sentences using negative particles (§§18.2.1-2). 
Negative information questions (formed by an interrogative particle, 
int~rrogati·;elhortative intonation, and a negative clause) can have the force of a 
weak (and ti1ereforc polite) imperative, as in the following: 
032 i?am :tante-mk-a-n camqak e-nr·a·kc 
why iotiy-COLl·E-AnS others NEG-take·E·NEG 
Why don't you take some of the lolJJes? jkr238j 
With different intonation/contextual clues example 032 could mean Why didn't you 
take some of the lollJes, a11d without the question particle i?am it would mean You 
didn't take any of the lulJJes or Didn't you take any of the lollJes? (dep~nding on 
whether the clause had declarative or interrogative intonation). 
5.6.4 Direct and quoted speech 
Most of the data in this work comes from monologues, either traditional stories 
(folktales and historical narratives) or improvised narratives such as explanations 
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about nature or reflections on recent events. A major structural feature of the 
folktale is extensive use of quoted speech. Other genres make use of quoted speech 
~s well, but to a much lesser extent. Chukchi does not have any mechanism for 
marking indirect speech; nll quoted speech is direct, but quoted direct speech has 
,,,•ammatical difference~ ht>m direct speech wh•r.h is not quoted. Speech by an 
imagined other is marked as quoted in various ways: narrators use intonation, 
Imitation of different voice qualities and, where appropriate, the use of different 
gender dialects. Sometimes discourse context or pseudo-turn-taking makes it clear 
who are the participants of some quoted speech. Alternately, the speaker and 
(sometimes) addressee can be cross-referenced on the matrix verb iw- 'say' with 
overt arguments, as in example 033: 
033 qanwct 
finally 
ra·yt·a·ggo-y?c antuulpore-tc 
house-go.lo·E·INC!HH brolher.in.law-ERG 
iw-nin 
say-3sgA.3sgO 
eryat-<:~-k yan-in nelwal q-a-rct-y-a-n 
dawn·E·SEQ 2sg-POSS.3sgABS herd.3sgABS INT-E-bnng-TH·E·3sg 
I 
Finally he got ready to go home; his brother-in-Jaw said to him 'Bring your 
herd tomorrow·. [ut082} 
Sometimes the roles of the pseudo-speaker and pseudo-addressee are identified by 
something in the content of the quote, such as the use of a proper name. In 
example 034 the verb niwon !hey said to him is ambiguous as to whether It's the 
boy C:akwa!Jaqaj being spoken to or his uncle (both have high topicality, so we 
know that those two must be amongst the participants; no other participants have 
hitherto been mentioned, but real world knowledge of the logistics of reindeer 
herding strongly suggests that there will be ~ther people around as well). 
Disambiguation comes within the quote itself. which contains a reference to 'your 
aunt', meaning that the only sensible interpretation is that the uncle is speaking to 
the nephew. 
034 qonpa 
always 
Ia yen 
really 
am·anan Cakw"!)aqaj !Jnlwal?-cto 
REST-3sgiN~T personal.name.3sgABS herd-ALL 
tc!J"anjlw roju-Iqat-y?l=?m qanwct 
finally 
anqcn 
DEM.3sgABS good-unde stand.watch-seloff-TH=EMPH 
n-lw-a-n 
fNV-say-E·lsgO 
wane 
INTJ 
klw·tumy·u q·it·yl 
anqen 
DEM.3sgABS 
II 
stay.nighl·friend-EQU INT.2sg,be-TH 
otcaJ·qaJ-a·na 
aunl-DIM·E·ALL 
It was always Cakwayaqaj by himself to the herd. 
Finally the good uncle came to stand watch. 
opopa 
must 
They said to him, "Well, you'd better go sleep at your auntie's" 
Usually however, a combination of these far.tors are present. 
II 
II 
[cy021-023}. 
The database for this description also contains a smaller ali:=::.1t of conversation 
between native speakers, mostly in an interview frame where the younger person 
is seeking information from a knowledgable older person. Within the limits of the 
data obtained, it seems that conversation is structured qt~lte differently to quoted 
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speech occurring In folktales. There arc some clear motivations for this; In a 
conversation the speech act participants are physically present and obvious to all, 
and the real partlcip"'nts In the discourse have a greater contextual Involvement, 
whereas In quoted speech the hypothetical speech act participants need to be 
Identified.· A distinctive structural feature of quoted speech Is the use of overt 
personal prc.r•ouns to Identify hypothetical spe<Jkers and hypothetical addressees 
(see §7.2). ::n non-quoted speech, overt personal pronouns arc used In contrastive 
function and In certain set syntactic constructions, but not for pure ldcntlrtcatlon of 
participants, which is carried out by verbal cross-referencing. Conversational data 
also gives the Impression that tense-aspect-mood marking Is used In a much less 
elaborated 'o\'aY than available morphology would suggest. In conversation there 
seems to be a tendency to use non-Inflecting verb bases (without auxlllarlcs) rather 
than Inflecting verb forms'. 
Conversation and even quoted conversation makes use of direct quotes, although 
not to quite the same extent· as the folktale. Example 035 shows a direct quote 
used in conversational Chukchi: . 
035 yonmol ln?c ya·cajo:Jyom ncnku:?m onqo 
recently moc.1ing pf.Jea-CONSUME·lsg there=EMPH then 
?Omrowokwonaw y-lw-lin 11-11 t-a-lwaw·o·rkan ?arc-k 
personal.name.JsgABS PF-say·Jsg ouchl·ouch! lsg·E·be.unablc·E·PROG hold.on-INF 
opopa m-amalajo·Cqcw-•·k I II 
must lsg.INT-shit·PURP·E-lsg yes 
This morning I drank tea there, and ?Omr.nVJkm:>yaw said "Ow-ow, I cm:'t 
hold on, I must go for a shit!"- "Yes" {kr223/ 
Examples 036-037 show nested quotes, I.e. direct quotes with direct quotes within 
them: 
036 qanwcr 
finally 
tcryat-y?e 
Cl)'-TH 
"i?am naqam 
why but 
in-lw-a-rkom 
INV-say·E·PROG 
'q-cna-jaa-y?c'? I qanwer r-inc-n-t?al-ck-w?c" 
INT·INV-use-TH finally FUT·INV·CS.feel.pain·TH·TH 
Finally he burst into tears; "Why did you say to me: 'Use me!? 
hurdngme" 
You11 end up 
{cy095/ 
1 The point that Chukchi quoted speech Is structurally different from conversation Is not 
made by Ncdjalkov {1994), who contrasts the frequency of usc of various TAM forms In 
narrative and 'dialog' {quoted direct speech). 
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037 n-iw-qin •t-a-ra-caj-o-y?a anqo 
HAB-say-3sg lsg·E·FUT·tca-CONSUME·TH then 
cama t->·rc·nju-y?e anjlw-qej 
and lsg·E·~UT-be.on.watdi·TH unde-DIM.JsgABS 
t·a·r·ekwet-y?c 
;~~E·FUT-setoff-TH 
re·pklr-y?c I 
FUT·arrive· TH 
q-lk-w-a-n 'macanan Cokwanaqaj 
2sg.INT-say-TH·E·3sg enough personal.name.JsgABS 
ncnku 
there 
oman re-nju-y?e'" 
FUT FUT·be.on.watch· TH 
He said, "!11 have tea, then !11 go; !11 be on night watch.{Whenj uncle wJ/1 
come, Y"U say to him 'Okwm;aqaj's alright the,-e, he11 do the night watch'" 
93. 
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Nominal inflection 
Nomlnals are words which can act as arguments and which are grammat k.ally 
specified for the grammatical categories of case, number and person. The nominal 
word classes are nouns, personal pronouns, indelinite pronouns, demonstrative 
pronouns, quantifier pronouns, and participles. Orthogonally to this syntactic word 
classification there are other classifying principles. Nomlnals are divided 
semantically Into the animacy classes common versus high animate; animacy 
classes are reflected in different selection of inflectional morphology. Nomlnals can 
also be put Into morphclogical classes according to how they form the absolut:·•e 
singular. In this work common nouns are considered the prototypical nominal; they 
are the most numerous class and the most productive, and have the richest 
morphological pGssibil!ties. The significant and distinctive features of other 
nominals are usually clearest when described in terms of how they differ from 
common nouns. 
6.1 Subclassification of nominals 
Nominals can be subclassified according to their morphological combinatorial 
possibilities and syntactic restrictions, outlined l>elow: 
• NOUNS. This Is the :najor subclass of the nominals. Nouns have all the 
prototypical features of nominals, and, unless specifically indicated, all nominal 
features discussed Lelow arc relevant to nouns. They ran Inflect for case, number, 
and person, and have by far the richest array of derivational possibilities, including 
semantic derivations, and word cl&ss changing. 
The remainder of this chapter describes nominal morphology focussing on nouns 
(§§6.2-5). The other nominal subclasses are described In §§7.2-5 (pronouns) and 
§8.2 (participles). 
• PERSONAL PRONOUNS (§7.2). Personal pronouns have person and number as an 
Intrinsic part of the stem, and thus do not take any of the usual person or number 
suffixes available to nouns. Although they rarely show the richness of derivation 
that nouns have, they do have many of the same derivational possibllltles. 
Personal pronouns can Incorporate possessors and be marked by derivational 
affixes for diminutive and augmentative. 
-~ ---~--- __ _ -~~-- -~---~ _____ JI L--~- ____ --~ ____ ~-~~- --~ ~---- ~--- -
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•INDEFINITE PRONOUNS (§7.3). There arc two indcfinitc/intcrrogativc pronoun 
stems. These s•ems have an intrinsic animacy distinction; rcq- what?/something 
can only be deciincd like a common noun, and mlk- who?/someane can only be 
declined like a high animate. In interro.\:Htivc function these pronoc:1s arc used to 
form Information questions answerable b)· a nominal. 
• DEWlNSTRATIVE PRONOUNS (§7.4). These arc the nominal shifters whose 
reference is determined by discourse contc~t or spatial configuration rather than 
the semantics of the nominal expression Itself. The spatial/demonstrative pronouns 
differ from nouns m that they may decline like high animates or like ordinary 
nouns depending on the animacy of their referent. The deictic pronouns arc graded 
for distance, with !JO~.qcn(a)- this (here) (cf. nut- here) referring to the nearest 
entities, gan.qcn(a)- that (cf. gcn-·VII there/that) referring to comparatively 
distant entities, and a number of others derived from the various stems indicating 
entitles very far away, e.g. gaan.qcn(a·). goon.qen(a-). The stems Indicating 
'very far' are not graded for distance with respect to each other. 
The demonstrative ~n.qcn(a)- has the same stem an- as the 3sg personal pronoun. 
Unlike the other demonstratives, it is not graded for distance. This form is 
specialised for anaphoric reference, and accounts for approximately nine in ten of 
the demonstratives occurring in spontanc<~uS texts. 
•QUANTIFIER PRONOUNS (§7.5). There arc two stems. amal?o all and qut- one, 
other (Irregular absolutive singular qol). They both decline like high animates 
(§6.2); amal?o is intrinsically plural, and may get plural agreement, but does not 
itself mark plural by affixation. 
• PARTICIPLES (§8.2). Participles are nouns derived from verb "terns. They differ 
from other derived nouns syntactically in that they have the possibility of 
governing arguments •n the saQ1e way that a verb root would. There are four 
structural types: 
Intransitive stt 
Transltlve stems 
•• tran,ltive Active (S-focus) 
, e.g. tala-11-a-n the one going (<talc- go) 
Passive (0-focus) 
e.g. tam:io the one kJlled (<tdtn-1-nm- kill) 
Negative Passive (negated 0-focus) 
e.g. e-nm-a-ka-1?-a-n the one not kJlled 
Transitive Active (antlpassivlsed A-focus) 
e.g. inc-nm-a-1?-a-n the one who kJlls 
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6.2 Inflectional categories: case, number and person 
Nominal heads (I.e. nominals which are not Incorporated or compounded) can he 
Inflected for case, number and person, although number and person are not usually 
marked outside the absolutive. 
The term case is used here in the widest sense, to refer to grammatical case a~ well 
as semantic case. The Chukchi grammatical cases mark a range of syntactic 
functions clo,;ely Integrated with the verb and with clause structure in general. in 
contrast to the semantic cases which are nominal inflections indicating spatial 
relations or relationships of accompaniment. 
The Chukchi grammatical cases are as follows: 
CASE GRAMMATICAL FUNCTION 
absolutive S, 0 
ergative A 
equative copula complement 
The ergative case form actually has two functions; ergative, the grammatir" ·ase 
marker of the A argument of a verb, and instrumemal, the semantic case marker of 
the semantic role 'instrument' as well as marking certain oblique grammatical 
roles (§6.3.5). The equative is the obligNory grammatical case marker of the 
complcnwnl of n two-place copula verb, but may also have a· non-core equative 
function 'as a .. .'. 
The locative case occurs commonly as a minimally specific marker of spatial 
relationship ('at'). The locative suffix -k is homophonous with the infinlti\'e and the 
convcrb marker of scqucntiality. 
mongst the grammatical cases the dative is conspicuous by it~ absence. Although 
a dative/benefactive semantic role is distinguishable with cc1tain verbs, there is 
little syntactic evidence that the dative case should be distinguished from the 
allative, and there is reasonable morphosyntactlc evidence that it shouldn't. This 
issue is discussed in §15.2.2. 
The analysis of Chukchi nominal morphology is further complicated by the 
existence of derivational affixes of simildr function which coiiccur with the 
aforementioned Inflections, or which have a mixture of inflectional and derivational 
features. Within the functional domain of spatial relationships some relationships 
are expressed by morphosyntactic case markers (e.g. :iigka sublatlve, i.e. 'under). 
others are marked by derivational suffiXes which require an appropriate case suffiX 
as well (e.g. to indicate on top of the derivational suffix -tkan-•VH TOP must be case 
marked with the locative). A further group is marked by the spatial postpostion 
qaca be:;ide, near(§l5.5) 
Non-core case markers can look like derivational affixes or adverb markers. There 
arc two basic criteria for affixes to be considered case markers; the morphological 
criterion that a case marker must be an affix of a nominal stem (i.e. a case marker 
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Is In complementary distribution with the core cases absolutive and ergative), and 
the syntactic criterion that a case marker must be able to mark an lndepend~nt 
nominal within a clause which can act as an areument or adjunct (not necessarily 
a core argument) of a verb. 
The following shows these criteria applied to three spatial relationship affixe~; (l) 
sublative. (ll) perlative, and (Ill) lnesslve. 
(I) The sublative marker can be shown to be in complementary distribution with 
core cases and with the other, non-controversial, case markers, e.g 
meniy-jigka under the cloth (sublative) 
meniy-e with the cloth (ergative/instrumental) 
meniy-a-t cloths (absolutive plural) 
Furthermore, other spatial cases cannot combine with the sublative; 
meniyjigka means located under the cloth and to a posillon under the cloth 
(I.e. It doesn't combine with locative or allative cases). The sublatlve is thus 
shown to be a case marker (§15.2.7). 
(ll) The perlat/ve Is more problematic. It occurs in complementary distribution 
with case markers. e.g. 
agqa;jekwe along the sea (perlative) 
agqa-k at the sea (locative case) 
The same marker Is also found combined with cases, as in the following: 
moor?et;iekwe-k on caravan tracks (perlative + locative) 
However, these two morphological functions can be shown to be formally 
separate when combined with a -VH stems and affixes such as weem·VH river 
and -k·VH LOG: 
waam;iekwe along the river 
weem;iikwi-k on the length of the river 
Thus, there are actually two affixes, ;iekwe•VH which Is a perlative case 
marker, and -jikwi-VH, which Is a perlative derivational amx. Although these 
forms are clearly related, they are synchronically distinct (the diachronic 
source of the distinction Letween the case marker and the derivational affix Is 
discussed In §15.2.4 and §15.3.4) 
(Ill) The inesslve shows similar behaviour to the perlative; In some contexts It acts 
as a case marker and In some contexts It acts as a derivational suffix. The 
suffix -caku can occur word finally foe a locatlonal meaning without the 
locative case: 
retem-caku inside the roof(lnesslve) 
qora-cako Inside the reindeer 
It can also be combined with case suffixes: 
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retem-caku-n the Inside of the roof(lnesslw! + absolutive) 
qora-cal<O;ipa from Inside the reindeer (lnesslve + ablative) 
99. 
Unlike the perlatlve, the two functions of the lnesslve are not fonnally 
distinguished; -c>ku-VH Is both a case suffix and a derivational suffix. This Is 
treated as polysemy (§ 15.2.6, § 15.3.5). 
Other spatial affixes do not fulfil any of the criteria for casehood. The su!ftx -curm-
edge cannot mark an independent nominal without some other case marker to 
indicate its syntactic role. The notion of 'location on the edge of must be marked by 
the locative case, e.g. agqa-corm-a-k on the edge of the sea. 
Additional morphological evidence that a fonn Is a case marker is also occasionally 
available; with semantically appropriate stems these markers take the regular 
forms to indicate high animate plural, i.e. they can mark the nominal categories of 
number and animacy. whlth can never be marked by adverbs. 
According to these criteria the following cases can be added to the Inventory: 
SPATIAL 
locallve 
allative 
ablative 
orienta live 
Jnesslve~ 
perlative• 
sublative• 
ACCOMPANIMENT 
com/tative 
associative 
privative• 
• the cases marked with an a:acrisk were: not part ofSkorik's case Inventory (1961:155-215). 
The grammatical category of number can be marked only in the absolutive case of 
common nouns. High animate nouns mark number in all cases except the equative. 
Personal pronouns have number inherent in the stem, and do not use any further 
number marking. All other nomlna!s can be marked singular or plural in the 
absolutive. There is also a slngulatlve marker which can be applied to some nouns, 
giving a three-way distinction; singuiatlve. unspLocifled (singular) and plural. 
Apart from personal pronouns, nomlnals with non-third person reference occur In 
the absolutive only. The markings are the same as the pronominal suffixes used by 
adjectives and verbs. They are observed rarely, mostly with complex possessive 
roots. 
The Chukchi case Inventory Is summarised below: 
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FIGURE 6.1. Chukchi case Inventory. 
GRAMMATICAL CASES SPATIAL CASES ACCOiviPANIMENT CASES 
atsolutive locative (at) comltatlvc (with) 
ergative/Instrumental allatlve (towart•.s) associative (with, part/whole) 
equatlve ablative (from) privative (without.! 
orlentatlve (according to) 
Inesslvc (inside) 
perlative (along) 
sublatlve (under) 
The grammatical cases are described In §6.3, the spatial cases In §6.4 and, more 
thoroughly, §15.2, and the cases showing accompaniment relations In §6.5. 
Chukchi case morphology Is very regular. All nomlnals take the cas~ marking 
~ffixcs listed In the table below. Th:·ee subclasses of nominals have additional 
thematic consonants or Irregular endings. These subclasses arc: 
•COMMON NOUNS: Common nouns t~ke the case suffiXes In the leftmost column of 
the table below. 
•HIGH ANIMATE SINGULAR: This semantically based subclass of nouns Includes 
personal names (unique personal names arc given to pccplc, pets, some spirits and 
mythological figures) and kin terms used as terms of address. Demonstrative and 
quantitative pronouns can also be marked with hig'• animate Inflections when 
their semantic scope Is the same as a high animate noun. The high animate 
Inflections In the singular usc a single suffix -ne·VH to mark the 
ergative/Instrumental, locative, and a 1.latlve cases. In addition, the equatlvc uses· 
this suffix along with the standard equutive case suffix ·U. 
• HIGH ANIMATE PLURAL: This Is the plural of the high animate category. The 
plural of a personal name Is an associative plural, used to refer to the group that 
the person Is the head of. The high anlmnte plural Inflections are marked with the 
thematic suffix -r-·VH or -e--VIl (men's and women's dialects respectively) prior to 
the case er~lng. The ergative case has an Irregular form -rak#-VII/.cak#·VH, which 
Is Identical to the (regular) locative -r·o·k-VH/.c-a-k-VH, and the allative has an 
Irregulat form -r~ka·VIIf.caka·VH. 
• PERSONAL PRONOUN: Personal pronouns In most cases Inflect like common 
nouns but have a thematic suffix ·ke· joining the stem to the case suffix. In the 
locative case personal pronouns Inflect like any noun, and In the absolutlve and 
ergative/Instrumental they have slightly Irregular forms (fig. 6.2, notes 12 and 14). 
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"FIGURE 6.2. Chukchi case endlnRs and thematic s· .. ·.xes. 
Case Case ending HIGH ANIMATE HIGH ANIMATE PERSONAL 
SINGULAR PLURAL PRONOUN 
ABSPL. ·t·VH Ill •• 
·ntil•l 
-
ERG/INST ·c·VHI21 ·ne·VUtt 161 
·rak/-cak-VU 11 191 ·(n)an 1131 
LOC ·kVII IJI ·nc·VHf 
·rok/cokVII# 1101 
-1141 
EQU ·u·VH 
·fi .·VII (<'·ne··VH) ••1111 
·k··VII 
ALL ·yto•VII 1<1 ·nc·VHlf 171 
·roko/·c>ko•VII# 1121 ·ko•VII#/-ka- 1151 
ABL :Jpo•VH 1<1 
- ·r·i·c-·VII ·ka· (<'·ke-·VH) 11•1 
ORI ·'()lt·VII 
- ·r-/-c-·VH 
·ke-·VH 
!NESS -caku·VH 
- ·r·i·c-·VH 
·ke-·VH 
PERL ·Jekwe•VII 
- -r-/-c··VH ·keA'll 
SU!lLAT :Jikwo·VH 
- ·r·/·c-·VU ·keA'H 
COM ye·_·c·VU 
- ·r·i·c··VH ·k··VH 
ASS ya-_-ma•VII" 
- ·r·/·c-·VH ,.y.•VH (<'·k··VH) 1171 
PRIV C• -ke·VH 
- ·r-/-c-·VH ·k.-\11 
KEY: •• Impossible combination: :-No thematic suffix; # Termtnal Conn {no additional suffix) 
NOTES TO TABLE: 
Notes (1]·(5] are statements of allomorphy; the remainder are explanations of 
regularities and hypotheses about underlying structure. 
(I I 
{ 
·ti 1 vc ....... ,_ 
{ABS.PL) -> 
·t elsewhere 
The coronal consonants are c, r, I, j, n and t (see §3.3); for example, ticjac-ti 
thousands, coqat-tc bread (loave)s (<coqar bread); kilkil·ti umbflical cords, 
ginqcy-ti boys (<ginqcj boJ1, ratan-te claws, gewacqct-ti women. 
(2] { ·tc·VII/ V _ {ERG) -> 
-e·VH elsewhere 
(3] (LOC} 
_, { 
(4] 
(OAT/ALL) -> { 
_, { (51 (ABL) 
·ka-VH I a'(C)VC_ (I.e. after polysyllable syllable final stem) 
·k·VH elsewhere 
·eta•VII/ C_ 
-yta•VH elsewhere 
·E:pa/CC _ 
-yapa/VC_ 
:Jpa elsewhere 
(6] Although underlying '·nc·c would be realised as -ne because of vowel 
contraction, this form Is better treated as unanalysable, since the usual postvocalic 
allomorph of the ergative Is ·tc, which means that the predicted form would 
actually be the unattested '·nctc. Note that the high animate ergative Is Identical 
to the high animate locative. 
I 
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[7[ Moll and Inenlikej (1957:169) and Skorik {!961:186) both give two forms, 
-na•VH# or -nayta#. The recessive vow~! harmony form -ne·VH# which is identi~.,j 
to ergative and locative seems to be a feature of Telqep Chukchi (see §15.2.2 for 
example). 
[8) High animate plurals have the irregular suffiX -nti. Note that the high animate 
singular thematic suffix is -ne-, so If tho plural was formed with this (not 
implausible, since the abs~lutive plural otherwise patterns with forms unmarked 
for number) the expected form would be the unattested •-net. The f01m -nti is also 
not formed from an underlying high animate plural thematic suffix -r-1-c-, since 
underlying •rtc-t would be expected to give -tt· in the men's dialect and -cc- in the 
women's dialect. 
i9) The thematic suffix for the high animate plural shows the r-c alternation 
between men's and women's dialects (§3.3.5). 
[10) This could be treated as unanaiysed syncretism with high animate plural 
ergative/instrumental -rak·VII#/-cak-VH#, or could be treated as a regular form with 
underlying •-r-k#/•-c-k# (thematic suffix+ locative case) 
[II] The equative cannot have number specification; it always innects like a 
singular. 
[12] Unlike the other high animate plural forms made with r/c and k, the suffix 
-raka/-caka has dominant vowel harmony, which suggests a historical derivation 
from a more regular form with the general ailative suffix -yta. See also the ai!ative 
form of personal pronouns, note [15). 
[13] Ergative markings are slightly irregular-ail ergative pronouns are based on 
the oblique personal pronoun stem; in the 2nd and 3rd person singular these are 
suffixed with -an, and in lsg and ail the plurals the suffix is ·nan. 
lsg yam-nan !pi mory-a-nan 
2sg yan-an 2pi tory-a-nan 
3sg an-an 3pl ary-a-fian/acc-a-nan 
This seems to be a true !rreguiar!ty. There are subminimal pairs which show that 
reduction of an underlying geminate in the hypothetical regular forms •yan-nan 
and •an-nau is not a regular process; e.g. anan (3sg.ERG) can be contrasted with 
annen one or annanmatlanen six, and yanan (2sg.ERG) can be contrasted with 
yannik animal. However, the interesting th!r.g here from a typological point of 
view Is probably not that there Is Irregularity In the personal pronouns, but how 
little of It there Is. 
[14) Locative personal pronouns are formed without any thematic suffix: yam-a-k, 
yan-a-k, an-a-k, mur-a-k, tur-a-k, ar-a-k/ac·•·k. The stems used with the plural 
locative forms are unusual (compare note [13]) .. 
[15) Personal pronouns have two possible endings in free variation; -ka•VH, or the 
therr.atic suffix -ke-·VH plus the usual a!lative case ending, I.e. ·ka-yta. The 
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dominant vowel harmony of the -ka .. H form of the suffiX suggests ;;hat It derives 
from a truncated form of -kayta. 
[16) This element gets its dominant vowel harmony from the basic ablative suffiX 
:Jpa•VH. 
[17) This ·Y· is underlyingly a •-k· (§3.3.1). 
• DISCUSSION. These case endings are completely regular. The only morphological 
lrrei]ularities are in· the markings of the absolutive singular. The abso!utive 
singul~r markings are quite complex, with a mixture of lexical and morpho-
phonological conditioning factors determining the '1pproprlate form (§6.3.1). 
Membership of the high animate declension class is somewhat nu1d; personal 
names are always high animate, but kin terms are usually only declined with the 
high animates when the kin term is being used like an address term or when the 
kin term is used by a speaker to whom that kin relation actually applies-! decline 
atla mother as a high animate when I'm talking about my mother, but not yours. 
This is Uiustrated in' examples 00 I and 002, which come from close proximity in 
the same text. In example 002 the noun enjiwqej uncle (DIM) declined as a high 
animate In the quoted speech of r; '" uncle's nephew, whereas the preceding 
example ?eqenjiw bad uncle is used by the unrelated narrator. 
001 [ ... ] I tag-qonpa onqen ?cqe-njlw·e n-ln-Jw.qln 
INTS·always DEM.3sgABS bad-uncle-ERG HAS-TR·say·3sg 
ualwll?·cta 
herd-ALL 
q-a-Iqat-yi 
INT-E-set.off·TH 
uclw!l? .•. k 
herd·E·LOC 
q-3-otwa-rken 
INT-E·be-PROG 
... the bad uncle always said to him "Go to the herd, be at the herd!" [cy002/ 
• 002 qllroun 7etki qejwe aqjiw-qcj-a-ne r-cna-ccapcew-3--y7a 
NEG.FUT badly !ruly uncle-DIM·E-AN.ERG FUT-TR-beat-E·Pf 
"No, uncle will badly beat me· [cy006/ 
Talking animals acting as protagonists In folktales are also decllned as high 
animates, the reascn once again being that the name of these animals r.an be 
considered as equivalent to personal names. 
003 cpccpc·qeJ-•·nc lw-nln I rc-pklr-y?e 
spider·DIM·E·ERG say-3sgA.3sgO FUT·anive-TH 
ualwal?-et• ne-re-nnlw-a-yat 
herd-ALL 3pi·FUT·send·E·2sg 
Spider [or 'the splder7 said "You1J arrive, and he1/ send you to the herd" 
[cy213/ 
The high animate declension p~ttcrn Is obllgatory for personal names and the 
indennlte/lnterrogative pronoun mik· someonP.Iwho?. 
Demonstratives can also be decllned as high animates when they are acting as 
anaphors for nominals which would be decllned as high animates. In the following 
example the demonstrative Is declined In the ergative once as a high animate 
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(anqenana) and once as a regular nominal (nnqenata), although in both instances 
it refers to the same entity: 
004 nenku wn·rkon ?etkfu qorn:Jn·o·n 
there bc·PROG bad reindeer·AUG·E·ABS 
anqcna-na 
lhat·AN.ERG 
anr?nq 
then 
na-ra-pcnr-a-yat I anqcna-ta cmqcn 
3A-FUT·anack·E·2sg0 lhat·ERG DEM.JsgABS 
There's a bad reindeer there. that one wlll attack you, it wJJ/. [cy214j 
In the context this reindeer is highly individuated, and it later becomes companion 
and assistant (although. perhaps unusually for a folktale, it does not ever talk). 
The free variation in the choice of declension pattern reflects the lack of constra!nt 
on what would be the appropriate choice in this context. The following example 
shows another instance of the two declensional patterns being used to indicate a 
single entity. This is a rare occurrence of what could be argued to be an ergative 
case noun phrase The demonstrative pronoun anqcnacak is declined as a high 
animate, even though its head remke folk is not. 
005 onqenn-cok remk-e ye-pirl·lin I 
lhat·ANpi.ERG falk·ERG PF·take·3sg0 
ya-n-rayt-at-len 
PF·CS-go.home·CS·3sg0 
unet-l?·a·n 
collect.firewoad·NMZR·E-3sgABS 
Those folk kidnapped the firewood-collector and took her home. [ot006] 
The possibility of ergative case noun phrases is discussed in §9.3 (including this 
particular example). 
Absolutive case nominals can also be marked fm· (non-third) person by means of 
pronominal suffiXes. These are illustrated with the demonstrative !JOtqen(a-) this 
in fig. 6.3: 
FIGURE 6.3. Person marked nomina Is. 
Sl~ular Plural 
First person !JOtqcna;jyam this Is me !)Otqena-more this is us 
(lsg: ·:Jram, -iyam) • (I pi: -muri) 
Second person !JOtqena;jyat this is you !)otqcna-torc this is you PL 
(2sg: :Jynt, -iyat) (2pl: -turi) 
Ali first and second person pronominal suffixes are -VH. The aliomorphs of the lsg 
and 2sg occur after vowels (;jyam, -jynt) or after consonants (-iyam, -iyot). Person 
marked nominals are commonly used in zero-copula existential constructions (see 
§17.2.4). 
6.3 Core grammatical cases 
Grammatical cases show the grammatical relations of nominals in clauses. There 
are three core grammatical c~.ses; absolutlve, ergative and equatlve. The ergative 
case marks a nominal in A function, the equative marks a nominal functioning as 
copula complement, and the absoiutive is the case for ali other nominais in core 
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function, i.e. S of an intransitive verb or copula, and 0 of a transitiv~ verb. The 
instrumental case is formally identical to the ergative, and so is treated here as 
well. 
6.3.1 Absolutlve singular 
The absolutive singular of nouns is formed according to a number uf different 
patterns. The choice of morphological pattern is partially lexicalised, but there are 
also significant re.gularlties. Phonological form or morphological origin determines 
the choice of absoiutive singular marker for most words. A global morphological 
constraint is that nouns cannot be realised as short-vowel monosyllables'. 
FIG R 6 4 S U E trategtes or mar kl b I i ng a so ut ve s ~ ar o f mmon nouns. co 
I a. Bare Stem 
b. Bare Stem, reduced final vowel 
c. Bare Stem, deleted final vowel 
II a. Reduplication, monosyllable 
b. R.~dliJl.!ication, disyllable 
III. Suffix -n·VH 
IV. Suffix ·IJn·VH 
V. Irregular 
Types Ia (bare stem) and Ib (reduced final vowel) and IIa (redupHcated 
monosyllables) me mostly underived nouns. Type Ic (deleted final vowel) are 
frequently compounds of several different stems cr zero derived nouns fro~ verbs. 
Type lib (reduplicated disyllables) are underived stems of a restricted phonological 
form. Type III (-n·VH suffiX) is the functionally and morphologically unmarked 
absolutlve forming affix. Most morphologically derived nouns take this sufTL'<. Type 
IV (·!Jn·VH suffix) is an archaic absoiutivc suffix used with only a few stems. Type V 
is the residue, consisting of a small number of sterns which have an absolutive 
which does not relate to the non-absolutive stem in a systematic way. In ali 
instanr.es of type V the forms are phonologically similar-some of the forms might 
be representatives of regularities with extremely low functional load. 
Ali three of the type I morphological pat•· •ns are observed in the allomorphy of 
other (non-case marking or non-nominal) ·word final derivational affiXes; th'JS, 
although they are in some instances overt markings, they are not specifically 
absolutlve case markings. 
Sometimes the structure of a word is obscured by other phonological processes. For 
example, the Word j?aaq seagull is onomatopoeic-the noise a seagull makes is 
startlingly similar to the phonetic sequence Uaq]. A noun formed from a eve stem 
is reduplicated, giving •jaqjaq (see type IIa, below), which is subje<t to further 
' Long vowel monosyllables, such as j'nnq seagull discussed below, are all historically 
disyllables. 
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regular phonological processes, glottallsation (Vq -4 ?V I _C; §3.4.2) giving 
*j?ajaq, and then intervocalic approximant elision with compensatory lengthening 
(V,C,,"xYz -4 V,Vz; §3.2.4) giving the surface formj?aaq in the absolutive. 
Ia) BARE STEM. Mo.<;t nouns which form the absolutive with a bare stem arc 
consonant final. 
iniryi!J (sg.) 
'\imak 
iniryin·a·t (pl.) 
· ajmak.o-t 
'blanket' 
'carcass' 
ilir ilin·ti 'island' 
There are only a few examples of vowel final noun stems forming the absoluti ve 
with a bare stem with unreduced, undeleted fin3l vowel. These are: 
apa?ake (sg.) apa?ake·t (pl.) 'newborn reindeer with undeveloped leg 
areqano 
cewaro 
ilyal?u 
\ 
~innap?i 
arcqano-t 
ccwaro-t 
ilyal?u-t 
?inuap?i-t 
muscles'2 
'reindeer with a white backside' 
'gr~y skinned reindeer' 
'reindeer with a white face' (ily- 'white', 
l?u· 'look, see'; cf. l?u-Iqal 'face' lit. 'used 
for looking') 
'harpoon' 
nanna narina-t 'name' 
There are also vowel final suffixes whiCh can be terminal element of the absolutive 
singular (e.g. passive participle ;jo §8.2). 
lb) BARE STEM, nEOtlC£0 FINAL VOWEL. This formation type only occurs with 
stenis ending In the vowel c-a (i.e. c-vu or a < •c·VII, but not c•VI1). The absolutive 
singular is formed by reduction of the final c-a to a. Reduction of word final c-a Is 
a regular phonological feature of Chukchi (albeit with a few Iexicallsed exceptions: 
e.g. ergative suffix for personal singular nouns -ne·VH; §3.5.4)3. 
anqa (sg.) anqa-t (pl.) 'sea' 
Wah> wala-t 'knife' 
wopqa wopqa-t 'moose 
maka nmka-t 'nappy' 
ncncna-VH ncnenc-t-VH 'child' 
rarka/cacca rarka-t/cacca-t 'walrus' (men's/women's dialect) 
umqa umqe-t 'polar bear·· 
' This may be a fossilised form of the ncgatlv!! clrcumflx e-_-l<e·VII, This word Is 
phonologically exceptional (sec §3.4.2). 
' Other Chukotian languages do not have this reduction. For example, the KoCh reflex of 
rorko/rorka- walrus Isjojlta In the absolutivc singular. 
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Forms which have glottallsatlon in a final open syllable lose the glottallsation 
along with syllable reduction•. 
atla (sg.) 
kela 
atl?a-t (pl.) 
kcl?::.-t 
'mother' 
'spirit, ogre' 
Ic) BARE STEM, DELETED FINAL VOWEL. There arc no phonological restrictions on 
which final vowel may be deleted: 
wiwar (sg.) wiwri·t (pl.) 
qamai•VH qamla·t 
ewic 
Ce!JaJ·VH 
ekak·VH 
ewlcu-t 
cenle-t 
ckke-t 
'board for scr2ping hides upon' 
'bone marrow' 
'bag for plant gathering' 
'bm. 
'son' 
atlenaj·VI1 atlcnju-t 'younger brother' 
Note that •CCV# final stems undergo schwa epenthesis after the deletion of the 
final vowel to avoid an Impossible word final consonant cluster. 
The word final heads of compound nouns often fall Into this type, even when the 
uncompounded stem belongs to another type. 
rccet-wal (sg.) rccct-wala-t (pl.) belt knife' 
< wala#/wala- 'knife', ricit 'belt' 
wen-qor wen-qora-t 'harness reindeer' 
< qora-na 'reindeer', win- 'trained' 
There arc a number of nominaliser Suffixes which also delete their final vowels 
when they occur word finally (see §6.3.2). 
Ila) TOTAL REDUPLICATION. Chukchi ha$ two types of reduplication. Total 
reduplication applies to (C)VC stems, which are reduplicated In the absolutive 
singular and usually also In the absolutlve plural. Other case forms and 
incorporated forms use the non-reduplicated stems. 
Absolutlve Absolutive Meaning 
slng:Jiar plural 
watwat•VII watwat-te 'leaf 
witwir wlrwir-ti bark used for dyeing (cf wir-<'t· 'to dye'; -et is 
a verb-derivational suffiX; §I 4.3) 
?cc?ec-VH ?ec?ec-a-t gorbusha (fish species) 
ococ ococ-te boss, chief (also oc-a, oc-o) 
namnam-VH namnam-a-t settlement (also nam-a-twa- 'to be settled') 
cot cot cotcot-te cushion (Incorporated as cot-) 
This may be, or may recently have been, a productive process: compare the 
reduplicated forms: 
' This c~nnot be shown to be a regular phonological process, since Chukchi has few words 
ending In a schwa, and none of these are preceded by an underlying glottal stop. 
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jit-jit (sg.) 
jan-jan 
NDMIN.\LS 
jit-ti or jitjit-ti (pl.) 
jan-a-t or janjan-te 
'drop' (~.g. of water) 
'fire' 
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The words jara-ga house and joro-ga sleeping chamber both have stems which 
were originally reduplicated, but which have undergone a historical process of 
dissimilation whereby multiple Instances of r In a word are avoided (compare 
Palana Koryak rara-ga, roro-ga Zhukova 1980). The elements ra- and, less 
commonly, ro- are still encountered as incorporated or compounded forms, e.g. ra-
yta- (house-go. to-) go home. 
lib) PARTIAL REDUPLICATION. Stems which are underlyingly disyllable can form 
the absolutive singular by partial reduplication. The glottalisatlon prosody Is also 
considered for the pucposes of syllabification: the final glottallsatlon p•osody (a 
syllable prosody, Indicated here by the segment?) Is realised as a prevocallc glottal 
stop, so a schwa In epenthesised to any stem ending with glottallsatlon to preserve 
phonological \vell-formedncss. For eY.ample, the segmental and prosodic phoneme 
sequence /km1/ must be syllabified as the disyllable kam?a (see below). 
In the process of reduplication the sequence CVC from the beginning of surface 
form of the stem Is copied w the end (If there Is no Initial C then just VC Is copied). 
The following figure shows reduplicated (absolutive singular) and non-reduplicated 
(any other, here absolutive plural) forms: 
cv AbsoliJtive Absolutive ~ Meaning 
skeleton slngu!cJ.:" plural 
C.C? ka1ni':;.-kam kam?-a-t 'worm, caterpillar' 
v.cv erne-em cme-t suxostqj (type of tree) 
vee irw-a-ir lrw-a-t 'something sharp. an edged weapon' 
cv.cv weni-wen \Veni-t 'bell' 
CV.C?V j;I?e-jil jil?e-t 'arctic ground squirrel' 
cvc.c tang-a-tan tang-a-t 'stranger 
cvc.cv jokwa-jow jokwa-t 'elder duck' (underlying form Is 
ap~arently *jowya; •yw--) kw see 
§3.3.4) 
Note that this type does not Include stems with the structure VC or CVC-these go 
Into type Ila. Glottal stop Is best analysed as a syllahle prosody outside of the CV 
structure (§3.4.2). The glottal stop only occurs prevocallcally. and Is not carried 
over Into the reduplicated syllable unless there Is no Initial C. 
C? v.cv 
C?C.C 
7V.CV 
7 V.C? v 
w7arc·war 
m?acq-a-mac 
?ltu-?it 
w?are-t 
m?acq-a-t 
?itu-t 
?er?a-t 
'forked stick' 
part of reindeer leg 
'goose' 
'Iceberg' (underlying form of singular 
Is •?er?a-?er: §3.2.3) 
None of the stems which undergo total (type Ila) reduplication ha•1e the 
glottallsatlon prosody. 
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III) SUFFIX -n·VI1, This Is the most common class for derived nomlnals, and Is 
always used for derived nouns with non-terminal suffixes: 
weriw-a-c?-a-t 
sour-E-NMZR-E-3sgABS sour-E-NMZR-E-3plABS 
Many underlved nouns also belong to this type: 
fox berry 
kaara-n (sg.) kaara-t (pl.) sled for carrying baby and nursing mother 
kemlilu-n kemlilu-t type of women's costume 
nily-a-n nily-a-t 'rope' 
nanq-a-n nanq-a-t 'stomach' 
rojer-a-n rojer-a-t 'family' 
atlay-a-n atlaya-t 'fathd 
IV) SUFFIX ·!J<l·VII, A few high frequency nouns (this list may be exhaustive): 
jara-ga 
joro-ga 
kuke-ga 
qeme-ga 
'house' 
'sleeping chamber' 
'pot' 
'dish' (stem qeme-·VH) 
qora-ga 'reindeer' 
} 
Note that theJ~ two forms are hlstorlcaUy 
type Ila reduplication {see above) 
rape-ga 'hammer' (stem rape--VII ) 
titi-ga 'needle' 
apa-ga 'broth' 
Note that this suffix only occurs with disyllable stems of the form (C)VCV-. 
Comparative data sh~ws that the original form was •-ge·VH (cf. type Ib for other 
examples of reduction of word-final e-a). This suffix Is equally rare In Koryak and 
Alutor, but apparently has a much wider distribution In Kerek (Leont'ev 1983, 
Skorlk 1968). 
V) IRREGULAR ABSOLUTIVE SINGULAR. Irregular absolutlve singular forms are 
very rare. All examples seem to be partially suppletlve: possibly some of the forms 
are the result of minor phonological processes or dialect mixing. 
cakayet (sg.) cakett-a-t (pl.) 'sister' 
nakirit nakit-ti 'night' 
yatte yatya-t 'adze' 
yatle yalya-t 'bird' 
wetla welw-a-t 'raven' 
wonna worwa-t 'spoon' 
There are a numbe1· of Irregular forms ending In -na. The following two forms could 
be examples of underlying •-ga with regular dissimilation g--) n I y_ (53.3.4); this 
would have to be an ordered rule, since they Is from underlylngj, and majg- Is an 
attested stem. 
gey-na·VH 
may-na 
'hill' gnj-a-tkan 
'store, stash' (n) maj-a-k 
'hill', 'top of hill 
'store' (vt) 
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The following two stems are completely irregular: there is no productive 
phonological or morphological process which causes deletion of non-Intervocalic 
consonants. 
?i-na 
ti-na 
'wolf 
'goad' 
7iy-a-t 
tiw-a-t 
'wolves' 
'goads' 
In all four of the preceding examples the suffiX -na appears to be in complementary 
distribution with -ga, with -na used with (underlyingly) consonant final stems, and 
-ga with vowel final stems. 
The next two examples are similar to words formed with the -n•VIi#l-nwa-•VH 
derivational suffiX (which makes deverbal nouns with meaning of place where 
VERB happens): 
\Vana 
win a 
wanwa·t 
winwa-t 
'place' 
'track, trace' 
The form wana is almost a semantically and phonologically regular formation from 
#wa-1-twa- 'be located'-the only Irregularity is the final schwa, which might be 
inserted to avoid making a monosyllabic noun (Chukchi has no monosyllable 
nouns). The form wina is semantically appropriate to belong to this class. but 
vowel harmony is violated, and there doesn't seem to be a stem wi- (the verb 
'track, trace' is winw-et-, formed with the -ct verb derivational suffix: §i4.3). 
6.3.2 Absoluti1•e forms of nominal derivational suffixes 
Certain nominal derivational suffixes determine the morphological class of the 
cierived noun, for example: 
(Ia) Bare stem: -qej#l-qej-·VH diminutive suffix, e.g. anjiw-qcj dear uncle ABS, 
anjiw-qcj-a-nc dear uncle ERG 
(!c) Bare stem, deleted final vowel: -neg#l-ncge-·VH derives a term for a tool, e.g. 
rige-neg aeroplane ABS, rige-negc-te by aeroplane INST (< rigc flj} 
(III) -n-VH: -tkan-a-nlll-tkan-·VH the top of something, e.g. orw-a·tk•n-a-n the top 
of a sled ABS, orw-a-tkan-a-k on top of a sled. 
M Irregular: for example, -nlll-nwa-•VIl, derives place noun from verb, thus tala-
n path. tala-nwa-k on the path LOC (<talc· go) 
The bare stem, reduced final vowel type (Ib) is not attested with nominals5• 
Reduplication (IIa-b) and the -ga suffix (IV) are incompatible with derivational 
morphology. Derived forms from these morphological classes regularly enter class I 
(bare stem), with the final vowel deleted where one is present. 
' The ·ka#l-ke-·Vll thematic suffix for delctlc adverbs also acts In this way, e.g. mln·ka 
where, mln·ke-te along where 
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6.3.3 Singulatlve 
The number category of 'slngulative' is only marked on nouns in the absolutive 
case. Nouns marked with the slngulative have the common semantic core that they 
are prototypically non-Individuated and have to be 'singulativlsed' to get 
Individuated. Typical examples are listed below contrasting the (absolutive case) 
slngulative form with the absolutive plural: 
paired body parts 
welo-ly-a-n, wiiu-t 'earls' 
rel-atlag-a-n, rii-ti 'wing!s' 
paired items of clothing 
plak-a-ly-a-n, plek-a-t 'shoe/s' 
paired objects 
payt-a-ly-a-n, payt-a·t 'sled runnerls' 
berries, grains 
oon7-a-ly-a-n, uun?-a-t 'berrylies' 
small birds and animals 
melota-ly-a-n, milute-t 'hare/s' 
things that occur collectively 
~at-lag-a-n, eger-ti 'starls' 
romo-ly-a-n, romo-t 'flotsam' 
ropes. strings etc 
wajo-ly-a-n 'sling cord' 
The singulative morpheme does not occur with noun stems outside the absolutive. 
This suffix can be shown to have the underlying form •-Jg•VH -a -n·VH where -n·VH is 
the usual ending for derived nouns (cf. type Ill) and • -lg•VH is realised variously as 
-ly- or -lag·. These suffixes are phonologically conditioned ailomorphs: 
{ 
-Jag•VH / VC.!'Oronal (underlying) 
{SINGULATiVE} -> 
-ly-v" elsewhere 
The conditioning environment VC.""'"'' refers to the underlying form: stems ending 
in j (which is + coronal) take the -lag•VH suffix, even though the j itself is realised 
as y when it occurs before I (according to the regular rulej -> y I_Cooonmoi: §3.3.4). 
For example, the singulative form of the word epeepej·VH spider is apaapaylagan. 
'There is also a special form -tlag-•VH which only occurs with stems of the form 
#CVC(C) which refer to paire.d/non-singular body parts (human or animal), e.g. 
par-a-tlag-a-n shoulder, par-te shoulderS. l'his suffix is maintained even when 
compounding disrupts the canonical CV structure of the stem, e.g. jaal-raly-a-tlag· . 
a-qaj (hind-finger-E-SING-E-DIM.ABS) toe (compare raly-a-tlag-a-n finger-E-
SING-E-ABS). 
Occasionally the singulative suffix is found with suffixes which fuse absolutive 
singular meaning with some other. The diminutive is such a suffix. Thus, beside 
kam7-a-Iy-a-n (worm-E-SING-E-3sgABS) a (single) wonn, there is ~!so the form 
kam7-a-ly-a·qaj (worm-E-SING-E-DIM.3sgABS) a (single) little IVvnn. 
6.3.4 Absolutlve plural 
All common nouns have an absolutive plural. There are no slngularla tantum. 
pluralia tantum, and there are no Irregular plurals. The absolutive plural Is 
usually formed with the suffix -t, but it has an allomorph -ti which can occur after 
---- ------ -------- ----~----------- ----- ----------- --------- ------ -- --- -- -
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coronals (i.e. t, r, c, j, n). Within this phonological condition, selection of -t or -ti 
seems to be lexical. 
{absolutive plural} -> 
Example: 
{ 
·ti·VH / C+eoronal_ 
-t·VH I elsewhere 
006 qeluq=?m l?u-nine-t nenku tann·o-warat Jara-mk·o:Jn·•·t 
because see-3sgA-3piO there stranger·E·FOLK house-COLL·E·AUG·E-JpiABS 
Because he saw there the stranger-folk, the group of big houses. [ot063/ 
High animate nouns form their absolutlvc plural in the same way, but with the 
post-coronal consonant form -ti of the plural following the high animate thematic 
suffix •.r-VH, which gives a plural with surface form -n-ti (see note [8] to figure 
6.2). 
007 ana Iaycn=?rn waj nam-3-twa-y?a-t kol:o lee loyen I 
so really=EMPH DEICT live·E·RESULT·PF-3pl very excellent really 
artka CokW3!)aqaJ-o·n·te Jay en 
there personal.name·E·AN·3piABS really 
And so thus they 1/ved,just excellently CJkwayaqaj's people there. [cy443/ 
Plural used with a personal name Is an associative plural, Indicating the named 
person and his or her household. Plural terms for father and mother can both be 
used to refer to 'parents', e.g. otloy-a-t fathers or parents, and atl?a-t mothers or 
parents. Other terms for humans which Imply one sex or the other In the singular 
also show this behaviour, e.g. onponacyon old man, onponacyo, old man, old 
people. 
6.3.5 Ergative/instrumental 
The ergative and Instrumental cases arc forme! I;- identical in each of the Inflection 
types, but they have different syntactic fur:•_, ·. ··o. Examples 008 to 0 II show the 
eigative case marked on a common noun,;; h.: .... •, .:••1lmate noun, a personal pronoun 
and a quantifier pronoun with high animate pi·.1r,,; reference. Examples 012 to 017 
illustrate lnstrumer.tal uses. 
COMMON NOUN 
008 poker·•·nno-y?a-t cwan orw-34k:tiN)·k uaryom I 
approach·E·INCH·PF·PL but sl~d·E·ON.TOP·E·LDC outside 
Cokwa!Jaqaj Dew?en-e n-lne-mlu-qln 
personal.name.3sgABS wife-ERG HAB·TR-delouse-3sg0 
They started approaching, but on a sled there outside Cakwmjaqaj Is being 
deloused by his wife jilt. the wife Is delousing CJkiVmJaqaj/. [cy364/ 
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HiGH ANIMATE 
009 [ ... ] j?a-mony·o·l'·•·t nemoqej I ropet=?m keJ!J">·t 
bear·E·3pi.ABS quicJc-hand·E·NMZR·E·JpiABS also even=EMPH 
talwa·rkopl·o·nm·o·tko-ta caj ToDawie·ln·•·r•k 
INTS·hit·E·kiii·E·ITER·CONV DEICT personal.namc-AUG·E·3pi.ERG 
/. .. /They had quick hands too-oh, those people ofTayeVdi's struck and kJJ/ed 
bears/ [kr/32/ 
PERSONAL PRONOUN 
010 n-fw.?e.n I opopo nelwol 
herd.3sgABS 
morvanan man·yanrit·a-n 
1pi.INT-guard·E·3sg 
I 
3-say· TH·3 musy 
man-ph·i-'c-n 
1pi.INT-take-TH·3sg 
lpl.ERG 
They said: "We1/ have to guarti th" herd, we'll cake It" [ka04/ 
QUANTIFIER PRONOUN 
Ott qut-o·rok=?m omk-o·ly·o·n 
one·E·ERG.PL=EMPH forest·E·SING·E·3sgABS 
Others tie up the tree 
n-a-ltalw-a-qin 
HAB·E·tie.up-E-3sg 
anqen 
DEM.JsgABS 
· [ab4.06f 
The Instrumental marks several non-syntactic roles within the sentence. Most 
commonly it Is the marking for nomlnals with the semantic role Instrument, which 
Is prototypically the means by which an action Is carried uut; see examples 012 and 
013. 
012 cama l3ycn camq<Jk n-inc-pipk·3·hvi-qinct poly-a-ga-a 
and really other HAB·TR-ankle·E·tut·3pl0 spear·E-DIM·INST 
And he just cue the others' ankles with his little spear. [oc074/ 
rak-wory-o:Jn·•·n I !llli:!l onnln ya-norunotaw-Ien [ ... ] 
pierce-NMZR·E·AUG·E·ABS cord·INST thus PF.cfose-Jsg 
OtJ 
The big hole they closed up thus with a cord... [cy393/ 
For semantic reasons nouns marked with the Instrumental case are most 
commonly inanimate; this Is not however a syntactic restriction. In particular, 
passive participles may have an underlying agent specified In the instrumental 
case (note however that although the agent of a passive partlcple is a non-core role 
this function Is very close to the ergative; §8.2). 
Becau!,,, of the ubiquity of ellipsis In Chukchi, most examples of the Instrumental 
do not have contrasting ergatives In the same sentence, although, as In the 
preceding two sentences, different arguments In A role are retrievable from the 
wider discourse context. Contrasted ergatives and Instrumentals are however 
freely elicited, as In example 014: 
014 ajwe murl na-n-qame-twa·a-mok 
yesterd~y lpiABS 3A·CS-eat-RESULT·CS·1pl0 
Yesterday the girl fed us with meat. 
teklcy-e 
meat-INST 
Dewacgct-te 
girl-ERG 
[na120:2j 
Examples 015 and 0:6 show Instrumental nouns In Intransitive clauses, where 
they could not possibly be Interpreted as being ergatives. 
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015 
016 
NOMINAI.S 
n-a·macaw-a-l?at·qcnat tenem 
HAB·E·fighi·E·DUR·3piS only 
They fought a Jot, just using bows. 
tiuur·c 
bOW·INST 
anqen tcv-war-y01a-e kajek-w7c-t 
DEM.3sgABS INTS·rumble·NMZR·INST wake·TH·3pl 
From that rumbling and roaring they woke up. 
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{kr045/ 
fke/44/ 
Certain lexically determined oblique arguments of Intransitive verbs are marked In 
the Instrumental. The oblique object of verbs of consumption {I.e. the thing 
consumed) Is regularly marked with the Instrumental. For example, the 
Intransitive verb qame- eat has an optional Instrumental argument marking the 
thing eaten, as In 017. 
017 Jaycn=?m cm-a-r?a-qamcc-cr?a kcni·ir'-c ya-qame-twa-Jcnat 
really•EMPH REST-E·what?-various·guts·INST ??-guts·INST PF·cat·RESULT·3pl 
Thcy'djust eaten various bits and pieces, internal organs. fkcl36/ 
According to Skorlk, the oblique argument of antipasslvlsed verbs Is sometimes 
marked with the Instrumental case. These claims arc difficult to evaluate-In 
Telqep Chukchi lnstumcntal case semantic agents of antlpasslved verbs do not 
occur in the corpus. 
One of the suffixes which forms verbal bases Is formally Identical to the 
ergative/Instrumental case, but occurs with verb stems (§13.5). 
6.3.6 Equativc 
The equatlvc has two functions: It marks the grammatical role of copula 
complement (§17.1.2), and in non·copula clauses it marks oblique nominals in a 
similar function. The equatlvc is the only case which cannot under any 
circumstances be marked tor number. 
018 
019 
anqcn jokwajo ipe ?ly-u @ n-lt·qln 
DEM.3sgABS duck.3sgABS truly woii·EQU (laughlerJ HAB·be-Jsg 
That duck was actually a wolf. ha hal 
lw·nin "eryatak waj muri m~.:~ra-r?cla-yt-a.y?a 
say.JsgA.3sgO lomorrow DEICT 1piABS lpi·FUT·race·go.lo·E·PF 
otcaj-qaj Jara-1?-o q-it-y-a·tok" 
aunt·DIM.3sgABS house·NMZR·EQU INT·bc·TH·E·2pl 
@@ 
(laughter! 
turl 
2piABS 
He said to him: "Tomorrow we are going racing. You and aunty be the 
{jo/04/ 
householders" {cy062/ 
In a zero-copula construction (§17.2.'1), the complement may be in the equative or 
In the absolutive. The following example shows adjacent zero-copula constructions 
using both strategies, 
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020 loycn 
really 
jara·k 
house·LOC 
ucnku 
!here 
pakJr.y?l 
approach.PF 
tc!)'onjlw·a·k I 
good·unde·E·LOC 
?ege-nliw 
bad·unde.JsgABS 
?att?alot-ra-1?-a-n nutku iaat-ra-J?.o te:o=anliw 
firsl·house·NMZR·E·3sgABS here last·house·NMZR·EQU good·unde.3sgABS 
So there he approached the gcod uncle's house, the bad uncle had the chief 
/first/jarC11Ja, here the inferior {last/ householder was the good uncle. {cy309/ 
When the copula verb Is present the equatlve case marking of the copula Is 
obligatory. 
In oblique function the equatlve case marks a secondary predication which Is a 
complement of an NP. The argument selected as head of the secondary predication 
Is the one In SIO function, which may be represented by an absolutlve case nominal 
and/or a verb Inflection. 
Example 021 shows a secondary predication of S: 
I (S) 'had my eyes open' at the herd [i.e. 'My first memories date from .. .'] 
+ I was a boy 
021 uingei-u Joycrt=?m t-o-tla·qeryaw-a-k gelwol?-:>-k 
herd·E·LOC boy·EQU really•EMPH 1SG·E·eye-bccome.bright·E-1SG 
As a boy my eyes opened at t.~e herd. 
Secondary predication of 0 is lllustrated by example 022: 
022 
+ 
c 
so 
Take that bad reindeor (0) 
That bad reindeer is a driver 
w'l) q-•·myul-y-•·tok 
DEICT IMP·E·caravan·TH·E·2SG 
q-a:Jalyat·Y·•·tak 
IMP-E·nomadise·TH·E-2PL 
gora-vt-nt-o·l?-o q-o·plrl-y-a-tka anqen I 
reindeer·lead-TH·E·NMZR·EQU IMP·E-Iake-TH·E-2PL lhal.3sgABS 
yon-In I ?atkcu·•:I!J·•-n qora-ga 
2Sg·POSS.3sgABS bad·E·AUG-E-ABS reindeer·ABS 
/he003/ 
lvfake a caravan, start nomad/sing. take that bad reindeer of yours as a driver 
/to goad the others/. {cy235/ 
The equatlve case has a high animate declension formed with the -ne thematic 
suffix, which Is realised as -nu (< •-ne-u -TH-EQU): 
023 onraq onqen ontuulpare-n-u I loy-nln 
then that.JsgABS brolher.in.law·AN·EQU AUX-3$!;A.3sg0 
onqcn I ra-yno-w:Jo ?oratceq-qaj 
thai.JsgABS CS·remain·CS·PASS.PCPL youlh·DIM 
Now then he took that youth who was left as a brother-in-law. {ot116/ 
6.4 Locational cases 
Chukchi allows quite a rich set of spatial relationships to be expressed 
morphologically on nomlnals. Many of these are marked by means of case suffixes. 
Other spatial relationships are marked by derivational affixes, or by clltlc adverbs. 
or the case suffixes, the lnesslve has some derivational character as well, as It can 
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combine with directional cases. The basic ~oatial case is the LOCATIVE -k-VH, which 
is used to indicate location without any more precise semantic spec!ncation 
(§15.2.1). 
There are thre~ cases expressing direction: 
ALLATIVE -yta•VH; motion towards an entity (§15.2.2) 
ABLATIVE :ipa•VH; motion away from an entity or within an enclosure (§15.2.3) 
PERLATIVE:iekwe•VH; motion along a path (§15.2.4) 
The ORIENTATIVE case marks an entity used as a point of reference (literally or 
figuratively). but this is not inherently directional (§15.2.5). 
There are another two cases marking location without specifying motion: 
INESSIVE caku-VH: location inside an entity (§ 15.2.6) 
SUBLATIVEji!Jka-VH: location under an entity (§i5.2.7) 
6.5 Accompaniment cases 
Ail the accompaniment cases are homophonous with verb bases. Apart from the 
accompaniment cases, there is also the postposition reen together with. which is 
used to indicate accompaniment cf people by people (§4.9.1). 
6.5.1 Comitative 
The comitative case marks a nominal which accompanies ;i,hll~cr nominal. The 
two arguments arc generally equally rar:!<cd, I.e. there is no part-whole or any 
other hierarchical relationship. 
The comitatlve is marked by a circumflx. with the following aiiomorphy: 
(comitative) ~ { 
yc-_-tc·VH I vowel final stem 
yc-_-c ·VII I elsewhere 
This case is relatively rare; the associative is much more common. 
024 [ ... ) omol?o I jara·n• I va-ppolo·ra·ta n?el-y?l 
all.3sgABS house·3sg.ABS COM·Iillle·house·CDM become. TH 
rcmk·a·n tan·OJmal'·ct.J==?m 
fo\k-E-Jsg.ABS INTS·aii·ADV=EMPH 
... all the people came to be with little houses. {he055f 
6.5.2 Associative 
The associative marks accompaniment by something which is part of, or a typical 
possession of, the head. The marker for the associative is ya-_-ma•VH. 
'People with their herds:' 
025 yn·ualwol?-o-ma n-o·piri·qinet=?m 
ASS·herd·E·ASS HAB·E·Iake·3piD=EMPH 
Together with their herds they took them. {he017} 
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'Houses with their occupants' 
026 loyen I omol?o Jara·!J• n·i>·n·plrq·o·qin 
really all.3sgABS house·ABS HAB·F.·CS.collapse·E·3sg 
y-?orawetl?a.ma I qeluq=?m n-a·mk-a-qln 
ASS·pi!Opie·ASS because=EMPH HAB·E·many·E-3sg 
n-a·pelqet-qln 
HAB·E·collapse·3sg 
Iayen annin 
really lhus 
ra:Jekwe-n 
house-PERL-3sgABS 
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They knocked down all the houses thus along with the people, because many 
encampments had died out. {he0/3} 
'Animal hide along with its legs' 
027 nelv·o-n tan·•mal?-eto 
hide·E·ABS INTS·aii·ADV 
tanl-Jw·•·nin layen 
Sew·INTS·E-3sgA.3sg0 really 
ya-yatka-ma tani-Jw-o.-nin 
ASS·Ieg·ASS sew·INTS·E-3sgA.3sgO 
amal'·eta 
aii·ADV 
He sewed up all the hide, along with the legs he sewed it all up. 
'Pot with something [its contents]' 
layen 
reaDy 
[cy256} 
028 ten-cm·c<~mce mat-re-rcwiw-a-rkan I 
INTS·REST·near lp\.fUT.make.camp·E·PROG 
ya-r7a-ma 
ASS·somelhing·ASS 
kuke·t 
pOI·3piABS 
penjoly·o·k ewoca t-o-re-tcil·o·r:<a·net qonpo penjolv-•·n 
fireplace·E-LOC under 1sg·E-FUT·put·E·I'ROG·3pl0 atways fireplace-E-3sgABS 
q-a-wey·o·tku-rkon ewor raiGan-a-nwo-k pokir-o-k 
INH·tlaw·E·UTIL-PROG so make.camp-E·PLACE·LO: approach-E-SEQ 
WeU always make camp nearby. 111 always put a pot of something under the 
fireplace, so always dig up the fireplace as soon as yc.u approach an old 
campsite {jo020} 
6.5.3 Privative 
The privative is the case which expresses absence or lack of something. A similar 
form is used derivationaiiy (§18.7.3). The privative is usually accompanied by a 
form of the particle ujne 'not, without, there isn't any' (sec §18.4). 
The marker of the privative is the circumfix e-_-ke. 
~J::: e-rllg-a-kc n-a-n?el·qinct anqen q~a-t? 
PRiV·slomache.comeniS·E·PRIV HAB·E·become·3pl DEM.3sgABS rein~eer-3p!ABS 
Do the reindeer Jose {lit. become without/ their stomach contents? {ab5.3Jj 
:,>JO 83!Jkat-y?c Jaye-te!J·tUDe R•ronn·O·ka 
open.flloUih·TH INTS·INTS·NEG.EXI PRIV·IOOih·E·PRIV 
He opened his mouth - completely toothless. {jo026} 
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Pronouns 
7.1 Introduction 
Chukchi carries out pronominal reference f•mctions with bound and free 
morphemes. Various bound pronominal morphemes are attached to verbs, nouns, 
and adjectives-these are described In the relevant chapters, and wlll not be 
discussed further here. Chukchi also has four types of free pronouns. These can all 
act as hei>ds of NPs, and, apart from the personal pronouns, can also occur 
adnomlnally (i.e. as a modifier within a noun phrase). 
• PERSONAL PRONOUNS (§7.2j. There are six personal pronoun stems, which are 
formally very similar tu the bound forms occurring with other word classes. 
Personal pronouns $how the person (first, second or third) and number (singular or 
plural) of a referent. They also take case markings (§6.2) and some derivational 
morphology, particularly diminutives and augmentatives. 
•INDEFINITE/INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS (§7.3). There are two stems, one for 
animates and one for lnanlmates. These pronouns are used In both lndeflnlte and 
Interrogative functions, I.e. what? and something, who? and someone. 
• DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS (§7.4). The dem~nstratlvc pronouns are used 
delctically and anaphorlcally. One of the demonstratives Is spe.cl:,i(.,ed for 
anaphora, and the others are mostly u~~d ior deixis, although they are all In a 
regular paradigmatic relationship to one another. 
•QUANTIFIER PRONOUNS (§7.5). The quantifier pronouns specify an argument 
according to its membership of some given set. There are two stems: amal?o, which 
Is lntrlnsically plural and means all; and qut-, which means one, one of them In the 
singular, and some, some of them In the plural. 
Indefinlte/lnterrogatlve, demonstrative, and quantifier pronouns In NP modifier 
function can agree with the number of their head noun, but when the head Is a 
plural and It Is overtly present In the NP (I.e. not eliipsed) number agreement Is 
often not marked (see §9.2). 
There are a number of other forms which act like absolutlve case pronouns, but 
which do not take other case forms. These 'argument-like' particles lnciude a 
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quantifier camqak (§7.6.1), the rcllc:dvc adverb cinit and reflexive relation~! 
pronoun cinitkin{e-) (§7.6.2), and a set of restrictive pronominal adverbs (§7.6.3). 
7.2 Personal pronouns 
The absolutive stems of personal pronouns differ from the oblique stems as 
summarised below (in the form ABS-obiiquc): 
FIGURE 7.1. Personal pronoun stems. 
singular plural 
yamo-yam-
2 1 yato-yan-
3 l•tlon~an-
muri-mur(y)-
turi-tur(y)-
acci-acc- (female speakers) 
00 0 
atri-ary- (male ~cakers) 
Personal pronouns arc a textually rare and pragmatically marked way of referring 
to an argument within a clause. Verbs have detailed obligatory pronominal cross 
reference, and overt personal pronouns arc only used in contexts where they have 
special discourse significance. In eight texts (1564 prosodic phrases) there arc only 
I 09 examples of perscnal pronouns in ·~bsolutivc or ergative case. Of these 109 
personal pronouns, about a quarter occur within quoted speech, where personal 
pronouns are important In setting up an imaginary discourse context. 
The functions of the independent corc-r.asc personal pronouns are: 
I) contrastive 
li) part of a conjunctive NP (see below and §9.6.!j 
iii) imaginary speech act participant diffcrenti~tion In quoted speech 
In unelicited texts free personal pronouns are not used for anaphOric specification 
of arguments in clauses-this function is carried out by verb cross-reference and, to 
some extent, by the specialised anaphoric demonstrative anqcn(a-) (see ~7.4). 
Personal pronouns do not normally occur In copula clauses. Pronominal identity 
relations are marked by pronominal affixation of the noun (§6.2, §17.2.4). In 
context-free coHclted sentences and/or In sentences which are translations from 
Russian free personal pronouns appear much more often. 
In case functions which do not receive verbal cross-rP.fcrencc the use of independent 
personal pronouns is the only option provided by the grammar for cross-referencing 
the person and number of a referent. The following two e:mmples show personal 
pronouns in non-core functions. Example 00 I has yamakccaku, a form with 
inessive case which means inside of me, and example 002 has yamakatkanak on 
the top of me, formed by means of a spatial derivational suffix -tkan- TOP and the 
locative case. 
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001 qanwet 
finally 
PRONOUrts 
qlt-a-w>i-l?et-a-1> -•·n 
ireeze·E·die·DUR·E-PCPL-E-3sgABS 
yam-o-ke-caku wlln q·a-n>el·yl" 
lsg·E·TH·INESS awhUc lfll·E·ber.ome-TH 
!1-ln-lw-qln 
i!AB-TR·say.Jsg 
.. opopa 
must 
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Finally to the always free?Jng (boy) she said "(You'd better) climb inside me for 
t~e moment" [cy005/ 
002 ~nk?nm 
and 
q·ekwet·yl 
INT·sel.out-TH 
yam-a-ka·tktm·a-k 
lsg·E-TH·TOP·E·LOC 
akwaL-•·!J!IO·k=?m 
sei.OUI·E·INCH·CONV:EMPH 
q·a-kawratl·a-l>at-y~ 
iNT-E·roH-DUR·TH 
And then go off, but as you [start to/ go, roll on me {jo04Jj 
Forms Identical to the third person singular pronouns atlon (3sgABS) and anan 
(3sg.ERG) are also used as emphatic particles. These most commonly occur in 
conversation and quoted speech. The particle atlon occurs in questions: 
003 eej kakel otlon mik-lyat? 
INTJ INTJ INTER who?·2sg.A3S 
Ohmy! Whoareyou? 
The emphatic particle anan occurs In statements about the future: 
004 qaram !!!!.ill! 
NEG.FUT FUT 
ra:Jat-a-!J!IO·y'a 
FUT·come·E·INCH·TH FUT 
No, if he IV11/ start to come I will pull you out 
t-o-ra·yto-yat 
1sgoE·FUT·puU.out-2sg 
[cy!OB/ 
[cyOOBj 
• CONTRASTIVE. Independent pronouns arc used to emphasise arguments which 
arc contrastive or acting counter to expectation. 
E::ample 005 is from a discussion of hunting technique and animal behaviour. It 
clearly shows the contrastive use of the independent personal pronouns: 
005 Waj lyor yomo qejwc t-'-ekwet-y>e-k=m cwor 
DEICT now lsgoABS truly lsgoCOND·go-TH·1Sg:EMPH CONJ 
yato 
2sg.ABS 
n·'·ekwct-y?e-n 
21J·CONDogo·TH·213 
ESLI 
if 
TY RANIS kcj9·•·n 
you wound bear·E·ABS 
cwan yom-in wina n-'-a·rkale-nln 
then 2sg·POSS.3sgABS ~ack.JsgABS 2/J·COND·E·foUow-JsgA.JsgO 
WeJI now, if I go out and you go ?Ut and if you wound a be3r then he would 
follow your tracks [not mine/. [an018j 
Example 006 Is from a text by an eldoUy man about the decay of reindeer herding 
in recent years and the means necessary to improve it. 
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et?ope1 
better 
qanur 
like 
[mac#] 
yajol·qora-yanrct·a·l'·a-t ncmc moo·k 
begin·INF 
anqora 
lhen 
I 
experienced-reindeer-guard·E·PCPL·E·3piABS again 
ue1wo1?·o·k=?m I onk?am I qonur wcc?omt I 
probab,y 
uan 
DEICT 
herd·E·LOC=EMPH and like 
nmc-tan-a n-?-a-n?cl-a-rkanct 
f.?PR-good-AOV 3·COND·E·become·E·3pi.PROG 
[peto#] pet·•·'doiat-o·l?·o·t=?m 
old·E-experienced·E·PCPL·E·3piABS=EMPH 
layi aryanan ye-tc·•·ilnet=?m 
PF·AUX·E·Jpi=EMPH know.VBase 3pi.ERG 
anan-ken=?m 
??-REL3sgABS=EII.?H 
oman-kcn='m 
77-RELJsgABS=EMPH 
If only the experienced herders were ;~gain to begin working at the herd then 
perhaps the situation would become better from It, the old experienced ones, 
they know the situation. /heOBI I 
His use of the full pronoun in the phrase loy! cryonan yetcolinct they know It 
emphasises that it is them, the elderly experienced herdsmen, who know what to 
do, and not anybody else (particularly the youth of tod~y. who have come in for 
some criticism already In this text). 
The diiierent use of personal pronouns in quoted speech will be discussed below. 
However, even in quoted speech personal pronouns can be used in the contrastive 
function, as illustrated In the following two examples. Example 007 is from a story 
about a reindeer sled race. The orphan boy Cokwauaqaj was mocked for his 
aspiration to participate in the race, since he owned no sled or reindeer. However, 
with the aid of a magical ht- ·' · doe, he manages to get prepared for the start of 
the race. 
007 ?eqe-njiw 
bad-uncle.JsgABS 
n-iw-qin 
HAB·say.Jsg 
"angatal ?aman 
of.course INT J 
; . ~yi-rcq·a-rkan r?ela-yta-rkan atlon" 
INTS-do.somelhing·E·PROG race-go.lo·PROG 3sgABS 
Cokwagaqaj 
personal.name.JsgABS 
The bad uncle says, "Wei/look what C>kwayaqaj's doing, he's going racing" 
fcy090/ 
Example 008 shows contrasting first and second person pronoun participants, 
similar to that In example 005 above, but this time contained within a quote: 
008 cakoyet I na-t?am·rer-y?a-n ik-w?l t-a-re·winret·yot yomo I 
sisler.JsgABS INV·bone-seek·TH·3sg say·TH 1sg·E·FUT·help·2sg lsg.ABS 
yamo I II yomo ?fy-u t·O·r·it·y?e=?m I yoto 
lsg.ABS yes lsg.ABS wolf·EQU lsg·E·FUT·be-TH=EMPH 2sgABS 
jokwa·n·o q·1t-yi I anqen ginqcj iw-nin 
duck·AN·EQU INT-be·TH OEM.3sgABS boy.JsgABS say-3sgA.3sgO 
They started searching for the sister's bones. He said, "111 help you, 111... yes, 
111 be a wn/f and you be a duck·. this he said to the boy. ["o075/ 
An independent pronoun Is often used when a person does something counter to 
expectations. Example 009 is from an episode from the same folktale as 007. 
Everybody else has set off In the reindeer sled race, and the boy who was not 
expected to participate manages to set off too, even though he was widely believed 
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to be Incapable of it. The use of the particle nemaqej also Is another indicator that 
the boy's act is unexpected. 
009 otion=?m nemoqej ekwet-y?l 
setoii·TH 
I ana 
3sgABS·EMPH also so 
n·o·lyi-ml?ucir·o·l?et·qln orw·oor n·o·n-kawra-1?aw·J•w·qen 
HAB·E·INTS.circle·E·DUR·3sg sled·REDU?.3sgABS HAB·E·CS~um.over-OUR·COLL-Jsg 
He too set off. but he went around In circles almost on the spot, and turned the 
sled over several times. {cy094/ 
Example 010 is from an episode of another story about a boy who roams about at 
night disguised as a wolf after his parents are asleep. This section emphasises that 
the boy goes to bed at the same time as the parents do, even though we know that 
he will actually spend the night out stalking the Koryaks. 
010 ncmc loyen 
reJIIy 
wuiqotw1k 
become.evening 
neme 
again 
1oyen 
really 
atc?at-y?a-t 
go.lo.bed·TH-Jpl 
otl>a·t 
molher-3piABS also 
cwat atlon ncmaqcj cwat atc7at-y?e 
likewise 3sgABS also likewise go.lo.bed· TH 
Again evening fell, again his parents went to bed, and he roo went to bed. 
{ot062/ 
In exumple 0 II the free personal pronoun is part of a set phrase yamo tiwarkan I 
am saying which the speaker uses when he Is making value judgements about how 
things ought to be and is emphasising that what he is saying is his own personal 
opinion: 
011 e·uelwo1?-o-ke 
PRIV·herd·E·PRIV 
onqena:Jpo 
OEM·ABL 
I 
n?ef·o·k 
become·E·INF 
yam a 
lsg.ABS 
mat-?cnqcc-rkan=?m 
lpl·don"l.wanl·PROG=EMPH 
t-iw-a-rkan 
lsg-say·E·PROG 
?aman 
INTJ 
~mk?am 
and 
et?opei=?m 
probably=EMPH 
wec?am=qun y3jol-qora-yomret-a-l?-crt wa-k=?m 
maybe=once experience-reindeer-guard·E·PCPL·E·3piABS be-INF=EMPH 
waj I 
DEICT 
We resist becoming herd less, and from that, I say, (we are) probably better 
experienced reindeer herders {he084 f 
•CONJUNCTIVE NP. The structure of an NP with associative conjunction is 
described in §9.6.1, and will not be discussed here except to point out that the 
structure of an associative conjunction NP requires the use of a free pronoun 
Irrespective of discourse conditions. The phrase mud yematayan yematayan and 
I /lit. We+ yematayanj In the following Is an example of associative conjunction In 
a noun phrase: 
012 II j?arat wane 
yes very INTJ 
telenjep 
long.ago 
SOROK 
forty 
DEVJATI 
ninlh 
ylwl·k 
year-LOC 
muri 
lpiABS 
ycmatay;m I n-a-qora-nta-rnorc I peecwak-a-k 
personal.name3sgABS HAB·E·reindeer-sland.walch· :~1 nonbreeding.had·E·LOC 
Yes, long ago, In 1949 yematayan and I stood watch over reindeer in the non-
breeding herd. {krl79/ 
L _____ ._ -------------------------- ---------------- -------------
- ----- ------- -- --·- ------·"---·-···-··--· ---·- -· 
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•QUOTED SPEECH. In quoted speech Independent pronouns occur with much 
greater frequen··'Y than In direct speech. There Is usually a clear functional 
motivation for this In the need to establish the participants of the Imaginary 
speech act. However, more frequent use of Independent personal pronouns Is a 
general feature of quoted speech, even In sentences where the free personal 
pronoun Is redundant. In example 013 the first person singular absolutlve pronoun 
yamo is used despite the unambiguous presence of the fitst person agreement 
prefix t-on the verb tare!Jewanjucqiwa I w1/l go looking for a wife. 
013 lw-nln "arJlw-qcj q-a-rayt-a-ye waj I cryatak 
say-3sgA.3sgO uncle-OIM.3sgABS INT-E-go.home·E·TH DEICT tomorrow 
y;,mo !·a-re-ucw-a-nju-cqiw-3" 
1sgABS 1sg-E-FUT-wife·E·seek-PURP-E 
He said to him "Uncle, go home, tomorrow I will go looking fora wife" {cy169/ 
7.3 Indefinite/interrogative pronouns 
There are Indefinite/interrogative pronouns w!th animate and Inanimate reference. 
Both animate and Inanimate forms have a different absolutlve case stem to the 
stem used In other cases: 
F!GU 7 2 I d fi I /" RE n e m te tnterro t atJVC___l!!"OOOUn S -~mS. _ 
Absolutlve stem Non-absolutlve stem 
Animate who?, someone me!Jin(e-)-VH mik-·VII 
Inanimate what?, something t?enut(e-)/c?enut(e·)·VH req-/ceq-·VH 
Through normal allophomc vanatlon of q the req-/ceq- stem has allomorphs r?e-
/c?e- before consonants (see §3.3.1). The non-absolutlve stem takes regular case 
affixes. 
ABSOLUTIVE STEMS r?enut(e-)/c?enut(e·): 
014 waj I c>enut anqcn? 
DEICT what?.ABS that.ABS 
Now what [was he called ... ]? [ot129/ 
015 r?enute-t ra-jaa-u-a-nat? 
what?·ABS.PL FUT-use-TH·E·3pl 
What {pi) wJll you use? [cy066j 
The (e-), which Is not present In the absolutlve singular form, Is nevertheless part 
of the stem. It appears along with derlvat!Qnal morphemes, such as the collective 
form In example 016 and the diminutive In example 017. These pronouns are 
therefore nomlnals of morphological classIc (deleted final vowel; §6.3.1). 
016 wee? am 
maybe 
lay! 
know.Vbase 
ncmaqej 
also 
r?enute·tku-t 
something-COLL·3piABS 
IO!J·o·rkane·t 
AUX-E·PROG-3pl 
yanan 
2sg.ERG 
... perhaps you also know a whole lot of things ... 
!. ___________ --- -- -------
[abS.llj 
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0!7 gcwacqet-c n-iw-a-n 
woman-ERG 3pl-say·E·3sg 
PRONOUNS 
"okkojl 
INTJ 
waj menine-qcl 
DEICT who-DIM.3sgABS 
125. 
waj q·•·caJ-o·rkan 
DEICT INT-E-tea-CONSUME·PROG 
menqo?" 
whither? 
kake 
INTJ 
wane-qaj 
INTJ-DIM 
qon-qora-1>-eyat 
one-reindeer-NMZR-2sgABS 
The women said to him, "Whos this? Drink some teal Well well, you've got 
one reindeer ... Where have you come from?" [cy104j 
The Interrogative/indefinite pronouns have a slightly Irregular possessive 
derivation; they have the absolutlve forms req;m and mikan for both singular 
ami plural agreement with the possessed (see 018). 
018 kola kolol anjlw-qej 
INT J INT J uncle-DIM.3sgABS 
Oho, uncle, whose reindeers? 
mlk-a-n 
who?-E·POSS.3sgABS 
go ra-t? 
reindeer-3piABS 
[cy053/ 
The verb iw- say takes an Interrogative/Indefinite 0 In the possessive rather than 
the pure absolutlve. This Is a lexical peculiarity of this particular verb .. 
019 req·•·n='m qol anjiw-qej n-lw-qin? 
what?·E·POSS.ABS=EMPH QUANT.3sgABS uncle-DIM.3sgABS HAB-say-3sg 
What does the other uncle say? [cy073j 
The extended intransitive verb iw-ls further discussed In §I !.3. 
The Interrogative and indefinite functions of the pronoun are distinguished 
contextually, usually by Intonation. E:xample 020 shows this distinction with the 
pronoun In the instrumental case. 
020 req·e ye:Jet·lyot? 
whal?·INST PF-come-2sg 
What did you come by? [na08/:7j 
Many languages provide series of different indefinite pronouns used In different 
functions, such as the English types someone, anyone, noone or the Russian koe-kto, 
kto-to, kto-nibud: kto-libo, ni-kto (Haspelmath 1997). Chukchi has only one type of 
Indefinite pronoun, and, unsurprlslngly, it has a wide range oF functions. The 
Chukchi indefinite pronouns can apparently carry out all the functions typical of 
Indefinite pronouns, as described by Haspelmath (1997:63-64). 
Example 021 shows an Indefinite pronoun indicating someone/something which Is 
SPECIFIC and KNOWN to the speaker. This contrasts to example 022, which 
represents someone/something SPECIFIC, the identity of which Is UNKNOWN to the 
'>!Jeaker. 
SPECIFIC KNOWN 
021 yomnan=>m waj r>enut t·ra-tW·3·u-a-n 
1sgERG=EMPH DEICT somelhing.3sgABS 1 sg-FUT·lell.about·E • TH· E·3sg 
otr?ec=>m n·a-lyl·n·lwl-a·qln 
aii=EMPH HAB·E·INTS·HAB-Iong-E-3sg 
Hm, I wi/1 I tell about something. only Its a long one ... [ka37/ 
------ ___ [j ________ --------------------- -----
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SPECIFIC UNKNOWN 
022 c !)Cckkc·turl mcnln ewot onqcn 
INTJ daughJer·3piABS some<Jne.3sgABS so DEM.3sgABS 
mac-jetann-a-twa-rkom omqen ncw-a-nju-1?-a-n [ ... ) 
scems·be.rcady·E·RESULT·PROG DEM.3sgABS woman·E·scck·PCPL·E·3sgABS 
Oh daughters. Jet someone be ready. This is the suir.or [for you} ... [cy21B/ 
Example 023 shows the NON·SPECIFIC 'lrrcalls' use of the Indefinite pronoun. In 
this story somebody passes through a fire unscathed: 
NON·SPECIFIC 
023 wclct r?cnut ye-mec-talw-e l;,ycn tem-~~nlnc-mil 
if.even something.JsgABS COM·APPR·bUm·VBase really : .MPH-same·ADV 
And Jfanythingevenslightly burned. [no, j it remained like it was [cyi97/ 
Other irrealls uses. like polar questions (example 024) and conditionals (example 
025) are also attested: 
POLAR QUESTi~JN 
024 r?cnut bla-nwa-k lun-J?u-tc 
somcthing.JsgABS go-PLACE·LOC NEG-see·NEG 
Did(n'c} you see anything on the way? 
CONDITIONAL 
025 tlte mlk-o-ne 
when some<Jne·E·ERG 
anqen 
DEM.3sgABS 
ye·n·•·mloU·ew-lln 
PF-CS·E-wound·CS·Jsg 
anqen winwa-t qonp;, layi rt-ine-ly·<»·qin 
DEM.JsgABS track-3piABS always know.Vbase HAB·TR·AUX·E·3sg 
fna084:01/ 
When/if somebody has wounded him [a bear/ then he always knows their 
tracks [anOiS/ 
Although the lndefinltcllntcrrogativc pronouns can be negated with the privative 
case, the they can also be used In negative sentences without any modification 
(example 026). Privative case Indefinite pronouns are used for negative cxlstentlals 
(see §18.4 and example 027 below). 
026 on-ka-tayn·epo meuln 
DEM·TH·EDGE·ABL someone.3sg 
Since then noone got sick. 
lun·t>ol·e 
NEG·fall.sick·NEG 
[nb055.3/ 
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027 yomnan tlte 
1sgERG then 
t-a-watom-a-n 
1sg·E·heor·E·3sg 
ml!)k• 
how 
n·o-nu:Jw ... qln 
HAJl.E-eaJ·COLL·E·3sg 
naqam 
but 
janet 
first 
r?cnut 
something 
!JDnraqanate·t 
kind.ol.root·3piABS 
n·o·nu·JW·•·qlnet=>m onqo 
HAJl.E.eaJ·COLL·E·3pi=EMPH then 
qanut an-in amal?-cta qcce:Jar?-~n qanut (nine ... ] 
fike 1sg·POSS.3sgABS aii·ADV gut·conleniS·E·,sgABS fike 
u!r;e c·rcg·•·ke n·•·n>cl·qln I 
NEG.EXI PRIV·something·E·PRIV HAB·E·become.Jsg 
atc>at·•·!J!)O·k jolq·•·!J!)<>-k 
go.to.bed·E·INCH·SEO. sleep·E·INCH·SEQ 
But I heard it some lime how it first eats something. Jt eats [a kind of root/. 
then like all its gut contents like. become without anything. upon starling to go 
to bed. starling to sleep. [an057/ 
There arc two Indefinite pronoun functions I have no Information for. The use of 
Indefinite pronouns as STANDARD OF COMPARISON ('This tastes worse than 
anything I've had before'; Haspelmath 1997:2,33-37) Is difficult to evaluate, since 
the Chukchi comparative does not normally use an overt standard of comparison 
(§16.6). The FREE CHOICE function of Indefinite pronouns Is also not attested (e.g. 
'Anybody can come to the kolxoz disco'; Haspelmath 1997:48-51). 
There Is a special prefiX im· (perhaps related to the em--am· restrictive prefix; 
§8.1 0.3) which derives a pronoun with the meaning everything from the Inanimate 
Indefinite pronoun. With this prefix the Interrogative reading of the pronoun Is 
Impossible. 
028 onqoro onqcn (#] qaa·nm·at·o·1>at·•·k=>m cama 
then DEM.JsgABS reindeer·kiii·TH·E·DUR·E·SEQ=EMPH and 
n·•·tcnnou·qlnct=>m I cama [#) wane·ra·k n·o-twa-qcn 
HAB·E·calch.fish·3pi=EMPH and sew·house·LOC HAJl.E·be-Jsg 
lm-o·r>cnut n-o·tcjk·•·qln wll-u=>m I cama onqcn I 
REST-E·somelhing HAB·E·make-E·3sg trade·EQU and DEM.JsgABS 
cowqoc·cto [ ... ) 
state.Jann·ALL 
Then after the [autumn/ reindeer slaughter they fished, they were In the 
sewing-house. they made everything for trade. and for the state farm... [he049/ 
02g kola TARPASA·t im-o-r?enut n·ine-tejk·o·i>et·qln 
INTS booiS·3piABS REST·E-something HAB·TR·make·E·DUR-3sg 
She's already made a complete pair of fur boots. [kelOO/ 
This prefix Is rare. The same prefiX occurs with req· when it Is used as a verb stem 
(do something). giving a form im·a·req- do everything: 
030 II onqen 
yes DEM.JsgABS 
winret-tumy-a-n 
hclp·friend·E-3sgABS 
mury·ln 
1pi·POSS.3sgABS 
yopi-1>-a-n 
do.house.wori<-PCPL·E· 3sgABS 
loyen 
really 
im-<»-req-a-k 
REST·E·do.something·E·INF 
Yes, that's our houseworker. our helper to do everything. 
cam a 
and 
I 
[cy334/ 
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031 II onqo 
yes lhen 
an-in ncncnc-t 
3sg·POSS.3sgABS baby·3piABS 
n-lne-lyl-teg-•·n·•·'()ul-ew-qlnet 
HAB·TR·INTS·EMPH·E·CS·E·Ieam.TH·3pl 
lm-a-req·OJ·k i.ayen tcu-lm-a-reg-a-k 
RESH·do.somelhing·E·!Ii• really EMPH·REST·E·do.somelhing·E-INF 
And then how does she teach her children to do everything? [an044j 
The interrogative pronoun may be incorporated when it occurs in the same 
nominal slot as a fuli nour.. As with other occurrences of incorporation uf nominal 
modifiers, this is obligatory in non-absolutive case roles and optional in the 
absoiutive. Example 032 shows the phrasal construction r?enutet ejwelqeytl 
what orphans? and the incorporational construction r?ayatle what bird? in 
juxtaposition. In the absolutive case these two strategies arc distinguishr i 
pragmatically (§19.3). The phrasal construc:ion is preferred when the noun ha, 
number marking, and number marking is more likely when the noun has human 
reference or is otherwise highly individuated. 
032 ce r?cnute-t eiwcl-gcy-ti 
INTJ whatABS·3piABS crphan·DIM·3piABS 
nutc-k 
land-LOC 
anqcn:::?riJ. r?a-yatlc ajna-uno-'c? 
this=EMPH what?·bird.JsgABS cry·INCH·TH 
n-cna-pcla-torc:c? 
llAB-TR·Ieave·2pl 
Oh what orphans have you left In the tundra? What kind of bird is that 
crying? (jo084/ 
033 okkoj mcj! I loyl-rcq-?lno onnatal tan·wcn?om [ ... ] 
INTJ INTJ INTS·what?·WOif.JsgABS of.course INTS·INTJ 
Oh, what kind ofwolfls this? It's too much!... {ot056/ 
1.4 Demonstrative pronouns 
Most of the demonstrative pronouns are formed using the same stems as deictic 
adverbs and particles (§15.6). They arc graded for distance from speaker: 
!]otqen(a-) this< •!Jut·VH.q•V11.ine-VH (cf. !]Ut.ri "here") 
!Janqen(a·) that< •!Jen·VII.q•VH.ine·VH (cf. gan deiCtiC particle) 
!Jaanqen(a-), !JOonqen(a-) that yonder 
The forms naanqen(a-) and !JOOnqen(a-) cannot be used in contrast to each other, 
and seem to be no more than styilstic variants. Ail these demonstratives can also 
be used anaphorically, although the remaining demonstrative anqen(a-) (sec 
below) is most common in this function. Examples 034 and 036 iiiustratc the 
deictic function of these demonstratives, while example 035 shows a demonstrative 
used for discourse functions, reactivating a referent which had been previously 
mentioned. 
034 II ?ol·o·tkon·o·k 
yes snow·E·TOP·E·LOC 
qamc-twa-t-OJ-k" I 
eat·RESULT-TH·E·INF 
[ ... ) 
"q-lnc-pet-y?l 
INT-TR·bulcher·TH 
am-notgcna-ta 
REST·this·INST 
Yes, on the snow. "Butcher me, only eat these bits" {he said] {kel32j 
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035 
036 
[ ... ] otla Dangen layen 
molher.3sgABS DEM.3sgABS really 
... that mother would definitely run away 
q-lk-wl Daanrum qaa:Jn·•·n 
kolo 
INTS 
INT-say·TH DEM.3sgABS reindeer·AUG·E·3sgABS 
wetaweta 
deflllit~y 
gaj-ecy·cta 
hill·faD·All 
n-a.yantew·qln 
HAJl.E-run.away.Jsg 
{aa2.30j 
q-a-n-cejw-cc-rkan nacya-kemce-rp?o-corm-a:Jaal-kcna-1?-a-n 
INT·E·CS·wander·CS·PROG left·curly·lfur?J·EDGE·E·rear·REL-NMZR·E·3sgABS 
Say "Drive yonder big reindeer with the ldtslde curly back fringe lower down 
on the hi/J"I {krl87j 
The remaining demonstrative pronoun is formed from the 3rd person singular 
stem: 
onqen(a-) this, that< •on·VH·c;·VH.ine·VH (cf. an- 3sg) 
This demonstrative has identical morphosyntactic behaviour to the others, but 
differs in that it is not graded for distance. It is used mostly in discourse tracking 
functions. Typologically it is not uncommon to have words in a dear paradigmatic 
relationship with demonstratives which arc neutral with respect to distance 
(Himmelmann 1996:211); and the form anqen is clearly of this type. Most 
examples of demonstratives in texts are forms of anqen(a-). 
037 
038 
laycn 
reaDy 
remk-o.-n q;Jilur loyen=?m 
really=EMPH 
rapet 
?uri 
71 
folk-E·3sgABS l~e 
n-a-qar?acct-qcn 
HAB·E·compele·3sg 
n·a-mlyclrct·qln=?m II 
HAB·E-work·3Sg=EMPH 
l3yen 
really 
even 
q;,r?acet-a 
compete·VBase 
rcmk-3-n 
folH-JsgABS 
n·lt-qin 
HAS.AUX.JsgABS 
laycn 
really 
C"tnk?am 
and 
angena-ipOJ='m 
DEM·ABL=EMPH 
q;mur 
like 
n-arojw-?aw 
ADJ·strong·ADV 
n·o-lc-qin 
HAS.E-go-3sg 
rcmk-•·n miyclrct-o-k II 
folk·E-3sgABS work·E·INF 
So it's like people, people tried really hard, competing as they work. And from 
that it's like people went stronger in their work. {he028-029/ 
anqcna-ta 
DEM·INST 
cit amalwan wa-1?-o-t 
be·PCPL-E-3p1ABS first variously 
qac;,mcna· t='m 
NEG.ID-3pi=EMPH 
ye-tcnannan-lin 
PF-call-3sg 
n;mna-1?-a-t='m 
name·NMZR·E·3piABS=EMPH 
layen 
reaDy 
[ ... ) 
ank?am 
and 
omgena-n-o 
DEM·AN·EQU 
Because of this first there were various ... they didn't have these names, only 
later they started to call them these. {kr043/ 
The non-deictic demonstrative form anqen frequently occurs preceded by one of 
the deictic particles waj or raj/caj (§ 15.4) and these pairings seem to behave !ike 
deictic demonstratives (the other deictic particle !Jan is already cognate with the 
demonstrative !Janqen, and combine with anqen). Generaily they are used 
' This Is a tongue· twister; § 12.5.1. 
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to Introduce new participants, as !n examples 039 and 040. There is no 
phonological way of C:ctermlnlng whether these arc separate words since both 
stems have dominant vowel harmony and so there Is no possibility of triggering 
vowel alternation. Literate speakers tend to write them separately, but 
occasionally join them. 
039 wa!-ongcn nlrkonut I mcnln I nan 
040 
DEICT-DEM.JsgABS 7! who? DEICT 
Tolcl?-o-wotr-o-qcj I ?Omron-cn ckok 
personal.name-E-similar-E-DIM.JsgABS personal.name-POSS.JsgABS son.JsgABS 
There's that one, what's he called, who looks like TalePm, 'Omr.m's son. 
caf-angen 
DEICT-DEM.JsgABS 
ncmoqcj 
also 
n-o-pocwctyaw-qcn [ ... ] 
HAB-E-converse-3sg 
anp·a·ucw 
old-E-woman.3sgABS 
That there old woman too, she's quite talkative ... 
ar?ala 
quite 
[kr006/ 
[kr/77/ 
However, example 041 shows the word order onqenat r;U with apparently the 
same dclctic demonstrative meaning: 
041 cmqena-t 
DEM-3p!ABS 
raj 
DEICT 
Wareen-tan!)-o-naw-o-t loycn 
Vaegi-stranger-E-WOMAN-E-3p!ABS really 
Those there stranger women from Vaegi are very, very bad. 
tcn·'ctki:Jn-•-t 
INTS-bad-AUG-E-3piABS 
[otOSO/ 
The distal demonstratives (I.e. apart from notqcn here and onqcn. which isn't 
graded for distance) In the third singular absolutlve form are also used as deictic 
adverbs with directional meaning (see also § 15.6). Most of the seeming dcictic 
dernonstratives In texts are actually examples of this type of delctlc adverb: 
042 nc-n-pelq-cw-o-n pclqct-c lt-y?l nc-n:Jalyot-at-o-n 
3pi-CS-die-CS-E-3sg die-VBose be-TH 3pi-CS-nomadise-CS-E-3sg 
They left him to die, he died, they drove him away/thither. 
nangcn 
DEM.3sgABS 
{jo/22/ 
Speakers lengthen the Initial vowel of naanqen and noonqen as an Iconic way of 
emphasising distance: 
043 onnin=?m 
thus=EMPH 
n·o•yrotku-qln 
HAB-E-slaughter-3sg 
ten-em-rantanet-c 
EMPH-CONV-divide-CONV 
• !Ja:a:a:a:ngen 
yonder.JsgABS 
n·lne-lyl-n:Joqunt-cw-qin=?m 
HAB-TR-INTS-CS-go.far.away-CS-3sg=EMPH 
Thus he slaughtered meat, butchering it, way off yonder he took it. 
7.5 Quantifier pronouns 
{jo053/ 
There are two quantifier pronouns stems, omol?o a// and qut- one, some. They 
both decline according to tifo high anlmnte declension In non-absolutlve contexts 
(§6.2). 
Any inf:ected form of omol?o-that Is, any form except for the third person 
absolutlve-ls declined as a plural. Example 044 shows It as a first person plural 
..:C;.:;h:=ac.pt:.:e::..r.:..7 __ ~--· -·· ____ ...;P..:R:.:O::.:N.::cOU:::Nc::~:__ __________ !:l3~1. 
absolutive, and e:cample 045 shows it in the possessive indicating a high animate 
plural possessor. 
OH [ ..• ] I mot-ra-pojyol?at-• omof?o-more ar•natal 
of. course 
045 
1pi-FUT-spear.fighi·E aU-1piABS 
anka man·a-nm·a·yat 
here 1pi.INT-E-kiii·E-2sg 
... we1/ all fight with spears, and there of course we1/ kll/ you. 
n-•·lyl-n-ec?-ew-qeet nan nclwol?-o-t 
HAB·E·INTS-CS-fat-CS-3pl DEICT herd-E-3p!ABS 
nutrllo (#] n-o-koral-o-tko-cqew-qcnat 
hither HAB-E-conai-E-USE-PURP-3pl 
tan-amal?o-ry-en=?m 
INTJ-all-3pi-POSS.3sgABS•EMPH 
I loyen [ano] 
really 
n-a-qaa-yt-at-qen remk·a-n n-a-qaa-jonrat-qen [ ... ] 
HAB-E -reindeer-drive-TH-3sg foil<-E -3sgABS HAB· E -reindeer-wean-Jsg 
[ot083/ 
I 
They fattened up herds, everyone's [deer/ theycorra/Jed hither, the folk drove 
the deer, weaned them. [heOSB/ 
It is common for omol?o to occur as an absolutive NP in its own right. It generally 
takes plural verb agreement, such as 046, but it can also take singular (or 
unmarked for number) agreement, as in 047. 
046 qaram-cwan layen amal?o n-ena-ponl')c-genat 
NEG-INTS really aii.ABS IIAB-TR-cut.off-3pl0 
It was hopeless, he cut them all off. [ot07Bj 
Although It Is not overtly marked, according to the habitual verb paradigm 
(§10.3.2) the agreement of the verb nenatonpoqen in the example 047 is 
unambiguously 3sgA and 3sg0: 
047 II I ano qut-o-nc=?m cama 
aild 
pojy-o-n 
spear-E-3sgABS 
n-lnc-nr·•·qln 
HAB-TR-hold-E-3sg yes so QUANT-E-ERG=EMPH 
tumy-ln 
friend-POSS.JsgABS 
pojy-o-n 
spear-E-3sgABS 
anqena-ta 
OEM-ERG 
amal?o 13yen n-ena-tanp-a-gen 
aii.ABS really HAB·TR-stab-E-3sg 
yoryola-ta 
above-ADV 
n-o-rinc-mjet-qln 
HAB-E-ny-charge-3sg 
Yes, and the other one was holding the spear, that one was holding his friends 
spear, he flew above them, stabbed them a//. {jol J Jj 
Within absolutive noun phrases omol?o can also occur with singular (example 
048) or plural (example 049) nomlnals; these nomlnals (not amol?o) determine verb 
number agreement. 
048 ;:,ma]?o remk-a-n I pol-tc'(jcn-clt-e 
RECIP-desire-ADVERS-VBase 
049 
aii.3ABS folk·E-3sgABS 
A// the people were /J~ing in harmony ... 
orw-a-t amal?o 
sled·E·lp!ABS aii.ABS 
wajanrela 
thither 
qaca-yta ra-J?at-cn-ncnat 
beside-ALL CS-move-CS-3sgA.3piO 
ajmak-o-k 
carcass-E-LOC 
He dragged a// the sleds there to the carcasses 
n-lt-qln 
HAB-AUX-3sg 
[ ... ] 
[he067j 
[cy437j 
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The quantifier qut- occurs in singular and plural. In the singular it meilns one, 
another or theotht. and In the plural it means some or the others. 
The absoiutive singular has the irregular form qol: 
050 neme .!!!!! I >olet-o-k jawren-a=>m 
also QUANT.3sgAilS snow-E-SEQ next.year-CONV=EMPH 
nemc annan-matb!)·qaw n?cl-y?i=?m 
also one·fiVe-ADV becomc-TH=EMPH 
Also another {herd], after the snow fell, the next year again a sixth [herd] came 
to be. /he038] 
The absolutive plural Is formed regularly, but does not der.llne like a high animate: 
051 gut-ti=>m SPAT I jolqct-r>u-y>c·t 
QUANT-3p!ABS=EMPH sleep sleep-COLL-TH-3pl 
The others sleep. /ke021/ 
The quantifier takes high animate declensions in non-absoiutive contexts; thus, the 
ergative singular is qutonc, and ergative plural qutorok-qutocok: 
CIS2 anqo 
COi'IJ 
I gut·a-ne 
QUANT-E-AN.ERG 
l>u-nln 
see-3sgA.3sgO 
qotloyl onko n-o-twa-qcnl 
seems here HAB-E-be-3sg 
qoylte 
look! 
Then, one ofthem s"w him, "Look, there he is!" 
gan 
DEICT 
gaanqcn 
yonder 
053 gut-o-cok ont?aq onqcn n-o-tci-tku-jw•o·qln I 
QUANT-E-ANpi.ERG CONJ DEM.3sgABS HAB·E-cut-ITER-COLL·E·3;g 
KOLPASA pcacam-o:Jg·o-n I ( ... ] 
sausage sausage-E-AUG-E-3sgABS 
Others now cut the prerem-sausage .... 
{ke049/ 
/ke219] 
As modifiers within noun phrases, forms of qut- agree with the number of the NP 
head: 
054 
055 
anqora ncme I [#] ncmc anka jawrcn-a:::?m 
!hen also also here next.year-AOV=EMPH 
lgqun pefcway-jonr-at·a·k=?m omo I 
so.lhat spring-wean-TH-E-SEQ=EMPH also 
neme 9!!1 velwal na-n-tomy-aw-a-n 
also QUANT.3sgABS herd.3sgABS 3pi-CS-exist-CS-E-3sg 
Then again, again there the next year after the spring weaning too, agfJJ.~ chey 
made another herd. /he035/ 
gan=?m 
OEICT=EMPH 
ya-r?cla-yt-o-lcnat 
PF-race-go.Io-E-3pl 
?orawetl?a-t anpanacy-a-t 
person-3p!ABS old.man-E-3p!ABS 
qut-ti 
QUANT-3p!ABS 
I 
Well, some people went to a race, old peoplP. /keOOI/ 
The following example ;hows both the quantifiers combined In a single NP: 
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056 omol?o gut-t! tom-o-tko-jw-o-nena-t 
ali.3ABS olher-3p!ABS kili·E·COLL-COLL·E-3sgA.3piO 
He kJI/ed all the others. [at liS] 
The quantifier qut- has ?.n allomorph qulle- which is used 
suffixes (examples 057 and 058) and in incorporation (059). 
w:th derivational 
057 
058 
059 
guile-gel panena n-?atca.-qen 
QUANT-DIM.3sgABS still HAB-wait-3sg 
The other little one is stJIJ waiting 
golla-fg·•-n=>m 
QUANT-AUG-E-3sgABS=EMPH 
?lna=?m 
woll.3sgABS=EMPH 
n-o-palomtef-qen n-apaqatla-twa-qen 
HAB·E·hear-3sg HAB-Iie-RESULT-3sg 
I loyen 
really 
optararo 
lar.oii.AOV 
[otiiO] 
The other one, that wolf. heard this from far off. [where{ he was lying on his 
stomach. {jo103} 
r?cfa-yt-a-1?-a-t 
race-go.lo-E-PCPL·E-3p!ABS 
jct-y>c-t 
come-TH-3pl 
gan 
OEICT 
The racers came, J'rom the other camp. 
I ,nolla·nClm-yapa 
QUf,NT-se!llemeni·ALL 
{ke036/ 
7.6 Argument-like adverbs 
There are several adverbs which semantically overlap with pronouns, but which do 
not have case forms. These include comqok others (§7.6.1), cinit self(§7.6.2), and 
a series of person marked restrictive forms, e.g. amyomnan alone, by myself. 
amtnorya~oan alone, by ourselves (§7.6.3). These words belong to a subclass of 
adverbs with the distinctive behaviour that they can act as modifiers within a noun 
phrase (§4.8.5). 
7.6.1 Quantifier adverb camqak 
The quantifier adverb comqak acts syntactically llke an absolutive case quantifier 
pronoun, but does not have any morphological variation and does not mark any 
nominal syntactic categories (such as number). It either occurs as a modifier In a 
noun phrase (see 062). Example 060 apparently shows comqak with the 0 role of a 
transitive verb, and example 061 shows It apparently In the S role of an 
intransitive. However, In both Instances the argument of the verb Is specified by 
the form of the verb, thus comqok is an adverb modifier of a zero-pronominal 
head: 
060 cama loycn comgok n-lne-plpk-a-lwl-qinet 
and really olhers HAB-TR-ankle-E-cul-3pl 
And he just cut the others' ankles with his Jitde spear. 
pojy-a-qa-a 
spear-E-DIM-INST 
[ot074] 
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061 11 tan·om-toyc nan co pet [mel] camg<~k laycn 
yes EMPH-7-know OEICT even others really 
>aqa·tW·O·IJ=>m I [etc! ... ] an I laycn=?m 
IMPOSS-speak·E·AOV=EMPH INTJ rcally=EMPH 
rann-a-tw-a=?m kcjrnentn omo camqak 
stranger·E·speak-VBase=EMPH ?? also others 
by-?orawctl?a-t nan alama 
AUTil·person·lpiABS OEICT you.know 
Yes, and I know /Ike even ... some were Impossible to talk to [The Yukha ... j oh. 
and some spoke Russian [or "foreign "j also, Chukchis you know. [kr034/ 
This particle usually has human reference, but can Indicate non-humans and 
lnanlmates as well, e.g. kantemkan camqak some loi/Jes [kr238) (see example 032 
§5.6.3). Example 062 shows camqak together with amaJ?o, the quantifier pronoun 
all to form a noun phrase: 
062 n-iw-qin .. itak-cwan l;:,ycn cahlq<tk amal7o t-a-tku-nct" [ ... ] 
HAB-say-Jsg so-INTS really others aii.JABS 1sg-E-anihildte-3pl 
He said "As It happens I simply IViped out all the others"... {otl23/ 
7.6.2 Reflexive adverb and reflexive relational pronoun 
The form cinit selfls not a pronoun (or any sort of nominal) since It doesn't have 
case forms. It Is used to emphasise the fact that an argument acted alone, by Itself. 
There need not be any overt nominal argument for it to modify: zero-pronominal 
from the verb Is sufficient. The form only occurs with agentlve arguments (I.e. A or 
s, syntactic role). Example 063 has two Instances of cinit, the first refers to and S 
and the second to an A: example 064 shows cinit referring to an A: 
063 qol la'{Cn 
one.JsgABS really 
clnlt 
self 
n-cnom.at·:l·l'at-qcrt 
HAB·E·tie.load-E-OUR-Jsg 
cinit rctcin·:l·t n-inctril-qirtet orw-a-k 
self roof·E·3piA8S HAB·E-patk·3pl sled·E·LOC 
This other one tied up the load by herself. packed the roof by herself on the 
sled. · [cy297/ 
OG4 neme on·ln I wenqora:Jn·>·n 
again Js;-POSS.JsgABS hamess.doe·AUG·E·ABS 
kon>u-nln [ ... ] 
lasso-3sgA.3sgO 
Again he lassoed his harness doe himself .... 
ctnlt 
self 
[cy/19} 
Chukchi dr·c·ll'l't have any morphological refiexlvlsatlon sn~tegles: certain verbs 
can be ,.. ''" : ,, ' .• 'd as lexical reflexives, and cinit can be used to support the 
reflexive cc~''';!g (see §11.7}. 
There Is also a reflexive pronoun cinitkin one's own derived from cinit with the 
relational suffix (§8.7.2). This form Is a true nominal (and semantically a pronoun), 
although It rarely occurs In non-absolut:ve forms for semantic reasons. Unlike 
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cinlt, It doesn't necessarily refer to a particular syntactic role. In the following the 
Identity of the possessor Is ambiguous: 
065 Nutckew-ne Majkal·a·na 
personal.name-ERG personal.name·E·ALL 
clnlt·kln >vltacy·a-n 
self·RELJsgABS mnunic-E-JsgABS 
ra:Jp·an-nen 
CAUS-wear-JsgA.JsgO 
Nutekew dressed his overtunic on Michael (I.e. N. dressed MIn his overtunlc). 
[nb075.1/ 
Example 066 contrasts the reflexive particle and the reflexive relational pronoun: 
OGG loyen [#] I clnlt kan>u-ntn wenqora:Jn·•·n II 
really $elf lasso-JsgA.JsgO hamess.doe-AUG·E-JsgABS 
an-tn ctntt-kln 
Jsg-POSS.JsgABS self-RELJsgABS 
Well... himself he lassoed the harness doe. [It was} his very own. [cy082-083/ 
The form cinitl<in is also used as a noun meaning relatives, kinfolk. 
7.6.3 Restrictive pronominal adverbs 
There are a set of adverbs meaning alone which can have person-number marking. 
These forms are derived from lnstrumentaVergatlve case personal pronouns with 
the restrictive prefLx cm-·VH. 
FtGURE 7.3. Restrlctlve_]ll'onomlnal adverbs. 
Singular Plural 
1st person amyamnan 
2nd person amyanan 
3rd person ~ .. nanan 
amm.oryanan 
amtoryanan 
amaryanan/amaccanan 
In all person and number combinations the person+number marked forms can be 
substituted by the third-person stngt•lar form. The unmarked 3sg form occurs 
commcnly In contexts where there Is an evert pronoun argument also present: the 
person marked forms are only obltgatory when there Is no overt personal pronoun. 
Restrictive advetb with person-number marking: 
067 lk-w>i ammorvanan layen q·a:Jet·y·a·tak I 
say-TH REST.lpiAOV really 1Nf.E-come-TH·E·2rl 
tayen q·•:Jot-y-a-tak [ ... ] 
really INT-E·t'iiiie·l'"it·':-2pl 
He sale!, We are alone, you come [out}, come [out}/" {jo006j 
In exampk 067 thP. fir;t-person plural restrictive adverb appears prcdlcatlvely: It 
could be considered to be functioning as a verb base, as an auxiliary verb could be 
a :lded to make :his an ar.alytlc verb. 
Restrictive adverbs usually appear without person-number marking when they 
modify a nominal which Is overtly e:<pressed: 
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068 a.m~man lale-t 
eye-3piABS 
rc·nu-y-a-nct 
rUT-eat-TH·E·3pl 
[ ... ) 
only 
Eat just the eyes ... ljo040j 
In example 069 the non-pcrsnn marking form is used in· the first sentence, where 
three is an overt personal pronoun, e.g. yamo amanan me myself. and the person· 
marking form is used in the second sentence, where there is no overt nominal, e.g. 
amyanan yourself. 
069 yamo amoman y;man ena-yto-y?e? II 
lsgABS only ZsgERG INV-pull.out-TH 
II layen tag-amyanan II 
yes really INTJ-only.Zsg 
"Did you bear only me?" {i.e. "Am Iyouronlychild?"j- "Yes, you're the only 
one· {ot0/4-015} 
In this example the restrictive adverb tagamyanan you alone Is the sole exponent 
of an NP in a zero•copula existential construction (see § 17 .2.4). 
--- ------------- --------------- -------------- ----- -------- ------------ ---------------·· t_ 
8 
Nominal derivation 
8.1 Introduction 
Nominal derivation Includes derivation with morphosyntactic functions. such as 
forming nomlnals from stems of other word classes (e.g. participles), or deriving 
nomlnals which are related to other nomlnals In an NP (possco;slve and relational). 
and purely semantic derivations, which modify the meaning of a stem without any 
morphosyntactic changes (e.g. spatial derivations). 
• WORD CLASS CHANGING DERIVATIONS. The first part of this chapter (§8.2-4) will 
mainly focus upon deverbal nomlnallsatlons, which are Interesting from a 
morphosyntactlc point of view as they show formal Influence of verbal grammatical 
categories and verbal semantics (particularly in the areas of transitivity and 
aspect). Section §8.2 describes the behaviour of participles, which are deverbal 
nouns or!ented towards one of the underlying core syntactic roles (S, A. 0) of the 
verb st~m. The main participle-forming suffix also forms nomlnals from other 
classt;S, described In §8.3. Section §8.4 describes the action nomlnallsatlon, which is 
another deverbal noun derivation. Action nouns refer to the action/event of the 
verh in the abstract, without syntactic orientation towards any underlying 
argument. With participles and action nouns, nominallsatlon follows verbal 
derivational affixation. There are also deiidjectlval nominals, and nomlnals formed 
from adverbs, particles, numerals, and even interjections. Some of these 
nomina!lser affixes also combine with noun sterns. These combinations. are also 
classified as nominallsatlon (and dealt with in this chapter) due to the formal 
similarities with other sorts of nominallYitlon, and also because of the semantic 
and functional similarities-the main being that a nominallsation of a ncun stem 
has different reference to the noun stem alone. whereas other lexical derivations of 
nouns have the same basic : ~ference (e.g. from the noun stem qora· reindeer the 
nomlnallsed form qorallan means reindeer owner, not the reindeer itself, but a 
non-word-class changing lexical derivation such as the augmentative qorajgan big 
::-eindeercan refer to the same reindeer as the underived stem). 
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Section §8.5 considers a number of other derivational affixes which form nouns 
with more complex semantics, such as 'place', 'Instrument' and 'container'. In §8.6 
the various ways o~ deriving personal names are discussed. 
The main nominallser affix Is the suffix -1?-, which can form nomlnals from all 
classes with a number of functions (§§8.2-3). Other nomlnalisers Include -jo 
(passive participle; §8.2), -yary-•VH (action noun; §8.4). -n/-nwa-•VH (place of 
activity; §8.5), -newVHI-newat·VH (names of and terms for women; §8.6) and -wji 
(names of men; §8.6). These nomlnalisers are more limited than -1?-, both In the 
classes of stems which they can derive from and In the number of functions which 
they carry out. 
•POSSESSIVE AND RELATIONAL FORMS. Section §8.7 describes the possesslv" and 
relational derivations of Chukchi. These forms have a 'genitive' meaning. but 
function like a derived verb stem, not like a case form. Possessive and relational 
forms can act as head nouns In NPs, but more usually function as modlners 
(§9.2.2). 
•SEMANTIC DERIVATIONS. Sections §§8.8-10 describe a number of derivational 
affixes which modify word meaning without any syntactic function; these Include 
some spatial derivations, speaker evaluation (diminutive and augmentative) artd 
quantitative "' rlvations such as collectives and Intensifiers. 
8.2 Participles 
There are two participle suffixes occurring with verb stems with positive polarity; 
the active participle suffix -17- and the passive participle suffix -jo (plural -jot-te). 
When a verb stem Is negated (either by the negative circumftX e-_-ka·Vfl or the 
orefix 1U!J·), t!;o participle sulftx -17- forms both active and passive participles 
depending on the transitivity of the verbal stem (lntransitives form active 
participles, transltlves form passives, see below). The suffix -17- occurs very 
frequently In Chukchi, and also derives nouns from stems of other word classes 
(§8.3). 
The -17- participles can be active or, with negative polarity, passive. fhe -jo 
participle has only positive polarity and Is only passive. The key grammatical 
difference between the -17- participle and the -jo participle Is that the -jo participle 
Is resultative and the -17- participle Is non-resultative ( Haspelmath 1993:157-162). 
This means that the existence of the entity referred to by the -jo participle Implies 
a previous event; the -17- participle carries no such Implication. The functional 
correlation between passive and resultative Is well attested (see Nedjalkov & 
Jaxtonov 1988:17), and the clustering of passive and resultatlve In Chukchi 
positive polarity participles Is typologically well motivated. In the negative the 
passive Is not resultative, as by definition there has been no prior event, and so the 
non-resultative -17- participle morpheme. Is required. Indeed, a more felicitous 
terminology for these participles m1g:1t br RESULTATIVE PARTICIPLE for the -jo 
~ ---~-- ---~--~~-''L~- -
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form, and NON·RESULTATIVE PARTICIPLE for the -17- form. However, the distinction 
between 'passive' participles and 'active' participles also has to be retained to 
describe certain phenomena, e.g. passive participles can have agent nomlnals in 
the Instrumental case (see dlscu.sslon to examples 005-007). 
From the Intransitive stems tale-l-Ie- go or w7i- die the pusltive polarity participles 
are formed as follows: 
tale-17-a-n go-PCPL-E-3sgABS one who goes 
w7i-l?-a-n dle-PCPL-E-3sgABS one who Is dead 
and the negative polarity participles are formetl: 
e-le-ka-17-in NEG-go-NEG-PCPL-3sgABS one who doesn't go 
e-w7i-ka-1?-in NEG-dle-NEG-PCPL-3sgABS one who isn't dead. 
From the transitive stem tam-1-nm- kill and the positive polarity passive participle 
(I.e. the resultative participle) Is formed with -jo: 
tam-jo kiii-PASS.PCPL.3sgABS one who has been killed, 
but the negative polarity !Jasslve participle (non-resultative) Is formed with -17- just 
like the active participles: 
e-nm-a-ka-1?-in NEG-klll-E-NEG-PCPL-3sgABS one who isn"t killed. 
Unsurprlslngly, passive participles are only formed from transitive stems. Less 
trivially, active participles .Ire only formed from lntransltives (this Includes various 
lntransltivlsed forms derived from a transitive). The motivation for this Is not 
entirely clear, and may be historical rather than syntactic. 
Participles usually act as regular nominal arguments In clauses, and are 
frequently attested In noun phrases as both heads (example 001) and modifiers 
(002-003). 
The following examples Illustrate passive participles: 
001 tom-lo lyat-kln enmec n·lne-mlu·qln !JCW7en·e 
kiii·PASS.PCPL.3sgABS now·REL.JsgABS only HAB·TR·delouse-3sg0 v.ife-ERG 
The wife is already delousing the only just now killed one {I.e. He was just now 
killed, and already he Is alive again and his wife is delousing him/. {cy365j 
Example 002 shows the passive participle with a plural: 
002 kolol I rapet=7m waj-a-nqac rena-twa-cemat-a-nwa-k 
INTS even=EMPH DEICT-E-SIDE ny-77-crash·E·PLACE·LOC 
wancwan q-a-!i'u-y-a-il ratrei-Jot-te wakw-;,-t? 
NEG INH-see-TH·E·3sg arrange-PASS.PCPL-3p!ABS stone-E-3p!ABS 
Oh yes! Even over yonder where the aeroplane crashed, have you seen the 
arranged stones? {I.e. how the stones there have been arranged/ {kr/04/ 
The following example has a passive participle from the transitive verb rap- which 
means (among other thing~) stake something as a prize; 
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003 ?lre-remk-a-k pokfr-y?l=?m 
arrive-TH•EMPH 
rap-!q 
slake-PASS.PCPL3sgABS racc-folk·E·LOC 
piri-nin I cna-wcnaw-a-myo-y?c anka 
lake-3sgA.3sgO AP·Irain·E·INCH-TH !here 
goraiJa 
reindeer.JsgABS 
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He arrived in the racers' encampment, took the prize reindeer· he started 
training there. [cy143] 
As d!scusseu above, negative passive participles are formed by means of the -1?-
sufflx, not the :Jo suffiX. Example 004 shows a negative passive participle formed 
from the transitive verb wjat untie: 
004 layen qora-t ye-kwut-llnet 
r~zll_,. reindeer-JpiABS PF-hamess-JpiO 
layen tou·•·w!at-o-1?-o-t 
really NEG·E-untie·E·NMZR·~·PL 
onnfn 
thus 
He harnessed the reindeer, as they weren't completely untied. [cy26?] 
Occasionally the underlying syntactic agent (underlying A) of a passive participle Is 
overtly specified. Usually this occurs In the instrumental case, as In examples 005 
ramajoawjo accanan (one) brought up by them, DOG moryanan 
rayjolawatkojotte (ones) trained by us, and, with a negative passive participle, 
007 enukalinet ?orawetl?ata (ones) not eaten by people: 
005 wanewan r<l-main-aw-lo cit ace-a-nan I 
NEG.NFUT CAUS-be.big-TH-PASS.PCPL first Jpi·E·INST 
macaw .. ma a-tl?a-ka n?cl-y?f 
fight·SIM PRIV·molher·PRIV become-TH 
nemoqej 
also 
No, she was brought up by them to begin with/ also/ she'd become 
I 
motherless during a war [krl54] 
006 «:. mory-a-nan qanur [#] ra-vloi-aw-a-tko-lot-tc 
lpi·E·INST like CS-Iearn-CS·E·ITER·PASS.PCPL-JpiABS 
naqam paa-r?o-y?a-t w'lJ qora-)'onret·o·k=?m I [ ... ] 
but finish·COLL-TH-Jpl DEICT reindeer-guard·E·INF•EMPH 
[Reindeer were] trained by us, but now they've completely stopped herding 
reindeer... {he082/ 
007 e-nu-ko-1?-lne-t 
NEG-eat·NEG-PCPL-TH-JpiABS 
?otawctl?a-ta? 
person-INST 
Are t.hey not eaten by people? [ab4.09] 
More rarely the underlying agent of a passive participle can occur as an absolutfve 
case noun '~ the possessive derivation. Example 008 shows three examples: alwin 
jatoo (unuei'lying form *jato:Jo) the wild reindeer's one which is born, layeqoren 
jatojotte the domestic reindeers' ones which are born, and alwin tajkajotte the 
wild reindeer's one which is made. 
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008 ~ nekem 
panicuiarly 
waj 
DEICT 
!oto-o 
bear-PASS.PCPLJsgABS 
anr7am 
and 1\ild.reindeer-POSS.JsgABS 
gan bye-gor-en 
DEICT AUTH·reindeer-POSS.JsgABS 
!ato-!ot·te 
bear-PASS.PCPL-JpiABS 
alw-ln 
llild.reindeer-POSS.JsgABS 
omom·•:ln·•·k=?m 
heat-E·AUG·E·LOC•EMPH 
talk-a-lot-te 
make·E·PASS.PCPL-JpiABS 
[ ... ] 
am-anr?am 
REST·Ihen 
ele-k 
summer-LOC 
The wl/d reindeer's one is born, and [likewise] the real [domestic] reindeer's 
ones are born, the ones made of the wl/d reindeer are [only?] in summer, in thl: 
heat... [ab3.0Jj 
Passive participles are very rare with non-absolutive case marking (no 
spontaneous examples in the corpus). The passive participle suffiX :Jo Is obligatory 
with transitive verb stems occurring with certain derivational suffixes. The suffiX 
-lqal. which derives a noun with the meaning 'used for X', 'equivalent to X', can 
occur with a nominalised transitive verb stem only when the verb stem is In the 
passive participle form (it can derive nouns from noun stems directly, e.g. atl?a-
lqal adoptive mother< atl?a- mother). Example 009 shows the word roolqal food 
(•r·u:Jo-lqal), derived from the transitive verb ru-1-nu- ear. 
009 am<:t angc KROV 
and NEG.HORT blood 
ru-o-lg;.J 
eat-PASS.PCPL·NMZR.JsgABS 
e·nlnt-o-ke 
NEG-Ihrow-E-NEG 
I amaJ7-cta 
aii·ADV 
I nemaqej 
also 
tury-ln 
2pi-POSS.3sgABS 
Don't throw away even the blood, that's also your food, everything. {kel37] 
Example 010 shows a derived noun jaajolqal piece of equipment, thing which is 
used derived from the transitive stemjaa- use. 
010 onqen n-o·tejk·o·qfn 
HAB·E•do·E-Jsg 
oman-kakw-a 
SUPER-dry-.\DV 
I layen='m 
really•EMPH DEM.JsgABS 
kakwat-ctil 
dry·ADV 
ewom wa-1'1-a-n n-a-mit?cnumkew-qin 
INTS be-PCPL·E·JsgABS HAB·E·hide-Jsg 
komninet·kln iaa-io-fgo! 
billh·REL.JsgABS use-PASS.PCPL·NMZR.JsgABS 
That is done with a really dry one, a dried out one [to be] used for births puc 
aside ("hidden") earlier. [ch04f 
The active participle can only be formed from intransitive stems. Example 011 
shows an actf7e participle acting as an NP head, example 012 shows >In active 
participle as a dependent within an NP. 
011 cwat yc-r·!'Jviw-c=?m me-c-mcfnet-a-11-a-t=?m 
so COM·make.camp-Vbm•EMPH APPR·become.big-E-PCPL·E-JpiABS=EMPH 
ye-wey-a-tku-l'et-c ralqag·a·nwo-k I ya-wa!pa·tko-ma 
COM-claw-E-USE-DUR-Vbase make.camp·E·PLACE·LOC COM-shovei·USE·SIM 
ewat 
so 
While making camp thP. somewhat grown up ones clean the snow away (lit. 
scratch) at the campsite, shovelling. [ch24] 
142. 
012 [ ••• ) anqen 
OEM.3sgo\BS 
qol 
QUANT.JsgABS 
... tilat one dead woman ... 
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I w?l-1?-o-n 
dic·PCPL·E-JsgABS 
!JCWdCQet 
woman.JsgABS 
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[ ... ) 
{ka34/ 
The negated stem of negative participles can be formed from the e-_·1\a-
circumflX or the lug- prefiX (see §18.7.1 for examples and further discussion). 
Negative participles formed by the e-_-ka· circumflx and the -1?- suffix take the 
endings -in (absolutive singular) and -inc· (derived, plural, or oblique), e.g. 
aalomkal?en disobedient one (<*e-walom-ka-17-in NEG-llsten-NEG-PCPL-
TH.3sgABS), aalomkal?enat disobedient ones (<*e-walom-ka-1?-ine-t NEG-
listen-NEG-PCPL-TH-3p!ABS). Negatives formed by the lug· prefix take the 
normal -n final (morphological type III; §6.3.1) absolutive suffix, e.g. 
lugulwP.wol?on unresting one (<*lug-ulwew:o.I?-a-n NEG-rest-E-PCPL-E-
3sgABS). It is unclear how to motivate the -in(e-) ending which occurs with 
·negative participles in e-_-ka·. It is hard to suggest a semantic motivation, 
particularly since it is never used with the lug- negative. It may be significant that 
-in(e·) also does not appear when a negative participle in e·_·k•· is used as a 
personal name (see §8.6 for examples). There does not seem to be any correlation 
between the use of -in(e-) with e-_-ka- negatives and any of the other uses that 
-in(e·) has, such as possessive, demonstrative endings. and so on. 
To make an active participle from a verb with a transitive stem the verb stem must 
be lntransltivlsed. It can be antipassivlsed, using either (or both) of the antipassive 
morphemes ine- (note this prefix is !lQ! the same as the suffix discussed above) and 
-tku, or it can incorporate an object (§11.6.2). 
Example 013 illustrates use of the transitive verb stem penr- attack. Example 014 
shows the same stem antlpassivised with the antipassive + Iterative suffix -tku in 
an active participle: 
013 anqcn ncmc qora:Jn·a·na ya-pcnr-a·lcn 
OEM.3sgABS again reindeer-AUG·E·ERG Pf·allatk·E-3sg 
Again this big reindeer attacked him, charged him. 
014 penr·•·tl<o·I'·•·IIJ·a-n qora:Ju·•·n 
allatk·E·AP.ITER·PCPL·E·AUG·E·3sgABS reindecr-AUG·E·JsgABS 
n-o·qora·yt-at-qen 
HAB· E-reindeer-drive-TH·3sg 
That attacking reindeer drove the others. 
ya·jayna-len 
PF·charge-3sg 
anqcn 
OEM.3sgABS 
[cy222/ 
{cy247/ 
Negated active participles formed from underlylngly transitive stems must also be 
antipassivised (§18.2.5). 
Incorporation is a common intransitivisati~n strategy used for forming active 
participles. 
'· 
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015 teg-onjlw gora-nla-1?-o-n 
good-unclc.JsgABS reindecr-lead-PCPL·E-JsgABS 
galwal?-eto cit ye-nju-lqot-lln 
wulqatwl·k ye-lqat-lln 
evening-SEQ PF-set.off-Jsg 
herd·ALL first PF·do.night.walch-set.off·Jsg 
The good uncle, who was leading reindeer, in the evening went to the herd, 
intending to do the night watch. {cyl68j 
016 gora-yarke-)1-et~ qot-y?l 
set.oii·TH reindeer-calch·PCPL·ALL 
He set off to those who had caught their reindeer {cyOBBj 
As already stated, the verb stem of active participles Is always Intransitive. This 
means that the underlying subject (S) of the verb stem Is coreferential with the 
referent of the participle. Because of the nature of the Chukchi NP (largely 
appositional, almost always absolutlve; §9.2) It :s meaningless to try to distinguish 
an NP with a noun and an active participle from an active participle with overt 
subject. However the oblique arguments of participle verb stems are preserved. For 
example, 017 shows a partic}ple formed from the verb stem tale-l-Ie- go with a 
locative complement, and example 018 shows a participle formed from the copula 
verb Wa-/-twa· with an adverbial complement (for a further example of the latter, 
see the phrase kakwateta wal?an a dried out one In example 0 10). 
017 glnqcj-qej tolc-1?-a-n moo-r?et-iekwe-k 1 
018 
8.3 
boy-DIM.3sgABS go-PCPL·E·3sgABS caravan-palh·PERL·LOC 
?ott?ojoca n-cn-apaqatlo·tko:Jw·a·qen 
in.lront HAB· TR-crawi·ITER·COLL·E·3sg 
The boy going along the caravan path crawled in front of it. {jo024/ 
q<~ram·cwan itak :tnqcna·t ?aga-tamle!J·3·!J wa-17-a-t 
NEG·INTS so DEM·3pi.ABS IMPOSS·Iritk-E·VBase be-PCPL·E·Jpi.ABS 
No way. they're untrickable {an021/ 
Non-participle derivations with -1?- and -c?-
The suffix -1?- derives nominals from all word class~s (including other nomlnals). 
Nominals derived from verb stems by means of this suffiX are participles, and are 
treated above (§8.2). The meaning of the non-participle derivations with -!?-
depends on the semantics of the stem, although there is the semantic link that-!?-
derives a noun specified by its relation to another word: 
•SPATIAL TERM. With a spatial term the-!?- suffix forms a word Indicating a person 
or thing originating from that place. Thu:;, frc:>m the noun emnug tundra it is 
possible to derive emnug-a-1?-a-t · tundra folk (tundra-E-PCPL-E-3plABS). Note 
that this contrasts to the relational formed with -kln(e-), e.g. emnug-kine-t 
tundra-REL-3plABS {thing/ f.-om the tundra (emnugkinet mrenti tundra 
mosquitos; §8.7.2). It is likewise possible to form one of these -I?- nominallsatlons 
with a spatial adverb, such as jaat-a-1?-a-t ones situated behind (behind-E-NMZR-
E-3p!ABS) from the adverb jaat behind. 
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019 ?ire-1?-a-t paklr-y?e-t I teu·•nJiw tau·•nan-?att?ajoca 
race-PCPL-E-3piABS arrive-TH-3pl good-uncle.3sgABS INTS·SUPER·in.froni.AOV 
ya-twa-len I ?eqe-njiw omqcn .-nacanan Jnat-1?-a-k 
PF-be-3sg bad-uncle.3sgABS DEM.3sgABS enough behind·NMZR·E-LOC 
?att?ajoca ya-twa-len 
in.frontADV PF-be·3sg 
The racers arrived. The good uncle was first of aJJ. That bad uncle, he was a 
little in front of the foJJowlng ones. fey 144/ 
• PHYSICAL ENTITY. With a term Indicating a physical entity a -11- derived noun 
Indicates a person or thing possessing that entity, as In the following example: 
020 [ ... ) kake wane-qaj gon-gora-1?-eyat meuqo? 
INTJ INTJ·DIM one-rcindeer·NMZR·ZsgABS whence? 
Well well, you with one reindeer ... Where have you come"from? fey I 04/ 
A more consciously contrived example Is the tongue twister by !)awkake: 
021 y<>mo 
lsgABS 
uar?o-w?are-kcnu-nenc-1?-iyam 
lhree-11\.k ;jck·looi·N~'ZR·lsgABS 
I have a three pointed walking stick r'!Jawkake 2308.95/ 
• PROPERTY. A nomlnallsation with -I?- formed from a word Indicating a property 
makes a term for an entity having that property. 
022 ?cqe-1?-c neme na-kantlclta·nat 
bad-NMZR·ERG again 3pl-surround-3pl 
The evll ones again surrounded them. {jo003/ 
This Is most common with adjective stems, as with the adjectiv•· 7eqc- bad in 
example 022, but also occurs with abstract nouns, as in the -1?- nomlnalisation of 
the abst>act!action noun In example 025 below. 
The suffix -c?- gives more lexlcalised versions of words formed with -1?-: 
weriw-a-1?-a-n 'it Is sour, the sour one' 
weriw-a-c?-a-n 'cowberry' (a type of berry which Is very sour, Rus. brusnlka) 
8.4 Action nourl derivation (-yary-•VH) 
The suffix -yary•VH derives an 'action noun' from a verb, or, occasionally, an 
adjective or noun. An action noun Is a derivation which forms a word referring to 
the act or state Indicated by the verb stem (Comrie 1976b). They are thus not 
participles, as they are not oriented towards any of the underlying syntar.tlc 
arguments of the verb stem. The suffix can ue applied equally to transitive and 
Intransitive verb stems, and Is not subject to any transitivity related phenomena 
(such as the obligatory lntransltivlsation required by active participles, §8.2). Their 
semantics are not quite predictable, and It Is unclear whether they are fully 
productive. 
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The following two examples are typical. Example 023 shows the noun w?e-tko-
yary-a-n plague, epidemic, death, which Is derived from a., Iterative (-tku suffix) 
form of w?l- die. 
023 ?otcoj 
long 
uan='m 
DEICT=EMPH 
ycmo='m 
noJ.know.VBASE=EMPH 
I uan layl=•m uan [#) 
DEICT know.VBASE=EMPH DEICT 
uotqena-tko-rak 
DEM-COLL·ANpi.ERG 
tyat-kena-?orawetl?-a 
now-REL-people·ERG 
uine-1?-e 
young·NMZR·ERG 
janwa 
?? 
tau·vemo 
INTS-notknow.VBAS£ 
w?e-tko-y~ry-..-n 
die·ITER·NMZil·E·3sgABS 
I 
ganqcn uan I atr'ec walom-a et?am n-a-nt-a-qin 
DEM.3sgABS DEICT only hear-VBase apparently HAB-E·AUX-E-3sg 
For a long time .. well... aJJ these ones, Coday's people, youth. don't know a thing 
about death. they've only heard about it apparenUy. [he006/ 
Example 024 has an action noun derived from wicet- be worried (note that the -et 
in wicet- Is a thematic suffix which occurs only In the absence of other derivational 
suffixes which fill that slot, such as the collective -r?u; §§14.2-3): 
024 [ ... ) anuatal WCC·O·r?o-yary-•:J!J'•·n I qanwer 
a~er.all worried·E·COLL·NMZR·E·AUG·E·3sgABS finaDy 
... After aJJ he was really worried [when} finaJJy he grew up .. 
mejuet-y?i 
become.big·TH 
[ot035} 
Example 025 shows two sorts of nomlnalisation, the action noun w?are-t?ac-yary-
meanlng sexuaJJy transmitted disease (morphemic structure: fork-be.slck-NMZR-, 
I.e. a sickness where the legs part) with the possessor nomlnallsation with -[?. to 
mean one who has a sexually transmitted disease. 
025 Etetl?en=•m anqen n-lw-qlnet 
Yukaghir.3sgABS=EMPH DEM.JsgABS HAB-say-3pl 
Etetl?en 
Yukaghir.JsgABS 
tal)·am·w? are· t? ac· yarv·3·l? ·3· n p c nin n . ..-1 yi -w?c-t' ~1-q in 
EMPH·REST·fork·be.sick·NMZR·E-NMZR·E·3sgABS previously HAB·E·INTS.die-be.sick-3sg 
Yukaghirs. they say Yukaghlrs are always sick between the legs [i.e. sexually 
transmitted disease}, It was a fatal i/Jness. [kr062} 
Action nouns can be formed from verbal stems with Incorporated objects: 
026 onk?am I anqen qanut telel'\)ep-k!n onqen lyar 
CONJ DEM.3sgABS like long.ago-REL3sgABS DEM.3sgABS now 
qomur 
like 
gora-yanrct-yary·a·n=?m 
reindeer-guard-NMZR·E-3sgABS=EIIPH 
mat·kct?o-rkan='m 
lpl-remember-PROG=EMPH 
t:llanjap-kena:Jpa=•m 
long.ago·REL·ABL=EMPH 
And, like from long ago, this reindeer herding new ... [us} from long ago, we 
remember. [he074 j 
027 omqcn anan nawan·ra-yt-at-yarv·a·n 
OEM.3sgABS 3sgERG l~fe-house-go.lo· rH·NMZR·E·3sgABS 
It was she who made up the marriage ceremony. 
ye·tejk-a-lln 
PF-make-E-3sg 
[ke241} 
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Bare transitive stems without any intransltlvlsation can also form action nouns; 
for example, the noun rakwary- hole Is formed from the transitive verb rew- pierce 
(<•rew-VII.yary•VH.), 
The action noun formed frorn the transitive verb tanl-1-nni- sew means seam: 
028 [ ... ) I 
anqen 
OEM.JsgABS 
ro·tityat-et:Jaw-nln r 
cause-separolc·CS·COLL-3sgA.3sgO 
I cowl-tku:Jw-a·n1n 
cut·ITER·COLL·E·3SgA.3sgO 
ra-rar-an-nen 
CS·spread-CS-JsgA.JsgO 
I [ ... ) 
anqcn 
DEM.JsgABS 
I ne1y-o-n 
tomc-ytJry·tJ·t 
sew-NMZR·E·3piABS 
hide-E-JsgABS 
uaryon 
oul~ide.AOV 
... He cut the seams all apart, cut along them, spread the hide out outside ... 
[cy341} 
Action nouns can also be formed from noun stems. The derived noun has an 
abstract meaning related lexically to the stem, e.g. example 029 has the action 
noun galwal?ayaryan herding which Is derived from the noun gelwal herd. and 
example 030 has the action noun ?aqalegyaryan terror derived from a complex 
noun formed by an adjective ?eqe- bad Incorporated with the noun li!)· heart 
029 anqora qanur hvke=?m yamo t-lw:a·rk<~n iwkc 
!hen like so=EMPH lsgABS lsg-say·E·PROG so 
an[~atal ilnnln=?m mac-ct?opcl rcmlt-3-n wcc?am 
INTJ lhus=EMPH APPR-somewhat folk·E·3sgABS maybe 
n?-a-n?cl-y?e-n I qanur rmlwal?-.,.y.,ry-a-t 
3.1NT·E·become-TH·3sg like herd·E·NMZR·E-JpiABS 
Then like ... I say it's perhaps a little better, if people would start herding 
[again} [he/07} 
030 "kake 
INTJ 
wane! 
INTJ 
atJon 
INTER 
mcnqora?" 
wnence? 
qora-yto 
reindeer-ALL 
n-ajolyaw-qen 
HAB-be.afraid-Jsg 
.. okkoj qora-ua I ?ctld ?aga-lcn-yary-a·in·tJ·n" 
INTJ reindeer-3syAB5 bad.AUV bad-hean-NMZR·E-AUG·E-JsgABS 
'Oh dear mel Where are they from?"-She feared the reindeer- "Oh what 
reindeer, it's terrifying/" [cy43/j 
8.5 Nominalising derivations 
There are several other types of nominailser which form nouns with slightly 
unpredictable meanings. These forms a reasonably productive, although 
nomlnalisations. of particular stems are frequently conventuailsed (e.g. the 
container nominailsation penjolyan denotes fireplace but not ashtray, although 
both could be thought of as containers for ashes). 
• LOCATIVE ,~QMINALISATION (Comrie 1985:355). The derivational suffix -n•VHI 
-nwa- derives a noun from a verb Indicating an action or state and means the place 
where the action or state occurs, for example tala-n path, tala-nwa-t paths Is 
derived from the verb tale-l-Ie- go. 
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•'AGE' NOMINALISATION. The derivational suffix -ja forms a small set of deverbal 
and deadjectival nouns meaning an age or era characterised by the stem, e.g. w?e-
tko:ia-n epidemic. 'time of dying' die-COLL-NMZR-3sgABS. anp-•:ia-n old Umer 
old-NMZR-3scABS. 
• INSTRUMENTAL NOMINAL15ATION (Comrie 1985:353). The derivational suffiX 
-ineg(e-) Indicates a tool or apparatus derived from a verbal stem. The verb stem 
must be lntr~nsltive. For example, the noun rlgeneg aeroplane, helicopter (plural 
rlgenege-t) Is formed from the intransitive stem ri!)e- fly. if this derivation Is to be 
used with a transitive stem, the stem mi.lst be intransltivlsed, either by 
incorporation (w?aj-a-cwe-tko-nag scythe grass-E-cut-ITER-TOOL.3sgABS) or by 
antipasslvisation (ine-n-a-yjiw-et-a-tku-neg sign. symbol AP-CS-E-know-CS-E-
ITER-TOOL.3ogABS). 
•'CONTAINER' NOM1NALISATION. Th~ derivational suffix -joly- forms a nominal 
with meaning 'container'; DcrivatioP.~ may be deverbal (wetyaw:ioly-a-n radio 
spcak-CONTAIN-E-3s;;ABS) or denominal (pen:ioly-a-n fireplace ash-CONTAIN-
E-JsgABS). 
3.6 Per~onal names 
Personal names arc regular nouns, and their only universally dl.:;tlnctive 
morphological feature Is that they obligatorily use the high animate declension 
pattern. Many personal names are derived nouns, both participles and other 
nomlnalisations (Chukchi naming practices are discussed In §1.1.4). The narr.e 
Wakwaraytayaryan is an action noun. literally meaning Homecoming stone 
(wakw-a-ra-yt-a-yary-a-n stone-E-house-go.to-E-NMZR-E-3sgABS). Because of the 
obligatory use of the high animate declension, negative passive participles look 
slightly different in the absolutive when they are being used as persona.! names 
than when they are common nouns, e.g. the participle aalomkalt en disobedient 
one (•e-walom-ka-1?-i'l(e-) NEG-lislen-NEG-PCPL-TH.3sgABS) has the 
distinctive -in(e-) suffix of the negative passive rartlclple formed by e-_-lta-. but 
this suffix does not occur when the same paitlclple Is used as a personal name, e.g. 
Aalomkal?an. T~,: distinction Is clearer In the ,,·g~tlve case; the common noun 
participle Is aa•···rrJ<al?enata (ergative suffix •-te·VII), whereas the personal name 
· Is Aalt,mkal?ana (ergative ·uffix •-ne·VH). 
The nomlnalisers -gewat .. ,a -wjl are only used with personal names. 
Women's names are frequently derived by means of the affixes gew-·VH, ·!Jew-VH 
and -newat-VH. These suffixes form women's nam~s from almost any class of stems. 
Much of th~ data used In this work comes from !)awkake, whose name Is derived 
from the interjection kakel, kakekakel an exclamation of .''ll<lzement used by 
women, and from ?Ejgewgewat whose name Is derived from tne Intransitive verb 
?ejgew- cry out. The suffix -!)ewat only form~ persuna! names, but the cognate 
affixes new- and -gew also derive othe•· words for fem~les. The p1·eflx new- forms 
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the female of all types of animals. and the suffix ·!JeW derives the word anpa!JeW 
old woman. granny from the adjective stem anp- elderly (note that there Is no 
corresponding suffix deriving a word for man-the word for old man. grandad Is 
formed from the stem anp- by means of the high animate thematic suffix and the 
augmentative suffix. giving anp·a-na-cr-a-n elderly-E-AN-AUG-E-3sgABS). 
The suffix -wji forms personal names from verb and noun stems; e.g. Rlntuwjl < 
rintu throw. Talll!Jewje « talll!Je-•VH g~t lost, 7<ltt7awjl < 7att7a- dog. These names 
are always the names of men. It Is mostly Interesting linguistically because It Is 
perhaps the only non-grammatical morpheme which doesn't seem to have any 
synchronically recognised meaning. The form Is possibly cognate with the Koryak 
plural suffix -wwi, but If it's cognate with a plural It's odd that It can go on verb 
stems. Local Chukchls have pointed out to me Its similarity-to the verb stem wji-
breadw. but nut with any cor:v!ction (§1.1.4). 
8.7 Possession and relation 
There arc several morphological strategies for showing possession or origin within 
a noun phrase. Possessive and relational forms can be used as NP heads, or can be 
modifiers within an NP. 
•The POSSESSIVE suffix -in( e)- derives a noun indicating something possessed by 
means of suffixation on the stem indicating possessor; e.g. qor-enn-t qcjuu-t 
(relndeer-POSS-3piABS calf-3piABS) calve,; belonging to the reindeer. These fom1s 
generally occur in the absolutivc case, but can be marked for other cases tou. Sec 
§8.7.1. 
•The RELATIONAL suffix -kin(c-) has the same morphosyntactic behaviour as the 
-in(e-) suffix, but Indicates source, origin, or purpose rather than possessor: e.g. 
qora-ken orwor (refndeer-REL.3sgABS sled.JsgABS) reindeer sled; tclenjep-kin 
?orawetl?an petson from the olden days. See §8.7.2. 
•The nomlnallser suffix -17·. Identical In form to the pnrtlclplc suffix. This suffix 
can attach to a noun 01 adjective to form a noun indicating the possessor of that 
object or quality. This has been dlstusst!d above (§8.3). 
• Possessors can be prefixed to their possessed to make a nominal with 
incorporated po,.sessor. Sec the discussion of notnlnallncorporation, §9.4. 
The -in(e-) and -kin(c-) forms usually derive words from other nomlnuls, but r.1n 
also derive nouns from verbs, for example: 
031 cwat ya-tojo-tkO·!P.JO·ta !Jan 
then CONV-beal.snow-ITER-INCH-CONV DEICT 
ldlyot-kcn lncnc-t 
nomadise-REL3sgABS cargo.sled-3piABS 
Then {they) begin beating off snow from the cargo sleds used in nomad/sing ... 
[ch25} 
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The nounjalyotken In the above example Is derived from the verb stemjalyat- to 
nvmadisc. migrate, move camp. 
In addition to the possessive nomlnallsations listed above, there Is also a special 
clrcumfixcd nominal form made up of the ye- prefix and a pronominal suffix. This 
form marks a possessed predicate only; It cannot function as an argument of a 
verb. It Is described In §17.4. 
8. 7. I Possessive suffix -in(e)-
Thc possessive form Is not a case suffix'. Nouns with the possessive marker can act 
as arguments of a verb In their own right and can be followed by other nominal 
derivational and case morphology. Usually however, they form part of noun 
phrases. The possessive suffix Indicates solely that the stem Is a possessor; all 
subsequent affixes for person or number Indicate features of the possessed 
nominaL 
The possessive suffix has the underlying form •-ine, which precedes all case 
suffixes (as w~ll as dcrl\'atlonal suffiXes fused with case suffiXes, such as the 
diminutive and augmentatives). and which follows all purely derivational suffL~es. 
In the absolutivc singular this suffix Is truncated, to form a fused posses~ive­
absolutlvc suffix (morphological class !c. deleted f!nal vowel). 
Example 032 shows a noun phrase with possessive forms kel7in ?f the spirits and 
w?iremkln of the dead folk. 
032 onko 
there 
jara-mk·•:l!J·•-n 
house-GROUP-E-AUG-E-JsgABS 
~nqcn w?l-remk-in 
lhai.JsgABS dead-folk-POSS.3sgABS 
~ 
spini-POSS.3sgABS 
There was a big group of ,;pirit houses, belonging to the dead folk [cy410/ 
Recursive possessors do not occur very often. Example &33 Is a rare example: 
033 J.i.re-n uweqilc-ln atlay·il·n 
Jare-POSS.3sgABS 1. >sband-POSS.3sg.,6S falher-E-3sgABS 
{He was} Jare's husband's father. {otl28} 
PRONOMINAL POSSES~ORS arc produced regularly. by means of a pronominal stern 
and the possessive suffix: 
034 amoman ye-w?i-lin anqcn cal:ayct 
only PERF-die-3sg lha:.JsgABS sister.3sgABS 
Only one that died, that sister ofyours. 
yon-In 
2sg-POSS.3sgABS 
{ot017} 
' Koptjevskaja-Tamm proposes an analysts of the Chukchi possessive and relational forms, 
suggesting that they represent a form of double case marking fsuffixaufnahme': 
KopljevskoJ'·Tdmm 1995). 
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FIGURE 8.1. Possessed pronouns. 
d possesse : 
3sg 3ol 
lsg yamn-ln yamn-lne-t 
!pi mury-ln mury-lne-t 
possessor: 2sg yon-In yan-ine-t 
2pl tury-in tury-ine-t 
3sg ~n-in an-inc-t 
3pl ary-ln/acc-in ary-ine-tlacc-ine-t 
Note the. absence of the thematic suffix -ke which goes on the case-marked forms of 
the personal pronouns (§6.2, fig. 6.2). · 
When the possessed entity Is not third person, a person-number suFfiX Is added. 
The following examples have pronoun possessors, but noun possessors are also 
possible: 
035 tury-lne-yam qora-yanrct-a-17-cyam 
2pi-POSS·lsgA8S leindeer-herder·E·NMZR·1sg 
I am your(PL) herdsman {na092: Jj 
036 yamn-inc-turi t:o!2·tumy-a.turi 
lsg·POSS·Zpi.ABS uavel-friertd·E·2pl 
You (PL) are my fellow travellers {na092:2j 
The Telqep variety of Chukchi does not usually do number agreement with a 
possessed nominal when the possessed nominal Is overtly present. Dialects which 
do, including the closely rdated dialect of the Onma!?at (many of whom live in the 
vlllage of I<anchalan) would require -ine-t. All dialects mark number of the 
possessed when the possessed nominal Is not present In the nominal phrase. 
Compare example 037 (plural possessed, no number agreeTtent), rrom a Teiqep 
speaker. to example 038 (plural possessed, number agreement), which comes from 
a text by a woman In I<anchalan. ' .JOut 50km to the north-west. 
037 o:mr?aq 
!hen 
anqcn 
I hat 
?eqc-njiw-in 
bad·uncle·PDSS.JsgABS 
lejw-o-1?-o-t jet-y?e-t ecyl 
walk·E·NMZR·E-JpiABS come-PF·3pl as.soon.as 
anqen ?era-mgal-at·tJ·m:JD·y'a·t 
lhaLJsgABS race-announce·E-INCH-PF-Jpl 
ekke·t=?m 
son·JpiABS·EMPH 
I 
Then that bad uncle's sons came, chey walked there, as soon as they heard 
about che race. {cy352/ 
038 mel-nelwol?-a-k n-OJ·tWa:jyam 
HAB·E·be·lsg 
n-lw·qlnet 
HAB·say.Jpl 
lay en 
really 
anqcna-t 
lhiS·3piABS EVID-her:l·E·LDC 
Toiei?-o-n-lne-t nlnqej=?m ank?am noekke-qej 
personal.name·E·TH·POSS·JpiABS boy.JsgABS•EMPH and daughler-DIM.J~gABS 
It seems I was in the herd {at the time/ ... they say. just these {chlldren 
belonging to} Ta/ePan, the boy and the girl. {kr0/4} 
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Plurality of possessor noun Is marked by the suffix -ry- prior to the possessive 
suffix. This suffix Is probably etymologically the same as the -rak SlLI'fix used In 
high animate plural declensions (I.e. -ry-, -rak# < •-rk). 
039 enmen anqen Jare I 
anyway lhis.JsgABS Jare.JsgABS 
ompt:~nacy·a·qal·a-rv-en neek3k 
old.person·E-DIM·E-3pi·PDSS.3sgABS daughler.JsgABS 
Anyway, chis was Jare. che old people's daughter. [ot007j 
An Interesting subset of possessive examples have 'dativ~· type meanings, as 
shown In examples 040-041: 
040 atloy-o-n lw-nln I "atejl v•mn-ln 
falher-E ASS say.JsgA.JsgO Dad.VOC! 1sg-POSS.3sgABS 
poJy·o·q'\J q·•·tejk-•·v·•·n" 
spear·E·DIM.JsgABS INT·E·make·E·TH·E·3sg0 
He said to his father "Daddy/ Make me a llttle spear" {orfl2Jj 
041 anqen yan-!!! anqen anpanacy-3-qay-tc 
DEM.JsgABS 2sg-POSS.3sgABS DEM.JsgABS eldMy.person·E·DIM·JpiABS 
telenjep·klne-t ?amon anol 
long.ago-REL·JpiABS INTJ INTJ 
That would be some rea/ old timers for you! Ohyes! {kr200/ 
8.7.2 Relational suffi"' -kin(e)· 
The relational Is a form morphosyntactically like the possessive. It derives a 
nominal which takes case marking, and which occurs In appositional nominal 
phrases. The relational form defines Its head according •o place of or !gin, time of 
origin, or purpose. It can derive nomlnals from other parts of speech, particularly 
verbs (indicating purpose) or adverblals (of place or time). 
Deverbal relational form (<iwtalet vi. descend) 
042 lwtoiet-kin ?orawetl?-en r?et 
decend-RELJsgABS person·POSS-JsgABS road.JsgABS 
a road for people to descend by 
Deiidverbal relational form (<iyat adv. toda>J. 
043 onk?am 
and 
caj 
DEICT 
Tojulqut lyot-kln 
personal.name.JsgABS now-RELJsgABS 
T?ejunteyrew-a-n atloy·o·n 
personal.name·E·AN.POSS.JsgABS falher·E·JsgABS 
l)Dtqen 
lhaLJsgABS 
And chere's chat Tajulqut of today, T? ~Unteyrew's father. 
[nb039.1/ 
I 
{krl34/ 
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Denomlnal relational form (~?lly-n. moon), Indicating place of origin: 
044 notc-nqac ta-y?e ewan anpanacy-a·n ,illly·a·kln 
here-SIDE pass·PF INTS old.man·E·3sgABS moon·E·REL3sgABS 
orw-a-taran-rajwaco n·a-yatya·tko·qcn I iw-nln 
slcd·E·build.house·leeward.side HAB·E·adze-USE·3sg say·3sgA.3sgO 
okkojl mejl yeken·•·f?.a·qcj 
INTJ INTJ nde-E·PCPL·E·DIM.3sg 
He came out of there, the old man from the moon it seemed, he was working in 
the leeward side of a house made out of sleds w!Ch an adze, h~ said co him 
"Hey/ It's a rider!". {cylSi/ 
Denomln;.t reiatlmlal form (<cawcaca- n. rich herder), dtnotlng origin or sotace: 
045 cawcawa-ken ewat cnar~il'-a-t utn~ey-ti. I 
nch.hcrder·REL3sgABS so ncighbour·E·3p!ABS child·3pl~BS 
n-a-h ... t t,:~. ta·i ama 
fiAB·E·~e·3pl also 
The rich her:der-nelp,hbours had children tau. {ol004a} 
Plural marking of the relational form Is the same as that of the possessive; 
plurality of the possessed Is usually only marked In Telqep Chukchi when the 
possessed nominal Is plural but not present In the clause. Example 046 shows a 
sentence with a plural possessed noun; number Is unmarked on the relational 
form: 
04B n·lw·qlnet ?lrc-rcmk·a·kln glawo!-tc "ok kakoj 
HAB·say.Jpl race.folk·E·REL3sgABS man·lp!ABS INTJ INTJ 
Cokwanaqaj anmec qaylte n·ine-wlncw·qln 
personal.namc.JsgABS already look! HAB·AP·Irain·3sg 
The men of the racers' encampment said "Oh boy, look at CJkwayaqa} already 
training {icr. {cyJ./6} 
Ex~mple 047 has a plural marked relational form; no other head noun Is present: 
047 kaara-cako-kcna-t J•m-ncnnt I Cakwanaqu}a-na 
nursery.sled·INESS·REL-3piABS go.fo;.JA.3pl0 pcrsonal.namc·E·ERG 
CJkwayaqa} went for those who were In the nursery sled. {cy290} 
Pronouns can also make relational forms. the pronoun head is generally 
augmented by a thematic suffix -ke before the relatlcnal suffix; this thematic suffix 
occurs with case-marked per.;onal pronouns (§6.2j, but not with the possessive 
derivation (§8.7.1): 
048 ;'11'-<J-ke-kJne-t 
3pi·E·TH·REl-3piABS 
their pastures 
awce-nwa-t 
paslure·PLACE·3piABS 
{na107:12} 
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Ol9 Jk-w?J I 
say·TH 
ncw-?att?·a-qej-e 
wcman·dog·E·DIM·ERG 
i.w-nln 
say·3sgA.3sgO 
namnam 
setllemcni.JsgABS 
q·a:J?o.y-a·n 
INJ.E.go.lo·TH·E·3sg0 
I !Jencllo 
lhitl1er 
OEVUSIIKA • q·o· pirl·y·o·n on·ke-k!n 
waj-anqen nan 
DEICT·Ihis.JsgABS DEICT 
q·•·newanjucqik-wl 
INJ.E.find.bnde-TH 
girl INH-rak•·TH·E·3sg 3sg· TH·REL3sgABS 
153. 
I 
She said, the dog said to him, "VIsit that there settlement, go there to find a 
bride, cake a giri from that (place)". {ke155} 
However, relational. pronouns with SAP heads have alternative forms with -ine 
instead of ·kc (see also §8.7.1): 
FIGURE 8.2. Relational pronouns. 
ersc-n/number of modified nominal 
3sg 3ol 
llsg yamn-ine-kin yamn-ine-kinet 
II pl y•m·•·kc-kin yam-•·ke-kirtet mury-ine-kln mury-iue-kinet 
~·r~ur·3·ke-kin mur-a-ke-kinet 
pror,; JTJ 2sg ~>n-Ine-kin yan-ine-kinet 
head yon-•-ke-kin yan-a-ke-kinet 
2pl tury-ine-kin tury-ine-kinet 
tur·•·ke-kin tur·•·ke-kinet 
3sg an-ke-l:in an-kc-kinet 
3pl or-a-ke·kln ar-a-ke-kinet 
8.8 Spatial derivation 
Chukchi nominal spatial relationships are indicated by spatial cases, spatial 
derivations, and spatial adverbs/postpositions. There does not seem to be a 
semantic motivation for the selection from these morphosyntactic strategies; 
rather, their position on the grammaticalisation cline seems to be a result of 
historical accident. The spatial derivation affixes are -tkan•VH TOP, -!)qac SIDE, 
-1•!)·/-ly- SIDE, -curm EDGE. The absolutlve case form of nomlnals with these 
derivations generally refers to the :orresponding part of the matrix nominal, rather 
than a spatial location. The derivations -tkan and ·l)qac Indicate the absolutlve 
case without a further case marker; -l•!J·/-ly- and -curm- mark the 3bsolut!ve 
singular with the suffix -n. 
Stem: 
·tl<an•VH 
·!Jqac(a·) 
-l•!J·I-ly-
·curm· 
Absolutive singular: 
onv·•·tkon top of a sled (allatlve: orw-J.tkan-eta) 
jara-!)qac side of a house (allatlve:jara·!)qaca-yta) 
yaty-o-ly-a-n edge of a Jake (allative: yoty-o-ly-eta) 
weem-curm·•-n side of a river (allatlve: weem-curm-eta) 
These derivations are frequently marked with locational case, most frequently 
locative or the basic directional cases (allative, ablative): 
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050 watku omka q·a-qamc-twa-rkan cwar r-?cnqcw-a-rkan 
cnly there INT-E-eai·RESULT·PROG so FUT·nol.wani·E·PROG 
tan·•man-ckw-a-c?-1'-n lcwt-a-ly-a-n q·OJ·ttct-a-rkan 
INTS-COMPAR·high·E·NMZR·E-JsgABS head·E·SING·E·lsgABS INT-E·climb·E·PROG 
amo akawkeyta q-a:Jajqet-a-rkan wakw-a-tkan-a·k 
and uncomfortably INT·E-sleep-E·PROG slone-E-TOP·E·LOC 
Only eat there, and once you don't want {any more}. climb up onto the very 
highest peak and sleep there, even uncomfortably on top of the stones. {jo035j 
Strategies for marking spatial relationships are discussed In § 15-see In particular 
§!5.3 'Spatial derivations'. 
8.9 Spt aker evaluation 
Chukchi has one diminutive and two augmentative suffixes used with nomlnals. 
These suffixes also occur with words of other classes; e.g. adjectives (§16.3.2). 
similar forms also occur with verbs (§14.6.3). 
8.9.1 Diminutive 
The diminutive suffix ·<Jej·VH expresses the Idea of smallness or fondness. 
051 n-ine-terrtjun·'Jin anqen nlngel·qel 
HAB·INV-Iie.to-Jsg DEM.JsgABS boy-DIM.JsgABS 
She is lying to that boy. {ot0i8/ 
The diminutive is sometime used as a derivational suffix. For example, the noun 
aw-qay-tc ('grunt'-DIM-3piABS from [cy426)) is sometimes used to refer familiarly 
to reindeer. The morpheme aw is an interjection which is a conventionalised 
imltatioa of the grunting sound that a reindeer makes; thus awqayte means 
something like 'little grunters: 
8.9.2 Augmentatives 
There are two nominal augmentative suffixes-;!!)· and -cy-. These both express the 
notion of bigness. Speakers report that -;1!1· expresses fondness and -cy- expresses 
disdain, but this is not borne out by the use of these suffixes in texts (see 055, 
which uses both with two instances of the same referent). 
The -cy augmentative has the following allomorphic alternation: 
·CO!J·lVC_ {AUG) { 
-cy- elsewhere 
This shows that Its underlying form is •-c!J·· 
052 n·lw-qln I gew>en teg·anjlw-ln I kakc 
HAB-say-Jsg wife.JsgABS good-uncle·POSS.JsgABS INTJ 
uawacqat-cau-a-n! 
woman-AUG·E·2sgABS 
The good uncle's wife says. "!Jear oh dear! Whilt a woman/" 
wane! 
INTJ 
{cy333j 
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In context, tile augmentative In the preceding example should be taken as a 
positive evaluation, as should the -cy- forms In 053 and 055. 
053 omqor., 
then 
I laycn=?m 
really=EMPH 
gan galwal>·•·cv·•·t n·•·mk-a-qlnet~>m 
DEICT herd·E·AUG·E·lpiABS HAB-E-m;ny·f.·lpi=EMPH 
gan layen~>m · tacjaco 
DEICT really=EMPH thousand 
n-a-capoj-qcn=?m 
HAB-E-slaughler-Jsg=EMPH 
ya-parol-lena-t towarne gutku I 
POS\.?RW-extra-Jpl trade.herd here 
Then like that great herd increased, a thousand and more here were 
;;;:,.;ghtered. {he046/ 
The -;jg- augmentative doesn't have any allomorphlc variation: 
U54 c?acan·OJ·fo·a-n 
cold·E·AUG·E-JsgABS 
(During/there is) extreme cold. {chi 7/ 
055 anr>a galwal1-a-lg·•·n~>m layen TRANSPORTA-ken [#] 
then herd·E·AUG·E-JsgABS=EMPH really uansport·RELJsgABS 
qaa-uahval?-a-cy-a-n I n-a-twa-qcn=?m [ ... ] 
'eindeer-herd·E·AUG·E·lsgABS HAB·E·be-Jsg=EMPH 
Then there was a huge transport herd, a vast herd of reindeer. {he063} 
Like diminutives, augmentatives also intermittently act as nominalisers. The noun 
w?ctkojgan pi<·gue Is derived from an Iterative-marked intransitive verb stem 
(w?i die and •tku ITER); see example 023 in §14.4.5. 
8.10 Quantitative derivations 
Chukchi has three noun-specific collective sufflxes and a number of quantitative 
prefixes which occur with nominais as well as with words of other classes. 
8.10.1 Collective suffixes 
There are three collective derivational suffixes. The suffix ·mk- is the most 
common (see examples 056, 057, 059). It is unclear how this differs from the -tku 
collective suffix (example 058). The suffix -yiniw (example 057) derives a collective 
noun indicating a human group (tribe, nation etc.). Examples 057-059 include the 
stem cawcaw(a·) with each of the collective suffixes. 
056 qeluq~>m n-a·mk·a·qln ye-lqut-lln >att>-mk·•·I!J=•·n 
because=EMP ADJ-E-many·E·lsg Pf·stand.up-3sg dog-COil·E·AUG·E-3sgABS 
H 
Because lots of dogs had stood up. {ke252/ 
The -mk- suffix is clearly cognate with the adjective stem mk mauy. 
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057 
058 
ank?am loycn 
and really 
laycn='m loycn 
really•EMPH really 
n-a-twa-qenat 
HAB·E·be-3pl 
gan cit tag·kolo 
DEiCT first iNTS·iNTD 
cawcawa-::s::enew 
reindeer.herder·COLL 
cit 
first 
uan namnam-a-mk-a-cy-3-n 
DEiCT viilage·E·COLL·E·AUG·E·3sgABS 
tcy-n·o·rnk·>·qlnct I 
INTS·ADJ.E·many·3pl 
And well at first there were Jots and lots of settlements, there lived a huge 
number of reindeer people. {he009/ 
;:mqora gan t?c-ce ylwl-klne-k=?m I nara-ca 
then DEICT some-ADV year·REL·LOC·EMPH four·ADV 
ylwl-klne·k I cmclkc Jayen='m cawcawa-tko-n 
year·REL·LOC probably reaily•EMPH reindeer.herder·COLL·3sgABS 
yanu-1'-a-n Jhk-ewan n-a-mk-a-qin ye-ynu-lin=?in 
remain·PCPL·E-3sgABS so·INTS AQJ.E.many.Jsg PF·remain·3Sg•EMPH 
Then after several years, four years or so, the reindeer folk remaining, quite a 
few remairred. {he015/ 
The -tku collective sufftx is formally identical to the iteratlve/antipassive-lteratlve 
suffix (§14.4.5). . 
059 alamil cawc.,wa-mk-~-n 
apparently rich.herder·COLL·E·3sgABS 
Apparently thr•y were a rich herder family 
8.10.2 Intensifier prefixes 
{cyOJ'tj 
The intensifier preftxes lyi- and ten-·VH occur with words of most word classes (e.g. 
verbs §14.5.2, adjectives §16.3.3). They arc most common with nominals derived 
from other word classes, or with pronouns. They very rarely occur w!th underived 
nouns. 
060 ccyi cakctt-a iltrcc I tau-ilmal?o maJ-3·tkom·et\J 
no.sooner sister·ERG finish EMPH·ai1.3ABS store.place·E·TOP·IIll 
As soon as the sister had carried off absolutely everything onto the store place ... 
ljo/06/ 
The Intensifier prefixes often occur together: 
061 [ ... ) qanur qora-t cama loyl·ten·teklcy-o-17-o-qey-tl 
like reindeer-3p!ABS and lNTS·INTS·meat·E·NMZR·E·DIM·3plABS 
... like reindeer they've got very good meat {kr 158/ 
062 onqoro I !Jotqen Roclow·o·na 
then DEM.JsgABS per~onal.name·E·ERG 
qonut !Jelwol1-o-kln ?omwetl?a.n I 
like herd·E·RELJsgABS person·3sgABS 
layc-tag-amal?o 
INTS·EMPH·al1.3sgABS 
[ ... ) 
Then that Roslov resettled absolutely all the herding people ... {!JrfJ55/ 
The prefix lyl- also derives nouns from nouns with the meaning 'authentic', 'i•·.ti", 
'proper'; see §8.11. 
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8.10.3 Approximative and restrictive prefixes 
The restrictive prefix em-·VH occurs most frequently with nouns and adverbs. The 
approximative prefix mel-·VH occurs with nouns and adjectives (see also § 16.3.3), 
and the related form mcc--VH occurs with nouns, verbs, and adverbs. 
063 Enmol1-o-11-o·n VSJO VREMJA BOITSJA 
dilf·E·NMZR·E-3sgABS ail lime fighting 
occl Clwt-o·qcmc-11-o-n accl Enmal1-a.J1-a-n f 
3p!ABS low·E·pOt·NMZR·E-3sgABS 3p!ABS cliff·E·NMZR·E·3sgABS 
1ctkl-Jn·•·t am·macaw·a-11-a-t 
bad·AUG·E·3pl REST·fight·E·PCPL·E-3p!ABS 
The "Cliff folk" are always afraid of them, the "Low Pots", those Cliff folk. 
They're really bad, always fighting. {kr042/ 
064 [ ... ] I onr1aq mel-uclwal qawrotkat-y1e? 
then APPR·herd.3sgABS rustle-TH 
... that sounds like it might be the herd {kel92j 
See example 0 II for an example of rhe rarer mec- from of the approximative 
prefix: mec-mejnet•o-1"1-o-t (APFR-become.blg-E-PCPL-E-3p!ABS) the ones who 
had become rather big. The 1-c alternation Is common In derivation. 
Several prefaxes can occur together (this is also a rare example of these derivations 
on an underlved noun): 
065 byeil=?m 
really•EMPH 
lun·kell-tku-tc 
NEG·wrile·ITER·Vbase 
t-o-mlyclrct-y?c.k 
1sg·E·work·TH·1sg 
t-lt-y?e·k 
1Sg·be· TH-1 sg 
ten-em-l)elwal?-ork 
EMPH·REST·herd·E·LOC 
But I didn't go to school, I was only at the herd, I worked. 
I 
{he004f 
The em- restrictive prefix combines with instrumental case personal pronouns to 
"•· ., adverb meaning alone; am-anan alone, by him/herself. am->J:"Yonan/am-
accoi, by themselves, am-yomnan by myself, am-yanan by yourself etc. The 
form amonan can be used In place of any of the person/number specific forms 
(§7.6.3). 
8.11 Miscellaneous lexical affixes 
The prefix lyi- (see §8.10.2) has a special meaning with certain nouns, deriving a 
noun denoting the authentic, usual or traditional kind of the entity referr-.il to. Tlte 
obvious example Is lay-7orawetl?a-n (AUTH-personesgABS), which I> the native 
Chukchi ethno:-tym used for self reference. There a~ quite a few similar terms; 
lay-oon?-a-t berry species (considered specific to Cfi~kotka; Russian shiksha), 
lay-7ewir-a-t traditional Chukchi clothing, lay7itt7aqeJ (<•lyl-7att7aqej) rhukchi 
sled dog. The form seems to be productive and there are examples of It used in 
spontaneous compounds; e.g. the word lay-7orawetl7a-tann-a-t AUTH-person-
stranger-E-3plABS (from [ot019]) is used to specify Koryaks when the 
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interpretation of the usual term tan!J·a·t (which can be used to mean stranger, 
enemy and foreigner as well as Koryak) Is contextualiy unclear. 
The suffix t?ul forms derivations from nouns with the meaning 'piece of [noun)'. 
This is particularly common for deriving names of animal-origin foodstuffs, e.g. 
qora-t?ol reindeer meat (<qora- reindeer}, wopqa-t?ol moose meat (<wopqa· 
moose), etc. The suffix Is also used productively, as shown in the textual example 
below; 
066 utt-a-t?ul-qej-e 
stick·E·PART·DIM·INST 
With the little bit of stick. [otOBO/ 
9 
Complex nominals 
Noun phrases, incorporation, compounding, conjunction 
9.1 Introduction 
Chukchi noun phrases (NPs) are restricted, with one possible exception (see below 
and §9.3), to appearing in the absoiutive case. In non-absoiutive cases modifiers 
are incorporated by their heads to form a single word. Thus, free modifiers of 
nominals only occur In the absoiutive case. Nevertheless, even in the absolutive 
modifiers are often incorporated; incorporation in the absolutive Is governed by 
pragmatic factors. S~ction §9.2 surveys the structural features of NPs. In §9.3 
there is a discussion of the syntactic status of series of coreferent ergative case 
nominals in order to demons·rate that these are not syntactic phrases. The 
pragmatic motivation for the selection of incorporation versus phrasal modification 
is discussed in §9.4, along with a description of lncorporadon of modifier; by rJn· 
absolutive case heads. However, only discourse prominent nominals are likely to be 
modified, and the absoiutive case is the case used for discourse prominent functions 
such as introducing new participants Into the discourse, so in general modification 
by Incorporation is rare In comparis•Jil to phrasal modification. Section §9.5 
contains a description of conjunction In NPs. NP conjunction allows a number of 
non-coreferent nominals to Inhabit the s?me syntactic slot, I.e. it allows several 
different referents to act as a single argument, as in the example below; 
001 ya-jalyat-lcnat ano·a·gcw:..9.£.Y:!! anpanacy-a,-gay-te ~ 
PF-nomadise-3piS old·E·woman-~IM-3piABS old.man-E-DIM·3piABS loo 
nlngef-gel 
boy-DIM.JsgABS 
The old womer., the old men and the little boy continued nomad ising. [otOOB/ 
Word order of absolutive noun phrases is structured so that more lexica! elements 
are situated closer to the head than more grammatical elements (§9.2). 
Occasionally the noun phrase may even be interrupted by other syntactic elements 
(§19.3.2). The possibility of ergative case noun phrases 15 discussed in !i9.3. 
Occasionally speakers produce a series of coreferent nominais without any 
syntactic interdependencies. This is not conjunction, since th nominais are 
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coreferent, and Is not a symactic phrase, since any or the nomlnals taken In 
isolation could act as the head or a clause and none or them are dependent on any 
or the others. There c;,n be difficulties distinguishing noun phrases formed In this 
way from absolutive case zero-copula clauses (§17.2.4). T' ,., following example 
shows an NP with two non-modifier noun heads (7orawl!lt7at ;mponacyot the 
people, the old people) and a quantifier pronoun (qutti some) which could be either 
a modlFier within an NP, or It could be another lndepertdant nominal: 
002 nan=>m ya-r>ela-yt-o-Jenat gut-tl I 
[JEICT=EMPH PF-race-go·E·Jpl some-JpiABS 
7orawctl?a-t anpanacy-a-t 
person-JpiABS old.man·E·JpiABS 
Well, some people went to a race, old people. /keOOl/ 
There are a few Instances of ergative .:ase nouns occurring In coreferent series 
which seem to Inhabit the same syntactic slot; none · f 1!-e elements can be shown 
to be heads or dependents or any or the others, so t::" criteria ior phrasehootl '.ire 
Inconclusive, e.g.: 
003 newocqct 
giri.JsgABS 
y-unet-lin 
PF-collect.firewood-Jsg 
I 
rcg-c ye-plrl-lin tann·c 
anraq='m 
lhen=EMPH 
somelhing·ERG PF·Iake-Jsg stranger-ERG 
q<mut 
like 
Waj·onqen'l·t Wateen-o-1>-o-t 
OEiCi-DEM-z,:~BS place.name-E-NM>'>E·JpiABS 
?eqc-J'?.c 
bad-NMZR·ERG 
l'he girl was going for firewood, and there she was kidnapptd ('taken} by 
someone, in'il·doers, by strangers/enemies/Koryaks, like those w/1~ live in 
Vaegi. (ot005/ 
The possibility or ergative case NPs is discussed lrt §9.3. 
9.2 Noun phrases 
A basic NP C<>nslsts or a •yntactic head and a number or dependents. Each oart or a 
head and modifier NP refers to the same entity. The dependents oi an NP head can 
oe prepos.:,d (as In example 004), postposed (example 005), or both (examples 008, 
009). 
004 an!ta 
there 
wajan-nenat 
untie-3sgA.3piO 
;mgcn 
DEM.JsgABS 
qora-t n·•·wllulyet-qlnet 
re;oJdeer-JpiABS HAB·E-hang.earrings-Jpl 
!law-a-n-rayt-at-kcna-t 
woman·E·CS·housc·go.lo-lH·REL·JpiABS 
There he untied them, the marriage reindeers, they hung earrings on them. 
[ke259/ 
oos uJne kemlllu-n 
l.amlejka-JsgABS 
;gewacgct-in? 
women-POSS.JsgABS IIEG.EXI 
Doesn't tile woman have a kaml't}ka? /ke215/ 
The heads or nouns phrases are usually nouns (or participles, which In Chukchi are 
a kind or noun). The modifier/sIn the noun Pl]_[ase can be 
r 
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• FREE PRONOUNS (§9.d). Demonstrative, quantifier and Indefinite/Interrogative 
pronouns can be modifiers In NPs. Personal pronouns cannot, which probably 
follows from the special discourse conditions which obtain for their use (§7.2). 
Personal pronouns do occur In phrasal nominal constructions with cot '•Jnction, but 
In these Instances the personal pronoun Is the head (determining agreement) and 
the noun Is the modifier (§9.5.1) 
• NOUNS, Including: 
• PARTICIPLES (§9.2.2). 
• rOSSESS!VE & RELATIONAL DERIVATIO'~S OF NOUNS (§9.2.2). 
• OBLIQUE CASE NOUNS (§9.2.3) 
• ADJECTIVES (§9.2.4). 
• NUMERALS (§9.2.5). 
Nondnal modifiers within NPs can sl.1ow number agreement throughout the NP. 
However, pronominal and possessive modifiers or a plural head frequently don't 
show agreement with plurcl. There doesn't seem to be any SPmantlc conditioning, 
s•Jch as animacy or Individuation. In example 006 the demonstrative and 
possessive modifiers don't agree In number with the noun head, while · the 
participle lejwol7at who were walking does. 
OOG <Jrtr?aq omgen ?eqc-nliw-in 
and DEM.JsgABS bad.uncle·POSS.JsgABS 
ckke-t=>m 
son·JpiABS=EMPH 
lclw-:>-1>-•-t 
walk·E-PCPL·E·3pl 
jct-y>e-t 
come-TH-3pl 
'leta·innai-at·.:t·!J!)o·y'a·t 
lace-bring.ocws-TH·E·INCH-TH-Jpl 
ccyl 
no :Sooner 
anqcn 
DEM.J~gABS 
I 
Then those sons of the bad uncle came, they walked there, as soon as they 
he:Jrd about the race. fcy352/ 
?ronomlrtal and possessive/relational modifiers do however always agree with the 
number of the underlying head when the head nominal is elllpsed from the NP, e.g. 
007 lovi-tclcnicp-klnct ar>ala !, .. , .. :o [ ... ) 
INTS-Iong.ago-REL.JpiABS qune n-<: i 
/They're/ from really quite a long,;,: ·,go... /kr I 22/ 
Many or the examples of nominal phrases In this chapter nctually show 
combinations or different nominal elements. Example 008 shows a demonstrative 
and a possessive modifier with a single noun: 
008 iyot-qej w'\) loyen mon:Jalyon-mok 
now-DIM DEICT really lpi.INT·move.camp-lpl 
!)Otgen kaara·n 
DEM.JsgABS nul5ei)'.Sied-3sgAB~ 
mon:Jaa-y>a-n=>m I [ ... ) 
lpi.INT-use-TH·Jsg•EMPH 
tury-ln 
2pi·POSS.3sgABS 
m<Jn·rayt-a-mak 
1 pi.INT-go.home-E-lpl 
I 
We1/ move camp right away. we11 go home. You use your nursery sled there. 
fcy413/ 
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Constituents of a nominal phrase are ordered such that the most grammatical 
nomlnals are furthermost from the head and the most lexical are closesc. There Is 
however no preferred left-to-right ordering; demonstratives are always at one 
extreme or another of a NP, with other pronomlnals next furthermost out, and 
adjectives, numerals and modifier nomlnals situated closest to the head. Thus, the 
linear ordering within the NP Is related to a &rammatlcality cline whereby the 
most grammatical elements are furthermost from and least grammatical (most 
lexical) elements are closest to the lexical head. This Is illustrated sthcmatlcaliy In 
figure 9.1 (to avoid giving preference to lcft->right or rlght->lcft word order, the 
diagram is drawn with the NP core at the bottom and the periphery at the top). 
The rationale for demonstratives being considered more grammatical than other 
pronouns is that the selection of a demonstrative does not rely on any intrinsic 
properties of its referent, unlike the selection of other pronouns which, for a given 
referent, arc not shifters. Any particular referent is intrinsically singular or plural, 
intrinsically animate or inanimate, etc. The selection of quantifier pronoun Is 
determined by the number of the referent and selection of the 
indefinite/interrogative pronoun by Its animacy. Possessive/relational pronouns at~ 
unique identifiers according to other semantic parameters (§8.7) such as possessor. 
source, material, use, which ate also not shifters In the sense used here. 
FIGURE 9.1 Relationship between word order and gramrnatlcallty In an NP. 
linear order wilhi11 NP Grammatica!iry cline 
NP Periphery ~~~mon~t~~~~~c pronoun __ 
Quantifier pronoun 
Indcfinitelintcrrog<Hive pron. 
P?sscssivc & relational pronouns 
Adjec· ·ve 
Nume· .. l 
Possessive/relational noun 
Participle 
NPCore (Noun 
I 
I 
most grammatical elements 
~ •Pro11omitral slriftu 
•Pronominal norJ..slrifter.r 
.If' •L<xical modifier 
•Lexical head 
(st/exical elements 
An NP can combine elements spreading both leftwards and tlghtwards. Example 
009 shows a relational nominal preceding the noun and a possessive pronoun and 
demonstrative pronoun following it. 
009 [ ... ) tlte-kln pocwctyaw rnury-ln 
then·REL3sgABS conversation 1 pi·POSS.JsgABS 
... that previous conversation of ours ... 
anqcn 
DEM.JsgABS 
[ ... ) 
[ka34/ 
The preferred order within these types Is unclear, ns noun phrases don't normally 
occur with more than or,r .~on-shifter pronoun and one lexical modifier. 
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9.2.1 Free pronoun modifiers 
Free pronoun modifiers In NPs can be demonstratives (example 010), quantifiers 
(Oil) or Indefinite/interrogatives (012). 
DEMONSTRATIVE 
010 qonwet ko:l:o ana !ll!!ruU onqen 
finally INTJ so boy.3sgABS DEM.3sgAB~ 
lejw-o-l?ct·•·rkon t"!)·qonpo loyen 
walk·E·DUR·E·PROG INTS-always really 
Finally, ooh/ but that boy Is always wandering. [ot026/ 
QUANTIFIER 
OJ I <Jnnanacy-a-gai 
old.man·E·DIM.3sgABS 
qotloyi 
however 
!12! 
QUANT.JsgABS 
jara·k 
house-LOC 
n-a-twa-qen 
HAB·E·be-3sg 
There was one old man in the house however. 
INDEFINITEIJNTERROGATIVE: 
012 ce r?enutc-t eiwcl-gei-tl 
INTJ what·3piABS orphan·DIM·3piABS 
nutc-k 
land·LOC 
n-ena-pcla·torc:c? 
HAB·TR-Ieave-2pl 
[ot/27/ 
Oh. what orphans have you left in the tundra? {jo084j 
Free personal pronouns do not act as modifiers in noun phras~'. ;>erson marking of 
nouns is carried out by pronominal suffixes (§6.2). 
9.2.2 Participle and possessive/relational modif.iers 
Absolutlve noun modifiers In NPs Include participles (013), and derivations of 
nouns and pronouns with the possessive and relational forms (0 14-0 18). 
Participles with oblique dependents can form participle phrases within the NP: 
013 tcg-ortjlw j>o-rten 
INTS·"ncle.3sgABS go.to·3sgA.JsgO 
onjlw·c I "ccjl kakontcjl 
uncle·ERG . INTJ INTJ 
uelwol>-o-k 
herd·E-lOC 
wa·l'·a·n iw-nin 
be-PCPL·E-3sgABS say-3sgA.3sgO 
Cokwauaqaj 
personal.name.3sgABS 
cik-in>-c" 
iNTS-early·ADV 
He reached the good uncle who was at the herd, the uncle said 'Oho/ 
ClkW<njaqaj's early' [cy04 1/ 
In the above example, the locative nominal !Jelwal?ak at the herd Is a complement 
of the copula wa-/-twa- be (located). 
Example 014 has three coreferent NPs, each consisting of a possessive nominal 
modifier and a noun head (NP elements are underlined, and each NP is bracketed). 
In this example the NPs are Interrupted by other sentence elements. Here It 
seems to be a rhetorical device us~d to cMtras~ the preposed elements In each NP 
with each other, rather than the no..tn heads. 
164. 
014 [ c1wc-1>-lne-t 
olher-NMZR-POSS-3piABS 
yc-w>i-lln 
PF-die-3sg 
qcjuu I 
calf.JsgABS 
layen ewar qarOJm 
really su NEG.FUT 
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qcjwc 
always 
jol-o·k 
give-E-INF 
qcluu-t I 
calf·3~1ABS 
[on-In 
3sg-POSS.3sgABS 
qcluu I 
calf.JsgABS 
[ c1wc-i>-in 
•.lher-NMZR-POSS.JsgABS 
jol-o-k 
give·E·INF 
Hyou give another's calves {to a reindeer/, her {own/ calf died, you give the 
other's calf- straightaway no! [she r<jects It/ {an017/ 
Examples 015 and 016 show relational modifiers formed from a noun (gclwoJ?okin 
having to do with herds< gclwol herd) and a temporal adverb (titckinct having to 
do with that time< titc then) respectively: 
015 [ ... 1 loyc-tag-omol>o qonut nclwol>-o-kln 
INTS-INTS-aii.JsgABS like herd-E-REL.JsgABS 
... like absolutely ail the herding people ... 
016 titc-klnc-t r>c1a-yt-o-17-o-t I 
lhon-SRC-3piABS race-go.to·E·PCPL·E-3piABS 
r?elt!.·rrtn<Jl-at-3-l? -a-t man-?cj!)ew-a-nct 
race-lell.news-TH· E·PCPL. E -3piABS 1 pl. INT -call· E -3pl 
?orawctl?a·n 
person-3sgABS 
I [ •.. 1 
{he055 / 
We'll cail the racers from the other time, the ones who he/ · . ' other race. 
{cy348/ 
The following example are show the possessive derivations of personal pronouns. 
017 tann-a-t n-iw·qinct .. ok ana nan yamn-in 
suanger-E-3piABS HAB-say-3pl INTJ so DEICT 1sg-POSS.3sgD 
plak-a-ly-:.-n parantct-y?i" 
shoe-E-SING·E·ABS rip-TH 
The strangers say "Oh, it seems my shoe's ripped" {ot075/ 
018 naqam an-lne-t gor>o glnqcy·tl >eqc-njlw-ln 
bul 3sg-POSS-3piABS lhree boy-3p1ABS bad-uncle-POSS.JsgABS 
onqcn qonpa jara-k wa-17-o-t I 
DEM.JsgABS always house-LOC be-PCPl·E-3piABS 
joro-cako la,·an 
sleeping.chamber-INESS really 
And those three sons of the bad uncle were always at home, right inside the 
sleepingchamber. {cy019/ 
9.2.3 Oblique noun modifiers 
The comltative and associative cases function as modifiers, but it is unclear 
whether they modify NPs or only entire predicates/clauses, as there are no formal 
criteria which could be used to show that they are nominal modifiers. They 
frequently oct::•· In sentences without overt nominal subjects in the absolutlve. In 
sentenr.es with overt nouns the associative Is much more common than the 
comltatlve. 
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019 ?aqa-taylan-lanwe-n=?m camqak 
IMPOSS-desire-GROUP-3sgABS=EMPH furlherrnore.ADV 
n-o-plrl·qlnet I >orawetl>a-t 1/ 
HAB-E-1ake-3pl pecple-3pl 
qc1uq='m 
because=EMPU 
n->cqc-tc\jeg-qlnct 
HAB·IMPOSS-desire-3pl " 
1ayen 
really 
E!:!J.alwal'-a-ma 
ASS-herd-E-ASS 
But the ather people wha didn't want to, they were taken with their herds, 
165. 
because they didn't want {tojafn the Sovxoz/. {he02J-022/ 
9.2.4 Modifier adjectives 
Adjectives can occur as modifiers within an absolutive noun phrase. 
020 ongc lk-wc "cam?am" wajanrc J'ely-cta q-a-Iqat-yl 
NEG.HORT say-NEG unable.MOD yonder moon-ALL INT·E-setoff-TH 
;oenku n3lyf.n-:.-ten-ginet naw;;,cqet-ti wa-rkat 
!here INTS-AOJ.E-good-3pl woman-3pL\BS be-PROG.Jpl 
Don't say "i can"t"; you set off yonder to the moon, there are really good women 
there. [cyl65/ 
When an adjective occurs with a nor.-absolutive nominal lt Is regularly 
Incorporated. 
There are rare Instances In which an adjective is used as a nominal, i.e. 
substantively (sec §16.3). Such substantive adjectives are never case marked, and 
can only function as absolutive. There are no examples of adjective NP heads with 
modifiers, which suggests that this might better be considered ellipsis. 
9.2.5 Modifier numerals 
Numerals are not nominals and do not themselves take case markings, but they do 
occur as modifiers of nomlnals. Nominais are only modified by free numerals In the 
absolutive case; otherwise the numerals are lncorpornted. Compare 021-022. which 
show numeral modifiers In absolutlve noun phrases. with 023, which shows an 
Incorporated numeral modifier of an Instrumental case noun: 
021 cWOJt annen ;mneen re·piri-rkan=?m 
so one fish.3sgABS FUT-take-PROG=EMPH 
It's enough If you catch one fish. 
022 illy-o-n t>cr yaia-y?e=?m I [ ... 1 
monlh·E·ABS so.many pass-TH=EMPH 
A number of months passed ... 
ratan 
enough 
Uo069} 
[ka07/ 
Note that the word t?e1· how many?. a number of in the preceding example Is ~L~o a 
numeral (sec §16.8.2). 
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023 ano janot 
first 
loyen 
really 
n-o·pojyol?at-a-l?at-qcnat I 
HAB·y-spear.duei-E-DUR-3pl 
naqam 
bul so 
an-in annan-many-a 
3sg-POSS.JsgABS one-hand-INST 
n-•·ppalu-qlnc-qcj pojy-o·qaj 
qcluq='m 
because•EMPH 
ADJ-E-smaii·3·DIM.3sgABS spear·E·DIM.JsgABS 
Well first they simply fought with spears, however {he used] his with one hand, 
because of his little tiny spear. {otl 08] 
In isolated Instances a numeral can act as an argument of a verb, although It Is not 
clear that such numerals are really NP heads as to say that they were would be to 
hypothesise a subclass of nomlnals which could not mark case (compare the 
'argument-like' adverbs discussed In §7.6). Example 024 shows a numeral which Is 
"" 'l "'Jument of the verb (note number agreement), bu.t which also strongly 
Implies an elllpsed nominal head lamgalte stories (understood from context): 
024 II atr?ec-tcyan narog='m waj t-o-tw-a-nat I 
yes all-limit Ihree=EMPH DEICT lsgA-E-E-3piO 
ujgc otr?ec 
NEG.EXI all 
Yes, that's the end. I've tolr/ three {stories}, no more, that's all. {ka29j 
9.3 Ergative nominal phrases 
Texts contain rare Instances of series of coreferent ergative nouns: this Is 
Illustrated in example 025, which has several arguments in the ergative case 
representing the same set of people: 
025 l~yen ew~t n-eila·n-raq-aw-~-inyo-qen. pojy-ott-a 
really so HAB-TR-CAUS-do.something-TH-E-INCH-3sg spear-wood-INST 
n-ine-n-req-ew-qln ?cqc-1?-c I req-e tanu·a 
HAB-TR-CAUS-do.somelhing-TH-3sg bad-NMZR-ERG something-ERG stranger-ERG 
[nine] n-ena-ponge-qen 
HAB-TR-block-3sg 
n-a-mle-qln pojy-a-n 
HAB-E-break-3sg spear-E-ABS 
pojy-ott-a-ot 
spear-wood-E-REDUP.3!gABS 
But whenever he started to do anything to him with the spear, the enemy was 
doing anything, the stranger whatever. he blocked the spearshaft, the spear 
broke. {otl09j 
The ergative case arguments are all in the same syntactic relatbnship to the verb. 
However, unlike absolutive case NPs they do not have any demonstrable syntactic 
relationship to each other (for example, they can't be shown to be heads and. 
modifiers). The pauses and false starts In 025 suggest that the speaker here l!' 
searching for the correCt words, which in tum suggests that this series of ergativ~ 
case nouns Is simply an instance of repltition of different terms for a refernt whllc 
the spea.ker Is gathering her thoughts. 
Example 026 shows a highly unusual example of an ergative demonstrative and an 
tqative noun which do seem to be in a modifier-head relatior.shlp: 
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026 angena-cak 
DEM-AN ERG.3pl 
remk-e 
folk· ERG 
ya-n-rayt-at-len 
PF-CAUS-go.home-TH-3sg 
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yc-plrl-lln 
PF-take·3sg 
I "!)et-J?-a-n 
collectwood-flMZR·E·ABS.3sgABS 
167. 
Those folk for those ones, the folk] kidnapped the firewood-collector and took 
her home. {otU06j 
The lack of number agreement between the two words Is probably not significant: 
the selection of high animate plural Inflection for demor.strative referring to a 
person Is normal, but the noun rcmk- folk cannot be marked for number outside 
the absolutive (§6.2). 
The question as to wh~ther ergative NPs exist"'' '~t be considered unresolved. but 
If ergative nominals do form syntactic phrases then these phrases differ markedly 
from absolutlve case noun phrases. 
9.4 Nominal incorporation 
The syntactic distribution of the noun phrase In Chukchi Is limited to contexts 
where It occurs In the absolutive case (§9.2). To get a semantically complex 
nominal argument In a non-absolutive context .t is either. (i) ir.~roduced by a noun 
phrase in the absolutlve case and then referred to by a pror.oun or single word. or 
(II) made Into a single word by syntactic lncorpora':lon. Absolutive nominals can 
also incorporate their modlflers: the motivation for selecting a modifier r:•rase or 
incorporation of the modifier Is determined pragmatically. 
The following two examples Illustrate the pragma~io difference between phrasal 
modification (027) and incorporation (0~8): 
027 :~m:~ 
and 
uanqen 
DEM.3sgABS 
karcp-cn 
wolverine·POSS.3ABS 
tey-n-:~-marku-qinct annatal 
INTS-ADJ-E·flght-3pl you.see 
ncly-a-t je! 
hide-E-3piABS INTJ 
And that wolverine skin, ohl. fit] is so very llght. 
028 layen 
really 
kojaw-a-myo-y?a-t 
wake.up-E-INCH-TH-3pl 
atl;a-t 
parent-3piABS 
rayta-y?e 
go.home-TH 
?iy-a-ncly-;:a-n jan-ncn wcnw-atc?a~-y?e 
wolf-E-hide-E-3sgABS ta~e.off-3sgA.3sgO secreUy-go.lo.bed-TH 
{ab5.35j 
I 
WhC11 the parents were starting to wake up he went home, took off the wolf 
skin, secretly went to bed. {ot057] 
Example 027 Is from a story about wolverine skins, and th2 NP with all Its 
modifiers Is centrally Important to the discourse (I.e. It Is FOCUSSED: see § 19.1.1). 
In contrast, In 028 the noun ?iyanelyan the wolf skin Is a background detail to a 
story about a person: the fact that the skin comes from a wolf Is import'lnt to 
specify since otherwise it might be understood that the protagonist took off his own 
skin. The subsequent discourse is not concernerl with the skin. 
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In example 02~ the modifier Is also Incorporated. As In f.2B the focus of the story is 
the activities of the boy and the wolf skin Is a peripheral detail. However there Is a 
stronger motivation for Incorporation here: since the noun Is in the lnesslve case, 
Incorporation of the modifier Is structually obligatory. 
029 ra·yt-a-y?a-t I >att?ajol poklr-y?l qcluq:?m 
house-go.to-E-TH·3pi first.ADV auive-TH because=EMPH 
?fy-3-nely-a-caku 
wolf.E·skin·E-INESS 
n-;,-twa-qen 
HAB-E-be-Jsg 
They went home. He arrived first because he was inside the wolf skin. [ot/41] 
Incorporations Involving three or more lexical stems are unusual, and are 
sometimes considered to be funny (see also §12.S.I). When a French nurse from the 
organisation Mt!decins du Monde arr:ved in Anadyr' the brother-in-law of one of my 
consultants remarked that this was another kawrajelyomelyatan!J•n' 'twlsted-
tor.gue match stranger', I.e. a European outsider who speaks a language other than 
Russian. This term was ~pontaneously formed and people were :yery amused IJy It, 
passing It back and forth around the village for several days. 
9.4.1 Adjective, pi"onoun and numci"al modifiers 
Apart from attributive adjectives, Chukchi can also incorporate other NP clements 
such as demonstratives and pronominal possessors. These seem like syntactic 
phenomena, which Is a typologically very unexpected'. 
Any nominal with modifiers which Is to act as a non·absolutive argument must use 
Incorporation. Example 030 shows an adjective modifying a noun In the comltativc 
case (see also examples 03G-037 below. which show Incorporated possessors). 
030 [ ... ) Yi!:l!P•Io-ra·ta n?eJ-y?l rcmk-o-n !"!J·ilmol?-cto=?m 
COM-I~IIe·house-COM become-TH folk·E-ABS.JsgABS INTS-all·ADV=EMPH 
... the people in their entirety came to be in little houses. [he055j 
Adjectives In attributive function ~re almost always Incorporated. Compare 031-
032 (adjectives In attributive fun<rlon) with 033-034 (adjectives In predlcativc 
'This compound kawra:Jcly-a-mcly·o·tann·•·n Is glossed twist-tonguc-E-fire-E-stranger-
E-ABS. 
z As Spencer olJserves, 
[ ... ) Chukchi nouns regularly Incorporate their modifiers, which could only be 
analysed as an illicit kind of lowering given normal assumptions about the 
structure of nominal phrases. [Spencer 1995:475) 
Illicit or not, the behaviour of Incorporating nomlnals seems to follow naturally form the 
privileged status of the absolutlve case. Absoi:.ttlve nomlnals have high discourse salience, 
with the concomitant assumption of greater specificity, etc. The tendency for verbs to 
lncorpon:tc low discourse salience Os ·(§ 12.2) Is port of the same general phenomenon that 
non-specJ(ic, nan-differentiated clements are referred to using a single word. 
~C~h~a~p~tc~r~9~----------------~C~O~M~P=L=EX~N~O~M~IN~'A~~~--------------------~1!69. 
function). Example 030 shows a non-absolutive adjective-noun complex. In non-
absolutive functions adjcctive+noun pairs always Involve Incorporation of the 
adjective. 
031 n-a-lyl-ypl·l?et-q;n anqen j?a-nalv·•·lu·•·n 
HAB-E-INTS-<!o.houSI!WOri<·DUR·Jsg OEM raw·hide-E-AUG·E-ABS 
That [magical} .raw hide worked hard around the house. [cy265/ 
032 maln-;,-maraw n-a-le-qln 
big-E-fight.JsgABS HAB-E-go-JsgS 
The [Second World/ war was going on. [he024 j 
The following examples show free adjectives In predlcative functions: 
033 mcclc?u n-a-cllt-gln uwl-kuk I n·cna-yto·qen 
sometimes ADJ.E-warm-3sgS cook-poLJsgABS HAB-TR-pun.out-JsgS 
Sometimes even the pot was still warm when he got it out. {jo021/ 
034 pojy-ott·o·ly-o-qaj Iayen n-•·clwm-a-glnc-qel 
spear·woOd·E·END-E·DIM.JsgABS really ADJ·E·short-E-Jsg-DIM 
The spearshaft was really short. [ot037/ 
Kotc that In examples 031 and 032 the Incorporated adjectival modifiers make up 
entities which arc similar to lexical compounds according to the nameworthyness 
test. It Is Impossible to (for Instance) put emphatic stress on an ln:orporated 
adjective (unlike English: "It was a green car, not a red one"). 
Other elements of a notional noun phrase can also be incorporated. In the following 
example a quantifier qun- one is Incorporated In the word qonqora!?eyot you 
have one reindeer (or perhaps better: you with one reindeeij. 
035 ncwacqct-c n-lw-o-n "okkojf waj menlnc-qcj 
woman-ERG INV·say·E-30 INTJ DEICT who·DIM.JsgABS 
q-a-caj-o-rkon kokc wane-qaj gon-gora-17-cY?t 
waj 
DEICT 
INT-E-tea-COMSUME-PROG INTJ INTJ-DIM one-reindeer·NMZR·2sg.ABS 
mcnqo?" 
whence 
The women said to him: Whos this? Drink some teal Well well, you've got 
one reindeer ... Where have you come from? [cyl04/ 
The fact the man has one reindeer Is noteworthy as a nomtal Chukch! reindeer 
sled Is drawn by two. In this example the Incorporation one +reindeer makes an ad 
hoc nickname, which In Chukchi would never be expressed by two words (all names 
are unitary; see §1.1.4). 
In the fallowing two examples personal pronouns are Incorporated. In example 036 
a first person singular pronoun In Incorporated the noun nutc- land, and the 
resultant stem occurs In the relational derivation to sl:ow place of origin'. 
' Note that possessive and relational forms cannot be combined recursively; gymn-ln 
nutc-kln jokwa-qaj (lsg-POSS.3sgABS land-REL.3sgABS duck-r:JM.3sgABS) would 
---------- ----"---- ....... -·-···-·--·---· -- ---- -- .. 
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036 c waj yan>a•: ··::ute·kln jokwa-qaj ctaana 
INTJ OEICT 1sg-Jand·REL.3sgABS eider.duck·DIM.JsgABS probably 
Oh. it's probably a little eider duck from my [home/land. [otl32/ 
Example 037 shows another Instance of a semantically complex non-absolutlve 
element formed by Incorporation rather than by phrasal syntactic means. 
037 w;,ne wancwan wanewan n-a·ponuc-?a.n 
JNTJ NEG.NFUT NEG.NFUT INT-E-take.shon.cut-TH·3sg5 
anay-r?et-iekwe laycn mat-kawra-rnak nan ncmaqej uan 
3sg-road-PERL really 1pl-go.in.circle-1pl DEICT also DEICT 
Oh no, he didn't tum around halfway; we too did the circle following his 
tracks. fey 149/ 
An example of an incorporated numeral is annan-many-<1 with one hand one-
hand-INST (example 023). 
9.4.2 Noun modifiers 
Nouns can be Incorporated as modifiers, further Identifying what kind of thing the 
head noun Is. Often they express material (see 038) or place of origin (see 039). 
038 anr?aq ?ty-nely-a-n jart .. "le~t I nanqen uan ekwct-y?i 
then wolf·hide-E-3sgABS don-3sgA.3Sg0 yonder DEICT sel.oii-TH 
Now he put on the wolf hide, went off yonder. [ot047/ 
In pragmatically different circumstances the incorporated noun ?iyncl_yan wolf 
hide could be split Into a phrasal nominal ?iy-in ncly-il-n woif-POSS.3sgABS hidc-
E-3sgABS (see example 027). 
Here are some other complex nouns with a noun modifier indicating a material 
(case endings given here are arbitrary; taken from texts): 
maka-jar?-o 
nappy-contents-EQU 
Nappy padding/stufflng [ch09/ 
manck-wat;;cy- •·qaj-a 
cloth·kamlejka-t-DIM·ERG 
Dress made of fabric (instead of fur) [cy223/ 
ott·a·pojy-a-qaj 
wood·E·spear-E·DIM 
Wooden spear [ot036/ 
Example 039 is one of very few in which a proper noun (here, a place name) is 
incorporated. There are no examples of an Incorporated personal names attested in 
the corpus. 
mean my duck from the land, not the duck from my land, I.e. a relational form cannot be 
the head of a possessive fol :n. 
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039 onqena-t raj Warecll"ta"!)·•·naw-o-t 1oycn 
this-JpiABS DEICT Vaegi-stranger-E-woman·E·JpiABS really 
Those stranger women from Vaegi are very, very bad. 
171. 
telJ"?etki:JlJ"•·t 
INTS·bad-AUG-E-JpiABS 
[otOSO} 
In the following example the Incorporated noun stem 1oy?orawetl?a. Chukchi (lit. 
ordinary kind of person) show that the tan!J·•·t strangers, enemies are the 
traditional strangerslenemies, i.e. Koryaks from the neighbouring tribe, rather 
than the new one,. ~he Russians. 
040 lay-?orawetl?a-ta"!J"•·t qaromena-t aruci-J?.a-t 
AUTH-person-stranger·E·3piABS NEG.ID-JpiABS Russian·NMZR·E·3piABS 
[They were/ ordinary stranger people [i.e. Koryaksj, not Russians. [ot049/ 
My data does not contain any spontaneous examples of Incorporation of more than 
one modifier (but see the discussion of'tongue-twlsters'; §2.5.1) 
9.4.3 Verb and adverb modifiers 
Verb modifiers indicate the activity (e.g. helping see 041) or state (e.g. die see 042) 
which make the compound nameworthy. 
041 macanan onka qel?uq newacqet I 
enough there because woman.JsgABS 
Let it be, for the woman, she's our helper. 
042 anko 
there 
jara·mk·•:l!J·•·n 
house-COLL·E·AUG-E·3sg/•BS 
kel?-ln 
spirit·POS5.3sgABS 
artqcn w?l-remk-if\ 
this.JsgABS die·fof<·POSS.JsgABS 
waj 
DEICT 
winret-tumy-a-n 
help-friend-E·3sgABS 
[cy295} 
There was a big gro::.- .ifsplrit houses, belonging to the dead folk [cy4!0/ 
Nominais compounds can also be made with adverbs. Here the adverbials ?att?ajo1 
first andjaallast form compounds with -ra-1?- house-NMZR person with a house. a 
householder. 
043 [ ... ) ?eqe-njtw 
bad-unde.3sgABS 
?att?<tfot-ra-J?.a.n 
first·house-NMZR·E·3sgABS 
iaat-ra-l'·o tcn-anjlw 
last-house-NMZR·EQU good-unde.3sgABS 
nutku 
here 
... the bad uncle was the first-householder, here the last-householder was the 
good uncle. [cy309/ 
9.5 Conjunction 
The various strategies for nominal conjunction are used when an argument 
consists of two or more non-coreferent elements. This contrasts to the other types 
of noun phrase, which ail consist of a head and modifiers. Nominal conjunction only 
occurs with nominals in the absoiutlve case. 
Nominal conjunction can be achieved In two ways: the ASSOCIATIVE CONJUNCTION 
CONSTRUCTION (§9.5.1), or by use of a conjunctive particle (§9.5.2). Conjoined 
elements in a noun phrase rarely have equal status; it Is normal for one element to 
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Include the other-In such Instances the associative conjunction construction Is 
used. Otherwise, with e~ually ranked nominal elements, a conjunctive particle Is 
used. 
9.5.1 Associative conjunction 
The most common type of co!1junctlon of nomlnals Is the associative conjunction 
construction. This construction Is formed by a plural head nominal with collective 
meaning (the superordinate). accompanied by another nominal or nomlnals 
referring to an Individual or Individuals Included In the collective (c~mpare the use 
of the associative case with nouns in a part whole relationshlf•; St>.o 2). The head 
nominal is usually a plural personal pronoun (as In 044 and 045) :>r " .10un (which 
should be a hypernym of the conjoined noun, as in 046). When the nomlnals to be 
cortlolned cannot be construed in these ways (I.e. when they are all nouns '"hich 
are not In a superordinate-subordinate relationship) conjunctive particles are used 
instead (see §9.5.2 and also discussion of example 049). 
Verbal agreement Is always determined by the superordinate term, even though 
both nominals arc In the absolutivc case (see 044, 046). 
044 turi 
2pi.AB$ 
OJtcal-gal 
auni·DIM.JsgABS 
jara-1>-o 
house·NMZR·EOU 
q-lt·y·•·tak 
INT·be·TH·E-2pl 
You and aunty /lit. )'ou (PL.) including auntie1 remain at home. 
045 naqam atr7cc atrl new-?att?-;:H\tlJ. 
bul only 3pi.ABS woman·dog·E·DIM 
And it was just him and the bitch 
046 cnmen I >cqe-1>-c [ ... ) ya·nm·a-!cnat 
once.upon.a.time bad·NMZR·ERG Pf.ijii·E·3pt0 
atlay-a-t ammcm.a 
paieni·E·3piABS molher.3sgABS 
Once upon a time, evil-doers killed the f<1ther' and mother 
{cy062/ 
{kel47/ 
{joOOi/ 
The corpus has a few Instances of a similar construction formed with the 3rd plural 
personal pronoun atri and two nouns (see 047-049). The pronoun here doesn't seem 
to add any more information about the composition of the noun phrase than that 
indicated by the nouns . (contrast this to 044 turi atcajqaj you and aurlty: the 
pronoun In this example Indicates that the NP contains another person). 
4 The word atlayat can mean parents or fathers (the singular atlayan only mear.s fat11el). 
In conjunction with the singular ammam3 mother the phrase atlayat ammcma means 
father and mother, literally 'parents Incl. mother'. In general the plurals of terms 
Indicating men Include women (§6.3.4). 
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047 
0·18 
049 
II layc·til!)·qonpo 
yes INfS·INTS·always 
atri 
Jpi.ABS 
lokwalo 
eider.duck.JsgABS 
ye·tumyew-llnct 
PF·belriend·Jpl 
71-na 
woii.JsgABS 
Yes, and the wolf and the duck befriended each other forever. 
atri new-?att7-a.qci 
Jpi.ABS woman·dog·E·DIMJsgABS 
n-a-twa-qenat I jara-k 
HAB·E·be·3piS home·LOC 
!JCW3CQCt 
woman.JsgABS 
anqa 
!herE 
They were the dog and the woman there, at home. 
omk?am cc naly-a-uoi!J·3-c?6m·ot-tk3n 
and INTJ hide·E·Iaii·E·end·E·SURFACE.AB$ 
way-c?om-3-tkan-tc I poc?a-koJn·a-cako 
claw·ond·E·SURFACE-JpiABS sleeve.cup-E·INSIDE 
q-a:Jo·y·a-nat 
INT-E-pui·TH·E-3pl0 
atrl I 
Jpi.ABS 
nalyal 
bolltsides 
173. 
{jol24/ 
{ke255/ 
And then, ah, puc the end of my tail and the ends of my claws in the ends of 
both sleeves. {Jo039/ 
In these examples neither noun Is a superordinate of the other; the motivation for 
using this construction rather than conjuctive particles or a comitatlve case adjunct 
(§6.5.3) is unclear. 
9.5.2 Conjunctive particles 
There arc two conjunctive particles which typically occur with nomlnals: ~nk?am 
and ~ma (there is also discussion below of an unusual instance of nominal 
co!1)unction with cama: example 052). These conjunctive particle also join verbs 
and clauses, and Introduce intonational phrases (see §5.5.2). 
The form ank?am Is semantically the most neutral of the conjunctive particles. 
050 ?am.an <Jiltuulp3r='m ank?am £!..!l!l!ll! ?oratceg-gal 
INTJ brolher.in.law=EMPH and one youlh·DIM.JsgABS 
J":)·ynll·W·ninct ewat cakayet 
CS·slay.behind·CS·3sgA.3piO likewise sisler.JsgABS 
Well he left the brother-in-Jaw and one youth, likewise the sister. {otil4/ 
Note that the noun cakoyct in this example is an afterthought, not a s.vntactic 
argument of any verb. 
The particle oma also IS a conjunctive particle used with lists of three or more 
nominals. It generally occurs before the last element of the list. In example 051 the 
last noun In the list is an afterthought (repetition in l~usslan to explain kaaran). 
See 00 I for a further example. 
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lee qonay-te loyen <Jmal?o Jllek-o-t I 
excellent Uouser·3piABS really all.3sgABS shoe·E-3piABS 
lr?-a-t lay-cwlr?-<J-t I Jara-Da-?m !!!!!!! kuxlanka·E·3piABS REAL-clolhing·E·3piABS house-3sgABS•EMPH and 
kaara-n !!ARTA-gaj ankot loyen "emoqej I nelwol 
nursery.sle<f.JsgABS sled·DIM.3sgABS there really also herd.3sgABS 
layen mec-y;munct-e ne-cwl-y?e-n anqen muu-lqOJt-y?c-t 
really APPR·halve-VBase 3pkut-TH·3:.~ lhis.JsgABS caravan·sel.off·TH·3piABS 
Fine trousers, everything, shoes, kuxlanka- .•:raditional costume, ajarmp, and 
a nursery sled, a little sled, that was there too, the herd was divided in half. 
and the caravan set off. {cy244/ 
The form coma Is usually used to conjoin concurrent clauses (§5.5.2), but It Is also 
occasionally used as a conjunction within a nominal phrase. It may be no 
~oincidence that the only textual examples have the conjunction with derived 
nouns cortalnlng verb stems, and which retain meanings clc~ely related to action, 
as In the following: 
052 I! 
yes 
anqen 
lhis.3sgABS 
murv-in yapi-1?-a-n 
1 pi·POSS.JsgABS kccp.house· PCPL · E ·3 s ;ABS 
winrct-tumy-3-n laycn im-3-req-a-k 
heJp.fricnd·E-3sgABS really every·E·do.somclhing·E·INF 
Yes, this is our housekeeper and our helper in "'·erythtng 
and 
{cy334/ 
10 
Inflecting verbs 
10.1 Introduction 
Underlved verb stems form INFLECTING VERBS (this chapter), and a number of non-
finite forms Including the INFINITIVE, CONVERBS, and VERB BASES (§13). The 
morphology available to Inflecting verbs may indicate any or all of the categories 
tense, aspect, and mood, and may also show the person and number of one or two 
argument~. The morphological marking of inflecting verbs Is subdivided Into two 
distinct structural types, the ACTIVE and the STATIVE verbal paradigms. Choice of 
Inflection type Is dependent upon the semantics of the expression, not on the 
semantics of the particular verbal <tern, and all stems can be Inflected according to 
both Inflection type patterns. Stative verbal inflections are morphologically 
Identical to predicate adjective and nominal forms (§16.4, §17.4), whereas active 
verbal Inflections do not have obvious synchronic links to non-verbal morphology 
(although Internal and comparative reconstruction does reveal that all pronouns 
and pronominal affixes have cogn?.te elements; see for example Skorlk 1977, 
Comrie 1980). It Is sufficient here to point out that the different processes of 
gramrnaticallsatlon that produced the statlve and active types of verbal Inflection 
have consequences for the synchronic dlstributlr'1al properties of morphological 
markers. The statlve verbal paradigms are closely related to non-verbal predicate 
forms, and share some grammatical features with them; In particular, the stative 
verb paradigms do not allow an overt cross-refertnce to more than one argurner.t, 
and are limited to only two (fused) tense-aspect-mood types. The eight active verb 
paradigms are much more analytic, and encode two tenses, three moods, and two 
aspects, and can cross-reference two different arguments. 
Analytic verbs are a subtype of inflecting verbs formed by an Invarli nt verb base 
(§13.5) and a copula verb auxlllaty, which takes the regular ··nd•:ngs ~f an 
Inflected verb (verbal bases also occasionally appear as clause heads when the 
auxlllaty Is elllpsed). Thu~ analytic verbs form a transitional class between 
Inflecting verbs and converbs. 
'fhe morphological structure of Inflecting verbs Is such that not all possible 
morphological categories are overtly marked all the time. Meaning Is constructed 
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paradlgmatlcally, and the absence of marking for a particular category may be as 
significant as its presence. In particular, 'zero-markers' occur In the active 
paradigms for 3rd person singular and for certain combinations of NO .,.. th Inverse 
markers. In the statlve paradigms a single form can stand for between one and six 
person-number combinations of A and 0. For example, the habitual n-inc-_-turi 
Indicates 2plA and one of lsg0/3sg0/3pl0, whereas the perfect y-ine-_-turi 
uniquely indicates 2piA and lsgO. 
The following table shows the tense-aspect-mood combinations of an Intransitive 
verb inflected according to all the active and the stative structural types. 
FIGURE 10.1. Basic Inflectional possibilities (Intransitive, 3sgS). 
ict- vi 'come', with ap roxlmate translations 
stative active 
non-fut. future Intentional conditional 
perfect yectlln neutral jcty?l rejety?c nojcty?en n?ojety?en 
'she has aspect 'she cilme' 'she will 'let her come' 'she might 
come' come' come' 
habitual nojetqin pro g. jetorkon rcjetorkon n;,jct<Jrk<Jn ri: 1ajetatkan 
'she comes' aspect 'she Is 'she will be 'let her be 'she might be 
~ 
CDn:ting' coming' ca~Ing' coming 
Arguments are cross-referenced for number, which may be singular/unmarked or 
plural, and person, which nmy be first, second or third. These ate the same 
person/number categories as those marked by personal pronouns. Verbs which 
cross-reference two arguments do not allow A and 0 to be both first person or both 
second person (i.e. there arc not reflexives; sec §11.7.2). 
Apart from the typologically very usual fact that Inflectional morphology In 
Chukchi occurs outside derivational morphology (see for example Anderson 
1992:126). Chukchi also shows a qualitative difference between Inflectional and 
derivational types of verbal morphology. Inflectional morphology Is irregular; 
Inflectional markers can only be lntcrptctcd according to their paradigmatic 
relationships with other members of the Innectional paradigm. Inflectional 
morphology Is also accompanied by thematic consonants In certain paradigm 
positions (I.e. particular combinations of person-number ·and tense-aspect-mood 
marking; sec §10.2.7). The presence or absence of Inflectional afllxes determines 
the value of the person-number and tense-aspect-mood categories of a verb. Some 
personal-number combinations have no markers which can be glossed as 
representing person or number categories, e.g. inc-l?u-y?i (INV-sec-TH) you (sg.) 
or he/she saw me (see §10.2.2). D~rlvational morphology, In contrast, is entirely 
predictable. A grammatical category marked by derivational morphology Is present 
If the morpheme Is present, absent If the morpheme Is absent (§14). 
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10.2 Active inflections 
There are eight active Inflectional paradigms: non-future (or 'aorlst1. future, 
Intentional, and conditional, each with progressive and neutral aopectual varldnts. 
They arc presented as paradigms because there Is no simple or cOI,•L•t&nt set of 
structural rules which may generate them without the need to list a range of 
arbitrary exceotions, thematic sufllxes. For reference, the entire Intransitive and 
transitive active paradigms are presented below and In the following pages. Any 
variation In how particular verb stems are conjugated according to these 
paradigms Is entirely governed by phonological principles; there are no conjugation 
classes. Sections §§10.2.1-2 explain the formation of these paradigms. 
FIGURE 10.2. Intransitive neutral aspect paradigms. 
non-future future Intentional conditional 
lsgS t- S-(y?e)-k t-rc- S-(y?e) m- S-(y?e)·k m?- S-(y?e)·k 
!piS mot-S-mok mot·re- S-(y?e) m~n-S-mak m_an?- $-mak 
2sgS S-(y?)-1 re-S-(y?e) q- S-y-i n?-S-y-i 
2piS S-tok re-S·n·t•k q-S-tok n?-$-tok 
3sgS S·(y?)-i rc-~S·(y?e) n- S-(y?c)-n ~-(y?e)-n 
3piS $-(y?c)·t re-S·n·o-t n- S-nct n?-t.net 
The symbol S represents the verbal stem. Bracketed forms are opttonal, and 
usually only occur with monosyllabic verb stems. The suffixes -y?/-y?e and -i are 
thematic, and are discussed In §10.2.7. Verbnllnflectlons are all -VH. 
FiGURE 10.3. Intransitive progressive aspect paradigms 
non_-future future intentional conditional 
lsgS t-S·rkon t-rc- $-rkon m·S-rkan m?-$.rkon 
!piS mot-$-rkon mat-re- S·rkom man- S-rkan mom?- $-rkan 
2sgS $-rkon rc-S-rk:m q- S-rkon n?-$-rkon 
2piS S·rkoni-tok re- S-rkoni·tok q- S-rkoni-tok n'-$-rkoni-tok 
3sgS $-rkon re-S·rkon n-S-ikom n'·S-rkan 
3piS $-rkot rc-S·rkone-n-o·t n- S-rkonc-t n?- $-rkone·t 
Transitive verbs have the same number of inflectional paradigms as Intransitive, 
although each of these contains a much greater number of forms than the six-
member Intransitive paradigms listed above. 
FIGURE 10.4. Transitive non-future neutral (aorist). 
lsgO lpiO 2sg0 2pl0 3sg0 3p10 
lsgA 
- -
t·S·yot t-S·t•k t-S-(y?e)-n t-S-net 
!piA 
- -
mot-$-yot mot-S-tok mot-$-(y?e)-n mot-S-net 
2sgA lne-S-(y?)-1 $-tku-y?-1 -
-
$-(y?e)-n $-net 
2piA lne-S-tok S-tku-tok - - $-tko 
3sgA lne-$-(y?)-1 ne-S-mok ne-$-yot ne-$-tok $-nln $-nlnet 
3piA ne-S-yom ne-S-(y?e)-n ne-S-net 
FIGURE I 0.5. Transitive non-future progressive. 
llsgO !piC 2sgQ 
TsiiA 
!piA 
2sgA 
2piA 
3sgA 
3p!A 
-
-
ine-S-rkan 
ine-S-rkoni-tok 
ine-S-rkon 
ne-S-rkani-yom 
-
t-S-rkani-yot 
-
mot-S-rkoni_:y_ot 
S-tku-rkon 
-
S-tku-rkoni-tok ' -
ne-S-rk;,ni-mak ne·S·rkoni-yot 
' 
2ol0 
- ·-
--- ~ ·-lt-S·rkoni-tak t-S-rkon t-S-rko-net 
_j_mat-S-rkoni-tok mot-S-rkan mot-S-rko·net 
-
S-rkon S-rka-net 
- S-rkoni-tko 
[,ne-S-rkoni-tak S-rka-nin IS-rka-ninet 
ne-S-rka-n lne-S-rka-net 
FIGURE I 0.6. Transitive future neutral. 
JsgO !olD 2sg0 ~0 3sgQ 3olO 
lsgA 
-
- lt-re-$-yot jt-re~S-tok t-re·S·n·o-n t-re-S-11-a-net 
!piA 
- - _lmot-re-S,yat jmot-re-S-tok mat-re-S-n-a-n mat-re-$-1]-o-net 
2sgA r-ine-$-y?e re-S·tku-y?e 
' 
- - re-$·11-o-n re·S-ll·a-net 
2plA r-ine-S-n-tok re-S·tku-n-tok 
- -
re-S-n-o·tko 
3sgA r-ine-S~y?e nc-re-S-mak ,ne-re-S-yot 1
1
ne-re·S·tok rc-S-v-nin lre-S~y-ninet 
3plA ne-re-S-yom ne-re-~-lJ·O·n lne-re-S-ll·O-net 
FIGURE 10.7. Transitive future progressive. 
!seQ ,, lj. 
-- -
- ·-
............. 
... ; - - -.4 
lsgA 
- -
t-re-S-rkoni-yot lt-re-S-rkoni-tok t-re·S·rkon t-r~~S-rko-net 
IJ'!A - - mat·re-S·rkani-'!Ot lmot·re-S·rkani·tak mat-re-$-rkon mot-re-S-rka-net _ 
2sgA r-ine-S-rkon re-S-tku-rkon 
- - re·S·rkon ' re-S-rko-net 
2plA r-ine-S-rkoni-tok re-S-tku-rkoni-tak 
- - re-S-rkoni-tko 
3sgA r-ine-S-rkan ne-re-S-rkJni-mok ne-re-S·rkoni-yot J"'"·re-S-rkoni-tok re-S-rka·nin lre-S-rko-ninet 
3piA nr~rcS-rka(!i~yam ne-rc-S-rka-n jne-re-S-rko-net 
:-_-:-_------ --, '...____ _____ ~----··-'-'---'-~---- ---- -------- ------~-----------~---- ·- ~. --~---·-- . "·--- ·-·· ·- •'· -·--·---~----· -------
FIGURE 10.8. Transitive intentional neutral'. 
Is gO !olD 2sg0 2ol0 3sg0 3ol0 
l5gA 
- -
m-S-yat I m-S·tak m-S·(y?e)·n m-S-net I 
!piA 
- -
man-S-yat I man-S-tok man-$-(y?e)-n man-S-nr!:_ ~ 
2sgA q-ine-S-yi q-$-tku-yi - - L!I~S-v-a·n q-S-v-a·>'-<;, 
2p!A _q-ine-$-tak q-$-tku-tak 
- -
q·S-y-o-tko 
3sgA n-ine-$-(v?e)-n 7an-$-mak ?an-$-yot J?on·S·tok n-$-nin I n·S-nbtct I 
3plA ?an-$-yam ?~n-S-(y?e)-n I ?on-S-net I 
FIGURE 10.9. Tmll!ilt!ve Intentional progressive. 
!~gO lolO uo;,·...., ~ ·- Ui;l ...... ~ ·-lsgA 
- -
m-S-rkoni-yot _lm-S-rkoni-tok m-S-rkan m-S·rko-net 
!piA - - mon-S-rkoni·vot lmon-S-rkoni-tok m;,n-S-rk<Jn man-S-rl<a-net 
2sgA a-ine-S-rkan la-S-tku-rkon - - I<!:S-rkon a-S-rko-net 
2p!A la-ine-S-rkoni-tak la-S·tku-rkani-tok 
- -
q-S-rkoni·tko 
3sgA n-ine-$-rkon ?an-S-rkoni-mok 7on-$-rkani-yot von-S-rkoni-tok n-S-rko:~-nin ln-S·rko-ninet 
3p!A 7an-ine-$-rkani-yam ?on-re-$-rko-n 17on-S·rka-net 
FiGURE 10.10. Transitive conditional neutral. 
lsgO Jp!Q 2sg0 ?.p!Q 3sgQ 3pl0 
lsgA 
- -
m-7-$-vot I m-7-$-tok m-7-S-(v?e)-n m-7-$-net 
I piA 
- -
mon-7-$-yot I mon-7-$-tok mon-7-$-fv?el·n mon-7-$-net 
2sgA n?-ine-S-vi n?-S-tku-(v?e)-n 
- -
n?-$-v-o-n ni-S-v-o-net 
2piA n?-inc-S-tak n?-$-tku-tak - - n?-S~o-tko 
3sgA n7-ine-S-(v7e)-n ne-n?-S-mok ne-n?-$-yot I ne-n?-$-tok n?-$-nin I n?-S-ninet 
3p!A ne-n?-$-yom ne-n?-$-(v?e)·n I ne-n?-$-n"t 
FiGURE I 0.11. Transitive conditional progressive. 
isgO ipiO c.SJ!V" ,:p-~ ..... ............. ~ ·-
isgA 
- -
m-7-S-rkoni-vot lm-7-~-rkouti-tak m-7-S-rkon m-7-S-rko-nt!t 
!piA 
-
-
mon-7-S·rkanl-vat lmon-1-S-rkoni-tok man-7-$-rkon mon-7-$-rko-net 
2sgA n?-ine-$-rkon n?-$-tku-rkon - - n?-$-rkon n?-$-rka-nct 
2p!A n?-ine-$-rkani-tok n7-$-tku-rkoni-tak 
- -
n?-$-rkoni-tka 
3sgA n?-ine-$-rkan ne-n?-$-rkoni-mok ne-n?-S-rkoni-yat lne-n?-$-rkoni·tok n?-$-~ka·nin ln?-$-rko-nlnet 
3piA nc-n?-S-rkani-Vam ne-n?-$-rko-n lne-n?-S-rko-net 
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10.2.1 Pronominal cross-reference 
The active Inflectional paradigms may select from a set of person-number prellxes 
and suffixes, although not all forms do (see §10.2.2). When they occur, person-
number preftXes always cr.ss-refcrcnce A or S. These prefiXes arc fused with mood 
(but not tense) markers, as shown on th~ fc!lowlng table: 
FIGURE I 0.12. Pronominal prefixes A/S. . 
future & non-future intentional conditional 
JsgA/S 
Jp/A/S 
ZsgA/S 
2plA/S 
3sgA/S 
3p/A/S 
t-
mat-
0 
m· m?-
man- man?-
q· 
n?-
n· 
Most person-number suffixes cross-reference 0 and S diffCiently. These pronom:nal 
suffixes are not fused with markers of any other grammatical category. 
FIGURE I 0.13. Pronominal suffixes S/0. 
Jsg 
Jpl 
2sg 
2pl 
3sg 
3pl 
s 0 
-
0 (-k) :Y>m 
0 (-rnak} 
-mak 
0 
-yat 
t--" 
-tak 
-tak 
0 
-n 
-t 
-net 
~ ~ 
•• 
The bracketed forms only appear In aspcctually neutral paradigms. The 3piS sufflx 
Is ·t, the same as the 3pl suffiX for nouns, adjectives. However, the third person S 
forms of verbs show Irregularities In certain TAM combinations, underlined in 
figure 10.14: 
F IGURE 10 14 Th lrd person S suffixes, singular anrl p!ural. 
non-future future intentional conditional 
neutral (sg.) $-(y?)-1 re·S-(y?e) n·S·(y?e)·n n?-$-(y?e)·!l 
(pl.) $-(y?e)·t re·S·!)·a-t n·S·net n?-$-net 
~
progressive (sg.) $-rkan te·S•rkan n·S-rkan n?-$-rkan 
(pl.) S·.d<.i'! re·S·rkane-!)·a·t n-$-rkane-t n?-$-rkane-t 
In Intentional and condltlonalneutral forms, Intransitive verbs unexpectedly u•c 
the third person 0 suffixes Instead of the S suffixes used by future/non-future ana 
progressive verbs, I.e. -net rather than -t and -n rather than 0. The non-future 
progressive form Is -rkat; this Is apparently a fused form of progressive and 3pl, 
but does not follow any regular phonological or historical process. 
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There are two suppletive A-0 person-number affixes used with transitive verbs, 
shown below: 
FIGURE I 0.15. Suppletive person-number marking. 
3rd sin ular 0 3rd Jural 0 
2nd plural A 
3rd singular A 
-nin 
·tka 
-ninet 
AU forms with second person plural A acting on third person singular or plural 0 
have the suffix -tka. The etymological source of this suff.x Is difficult to determine. 
Generally schwa does not form part of the underlying form of a word, and this 
suffix Is one of very few forms which has a flnal schwa (§3.5.4). The phonologically 
expected form for the underlying morpheme •-tk word finally would be -tak, which 
Is exactly the 2piS/O form (shown above In figure 10.13). Historically this seems 
likely that this form should be resolved Into two suffixes, •-tk Indicating 2piA and 
another Indicating 30 which has since been lost except for the syllabification. 
Comrie (1979:240 note 12) discusses and dismisses the possibility that this form Is 
related to the suffiX -tku (discussed §I 0.2. 2) but also suggests that It Is unlikely 
that ·tka Is related to ·tak, since th!s would make It the only A marking suffiX In 
the language. Note however that In Chukchi olnly a few pronominal suffiXes can be 
shown to be Intrinsically associated with a particular syntactic role. See also the 
possible morphological breakdown of ·nin and -ninct given below . 
Forms with a third person singular A acting on a third person 0 have the 
suppletlve suffixes •nin (3sgA.3sgO) and -ninct (3sgA.3piO). These could be 
further segmented If we propose a suppletive A suffiX •-ni-, which then combines 
with the regular 3rd person 0 suffixes -n. and -net. Although this Is a viable 
approach, It obscures the similarities of the -nin/-ninet forms to tho~ other 
-(C)in(e}-(t) suffixes In the language (such as possessive -in(e-), §8.7.1. relational 
-kln(e-), §8.7.2; perfect -lin(e·), §10.3.1; habitual and adjective -qin(e-), §10.3.2, 
§16.2). 
10.2.2 Inverse alignment 
A large part of the transitive verbal Inflectional patterns can be accounted for 
through the notion of Inverse alignment. Inverse alignment Is a grammatical 
subsystem which functions to distinguish A from 0 by marking non-prototypical 
agency relationships as distinct from prototypical agency relationships (Gildea 
1994). 
The structure of the Chukchi verb paradigm can be accounted for by postulating a 
markedness hierarchy for agency: 
FIGURE 10.16. Markedness hierarchy for agency. 
(Jess marked agent) 1 < 2 < 3sg < 3pl (more marked agent) 
For example, this hierarchy determines that: 
~~ ~ ---~ -~~ ~-
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lA--. 20 is an unmarked agency relationship (i.e. DIRECT) 
2A --. 10 ls a marked agency relationship (INVERSE) 
3sgA --. 3sg0, 3sgA --. 3p!O are both unmarked (DIRECT) 
3p!A --. 3sg0, 3p!A --. 3pi0 are both marked (INVERSE) 
Chapter 10 
This hierarchy ls language specific, although It conforms to observed typological 
norms (e.g. S\lverstein 1976, Gildea 1994). Speech act participants are more likely 
to be unmarked agents than non·partlcipants ln the speech act. Similarly, more 
individuated entities are more likely to be agents than less individuated entitles. 
For transitive verbs with arguments which are entirely speech act participants 
Chukchi provides an invariant and largely arbitrary solution that first person Is a 
more likely agent than second person (other languages with inverse marking 
choose to rank these the other way). Similarly, third person acting on a (different) 
third person provides a problem to the system which Chukchi solves by defir.lng 
3sgA as grammatically unmarked and 3p!A as grammatically marked whatever 
the number of the 3rd person 0. 
Chukchi has three morphological markers of inverse alignments, ne·, inc- and 
·tku. Of these. the latter two also carry out other functions which have the 
common functional core of reducing transitivity (see also §11.6). Changes in 
transitivity have been discussed before for Chukchi under the name degrees of 
ergativity (Comrie 1979, Nedjalkov 1979). The three inverse alignment affixes 
occur ln the active \'erbal paradigm as follows: 
FIGURE 10.17. Inverse m~rkers in the Active Paradigm. 
----t-_.:.:ls=giO_~ lniO 2sg0 · 2p!O 
lsgA 
!piA 
2sgA 
2piA 
3sgA 
3piA 
3sg0 3pl0 
direct 
The shaded area of the above figure shows the forms which are Inverse. The 
IA--.10 and 2A-.20 relationships are Impossible forms within this cross-
referencing system; other unshaded areas are direct. The inverse alignment 
markers occur whenever the 0 is situated higher on the agency hierarchy than A. 
The area marked 'suppletlve' contains the forms listed In figure I 0.15 in 510.2.1 
where It Is suggested that they are analysable as fused derivatives of once regular 
direct forms. 
Most of the direct forms In the paradigm have cross·reference for both A and 0. 
The Inverse forms have at most one pronominal affix cross·referencing a 
participant. The forms with ine- and -tku Inverse marl:ers mark a 2plA by means 
of thl· pronominal suffix -t~k (which is otherwise 2piS/O; §I 0.2). The other inc-/ 
-tku forms have no pronominal cross-refmence. This is Illustrated by the following 
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fragment of che non·future neutral aspect (aorist) paradigm of the transitive verb 
17u see: 
FIGURE 10.18. Inverse markers, lne- and -tku forms. 
lsgA 
!piA 
2sgA 
2p!A 
lsgO lpiO 
The ne· Inverse forms have a pronominal suffiX which cross-references the 0 
(§10.2). These forms are used In all other Inverse alignment areas of the paradigm. 
The ne- Inverse was first reported In Comrie (1980). 
FIGURE 10.19. Inverse markers, r.c- forms. 
1 ~]j~~~~0N~r.;;:;~~:~k~~1V· ··. 1;·-r:- -·r;-: ,>··~'·'-''' '":"·:·~ J 3sgA ~-.:.~:~-... tO:.., 1n~-...,1u·ma ~ne:· u-:y~t! ~ne~l?u'!tak: 1 • . ....., .t. .._ ... 1: . ,..,.. ,, "-'~:,. ... ""~'-"':f--.; ;~,; ·'. ~ -• ~ '"" '• v~- -;. v:J' -'lr ~--P• ··:b'>-'=:;:;:;::-:::-;-t"'"7-.,.,.,..,-~ 3piA ~c::I?~·-Y~m~ ~n~;tt~:m·ak [iic-I?.;~·vat~ iii~-~f?li~talt ~n~~i;·u.:~?e~~ :nc .• ,u.·· ·ie;net ~.f' • ..':,;;,~j-tU',.,,!f.~; ','lt::·~.~j";-..~~'-~ ·U~;·.~ ~-1~-.ro'·''~ :•:+.'...••'.--:?'<'' 'Au,-.;.,:.~,:•~ tl'•.; '_.,. ;> I• ly~• .. -..,.,. (INV;$e'l;tsol aNV~s~l;;i) iiNv: •• ~:z.;,J um:s¥e'2~ii ;(iNV~~' (iNv .• ~e:'fi.tjpli 
isgO I piO 2sg0 2p!O 3sg0 3pl0 
The markedness hierarchy for agency provides motivation for the distribution of 
inverse marked versus non-Inverse marked areas of the paradigm (the shaded 
areas in figure 10.17). It Is more difficult to provide motivatiM for the precise 
distribution of the three different inverse markers within this zone. There are. 
however, some clues. 
• In the Chukchi of the extreme southern coast and southern inland regions 
(around Markovo) the -tku suffiX doe• not occur wlthh'l the verbal paradigm. In its 
place the nc- inverse prefix Is used. The resulting distribution of forms Is Identical 
to the distribution of l:1c- and nc- in Koryak dialects (although Koryak also has a 
dual, which adds further complexity to the paradigm). Figure 10.20 below shows 
the use of the Inverse markers in Xatyrka/Vaegi Chukchi (§1.1, map 2), which can 
be compared to the distribution in Telqep and other more northerly varieties. 
shown In figure 10.17. 
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FIGURE 10.20. Inverse markers In Xatyrka!Vaegl Chukchi. 
1sgA 
1p!A 
2sgA 
2plA 
3sgA 
3plA 
1so0 1 olO 2sg0 2pl0 
Chapter 10 
3ol0 
direct 
This variety of Chukchi Is mutually Intelligible with other Chukchi varieties. The 
extension of the use of the ne· Inverse Into second-person A functions suggests that 
It Is not strongly associated with third person. even If In other Chukchi varletle~ It 
only occurs with third person forms (note also that 2=3 person is well attested both 
in other areas of Chukchi grammar, and also cross-linguistically). 
• Apart from Its use In the verbal paradigm, where It only occurs with first person 
pl:.;ral Os, the ·tku suffll< is used for a range of other functions linked to the notion 
of plurality. Thus, -tku acts as an Iterative derivational · :f'(lJ< for verbs, and a 
collective derivational suffix for nouns. When acting as an lterattve msrker, ·tku 
may or may not also b~ an antipasslvlser (~11.6.2, §14.4.5). 
• Where both ~rguments of a transitive verb are speech-act participants (SAPs). the 
morphological marking has the feature that plurality of SAPs Is always shown: 
oerson and number of: pronominal inverse marker 
A 0 cross-reference? 
2sg lsg none inc· (Inverse) 
2sg I pi none -tku (Inverse + plural) 
2pl lsg to A (·tak) inc· (Inverse) 
2pl lol to A (·tak) -tku (inverse + olural) 
The motivation for this may be markedness; plurality In SAP-+SAP Interactions Is 
grammiltlcally marked, as the prototypical SAP-+SAP Interaction probably 
consists of a single speaker addressing on~ person. 
Compare the situation when only one of the argu:nents Is a SAP: 
number of: pronominal 
A 0 cross-reference? 
3sg 1sg none inc· (Inverse) 
3sg 1pl to 0 (·mak) ne· (Inverse) 
3pl lsg to 0 (·yam) ne· (inverse) 
3ol 1ol to 0 (·mah) ne· (Inverse) 
The inc· Inverse used with 3sgA-+3sg0 has no pronominal cross-reference. Othe:-
forms mark number and person of the 0 with a pronominal suffix. 
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10.2.3 Aspect: progressive and neutral 
All tense-mood combinations of active Inflecting ·terbs can be marked for 
progressive aspect. Verbs unmarked for progressive aspect are asrectually neutral. 
The progressive Is marked by a suffix with several allomorphs, shown below In the 
men's dialect forms: 
(before n Initial morphemes) 
{ 
·rka·l_+n 
PROG-+ -rkanl·l_ +[S~P) 
·rkan(e·)l_elsewhere 
(before a pron. suffix Indicating a SAP) 
(before any qther suffll<) 
The women's dialect forms of the progressive morphemes have cc corresponding to 
rk of the men's dialert: 
{ 
·cca-/ +n 
PROG-+ -ccani·i_+[SAP) 
·ccan(e·)/_elsewhere 
The 'elsewhere' condition Is given here with two forms, word final ·rkan/-ccan and 
word Internal ·rkane·/·ccane. Deletion of word final underlying •.e-VH Is a 
productive morpho phonological proce,;s for many different morphemes (e.g. type Ic 
nouns, §6.3.1). 
The alternation between the forms ·tkani-/-ccani and ·tkane·/-ccane, povemed 
~y the type of subsequent morpheme. Is unusual for Chukchi, but In this ;;, 'tance 
Is not unprecedented as there Is evidence elsewhere In the language <>i an ·I· 
'ligature morpheme' joining SAP pronorainai P.(ements (see ·iyom, -iyat in § 10.3) 
Examples of ve.-hs with progressl11e: 
001 ana=qun ana r?cnut ~awratkaa-ccan 
002 
so=iNlS so what? rustle-PROG 
What can that be rustilng? 
qut-y?l wak?o-y?e iw-nin .. g.?omr-ena-nt-aa-rkanl 
stand.up·TH sit.down·TH say.JsgA.JsgO INT·sUong·AP·hold·TH·PROG 
cam a 
and 
yotka·t 
leg·3p1ABS 
anqcn 
that.3sgt.BS 
q·a-nllu-rko·netl" 
INT·E·wave·PROG·3pl0 
{keOJlj 
He stood' 'f', he took his seat, she said to him "Hold on tight! And wave your 
legs!" {cyl34] 
The habitual aspect can't be marked for other tenses and moods (§10.3.2), so when 
a future or lntentionaVcondltlonal habitual meaning Is required the progressive 
may stand In as an all round Imperfective aspectuai. If example 003 was put In the 
non-future tense, the future verbs (underlined) would be habitual rather than non· 
future progressive: 
______ )!_ ________ ------------------- ----------- ----------- -
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ank?am I nencna ra-tCryaa-rkan I ne-r-iw-a-rkanl-yat 
and child FUT·CI)'·PROG INV·FUT·say·E·PROG·ZsgO 
... waj waj q-a-nlawat-y-a-n ana tcry-a-l?at-a-rkan" I 
DEICT DEICT INT·E·breastfeed·TH·E·lsgO so CI)'·E·DUR·E·PROG 
1ayen q·IW·.,.rka·net "eej waj t·•·lye·plotkO·!J!lO·y?a·k 
really INT·!ay·E·PROG·3pl0 yes DEICT lsg·E·INTS·finish·INCH·TH·lsg 
janot waj qeme:Jar?-a.n m·a-tejk-a-y?e·n!" 
firs! DEICT dish·conlenls·E·ABS lsg.INT·E·make·E·TH·3sg0 
And, {if] the child wJJ/ cry, they11 say to you "Hey hey, breastfced him. he's 
crying", you just say to them "Yes. I {have to /finish up here. first I'll dish up 
the food". [cy401/ 
10.2.4 Tense: future and non-future 
Non-future tense Is morphologically unmarked; future tense is marked with the 
prefix re-/ce-. There Is also a thematic suffix *·!J which appears with the following 
person-number combinations of the aspectually neutral paradigm: 
• 2plA ~ 10 
• all 30 
• :lplS 
Furthermore, the proeressive aspect future with 3piS also has the ·!). which is 
regularly expanded to -rkanegat (PROG-TH-E-3pl; See llgure 10.14, §10.2.1). No 
other progressive forms have the-!) thematic suffix. In the neutral bspect paradigm 
of transitive verbs the suffix has an allomorph -g• before the third perSon plural 
suffix -net, and undergoes regular allophonic changes before other suffixes. Thus 
underlying •-g-ninet (the suffixal part of the future 3sgA.3piO form) is reallsed as 
-yninet, where •-g ~ y/_n by regular phonological process; §3.3.3). In contrast, 
•-n·net (3piA.3piO) Is realised as -gonet, which Is the result of the morplwme 
specific allomorphy rule •-g ~ !Jol_net (perhaps by analogy to the 3sg0 forms 
-gan, which are formed from underlying •-g-nll with regular schwa epenthesis; 
§3.2.2). In the 2plA forms the suffix Is realised •-g-tak (TH-2plA) --1 -ntak, which Is 
a regular phonologi<.al change!)~ nl_t (§3.3.3). 
The markings of future tense are very similar to the desideratlve (a . modal 
derivation, see §14.6.1). differing only in that the ·!J suffix Is universal In the 
deslderative. These forms presumably have a common origin, although they have 
clearly diverged. The desiderative can be used with any verb or converb form (see 
example 006}, Including even verbs In the future tense, which are formed by 
cognate morphemes. The grammatica!isation pattern whereby a lexical form 
meaning desire becomes a grammatical marker of future Is familiar (cf. Bybee and 
Dahl 1989). The difference In distribution Is difficult to explain; however, it Is 
typologically not unusual for an inflectional category to be less regular than a 
derivational category. 
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The following examples show the future and the desideratlve. Example 004 is a 
future with a 3rd person 0 (thus marked w!th the thematic suffix -!J); example 005 
Is a future verb without 3rd person 0 or the ·!) suffiX. Example 006 is a 
desideratlve. 
004 wane rc-y?lnrc-?c r~clwal ra-nm-a-tko-n=a-n I 
INTJ FUT-be.greedy·TH herd.3sgABS FUT-kiii·E·ITER-TH·E·3sg 
ne-re·lqeynek-wat I lyat-qej ne·r·UBIT·yat 
INV·FUT·shooi·Zsg now·DIM INV·FUT-kiii·Zsg 
But if you get greedy. if you wJJ/ wipe out the herd, they11 shoot you straight 
away, they11 kJJ/ you. ljo066j 
005 anqen 
FUT 
tann·a 
stranger·ERG 
ne-re-pirl-yat 
INV·FUT·Iake·ZsgO 
Those enemies wJJ/ kidnap you too. 
006 cawcawa·tko·t 
reindeer.herder·COLL·3p!ABS 
anqen 
lhatJsgABS 
ncmaqej 
also 
!J·:l·ra·n-kolgncaw-n-3·tko-gcna~=?m I 
IIAB·E·DESID·CS·be.in.kolxoz·DESID·E·ITER·3pi0=EMPH 
They wanted to put the reindeer folk inca kolxozes ... 
[oc024/ 
{he016/ 
Note that the desiderative here is affixed to a root with the habitual inflection; this 
could not happen with the future as It does not coiiccur with any other Inflectional 
paradigm. 
Verbs marked In the future tense are obligatory with 
cam?am unabl~ and mecanka enough. possible. 
007 a-qora-ka t·;:J·tc-n?el-y?c I cam?am 
PRIV·reindeer·PRIV lsg·E-FUT-become-TH unable.MOD 
!11 be left without a reindeer. I can't slaughter you 
008 lyot 
now 
waj 
DEICT 
ekwcw-a-nue-y'.'i mccanka 
lefl.hamess.deer·E·acquire·TH able.MOD 
qora-t ra-jaa-!)·•·nat 
reindeer·3piABS FUT·use-FUH·3pl 
modal particles. such as 
t·a·re:fmlt-yat 
lsg·E·FUT·slaughler·Zsg 
!)ireq 
lwo 
{ke/08/ 
Now {you've/ got a lefts/de harness deer. you will be able to use two deer {with 
your sled!. [cy/66/ 
Negative clauses with notionally future reference are marked entirely differently. 
Instead of the tense ·affixes they use the negative particle qarom with a verb In the 
Intentional (§10.2.5). Negation Is discussed in §18. 
When an optional word final 
pronounced In its place: 
009 anqom nemc jet-y?l 
!hen again ~ome-TH 
ra-!)nW·a·n-:-ayt-at-a 
FUT·woman·E·CS·go.home·CS-E 
thematic suffix -y?e·VH Is omitted, a schwa Is 
I pellem waj 
soon DEICT 
Again he came- "Soonyou1/ take [your/ bride home" /ke201/ 
------- ---------------------- ----- --------------------- --------- .!! ______________________________ --- ----------------- --------------------
IBB. ------~V~E~R=B~S--------------------~C~h~apterlO 
In example 009 t~e word ranawanraytato (ending with -a) Is equivalent to 
ranawanraytaty7a (ending with •-y7e). The truncated version occurs more 
commonly when the stem Is polysyllabic. 
JO.Z.S Mood: intentional 
The intentional and conditional moods are marked by prefh :s fused with person 
andnumber mar~ers (listed !n figure 10.12). The Intentional mood has a number of 
functions. It marks: 
• intended/hypothetical action (particularly 1st and 3rd person) 
• imperative/hortative modality 
• negated !nfiect!ng verbs 
First person intentional !s used for hypothetical or Intended actions: 
010 mi!Jk• tan!)·a-t n-a-twa-qenat n-iw-qln 
somewhere stranger·E·3p!ABS HAB·E·be-JpiS HAB-say-JsgS 
"jurcq m-o-l>u->e-n mi!Jko" 
maybe 1sgA.INT·E-see-TH·3sgO somewhere 
[He went off to/ Where the strangers lived, he said: "Maybe 111 find her 
somewhere" [ot033/ 
The use of 1st person !ntcntlona!' Is contrasted with !st person future, which Is 
used for actions not expected to be resist• lin any way, utterly under the control of 
the agent. In the following example the evil brother-in-law challenges the hero 
Cakwanaqaj to a duel. He uses both futu~e and Intentional in his challenge: 
011 yomn-in nemoqcj !JCIWoi Waj nutku yoty-o-(y-cto 
1sg-POSS.3sgABS also herd.JsgABS DEICT here lake·E·EDGE·ALL 
t-a-ra-nl?aten-n-a-n 
1sgA·E·FUT·Iead-TH·E-3sgO 
ncnku 
here 
anqcn 
this.JsgABS 
am3J?o-more annatal anka man-OJ-nm-a-yat 
all-lpiABS of.course !here 1pi.INT-E·kiii·E-2sg0 
mat-ra-poiyal?at-3 
lpiS·FUT·spear.fight·E 
,......_ I'll also bring my herd here to the edge of the lake; there we11 all fight with 
'· spears. and there of course we'll kill you. [ot08Jj 
The word toranl7atenn•n I wili (FUT) lead ic refers to an action completely under 
the control of the agent. The verb motrapojyo!7ata we wili (Flff) have a fight 
refers to the action without reference to any possible result (and, considering the 
bloodbath perpetrated by Cakwanaqaj on the brother-in-law's colleagues preceding 
this challenge, !t Is unlikely that he wll! avoid the fight), and contrasts with the 
blustering morianmoyot we wili (!NT) kili yvu, a result hoped for but which will 
certainly be resisted, I.e. the hyp,;thetical result. The !)ext sentence !n this text has 
~he threat: 
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012 nclwol 
herd.JsgABS 
yon-In 
2sg·POSS.3sgABS 
INFLECTING VERBS 
murav·nclwol?-e 
lpl·herd·ERG 
ra·a-tentl-cgaw-law-nin 
INT·E·stamp.down-PURP·'NTS-3sgA.3sgo 
Our herd wlll stamp your herd flat. 
189. 
[ot084/ 
The Intentional here again marks an Intended and hypothetical outcome. 
Intentionals with second person A or S most commonly have Imperative meaning. 
Aspectually neutral forms of the Intentional with all iorms having a second person 
A or S have the thematic suffiX -y. Second person imperative Is frequently 
expressed grammatically In the world's languages even when there Is no analogous 
marking for first or third person. This suggests that the -Y thematic suffiX might be 
a trace of an older historical imperative (see also §10.2.7). 
013 cwar g-lne-winrct·v·a·tak 
so INT·INV-help·TH·E·2pl 
Help me please [na083:3j 
Third person Intentional with hypothetical meaning: 
014 ko:kcl lpc ?on-lw-?c.:n 
INTJ truly INV.INT-say·TH·3Sg0 
Oh/ Could they be telling him the truth? [ot035/ 
Negated Inflecting verbs are marked by a particle and a verb In the Intentional. In 
negative future the particle used Is qoram, while In negative past the particle Is 
wanc;•tan (see §§18.2.1-2). 
JO.Z,6 Mood: conditional 
The cn:-:dltional Is formally very similar to the Intentional (sec fig. I 0.3, and figs. 
10.8·11, §10.2). It Is the least frequently occurring verbal inflection. It can mark 
both the condition and the consequent of an action/event (see Chung and 
Timberlake 1985:250-251). The conditional encoding consequences may overlap 
with the hypothetical meanings encoded by the Intentional. The ~llference s~ems t10 
be degree of unreality; hypothetical Intentional could be true, or something might 
be expected to be done to make It true. In contrast, hypothetical conditional isn't 
true and Isn't expected to be. 
Conditional with progressive aspect: 
015 qcjwc kanmal man?-a.Jcjw-•·rkon mon?-ckwct 
truly logelher lpi.COND·E·roam·E·PROG lpi.COND·Ieave 
cecqcj 
logelher 
jan or 
first 
qcjwc 
Iruly 
If we were going out hunti'lg together, Jfwe went together first ... 
Conditional with neutral aspect: 
[an019/ 
----- --------- ----- - ---------------------- ----- ----- ----- --------- -------- --- - ---------------------- ---- ,_ -----------------' '--- ---------------- ------------- ------------------ ----------------- -----------
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016 mcnqo 
thence 
m<Jn.1.;,:Janr7an·m3b.=?m 
1pi.COND.E-separale·1pi=EMPH 
SLED JEVO 
ttail his 
omqcn janor 
Jhal first 
win a 
ttail 
From there we might separate, that one [the bear/ first [follows/ his 'tracks [not 
mine/. [an020/ 
The following is the closing section of a text about the realities of modern reindeer 
herding where the speaker (a retired reindeer herder) talks about how things 
should be, Instead of how they are: 
017 qomel onqo n-arojw-?aw 
ADV-healthy·ADV 
i n?-a.yr?o-rka-nat 
COND·E·be.born·PROG·3pl 
I 
so then 
ank?am 
and 
n-o·mk-o-qin 
ADJ.E-many·E-Jsg 
qejuu-t 
call·3plABS 
awrena-tko-yta 
next.year-COLL·ALL 
ecwcra-yary-a-n 
success-NMZR·E·ABS 
I n?-o:Jaytal-o-!l!Jo·nat 
COND-E-be.saved·E·INCH·3pl 
wa·k=?m 
be·SEQ=EMPH 
atu]ota 
then 
Then they would calve healthily, and many calves would be preserved for the 
next year successfully [hel/2/ 
OtB qomel I met-tole-mok-o [#) n?-o-n?el-o·net nelwol?-o-t=?nt 
herd·E-3piABS=EMPH 
[hel/3/ 
019 
so APPR·go·big·E COND·E·become·E-Jpl 
Then the herd would become gradually bigger 
qamel=?m 
So=EMPH 
waj remk-a·n 
DEICT folk·E-JsgABS 
wil-u nen?-a-ly-a-rka-nct 
ttade·EQU 3piA.COND·E·AUX·E·PROG-3piO 
angin 
thus 
I 
rt?~a-qaanrrtaa-rka.t 
COND·E·slaughtcr.reindccr·PROG 
tekicy-a-t=?m 
meat·E-JpiABS=EMPH 
Then people would be able to slaughter reindEer for trade, meat .... 
10.2.7 Thematic elements 
[hei 14/ 
There are four thematic suffiXes which occur with active verbal Inflectional 
paradigms. The suffixes -!) (future §10.2.4) and -y (Intentional §10.2.5) have 
already been discussed. There are also the suffixes -y?e and -i. both of which occur 
only In active non-progressive paradigms. 
The suffix -y?e occurs optionally In any artive verb form fulfilling the following 
conditions: 
• neutral (non-progressive) aspect 
or,d which has el.:1er. 
• no person-number suffix 
or 
• a person-number suffix formed by a sir ~ie consonant; I.e one of -n (3sr,O). ·t 
(3plS), or -k (lsgS) 
While -y?e Is never obligatory, it Is rarely omitted when the stem Is a monosyllable. 
It can cooc.ow with the future thematic suffix -!). but cannot coiiccur with the 
intentional thematic suffix -y. 
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The suffix -1 occurs only In the non-future and Intentional with non-progressive 
aspect. It Is obligatory with all forms which do not have a person-number suffix. It 
thus frequently coiiccurs with the optional suffix -y?e to give the fonn -y?i < •-y?e-i 
according to regular phonological rules. 
10.3 Stative inflections 
Statlve inflectional paradigms are formally similar to (and most likely derived 
from) a class of predicate adjective~ and nomlnals. They directly cross-reference 
one and only one core argument, and only have one mood, which is realis. I call the 
ye- prefixed forms, which mark attainment of a permanent state, the perfect (see 
Comrie 1976a) and the n- prefixed forms (which mark universal or habitual aspect) 
the habitual. The cross-reference to arguments Is carried out by pronominal 
suffixes, which In first and second person are very similar to the oblique forms of 
person pronouns. 
The stativc Inflectional paradigms usc the following agreement suffixes: 
FIGURE 10.21. Pronominal affixes. stative paradigms. 
1st Person 
2nd Person 
3rd Person 
Singular Plural 
-iyam, -jyam -muri 
-iyat, -jyat -turi 
-lin (perfect) -linet (perfect) 
-qin (habitual) -qinet (habitual) 
These suffixes are all familiar from nominal morphology; the first and second 
person suffixes are identical to nominal person marking {§6.2) and similar to the 
free personal pronouns (§7.2), and the third person pronouns are reminiscent of 
other third person markers: -in(e-t) (possessive §8.7.1), -kin(e-t) (relational 
§8.7.2). Note also that the morphological form of intransitive habituals Is identical 
to that of predicative adjectives (distinguished however by the form of their 
diminutive derivation (cf. §14.6.3 diminutive, and particularly §16.3.2 diminutive 
adjectives). 
Stativc verbs are constructed according to different structural principles and with 
different types of morphological markers than active verbs, and the cross-
referencing strategies used in one type of paradigm cannot be applied to the other. 
Statlve verbs take a dlfi'ercnt set of pronominal affiXes than active. Furthem10re, 
the person-number affixes used by statlve verbs are all suffixes and all inhabit a 
single morphological slot, so more than one cannot occur within a single vera. For 
intransitive verbs the pronominal affixation is simple and unambiguous; the 
pronominal suffix agrees with S, the only core argument. With transitive verbs the 
selection of which core nrgument is to be cross-referenced is more complicated. 
Many tmnsltivc stative verbs agree with just 0, but others take the inc- and -tku 
affixes (§I 0.2.2) of inverse alignment and agree with A. Furthermore, in the 
habitual paradigm all the direct fonns also take the inc- prefix and agree with A: 
--- - ---------- --------------- - ------------ -------------- ------- --- -- -------------- ------ --------- -~ - ~- - ~~-~- -------·· '---~--------~~----~~ --- ---- ------------ ----------------------------- ----- ----- ------------------- ---- --- --- ----- ------------------ --------
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this Is obvioudy not Inversion, but It can be linked to the overall 'transitivity 
reducing' function of the inc· and -tku affixes. 
In the perfect the pronominal suffixes of transitive verbs always cross-reference to 
0 except in contexts where the ine- and ·tku affixes arc used with the active 
paradigms. Since the affiXeS lne- and -tku are derivational transitivity changers In 
addition to their functions In the verbal paradigm they can occur with transitive 
sterns In all environments, lndudlng nomlnalisatlons etc. This Is not so for nc-, 
which Is only an Inverse marker, and which docs not have any other functions. ln 
line with their similarities to predicate nominal/adjective markers, stativc 
paradigms do not provide a morphological slot which could accommodate nc-. The 
fact that It Is morphologically possible for inc- and -tku to appoar in the stativc 
paradigms Is of Itself not enough of a motivation for them to do so. The presence of 
the these two inverse markers in the stative paradigms may be linked to the high 
discourse salience of both arguments of a verb when both arguments are SAPs (i.e. 
both high agency). 
FIGURE 10.22. Cross-referenced arguments in the perfect. 
1sgA 
I piA 
2sgA 
2piA 
3sgA 
3piA 
lsgO lpiO 2sg0 2pl0 
~-\-:·.;·;_~~-~+~:~~2~1.-~~!;~L~-~:~;_~:~~ 
,(cross-reference to A) .. 
\', ,, .. ;~; •.:.~! "·'' 
. _3sg0 . 3o10 
cross•refercntc to 0 
The perfect encodes meaning of result and affectedness {§10.3.1). This is further 
reflected by the cross-referencing, which is ovenvhelmingly oriented towards the 
undcrgoer rather than agent/actor. The exceptions are the five SAP I --se forms 
(shaded in figure 10.22), which are so marked in all verbal paradlgrr spectivc 
of other conditions. 
The habltua' Indicates states/events, thus encoding meanings ft, Which the 
process Is more salient than the endpoint {§10.3.2). 
FiGURE I 0.23. Cross-referenced arguments In the habitual. 
lsgA 
I piA 
2sgA 
2piA 
3sgA 
3plA 
lsgO . lpiO 2sg0 . . 2pl0 3sg0 3pl0 
• ··:,-,,_,_ :'.' . . ,, .... , :·"· ':0~-:.l• .·,:-~_:_._.:;:_._:;'_,,._-.!,:'._'.. . . ' ' ... ,; .;· .. 
'. ·-·~. ,(:-: •• :·· :::·1 ·:~; • _!_~;i-~·-\·,'i~ri~ . 
1--in-e----,lr--.-tk-u--+-"-'-'--------':.,: '<c~~\ii;:~~f~f~~,~e' (() A). 
(cross-reference to A) ,. ' :-:::\>i,>:'N~::;> ".:"!' 
1-----'lr==(:.!.cr_o..Js-s--re-~-c-re_n_c_c_to-0':") ---1.-,: );Fi:: '_.;' · '', ''~ '' 
In 'direct' contexts (shaded In figure 10.23) the pragmatic force of the habitual 
results In the A being very much more relevant {topical) than the 0, since the 
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entire verb form Is oriented towards the action and Its controller, rather than the 
result and Its undergoer. This orientation Is reflected by the direction of cross• 
reference towards A rather than 0. As a morphological marker of this change of 
1.ross-rcfcrcnc~. the inc- prefix Is again used. This function Is very similar to the 
antipasslve (I.e. verb agreement changes from 0 to A) but transitive argument 
structure Is preserved. 
10.3.1 Perfect 
The perfect has the fewest morphological possibilities of all the inflectional 
paradigms. For almost all combinations of A and 0 in transitive verbs the 0 
argument is selected for cross-reference. The exception is for five NO combinations 
(shaded in figure 10.22 and below) with first person 0, which have additional 
markers (an inc- prefix or a -tku suffix), and which cross-reference A. These five 
forms arc marked aberrantly in all inflectional paradigms. and arc discussed at 
greater length in §10.2.2. The perfect indicates the attainment of a permanent 
state, rather than the activity: thus they generally cross-reference the ur.dergoer 
(0) of the event rather than the aecnt (A). In stories. perfect verbs occur most 
commonly at the beginning and the end of the narrative, when the initial 
conditions of the story arc being established and the final outcome of the story Is 
being summarised. 
FIGURE 10.24. Perfect- transitive and Intransitive 
lsgO/S 1~10/S 2sg0/S ?PIQ/S. 3~gpiS 3pi0/S 
lsgA . . ye-S-iyot ye·S·lyot 
!piA . . 
-
2sgA ·;v:1;;~~s:i~i:· 'ye'S:ii<Jlif.,t · . 
2p1A ;;.r:r.t&:S:i~ri ~ .. _ ......... ~ ~--: ............ c:ye-s:tku:turl. . . ye-S-lin yc·S·line-t 
3sgA 1~' ..... ":'i""t•' ·-: ---~·-··.: "y-lnc-S,lin·. 
~piA ye·S·lyom ye-S·muri ye·S·iyot ye·S-turl 
lntt. 
The following text comes from the beginning of a traditional story. It sets the 
background for the main acrlon, all of which occurs much later when the son and 
daughter have grown up. All verbs are in the perfect, and refer to situations which 
arc pu•. In plate for a very long timt to come . 
-. ___________________________ J!L .. -·-------··-·--·---·· ·-----·-·-----. ---· ---· 
• 
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020a: anqena-cak rcmk·c x•·!llrl-lln 
lhis-ANpi.ERG folk-ERG PF-Iake-Jsg 
unct-1?-o-n xa-n-raY!;-at-lcn II 
collect.firewood·NMZR·E-JsgABS PF-CS.go.home·CS-Jsg 
b: enmen anqcn Jarc I 
once.upon.a.time lhis.JsgABS personal.name.JsgABS 
onponacy-o-qaj·o-ry-en neekok II 
old.man-E-DIM·E-3pi·POSS.3sgABS daughler.JsgABS 
c: ya-lalyat-lenat 
PF-nomadise-Jpl 
onp-•-new-qcy-tl 
elderly-E-woman·DIM-JpiABS 
anpanacy-a-qay-tc 
old.man·E-DIM·3piABS 
nlnqej-qcj II 
boy·DIM 
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omo 
and 
(a) Those folk had kidnapped the flrewood-co/lector and taken her home. (b) So 
that was [what happened co/ Jare. the old people's daughter. (c) The old 
woman, the old man and the little boy continued being nomadic [ot006-008/ 
After this, the main action of the text begins. and verbs arc either In the habitual 
form or the non-future neutral form (see Appendix for the complete transcript of 
this story). 
The perfect Is also used to refer to things which happened prior to a reference 
frame which Is already In the past, e.g.: 
021 Jare cakoyet=•m 
petsonal.name.JsgABS sisler.JsgABS•EMPH 
Jare. the sister, had got married there. 
10.3.2 Habitual 
nenku 
lhcte 
y-?cllkct-Iin 
PF-marry-Jsg 
[ot051/ 
The habitual Is marked by the prefix n- and a suinx like that of the perfect, 
differing only that It has -qin(e) Instead of -lin(e) in the third person. The 
habitual marks actions/states without reference to their endpoints, and for most 
higher agency values of A has the ine- or -t!m affix which changes the default 
cross reference from 0 to A (see §10.3). 
FIGURE 10.25. Habitual- transitive and Intransitive. 
lsgOIS lpiOIS .... 2sg0/S 2~1015 3sg0/S 3pi01S. 
lsgA 
- -
rt-lne-S-lyom 
I piA 
- -
n-lne-S-murl 
2sgA. n-lne-$-lyot n-$-tku,jyot 
- -
n-lne-$-lyot 
2p!A n-lne-$-turl n-$-tku-turl 
- -
n-lne-$-turl 
3sgA n-lne-~-qln n-lne-S-oln n-lne-$-qlne-t 
3piA n-$-lyom n·$-muri n-$-ly>t n-$-turl n-S-qln n-$-qlne-t 
intr. 
The habitual Is common In narrative descriptions of situations, and In 
habltuaUuniversal contexts. An example of the former Is: 
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022 n-llu-l?et-gln 
HAB-si .ake-INTENS-Jsg 
Ion· kotojya t -o-1?-o-n 
NEG·v.ind.blow-E-NMZR·E·JsgABS 
loyen 
really 
pojy-o-qaj 
spear-E-DIM.JsgABS 
n-a-reg-a-)1ct-qln 
HAB-E-do.somelhing·E-INTS-Jsg 
{. .. he stuck the little spear in to the snowbank/ It was shaking, there was no 
wind but the llttle spear was doing this. [ot039/ 
In the following example, the habitual describes a state In progress (tea-drinking) 
at the time of another event (the arrival of the racers, In the aorist). 
023 poklr-y?e-t yekcnol?-o-t cwon Cokw"!!aqaj n-o-cajo-gen 
arrive-TH-Jpl driver-E-JpiABS INTS personal.name.JsgABS HAB-E-drink.tea-Jsg 
The reindeer drivers arrived. Okwm;aqaj was already drinking tea. fey 112/ 
The next example Is a habltuaUunlversal tense context, from a text describing In 
general terms the procedures related to childbirth: 
024 kllkl!·tl='m clnlt n·•·ccl·glnet 
umbilicum-JpiABS•EMPH sell HAB·E-cut-Jpl 
ko:tccir-c::?m I ~nqcn n-.-.-ccl-glnet 
hair-INST •EMPH this HAB·E-cut-Jpl 
n-a-n-katw-et-ginet 
HAB-E-CS·Iie·CS-Jpl 
The umbilical cord they themselves cut off. they tie it with hair. they cut that 
off. frhO~ 
The Interaction of the habitual with other tense-aspect combinations is discussed 
In §5.5.1. The habitual Is Intrinsically non-future and rcalis; If habitual meaning Is 
required with a future or lntcntlonalcondltlonal verb, the progressive Is used 
Instead (see section §10.2.3). 
The following examples show the Inverse (025) and direct (026) uses of the inc-
prefix with the habitual: 
Prefix inc-; 3sgA, lsgO (Inverse) 
025 jartot waj n-lrt-lw-gln 
firs! OEiCT HAB-INV·say-Jsg 
kitaqurt 
HORT 
q-o-tw-o-y-o-n yayl-o-wetyaw 
INT-E-recile·E· TH·E·3sg hurry·E·word 
eqolpe 
quickly 
First off she {would) say to me "You quickly recite a tongue-twister· 
Prefix ine-; I piA. 3sg0 (non-Inverse) 
026 onqen 
DEM.JsgABS 
qomwer 
finally 
t-•·'dulet-•·n 
1sg·E-ieam·E-3sg 
loye·t"!!·qonpo 
INTS·INTS-always 
cajw-a-tala-ma anqcn n-ena-tw-a-more 
walk·E·go-SIM DEM.JsgABS HAB-TR·recile-E-1pl 
[kr/80/ 
Finally I learnt it [how to recite tongue-twisters/, and we repeated them all the 
Ume while walking [krl82/ 
The ine- prefix Is glossed as TR ('transitive') In the habitual paradigm where It Is 
not an Inverse marker. 
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Valency 
11.1 Introduction 
In Chukchi the linguistic parameter of valency determines the number of optional 
and obligatory arguments of a verb, what pronominal cross-rPference Is present, 
the case marking of nominal arguments, and the semantic roles associated with 
these cases (see Mosel 1991). As Chukchi allows nominal arguments to be omitted 
where they are retrlevablP. from context, evidence about valency Is most reliably 
sought by looking at the number of morphological positions for obligatory 
pronominal cross-rt:ference on the verb. As shown In §10, Chukchi verbs show two 
morphological valency values: one-place intrans/tives and two-place translt/ves. The 
number of these overtly coded morphosyntactlc arguments a verb takes is Its 
-'Yntaclic valency (e.g. Van Valin & LaPolla 1997:147). This system Is further 
elaborated as certain verb stems, despite Inflecting as transltives or ·intransltlves, 
nevertheless seem to require a different number of obligatory arguments than the 
canonical va:ue; these arguments are expressed by overt nomlnals, not by cross-
reference. In many cases It Is dlfncnlt to decisively p"ove that an oblique argument 
is obligatory, as even notionally obligatory arguments could be omitted where 
retrievable from context. Nevertheless there are a few verbs for which a reasonable 
argument can be made for non-canonical valency values; these Include zero place 
lntransltives (§11.2.1), extended (two-place) lntransltlves 1§11.2.2), and extended 
(three-place) transltlves (§ 11.3.1). Th~ number of semantic arguments a verb has Is 
Its semantic valency. The differences between syntactic and semantic valency are 
summarised below: 
sYntactic valencv semantic valency 
zero-place intransitive I 0 
(canonical) intransitive I I 
extended intransitive I 2 
(canonical) transitive 2 2 
extended transitive 2 3 
The terms A, S lind 0 used In this thesis (Dixon 1979, 1994) are descriptively 
useful shorthand for distinguishing the arguments denoted by syntactic valency. S 
--- - - -------------- - ------------ -----------------~---------------------------~'-------------------------
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Is defined simply as the syntactic role of the single argument denoted by the 
syntactic valency of an Intransitive verb. A and 0 are distinguished from S In that 
they are with reference to the syntactic valency of a transitive verb. They are 
distinguished from each other according to their semantic roles In a prototypically 
transitive verb frame; A Is the semantic agent of a Primary Transitive Verb 
(defined In Andrews 1985:68-69) or anything else which acts morphosyntactically 
In the same way. Likewise, 0 Is the semantic patient of a Primary Transitive Verb 
or the argument of any other verb type which has analogous morphosyntactic 
behaviour (Andrews 1985:98-104). Thus, 
• SAO -non-SAO distinction relies on the syntactic notion of 'argument' 
• S - AO distinction relies on the syntactic notion of 'valency' 
• A - 0 distinction relies on a prototype of the semantic notion and the 
syntactic expression of 'agency' 
It Is sometimes useful to classify syntactic arguments in different ways. The 
syntactic role of S can be divided into two subclasses, S, and S,, according to their 
morphosyntactic behaviour. The distinct:•.·n between S, and S, Is motivated by the 
same sort of semantic prototype that ;; . !ivates the distinction between A and 0. 
This Is clearly exemplified In Chukchi by (I) the behaviour of the r-/-n-
causative/appllcatlve prefix, and (li) the behaviour of labile verbs. 
(I) The r-/-n- prefix makes an Intransitive verb Into a transitive verb (I.e. 
lncre(lSeS the number of syntactic arguments from I to 2). This Is 
carried out according -<· two different patterns, the causative pattern 
(example5 001 and 002) and the appllcatlve pattern (examples 003 and 
004). 
The Intransitive verb stem mejg-et (an adjective stem + verb suffix) 
grow up has a single argument. 
001 ginqej 
boy.JsgABS 
mcjg·et-y?l 
big-VB·TH(JsgS) 
The boy grew up. 
The addition of the r-1-n- prefix produces the causative form ra-mej!)· 
ew bring up: 
00~ ~lnqcj ra-mejg-ew-nln 
boy.JsgABS CS.blg·VB·3sgA.3sgO 
Granny brought the boy up. 
opoqcy-tc 
granny-ERG 
The causativlsed and non-causatlvlsed forms have a semantic role In 
common. The S of the underlved Intransitive has the same semantic 
role as the 0 of the derived transitive. Thus, S, Is an S which 
corresponds to the 0 of a derived transitive construction. 
The Intransitive verb wetyaw· speak belongs to another 
morphosyntactlc class. With these verbs the r-/·n· prefix derives an 
-~-- --~ ~~ ~----- -----~----------- - ----~~--~ 
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appllc;,tlve. The S of the Intransitive verb {003) has the same semantic 
role as the A of t'·.e appllcativlsed form (004), I.e. It Is an S, (an S which 
clusters morphosyntactically with A; Dixon 1994). 
003 ueekok 
sister.3sgABS 
wetyak-w?e 
speak-TH(JsgS) 
The sister spoke. 
004 geekke-te 
sister-ERG 
ra·wctya-an-ncn 
APPL-speak·APPL-3sgA.3sgO 
The sister spoke with granny. 
opaqej 
grc:lny.3sgABS 
(II) Labile verbs (verbs which can be either Intransitive or transitive) show 
the same morphosyntactic clusters; A and S,, 0 and S,. 
The verb kolyat- to harness is an A=Sa labile. The S of the Intransitive 
form has the same semantic role as the A of the transitive; see examples 
033 and 034 (§11.4.1). 
The verb mle· to break Is an O=S, labile. The S of the Intransitive fom, 
has the same semantic role as the 0 the transitive; see examples 041 
and 042 (§11.4.2). 
199. 
The classification of syntactic arguments Into two semantically motivated groups 
loas considerable predictive power. While the precise nature of the semantic roles 
linked with the syntactic roles S, A and 0 Is beyond the scope of this work. a 
broader division of semantic role~ Into two macroroles (Foley & Van Valin 1984, 
Van Valin & LaPolla 1997) Is both possible and worthwhile. These macroroles are 
called actor ~nd undergoer, and typically Include the following semantic roles: 
typical ACTORs: 
typici!l UNDERGOERs: 
agent, experiencer, possessor, etc ... 
patient, theme, location, stimulus, etc ... 
The prototypical actor Is an agent, and the prototypical undergoer Is a patient. 
Semantic experlencers are generally encoded as A or Sa In grammatically 
unmarked contexts. However, the experlencer departs enough from the semantic 
prototype of actor, that It can, with grammatical elaboration, be treated as an 
undergoer and enter Into morphosyntactlc phenomena usually reserved for 0/S,. 
For example, the verb walom- hear Is an A=Sa labile, with the argument frame 
A/S:experlencer and O:stlmulus. The experlencer can not really be Interpreted as 
causing anything, and may not be actively doing anything; In so far as they react 
to a stimulus, the experience could even be thought of as an undergoer. This 
ambivalence In the role of experlencer has a morphosyntactlc reflectiPn In 
Chukchi-an A=Sa verb of perception can be treated as an S, verb and causatlvlsed 
to make a tra'nsltive with the argument frame A:causer and O:experl8ncer(<S,). 
This derivation Is shown In example 051. 
It Is possible that the valency (syntactic or semantic) of a lexeme and a particular 
verb form may not be identical. The basic valency of a lexeme Is an abstract 
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property of im underlved verbal stem, which may be subject to valency changing 
derivations to produce concrete verb forms with various secondary valency values. 
Mosel (1991:240-2d1) describes three types of secondary valency, each of which 
occur; In Chukchi. The secondary valenc:t of a derived form which differs from the 
basic valency of the lexeme may Involve a change In syntactic valency, semantic 
valency, or both (a change In semantic valency alone, without changing the 
absolute number of argument positions, might more happily be termed valency 
rearranging rather than valency changing. Dixon & Alkhenvald 1997). The three 
types of secondary valency derivations are: 
•Type !. Valency changing derivations which do not alter the semantic and 
syntactic status of the parliclpant/s shared by derived and underil'ed forms. 
•Type II. Valency changing derivations which change the syntactic and semantic 
status of the particlpant/s shared by the derived and underived forms. 
•Type III. Valer.cy changing derivations which do not change the absolute numbe1 
of participants of the derived and underil'ed forms, but which do change their 
syntactic and semantic properties. 
As discussed above for the r.f-n- prefix, a single derivation can change valency In 
two different ways, transltlvlsing an Intransitive so that the S of the Intransitive is 
equivalent to the A (applicatlve) or 0 (causative) of the transitive. The inc- prefix 
also changes valency In two different ways, but It does this In a less symmetrical 
manner. This prefix lntransltlvlses some verbs In the antipass/ve derivation, but 
only rearr;;nges the semantic valency of others In the valency rearranging 
appllcati> e. 
The ANTIPASSIVE (§11.6.2) Is a valency reducing derivation in which the ergative 
case marked partlr.lpant of the transitive verb refers to the same entity as the 
absolutlve case marked participant of the intransltlv(!s)e(d) verb, e.g.: 
005 ?aatcck-a plrl-nln roolqol 
youth·ERG take-3sgA.3sgO rood.3sgABS 
The youth took the food 
006 ?aatcek lne-plrl-y?l 
youth.3sgABS AP·take·TH.3sgS 
The youth took (something}, the youth won the prize. [nb065.Bj 
Theine- APPLIOTIVE (§11.6.1) forms a verb with the underlying 0 of a transitive 
verb stem In a peripheral. role, and with an underlying peripheral participant 
functioning In 0 role In Its place. This derivation can occur with verbs of 
manipulation; the 0 of the non-appllcative has the semantic role of 'patient' (thing 
manipulated), whereas the 0 of the appllcativlsed verb has the semantic role of 
'destination' 
~~------~-~ ---~~~-~~" 
Chaptorll, ____________________ V~A~L~E~N~CY~----------------------~2~0~1. 
The first three parts of this chapter describe the morphosynta~tlc behaviour of 
verbs classified according to valency; Intransitive (§11.2), transitive (§11.3), and 
labile verbs (§11.4). 
The sections following this describe the main morphological valency changing 
derivations, as summarised In the following figure: 
FIGURE 11.1. Summary of produr.tive ya_IP.Ilcy changing operations. 
Primary (stem) Affix Derivation Secondary Sy:~tactlc 
valency type (derived) changes 
vale:~cy 
Intransitive r-/-n- Causative Transitive S-+0 
(So} 
Intransitive r-/-n- Appllcative Transitive S-+A 
(S,) obl-+0 
Transitive inc- Appllcative Transitive 0-+obl 
~bl-+0 
Transitive inc- Anti passive Intransitive A-+S 
Transitive -tku Anti passive Intransitive A-+S 
(§11.5.1) 
(§11.5.2) 
(§I 1.6.1) 
I§ I 1.6.2) 
(Iterative) (§I 1.6.2) 
Causatives and r-/-n- applltatives are fully productive, but the ine- and -tk" 
appllcatives and antipassives seem to have low productivity (see below). Tnere are 
also some unproductive valency changing devices which are rarely observed; these 
include reciprocals and antlcausatlves (§11.7). 
There are significant syntactic differences between spontaneous spoken Chukchi 
and constructions appearing In the ilterary/pedagoglcal dialect (which has been the 
;uurce of most examples of the Chukchi language used In linguistic comparison to 
date; §1.5). While Skorlk didn't give sources of his linguistic material In his two-
volume pedagoglcaUacademlc grammor of Chukchi, it Is known that he didn't work 
In the part of Chukotka where the variety described In the present work Is spoken, 
which may explain the frequent unacc.,ptablllty of his examples to Telqep (and 
other southern) Chukchls. The following Is given lu Skorlk (1960) as an example of 
the antipasslve (see §11.6.2): 
007 cawcowa·t cna-pcla-y?at qaa·ta 
herder-3piABS AP-Ieave-3piS reindeer-INST 
The (nomadic) herders left the deer [Skorik J960:i38j 
None of the texts used as the database for the present war;; had any examples of 
antlpasslvlsed verbs with oblique underlying objects. In fact, the verb pela leave Is 
an appllcativlslng verb (§ 11.6.1): 
008 otl?a-ta ena-pela-ncn 
mother-ERG APPL-Ieave-3sgA.3sgO 
Mother left granny some bread. 
~ewm!ryan 
gr•nny.3sgABS 
coqar-a 
bread·INST 
[nb067.2j 
... 
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This has some slmll?-rity: Underlying 0 {the nominal which would be 0 of the verb 
pcla- without the inc- prefix) appears as an oblique In the Instrumental case. An 
appllcativlslng derivation In ·chukchi Is discussed In Kozln~ky, Nedjalkov and 
Pollnskaja 1988. Another account of Chukchi valency Is found In Nedjailmv 1976. 
11.2 Intransitive 
Intransitive verbs cross-reference one argument. This argument m "y have a range 
of semant.lc roles, belonging to both the ACTOR and UNDERGOER macroroles {see 
Van Valin & LaPolla 1997). equivalent to those which are mafl{ed syntactically by 
· the A and 0 of a transitive verb; thus there are two kinds of S. Actor S {or S,) and 
Undergoer S (S,). The actor macrorole includes agent {example 009) and 
experlencer {example 010). Examples Oil and 012 show undergoer roles. 
ACTORS 
009 r?eln-yt-;,-y?a-t Ctl'3tak 
gallop·go.to·E·TH·'3pi next.day 
racwonJ·akwat-y?a-t 
race-setolf·TH-3pl 
?cra-rrtyo-y?a-t I janot 
race-INCH·TH·3pl first 
They went to the race the next day. started racing. first they participated in the 
race [cy361/ 
010 kolo ana ye•yat?ew-linct anuatal 
INTS so Pf.be.hungly·3piS of.course 
Well they'd R.'! ;; ·-r hungry, they started eating. 
ya-qame-twa-myo-lenat 
PF-eat·RESULT-INCH·3piS 
UNDERGOERS 
011 tann·•·t 
sttarger-E-3p!ABS 
n-lw-qlnet 
HAB-say·3pl 
ok 
INTJ 
plah.-o-ly-~-n 
shoe·E·SING·E-3sgABS 
parantet-y?i 
be.npped· TH 
a nil nan yainh-in 
so DEICT 1sy·POSS.3sg 
The strangers say "Oh. it seems my shoe has ripped" 
012 qomel anqo n·arojw->aw I n>·o·yr>o-rka·nat I 
so.then then ADV-healthy·ADV COND·E·give.binh·PROG·3pi 
onk>am n·o-mk·~·qln qejuu-t I n>·o-iaytal-o·no-nat 
and ADJ·E·many·E-3sg calf-3p!ABS COND·E·be.preserved·E·INCH·3pi 
awrena-tko-yta 
next.year-COLL·ALL 
ecwcra.-yary-a-n wa-k=?m 
succeed·NMZR·E·ABS be·SEQ=EMPH 
{cy404/ 
{ot075/ 
~mqota 
then 
Then they would calve healthily, and many calves would be preserved for the 
next year successfully {he112 / 
There do not seem to be any syntactic restrictions on the semantic role of the S nf 
an Intransitive verb. 
The semantic {macro)role of S has further grammatical Implications to the outcome 
of transitivity changing. Labile verbs {verbs which are both transitive and 
intransitive) have different syntactic behaviour depending on whether the 
intransitive form takes an S, or an S, (§11.4). Similarly. the r-/-n- derived form of 
~ 
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an Intransitive has two functions. determined by the status of the S; this prefix 
forms an appllcatlve with an S, verb, and a causative with an S, verb {§ 11.5). 
11.2.1 Zero place intransitive 
Certain verbs, Including natural phenomena verbs and lntransitives with 
Incorporated undergoer S, allow no nominal arguments. These verbs are declined 
like third person s•ngular. Apart from being the grammatically least marked 
verbal inflection, In Chukchi the 3sgS form of the verb In the active Inflections has 
no overt person-number marking whatsoever; e.g. the verb jety?i she came{< jet-
~ome) Is marked by two thematic suffixes •-y?e-i which indicate respectively 
neutral aspect and either non-future tense or intentional mood {note that this Is not 
the case for the habitual and the perfer.t, which both have overt 3sg suffixes: see 
examples 015 and 0!6 respectively). 
Zero Intransitive verbs referring to natural phenomena are often derived from 
nomlnals by the suffiX -r?u (§14.4.2). This suffix also covers Inceptive meaning, 
deriving verbs referring to the beginning of meteorological phenomena {e.g. sno<0 
and time periods {e.g. nightfall). 
013 plnc-r>u-y?l 
snow-INCH·TH 
It started sn7wing [naOBO:Jj 
014 nokl·t>u-y>i I { ... ) 
night·INCH-TH 
Night fell ... {jo090/ 
Other meteorological verbs {ones without the -r?u morpheme) are formed with the 
-et·VH suffix. and tend to be stative rather than inchoative. 
015 m!nkarl qun minkarl=qun qonpo 
how INTS how=INTS always 
Because the wind blew ceaselessly. 
n-~:Jo>at·qen 
HAB·E·wind.biow-3sg 
{na142:2/ 
The other source of zero place lntransitives Is intransitive verbs with incorporated 
S, although these are unusual in texts. Example 016 Is a rare spontaneous 
example of S·lncorporation, showing the verb !J>to-/-nto· come out with 
incorporated noun nenene--VH baby. 
016 ekke·t iw-nlnet "kakomcjl Cokwanaqaj cnmec 
~on-3p!ABS say-3sgA.3piO INT J personal.name.3sgA8S already 
ya·nawt~n-lcn .,m., ya-nanana-nto-len" 
PF·wife.JsgS and PF·baby·come.oul·3sg 
He says to his sons. "Kakomejl Qkwm;aqaj is already married, a child's even 
been born·. {cy327/ 
Incorporated S does not necessarily make a zero Intransitive: the word 
tewlr?lqitarkan my clothes freeze {t-ewir?-a-qlt·a·rkan lsg-clothlng-E-freeze-E-
PROG) from example 055 Is an example of possessor raising: the underlying S of 
-- ---- ---------- -- ----------------------------------- --- ----------------------------- ----· --· ·····------ -------• ---- ----····- ------·- -------------
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the Intransitive verb qit- freeze Is the Incorporated ewir?- clothing, but the 
possessor of the cloth lee (lsg) functions asS In the clause (see §12.2.3). 
The argument strucl.1r-: ufverb stems with Incorporated arguments Is discussed In 
§§12.2-3. 
11.2.2 Extended intransitive 
An extended Intransitive verb has the Inflection of an Intransitive, but also has 
another obligatory actant In an oblique case. Extended lntransltivcs are rcrc In 
Chukchi, and It Is difficult to find formal criteria to show that an argument Is 
obligatory as even core arguments can typically be omitted where they arc 
retrievable from context (see example 023). The verb stem it- be (Jdencity) Is 
definitely an extended Intransitive, as a non-absolutive argument Is always 
present on the surface (whereas S needs only be retrievable). The labile verb iw-
say (to) is also like an extended Intransitive/transitive, as it has an obligatory 
complement. This complement is, hov:~ver, an entire unit of quoted speech, not a 
nominal argument (§11.4.3). 
The copula verb it- be (§ 17.1.1) is structurally a two-place intransitive, as. apart 
from an S, this verb has an obligatory complement in the cquative cnse. This forms 
an equational clause: 
017 onqen jokwajo lpc 
that.JsgABS duck.JsgABS truly 
>iv-u @ 
wolf-EQU 
That duck was actually a wolf. ha hal 
n-It-gin 
HAB·be·Jsg 
@@ 
Other copula verbs take locative complements, for instance n?el become: 
018 ral-y>a·t onqcn onjlw cwot otcaj I 
crawJ.TH.Jpl this uncb.JsgABS so aunt.JsgABS 
forO•CiJkO 
sleeping.chamber·INESS 
n?el-y?c-t 
become· TH·Jpl 
The aunt and uncle crawled ill to the sleeping chamber. 
ljo/04/ 
[cy338] 
However, this locative complement is only obligatory In the locative clause 
construction, and the same copula appears without a complement in existential 
clauses. Furthermore, the locative complement mey be chosen from not only the 
entire range of locative cases, but also from locative adverbs, as In example 0 I 9: 
019 onqen=?m tlrk-o-tlr kltklt ye-mcc-plntoqet·qcet-lln I 
this•EMPH sun·E-REDUP.JsgABS slightly PF·APPR·show.self·DIM·Jsg 
SOLNYSHKA=?m t?er->cw nan kltklt yarvola-ta ye-n?et-11'! 
sun•EMPH so.much·ADV DEICT slightly high·ADV Pf·become-Jsg 
Tile sun came up a tiny little bit, the sun just showed, became a little bit 
higher... [ke009j 
Other verb stems may also be interprtted as extended intransitives; verbs formed 
from the stem pkir- arrive strongly Imply a locative argument (which may be a 
nominal in the locative case or a deictic adverb). In rare instances where a locative 
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argument Is not present, a nominal In locative case role always seems to be 
retrievable. 
020 mcclc?u ya-mac-'\-pkcr·a·U!JO·lcnat kawra-nce-nwa-k 
hardly Pf·APPR·E·arrive·E·INCH·Jpl around-turn-PIJ\CE·LOC 
Cokwanaqaj enmec jara-nqaca-yto I n-o-le·qln 
personal.name.JsgABS already house-BESIOE·ALL HAB-E·go-Jsg 
They had hardly even reached the turn around point, [when] Cakwayaqaj was 
already heading homewards [cyl4Jj 
021 nenku j?lly·o·k poklr-y>i=>m I poker·•-nno-y?e 
there rnoon·E·LOC arrive·TH•EMPH arrive·E·INCH·TH 
Therchearrlvedon the moon, he approached. [cy185] 
In the preceding example pokcronnoy?e lit. he began to arrive refers to j?ilyok at 
the moon, the same as pakiry?i he arrived. In the following examples there is no 
locative case complement of pkir- arrive; however in example 022 the target (place 
arrived at) is clearly the person addressed in the quoted speech. The lack of 
complement may just be due to the verb stem being in a converb form, as converbs 
rarely take any sort of overt argument (§13.4). 
022 >eqe-njiw·e 
bad-uncle-ERG 
paklr-lnci)U n-iil·iw-qlil 
approach·CONSEQ HAB-TR-say-Jsg 
okokokoj! 
INTJ 
naqam n-a-rcq-iyat cqeluq n-omr?o-l?at-eyat? 
but HAII·E·do.whal?·lsg because HAB·sweai·DUR·2sg 
The bad uncle having approached [him] said "Okokqj. what are you doing that 
you are SWPRting so much?" [cyOI I] 
In example 023 no arguments are expressed. The following example comes from a 
section of a story presented in episodic dialogues, each of which starts with the 
anguished protagonist returning home from wandering the tundra to try to extract 
further details from his mother about the kidnapping of his sister during his 
babyhood. 
023 neme paklr-y?l 
&gain approach· TH 
Again he approached. [ot040] 
In context this clearly means Again the boy approached home. This can br 
considered ellipsis of a retrievable argument. 
11.3 Transitive 
Transitive verbs paradlgmatically cross-reference two arguments, although the 
number of explicit pronominal cross-referencing affixes may range from two down 
to none according to position on the verbal paradigm (§I 0). The A and 0 syntactic 
roles correspond to ACTOR and UNDERGOER semantic macroroles. It Is uncommon 
for both A and 0 to be expressed by free nomlnals In a single transitive clause; see 
024 for a rare exampl~. apparently triggered by the speaker momentarily losing 
track of what she was talking about. 
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024 cwat ennacq-epa 
pass-ABL 
nikanut 
same.as 
I wolka-ta 
so wolf-ERG 
n·lne-rkalc·J?ct·qin moo-gor 
HAB·TR-follow-DUR-3sg caravan-deer.3sgABS 
And along the pass a wolf followed the harness deer. 
Chapter II 
/kc083] 
Example 025 has three different transitive verbs indicating a range of semantic 
roles of 0 (A Is an agent In each case). The verb rapetjawnin he butchered it has 
an 0 which has been directly acted upon by A. The verb raqite~awnin he froze it 
Is a causative which has an 0 indirectly acted upon, or acted upon so that a non· 
agentive process (freezing) could occur. The verb j?oncn he went to it has a 
locationa; 0 which Is hardly affected by A at all. Note that the transitive motion 
verb j?o- is exceptional in Chukchi; most motion verbs are Intransitive, and goal or 
location is indicated by the locative adverbs or nouns In oblique locatlonal cases. 
025 rapet-jaw-nin eqalpc 
quickly 
ra-git-et-loJ\V·rtln teklcy-a-t 
butcher-INTS-3sgA.3sgO CS·frce2e·TH·INTS-3sgA.3sgO meat·E·3piABS 
uwl-kuk J?o.neri 
cook-pot.3sgABS go.to-3sgA.3sgO 
He butchered it quickly, froze the meat, {and] went to the pot. lc.•'255] 
A causatlvlsed verb (see §11.5.1) has an 0 equivalent to the S of the 
uncausativlscd stem. Examples 026 and 027 show the stem yjul Jearn as an 
Intransitive verb (yjulet-) and a transitive (-nayjulew- tear.h). The semantic role of 
S and 0 In these two examples Is presumably the same: It belongs to the undergoer 
macrorole. 
026 layen clnlt lal~p-c n·a-yiul-ct-girtct 
really self watch-ADV HAB·E·i2atn-TH·3piS 
All by themselves watching (others} they learn. 
027 an-in nenene-t mi.gkrl n-ine-n-a-ylul-ew-gtnct 
3sg-3sgABS baby·3piABS how? HAB·TR·CS-E-Iearn-CS-3pl0 
How does she teach her children how to live? 
An experlencer A always has a stimulus 0. 
028 rcqoka-ly-a takc-c?-o.n ya-Jno-Jcn 
poiar.fox·SING-ERG smeii-NMZR·E·ABS PF-sniff·3sg0 
The polar fox sniffed the bait. 
11.3.1 Extended transitive 
/ch26/ 
nonrt-a-twa-k? 
live·E-be-INF 
{an043] 
/nb045.1] 
There are perhaps only two extended transltives, jl- give and the copula 1>!)·/-ly-. 
The most common extended transitive Is the verb jl- give with a speech act 
participant (i.e. 1st or 2nd person) recipient. In such cases, the morphological cross-
referencing of the verb Is to A:DONOR and O:RECIPIENT, but the nominals encode 
A:DONOR (ergative case) and O:GIFT (absolutive case). Recipients arc typically not 
expressed as nominals within the clause, but where they are they are put in the 
allativc case. 
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jl- give 
A:DONOR 3pl 
O:RECIPIENT (verbal cross-reference) I pi 
O:GIFT (absolutlve case nominal) Jollies 
029 ne-ial-mak atr?ec kante-t 
iNV-give·lpiO only lonies·3p1ABS 
They just gave us Jollies. /nb029.6} 
This does not occur when both the recipient and the gift are In the third person. 
The following example comes from a section of a text In which a wolf Is speaking to 
a boy. All arguments are 3sg, so it could be argued that this has the same 
argument frame as example 029 above, but substitution tests show it to have 0 
agreement with the gift. 
030 enmec waj q·a-taq>a-t>ol-o-yc poc>a-qoJn-•P• 
arm-under-ABL already DEICT INT-E-food·PART-CONSUME-TH 
er?e-mul lalnin q·a·taq?-o-yc='m 
boil-blood.3sgABS give-3sgA.3sgO INTHCY.>d·CONSUME-TH=EMPH 
"In the meantime you can eat this food", from under his arm he gave him 
blood pudding. "Eat the food". {jo031] 
The following example sho\vs the transitive verb nojalqin give, 3p/A.3sg0 with 0 
agreeing with the number of the gift. not the recipient. 
031 qut-o·cak 
QUANT·E·ANpi.ERG 
anr?aq 
then 
anqcn 
DEM.JsgABS 
kolpasa 
sausage 
pcacam-•:Jn-•·rt 
sausage·E·AUG·E·ABS 
I laycrt 
really 
yamya-ramkal?-eta n-3-131-gin 
EMPH-guesi·ALL HAB·E·give-3sg 
n-o·tcl-tku-jw·a·qin 
HAB·E·cut ITER-COLL·E-3sg 
yamya-taoo 
EMPH-food.JsgABS 
I 
Others now cut the prerem-sausage, they only gave /this] special food to special 
guests. {ke279] 
The three place copula la!J·l-ly- has the syntactic structure of an extended 
transitive. This verb encodes a regular A and 0 (with cross-referencing relating to 
case marking In the usual manner for a transitive), and also requires an equative 
case complement. 
032 qamcl=?m waj rcmk-•·n 
so=EMPH DEICT foik·E·3sgABS 
wll-u nen?·a-ty-a-rkeet 
price·EOU INV.COND·E·COP·E-3piPROG 
annln 
thus 
I [ ... ) 
n?-~qaa-nm-aa-rkan 
COND·E-reindeet·kiD·TH·PROG 
So then people would be able to slaughter reindeer, they would have them for 
trade... [hell4] 
This verb Is afso used as an auxiliary, In which function It takes two nominal 
arguments and requires a verb base or converb complement. The three place 
copula is discussed In §17.1.2. 
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11.4 Labile 
Labile (also known as ambitransitlve) verbs function as both transitives and 
intransitives. The argument filling the S slot in intransitive function has the same 
semantic role as the argument in either· the A or the 0 syntactic role in 
corresponding transitives. Thus, there are two types of labile verbs, !)=A labiles 
and S=O labiles. As established in § 11.2, there are two kinds of S, Actor-S (S,) and 
Undergoer-S (S,). Labiles are formed such that S, corresponds to A and S, 
corresponds to 0. These are termed S=A labiles and S=O iabiles respectively. 
The syntactic relationship between transitive and intransitive manifestations of 
labile verbs is verb similar to the syntactic relationship between intransitives and 
transitives derived by means of the r-/-n- transitiviser; A=S, labiles are !ike 
appiicatives and O=S,labiles are like causatives (§11.5). 
11.4.1 S=A rype 
The S=A type of labile is most common in Chukchi. 
kalyet- harness (NS:actor O:undergoer) 
INTRANSITIVE 
033 qora•yorke-plotko•y?a-t I loyen ewot 
reindeer-catch-finish-TH-3pl really so 
akwat-a-rilyo-y'?a-t kalyat-a-myo•y?c 
leave-E-INCH-TH-3pl harness-E-INCH-TH 
They finished catching reindeer, straight away they started leaving, he started 
harnessing. fey I 27/ 
TRANSITIVE 
034 ra-wincw-a-tku-nin qccqan ;mr7aq 
CS-train·E-ITER-3sgA.3sgO more then 
He trained it some more, and then harnessed it. 
yala- pass (S/A:actor O:undergoer=iocative) 
INTRANSITIVE 
035 n•langalat-coko:Jp• loyen yala-y?c gcnrl 
Hame-INESS·ASL really pass-TH thither 
He passed through the flame {to get/ there. 
kalyen-nin 
harness-3sgA.3sgO 
TRANSITIVE 
036 gutkctc 
by.here 
Ia yen 
really 
ta-y?e 
go-TH 
mrag·qac=7m 
right-SIDE=EMPH 
?cra-yala-ncnat 
gallop-pass-3sgA.3piO 
uan ramk-cta pccacqew-ncnat 
DEICT folk·ALL leave.behind-3sgA.3pl0 
{cy/51/ 
{cy/95/ 
He came through here on the right, he quickly passed them (and came) to 
another encampment, he/eft them all behind. {cy/02/ 
NOTE that this example has a verb compound, but that compounding is not a 
valency changing derivation (§12.4). 
The foilowing example has a beneficiary undergoer: 
Chapter II 
tarag- build house (for) 
INTRANSITIVE 
VALENCY 
037 rcwiw-ka ncme taraD·v'a-t=?m 
make.camp-SEQ egain build.house-TH-3piS=EMPH 
209. 
Making camp they again built the house [cy30i] 
TRANSITIVE 
038 rcwik-w?c-t='m I taray-ncnat':"?m 
make.camp-TH-3pi=EMPH build.house-3sgA.3piO=EMPH 
utt-a-n-ejmew-jow-o-nlnet=7m 
wood-E-CS-approach-INTS-E-3sgA.3piO=EMPH 
They made camp, he put up the house for them, brought them firewood [ot090] 
Verbs of directed perception, where the actor macrorole is an experiencer and the 
undcrgoer macroroie is the source, can also belong to the A=S labile type. for 
example: 
walom- hear/understand (NS:experiencer O:source) 
INTRANSITIVE 
039 walom-y?e? 
understand-TH 
Do you understand? 
TRANSITIVE 
040 luut na-watom-y?a-n 
suddenly 3A·hear-TH-3sg0 
Suddenly they heard It. 
11.4.2 S=O type 
{ka24/ 
[keOiB/ 
S=O labiles are rare. Examples include mle break and yr?o be born, give birth to. 
mle break (A:agent 0/S:patient) 
INTRANSITIVE 
041 [ ... ) n-ena-ponge-qen pojy-ottoot n-o-mle-gln 
HAB-TR-block-3sg0 spear-waod.3sgABS HAB·E-break-3sgS 
... he blocked the spearshaft. the spear broke. 
TRANSITIVE 
042 m-a-mlc-y?c-n 
1 sg.INT-E-break-TH-3sg0 
I want to break it. 
11.4.1 Extended labile 
poly-a-n 
spear-E-3sgASS 
[ot109/ 
[na/22:3/ 
An extended labile is a verb that can function as an extended intransitive or 
extended transitive. The only verb of this type that I am aware of is the verb iw-
say. It is an S=A labile, where NS is the speaker and 0 is the addressee. The extra 
argument required by this verb is an entire direct quote. This slot can not be filied 
by a spccialiy case-marked nominal. 
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EXTENDED INTRANSITIVE 
043 onjiw-qcj n·iw-gin otcaj-qaj·o·na 
uncle·DIM.3sgABS HAB-say-3sgS aunl·DIM·E·ALL 
c?cjl ii q· .. tkik-wi gutku 
INTJ yes JNT·E-spend.night·TH here 
q-o-tklk-wl 
INT-E-spend.nlght-TH 
Chapter II 
"Uncle said 'Stay the night at your aunties'" "0-ho/, yes, stay the night here· 
{cy027/ 
EXTENDED TRANSITIVE 
044 [ ... ) tag-qonpo onqen ?eqe·njlw-e n-ln-lw-gln 
INTS-ail\ays DEM.3sgABS bad-uncle-ERG HAB-TR-say-3sgA 
"galwil?-cto q-o-lqot-yl gelwil'·•·k q-o-twa-rken" 
herd-ALL INT-E-seloff-TH herd-E-LOC INT-E-be-PROG 
... the bad uncle always said to that one, "Go to the herd, be at the herd!". 
{cy002/ 
11.5 Transitivity-increasing derivations 
Chukchi has a prefix r-1-n- which serves to Increase the valency from Intransitive 
to transitive. This pref;x Is usually accompanied by the sufftx -ew or -ct. which are 
allomorphs with mixed grammatical and lexical conditioning (§14.3). Many other 
verbs have either the -ew or the -et suffix: when the r-1-n- prefix combines with an 
Intransitive verb stem which already has one of these suffixes, the suffix Is 
generally changed to the other one, e.g. 
INTRANSlTIVE -et and TRANSlTIVE r·l·n· __ -ew 
045 uJne ya-lye-nm-o-tko:iw·o-lenat omo 
NEG.EXJ PF-JNTS·kiii·E-ITER·INTS-E-3pl and 
laycn 
really 
jara·go 
house-3sgABS 
ye-lyi-clmir?-et·iin omol?o loycn ye-n-cimlr?.ew-jow-Jinet 
PF-JNTS-break-TH-3sg all.3sgABS really PF·C5-break-TH-INTS-3pl 
They are no longer, {they/ killed them all, even the house{sj broke, {they] 
smashed them all up. {cy440/ 
This is not, however, without exception: tomgew- be lost has the causative 
rotamgew-1-ntamgew- lose. 
The r- - -n- alternation occurs with almost exclusively with this verbal prefix 
(there are a handful of exceptions, all verbs; §3.5.1). In a discussion of the closely 
related Alutor language Koptevskaja-Tamm and Muravyova (1993:291-292) claim 
that this alternation in the causative preftx originates from a pair of causative 
prefixes used in two different grammatical environments which (coincidentally) 
correspQnd to phonological environments. Thus, one causative preftx was 
hypothesised to occur when the A has higher animacy than the 0 (what I call 
DIRECT ALIGNMENT: §10.2.2), and the other when the A had lower animacy 
(INVERSE ALIGNMENT: §Hi.2.2). Within the non-future active verbal paradigm the 
direct alignment forms tend to be unprefixed, whereas the inverse alignment forms 
are prefixed. Thus Koptevskaja-Tamm and Muravyova suggest that speakers 
reanalysed the cuntrast between the two causative forms to be the result of 
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phonological conditions rather than grammatical. This account Is Ingenious; the 
evidence of allgnm<nt marking In Koryako-Chukotian languages suggests that 
grammatical inversion Is synchronically a less lmp~rtant phenomenon than It once 
was, so the proposed reanalysis seems to follow genr,ral tendencies of the language. 
Both causatives and Inverse alignment are semanrlcally linked to the construal of 
agency relations, so It is not typologically unlikely that a causative could be fused 
with markers of Inverse/direct alignment In the way suggested. 
It certainly seems likely that the r·l·n· alternation did appear as the result of some 
morphLloglcal change rather than, say, the collapse of a phoneme (which Is 
extremely unlikely as the alternation Is attested nowhere else In the language 
except for In this morpheme). However, the particular account discussed here Is 
open to queries. For Instance, while It Is true that In the contemporary language r· 
and ·n· arc dhtributcd the same as non-prefixed and prefixed A forms respectively, 
this only occurs In the non-future Indicative mood; all future and non-Indicative 
forms are prefixed Irrespective of alignment. 
11.5.1 Causative r-1-n-
The Chukchi causative functions to make a transitive verb out of an Intransitive. 
The S of the Intransitive verb corresponds to 0 of the transitive verb, and a new 
argument functions In the A role marking the causer. Intransitive verbs which can 
be causativlscd are always of the S, type, I.e. the subject of the Intransitive verb 
has the macrorole UNDERGOER. e.g. the causative -npeqetaw- knock doll'n Is 
formed from the IntransitiVe verb peqet- collapse; 
046 loyen 
really 
ongln 
thus 
wctca~ta 
sland-VBase 
qeyncw-nin='m 
shooJ-3sgA.3sgO=EMPH 
tan·a·n·pegct-aw-neil WOLKA 
JNTS·E-CS·faii-CS-3sgA.3sgO wolf 
Simply so, standing up he shot at the wolf. and knocked him right down. 
{ke097/ 
Example 047 shows the causative -n-tamgew vt (caus) Jose, which is derived from 
the intransitive verb taltl!JCW vi be lost, get lost. 
047 onk?am [HI qora·yonr-et-o·l'·a=?m I 
and reindeer-guard-TH·E-PCPL-ERG=EMPH 
qora-go 
reindeer-3sgABS 
Iov·a·n-tamiJew-a 
NEG-E-CS-be.lost-NEG 
n-lnc-nt·a-muri=?m 
HAB-TR-AUX·E-1pi=EMPH 
n-o·nt·o-qin 
HAB·E-AUX·E-3sg 
layen=?m 
reaDy= EM PH 
I 
And the herders didn't Jose a single reindeer, we didn't. 
one 
{he066/ 
Causative cannot be formed from transltives In Chukchi (In this Chukchi contrasts 
to the closely related Alutor language; Koptjevska:Ja-Tamm and Muravyova 
1993:293). 
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While the following example seems to be a causative of the transitive pela- leave, 
there is also a derived 'anticausative' form pela-t- remain (§11.7.2); the causative 
seems to have been formed on the basis of this intransitive stem. 
048 anqora ncmc jawrena I neme Kac;ayaryom 
!hen again next year again personal.name.JsgABS 
anr'?o qol cowqoc-cta jai·nln nclwal [lam#) 
!hen QUANT.3sgABS SOVXOZ·All give·3sgA.3sgO herd.JsgABS 
t'?er-kin ra-pela·w-ncn=7m 
severai·REL3sgABS CS·Ieave-CS-3sgA.3sg0=EMPH 
onraq anqen amnaroot-qaw I emclke n?el-y'i I [ ... ) 
!hen DEM.JsgABS eight·ORD funhermore become· TH 
Then in the next year again [there was/ Kac? ayJJYJn, he then gave a herd to 
another Sovxoz, he left a few, then that eighth came to be ... [he04 1 / 
It Is, however, unclear In this example how rapelaw- (a causative of an 
anticausative) differs In meaning from underived pela-. 
There are rare instances of causatives being formed from labile verlis. This would 
. usually be redundant, since a labile verb can be transitive without any 
transitivlslng derivations. However, while causative is an S,->0 derivation, It 
occasionally can be applied to an S,=A labile. This Is unusual, as It has an 
Intransitive subject acting in derivation as an S,, and in another as an S,. 
The one clear example I have is from the verb walom- understand. This verb is a 
S=A labile, with an experiencer S (as In example 049) or A (example 050): 
INTRANSITIVE 
049 qejwe waiom·y?c? 
truly understand·TH 
Do you really understand? for 'Do you really hear?1 [ka26/ 
TRANSITIVE 
050 t·a-walom-y?a-n kawratk-3-n 
1sg·E·hear-TH·3sg footslep-E-3sgABS 
I heard the footsteps [nb077.2/ 
However, a causative can also be made from this verb, In which case the stem Is 
treated like an S, intransitive: 
CAUSATIVE 
051 yamnan t·a·n-walom-at·a-nat ;mpanacy-a-t 
lsg.ERG 1sgA·E·CS-understand·TH·E-3piO old.man·E·3piABS 
I informed the old men ['caused the old men to hear/understand1. [nb062.1/ 
Semantic role assignment of verbs is generally lexical, referring to a prototypical 
situation, and not subject to pragmatic influences. Intentional collapsing or 
intentional getting lost do not change the derivational possibilities of the word (the 
forms shown In examples 046-047). However, the subject of walom 
hear/understand seems to be something like an actor and something like an 
undergoer, so that a zero-derivation transltivisation produces an S=A labile, yet 
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causativisation (an S=O process) is also possible. At present I have no further data 
on this, but it seems likely that other labile verbs with an experlencer S might act 
the same way. 
11.5.2 Applicative (transitivity-increasing type) 
This is another function of the transitiviser morpheme r-1-n- which occurs with 
some Intransitive verb stems. A causative makes a transitive verb where S=O and 
an A is added, while an applicative has S=A and adds an 0. Note that there Is 
another applicative which acts on transitive verbs to exchange an 0 and an oblique 
argument (see §11.6). 
Example 052 shows the appllcative derivation of the intransitive verb miyciret 
work; the 0 of the applicativised verb Is the thing acted upon or done by the 
workers (A): 
052 Uj!Je=?m 
NEG.EXI=EMPH 
a-doktor-ka 
PRIV-doctor·PRIV 
tC!J·~m-cinlt 
EMPH·REST-self 
n-a-n-mlycir-ew-qlnct jam·"·c?cnut 
HAB·E-APPL·work·TH·3pl RESf.E·somelhing.JsgABS 
I 
Without a doctor, all by themselves they did everything necessary. [chOl/ 
Examples 053 and 054 show the intrans!tive verb wetyaw speak applicativised to 
form a transitive verb uwetyaat- (•ra-1-n-wetyaw-at-) speak to. 
U53 q"r"m 13y·cn XOROSIJU ?an·"·n-wetya-at-y?c-n 
NEG really good 3A.!Nf.E-APPL·speak-TH·TH·3sg0 
They don "t speak to him very nicely. [cy034/ 
054 cama n·cna-Iyc-n-wctyn·at-l;.w-qcn 
and HAB·TR·INTS.APPL·speak-TH-INTS-3so 
She also spoke to him for a long time. {jo015] 
Transltivlsing applicatives and S=A labile verbs have a very similar function, i.e. S 
of the intransitive verb corresponds to A of the transitive with an oblique argument 
from the intransitive clause correS!Jonding to 0 ·~. ,.·.,transitive. The S=A labiles 
are very common, whereas the morphological ··.Jplic,c~ives seems to occur only with 
a restricted set of verbs. 
11.6 Transitivity-reducing derivations 
The preflx inc- carries out applicatlve and antipassive transitivity-reducing 
functions; which function it carries out depends on the verb stem, which can thus 
be subclassified as ANTIPASSIVISING and APPLICATMSING. The suffix -tku is 
another antlpasslve, but which also has iterative meanir.g (it does not make 
applicatives). 
Some processes of incorporation in Chukchi share many syntactic features with 
valency changing devices such as ant!passive and applicattve. As discussed below, 
the ine- prefix on a transitive verb stem has one of two effects, antipassive or 
~ -~ ---''·--~~~-- ~ -----~~- --~ 
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appllcative, and the choice of antipassive or appllcatlvc Is d~tcrmined lexically (i.e. 
by a c~nventhnai group!ng into lexical classes). These !oxlcal classes are 
distinguished in the same way with processes of incor.poratlon. Verbs which become 
antlpassive with ine- also become !nt.ransitlve when 0 is incorporated. Verbs 
which become appllcatlve with ine- rcm'lin transitive when underlying 0 is 
incorpOI'ated, but another underlying oblique argument appears in the 0 slot (sec 
below, §12.2.2). 
Furthermore, there are verbs In Chukchi which show a similar sort of irregulbr 
behaviour (unexpected -et suffix) with mcorpurated Os and with antlpasslvcs, or 
with incorporated Os and with appllcativcs. These verbs once agnln can be grouped 
Into lexical classes whereirt morphological Jn·egularities in one domain predict 
morphological Irregularities In artother (§14.3). 
A further subtype of valency changing with incorporation Is possessor raising. This 
is similar to the appllcative-type incorporatiort described below, In that a non-core 
element Is promoted to core. However, po:;sessor raising occurs with b•Jth transitive 
and Intransitive verb stems, and the ocr:urrence of this structure Is determined 
semantically (by sense) rather than by lexicfll classification. In possessor raising 
the S or 0 of a verb Is incorporated, and the possessor of tt>e S/0 becomes the new 
S/0; i.e. where N, is a nominal which ls the semantic possessor of the nominal NJ, 
and V is the verb, the foiiowing two structures arc propositionaiiy equivalelit: 
structure I: free nomina Is 
structun• 2: possessor raising 
N.:POSSESSIVE NJ:ABSOL\JtlVE v 
N,:ABSOLUifVE NrV 
Possessive nomina is arc discu~ed in §8. 7 .1. The pragmatics of possessor raising is 
discussed in §12.2.3. An Instance of possessor raising is shown below with an 
intransitive verb: 
055 qcJ;.aq=?m t-ewlr?-a-git-a-rk::ut qetakwaa-rltan ewir?-a-fl 
becausc=EMPH 1sgS-dothing·E·freeze-E-PROG rreeze·PROG c•othing·E·3sgABS 
Because my clothes freeze Jilt. "I clothing-freeze"}, {my} clothes freeze.:. {cy281/ 
11.6.1 Applicative (transitivity-rearranging type} 
The r·/-n- appllcatives transitivise an Intransitive stem, making S into A and 
turning an obl!quc argument into 0. Chukchi also has an appl!cativc fot'med with 
the inc- prefix (also used In person-number lnnectional paradigms and for the 
antlpassivc) which occurs with transitive stems. This appllcatlvc relates to the 
original transitive stem so that the 0 of the original stem Is an oblique and another 
obllque argument of the original stem Is the 0. 
Whlle both the underlved stem and the appllcativlsed form are transitive, this 
appllcative derivation can be classified as a transitivity-reducing operation, since 
the resultant stem is less prototypically transitive. The appllcative rlerivatlon takes 
a stem with an 0 which Is semantlcaiiy a patlenl, and replaces it with an 0 which 
is a location or recipient; locative and recipient objects arc less effected than 
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patients, and thus the verb has lower <ransitivlty e.ven whlle retaining Its basic 
bivalency (Hopper and Thompson 1980). Transltlvity-loweling is a general feature 
of the morpheme inc- in Chukchi (see §10.2:2, §11.6.2; ComriB 1979, for other 
transitivity-lowering functions carried out by inc-). This applicativc see!'ll!l to be 
productive with any semantically appropriate verb, i.e" verb or manipulation wi.h 
a strong locatlonal/bencflciary component in Its semantics (see examples 057, 058, 
060 below). T!1e pragmatic funct!on !lf the inc- appllcatlve is to mark that the 
location or recipient argum~nts are more topical than the sen!antlc patient. 
The following example~ show the transitive verb jmc- hang o.nd the transitive 
appllcatlvJscd ro~t cna:ime- hang. Appllcatlvisation causes a switch in the 
semantic roles indicated by 0 from patient to location. The demoted patient 0 may 
be expressed as an oblique in the instrumental case (see example 058): 
A: agent O:patlcnt (No Al'I'LICATIV:::) 
056 o:.tl?a-ta .1!nle-ncm ewlr?-a-t 
mother-ERG hang·33gA3piO tloo:o;-F.·3p!ABS 
Mother hung up Lf.e ci.•thes 
A:agent O:location (APPLICATIVF.) 
057 atl?a-ta enn-jme~ncn nlly-a·il 
mother-ERG APPL-hang-3sgA.3sgO cord·E·3sgMS 
Mo:hor hung (something} on the cord. 
058 otl>a-ta cna-hne·ncn tatol 
mother-ERG APPL-hang-3sgA.3~90 door.3sgAB3 
MoLIJer hung the door with cloth. 
meniy-e 
cloth·iNST 
The appiicative of the verb pela- leave swaps O:patient for O:reciplent. 
A:agent O:patlent (NO APPLICATIVE) 
059 na-pela-y;a-n laycn anka yc-cci-tku-jw-a-Iin 
INV-Ieave-TH·3sg0 really there PF·CUI·ITER·INTS·E·3sg 
They left him there {he was/ chopped co bits. 
A:agent O:recipient (APPLlCATIVF) 
060 t·cna·pela·y'a-n !J<:W·miryon coqar-a 
1Sg·APPL-ieave-TH-3sg FEM-grand~arenl.3sgABS bread·INST 
1 left granny some bread. 
{nb066Aj 
{nb066.5/ 
{nbOG6.6/ 
[cy370} 
{nb078.3/ 
When transitive verbs that can make :1ppllcatlves incorporate their 0, they remain 
transitive with the same oblique argument promoted to 0 function as would be if 
they were appllcativised (see also §12.2.2. 
APPLICATiVE 
061 koJn·•·n cna-toio-nen 
cu~·E·3SgABS APPL·pUI·3sgA.3sg0 
She filled the cup with berries. 
uun?-e . 
berl)'-!NST 
{nb076.Jj 
216. 
INCORPORATEU U 
062 tejucy-o-n 
sack·E-JsgABS 
taq?a~taio-nen 
supplies·put-3sgA.JsgO 
VERBS 
She put !O&d lor the road in the sack 
Chapter I! 
[nb075.4j 
The stem enarkell·ienaccele- smear Is an ~xamplc of a stem which historically 
must have been an appllcatlvc. The thematic r0ic of patient ls encoded by an 
oblique nominal (anqena-ta thls-INS1) and thr! role of location/target ls ln the 
absolutlve (kilkil-ti umblllcal.cord-3p/ABS), which ls the pattern followed by 
applicatlves. However, there ls no word ill the dialect of any of my teachers with 
the stem -rkele-/-cceie•VH (I.e. a transitive stem without the element that !oaks 
like an applicatlve marker). 
063 anqen 
this.3sgABS 
anqcna-ta 
this·INST 
n-a·n·low-ct·qln wolq-u 
HAB·E·CAUS-burnt·CAUS-Jsg coai·ESS 
kllkll-tl n-enaccele-getmt 
umbilicus-3piABS HAB·IAPPLtsmearl·3pl 
n-o-tejk-o·qln='m 
HAB·E·make·E·3sg•EMPH 
This Is burnt, made into coal. they smear the umblllcal cord with this. {chOS/ 
11.6.2 Antipas;;.ives inc- and -tku 
Th2 antlpassive Is a derivation which intransltlvlses a transitive verbal stem, so 
that the S of the resultant Intransitive Is equivalent to the A of the transitive. 
There are two forms, a prefiX ine- and a suffix -tku. The suffix fuses the 
ant.ipassive function with the Iterative (see also §14.4.5). 
The foilowlng example Is the antipasslve of a cac:satlve. 
064 yamo t-cna-n-walom-at·a·k 
1sgABS 1sg-AP·CS·hear·TH·E·1sg 
I made an announcement. {nb062.2/ 
The causative makes a transitive verb from an Intransitive with UNDERGOER S so 
as to make a transitive with S->0. The antlpassivr derivation makes the verb 
Intransitive once again, converting A of the causative to S. Thus the new 
Intransitive verb has an SIn ACTOR role (see also discussion to examples 049-051)'. 
Antipasslves are most commonly used in deverbal derivations such as participles 
and other nomlnallsatlons. and 'canonical' antipassives In inflected verbs arc very 
rare In spontaneous texts (example 064 Is from elicitation). Some speakers will 
Intermittently produce them under elicitation conditions, but others won't. Both 
antipasslve markers (inc- and -tku) have a number of other functions which 
frequently overlap. In particular, the -tku suffix Indicates ltcratlvlty; when It 
functions as an antlpassive the Iterative. meaning Is also present, although It may 
be an Iterative marker without also antlpasslvlslng. 
1 Not.e that the verb walom has an S which Is usually treated as an ACTOR (see examples 
39, 49). 
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Antlpassives arc common and productive with non-finite verb forms and 
nomlnallsatlons: 
065 qonwct pirq-o-y?i ccyl !JCiwal jara·!)qaca-yto 
finally collapse-E-TH no.sooner herd.JsgABS house-BESIDE-ALL 
pirq-o-y?i I pcnr-o-tko-[?.a-n qora:J!J"•·n 
collapse·E·TH attatk·E-AP.ITER-NMZR·E·JsgABS reindeer-AUG-E-JsgABS 
qonwct 
finally 
Finally it collapsed, as soo:1 as the herd was by che house, finally it collapsed, 
that attacking reindeer. [cy228/ 
066 keil-kel ena-ccct-joly·a·tkan-a·k 
book·REDUP.3sgABS AP-put·PLACE·E·TOPSIDE·HOC 
The book is on the shelf 
Almost all examples of negated transitive verb stems are antlpasslvised: 
067 waj cakejl !)Otqena-jyaml on!le ena-Fo-ka 
068 
hey sister.VOC! here-1sg.ABS NEG.HORT AP·approach·NEG 
q·•·ra-yt-o-y>el 
INT·E·home-go.to·E·PERF 
Hey sister! I'm here! Don't approach, go home! 
omk7am 
and 
n-ln·lw·qln 
HAS· TR-say.Jsg 
~-a-ka" 
AP-lell.about·E·NEG 
"'wct.,qun om~e 
INTS NEG.HORT 
She said to him "Don'tyou tell your wife!" 
~aw-tomy-cta 
woman-friend-ALL 
{lvOB/ 
{otl34/ 
{ke029/ 
The few examples of antlpasslves on Inflected verbs found In spontaneous (non-
elicited) texts all have other unusual features. For example, the antipassivlsed 
stem cna-wenaF· train, tame In 069 occurs four times In almost adjacent 
sentences (sec Appendix). which suggests that It might be lexlcallsed rather than a 
productive grammatical derivation: 
069 ?Jrp·remk·o-k poklr-y?.(:?m 
race.folk·E·LOC arrive·PF·3sgS=EMPH 
rap-jo 
stake·PASS.PART 
plrl-nln 
take·3sgA.3sgO 
ena·wenaw-a-myo-y?e 
AP·train·E·INCH·TH 
anka 
there 
qora·!J• 
reindeer-ASS 
He arrived in the racers' encampment, took the prize reindeer. he started 
training there. {cyl43/ 
In example 070 both ine- and -tku are present; this Is unusual. Perhaps the -tku 
suffix Is just acting as an Iterative, and the inc- prefix Is sole marker of 
antipasslve: 
070 ena-nm·o-tko·11-o-t ajwc-kena-t 
AP·kiii·E·AP7.1TER·NMZR·E·3pl yesterday·REL-JplABS 
They were the murderers of the day before. {cy421/ 
11.7 Low productivity valency changing devices 
Apart from the forms described above, there are a number of low productivity 
derivational suffixes which can change or rearrange valency, Including a number of 
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affixes with reciprocal meaning (§11.7.1) and an anticausative derivation (§11.7.2). 
There are no morphological reflexives; reflexive meaning is encoded syntactically 
(§11.7.3). 
11.7.1 Reciprocals 
Chukchi doesn't have any productive reciprocal markers. There are three forms 
which express reclprocal-llke meanings. 
The prefiX pal-, poe- derives occasional verbs Indicating that something Is mutual. 
The stem pacwetyaw Is a verb stem meaning converse and a noun stem meaning 
conversation: 
071 m~u· pac~wctyaw-mak 
1pi.INT·MUTUAL-talk·1 pi 
Let's have a talk! 
Example 075 has the form pal-tcyjcg- mutual desire. 
The suffix -cit Is has a number of different lexical functions: 
{jo063/ 
• Derives a large number of terms for competitions, e.g. yckencit- complete In a 
race: 
072 yckcn-clt-1?-e na-tatlop-a·n joro·!)• 
race-ADVERS-PCPL-EI<G INV-open.door-3sg sleeping.chamber-3sgABS 
The racer competitors opened the sleeping chamber. 
• Indicates some kind of Iterative or duratlve meaning: 
073 nutku kalc-tko-ra-k n-a-kcll-clt-lyom 
074 
here inscribe-ITER-house-LOC HAB-inscribe·ADVERS-1sg 
I wrote here in school. 
yamya-Jana·Jpo 
INTS-slores-P.BL 
wey-a-tku-cit-y?i 
claw-E-USE·ADVERS-TH 
ank7arrt 
and 
nan 
DEICT 
polotku-k=?m 
fini;h-SEQ=EMPH 
pccka-k 
sand-LOC 
pen-joly·o·k 
ash-CONTAINER·E-LOC 
I 
• '3] 
[na/40:5/ 
[They went/ all around the stores, and finishing that she started scratching In 
the sand, in the fireplace. [ke240/ 
• Reciprocal 
075 omol?o rcmk·o·n I pol-te\jcn·clt-e '"':. qln [ ... ) 
aii.3ABS folk·E-3sg~BS MUTUAL-desire-ADVERS-Vbasc HA~·bc-3sg 
All the people were living the way they wanted ... [he067/ 
The suffix -waly hns the purest reciprocal meaning, but only occurs with a few 
stems: 
076 [ ••• ) qonur qor?acct-woly-a I ya-nom-takocy-a='m 
like compelc·RECIP-VBASE ASS·scnlemcnl-brolher.in.Jaw-ASS=EMPH 
... like they were competing with their neighbours. [he067 J 
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It forms a lexicallsed combination with 1?u see with the form 1?uu1y (<* l?u-waly) 
with meaning meet or see each other, but also having a special meaning meet in 
competition. 
11. 7.2 Antlcausath e 
The antlcausatlve Is not a systematic or productive valency changing derivation. It 
Is formed by the -et·VH suffix, the thematic suffix used In a wide range of other 
derivations (§14.3). 
The transitive verb pela- has an unusual Intransitive counterpart pelat-
(•pcla•VH.ct-'11') In which the nominal In 0 role of the transitive becomes S of the 
Intransitive. 
077 a: otrl 
3piABS 
jara·k 
house-LOC 
ncw-?ott'·•·qcj 
woman-dog·E·DIM.3sgABS 
II 
b: pci·at-y?a-t II 
leave-ANTJCAUS-TH-3pl 
ncwocqct 
woman.3sgABS 
n-a-twa-qenat 
HAB·E-be-3pl 
speaker a: There was the dog and the woman there, at home. 
speaker b: They remained [behind/. 
11. 7.3 Reflexive 
I 
[ke255-256/ 
Reflexive meaning can be indicated using a transitive verb with a third person 0 
indicating a part of the A, for example: 
078 yomn·In owik m·uwl-y?e-n 
1sg-POSS.3sgABS body.3sgABS 1sgiNT-E-cook.meat-TH-3sg 
I'// cook meat for myself {lit. "my body"]. [na 128:5/ 
There do not seem to be any S=A labiles lexically encoding reflexive meaning in the 
manner of English 'wash', which means either 'wash somebody' (transitive) or 
'wash oneself (intransitive). The Chukchi verb ilyatew- wash Is transitive only. 
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Verbal incorporation 
12.1 Introduction 
In its widest sense. incorporation is !:ere used to refer to morphological processes in 
which two or more lexical stems can be included in a single word. It. is easy to 
determine formally where this has occurred in Chukchi as the boundaries of a word 
are clearly demarked by the phonological phenomenon of vowel harmony 
(discussed in section §3.4.1). In all forms of Incorporation there can be 
distinguished dependency relationships between the two stems. and In all cases the 
dependent element (argument or modifier) precedes the head in the morphological 
structure of the word. Processes of incorporation can be divided functionally into 
syntactic processes (syntactic incorporation). and lexical processes (compounding); 
see also the discussion on Incorporation and compounding by nouns In §§9.4-5. 
The first part of this chapter will examine the functional domain of Incorporation. 
providing an account of the syntactic and pragmatic motivations for the use of 
Incorporation (§12.1.1-2). Following this Is a description of the formal aspects of 
Incorporation by transitive (§12.2) and intransitive (§12.3) verbs. Verbal 
compounding (§12.4) has not been much reported In previous grammatical 
description of Chukchi although it is a common phenomenon In the language. Due 
to their discourse functions (e.g. indicating a nameworthy event with generic 
object). compounds and stems with incorporation are frequently lexlcallsed (§12.5). 
and also transparently provide sources of grammatlcalisation of stems into 
derivational morphology (§12.6). 
There are four structural subtypes of syn:nctic noun incorporation by verbs. 
Syntactic incorporation leads to a rearrangen:ent of valency; Incorporation by an 
intransitive stem can produce a zero place (I) or one place (II) verb, and 
incorporation by a transitive stem can produc" one place (iii) or two place (iv) 
verbs. 
(i) noun (S) +intransitive verb-+ zero intransiti<e (noS argument) 
(II) noun (S) + intransitive verb -+ intransitive verb (new S argument) 
(iii) noun (0) + transitive verb-+ intransitive verb (A-+ S) 
-------- ------------------------------- --------- -------- ---------- ------- ____ I L -------------------------------------- ----------------- ------ ---- - ---------------- ---------------------- -------------- --- ------ ---------------------- --
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(lv) noun (0) + transitive verb ~ transitive verb (new 0 argument) 
The two stems In a lexical compound are tightly bound semantically to reler to a 
single . action or entity, and ther~ are similar semantic effects with syntactic 
Incorporation. On the grammatlcallsatlon cline It can be difficult to distinguish 
syntactic Incorporation from lexical compounding (some ~heoretically Interesting 
examples are discussed In §12.4). 
12.1.1 Discourse function of incorporation 
The widest generalisation about Incorporation Is that Incorporation Is used when 
the event Is of greater Interest than Its participants. From a syntactic point of 
view, Incorporation occurs In Chukchi as a way of resolving tensions between the 
syntactic functions of discourse elements and their pragmatic statuses. The 
absolutive case role has a privileged position in the language as the way of 
presenting salient/topical Information. Only In the abs.,:utive can nominal 
constituents be represented by syntactic phrases (and thus have the greatest 
grammatical possibilities for combining with modifiers; §9), and absolutlve case 
nomlnals have greater grammatical specification, marking more grammatical 
categories than other nomlnals. However, the underlying undergoer nominal (0) of 
a transitive verb stem often has low discourse salience; there Is an anthropocentric 
bias towar;:, human actors (syntactic A) as protagonists In narratives. This 
conflicts 1 · •• ·.he pragmatic function of the absolutlve case (the case for 0/S), 
which Is to •.. :er to arguments of high discourse salience, high animacy, specificity. 
etc. 1'hls tension can be resolved by Incorporation of the 0 Into the verb, thus 
changing the syntactic role of the A nominal to S. 
EXAMPLES. Low topicality can be a function of tow specificity or low Individuation. 
Generic nomlnats are extremely unlikely to be topics. In the following example the 
stem qora- occurs twice: once Incorporated and once unincorporated with the same 
transitive verb stem tam-/-nm- kill, which thus provides a syntactic minimal pair: 
001 t"!J·amonan Cokw"!Jaqaj ya-qora-nm-at-lcn II 
INTS-aione personal.name.JsgABS PF-reindeer-kiii-VB-3sg 
qora-Da tam-nen I ~ely-a-n jan-neil 
reindeer-3sgABS kiii-JsgA.JsgO hide·E·3sgABS rake.off-3sgA.3sgO 
Dlkw81)aqaj all by himself slaughtered reindeer. He kJ/led a deer, took off its 
hide. {cyZSZ-253/ 
In the first sentence the salient participant Is the person Cakwagaqaj; the objects 
of his killing are non-specific. non-salient. In the second phrase the word nelyan 
hide Is Introduced as a topic. This hide Is very salient, as It Is about to be magically 
transformed Into J?analyajnan the magic Rawhide Woman. As this particular hide 
becomes topical, the original possessor of the hid~ (the particular reindeer) becomes 
conceptually specific, and thus salient enough to be expressed as a free absolutlve 
case nominal qoraga tamnen he killed the reindeer. 
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Examples with the stem qora-nm-at- slaughter reindeer can be misleading, as this 
stem refers to something which, In Chukchi culture, Is a unitary activity and Is 
exceptionally nameworthy as a focus of ritual activity and the high point of a day. 
The verb Is translated here as slaughter rather than kill as this Incorporation Is 
lexlcallsed to the extent that It only refers tu reindeer-killing In Its traditional 
Chukchi cultural context, I.e. killing of a domestic meat reindeer with a knife In the 
prescribed manner with all attendant ritual. The thematic suffix -et--at Is an 
additional marker that this Incorporation Is lexlcallsed (§14.3). 
In the following example the activity of chasing and catching is more salient than 
the Individual reindeer chased and caugl:t (this is generally the case In any 
narrative about people and what they did): 
002 eryatok ?cra-myo-y?a-t II 
next.day race-iNCH-TH·3pi 
ya-qora-penr-at-len Cakwanaqaj 
PF-reindeer-chase·TH-3sgS personal.name.Jsg:\85 
remk-a-k 
folk-E-LOC 
II 
nelwal ra-pltir-en-nln gora-y<Jrke-myo-y1a-t 
herd.3sgABS CS-arrive-CS-3sgA.3sgO reindeer-catch-INCH-TH·3pf 
The ne.'t day they started racing. Dlkwmjaqaj went after the reindeer In the 
other oncampmenc. He brought the herd ln. they started to catch the reindeer. 
{cyl 16-118/ 
Both Instances of the noun qora- reindeer in example 002 are Incorporated; both 
times the noun has generic reference. and both times the verb refers to a culturally 
significant activity which Is more salient than the particular undergoers. In the 
next part of the narrative a particular reindeer becomes salient. as the human 
protagonist of the story gets Involved in a battle of wills with an uncooperative 
harness animal: 
003 neme 
again 
an in 
3sg·POSS.3sgABS 
I wen-gora·ID·3·n cinit 
hamess-deer-AUG·E-ABS self 
kan'iu-nin 
calch·3sgA.3sgO 
nemc loycn ?cmet-jow-nln ganqcn gan loyen 
again really drag-COLL-3sgA.3sgO lhither DEICT really 
Again he caught his harness reindeer himself. again she dragged him off 
thither. {cyl/9] 
This reindeer is specific and Individuated and It Is expressed as a free argument. 
Furthermore, WenqoraJnan here Is In effect a proper name; the reindeer here 
referred to Is a specific and Individuated deer with various magical properties (the 
augmentative suffiX Is commonly a formative of proper names; the notion of big Is 
normally expressed by an Incorporated adjective, e.g. majnawenqor a big harness 
deei). 
12.2 Incorporation by transitives 
Two lexical groups of transitive verbs can be established by their behaviour with 
the ine- prefix: anUpass/vls/ng verbs and applicaUvfslng verbs. These two groups 
are also discussed In section §§ 11.5-6 with reference to valency changing. As 
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already noted, these two groups also show systematically similar behaviour with 0 
incorporation. Antipassivlsing verbs form intransitives with 0 ln;.c,, ;.•oration, 
whereas noun Incorporation causes applicativising verbs to ha·;c a different 
argument structure (an oblique argument becomes 0), but remain transitive: 
FIG URI:: b I hi 12 I A I d ll i i I i I i .. nt pass v s ng an appt cat v s ng ver s w t ncorpora tion. 
Group 1 Group 2 
ANTIPASSIVISING APPLICATIVISING 
ine- prefix anti passive app!.'cative 
(A -4 S, 0 -+ 0) (Oblique -+ 0) 
Incorporated 0 Intransitive verb transitive verb 
(A -4 S) (Obll!j_ue -+ 0) 
However, these groups are not immutable. Some verbs of Group I can form ad hoc 
appllcatives through beneficiary raising (§12.2.2). 
A further type of Incorporation by transltives which retains the same absolute 
number of arguments with 0 incorporation Is commonly referred to as possessor 
raising. In this structure the possessor from a POSSESSOR (GENITIVE) + POSSESSED 
(ABSOLUTIVE) noun phrase becomes the 0 when the possessed noun is 
Incorporated. This valency rearranging phenomenon can also occur with purely 
intransitive stems (see §12.2.3 below). 
J2.Z.J Antipasslvising verbs 
Incorporation of an 0 nominal by transitive verb stems of this type makes an 
Intransitive root. The following examples show the transitive verb yacci/yarki 
collect with a free 0 (004) and an incorporated nominal (005). 
Transitive verb yacci/yarki collect, free nominal 0: 
004 yamnan t-a-yacci-cc.,n lay-oon? . .,.Jy-a-n 
lsg.ERG lsgA·E·collect·PROG AUTH·beny·E·SING·E·3sgABS 
I collected shiksha berries {na079:2/ 
Incorporated 
005 qora-yarkc-y?e ln?c=?m jara-yta yckcg·c qat-y?l [ ... ) 
reindeer-collect-TH moming=EMPH house-ALL dnve·ADV set.olf-TH 
He caught the reindeer In the morning. he set off home on his team ... fey I 76/ 
0 Incorporation leading to an intransitive root Is very commonly used when 
referring to conceptually unitary and nameworthy cultural activities (see Mithun 
1984, 1996). In the situation being described In 005, nomads frequently spend 
much of their time collecting together relnd~er for harnessing or just to marouge 
their spread across the tundra. The Individual reindeer Involved are not 
grammatically specified. In contrast, while berry-picking Is also a unitary type of 
activity, In example 004 discourse Is focussed on the particular kind of berry 
picking that was going on, so while the word layoon?alyan Is used generically, It is 
salient (note that the although the superordinate term for berry Is oon?alyan, the 
lay(i)- prefixed form Is the lexlcalised name for a specific variety). 
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Example 006 shows another Instance of a non-specific noun being Incorporated. 
006 jokwa:Jn·a lw-nln lr?.a-l mon-a-Jpuur?et-o-net 
duck-AUG-ERG say-3sgA.3sgO dothing·E-3p1ABS 1piiNT·E·swap·E-3pl 
katcqe 
temporarily 
yam 
lsgABS 
amnon·cpa 
tundra·ABL 
yat=?m 
2sgABS=EMPH 
q·ann·iJ·IIep·yi 
2sg1NT-fish·E·watch·TH 
m-o-cejw·o-tku-y?e-k='m 
1sgiNT·E-roam·E·ITER-TH-1sg=EMPH 
The duck said, "Let's swap clothes for a while, I'll roam about the tundra, you 
watch fish" {jo064/ 
The situatl-· .. 's from a folktale: a magical duck Is proposing to a magical wolf that 
they exchat.be skins. The Incorporated noun qannallepyi you watch fish Is a 
slightly poetic way of suggesting to the wolf that he join the amphibious world; 
there Is no mention of any particular fish before or after this. 
Example 007 shows Incorporation motivated solely by the fact that the underlying 
0 Is non-speclfiduninteresting, as there Is no evidence that closing the door Is a 
nameworthy activity In Chukchi culture. In the story where this sentence was used 
there was no previous mention of the Incorporated noun tat!- door, nor was there 
a:1y mention of it subsequently. 
007 tatl-a-nnamat-y?a-t 
door·E·dose·TH·3pl 
They closed the door [cy395j 
The sentence total ncnnamaty?an they closed the door would imply that the door 
had discourse salience, and it would be expected that there was something more 
said about the door. 
If 0 Incorporation tends to be used to denote an action on an object as a unitary 
and nameworthy event, It Is unsurprlsing that complex stems formed through 0-
lncorporation arc frequently lexlcalised (further discussed §12.5). Examples 008 
and 009 show the complex root gew-a-nju-cqiw-. which comes from the stems 
gcw- woman, raju-/-nju- stand watch by night over [smth/ and the purposive 
-cqiw. The complex root gcw-a-nju-cqlw- has the meaning, unpredictable from 
the syntactic point of view, of be a ·suitor. This word can be compared to qaa-wjat-
unharness reindeer (example 009), which Is the expected meaning for a word 
formed from a combination of qaa- reindeer and wjat unharness. 
008 wenqora:Jn·a·na lw-nin Cakwagaqaj I 
hamess.doe-AUG·E·ERG say-3sgA.3sgO personal.name.3sgABS 
eryatok q-o-new-o-niu-cgik·wl 
tomorrow INT·E·wife-E-be.on.watch·PURP-TH 
The big harness doe said to him: C.kwayaqaj, tomorrow you go off to find 
yourself a wife [cyl62/ 
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009 okkojmcjl n-a-new-a-nfu-cglw-iy&~t 
HAB·E·wife-E-be.on.walch·PURP-2sg 
c 
INTJ 
[ ... ) 
INTJ 
wane 
INTJ 
q-Ct-gaa-wjat-ye=?m I 
IN'" c-reindeer-unhamess-TH=EMPH 
Coodne nu're looking for a wife! Well unharness your reindeer! ... 
{cyl90/ 
lZ.Z.Z Applica.tivising verbs 
As described above (§12.2), there are two groups ui transitive verbs distinguished 
by their behaviour with the ine· transitivity reducing prefix and incorporation. The 
appilcativislng verb stems preserve absolute transitivity (I.e. number of core 
arguments cross-referenced) with incorporation of a nominal object. Thus only 
semantic transitivity is reduced; there Is a change in case·frames from a highly 
transitive one (0 representing a highly affected undergoer role) to somewhat le!>S 
transitive one (0 representing a less affected role such as beneficiary), e.g. 
010 rcwik-w'1e-t='>m I ta-ra-y-rtcnat=?m 
make.camp-TH·Jpi=EMPH MAKE-house-MAKE-3sgA.3piD=EMPH 
utt-a-n-elmew-law-a-ninct=?m 
wood-E-CAUS-approach-COLL·E·JsgA.JpiO=EMPH 
They made camp, he put up the house for them, brought them wood. {ot090/ 
The causative ·nejmew· bring has an Incorporated patient, but Is still 
syntactically transitive, with the beneficiary In the 0 role. This can be considered 
reduction In semantic transitivity, as. In the terms of Hopper and Thomson (1980), 
a beneficiary is a less prototypically transitive undergoer than a patient. 
This is a rare process, but can be productively applied to what would otherwise be 
antlpasslvlslng Incorporations: 
011 ana layen n-cna-gora-nm-a-qcn 
so really HAB·TR-reindeer-kiii·E-Jsg 
anka n·o·qamc-twa-qen I clnlt 
!here HAB·E·eat-RESULT·Jsg self 
kanwet eptc ya-rO·!J!)O·Ien 
finally also PERF-eat-INCH·JsgO 
new? en 
wife.ABS 
atlon 
Jsg.ABS 
I e 
INTJ 
n-uwi-qin 
HAB-cook-Jsg 
loycn=•m 
mally=EMPH 
I 
Well, he slaughtered reindeer for the wife, there he ate, she herself cooked it, 
fina/Jy she also started to eat the meat. [ke023/ 
Compare n-ena'qora-nm'a-qen (HAB-TR-relndeer-klll·E·3sg) he kJ/Ied reindeer 
for her In the above to the Intransitive ra·qora-nm-at-len (PF-relndeer-kili·TH· 
3sg) he kJ/Ied reindeer In example 00 I. 
The stem •tajo put is unusual in that It only occurs with (I) the applicativ~ prefix 
lne-·VH, or (II) an incorporated nominal argument. The decrlnation of the 'putting' Is 
marked as 0, and the object manipulated is either Incorporated or (with 
appllcatives) oblique In the instrumental (see also §11.6.1). 
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APPLICATIVE 
012 kojg·•·n cna-tajo-ncn 
cup·E·JsgABS APPL·pol·JsgA.JsgO 
She fllled the cup with berries. 
INCORPORATED 0 
013 tcjucy·a·n 
sack·E·3sgABS 
taq?a-tajo·nen 
supplies-pul-JsgA.JsgO 
uun?-c 
beny-INST 
She put food for the road in the sack 
227. 
{nb076.1/ 
[nb075.4/ 
The morpheme tajo· is a suppletive form of the verb jo- pur, the latter Is used word 
initially and word internally In all contexts other than those given in (l·ll) above. 
The jo- form of the stem even occurs with the ine· prefix where it Is part of the 
transitive verb paradigm (§10.2.2). The two uses are contrasted in the following 
example; 
014 ana 
so 
n-a-r?cjwct-qin 
HAB·E·dismantle.house-JsgS 
n-ena-ly-cna-ta!o-Jw-a-gcn 
HAB·APPL-INTS·APPL-put-COLL·E·3sg0 
laycn kcr·patw-a-Jcnk• 
really kerker-inside.layer-E-SUBLAT 
teklcy·e ceq-c I 
meal·INST somelhing-INST 
wala-qaj anka n-ena-Jo-gen 
knife-DIM.3sgABS !here HAB-TR-put-JsgO 
layen 
really 
Well she dismantled the house, under the inner layer of his kerker (here, "baby 
suit"} she filled {it/ with meat, other stuff. she put a little knife there too. {jo013/ 
Note the two forms of put in the preceding example: the first Instance of the verb 
has the applicativlsed stem ena-tajo· (the inc· prefiX is usually doubled before the 
ly· Intensifier prefix as in this example), whereas the unapplicativlsed form of the 
verb stem with inc· prefiX (functions as a transitive marker in the habitual aspect) 
Is ena:io·. This Is the only example of suppletion sensitive to the morphological 
parameters of applicativlsatlon attested In the data. 
1Z.Z.3 Possessor raising 
A possessed noun in the absolutive case can be incorporated without reduction of 
valency, with the possessor filling the S/0 slot of the verb (Intransitive verbs seem 
to have to be undergoer subject lntransltives, I.e. S, verbs, not Sa). This type of 
incorporation only occurs when the possessed noun Is inalienably possessed. Note 
however that 'Inalienable possession' is not otherwise indicated as a grammatical 
category in Chukchi; usually the inalienably possessed noun is a body part (see 019 
for a possible exception). In Evans' (1996) terms raising of inalienable possessions 
Is an Instance of syntactic apposition; the incorporated noun and the possessor 
noun are in a part-whole relationship, so incorporation of the part does not change 
the valency. The following examples show this process occurring with transitive 
(examples 015-017) and intransitive (018) stems. 
----------- ----------- -------------- --- ----- -- -- ------------------------------ -- ----------------- - --- ---- - ---- -- -- -----
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! 'fJSS~SOR RAISING, TRANSITIVE VERB (possessor ?Ina wolf. posst..sed pily- throat) 
uts [ ... ) tom-ncn ?lno~>m I plly-o-lwl-nln~?m 
kill-3sgA.JsgO wolf.JsgABS=fMPH lhroat·E-cut-JsgA.JsgD=EMPH 
He killed the wolf. cut its throat. [kriSI} 
Example 016 shows a transitive verb stem yatka-mla- break legs. with the 0 role 
referring to the possessor of the Incorporated noun leg (here zero pronominal, but 
absolutive qora-t reindeer could be added). Example 017 shows the same thing; 
the transitive verb root Jawt-a-male- stroke the head has a zero pronominal 0 
(Cakwll!)aqaj, the name of the wife's husband and possessor of the body part In 
question, can be substituted). 
016 cama laycn n-ena-yatka-mla-tko-jw-a-qenat 
and really HAB-Tfl·leg·break·ITER·INTS-E-JpiO 
And simply broke their legs. [otl36} 
017 luur waj omqen nemc [?) poker-o-wo-y>a-t 
suddenly DEICT DEM.JsgABS again approach·E·INCH·TH-Jpl 
cwan new?cn-c neme n-cna-lawt-a-malc-tko·qen u:.ra-tkan-a·k 
INTS wife-ERG again HAB-TR-head-E-s"roke·ITER-Jsg leg-TOP·E-LOC 
And so they again approached, and there the wife [of C.kwayaqaj} is stroking 
{his} head on her lap. [cy373} 
The following example shows an Intransitive \'erb root l'onn-a-kwa horns get stuck 
which has the possessor of the horns (I.e. qora-ga reindeer) as S: 
018 rak·WOl'ry-a·k='?m ya-rann-;,-kwa-lcn anqcn 
pierce-NMZ!l·E·LOC=EMPH PF-hom-E-be.stuck-JsgS lhis.JsgABS 
onan:Jaale·!J qora·!J• 
SUPER·Iast-AOV reindeer-JsgABS 
In the hole the very last reindeer got its horn caught [cy4i9} 
Occurrence of these two phenomena (syntactic apposition of Incorporated PARTS 
with WHOLES In S/0 role) Is governed In texts by the same discourse conditions. A 
body part noun Is incorporated by a transitive or Intransitive verb without change 
of argument structure when the salient effect of the action Is on the whole rather 
than the part. Note that this would predict that only S, lntransltlves (I.e. where S 
Is In an UNDERGOER semantic role) would be subject to part-whole apposition by 
Incorporation, which seems to be the case with all the available data. 
The following example Is possessor raising from the lntr·.;nsltlve stem tage-/-ngc· 
grow. 
019 okkokol Cokwll!)aqaj enmec y-ekwew-•-nue·lyotl 
INTJ personal.name.3sgABS already PF·deer.type-E-grow-2sg 
Oh-hol Cakwayaqaj you've already acquired a leftside harness deer/ [cyl55} 
The possessed noun ckwcw- lefts/de harness deer Is the least semantically 
plausible example of Inalienable possession In my data. However, It could be 
argued that Is the possessive relationship In example 010 Is In fact a part-whole 
relationship which could be treated by speakers as Inalienable. This Is not so far 
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fetched-reindeer are culturally extremely Important to the tundra Chukchi, ?.nd 
reindeer terms ar~ grammatically singled out In other parts of the language (e.g. 
they can be used as address terms, making them possible recipients of the high 
animate class of Inflectional suffiXes). Alternatively, It is possible that the 
restriction of possessor raising to noun in a relationship of Inalienable possession is 
a chimera; the preponderance of examples which do have Inalienable possession 
might be motivated by the discourse conditions which lead to the use of possessor 
raising. When a nominal argument underlylngly Includes a possessor which Is very 
much more topical than it is itself it may also be likely that these nomina Is are tn a 
part-whole relationship. 
12.3 Incorporation by intransitives 
Syntactic Incorporation (i.e. Incorporation leading to a rearrangement of valency) 
by Intransitive stems is rare but possible, leading to derived zero-Intransitive 
stems {§11.2.1). Although It can be freely elicited, this morphosyntactlc device Is 
almost never used In texts. Example 020 Is one of the few spontaneous Instances 
that I have observed. It occurs In some quoted speech, when a father is haranguing 
his three lazy sor.s: 
020 eqolpe 
quickly 
ekke·t 
son-JpiABS 
ta-yt .. ;:,-y?c 
home-golo-E-TH 
lw-nlnet 
say-JsgA.JpiO 
ya-!)awton-len 
PF-be.married-Jsg 
turh:?m 
2piABS=EMPH 
om a 
also 
qonpo 
always 
anqen >etkl!l onjlw II 
that bad uncle 
"kakomejl Cokwll!)aqaj 
INT J personal.name.3sgABS 
ya-nanana-nto-lcn II 
PF-child-exit·JsgS 
joro-coko onko 
sleeping.chamber-INESS !here 
l3ycn wa.J?at·a-1'-a-toreJ" 
really be·DUR·E·NMZR·E-2pi.ABS 
cnmcc 
already 
That bad uncle quickly went home. He says to his sons: Kakom'!}l 
Cakwayaqaj is already married, a child's even been born. But you lot are 
always in the sleeping chamber, you're only ever there! [cy32fi-32Bj 
In this speech the father is unfavourably comparing his sons to their step-brother 
Cakwauaqaj. The birth of Cakwagaqaj's son is one of the events which shows that 
CakWa!Jaqaj has been spending his time more profitably than his step-broth~rs. 
Syntactic incorporation here is r.Jotivated by the fact that the even~ of childbirth is 
of greater interest than the participant (note that the 3sgS suffix of the verb is 
dummy agreement demanded by the verb form; §11.2.1). 
Other authors have also reported S-incorporation in Chukchi. Muravyova (1992) 
gives the following contrasting examples: 
021 w?cy·tl lnlnl-y?c-t 
grass-JpiABS appear-TH-ZpiS 
The grass appealed 
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022 w?ej-lnlnl-y?l 
grass-appear· TH 
[It} grass-appeared. [Mur.Jvyova 1992:210, my glosses and translitcrai/on} 
As a syntactic phenomenon, S-lncorporation is freely eilcitable, but Its near-
absence from spontaneously produced text~ sug::,~ts that it Is a marginal 
functional type. Subject of an intransitive verb is a discourse prominent position, 
and ther~ are relatively few possible candidates for generic S. Example 022 shows 
S Incorporation In a word describing a natural phenomenon. Such 'cognate subjects' 
are extremely rare; most natural phenomena are expressed by a verb or a 
verbailsed noun, as in the following, rather than by a noun subject and verb. 
NOUN STEM VERB STEM 
?aJ?al (stem ?al-l 'snow' n ?alet- 'to snow' vi (verbaiised by -ct suffix) 
katajy- 'wind' n katajyat- 'wind to blow· vi 
S-incorporation is obligatory when tile entire intransitive clause is incorporated as 
a modifier of something else, ••.g.: 
023 emc?acoka-tke-mely-a·tang-a-t 
ermine-smeJI.fire·E·stranger-E-3piABS 
Musk-stinking westerners. [nb045 2} 
People of European origin (usually Russians or Americans) are mclyatnn!Jat lit. 
'fire strangers' (for reas~ns mE•ltioned In §1.2), and emc?acoka-tke- 'smelling of 
ermine/musk' refers to the typical revulsion that older Chukchis feel at the smell of 
musk, an Ingredient :~ many Western perfumes. Although this word is 
syntactically well-formed, it would normally raise a laugh. as much for the number 
of lexical morphemes It contains as for its subversive sentiments (§12.5.1). 
Noun incorporation by lntransitives resulting In an intransitive with unchanged 
argument structure is not nearly so uncommon. This is part of the phenomenon of 
part-whole syJ.tactic apposit!on discussed in §12.2.3, which is applicable to 
transitiv~ verb stems as well. In a situation where a body part Is affected, but the 
affectedness of the possessor of the body part Is more salient, then the possessor-
whole goes into the prominent core nominal position marked by the absolutive 
case, and the possessed part is Incorporated. For examples, see 0 I B and below: 
024 !UJ,t can-tewJa-r?o-y_?e anqen 
sud~:c·:!y hc;n-shake·COLL-TH DEM.3sgABS 
jaal-ken-ena9a-jar?-a·ken caffi!Ja·Jn·a-n 
firsi·REL·cargo-co;,:air.er-RELJsgABS sleer-AUG·E-3sgABS 
Suddenly that list big castrated bull load carrying ~ '·"' '· P • <hook its horns[cy42?j 
li;transitive verbs c.:• I also incorporate nouns non-syntaclic<.Ly to form compour.ds 
(discussed In §12.4; see for example 034). 
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12.4 Verbal compounds 
Incorporation of a verb by another verb stem makes a compound predicate with no 
change of valency from that of the stem verb. Only intransitive verb stems are 
incorporated, but they can he incorporated by both transitive and intransitive 
verbs. These compounded verb stems act as modifiers to the malr 'orb. As In all 
other forms of morphological Incorporation, the order of stems Is st•· c.tly MODIFIER 
~HEAD. 
The most common verb stems involved as the heads of verb-verb compounds are 
motion verbs. Motion verbs commonly incorporatn verb stems indk;:-ting manner or 
purpose of motion. This occurs v.ith intransitive, labile, and transitive motion 
verbs. The following examples use the Intransitive motion verb !qat- set roff. 
Example 025 shows the stem -!qat- without incorporation: 
025 jara-yta ye-lgot-llnet ?orawet!?a·t=?m I n-?ejgew-a-n 
house-ALL Pf·selaff·3pl person-3p!ABS=EMPH INV·caU.out·E·3sgO 
gewacqct ?oratceq·qaj-a-n 
woman.3sgABS youth-DIM·E·POSS.3sgABS 
The people set off home, they called out to the youth's woman. [otll9} 
In 026 the stem -!qat- has an incorporated ve' · showing manner (?ire gallop): 
026 ekwew-u jop·nn·nen jara-nqaca-yto I layl-?lrc-Igot-y?l 
reindeer.type·EOU dress-TH·3sgA3sgO house-SIDE-ALL INTS·gaUop-SP.t.off-TH 
He puc It on as the lefts/de reindeer; they galloped off homewards [cyl52/ 
The following two examples show incorporated verbs with indicate purpose: 
027 qanwet onqen tcn·onjiw roJu.Jgot-y?I-?m 
finally DEM.3sgABS good-unde.3sgABS sJand.walch·sel.aii·TH=EMPH 
Finally the good uncle went to stand watch. {cy022} 
028 ecjl lwke ept·eyam m·o-r?ela-yta-rkan 
INTJ INT J INTS·lsgABS lsg.INT-E-race-go.lo·PROG 
Oh! If only I too was going racing. [cy055j 
Within the semantic constraints given, this process seems very productive. It is 
common in narratives (despitf ~~~ almost complete absence in elicited language). 
Other motion verb stems obse.<"\·~d with incorporated manner and/or purpose verbs 
include the following: 
FIGURE 12.2. Verb compounds. 
ekwet·VH 
go away katyant-akwat run away MANNER ~~ty;ant run 
vi racWafJ-akwa~ go off to race PURPOSE ··~cWOl~ l£1CP. 
Jqot·VH 
set off vi r?ile-Iqat gallop off MANNER r'ilc gallop 
?lre-lqat set aff t\1 race PURPOSE ?ire race 
nju-lqat set off on watch PURPOSE rtju be on watch 
_ _jl _____________ ,, ________ ,,_,, _____ ,,_ -- -- ·-·-·----
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yt•VH 
go to vt r?ela-yt gallup to MANNER r7Jic galtop 
mane-yt go to dance PURPOSE monc dance 
yala 
go past r?ela-yala gallop past MANNER r?llc gallop 
••lab rajo-yala stand a whotc watch PURPOSE f:l.JU be on watch period 
This type of compounding corresponds to the unified treatment of verb serlallsatlon 
and verb compounding given by Durie (Durie 1997:291; note that Foley and Olsen 
state that motion verbs are far more likely to serlallse; Foley and Olsen 1985). 
Verb-verb compounds are complex predicates which describe a single event which 
shares tense, aspect, modality and polarity. and which also appear to share an 
argument. When both stems are Intransitive this shared argument !s clearly In 
underlying S role of both verbs. When one verb Is intransitive and the other Is 
transitive, the syntactic role of the underlying argument Is A and S, (actor S, but 
not undergoer S). The case of the nominal representing this argument Is 
determined by the head verb (i.e. the second verb stem of the compound). This type 
of compounding Is similar to the 'associated motion' described by Australlanists 
(e.g. In Arrente, Wilkins 1991, Koch and Simpson 1995; In Yldlny 'going .and 
coming' Dixon 1977). 
The following pair of examples show compounding with a labile ya1a· pass. In 
example 029 ya1a· Is Intransitive, In 030 it is transitive: 
029 ?cra·yala-y?c totl·o·k qaca nawll-y?l Cakwagaqaj 
gallop·pass·TH door-HOC NEAR stop·TH personal.name.JsgABS 
He galloped past, next to the door Clkwayaqa) stopped {cy310} 
030 nutkctc 
through.here 
loycn 
~eally 
ta-y?c 
come-TH 
mrag-qac=?m 
right·SIDE=EMPH 
uan ramk-eta pecacqcw-nenat 
DEICT folk·ALL leave.behind·3sg.~.,p!O 
7cra-yala-ncnat 
gallop·pass-3sgA.3piO 
He came through here on the right. he quickly passed them (and came) to 
another e!lcampment, he left them all behind. 
Compounding Is very occasionally observed with verbs that do not Indicate motion 
or purpose. Example 031 shows compounding of a phasa1 verb: 
031 iw-nin ee waj yamo m-a-myo-lanot-y?a-k=?m 
say.JsgA.3sgO INT.I INTJ 1sg.ABS 1sg.INH·begin·be.first·TH·1sg=EMPH 
yo to 
2sg.ABS 
.-nqen kc.ara-itcn 
1his.3sgABS nurse~y.sled·REL3sgABS 
muuril q·o:Jaa·y·o·n 
caravan.ABS 2sg.INT·E·use-TH·E·3sg0 
He said to her, ·so. 111 start uff first, you guide the nursery sled In the 
caravan· [cy272] 
Apart from verb-verb compounds. verbs form compounds with modifiers from other 
word classes, Including adjectives, adverbs and (semantically non-core) nouns: 
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COMPOUND WITH ADJECTIVE ?omr strong 
032 n·IW·qln "q.?omr·cnanrat·o·rkanl" II 
HAB-say-3sg5 INT·strong-hold.on·E·PROG 
orw·cta n-?omr-enanra\·qen 
sled·ALL HAB-suong·hold.on-3sp; 
She says: Hold on strongly. He held on strongly to the sled [cy99·100] 
NOTE: from the adjective stem ?omr- there Is a derived adverbial ?omr-eta 
strongly and a derived verb root ?omr·aw· become strong. 
COMPOUND WITH ADVERB winw·e secredy 
033 qut·ti joro-coko:Jpo n·o·wlnw·o·llep·qlnet 
one-3piABS sleep.chamber·INESS·ABL HAB·E·secret·E·Iook·3pl 
n·ajolyaw·o-l?at·qcnat [ ... ) 
HAB·fear·E·INTS·3pl 
The others secretly peeked out of the sleeping chamber, they were afraid. 
[cy420] 
The noun myu. caravan Is used with the Intransitive stem tole· go to indicate the 
manner of motion: 
COMPOUND WITH NOUN myu caravan 
034 otcoj ye·mvu-talc-llnct qeluq=?m 
long! PF·coravan-go·3pl because=EMPH 
jara·k 
house·LOC 
ya·pker·O·!J!J0·1cnat 
PF·arrive-E·INCH·3pl 
I 
They travelled by caravan for a long time, because they started approaching 
the house. [cy299] 
The verb tole· go Is an Intransitive. but the noun joined to It Is not an underlying 
S. Thus, this is an example of compounding, not of syntactic Incorporation. 
12.5 Incorporation/compounding and the lexicon 
Certain collocations of words which are structurally like compounding or syntactic 
Incorporation have also got non-systematic, unpredictable morphological or 
semantic features, which show that these collocations are part of the lexicon 
(§12.5.2). 
12.5.1 Metalinguistic attitudes 
Even Implication that there are metallngulstic attitudes towards Incorporation and 
compounding might seem strange, as there Is no claim that Chukchi speakers have 
any particular special attitudes towards other grammatical phenomena. t!;; .vever, 
Incorporation and compounding do have the notable feature that they can p :educe 
word . of quite unusual length. There Is a whole genre of humour/oral virtuosity 
based on this, sometimes called yaylawetyaw tongue twister hurry-word.3sgABS 
(this name may be a calque of Russian skorogovorka). A few tongue twisters 
Include: 
-~-- ~------~- ~ ~ ~--~---- ~~-~--~---- ----~--~ ~-------- ----- -- ~-~--~ --- ~ --' L_-~---~- -~-~~----- ~--~--~--- - -~ ---- ~--~- --- ~~--~----~~---- -- ~---~---~-- ~---~---~-~--
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035 yamo uar?o-w?arc-kcgu-negc-I?-iyam1 
lsgABS lhree-fork-stick-TOOL·NMZR·lsgABS 
I have a three-pointed walking stick. [!)awkake) 
036 qaa:Jn·•·n nacy•·kemce-rp>o-corm·o:Jaal·kcna-J?-o-n 
reindeer-AUG·E-JsgABS left-curiy·[fur?]·EDGE·E·rear-REL·NMZR·E·3sgABS 
Big reindeer with the Jeftside curly back fringe. [Krome) 
The tradition Is old, and many tongue twisters are handed down through the 
generations, but new ones are also created. 
JZ.S.Z Lexicalisation 
Instances of lexlcalised Incorporation (i.e. Incorporations which existed as 
diachronic rather than synchronic processes) have more complex semantics than 
simple Incorporation. Such multiple stem roots are semantically more than the 
sum of their parts, and need to be treated as separate lexical entries. Syntactic 
Incorporation Is no less subject to lexlcallsation than compounding. Many of the 
common Instances of syntactic Incorporation (particularly those Involving the Stem 
qora-/qaa- reindeer, see below) are actually lexicalised. 
1he t\\ ' basic criteria used here to determine that a complex root results from a 
non-productive (I.e. lexlcallsed) process are semantic an~ 'llorphologlcal. The 
semantic test Is a test of predictability of meaning. If the .Jieaning of a complex 
root Is unpredictable on the basis of its parts then It constitutes a separate lexical 
entry. The morphological test refers to predictability of form: an unpredltLuhle form 
Is diagnostic of lexlcallsation. The form of a complex root can be unpredictable In 
two ways. It may contain elements In addition to those lexical morphemes which 
constitute the complex root syntactically and semantically. such as thematic 
suffixes, or It may contain 'fossilised' l~xicai ,qo,phemes which are separable, but 
which do not rate their own lexical entry as they do not occur as the lone lexical 
head of a morphologically simple word. 
In the following example, the word owemeyletarnyoy?e she worked cooking Is a 
lexlcallsed compound by the morphological criterion. The word uwi- cook Is a 
normal Intransitive verb, but *miylit- (assuming the +VH comes from the 
lnchoatlve suffix -rnyo) seems to be an unusual form of rniyciret- work. 
' This tonque twister does not obey the phonological rule or the vowel harmony word 
prosody (nor>ow>are- Is +VH and -kenunenei>Iyom Is -VH). Several other tongue 
twisters In my collection have vowel harmony violations: perhaps tongue twisters are so 
grammatlcall: ·'Xtreme ror some speakers that they cannot apply their phonology In the 
regular manner. 
L ___ -- ------- ----- ---- ------------ ---- ---------- ------ - -- ------ -
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037 qol=>m Dan owe-mcylct-a-myo-y?e 
one=EMPH DEICT cook-work·E·INCH-TH 
y·ltlt-llnet n·uwl-J?et-qln cama 
Pf·boil-3piS HAB·cook·DUR-JsgS dnd 
caj-koka-t 
tea-pot-JpiABS 
235. 
The other started doing the cooking, the kettles balled, and she cooked away. 
[cy291} 
The source of the form *mlylit- Is obscure. The c-1 alternation Is common, 
although usually the c form has the more lexlcalised, less general meaning, and 
the form In example 037 seems to show the reverse. The missing -et Is 
diachronically a suffix (see §14.3 and below), so Its absence Is not overly 
remarkable, particularly since It Is often omitted In the presence of the lnchoative -
myoi·!J!JO, as well as a few other suffixes. However the final t where we would 
expect r Is remarkable; the Chukchi language does not show such an alternation. 
Fur~her reseach might show that It Is a cross-dialect loan form. 
The complex root gew-a-nju- to seck a wife is a lexlcallsed Instance of syntactic 
Incorporation according to the semantic test. As mentioned In the discussion of 
examples 008 and 009, raju-/-nju- In isolation means be on night watch over 
reindeer (see example 038; there is a different word, qora-nt-at- pasture reindeer, 
used for standing watch over reindeer during the day). In this complex root the 
Incorporated nominal gcw· woman ar:d the Intransitive verb stem raju-/nju-
together have a special, unpredictable meaning of ba in search of a wife. Compare 
unlexlcalised use of raju·/-nju- In 038 to the lexitalised complex root in 039. 
038 potk·o-nlu-lqot-y>i 
repeat·E-be.on.walch-setolf-TH 
He went back once again on [night} herding duty [nb036.5} 
039 cam'am t·o.-re-veW·ot·niu-y?c 
unable.MOD lsg-E·FUT·wife·E·be.on.watch-TH 
I can't go looking for a wife [cy/64} 
The complex intransitive root qora-nm-at- to slaughter reindeer is formed from the 
two nouns qora- reindaerand the transitive verb stem tam-/-nm- kill. It counts as 
lexk>\lised according to both semantic and morphological criteria. Semantically, 
this word only applies to the killing of domesticated reindeer for food and 
materials, and most likely It would be In the traditionally prescribed manner and 
carried out by someone who was culturally licensed to do It (I.e. someone who 
makes their living from reindeer husbandry). It could not apply to a wolf which 
killed a reindeer (except a personified wolf In a fairy tale), or to non-Chukchls 
shouting a reindeer which they fancied was wild. 
LEXICALISED SYNTACTIC INCORPORATION 
040 ana janot ya-gora-nm-at-o-J?at-lenat 
so first Pf·teindeer-kiii-TH·E·DUR·3piS 
But first they slaughtered Jots of reindeer. [ot095} 
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Furthermore. the root includes the thematic clement -et·VH, which is characteristic 
of many lexlcallsed complex roots, and as such is a morphological diagnostic of 
!exlcallsatlon. This suffix is discussed in its wider functions in §14.3. Many other 
complex roots with incorporation of the noun qora-/qaa· reindeer have this suffix, 
e.g. qoraytat· in the following: 
041 penr·a-tko-l?·a:in·•·n 
go.aher-E-AP-NMZR·E·AUG·E·ABS 
;mqen n·.,·qora·yt-at-qen 
qora:in·•·n 
reindeer-AUG·E·ABS 
Jhat HAB·E·reindeer-go.to-TH·lsgS 
That attacking reindeer drove the others. [cy247/ 
The verb stem here is -yt- go to, but the complex root call only mean drive reindeer, 
not go to reindeer as would be predicted from the individual morphemes. 
Two more examples of lexical incorporation are 042 qora-penr-at go after reindeer, 
and 043 qora-nt-at· pastllre reindeer. 
042 ya-qora-penr-at-len Cakwagaqaj remk-a-k 
PF-reindeer-go.afrer-TH-3sgS personal.name.3sgABS folk·E-LOC 
Cakwayaqaj went after the reindeer in the other encampment fey I I 7/ 
In !solation the stem penr- go after ls usually used in the sense of attack (sec 
example 041), however the meaning attack reindeer would be very unusual for the 
root with incorporated qora-. 
043 q-a-qora·nt-aa-rkan 
INT-E-reindeer-pasture-TH-PROG 
Pasture the reindeer/ {cy003/ 
The stem -nt- in !solation means have, but is usually used as an auxiliary with 
verb bases (see §i3.5 and §17.3.2). 
12.5.3 Productivity 
At least some instances of incorporation in Chukchi are non-productive 
lexicalisatlons, and so the productivity of incorporation as a whole could be 
questioned. In Languages of the Soviet Union Comrie gives a dim view of the future 
of incorporation as a productive device in Chukchi: 
[ ... ] it should be noted that while this syntactic device [noun 
incorporation by ve~bs) is very common in traditional tales, it is much 
less frequent in current writing, and virtually aos~.-~ in translations 
from Russian, !.e. incorporation seems to be on the wane in the 'modern 
language. (Comrie 1981:250) 
However, this is not necessarlly true; in my experience modern Chukchi writing 
and translation from Russian is the output of tertiary edu~ated blllngual Chukchls. 
These people have quite loW levels of spontaneous native language use (for reasons 
discussed in §1.2). The language used by monolinguals and people engaged in more 
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traditional enterprise (e.g. associated with reindeer herding) does not give any 
indication that incorporation is 'on the wane'. 
12.6 Grammaticallsation: stems -4 affixes 
When Chukchi is examined from a diachronic perspective, it is apparent that 
processes of incorporation are the source for many derivational affixes. There is a 
grammatlcallsatlon cline with incorporated stems on one extreme and derivational 
affixes on the other. In her typology of noun incorporation, Mlthun (1984) notes 
that: 
A number of languages have affixes whic:t correspond to incorporating 
V[erb)'s in other languages. The Chukotko·Kamchatkan languages [ ... ) 
also have small sets of derivational suffixes which, when added to 
N[oun)'s. function much like incorporating V's (Bogoras 1922). They 
supply meanings such as 'to fetch', 'to take off (clothing)', 'to put on 
(clothing)', 'to search for', and 'to consume, eat'. Suffixed to N's, they 
derive V stems denoting unitary activities, as in Koryak (044) and 
Chukchi (045): 
044. pcaJ.tlvai 
boot-take.off 
'He took off his boots' 
045. ku/te.J!f.rklt 
thong.seal.sole.hide-look.for-they 
'they are looking for thong-seal sole-hide.' 
Bogoras never justifies his distinction between these 'derivational 
suffixes' and incorporating V ••.ems. It is llkely that these suffixes are 
simply c;:J V roots which, in the modern language, never occur without 
an IN [incorporated noun). 
(Mlthun 1984:887; example numbers changed) 
Further investigation of the sufftxes in question bears this out. For example, the 
suffix -u CONSUME mentioned could be related to the verb ru-/-nu- eat (vt) which 
has the initial alternation r-- -n- which is usually a transltivlser (§11.1). 
The lnchoativc and completive suffixes -myo and -platku are formally identir.al to 
the verbs meaning 'start' and 'finish'. The -myo sufftx is in free variation with a 
phonological variant ·!J!JO; the verb stem can not have this form. These suffixes are 
similar to verb compounds (and are presumably hlstorlcally de•.-.-.•ed from them), 
however, in the synchronic language these element can be shown to be suffixrs not 
stems due to their behaviour when combined with other derivational morphology 
(see §14.4.1). 
Other derivational suffixes look like they come from old intransitive verbs. As was 
shown in § !2.4, motions verbs are commonly the heads of verbal compounds. Some 
grammatical suffixes look like they are the results of grammatlcallsatlon of verb 
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compound heads. 1'he purposive suffix -cqiw seems to be cognate with the verb 
!qat- set off (see examples 025-027). The verb lqot- can Incorporate a verb 
Indicating purpose of motion (see 027) to form a compound verb, and can also 
Incorporate stems to do with manner. The suffiX -cqiw Is restricted to purposive 
function only. 
046 lk-w>l: 
say-TH 
kltaqun 
HORT 
ylte-cglw-nln 
look.at-PURP-3sgA.3sgO 
q·>-yite-cglk-w-o-n 
INT·E·Iook.at-PURP-TH·E-3sg 
II 
II 
He said. "How about you go have a look·. She went to look. [ka20-21/ 
The alternation between c and lis a common derivation, where the variant with c 
Indicates a more lexlcalised or grammaticallsed form. In verb endings and verb 
derivational suffiXes an alternation between -(e)t and -(c)w Is common (the c only 
appears In the absence of other vowels; see §14.3). For this to be compelling we 
would require evidence that lqot- came historically from •tqi-t. 
13 
Non-finite deverbal forms 
13.1 Introduction 
Chapters §§ 10-12 have dealt with the properties of Inflecting (FINITE) verbs. As a 
word class, verbs have been defined according to their morphosyntactic properties, 
e.g. person-number cross-reference of arguments and systematic marking of tense, 
aspect and mood (§4.5). VERB STEMS are simply considered those stems which can 
be appropriately inflected to form verbs. However, this stem class can be 
morphologically marked to function In other ways. I.e. to produce words of other 
word classes. The other ver:J stem derivations Include: 
(i) ACTION NOUNS 
(II) PARTICIPLES 
(Ill) INFINITIVES 
(lv) CONVERBS 
(v) DERIVED (DEVERBAL) VERB BASES 
Action nouns and participles are described In §8.2, §8.4. These forms, although 
having some verbal features. are functionally closest to other nomlnals. The 
remaining classes arc more verbllke. The Infinitive forms a compound predicate 
with a main verb; the converb forms an adverbial subordinate clause, and the 
derived verb base acts as the lexical head of an analytic verb. Verb bases and 
converbs can also act as adverbs within clauses. 
There are two converb suffixes which uniquely mark converbs. Another converb 
suffix also marks the Infinitive. The affixes for the d~rived verb bases are the same 
as certain case markers and delidjectival adverblallsers. Derived verb bases IJften 
appear In certain speech styles with ellipsis of their auxiliaries; In such cases they 
can be difficult to distinguish dlstrlbutlonally from converbs. 
13.2 Definitions 
Chukchi converbs arc a verbal subclass derived from verb stems, encoding 
tense/aspect, but not Inflecting for person and number. Converbs either function to 
modify a clause In the same way as an adverb does. or to act as the heads of 
adverbial subordinate clauses (Nedjalkov 1995; Haspelmath 1995). While 
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arguments may be shared between main clause and converb clause, it is not 
obligatory, and identity relationships can only be determined pragmatically. 
The infinitive is syntactically dependent on a main verb and has one or two 
obligatory shared core arguments. The Chukchi Infinitive is homophonous with a 
converb, i.e. the suffix -k is a bifunctional converb/infinitive marker (Nedjalkov 
1995:104). 
The deverbal verb bases function as the lexical heads of analytic verb complexes. 
Within the analytic verb complex the verb base marks polarity and (to a limited 
extent) tense-aspect properties. All the regular tense-aspect-mood and person-
number cross reference categories are marked by the auxillary verb (§ 17 .1.3). 
The formal criteria for distinguishing infinitives, converbs, and verb bases in 
Chukchi arc: 
INFINITIVE: 
• non-inflecting (no argument cross-reference) 
• no tense or aspect specification 
• obligatory shared argumentls with matrix verb 
CONVERB: 
• non-inflecting (no argument cross-reference). 
• dependent but distinct tense and aspect (I.e. relative tense-aspect) 
• no obligatory shared argumcntls 
VERB BASE: 
• non-inflecting (no argument cross-reference) 
• independent tense, aspect and mood (marked by auxiliary) 
• no obligatory shared argumentls 
Thus, verb bases form (at least part of) the head of a main clause, convcrbs form a 
separate predicate which is subordinate to a main clause, and infinitives form part 
of a lexically compound predicate. Convcrbs and verb bases each have distinctive 
morphological marking; the infinitive is marked by the same suff1X as one of the 
converb functions. Stems forming converbs and lnilnitives combine with verb 
derivational affixes. 
The converbs distinguish a number of relative tense categories, which ate marked 
by means of suffixes: 
·k anterior clause {simple temporal sequence) 
-(i)ncgu anterior clause (causally connected; consequence) 
-rna simultaneous clause 
The derived verb base forms can be divided into those showing positive and 
negative polarity. The negative polarity forms are frequent in the language, as 
they are one of the main ways of forming a negative clause (§§ 18.2.3-4): 
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e-_-kc negative universal/habitual 
lug-_·(t)e negative perfect 
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The non-negative forms use the suffix -yta for forms which indicate something 
which is semantically a property (note that this sufflx is also used to form de-
adjectival adverbs/verb bases). All other non-negative verb bases are derived by 
means of the suffiX ·(t)e, which Is frequently combined with prefixes which mark 
further aspectual specification: 
ye-__ .(t)e comltative 
em-__ ·(t)e restrictive 
tclwc· __ ·(t)e intensJfler (counter to expectation) 
mcc-__ ·(t)c approximative 
Conspicuously absent from this corpus are converbs of cause and purpose, which 
appear in the literature (e.g supine -nwa, causal -jpa; Skorik 1977:138, 153) but 
did not occur 5pontaneously in any texts. Skorik's causal and purposive converb 
examples were not recognised in elicitation sessions with native speakers, 
suggesting that these forms are not used in the Telqep variety. In the texts which 
make up the <iatabase for this description clauses of reason and purpose are 
introduced by conjunctive particles (cf. qeluq; §5.5.2). Other conjunctive particles 
(with finite clauses) also have functional overlap with converb clauses, particularly 
coordinating conjunctions llke ank?am and, anqora then which provide the 
temporal org~nisation of the text (§5.5.2). 
13.3 Infinitive 
The infinitive is a verb form which is syntactically dependent on a main verb in the 
same clause, forming a compound predicate with a single valency. The infinitive 
combines with main verbs with phasal meaning :start, stop) and with predicates 
enabling or inhibiting the action of the verb in the infinitive. 
The most common compound predicate with an infinitive has an intransitive main 
verb and an intransitive Infinitive, which share an S. If the transitivity of the main 
verb and the infinitive is different, the common argument is in the S=O absolutive 
case role, i.e. the argument which can be represer;t~d by a nominal in the 
absoiutive case. If both main verb and infinitive are transitive the shared 
argument is the A. Thus, the four possibilities are: 
(i} Sma1n=S1nnnltlvr 
(11) Smain=O~o,nnltl"' 
(Ill) Omain=S!nnnul" 
(iv) Amain=Ainnnlll"' 
Example 00 I shows an inflecting phasal verb qapaayc finish (2sgS) with an 
intransitive infinitive complement lejwal?etak wander sharing its subject: 
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001 "anou !Jlnqejl" 
boy~sgABS 
I atl?a-ta n-in-lw·qln 
HAB·TR-say-3sg 
.. anou !Jlnqejl 
boy.3sgABS INTJ mother-ERG 
g-a-paa-yc lelw-a-J1ct-a-kl" 
INT-E·finish-TH wander·E·DUR·E·INF 
INTJ 
"Hey boyr. mother says to him, "Hey boy, stop wanderingr [ot041/ 
The relative order of the main verb and the Infinitive is determined pragmatically 
(§19), and there Is no syntactic difference between V'""""'"+ Vmoln constituent order 
and the converse; compare 002 and 003: 
002 gaa-nm-at-a-l?at-a-k rc-y?Jnre-?e-?m I 
reindeer-kiii·TH·E-DUR·E·INF FUT·be.greedy·TH=EMPH 
na-ra-nm-a-yat petle ne-re-Jqeynek-wat 
3MUT-kiii·E-2sg0 quickly 3A-FUT-shoot-2sg0 
If you get greedy kil/Jng the reindeer they1/ kill you quick, they'll shoot you 
{Jo033/ 
003 qeeqan t-a-te-rtin?c:Jw-a-y<it I ana nan 
... lher 1sg·E·FUT-explain·AUG·E-2sg so DEICT 
re-ly-fn?-;,-twf-y?e I ?am;,n:?ffi te-y?inre-?e 
FUT-INTS-fast·E·run·TH INTJ=EMPH FUT·be.greedy·TH 
!Jelwal?-a-ka 
herd·E-LOC 
gaa-nm-at-a-)?at-a-k 
reindeer·kill·TH·E·DUR·E-INF 
Further on !11 explain it all to you: [how/ you will run so quickly, and [how/ 
you'll have your fill in the herd slaughter' ·reindeer {Jo032} 
Less commonly the infinitive and main verb arc both transitive, sharing an A. as 
In example 004. The labile verb nalyitwemetcwqin can be determined to be 
3plA.3sgO from context (the 3sgS form is identical: §10.3.2). 
004 layen n-a-lyi-tewmetcw-gin 
HAB-E·INTS-be.unable-3sg0 
tll!)·•mal?o-!Jet 
EMPH-all-7? 
ra-ta-yt-at-3-k 
CS-house-go.Io·TH·E·INF really 
qeluq uj!JC anqen MJASO rt·a·rt?cl-qln 
because NEG.EXI DEM.3sgABS meal HAB·E·become-3sg 
Only they were unable to take all of them home, because the meat ran ouc.[ke /19/ 
Likewise, in example 005 the main verb nalwawqcn could either be 3piA.3sgO or 
3sgS, but from context it Is clear that the plural A reading is to be preferred. 
005 n-a-lwaw-gen nciwal ra-rayt-at-a-k 
HAB·E·be.unable-3sg0 herd.3sgABS ;:<;.go.home-TH·E·INF 
They couldn't bring the herd home. [kei76/ 
With an intransitive main verb and a tranSitive infinitive, the S of the Intransitive 
Is the same as the 0 of the transitive. Example 006 shows a very rare example of 
this with an overt nominal in A role of the infinitive (in eqntive case, as would be 
expected): 
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006 ilc-w?e.t I 
say-TH·3pl 
.m 
2sg.ABS 
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I morvanan 
lpi.ERG 
lon-ka 
take.as-INF 
n?-enget-a-n? 
2sg.COND·d•sire·E·2sg 
ya-nalwal?·&J·ma ya:Jara·ma man?·OJ·n·raytat-yat 
ASS-herd·E·ASS ASS-house-ASS lpiA.COND·E-CS-go.home-2sgO 
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They said, "Do you desire us to take you [in/? We would bring you horr.e along 
with house and hen' · {JoOOB/ 
In example 007 the identity of the sl,ared argument is ambiguous. Semantically 
the subject of the intransitive Infinitive qorayanretak could be thought to be both 
the A and the 0 of the transitive h:rb ninewlnretqin. The verb nincwinrctqin 
she helped him Is unambiguously transitive because of the lne- prefiX, and the verb 
stem qorayanret- Is unambiguously intransitive, because of 0-lncorporation of the 
noun stem qora- reindeer by the transitive verb stem yanret- guard. 
007 Jaycn n-ine-wlnret-gin .Q..ora-yanret-a-k 
really HAB·TR-help-3sg0 reindeer-guard·E·INF 
She helped him herding the reindeer [be025/ 
This ambiguity Is of course not Incompatible with the generalisation that O=S 
when the transitivity of a main verb and an infinitive doesn't match. Example 008 
shows another infinitive with similarly ambiguous argument coreference: 
008 cc qatain watku I ra.Jw-3-tko-y?a poly-a-J?at-a-k 
INTJ NEG.FUT only.then FUT·deleat·E·INV·TH spear·E·DUR·E·INF 
w~tku artkll ra-n-rayt-an-n-i)·il 
only.then here FU!-CS-go.home-CS·TH·E·3sg0 
No, only once you defeat us in spear duelllng, only chen will you take her home. 
[ot071/ 
The subject of pojyal7atak o1ue/with spears could br. any or all of the participants. 
Inllniti•es can take verbal derivational morphology, such as the duralives in 
examples 00 I and 002, and the desiderative in 009: 
009 act·cna-ccmy>o-ta y·uuel·c orw·a·qaJa·tk•n·a layen 1 
3pJ.TH·lhink-VBase CONV-colletl.firewood-CONV sled·E·DIM·E·TOP-INST reJIIy 
chtit n-a-yjulF.t-ginct qartuc I ewan ce-miycircn·l)·a-k 
self HAB·E·Iearn·3piS like INTS DESID·work·f•.O~:D.E·INF 
On their ,o·.' ·. . ' lat/ve callecting firewood on top of little.;;, us, by themselves 
they learn · ; ' want) to work. [ch23/ 
They usually occur adjacent to their head verbs \examples 001-002, d '.-008) or 
only separated by one or two words (examples 004-005, 009). The occasional 
instance of an infinitive occurring in isolation or widely separated from its head 
usually appear to be cases of ellipsis of the main verb. For example, in 010 the 
infinitive makatak to make nappy is part of a compound predicate wah najaaqcn 
they use [it/; however, the equative complement makaj?ar?o as a nappy filling 
between the 1\:aln verb and the infinitive seems t:> complete the main clause, 
leaving makatak looking like an afterthought or rephrasing: 
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010 teg·em-w1t'·•·w1t n·3·fan-gcn anqcn am a 
INTS·REST-moss·E·REDUP.3~gABS HAB·E·USe·3sg0 lhis.3sgABS only 
maka:J?ar?.o ccq-u lccn makat·<J·k ! 
nappy·filling·EQU somelhing-EQU really make.nappy·E·INF 
ujge C·kamll·ke I teg·em-w1t?-e 
NEG.EXI PRIV·flulf·PRIV INTS·REST-moss-INST 
They only use moss as nappy filling. to mak' mppies. not cottomvool, [they do 
it] with moss only. [ch09j 
13.4 Converbs 
Telqep Chukch• has thre~ ronverb affixes. The form ·ina Indicates a clause 
concurrent with the main clause, and the forms ·k and -inc!)u indicate a clause 
which temporally precede$ the main clause. The distinction between the latter two 
forms is that ·k Indicates simple precedence In temporal sequence, whereas ·incgu 
Is r.·,ultatlve, Indicating a prior action/state which has relevance to the malr. 
clause. These types are Illustrated in examples 011·014. 
SiMULTANEOUS CONVERB CLAUSE: -rna 
Oil ank?am I ko1qocat·a·tko-y?e reml<:·•·n qonur [ ... [ 
and join.kolxoz·E·ITER·TH folk·E·ABS like 
qanut lamalja-n='m I anqor;;~='m nan kolqoc·3·k 
like obedient·ABS=EMPH rhen=EMPH DEICT kolxoz-E-lOC 
?cf-y?i rcmk-a-n='in rcmk-a·n='m nan I atr'ec='rrt nan 
become-TH folk·E·ABS folk·E·ABS=EMPIJ DEICT finally=EMPH DEICT 
maln-3-maraw:::?m Dan ~ I tcmk·a-n I kolqocat-y?c 
big·E·fighJ.3sgABS=EMPH DEICT be·SIM folk·E·3sgABS join.kolxoz.TH 
And, the people entered the collective farm [kolxozj like .. like they were 
obedient. Then people began to be in the collective farm. only during the b1g 
wr /lit. while the big war was being/ the people entered the collective farm. 
ANTERIOR CONVERB CLAIJSE (TEMPORAL SEQUENCE): -k 
012 cai·O·lJDD·k ne-na'(jew-?c-n mal•?ataw 
Jea·CONSUME-INCH·SEQ INV·wake·TH·3sg0 APPR·?? 
1yat·qej 
now·DIM.3sgABS 
atc?at-y?c 
sleep-TH 
[he023 1 
After starting to drink tea they woke him. several times, he'd only just gone to 
sleep. [otOSSj 
ANTERIOR CON VERB CL\USE (CONSEQUENCE): -inc!)U 
013 1oyen ?lre-platku-negu y-ekwet·lln jara·yta 
really race·FINISH·CONSEQ PF·Ieave-3sg home·All 
Since [he/ finished racing he set off homewdrds. fey I 54] 
014 [ ••• ) I ewar 
so 
ini'Ctw-ineDU 
manage-CONSEQ 
layen·cwar 
really·so 
n·cna-pccacqcw-qcn 
HAB·TR·Ieave-3sg 
ccnct-wann-a n·a-n?el-qin cinit n-a-qamc-t.wa-ooo-qen 
self·toolh-VBase HAB·E·become-3sg self HAB·E·eat·R~SULT-INCH-3sg 
... onr' thev can manage they leave them, [when] they'veeot their own t: ·eth, 
/and] they begin to cat by themselves. [aa4.04j 
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In example 012 the attempt to wake the sleeper follows without :my necessary 
causal connection to the prior event oi 'beginning to drink tea'. Example 014 Is 
from a description of how a reh:deer weans her calf; once the calf can manage Ly 
Itself then she leaves it. Thus, the ·lncgu converb form marks an event which Is a 
precondition for the event of the main verb. Likewise, In example 013 'finishing the 
race' was a necessary condition for the racers to set off home. 
There Is no requirement that arguments of con verbs be coreferent with those of tl•e 
main predicate. In the example 015 the converb eryatak the next day /lit. after It 
dawned] Is formed from a zero-Intransitive. The converb rcwiwka after making 
camp has no syntactically unambiguous S. but from context the S Is c:~arly 3pl 
'they' (all the people of the encampment) 
015 rewlw-ko=?m I ervat·•·k ginqej-qej anqen 
make.camp-SE<i·•EMPH dawn-E·SEQ boy·DIM.3sgABS DEid.3sgABS 
cnaral?-a-uawacqat-cta I n-a-lcwlicet-qin n·o:t·r'c-qln 
neighbour·E·giri·ALL IIAB·E-rease-Jsg HAB·E·do.somelhing-3;g 
The next day after they made ccmp that little boy teased one of the 
neighbouring girls. did something or other. [ot009j 
It Is unusual for there to be c·.1o converbs In a sentence; If there are two they seem 
to be limited to the ·k converb; the causaVlmplicatlonal relationship Implied by 
·incgu may make this form semantically Inappropriate for use In series. Converbs 
of anteriorlty usually precede the main verb (iconlcity in consutuent ordering); 
however, the other order does also occur: 
016 n-lw-qin 
HAB·say.Jsg 
.. itak-cwan 
So·INTS 
jara-k poklr·•·k 
house·LOC arrive·E·SEQ 
layen 
really 
camqak 
remainder 
am~l7o 
all 
t-a-tku-net" I 
1sgA·E-annihilate-3piO 
He said "As it happens I simply wiped out all the rest". [he said] after arriving 
home. [ot123! 
Subordinate clauses do not seem to occur In the middle of the main clause. 
While there is no syntnctfc pivot (Foley and Vr.o Valin 1984:108), the: is a strong 
tendency for an argument of the subordinate verb to be coreferent with an 
argument of th~ malt' verb. There Is however no particular prefer<.r.ce for these 
coreferen• arguments to mark fixed syntactic roles. The following examples show 
some of the patterns observed: 
CoREFERE:OiCE: s~ub = Sm~ln 
017 n-iw-qinct tala-rna "mat-ra-r?cla-myo-y?a:::?m man·racway-mak" 
HAB-say-3pl walk·SIM 1piMUT-race-stan-TH=EMPH 1pWIT-be.in.race-1pl 
They said whrle they were walking "We'll start racing, we'll be in the race"[cy357j 
Note that out of context ;, would also be possible to interpret this as ... while 
I/we/you/he/she/it was walking ... ) 
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cmiEFERENCE: S,ub = Am.,ln 
In the following example S oi the subordinate clause Is coreferent with A of the 
main clause. The coreferent argument ?cqenjiw bad uncle Is explicitly mentioned 
once, and even though It fills two syntactic roles It Is only marked for Its role with 
respcr: ''' lhe main verb (In the ergative case, A function of a transitive verb). 
Thus, a converh seems to be less likely to govern case agreement than a main verb. 
018 ~c ·''·'1Jiw·c pakir-lncnu n-ln·lw-qln "okoko kojl 
k;·'••·. ;,-tP.G approach·CONSEQ HAB·TR·say-Jsg INTJ INTJ 
•:,, .-.. ,~~ n-a·r,·i.}•iyat cqeluq n-omr?o-l?at-cyat?" 
bl11 HAB·E·do.whM?·lsg because H,\B-sweat·DUR-2sg 
The bad uncle having approached said to him "Okokoj. what are you doing 
that you are sweating so much?" {cyOJ Jj 
Taken out of context this example could also be Interpreted as not having 
coreferent ar" tlments: He approached then the bad uncle said ... 
COREFERENCE: A,ub = Srr~•• 
In this exampleS of the main verb Is coreferent with A of the subordi~ate verb. 
019 plrl·ncnu aplan-n q·a-rayt-a·yc 
take·CONSEQ flour-JsgABS INT·E·!Jo.hortle·E·TH 
Once you've got the flour come (straight) home. {nb035.3j 
COHEFERENCE: S,ub = Om.,,n: 
020 luur cmicc i anqcn Jalq·a·ma cjwcl·qc·c 
suddenly quietly. that.JsgABS sleep·E·SIM orphan-DIM· ERG 
n-in-iw-qlnct: anne i e-tennatku·l'ct-kc 
HAB·TR·say-JpiO NEG.HORT NEG·Iaugh·DUR·NEG 
Suddenly quietly while they are sleeping the orphan says to them "Don't fu~~ . ~cy 
CO REFERENCE: Om., In= A'"b: 
021 ?ina t·a-Jqayncw-a-n =~,ota-na .;nan 
Y!Oif.ABS lsg·E ·Shoot·E-Jsg rr-indeer-JsgABS Jsg.ERG 
I shot the wolf while It tv3s grasping the reindeer. 
13.5 Verb bases derived from verb stems 
perc-rna 
grasp-SIM 
{nb035.2/ 
The distinctive gramm3\ical feature of verb bases Is the ability to combine with 
auxiliaries to form analytic verb heads. While like converbs these forms are 
structurally a kind of 'deverbal adverb', they do not form heads of adverbial 
clauses, and thus they must be distinguished from converbs. There are three basic 
ruffixe:;, the -yta•VH suffix (which Is formally Identical to the allatlve case; this 
suffix also derives verb bases from adjectives, §16.5), the-!) adverblallser suffix, 
and the -(t)e·VH suffiX (which Is formally Identical to the ergative/instrumental 
case). The -(t)e suffix occurs both in Isolation, and also along with various prefixes, 
Including ye-, telwe-, mec-. 
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There also exist underlved verb bases (e.g. layi know); this word class Is discussed 
In §4.6; combination with auxiliaries Is discussed In §17.3.2. 
• MORPHOLOGICAL FORM. The adverbiallser suffix -g•VH makes a deverbal verb base 
In combination with the prefix ?eqe- (otherwise an adjective stem meaning bad) to 
form the IMPOSSIBILITIVE C!RCUMFIX ?aqa-_-g•VH, which encodes the notion of 
Impossibility. It ofter occurs with auxiliaries: 
022 ?aga·no-u t·a·rc·n?el·a 
IMPOSS-eat·VBase 1SG·E·FUT·become-E 
{Later/ I'll become inedible 
023 qaram-cwcm ltak anqcna-t 
NEG·INTS so lhis-JpiABS 
No IVay, they're unt,-ickable 
?aga.tam!eo-a-n 
IMPOSS·deceive·E·VBase 
{kel iO} 
wa-J?.a-t 
be-NMZR·E-JpiABS 
[an02i/ 
The following example shows the lmpossibilitive without an auxiliary: 
024 ncckkc·qcJ='m 
girl·DIM.3sgABS=~MPH 
qcluq='m 
because=EMPH 
?aqa·n·malaw-at·a·IJ 
IMPOSS·CS-recover-CS·E·VSase 
t~-<t·nm-a-nen 
INTS·E·kiii·E·3sgA.3sgO 
qcluq='m 
because=EMPH 
The girl though he k11/ed <1/as, because {she/was impossible to cure. {kr 1 52} 
However, the auxiliary is here retrievable (i.e. wa-1?-a-n, as In 023). 
Nedjalkov (199~) reports that there Is also an ABILITIVE CIRCUMFIX tag-_-g, but 
this Is not attested In my data. This form Is morphologicaliy analogous to the 
impossibliltlve (the prefix tag- apparently comes from the stem tcg good), but It 
should be noted that the functional load of forms of ten-·"H in Telqep Chukchi is 
already very high; In its intensifer function It even occurs with the lmpossibilitive, 
e.g. tag-?aqa-tw-•·n really impos,,Jil/e to translate (INTS-IMPOSS-say-E-VBase, 
[kr057)). The suffix -g•VII also occurs with deadjectival adverbs In comparative 
constructions (§16.6). 
The verb base suffixes -(t)e-VH and -e<a/-yta•VH share morphological Irregularities 
with case suffixes. The suffix -(t)e has the same allophony as the ergative and 
Instrumental cases (compare §6.2): 
{VERB BASE} ~ -{ 
-te·VH IV 
-e·VH elsewhere 
The suffix -yt~ shares the same allophony as the allative case (compare §15.2.2): 
{ 
-et~·VH I c_ 
{VERB BASE) ~ 
-yt~·VH elsewhere 
This suffix fQ, ·.ns adverbs from adjective stems; these deadjectival adverbs als~ 
combine with auxiliaries to make predicative adjective constructions with tense-
aspect-mood dtfferent from the grammatically unmarked preC:i·~ate adjective forms 
with n-_-qin(et) (see also §16.4). Example 025 shows identical constructions 
with a deiidjectival verb base (arojwet~ yen?ellin become healthy< arojw- ADJ 
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health_n and a deverbal verb base (qetpeta yen?ellin become determined < qetp-
vl. be determined): 
025 !J3D anqora nan 
DEfCT then DEICT 
kimit?-o-n 
trade.goods·E-3sgABS 
qanwcr 
finally 
I 
qanwer 
finally 
wa-!J!)o-y?e I 
be-INCH-TH 
!Jalwol?-eto 
herd· ALL 
rcmk-a-n 
folk·E-3sgABS 
I laycn=?m 
really=EMPH 
ya-tagoc?-o-!J!JO·len 
Pf·live.well·F.·INCH-3sg 
remk-a-n 
folk·E·3sgABS 
loyen='m I 
really=EMPH 
arojw-cta 
healthy·VBase 
qora-yanrct-a-k cmto getp-eta yc-n?cl-lin=?m 
reindeer-guard·E·INF further determined-Vl>ase Pf·becom•·lsg=EMPH 
yc-n?cl-lln 
PF-become-3sg 
Then trade goods finally started appearing at the herds, so people began Jiving 
we//, the people became fitter In reindeer herding. became more determined. 
[he056j 
The -(t)c verb base suffix frequently occurs with verbal ancl au·, erbiai stem 
derivational affixes. The verbal derivational prefixes found in the data are em-
RESTRICTIVE and met- APPROXIMATIVE; these do not function with verb bJses in 
any way differently than they do with other deverbal word classes (§14.5.3). A wide 
range of aspectuai and other verb stem derivational suffixes also occur (e.g. -l?et 
DURATIVEin example 026 below). 
There are also two special derivational prefixes which only occur with adverbs and 
verb bases. These are telwc- INTENSIFIER (always translated by bilinguals as the 
Russian counter-expectation/exclamatory particle az.~ and yc-. The ye- prefix 
seems to be a historical comitative (it occurs with the homophonous yc-_-(t)c 
comitatlve case and with the assnrl,.tive case ya-_-ma). As a verb base it is used 
as an alternative universaUhabitual aspect form. and is generally not accompanied 
by an auxiliary. Example 026 shows two forms. with the intensifier prefix 
te1wemej!)ete (< mcjget grow up) and with the 'comitative' prefix yelejwal?ete (< 
the durative derivation of the stem lcjw roam). 
026 onk?am Ieen !Jan tclwe-me!net-e 
and really DEICT INTS·grow.up-Vbase 
[!)aryan ... ) !Jaryono:Jpo ye-Ie!w-o-l?et-e 
leen 
really 
outside·ABL COM-roam-E-DUR·Vbase 
qonpo 
always 
!)inqey-ti 
child·PL 
ann in 
thus 
And so right up to adulthood children are always thus going about outdoors. 
{ch21/ 
There Is also evidence of a verb base form ya-_-ma, which seems to be 
functionally Identical to the verb base ye-_-(t)c. These are also the forms for the 
associative and the comitative cases, which are functionally extremely similar 
(§§6.5.1-2); the verb base function of ya-_-ma is very rare, and may be the result 
of grammatical interference from the nominal case marking subsystem. 
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CONTRASTING ye-_-(t)e AND ya-_-ma 
027 cwat yc-rewiw-c=?m mec-mejget-a-1?-a-t=?m ewat 
so COM-make.camp-VBase=EMPH . APPR·be.big·E·PCPL-E-3p!ABS=EMPH so 
yc-wev-a-tku-l?et-e ratq~-a-nwa-k I ya-walpa-tko-ma 
CDM·claw·E-UTfL-DUn-VBase camp-E·PLACE-LOC COM·shovei-UTIL·VSase? 
Whl/e making camp the somewhat grown up ones clean the snow away (lit. 
scratch) at the campsite, using a shovel. [ch24/ 
• MODIFIER FUNCTION. There are very few examples of the -eta form without 
auxiliaries; nil involve simultaneous associated motion, coreferent with A/S 
(semantic agent) of the main clause. These act as clause modifier ar!verbs. 
028 laycn na-tag-a-nm·a-y?a-n katyomt-akwat-eta n-iw-qinet 
rea:ly fNV·INTS·E·kiii·E·TH-3sgD run-feave·ADV HAB·say-3pl 
"Ilk loyl-mik-o·ne re-piri-y·nln 
INTJ EMPH-who·E·ERG FUT·take·TH·3sgA.3sgO 
Cokwagaqaj-a-n !Jew?on? • 
personal.name·E·PDSS.3sgABS wife 
They just cruelly ki/Jed him, running away they said "We// then. who1/ It be 
who1/ take Cakwa>jaqaj's wife?" {cy363] 
Example 029 shows an adverb mecyanunete by halves formed from 
yonunet- sp/Jt into two and the -(t)e suffix: 
the verb 
029 ice qonay-te 1oycn omol?o 
excellent uouser-3p1ABS really all.3sgABS 
plek·•·t 
shoe·E·3pii'.BS 
I · ir?-o-t 
clolhing·E-JpiABS 
lay-ewir?-a-t I jara·n•='m 
AUTH-kuxlanka·E·3piABS house-ABS•EMPH 
narta-qaj 
sled·DIM.3sgABS 
anka 
here 
layen 
really 
nemoqej 
also 
am a 
also 
I 
kaara-n 
nursery.sled·ABS 
!Je!Wol 
herd.3sgASS 
loyen 
really 
rtleC~yOJtiunct·C ne-cwi-y'?e-n omqen ntuu-lqat-y?c-t 
APPR·halve-VBase 3A·cut-TH-3sg0 this caravan-sel.off·TH·PL 
{There were/ fine trousers. everything, shoes. kuxlanka- traciltlona/ costume, a 
jaraya, even a nursery sled, a little sled, that was there too, the herd was 
divided In half. and the caravan set off. [cy244/ 
The -(t)e form also oc~urs as an adverb modifier. The morphological similarity of 
this form to the instrumental case is closely paralleled by its semantic similarities: 
030 loyen clnit ;:·lep·c n·o·)julct-qinet 
really self watch-VBase HAB·E·leam·3pfS 
AI/ by themselves {by/watching they Jearn. {ch26/ 
The stem cimy?u can be a verb think or a noun thnught. in the following example 
accenacemy?ota could be interpreted as instrumental case noun or as a deverbal 
verb base. If this word is a noun the pronoun is an incorporated possessor, but if 
analysed as a verb it would be an incorporated actant in the experiencer role 
(syntactic subjects are not usually incorporated, but incorporation of semantic 
experiencer is much less unlikely than incorporation of semantic agent; § 12.3). 
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031 nan ua1wo11-cto cln1t ewan n·•·1ajw·o·lllJO -qenat:?m clnlt 
DEICT herd-ALL self INTJ HAB·E-roam-E-INCH-3pi=EMPH self 
leen n-o-lqot-qcnat ualwol?-eto acc-ena-cemy?o.ta Iccn 
really HAB-E-setolf-3pl herd-ALL 3pi-TH·Ihink-VBase really 
They themselves begin to go to the herd, themselves go off to the herd on their 
own initiative. [ch22/ 
•TRANS1T1Vl1Y. It is most usual for the deverbal verb base form to occur with an 
auxiliary verb, such as in 032-035. This inflectional affixation of this auxiliary 
carries the overt marking of transitivity. The -eta verb base is always intransitive, 
and combines with the wa- and -n7el auxiliaries (be and become respectively; see 
§17.3.1). There are no examples of the -eto verb base occu ... ·tng with transitive or 
intransitivised stems. 
Example 025 above shows an analytic verb with the auxiliary n?el-; example 032 
shows a participle form of the analytic verb formed with the auxiliary wa-: 
032 onqen n-o-tejk·o·qln [onkokwa .• ) loyen~?m 
lhis.3sgABS HAB-E-make·E-3sg realfy=EMPH 
kakwat-eta 
dry.out·ADV 
cwan wa-1?-a-n n·<Hidt?cnumkew·qin 
INTJ be-PCPL·E·3sgABS HAB·E·hide-3sg 
kamnluet-kln jaa:Jo·iqol 
binh-REL3sgABS use-PASS.PCPL·NMZR.3sgABS 
That is done with a really dry one, a dried out one put aside {hidden/ earlier to 
use for births. {ch04/ 
The -(t)e verb base suffix can added to a transitive or intransitive stem. The 
translti,:ity of the auxiliary agrees with the transitivity of the stem: 
INTRANSITIVE pelqete ity7i he dieJ (of neglect/exposure) 
033 ne-n-pclq-cw-a-n pelget-c it-y?i rte-n-jalyat-Plt-a-n 
INV-CS·die-TH·E·3SQ die-VBase be-TH INV-CS-move.camp-TH·E·3sg 
They left him to die, he died, they drove him away. 
TRANSITIVE t~wa qantay7en tell it out loud 
034 bw-n g-a-nt-a-y?c-n 
tell.about-VBase INT-E-AUX·E-TH-3sg0 
Tel/It out loud. 
TRANSITIVE waloma nantaqin they\•e heard about it 
035 tau-yemo 
EMPH-not.know.VBase 
w7c-tko-yary-a-n 
die·ITER-NMZR·E-3sgABS 
uan-1cn 
that.3sgABS 
atr?cc walom-a et?am n-a-nt-a-gin 
finish hear-VBase apparenUy HAB·E·AUX·E-3sg5 
uan I 
DEICT 
uanqcn 
DEM.3sgABS 
{/o/22/ 
[nb930.6/ 
... [they/ don't know a thing about death. they've only heard about it 
apparen:Jy. {hc006/ 
The different auxiliary verbs are discussed In §I 7.3. 
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13.6 Negative verb bases 
There are two deverbal negative derivations which differ aspectually. According to 
formal criteria (§ 13.2) they are verb bases, since they combine with auxiliaries to 
form the lexical heads of analytic verb heads. The verb base formed by IU!J·-·(t)e 
has perfect aspect (example 037) and the verb base formed by e-_-ke has 
habituaVuniversal aspect (example 036). The habituaVuniversal converb is also 
used for negc.tlve imperatives. 
In the following example the imperf~ctlve is used with the auxiliary n7el become to 
show inception of a s~ate: 
036 ano waj 1oyen 
so DEICT really 
n-a-uatwa-qen I 
HAB·E·sit.on.sled-3sg 
j?a-naiy-a:Jg·•·n loyen 
raw-hide·E·AUG-E·ABS really 
qomwct 
finally 
a-qetakwat-ka 
NEG-freeze-REVERS 
na1y-a:Jg·•·n ya·kokwat-len 
hide-E-AUG·E·ABS PF·dry.out-3sg 
qonp• 
at.vays 
ye-n?c1-lln 
PF-become-3sg 
Well that Rawhide simply sat on the sled the whole time. Finally the Rawhide 
stopped freezing, she dried out [cy300j 
As with other verb bases, there can be ellipsis of the auxiliary where it is 
retrievable: 
037 lun·IW·c "waj cryatok anan m-a·lqat·y'c-k • 
NEG-say-NEG DEICT tomorrow FUT lsg.INT·E·setoff-TH-lsg 
{He/ didn't say {to himself. i.e. 'he didn't think1: Well tomorrow 111 set off. 
{cy302/ 
Example 038 shows the negative imperfective form used as an imperative: 
038 "ana c-ie!w·o-tku-l?ct-ke" oti>a-ta n-ln-iw-qin 
so NEG-roam-E-ITER-DUR-NEG mother-ERG HAB·TI' :ay-3sg 
"ana e-leiw·<J·tku-l?et-ke::" 
so NEG-roam·E·ITER-DUR-NEG 
"Don't wander offal/ the time", his mother said to him, "Don't wander off. .. • 
{ot023/ 
See §§18.2.3-4 for details. 
14 
Verbal derivation 
14.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the residue of stem derivational morphology not already 
covered in the discussion of valency changing and converb/verb base derivation. 
These markers include word-class changing affixes and non-word class changing 
affixes. Derived verb stems can be used to form words of a number of other classes. 
particularly converbs (§13.4) and participles (§8.2). Derived verb stems do not act 
differently to underivcd stems for the purposes of nominalisation (for examples. see 
008-011 and 034 below; §8.5). 
Chukchi stem derivational morphology can be classified according to a number of 
different functional types. A description of the rules for morphological combination 
is given in §14.2. 
•VERB DERIVER (§14.0). The sufftxcs -et·VH and -ew-VH (which mostly act like 
allomorphs; sec below) perform a range of generally unpredictable morphological 
f·mctions. Including derivation of verbs from other · ' ria"ses, acting as thematic 
suffixes with other derivational prefixes. and marh ·ertain forms as having 
unpredictable semantic or syntactic features. 
•ASPECTIJAL (§14.4). These include affixes concerned with the endpoints of verbal 
actions/events (the inchoativc ·!J!JOI-myo. the completive -platku, the resuitative 
-twa) and their duration {the durative -11et, iterative -tku, punctual -cqacet). 
•VERBAL QUANTIFIERS (§14.5). There arc two verbal quantifiers which indicate 
that the verbal action is by or on a collective entity: :iw indicates collective 0 and 
-r?u indicatr.s collective S. There arc also verbal Intensifiers (tC!J·. lyi-) and 
approximative (rnec-) which quantify the event as a whole. 
•MOOAL (§14.6). Includes desidr.rativc re-_·!J· and purposive -cqiw. Diminutive 
-qeet ~l"l •,t•,~mCT'~; .:··.) -.~yat arr. also considered with the modal sufftxes as their 
main i'•wr.:: ... :, i& .. : · .. ~~ something about the relation of the attitude of the 
speake t:J ·Hall:}. 
•MiSCbLL-'''"Gl•S l' ·. ,(;,, (§14.7). The suffix -u derives a verb with the meaning 
'cons•Jrne' or 'pruc'lSs' (f<>r l'x:.mpic, 'processing <:nlmai hides to make ciolhlng'). The 
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suffiX -tku derives a verb from a noun meaning 'to use [noun) as a tool, to work 
with [noun)' (for the possible relation of this to other instances of the -tku suffix 
see §14.7.2). The reversative -tw derives a verb from another verb meaning 'to 
reverse the process of [verb]'. 
14.2 Morphological behaviour 
Derived verb stems occur in ml'St word class changing derivations that undcrivcd 
verb stems can enter into. Derived verb stems do form converbs, but do not seem to 
form verb bases (§4.6, §13.5). 
Most verbal derivational suffixes can combine with most others, and it is quite 
usual for a verb stem to have several derivational prefixes and suffixes: 
001 m-o-lye-taD·ket?o-_m:-a-nat 
002 
lsg.INT·E-INTS-INTS-remember-COLL-E-Jpl 
I remember them well 
artk?am 
and 
waj 
DEICT· 
anqcn 
DEM.JsgABS 
qonut nemoqej gclwol?-o-t 
like a~o herd-E-JpiABS 
w?l-tku-l?et-y?l 
die-ITER-DUR-TH 
I [ ... ] 
And folk all died off. and the herds too ... 
rcmk-a·fi=?iit 
folk-E-JsgABS=EMPH 
{kr075j 
{he075/ 
In multiple derivations morpheme order is constrained as shown in figure 14.1. 
FiGURE i4 i Morpheme order for derivational affixes 
-et -r'u 
-myo 
te!)· lyl- rc- inc- n-
-···-
-tku ·!) -tku -i1ct ·!J!JO 
I ·CW :iw [-plotku 
INTS INTS DESIO AP cs stem 11-1 AP DESID ITER COLL DUR INCH 
........ I . .. . .. COMPL 
The verb deriving suffixes -et and -ew arc multifunctional in a vcrJ <Jnsystcmatic, 
icxlcalised way (514.0). They occur inside all other derivational suffixes. The forms 
-cqaCt-t (punctual), mec- (approximative), -qcet (r:i,ninutive) and -cyat 
(augmentative) are not attested with other derivational s"ifixes (possibly due to 
their rarity, possibly due to semantic incompatibility; sec §14.4.4, §§14.5.3-6). The 
rcsultative -twa, the reversative -tw and the purposive -cqiw arc attacl•cd directly 
to the underlying verb stem, as are the lexical verb deriving suffiXes -u (consume) 
and -tku (utilitive). The ine- prefix (antlpassivc/applicativc), the ant!passive 
function of the -tku suffix, and the causative/applicative circumfix -n-_ .. -· -ctl-ew 
(word initial form r-_--etl-ew) are discussed in §§ 11.5-6. 
In verb compounds derivational morphology is added to the compound as a whole; 
there arc no derivational suffixes added to the first verb of a compound, nor 
derivational prefixes added to the second verb. That is, the position of derivational 
suffixes on verbal compounds is alw,. ys [stem,)-[stcmz)-[DER), and never lstcmi)-
[DER)-[stemz). The inchoativc (-myoi·D~o) and completive (-platku) derivational 
suffixes (§14.4.1) arc formally identical to verbs with the same meaning (I.e. start, 
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finish), and it might be possible to analyse them as verb stem heads of compounds 
rather than derivations. However, since all other derivational morphology is 
conveniently ordered before these forms (see figure 14.i), it Is possible to show that 
these are distinct derivational suffixes, and are not just compounded verb sterns. 
This is a good example of grammaticallsation. Compare the behaviour of the 
derived verb stem r?ela-myo- start to gallop with the verb compound r?ile-lqot· set 
off galloping when each is combined with the collective suffix -r?u: 
r?cla-r?o-myo- (gallop-COLL-INCH) start to gallop as a group 
r?ile-lqot-r?u- (gailop-set.off-COLL) set off galloping as a group 
If -myo was to be considered an example of the verb stem start, the predicted form 
would be •r?ela-myo-r?o- (I.e. [stem,]-[stemz)-[DER)), which is ungrammatical. 
Derivational morphology occurs closer to the stem than inflectional morphology; 
this is in agreement with general typological norms (Payne 1990, Anderson 1992; 
sec also §I 0). In example 003 verbal inflectional morphology has a single underline 
and verbal derivational morphology has a double underline: 
003 cakc-qaj !±t!l·piri-~·D·•-n I gclwol 
sister-DIM.JsgABS lsg-E-FUT-Iake-PURP-FUT-E-Jsg herd.JsgABS 
am<J !.·.?·i"a·n·l'at·.t.Q·!J·a·n 
also lsg-E-FUT-CS-go-CS-FUT-E-Jsg 
I'll go to take back {my/ sister; I'll lead off a herd too. {ot087/ 
14.3 Verb deriver -et and -ew 
The semi-allomorphic (sec below) forms -(e)t-V11 and -(e)w-VH are ubiquitous verb 
derivational suffixes (the vowel in the suffix only appears after a consonant). They 
have a number of fur.r.tion5, first among which is to derive verbs from stems of 
other word classes. The dc:ived verb can be transitive, intransitive or labile. There 
is no rule determining which of the two suffixes is used for derivation of verbs from 
other parts of speech. 
VERB 
cawcowa-w (vi) become a rich herder 
jar?-et (vt) fill 
kotajy-at (vi) be windy 
tumy-eW (vt) befriend 
ut7am-et (vi) erect tentpoles 
wira-t:!W (vt) train, brr..Jk (to harness) 
an p-ew ( ,1) be(come) old 
?ai-ct (vi) snow 
SOURCE 
cawcawa- (n) rich reindeer herder 
jar?-·VH (n) contents 
katajy-•VH (n) wind 
turny- (n) friend 
ut?am (n) tentpole 
win- (adj) tame. broken {to harness) 
anp--VH (adj) elderly 
?at--VH (n) snow 
Other verbs exist which can be shown to have one of these suffiXes which can't be 
shown to be derived, at least In the contemporary language. for example: 
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VERB 
kaly-et {vlab) harness 
ta111!Je-wVH (vi) get lost 
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RELATED FORM (without -et/-ew) 
kaly-a-tw- {vt) unharness 
taffi!le-twa- be lost (RESULTATIVE) 
Although kaly- and ta111!JC· d" oc.:ur without the -et/-ew suffix (example forms 
shown in the second column, above), the bare stems do not occur without some sort 
of derivation. 
Thr.re are extremely rare instances of these two forms atsrf·, JUishing differ<•nt 
words, e.g. ?ur-et- (vi) be born and ?ur-ew- (vi) poke head out (e.g. person peeking 
out of the sleeping chamber. seal poking head out of breathing hole in the ice). 
While this ought to be enouf_'• :o declare the twc sufftxes differerent morphemes, 
there are other factors maka them look li!<e lexically .~onditioned (irregular) 
allomorphs. 
The main evidence t~. r Cese forms are allomorphs occurs with addition of the 
transitivislng r-/-n- preux (causative § 11.5. I. appHcative §I 1.6.lj; In most (but not 
all) instances, additio, of the causative preftx to a root with -et is accompanied by 
replacement of -et by ·<'W, e.g.: 
INTRANSITIVE FORM 
cimir7-et break. tear 
tomy-at- come into being 
m£.;·d·et- grow up 
An excet>tion to the above rule is: 
kalw-et- be tied up 
TRANSITIVISED FORM 
-n-cimir?-ew break, tear. 
-n-tomy-aw- create 
"li-mejn·cw" bring up 
This alternation between -et and -cw noes not 3eem to occur in the direction -cw 
__, -et. 
INTRANSITIVE FORM 
tenm-aw- be ready 
ny-ew- wake 
ajoly-aw- be afraid 
TAANSITIVISED FORM 
-n-tenm-aw- prepare 
-n-a-ny-cw- wake 
m-ajaly-aw- frighten 
Fonns without eith'" -et or -ew when intransitive almost always add one or the 
other when transit! vised by the r-/-n- prefix: 
INTRANSITIVE FORM 
talw-/-lw- burn 
ynu- be left over 
cajo- drink tea 
TRANSITIVISED FORM 
-n-a-Iw-et- burn smth. 
-n-ynu-w-leave over 
-n-c>;jo-w- give tea to 
There are occasional verbs which ha·;e the -et or -ew suffixes appareutiy just to 
indicate that the verb Is somehow derived. It indicates a number of non-system~ ~ic 
valency rhanges, ~.g. 
• pela-t- (vi) remain < p<>la- (vt) leave (anticausative: S of pclat- corresponds 
to 0 of pela-, but pela( · has no umlerlying A) 
~~~ ~~ - - -- ------ -~-~------- -~ ----- ---- ------ ------ ~----~-- --- --~~ -~-------~-----~--~~---- ---- ~--J 
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• Iw-aw- (vlab) be unable < Iw- (vt) defeat, be victorious over (S/A of Iwaw-
corresponds to 0 of Iw-; the argument structure of Iwaw- does not have an 
element corresponding to A of Iw-; 0 of Iwaw- corresponds with 0 of a 
transitive infinitive complement) 
Likewise, certain verbs with an incorporated argument must take the -et suffix 
(apparently never -ew). The verbs which do this are all verbs referring to 
traditional activities, and the suffix seems to show that they have special. 
unpredictable meanings. For example, when the trans!tive verb tam-/-nm- kJ/J 
incorporates the 0 function noun stem qora- reindeer, the resultant complex stem 
has the form qoranmat- (with -et-VH), and refers to the slaughtering of a domestic 
reindeer in th• traditional manner for domestic purposes; if discourse required an 
incorporated verb referring to moose-ki/JJng (an elaborate context would have to be 
set up, sincd moose are kllled on an ad hoc. basis without particular culturaUritual 
significance), the verb would be wopqanm- (<wopqa- moose) and never 
•wopq:..nmat- (this phenomenon is discussed further in §12.5.2). 
Note that not all instances of the phonemes ct or ew at the end of verbs are 
necessarily separable morphemes; the verb ekwet- (vi) set off forms the causative 
as -n-ekwet-ew- (v~) drive off, which shows that in the lntrnnsitlve stem the et is 
part of the underlying stem. 
The suffixes -et and -ew can sometimes be deleted without any change In meaning 
when combined with other derivati~nal sufftxes; however, even where It can occur 
this deiet!on is not obligatory. The fol101ving example shows two forms of the 
inchoative of miycir-et- work: 
004 n·OJ·meyccr·a·myo·qcn 
HAB·E·worJt.E·INCH·3sg 
n·OJ·meyccr-ct-a·rtlyo-qcn 
HAC E·wori<-VB·E·INCH·3sg 
Both: 'S/he began working' 
14.4 Aspectual derivations 
{nb024.1/ 
Chukchi h?• a large number of aspectual derivations which occur in addition to 
inflectior . : ", <~-aspect. 
14.4.1 illchoative -!)no/-myo and completive -platku 
The inchoative has two forms, -nno and -myo. which are in free variation 
Examples 005 and 006 show both forms used with the same verb by the same 
speaker at different times in a single narrative. 
005 qcylonanyet Cl'\'at-a-k='m qora-yarke·ooo-y'a·t 
Jruly sunrise-E·SEQ=EMPH reindee:·colleci·INCH·PF-3pl 
Truly the next day they started collecting together the reindeer {cyOBI/ 
006 gelwal ra-pklr-eil-nln q<>ra-y.rke-myo-y?a.t 
herd.3sgABS CS·relurn-GS-3sgA.3sgO reindeer·collect·INCH·PF-3pl 
He brought the herd ln. they started to collect together the reindeer. [cyllB/ 
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The -myo suffix is formally identical to the verb myo- begin, shown in the 
following example: 
007 lnternat-~-k t-~·myo-?a.k kelf.tku·k 
boarding.schooi·E·LOC lsg·E-begin·TH·lsg wrile·ITER·INF 
In the intPrnat I began to study. [na086:1/ 
In Standard Literary Chukchi (Skorlk 1977:193) only the ·!J!JO form of the 
lnchoative suffiX is attested. Formal criteria showing that -myo is a derivational 
suffiX as well as a word stem are discussed §14.2. The free variation between the 
-myo and ·!J!JO allomorphs of the derivational suffix (as opposed to the invariant 
myo- verb stem) is additional evidence that the derivational suffix and verb stem 
are distinct morphemes. 
lnchoatives and completives occur with inflecting verbs and wit.h all other deverbal 
word classes, e.g.: 
INFLECTING VERB 
008 ecyi gora-rtm-at-a-platko-y?a-t arir?a 
!hen 
uatwo!?-eto 
hcrd·All 
art-in 
3sg·POSS.3sgABS no.sooner reindeer·kiii·TH·E·COMPL·TH·3pi 
nelw~1?-~·qej r-ejmew·nln 
herd·DIM.JsgABS CS·approach·3sgA.3sgO 
nalw~l?-o:Jn-•·n 
herd·E·AUG·E-3sgABS 
cwat 
so 
tann-cn 
slranger·POSS.JsgABS 
As soon as they finished teindeer slaughtering now off to the herd. he drove his 
little herd, likewise the strangers' big herd. [ot097] 
CONVERB 
C09 caf-o-pi:Jtko-k:::?m 
lca·CONS·COMPL-SEQ=EMPH 
noto.y?e 
exit·TH 
anpc;nacy-a 
old.man·ERG 
iw-nln 
say·3sgA.3sgO 
I [ ... ] 
He finished drinking tea and went outside, the old man said to him. • .... • 
[cy20Jj 
VERB BASE 
010 ewot 
so 
[yat ... ] ya-tcw-OJ-tko-ooo-ta 
COM·beat.snow·E·ITER·INCH·VBASE 
!Jan jalyot-ken 
DEICT nomadisc·REL3sgAB$ 
lnene-t 
cargo.slcd·3piABS 
ye-tlw-e 
COM·beat.snow·VBASE 
ewat 
so 
ya-tew-a-tko-myo-ta 
COM·bcalsnow·E-ITER·INCH·VBASE 
yc-wincet-c 
COM·hclp·VBASE 
ew~t neekke·qey·tl ya-ra-tew-~-1?at-a 
cinlt 
sell 
lcen 
really 
arlial?o 
aii.JABS 
so giri·DIM·3piABS COM·house·beat.snow·E·DUR·VBASE 
lcen 
really 
remk-3-n 
!olk·E-3sgABS 
Then {they) begin beating off snow, from the cargo sleds used in nomad/sing 
they beat off snow, themselves beginning to beat off snow. helping the whole 
camp, the girls beating snow from the houses. [ch25] 
PARTICIPLE 
011 omon ?em! a·pecqojo-ooo-ko·i?-ena-t 
and INTER NEG·have.diarrhoea·INCH·NEG·PCPL-TH·3pi.ABS 
And they don't get diarrhoea [chl9] 
, 
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The completive suffix has exactly the same type of grammaticalisation as the 
inchoative discussed about. The completive suffix ·jll~tku is formally identical to 
the verb palatku-/-p1atku- finish. They can be distinguished morphologically; if a 
sequence VERB STEM+ pl~tku was to be r.onsldered the head of a compound verb, it 
would be expected that the compounded verb stem could not have any derivational 
suffixes, i.e. there could be no verb derivational affiXes between the compounded 
verb stem and platltu. This is, however, not the case, as example 012 shows: 
012 kawratl·~·l?at-y?e 
rou.E·DUR·TH 
kawratl·a-17at-c.-pbtko-y?e 
roii·E·DU;,.E.COMPL-TH 
He rolled, he finished rolling. {jo044] 
This can be contrasted to the lnchoative marked verb platku- in example 013, 
which is clearly a verb stem, since in addition to the lnchoative suffiX it is marked 
with the verb derivational prefix lyi-. 
Derivational suffixes with phasai meaning are not incompatible with phasal verbs 
expressing seemingly contradictory meanings. There are a number of examples in 
the texts of inchoatives suffixed to the verb pl~tku- finish, as in the following: 
013 t:tnk?am I n~nena f'-H.t- ryaa-rkan I ne-r-h ·a-rkan·iyat 
and baby.JsgABS ;• •1 cry·PROG 3MUT·say·E-PROG-2sg0 
"waj waj q-o-n-l:)wat-y-o·n an• tery-o-l?at-o-rkon " I 
INTJ INTJ INH·CS.brcastfeed·TH·E-JsgO and cry·E·INTS·E·PROG 
loyen q·iw·o·rka-net "cej waj t-o·iye-plotko-rmo-y?a-k 
really INT·say·E·PRQG.JpiO yes DEICT lsgS·E·INTS.fmish·INCH·PF-lsgS 
Jmot waj qeme:Jor7-•·n m·~·tejk-o·y?e-n!" 
first DEICT dish·contents·E·3sgABS INT.lsgA·E·make·E·PF·3sgO 
And, [If} the child will cry, they11 say to you "Hey hey. breastfeed him, he's 
crying", you just say to them "Yes. I've just started doing flit. finishing/ this, 
first I'll dish up the food /lit. make the dish contents]!" {cy40i] 
14.4.2 Lexically specific inchoatives -r7u and -twi 
The meterologlcal inchoatlve -r7u derives zero-ir.cr.~nsitive verbs from nouns 
referring to meteroiogical phenomena (discussed in § 11.2.1). This suffiX might be 
cognate with the formally identical collective suffiX -r7u (§14.5.1) although there is 
only a tenuous semantic link. It is impossible to show that there are distributional 
differences between the twu functions of the form. While the meteorological 
lnchoative only ever occurs immediately adjacent to ti .e stem, this does not show 
that It is in a different morphological slot than the collective. The only morphemes 
which could intervene between the verb stem and the collective suffiX, and which 
therefore could be diagnostic, do not occur for semantic reasons: the desiderative 
and purposive are incompatible with meterological verbs (since meterological verbs 
are agentless), and tlie Iterative is a semantically unlikely aspectual combination 
(since meteorological verbs with -r7u refer to the inception of states). 
The deildjectival lnchoative -twl (see also §16.5.1) derives an intransitive verb 
from an adjective meaning 'to become (adjective]', e.g. from the adjective ln'i- fast. 
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014 naqam 1ayen ye-qupqet-lln v·ln>-o-twl·lln 
but INTS PF-staNe-3sg Pf·fast·E·INCH·3sg 
But {the bear} was starved and had become very fast {anOBO/ 
The temporal adverb wulqatwik in the evening Is morphologically a converb 
formed with this derivation of the adjective stem wulq· dark, I.e. wulq-a-twi-k 
(dark-E-INCH-SEQ), literally after it became dark. 
14.4.3 Durative -11et 
The durative aspect Indicates an Intensively prolonged action/event within the 
tense-aspect frame of the verbal inflection. 
015 [ ... ) J muu-te qlt-onneeu Qoryopoly-epo muu·te 
caravan·ADV freeze-fish.3sgABS place.name·ABL caravan-AOV 
n-a-rlwl-a-l?ct-girt I n-a-mvu-tale-l?et-ginct na!wal?-etol=?m [ ... ] 
HAB·E·transport·E·OUR·lsg HAB·E·caravan·go-OUR·lpl herd·ALL=EMPH 
... by caravan they transported frozen fish from Qyrgopeigyn, they [always} 
went in caravan to the herd {he058j 
The category of durative as:· ; ,., · :· , .•r: addition to any aspectuallnflectlon; It Is 
common with the statively .ntl• ' .. :.-' verbs, which overlap semantically (duratlves 
focus on the length of a proceS!l, ""'tive verbs indicate permanent or unbounded 
processes), but It also occurs with the non-statlve verbs in any tense-aspect-mood 
combination. Examples 016 and 01 i show the habitual and perfect forms of the 
stative paradigms; examples 018 and 019 show non-future and future declarative 
forms of the non-stative paradigms: 
016 !)Dnqen neme ekwet-y>i 
there.3sgABS again sel.off. TH 
layen 
really 
rt-a-lciw-a-17ct-gin 
HAB·E·walk·E·OUR·3sg 
Once again he went off there, wandered off for some reason. 
017 layen anka y-uwintct-<t-l?ct-Unet 
really ther<, AOV Pf·make.fire·E·DUR·lpl 
So there th~v made a big cooking fire ... 
018 ce ce uan anqena-t='m 
INTJ INTJ DEICT OEM·3piABS=EMPH 
gora-nm-at-tt-l?at-y?a-t-?m qcluq 
reiedeer·kiii·TH·E·DUR·TH·lpHMPH because 
ra-yt-a-y?a-t 
home-go.to·E· Tfi.Jpl 
[oc032/ 
{ot094/ 
So anyway, they went home, and slaughtered a Jot of reindeer of course.{ke244/ 
019 lk-w>1 I !)Utkcte · mot·te-t>llc·mjct-o wo1ka-ta 
say·TH along.here lpi·FUT·run-gallop·E wolf·ERG 
r-ine-rk<Jic-l?et-y?e 
FUT-INV-follow-DliR-TH 
He said, "We'll run away along here, the wolfwJJJ follow me" 
14.4.4 Punctual -cqacct 
{ke094} 
The punctual aspect suffix -cqacet·VII indicates an action which occurs In an 
Instant. 
______________________________________ ~-------• II ___ _ 
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020 ?irc·pirl-cgacen-nln ?al·a·tkom-;,-k wa-1?-a-n tl·n• 
race·lake-PUNCT·3sgA.3sgO snow·E·TOI'·l·LOC be-PCPL-E-3sgABS goad·3sgABS 
He grabbed the goad lying on the snow while racing by [nb035.5/ 
It never occurs with the progressive, but can occur with habitual stative forms to 
Indicate a punctual event repeated 5everal times: 
02t ana !)elwol 
so herd.3sgABS 
n-lne-rkocec1w·a·qln 
HAB·TR·chase·E·lsg 
n-lnc-pirl-cgacet-qlnet 
HAB-TR·take·PUNCT-3pl 
>al>a1-o-k 
snow·E·LOC 
qut·tl 
other-3piABS 
n-lne·np·•·qlnet 
HAB·TR·knock·E-3pl 
rann-a-t ank;, layen n-3-kamayra-r'o-qenat 
hom·E·3piABS there really HAB·E·struggfed·COLL·lpl 
>ol>al·i>-k 
snow·E·LOC 
Well he chased the herd, quickly cook some, knocked {their/ horns down onto 
the snow, there they simply struggled/kicked. [oc053-54} 
14.4.5 Iterative -tku 
The suffix -tku has a number of different functions. It acts as an Inverse marker 
for speech act participants acting on each other when there is a flrst person plural 
0 (§10.2.2). lt «lso forms an antlpasslve fused with Iterative (antlpasslve function 
described In §11.6.2). It can also act as a derivational suffiX forming the Iterative 
without antlpasslve (below). There Is also a nominal suffiX -tku which forms a 
collective noun (§8.1 0.1; although not w?ctkojnan a terrible plague In example 
023, whlrh is a nomlnallsatlon of the Iterative-derived verb stem by the 
augmentative suffix; §8.9.2). There Is also a word class changing sufflx -tku which 
makes n <lenomlnal verb with the meaning 'use (noun) as a tool' (§14.7.2). 
Iterative suffix on lntranstlve verb stems: 
022 anqen:::?m annln n-a-j?u-tku-J?et-gin nan 
DEM.3sgABS=EMPH thus HAB·E-say.j>u-ITER·OUR·3sg DEICT 
"j>u j>u j>u" 
INTJ INTJ INTJ 
He {laughed/like this: "}'uJ'u.Pu" 
023 onk>am I onqoro !)an w>i-tku-y>i 
and then OEICT die·ITER·TH 
w?c-tko-ig-01-n wa-y?e:?m 
die-JTER·AUG·E-3sgt.BS be·TH=EMPH 
remk-a-il 
folk·E-3sgABS 
And ... then many people died, there was a terrible plague. 
Non-antipa~~l\'lslng Iterative suffix on a transitive verb: 
024 jlly·a·n t>er yala-y>c=>m I kam1ela jara-k 
moon·E·lsgABS many pass·TH=EMPH around.AOV house-LOC 
{ke007/ 
{heOJJ I 
camcc-qcj kamlc1>·!) I OLEN; qor'a·!)• ya-1ye-nm-o-tko-1en 
close-DIM around·ADV reindeer reindeer·lsgABS Pf·INTS·kiii·E-iTER-3sg 
So many months passed, all around the house close up they kJJJed reindeer. 
[ka07/ 
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025 ca}o-y7e=7m 
tca·CONSUME-TH=EMPH 
poc?a.ka-yary-a-t 
sleeve-pierce-NMZR·E·3piABS 
ka-yary·•·t I 
pierce·NMZR·E-3piABS 
VERBS 
qame-twa-y?c:?m 
eat·RESULHH=EMPH 
ekwet-y?l 
setoff·TH 
ncme 
again 
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nalwal?-cta 
herd·ALL 
ye-nnl-tku-lw-~-Jinet bycn <Jmal?o 
Pf·sew·IT~R·COLL·E-3pl0 realij oii.3ABS 
amal?o layen yc-nni·Jw·•·llnet I 
... 
aii.3ABS really PF-sew·COLL·E·3pl0 
ckwct-y?~ 
setoff·TH 
nalwal?-eta 
herd· ALL 
He had tea, ate, and again set off to the herd. She had mended ail the sleeve 
holes, ail the holes. She had mended them ail. He set off to the herd. {cy040/ 
14.4.6 Resultative -twa 
The resultative derivation forms a stem which Indicates a state which is the result 
of an action (Nedjalkov & Ja~ontov 1988:6). Resultative-derived stems most often 
occur with verbs in the stative inflections, but can also occur with other forms to 
indicate non-current or superceded states (see example 029). 
Nedjaikov, Inenlikej and Raxtilin (1988:152-166) contains a detailed account of the 
behaviour of the resultative in Chukchi. The resultative is marked by the snffix 
-twa, which is the same form as the existential copula (§17.2.1). Combinations of 
verbs plus tb!s form could be analysed as verb compounding. This issue is 
addressed by Nedjalkov et al.. who consider that the best evidence for the 
distinction between verb head a:td suffix is the functionai-semamic separation, and 
that morphosyntactic evidenct is in itself inconclusive (Nedjaikov, lnenlikej & 
Raxtilin 1988:157). However, t better reason for conslt'ering this form to be a 
suffix rather than the head of n compound is found in its morphosyntactic 
structure. There are two issues: (I) the transitivity of a compound is determined by 
the compound head (the second stem of the compound; see §12.4), and (II) the 
compound modifier (the first verb stem of the compound) has a restriction that it 
must be intransitive. The forms which we will want to call 'transitive resuitatives' 
violate both these conditions. A transitive resultative has the morphological form 
[stem,. • .,.,u,.]·twa-, which shows that the transitivity of the derived verb is 
determined by the first element, not the :;econd, and that the first element can be 
transitive. Transitive resultatives are much less common than intransitive 
resultatives in Chukchi, but example are still found (see below, 030-031). The 
relative rarity of transitive resultatives itself may reflect the grammaticalisation 
path of the resultative from a verb r.ompound with the intransitive existential verb 
-twa as the head. 
The following examples show the use of the resultative derivation with the verb 
wak?o. sit. Without the resultative the verb wak?o- refers to the action of sitting 
down (examples 026, 027), while wak7o-twa-, the form with the resultative, refers 
to the state of being seated (example 028): 
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026 cot-a-tkan-a-k 
cushion-E-TOP·E·LOC 
VERBAL DERIVATION 
wak?o-y?e 
sit·TH 
He sat down on the cushion 
From a narrative about how a mother bear weans her cubs: 
027 anq?om mcl-watku n-a-lyl-pen?lwet·qlnet n-a-wak?o-qcnat 
then APPR-only.when HAC·E·INTS-geLtired·Jpl HAB·E-sit-3pl 
ana atlon n-a-yantew-qin 
so 3sgABS HAB·E-run.away-3sg 
263. 
{cy/96} 
And then it's like only when they get completely tired, they sit down. then she 
runs away. {an050/ 
028 waj uotqcn cnmec cot·a·tkan-a-k n-a-wak?o-twa-gen 
OEICT OEM.3<,AU~ already cushion·E·TOP·E·LOC HAB-E-sit·RESULT-3sg 
There he is, he's already seated on the cushion. jcy/99/ 
The verb wak?o- sit is common both with and without the resultative derivation. 
With the intransitive verb qame- eat the resultative Is so common as to be 
virtually a lcxicalised part of the stem; the derived verb stem qame-twa· have 
something to eat (the transitive verb ru-1-nu· eat is formed from a completely 
different stem): 
029 n·iw-?c-n c q-~-jct-yi ew~t waj I 
tNV-say-TH-3sg INTJ INT·E-come-TH so DEICT 
mat-ra-game·twa-y?a=m I mat-ra-maraw-y?a 
lpi·FUT-eat·RESULT-TH=EMPH lpi·FUT-fight·TH 
They said to him, "Oh. come in. so now ••e1/ have something w eat. {then/ we'll 
fight" {ot!OO/ 
Transitive resultatives are somewhat less common: 
030 gcw?en-c 
wife-ERG 
n-en-ommacalpa-twa-gen 
HAB·TR-embrace-RESULT·Jsg 
His wife was embracing him ... 
031 [ ... ) I anqcrt=?m 
OEM.JsgABS=EMPH 
qora·g• 
reindeer-3sgABS 
janot n-a·n·cwl-aw-a-twa-gen 
first HAB·E·CS·be.tied-CS·E·RESULT-3sg 
[ ... ) 
anka 
there 
n-a-t\\'a·qen 
HAB·E-te-3sg 
... that reindeer was there, but first she was tied on a long rope. 
[cy385/ 
cam a 
and 
{ke/02/ 
Resultatives are most common with verbs referring to posture (11.g. 032). This 
suggests a semantic link to the formally Identical existential copula verb -twa-, 
which Is used In locatlonal clauses. 
032 anko=?m WOLKA·t panra·t n-o-nmolu-qlnet !!.:!!lli!Jll!.tl·o-twa-genat 
there=EMPH wolf-3piABS paw·3piABS HAB-E-Iick-3pl HAB·Iie.dONn·RESULT-3pl 
And there the wolves were licking their paws, lying prone. {ka23/ 
There are further examples of -twa in the data. The verb namatwa- live, reside 
looks like an irregular resultatlve; n~m- is a noun stem meaning settlement, but 
there Is no corresponding verb, so this would be better analysed as S-incorporation: 
--------''---- - - - ---------- - -- ------- -- -------- - -
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033 iee I<Jycn nam-,J-twa-y?a-t anqen ~mnln I 
excellent really sellle·''·be-TH·3pl DEM.3sgABS lhus 
anpanacy-a-qay-tc I cakayct ewo:tt antuulpar rJtlon 
old.man·E·DIM-3piABS sisler.3sgABS so wile's.husband DEM.3sgABS 
So they all lived well; the old people. the sister, and her husband as well. 
{ot/46] 
Resultat!ve-derived verb stems can be nomlnalised. The following example shows 
deriveci non1inals formed on the basis of the resultatlves ate-a-twa· be hiding and 
perq-a-twa· be in ambush: 
034 anqen='m atc-a-twa-nwa-t I 
DEM.3sgABS=EMPH hide·E·RESULT-PLACE·3piABS 
atc-a-twa-nw<J-t perq·OJ·twa-nwa-t 
q::.co:tmcna-t 
NEG.ID·3pl 
hide·E·RESULT·PLACE·3p1ABS ambush·E·RESULT·PLACE·3p1ABS 
jara·t 
house·3piABS 
They were hiding places, there weren't houses. /they were] places fur hiding, 
places for ambushes. {krli 9/ 
14.5 Verbal quantifiers 
The verbal quantifiers are a group of derivations which specify the scope of the 
action/event represented by the verb over Its argument. The collective suffixes 
mark an argument as affected in notable quantity; the intensifier prefixes 
emphasise more the activity of the verb. The approximative prefiX Is the reverse of 
the Intensifier prefixes, indicating that the action of the verb Is carried out to a less 
intensively or less completely. 
14.5.1 CoJ/ective suffixes -jw and -r?u 
There are two collective suffiXes, -jw, which only occurs with transitive verbs and 
Indicates collective 0, and -r?u, which only occurs with !ntransit!ves and indicates 
collective S. Note that there Is rto verbal derivation for collective A. 
The collective suff!:< -jw has the allomorph -jaw produced according to regular 
schwa epenthesis rules. 
035 o:~nqcn n-Jne-lyi-nln?eiw-a-lw-a-gen 
DEM.3sgABS HAB'TR·INTS·leach·E·COLL·E·3sg 
n-cna-n-rasskazaw-aw-law-gcn 
HAB·TR·CS·explain·CS·COLL-3sg 
He taught and explained everything to her. {kei74] 
036 ewat plp!k-a·t n-!ne-cc!·tku·IW·>·qlnct 
so ankle-E-3piABS HAB-TR·cul·ITER·COLL·E·3pl 
Likewise he cut al/ their ankles apart. [ot079/ 
037 tag·amal?o t-a-nm·•·tko-Iw·•·nat 17am yamn·ln 
INTS·cii.3ABS lsg-E-kiii·E·ITER·COLL·E·3pl why? lsg·POSS.3sgABS 
cak>yct yc-plrl·lin? 
sistcr.3sgABS PF·lake·3Sg 
I've kJJled them a II. Why did they take my sister? {ot/44] 
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The -r?u suffix Indicates that the Intransitive subject refers to a mass of entitles. 
There don't seem to be any limitations on the semantic role of the S; examples 038-
041 show actor S, and example~ 039-040 show undergoer 5: 
038 qora·yarkc·platko-y7a·t=7m ka1yct-y7c-t 
ham•ss-TH-3piABS reind~er-calch·COMPL-TH·3pi=EMPH 
yckcg·a-17-a-y!n1w=7m 
drive·E·NMZR·E·COLL3sgABS=EMPH 
I ckwet-r?u-y?e-! 
setolf·COLL-TH·3pl 
They finished catching the reindeer, all the drivers harnessed up and they all 
set off. [cy093j 
039 laalat-r?o-y?a-t 
follow·COU · TH·3pl 
Everybody else followed. [kc226j 
040 gupgct-r?•J-y?c-t I UMIRET•-y?e-t OI.ENI 
041 
die·COLL·TH·3pl die·TH·3pl reindeer.3pl 
They all died of starvaUon/exposure. the reindeer died. 
anqcn=?m 
DEM.3sgABS=EMPH 
llADAJKAZ kelo 
ghoSl spirit3sgABS 
ye·et·lln 
PF·come-3sg 
[kail/ 
i<Jiget·r'u-y?e-t=?m n-ena-hvaw-cyam iw-ka nxo e-quli-ke! 
sleep·COLL-TH·3pi=EMPH HAB-TR·unable-lsgA say·INF quiet NEG·shake·NEG 
There was a ghost, a spirit had come [when] they were al/ asleep; I couldn't 
tel/ them "Quiet/ Shut up/" [ke055j 
14.5.2 Intensifier prefixes 
Chukchi has only a small set of verbal derivational prefixes. The prefiXes which do 
occur are all more common as prefixes to adjectives (§16.3.3) or nomlnals (§8.10.2), 
rather than verbs. 
The prefixes lyi- (example 042) and te!l· (043, 044) are both Intensifiers. It Is 
unclear how they differ, and they frequently occur together (045). 
042 gclwal 
herd.3sgABS 
kaccclw·a·n1n !aycn 
lollow·E·3sgA.3sgO really 
tcn-lamank;,ri 
INTS·E·lhence 
nanqen 
DEM.3sgABS 
nan n·a·lyl·lqeynew·qln 71y·a-qej anqcn 7orawct17a-n 
DEICT HAB·E·INTS·shool·3sg wclf·E·DIM.3sgABS DEM.3sgABS person·3sgABS 
He simply fol/owed the herd, from al/ sid£;S far off. they shot at that little wolf. 
that [one who was actually a] person. [ot052j 
' The stem of the verb UMIRET·y?e·t Is Chukchi pronunciation of the Russian Infinitive 
umeret' 'die'. In standard Russian this has approximate phonetic form [umla1retl) or 
[umle1retl), which Is close•t to the Chukchi phonemic sequence /umjoret/, realised by 
regular processes as [umlret]. 
z The word babajka Is non-standard Russian used by Chukchls; Its origin and currency In 
Chukotka are both somewhat of a mystery (Aikhenvald pets. comm.). 
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043 neekkc-qcj=?m 
daughlet·DIM.3sgABS=EMPH 
VERBS 
qe1uq=?m 
because=EMPH 
qeluq=?m 
b.cause=EMPH 
?aqa-n-malaw-at-3·!) 
IMPOSS-E-CS-recover-TH-E·ADV 
t;m-a-nm-a-ncn 
INTS-E-kiii·E-3sgA.3sgO 
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But he kJI/ed the {horribly injured/ girl, because it was impossible to cure her. 
{kr/52/ 
044 layen •"!)In 
thus 
wetca-ta qcynew-nin=?m 
really sland-ADV shoot-3sgA.3sgO=EMPH 
tN)-3-n-pcqet-aw-nen WOLKA 
INTS-E-CS-collapse-TH-3sgA.3sgO woii.ABS 
Just like that, standing up he shot at the wolf. and made him fall right down .. 
{kc097/ 
045 [ ... ) n-iw:qln 
HAB-say-3sg 
"ooojl 
INTJ 
m-3-lye-tal)·p;m?cw·n<Jto-y?a-k" 
lsg.INT-E-EMPH-INTS-rest-exit· TH-1 sg 
... she says 'Oohl I'm going to go have a really good rest' {cy344/ 
The intensifier lyi- is apparently related to the noun prefix lyi- real, proper (a 
grammatlcalisation path also attested In English 'really'; Bybee & Dahll999}, and 
teg-·VH likewise is the same as the adjective stem t. •g·VH good. 
14.5.;, /!.pproximative mec-
The prefix mec- indicates that the action/event of the verb occurs slightly or 
incompletely. 
046 ye-mec-clmew-Iinet 
Pf-APPR-approach-3pl 
qaca wak?o-y?c 
near.PP sit-TH 
jara-k=?m 
house-LOC=EMPH 
ncmc 
again 
ncw7cil·a-k 
wife-E-LOC 
They got a bit closer to the house, again {they saw} he was sitting next to his 
wife. {cy384} 
A similar meaning can be encoded by the diminutive (§14.6.3); approximative and 
diminutive cooccur in the following example: 
047 anqcn=?m tirkatlr kltklt yc-meC·(!intaget·.:jeet-lin I 
DEM.3sgABS=EMPH >un.3sgABS slighUy PF-APPR-show.self-DIM-3sg 
SOLNUSHKA=?m tter-?cw nan kitkit yaryoia-ta 
sun=EMPH so.much-ADV DEICT slighUy high-ADV 
yc-n?ct-lin [ ... ) 
PF-becomc-3sg 
The sun came up a tiny tvee bit, the sunjust showed, became a 1/tt/e bit 
higher... {ke009/ 
The approximative prefix also occurs with nouns (§8.10.3) and adjectives (§16.3.3). 
14.6 Modal derivation 
The modal derivations are a group of affixes which express notions to do with 
human attitudes towards the action of the verb. The.~e include derivations 
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indicating desirability (desideratlve, §14.6.1), the purpose of the action (purpo~lve, 
§14.6.2), and general evaluation of whether the action is good or bad (combined 
with a size evaluation; diminutive and augmentative, §14.6.3). 
14.6.1 Desiderative re-_·!J· 
The desideratlve Is the regular way to express the notion of wanting for non-first 
person (first-person wanting Is expressed by a ·;erb in the intentional mood). It is 
fomted by a prefix re-/ce- and a suffix ·!J· This is very zimllar to the future tense 
marker, but the future tense only has the sumx for certain person-number 
combinations (§10.2.5). 
048 cawcawa-tko-t 
reindeer.herder-COLL-3piABS 
anqen 
DEM.3sgABS 
n·a-ra-n-kolgoc-aW·IJ·3·tko-qenat=?m [ ... ) 
HAB·E-DESID-CS-kolxoz-TH-DESID-E-ITER·3pi=EMPH 
They wanted to put the reindeer folk into kolxozes ... {he0/6} 
The following example shows the desiderative on a verb base (describing hilltop 
fortresses of ancient times): 
049 ank?am cama qalctla cm-cc-llem-n-e 
and and downwards REST-DESID-Iook-DESID-Vbase 
And also {they could/ look down when {they} wanted. {kr/01} 
Under elicitation· conditions some speakers will allow desiderative derivation on 
verb stems lnnected with the future tense, hut this never occurs spontaneously, 
and It seems possible that this is another Instance of overproductive use of 
morphology by literate speakers. 
14.6.2 Purposive ·cqiw 
The suffix -cqiw derives a form from verb X indicating 'going In order to X'. It 
rarely occurs with modal or aspectual derivational suffixes (i.e. except for 
derivational suffixes which derive verb from stems of other classes). In the 
following example the verb stem koralatko- Is derived from the noun koral corral: 
050 ( ... ) I Butrlla [#) n-a-koral-a-tko-cgcw-genat I layen (#] 
051 
052 
hither HAB-E-corrai·E·U·ill-PURP-3pl really 
n-a-qaa-yt-at-qen rcmk-a-n n-a-qaa:Jonr-at-qen [ ... ) 
HAB-E-rcindeer-go.to-TH-3sg lolk·E-3sgABS HAB-E-reindeer-sepa1ate-TH-3sg 
... the peop/,• drove the deer hitheJ' to .~o,·ral them, weaned off the trade herd ... 
[he058} 
[ ... ) n-hv-qinet C?omawaam-eta ra-Yrol?-3-cgeW·!J·a-t 
HAB-say-3pl place.name-ALL FUT-calve-E-PURP-FUT-E-3pl 
... they said they wJ/1 go towards 0 omawaam for the calving season {kr211} 
lw-nln eqalpc q·a-lqut-yl layen g-ine-kwut-caqlk·wl nan 
say-3sgA.3sgO quickly INT-E-get.up-TH really INT-INV-hamess-PURP·TH DEICT 
He said to him, 'Get up quickly and harness me . {cy086} 
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053 [ ... ) I q-o-nl·o-cgek-we 
INT·E·tea-CONSUME-PURP-TH 
... come have tea, come in/ 
q·a-recg1k-w1 
JNT-E-enter-TH 
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{cyi90} 
While caj"u·cqew- in order to drink tea from example 053 is a regular purposive, 
in the variety of Chukchi treated here the verb recqiw- enter cannot be 
synchronically resolved into a verb stem and a purposive. This is not the case for 
northern varieties of Chukchi, which have the verb re- meaning enter, but not 
recqiw·. 
054 wone 
INTJ 
q-a:Jet-yl 
INT-E-come-TH 
Oh come! Enter! 
q-a-re-yl 
INT-E·enter-TH 
{Be/Jkov 1961:151} 
This shows that recqiw- enter of Tt!•tf'p •.:hukchi is a lexlcallsed purposive on an 
Independent verb stem •re- which no longer occurs in that dialect. 
14.6.3 Diminutive and augmentative 
The diminutive and augmentative suffixes for verbs are very similar to those of 
nom!nals (§8.9). The diminutive -qeet·VH comes from underlying •-qej-et 
(diminutive + verb derivational suffix) and -cyat from •-cy•VH.et·VH (augmentative 
+ verb derivational sufftX). There is no augmentative based on :i!). the other 
augmentative sufftX which occurs with nouns (§8.9.2). Verbal augmentatives and 
diminutives ar~ both used to show both fonr!ness and disparagement; these 
functions dre dis~!nguished contextually: 
Augmentative sho\>!ng disparagement: 
055 rcq-u J.!!: __ a-cyat-y?c? 
whai·EQU come-E-AUG·TH 
Why on earth did you come? {nb034.7} 
Diminutive showing disparagment: 
056 enara]?.;,.uawacqa-ta hv-nin .. ilu-kc ~-twa-l. Jat-a-rkaii 
neighbour·E·woman-ERG say-3sgA.3sgO move-NEG INH·be·DIM·E·PROG 
The neighbour girl sald to him, "Stop it you little {idiot}! ... • {otOJO} 
Diminutive showing affection: 
057 qeylananyct lalget-geet-y>l 
truly sleep-DIM·TH 
puc>e·t 
sleeve-3piABS 
tanl-tku-Jw·a-nlne·t cimir>et-a·i>·>·t laycn 
mend·ITER·COLL·E·3sgA.3piO lear·E·PCPL·E·3piABS really 
(And) truly, he fell asleep the poor lltde thing. she mended the sleeves which 
were torn. {cy035} 
In more emotionally neutral contexts augmentative is an emphatidintensifler and 
diminutive indica••-~ small amount. 
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Emotionally neutral r.ugmentative. lntenslfi~r;·!mphatic: 
058 ya-cawc.-.waw-a-cyat-len kolo! 
PF-be.rich.herder·E·AUG-3sg INTS 
Oh and they'd become rich herders! {kei4.5} 
The emotionally neutral dL'llinutive in this limiting function occurs with ye-mec-
pint>qet-qeet-lin (PF-APPR-show.ltself-DIM-3sg) it showed itself slightly, which 
is used in example 04 7. 
14.7 MiscellanP.ous lexical deri;rations 
These der. ·atlonal afftXes indicate meanings which ao'.: :•.i'llilar to the meanings 
indicated by lexical stems, and unlike the grammatical typ~ of meanings indicated 
by the other affixes described above. 
14.7.1 Consume -u 
The suffix -u derives intransitive verbs from nouns referring to comestibles 
meaning to eatldrlnklotherwise consume the item in question. 
059 eej q·•·ca!-o-ye waj q-a-qame-twa-ye q-o-cal·<>·ye 
INTJ INT·E·tea·CONSUME-TH OEICT INT-E-eat·RESULT-TH INT·E·Iea-CONSUME-TH 
Oh, drink your tea, have something to eat, drink your tea {cy039} 
060 loyen 
really 
cit=?rtl 
first• EM PH 
;,nk:.=?rti 
there•EMPH 
a-taag-n-ka 
NEG-tobacco-CONSUME-NEG 
n-a-taag·o:Jyom 
HAB-E-tobacco-CONSUME·lsg 
t·a-n>el-a-k 
lsg-E-bcfllme-E-lsg 
It's there I stopped smoking. previously I smoked. 
061 ya-yt-o-relq·o·lenat 
PF·hard·E-porridge-CONSUME-3pl 
They'd eaten lots of porridge 
{kr172} 
{ke135} 
While the form of this suffiX is homophonous with the equative case, there do not 
seem to be any grounds for considering them cognate. 
14. 7.2 Utilitive -tku and constructive te-_·!) 
The suffix -tku derives a verb from a noun referring to a tool with the meaning 
'use [noun] as a tool', 'work with [noun)'. This affiX seems to be productive with any 
semantically appropriate noun. The derived verbs are usually intransitive, but 
some are transitive (see 064; the conditioning seems to be lexical). 
062 !)Ote-nqac ta-y>e ewan anpanacy·>·n J>lly-a-kin 
there-SIDE pass-TH INTS old.man·E·3sgA85 moon·E·REL3sgABS 
orw-a-tarag·rajwaco 
sled-E-build.house-lee.side 
n-a-yatya-tko-qcn 
HAB·E-adze·UTIL-3sg 
I 
i:'e came out of there, an old man of the moon was working In tbe lee of a Sled· 
house with an adze... {cy187} 
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063 agqa-corm-a·k 
sea-SIDE·E·LOC 
VEFI\S 
n-•·nvi!Jc·tku-qlnet 
HAB-E-nei-UTIL-3pl 
They are net-fishing beside the sea. {na/07:3} 
Working with tools necess~:ily Involves Iterated motions, and thu· 't might be the 
case that this suffix Is just a special case of the -tku Iterative being used as a word-
class changer (noun-+ verb); §14.4.5. 
The verb weyatku- scratch Is a transitive: 
064 [ ... ] I wey-a-tlm-nln tam-nen· 
dsw-E-UTIL-3sgA.3sgO kill-3sgA.3sgO 
... he scratched him, kJ/Jed him. {otl38} 
The clrcumflX tc·_·!J·VH derives an Intransitive verb from a noun with the 
meaning 'make a [noun]'. 
065 am;, anka n-a-ta-ra-:J•qen? 
and there HAB·E·MAKE·house·MAKE-3sg 
And does It bu/ld Its house there? 
066 ank?am m'cmi-1?-a. n qanwcr clnit te-m?etnl·U·v'i 
and bullel·NMZR-E-3sgABS finally self MAKE-bullel·MAKE-TH 
And the Bullet Folk eventually made bullets themselves ... 
14.7.3 Reversative -tw 
[aa4.13/ 
[ ... ] 
[krOSl] 
The reversative derives a verb meaning to reverse the process referred to by the 
verb stem, thus from inene- load the reversative suffix -tw derives a verb 
inenctw- meaning unload (compare 067 and 068 below). The reversativc 
derivation does not seem to be used productively. 
067 man-iner;e-tw-a-y">e-n 
lpi.INT-load-REVERS-E-TH-3sg 
Let's unload ft. 
068 orw-a:J!)·•·n 
sled·E·AUG·E-JsgABS 
t-in-incne-n 
lsg·TR·Ioad·Jsg 
utt-c=?in 
wood·INST =EMPH 
He loaded the sled with wood, went hnme. 
069 neme 
again 
qol 
QUANT.3sgABS 
neme tam-rtcn 
again kill-3sgA.3sgO 
katy-01-tw-a-nin 
harness·E-REVERS·E·3sgA.3sgO 
ra-yt-a-y?e 
home-go.lo-E-TH 
[nb064.7] 
[cy215] 
ncmc 
again 
tanp-a-ncn 
slab-E-3sgA.3sgO 
Again he unharnessed one, again he stabbed It, again he killed ft. [cy434/ 
There are a few Instances of this suffix derlv,ng a verb from a noun; In the 
following example lamy-a-tw- (vi) remove hood Is derived from the noun lumy-
i:acd. 
' 
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070 ewal !Janqo jokwa:J!J·•·n Jayen Jamv·•·tw-a-y?J 
so lhilher duck-AUG·E-3sgABS really hood·E·REVERS-E-TH 
cakett·•·k @@ pacwetyaw-a-J?at-y?a-t 
sislcr·E-LOC converse·E-DUR-TH-3pl 
And the duck straight nway thither.just removed his hood near the slstet ... 
hal hal ... they had a talk. {jo095} 
-------------------- - - -------------- -------------------------- - ---''---
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Spatial relationships 
15.1 Introduction 
Chukchi spatial relationships are expressed by case affixation or phrasally. These 
morphological and syntactic strategies for indicating spatial relationships to a 
certain extent Interlock: for example, the spatial relation below ls indicated by a 
case marker -jinka, but the corresponding relationship above Is indicated phrasally 
with the adverb yaryoca. Some spatial adverbs appear to be partially 
grammaticallsed as postposltinns (e.g. qaca neal); arguments for and against 
positing the post~osltional phrase as a syntactic unit are presented in § i5.5 (sec 
also discussion of the postposition recn with/accompanying. §4.9). Deictic adverbs 
(and certain demonstrative pronouns in iocational cases) indicate spatial meanings 
referring to entire clauses (§15.6). 
Apart from the case markings, there arP a number of deriva•. , <lal suffiXes (DER) 
and post positions (PP) I adverbs (ADV) which indicate spatiai • ~lationships. These 
are outlined in figures 15.1 and !5.2. 
FIGURE 15.1. Spatial relationships to a bounded entity (e.g. a person, house, hlll). 
yaryoca 'above' (ADV) 
?att?ajocn 'front' 
(ADV) 
·Ji!Jk• 
Sublatlve 
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FIGURE 15.2. Spatial relationships with an unbounded or elongated entity (e.g. a 
road, river, the sea, the land). -~~~--------------------~ 
:ilkw!Perlatlve 
-curm- 'edge' (DER) 
Spatial der!vational aff1Xes are discussed in §15.3, spatial adverbs are discussed In 
§15.4. 
There are a small set of transitive verbs which have an object which Is 
semantically a location. These semantically !ocational objects of transitive verbs 
are marked by the absolut!ve case, like any other transitive object. 
001 cwan annot I na-Fo-?a-n m.B..lK I anpanacy-a·m!l 
INTS ai.Ihal.lime INV-go.!o-TH·3sg old.man.3sgADS old.man·E·DIM.3sgABS 
At that tlme they visited the old man. tka03] 
I am grateful to Steven Levinson, Eric Pederson and David Wilkins from the Max 
Plank Institute for Psychollngu!stics, Nljrtegen for generously shar!ug With me the 
research materials developed by the Cognitive Anthropology Research Group 
(Wilkins ed. 1995). 
15.2 Locational cases 
The different morphological classes of nomina Is and their marking of the locational 
cases is discussed In §6.2. What follows focuses on the semantics of spatial 
relationships expressed by these markers. 
JS.Z.J Locative -k-VH 
The locative has the widest range of application of all the spatial case,;. Apart from 
general location (002, 003) It Is also the case used when there Is a word In the 
clause (spatial adverb or postposition; §4.9, §§15.4-5) further ~pccifylng location. 
002 rcmk-o-k poklr-y?l I onqo wcnqora·Ju·•·n wajan-nen 
folk·E·LOC arrive-TH rrom.lhere ttained.doe·AUG·E·3~gASS umie-3sgA.3sgO 
He arrived In tha other encampment, then unharnesse.-' the doe. fey 103/ 
003 rak-worv·•·k=?m 
pierce-NMZR·E·LOC=EMPH 
qora·n• 
reindeer-3sgABS 
ya-rann-a·kwa-len 
PF-horn-E-calch-3sgS 
anqcn 
!hal 
In the hole the very last reindeer got its horn , '"' .ght 
15.2.Z Allatlve -yta•VH 
anan·Jaalc·n (#] 
SUPER·Iasi·VBase 
[cy419/ 
The allative case marko movement towards a referent. 't has two allomorphs In 
the common noun declension: 
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{allatlve) -+ { 
-eta•VH I c_ 
-yta•VH I else•vhere 
These allomorphs arc !llustrated by examples 004 and 005: 
004 atl?a-yta "okkoj onr?aq r?cnut notqcn?" 
molher-All !NTJ !hen wha!?.3sgABS lhis.3sgABS 
[He went] to his mother; [she said/ "Oh my, what Is this then?" 
005 Joyen caj-o-tko-y?c ?eml ekwet-y?l oolwol?-cta 
really !ea-CONSUME·ITER·TH and seLoff·TH her~·All 
He drank a lit de tea, and then went off to the herd 011 his team. 
275. 
[ot/42] 
yeke!J"c 
drive-VBase 
[cyl59/ 
The allative sometimes functions In such a way that It could be Interpreted as a 
dative. Skorlk 1961:164 lists this case as 'dativelallative'. The verb 'give' Is the 
prototypical verb to have an argument In a recipient role, and while the Chukchi 
verb j1· give Is indeed a three-place transitive marking both the recipient of the 
giving and the object given, a 1st or 2nd person pronoun In the allative only 
appears with this verb In translation from Russian (clearly a gloss of the Russian 
dative case). In spontaneous Chukchi the verb j1· give has a special argument 
structure, with the recipient appearing as pronominal cross-reference on the verb 
In 0 role and the gift appearing es an un-cross-referenced absolutive case nominal 
In apposition (see example below and §11.3.1). The allative Is not used. 
006 nc·JI·•·tku:Jw·•·mok 
3piA·give·E·!TER·COLL·E·lpiO 
They just gave us lo/lles 
acc7ct 
only 
kante•t 
Jofly·3piABS 
[nb029.5] 
With a third person recipient the argument structure is more difficult to. determine, 
since number marking usually only occurs on a.bsolut!ve nomina!s and the 
unmarked singular Is frequently used In place of plural anyway. However, it seems 
that with 3rd person arguments the verb jl· give agrees with the absolut!vc case 
'gift' nominal and the recipient Is indeed marked In the allative. 
007 anqora rtemc jawrena I ncmc I Kac?ayary·a·n 
!hen again n~xLyear again personal.name-E-3sgABS 
onr?o qol I cowqoc·cto jol·nln nclwal (#] 
!hen one.3sgABS coUeclivP..farm·ALL give-3sgA.3sgO herd.3s;ABS 
Then In the next year again [It was] Kac7ayaJY>n, again {he] gave a herd to 
another collective farm... [he041/ 
Likewise, In the following example the addressee of the lntrans!tivlsed 
(ant!pass!ve) vnrb tw tell about Is also given In the allat!ve case (note that the 0 of 
this transitive stem Is the thing told, not thu addressee, and that the specification 
of the addressee Is optional and indeed unusual). 
008 WCtoqun OI'!JC naW•tOmy·ctO 
HORT NEG.HORT woman-fri~nd·ALL 
Don'tyou tell your wife/ 
cna·tw·a·ka 
AP·Iell.aboui·E·NEG 
[ke029/ 
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Allative case nomlnals do not act as verbal arguments except with verbs which 
take any directional complement; there Is no evidence that the allative Is privileged 
In any way as the obligatory complement of any verb. 
Although there are two possible endings for personal pronouns In the allative, 
·ka•VH and -kayta•VH, these are interchangeable and do not reflect a functional 
distinction. The -kayta•VH sumx Is completely regular, and the -ka•VH sumx seems 
to be a truncated form of It which retains the vowel harmony value (sec note 14 to 
fig. 2, §6.2). The high animate plural allatlve sumx -raka•VH is also irregular; the 
historical source of this form is obscure, but the final schwa and dominant vowel 
harmony is suggestive of a similar truncation to the -ka•VH form. 
HIGH ANIMA'IE PLURAL 
009 nanqcn gan atc-roko t-o-re-lqot-y7c gutku 
that.3sgABS DEICT granddad·ANpiAll 1sg·E·FUT·set.olf·lH here 
t·tr-l"c·nt·a·u·a-n rcluur7-a- qcj nctne qol {rcluur?~qcjJ 
1sg·E·FUT-have•E·TH·E·3sg chew·E·DIM.JsgABS again one.3sgABS 
ncmc qol rtcmc qol 
again one.3sgABS again one.3sgABS 
"11/ set off there to my grandfathers, here /1/ have something co chew, again 
something more to chew. and again more and more· {cy398) 
The high animate singular allativc sumx is •ne-VH, which is Identical to the 
ergative/instrumental and locative case suffixes. Unlike the pronomlnQI and high 
animate plural forms of the allativc, the high animate singular doesn't have 
dom!nanl vowel harmony (In other Chukchi varieties this. may differ, sec fig. 2 
§6.2, note 7j. This suggests that the case syncretism between 
ergative/instrumental, locative and allative in the high animate singular is an old 
feature of the language, pre-dating the -yta allative case form'. 
HIGH ANIMATE SINGULAR 
010 "kolo kolo! mik-o-ne?" @@@ II 
01 I 
INTJ INTJ who-E·AN.All !laughter) 
.. wane waj j?cly-ct<J" 
INTJ DEICT moon·All 
"Ho-hol Where toi [iit. To whom?7"- "Well, to the moon· 
t·a-ra-qora-yarkc-y7a 
1sg·E·FUT-rcindeer-ca!ch·TH 
atcal-gal-a-na janot 
aun1·DIM·E·All first 
t·•·rc-lqot-y7c 
1sg-E-FUT-se!.olf·TH 
ycken-e=7m anqora jara:)po t-o-r-ekwcl-y7c 
ride-VBase=EMPH !hen house-ABL 1sg-E-FUt-setolf-TH 
fey/ 70-i 7 I) 
IJI catch the reindeer, first 111 go to aunty's on my team, then 11/ go from the 
house. fey I 75) 
' There Is also comparative evidence of similar case syncretism. StebnlckU (1994) shows 
that the ablative and allative case affixes arc recent Innovations In Koryako·Chukotian, 
with the earlier generallocational suffix -n (an adverbiallser In Chukchi) fulnlllng all these 
functions. 
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15.2.3 Ablative :ipa•VH 
With verbs indicating motion the ablative expresses motion away from a source, or 
motion within a boundary. With verbs of manipulation the ablative is used for the 
part of the manipulated Item that the manipulator actually comes In contact with. 
It has three allomorphs: 
{ 
-yapa•VH I vc_ 
(ablative} ~ -ep;;•VH Icc_ 
:ipa•VH IV_ 
Example 012 shows a clause with a series of verbs of directed motion, giving the 
ablative arguments a reading of 'motion/action directed away from the source': 
OJ 2 ccyi waj anqen rakwory·a·k pakcr·•·!J!lO·y'a·t anqoro 
no.sooner DEICT this.3sgABS hoiP.·E·LOC 'approach·E-INCH·TH-3pl then 
cot-tayan jara-na I anq~ra renoty-epa plntaget-y?i 
cusion-boundary house-JsgABS then waD-ABL appear· TH 
Cakwanaqaj tatl-cpo noto-y7c 
personal.name.3sgABS door-ABL emcrge-TH 
Soon a.' they started to approach the hole, then {reached) the outer chamber, 
the hous,•, then through the wall of the house Qkwm)aqaj appeared. He came 
out the {spirit) door {cy416} 
When the verb dJes not Imply directed motion and the nominal marks something 
which can be treated as a range which motion occurs within rather than a source 
which motion originates from, the ablative Indicates motion all around the range: 
013 ana qonp• nota-!po n-o-le)w-o-geet-gin onqen nlnqcj-qcj 
so always land-ABL HAB·E·wander-E-DIM-3sg thal3sgABS boy-DIM.3sgABS 
qonwet loycn meJnct-y7i 
finally reaDy be.big·TH 
We/J that little boy was alwa)S roaming the land, finally he grew up. {ot020) 
014 ( ... ) iw-nin I anponacy·o-qaj STARIK I 
say-3sgA.3sgO old.man·E·DIM.JsgABS old.man 
mal·gawratkat·a-1'1-a-n naryano-loa? 
APPR-make.sound·E·NMZR·E-3sgABS outside-ABL 
... she said to the old man: ·could that be the sound of somebody walking on 
snowoutsidef" {ka/81 
This polysemy Is shared by delctlc adverbs, such as lamanl<ari from everywhere, 
around everywhere. Example 015 shows an ablative case noun ralkojpa 
from/around inside the room and lamankari from/around everywhere In a single 
clause (note that the delctic adverb does not any affix which Is etymologically 
related to the ablative): 
015 yomo lomonkori n·o-ccjw-o-tku:Jyom 
1sgABS everywhere HAB·E-walk·E·!TER-1sg 
I walked about everywhere inside the room 
This Is further discussed In § 15.6. 
ralko-lpo 
room-ABL 
[nb069.3) 
"2~7~8~·--------------------~$~p,~~T~IA~L~R~E~LA~T~IO~N~S~H~IP2S~------------~C~hapterl5 
When the ablative marks a nominal In a clause with a verb of manipulation, the 
nominal refers to the part of the manipulated person/object upon whkh force is 
applied. 
016 
017 
anqen ?orawetl?a-t 
thatJsgABS person-JpiABS 
cjmcw-~·1?-o·t 
arrive·E·NMZR·E·JpiABS 
loycn 
really 
n-Jr..e·p~ri-glnc-t I 
HAB·TR·Iake-JpiO 
yatka-fpa 
leg-ABL 
al:>mo I 
INTJ 
n·lne-plrl-qlnc·t I ~nqen 
?ly-o-ncly-o-caku 
wolf·E·skin·E·INESS 
HAB· TR·Iake·3pl0 thai.JsgABS 
yotka:Jp~ n-lrte-plrl-qlne-t I 
leg·ABL HAB·TR·Iakc·JpiO 
n-cna-yatka-mla-qenat laalc-ipa 
HAB·TR·Ieg-break-JpiO behind·ABL 
Those people coming to the herd. he simply took them by the legs he took 
them ... that is he in the wolf skin ... took them by the legs and broke them from 
behind. {oti 37/ 
anp~nacy-~-qaj 
old.man·E·DIM.JsgABS 
tam-neil 
ki\1-JsgA.JsgO 
j?o-rtcrt 
approach·JsgA.JsgO 
pely-cpa 
lhroat·ABL 
I wcy-a-tku-niil 
daw·E·UTIL-JsgA.JsgO 
He approached the old man. clawed him by the throat, kJI/cd him. [ot/38/ 
In example 016 the third Instance of the ablative, ncnayatkamlaqenatjaalejpo 
he broke their legs from behind, is another example of 'motion/action directed away 
from a source'. 
15.2.4 Perlative :Jekwe•VH 
The perlative case mark.• a nominal as a path followed: 
018 W<~ne Wane wan wancwau n-a-ponnc-?a-n 
INTJ NEG.NFUT NEG.NFUT INV ·E ·IUm.around· Til· 3 sg 
an<ty-r?ct-iekwe layeil tnat-kawra-mak nan ncmaqcj uan 
Jsg-path·PERL really lpl·tircle·lpl DEICT also DEICT 
Oh ~o. he didn't turn around halfway. we too did the circle following his 
traCKS. fey J 49/ 
019 tale-neu-?ctw?et waam-fekwe tale-rkan 
go-TOOL-boat river-PERL go·PROG 
The sailboat is going along the river {fall/ 
It Is very rare as a case marker. Historically It Is derived from the derivational 
suffix :iikwi (see §15.3.4) and the manner adverb suffix -!)-VH (Skorik 1961 :317); In 
Telqep Chukchi the ·!) Is usually lost, leaving the vowel ha1mony prosody as the 
only evidence that lt was there. In a synchronic analysis of Telqep Chukchi the 
suffix :Jckwe Is an unsegmentable case affix. 
15.2.5 Orientatlve -yjit 
The orlentative Is very uncommon. It marks a nominal as a landmark or model by 
which the action of the verb Is carried out. Example 020 shows thu orlentative 
- _______ )L __ _ 
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suffix on a physical landmark, whereas example 021 shows It on a delctic stem also 
Indicating a physical landmark. Example 022 shows it fr, a less concrete function, 
marking a nominal representing a model or ideal which guides behaviour. 
020 jara-'(jet q-a-le·rkan 
house-ORIENT INT·E-go-PROG 
Go guided by the house/ Go using the house as a landmark. {nb59/ 
'fhe orlentative Is not Inherently directional. In example 020 the noun jarayjet 
Indicates a direction which can be calculated accc-tdlng to the position of the house; 
this may not be In the. direction of the house Itself. 
021 
OZ2 
mcc-n-crm-?ew n?-~-twa-y?a-n waj 
APPR·ADV-suong·ADV COND·E·be-TH-Jsg ~.;:~r:T 
Wt.t··.-kan I n?-cna-nm-a-y?a-n='m I 
h"?-PROG COND-TR·km.E·TH·Jsg=EMPH 
yoman ?~m-cat?iw-a-n 
2sgERG COND·??-E·Jsg 
teken1 
?? 
nutk<··y!lt 
here-ORIENT 
lin II!) 
heart 
yamnin 
lsg-POSS.JsgABS 
awckc:Jg-~-n 
body·AUG·E·ABS 
If he were onl/ a bit stronger. right through here is my heart/ you could kl/1 
me/ you could [skin?/ my body. {jo029/ 
anqora uan 
tlJen DEICT 
clmy?u-ylit 
thought·ORIENT 
amai'O=?rrt 
aii.JABS=EMPH 
[lnutkuy?l?) 
[ ... ) 
[tal)#) 
[ ... ) 
remk-a-n 
folk·E-ABS 
I n-1-a-twa-'a-n 
INV-COND·E·be·TH·COND 
oJnqen 
that.JsgABS 
<mclkc 
as .if 
kolqocat-;,.tko-y?e 
coHecti>,le·E·ITER-TH 
Then the people would live as if according to their thoughts [i.e. the way they 
wanted/. they all had joined che collective farm. {heOJB / 
15.2.6 Inessive -caku 
The lnesslve marks location Inside a nominal. This may be statL (as In 023) or 
dynamic (024). 
023 anka-tkan-:>-k 
there-TOP·E·LOC 
n-a-wak?o-twa-qcn 
HAB·E·sit·RESULT-Jsg 
rann-a-cako 
hom·E·INESS 
He was sitting there on top amongst the horns. 
024 qanwet 
fmally 
qit-a-w'i-l?et·•·l'·•·n 
lreeze·E·die·INTS·E·NMZR·E·ABS 
x~m-~-kc-caku wlln q·o-n?el-yi" 
n-in-iw·qin 
HAB·TR·say-JsgO 
lsg·E-TH·INESS awhile INT-E·become-TH 
"opopa 
must 
{cy226/ 
Finally to the one who was always freezing she said "(You'd better) rome inside 
me for the moment" {cyOOS/ 
There Is also a formally ldenticallnesslve derivation. which forms stems which can 
be marked with all cases except the locative (§15.3.5). 
15.2. 7 Sublatlve :ii!Jk• 
The sublatlvc case -Ji!Jka expr~sses the notion underneath: 
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025 [ ... ) layen 
really 
ceq-c 
something-INST 
ker·patw·<t·lenka 
kerl<er-inner.laye;·E·SUBLAT 
[ ... ) 
n-cna-ly-cnat;j~:jw-a-qcn 
HAll-TR·INTS·pUI· '~'G·E·3sg 
... she put meat, other .•tufTt.nder the inner layer of his kerker ... 
026 qepol 
ball 
wak?o-cg-a-foly-a-feDka 
sit-SURF·E·CONTAIN·E·SUBLAT 
The ball is under the chair. 
15.3 Spatial derivations 
Chapter IS 
teklcy-e 
meat-INST 
{jo013/ 
{lvl6/ 
Chukchi has a number of derivational su!Ttxes which form nouns with spatial 
mc~nlngs from other noun stems. Forms with these derivations generally Indicate 
a particular part of the nominal (top, side etc), rather than a spatial relationship 
that some separate object could enter Into. However, spatially derived nomlnals 
frequently occur In locational cases. The derivations -tkan•VH TOP and ·!Jqac(a·) 
SIDE have a zero-derived absol~:tive form (see example 031, §15.3.2), which can 
make th~m look superficially like case markers. 
15.3.1 'To· • •tkan-•vn 
The derivational suffix -tl:an-•'H derives a word meaning 'the top of [noun]'. The 
absolutive case of nouns formed by this derivation has no additional suffix, e.g. 
orwa-tkan (s!ed-E-TOP.3sgABS) the top of a sled. Other case forms arc added to 
-tkan- In the regular manner. Example 027 shows -tkan- with the Instrumental 
case, example 028 with the locative: 
027 acc-cna-centy?c-ta 
3pl-TH·think-VBase 
y-unel•e 
COM-collect.firewood-VDase 
nrw-a-gal-il-tktm-a 
sled·E·DIM·TOP-INST 
On their own initiative collecting firewood on top of little sleds ... 
028 narvan ?alm-3-tkan-3-k ram-ncn aitka 
outside heaped.snow-E-TOP·E·LOC stick-3sgA.3sgO there 
Outside he stuck it Into the top of some heaped snow. 
15.3.2 'Side' ·!Jqac(a-) 
[ ... ) 
{ch23/ 
[ot038/ 
Nouns with the derivational sufftx ·!)qac(a·) have the meaning 'the side of [noun]'. 
029 an-In nehval'·•·qcj lara-nqaca-yta anqen I 
3sg-POSS.3sgAaS hcrd·E·DIM.3sgABS house-SIDE-ALL DEM.lsgABS 
qanwer plri-nln=?m J!tra-ngaca-vt;, aytan-nen 
like take·3sgA.3sgO•EMPH hou;e-SIDE·ALL drive-3sgA.3sgO 
His little herd just up to the house ... finally he took it, and drove It up to the 
house. {ot099/ 
Although the terms are clearly related, the derivational su!Ttx ·!Jqac(a-) differs 
from the spatia! relationship postposition =qaca (§15.5). The postposition Indicates 
a location with respect to an entity," :1ereas the derivational suffix Indicates a part 
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of that p~t('"· Thus, jara-!)qac Indicates the side part of a house, and jarak qaca 
mean: .. : . :. c·.·· (he house. 
Examplt <1.1ll •hows a relational nominal derived from the same stem as above: 
030 itak=?m ul•Jv•-ti lara-vgaca-kena-t byen n-ena-yto-qenat 
so•EMPH buned.thing-3piABS house-SIDE·REL·3piARS really HAll-TR-drag.out-3pl 
And {the bear/ drags out the buried things from beside the house [i.e. frozen 
food stores/ [an036/ 
In the absolutive case a form derived with this su!Ttx can be •:sed like a adverb, as 
In example 031. 
031 qora-nm-at-y7c 
reindecr-kiii·TH·TH 
I jaale-nqac I 
batk·SIDE.3sgABS 
ank?am cajatraw-nen 
and smear-3sgA.3sgO 
!JCW·?att?·a-qej-e !JCWacqet fl·ena:J?o·tWa·qen 
fcmale·dog-E·DIM·ERG woman.3sgABS HAB-TR-go.to·RESULT-3sg 
They slaughtered reindeer out back, and she smeared her with blood-the dog 
looked after the woman. {ke228/ 
15.3 .. 1 'Edge' -iagl-ly and 'edge' -curm· 
The suffix -l•n-1-ly- forms a word meaning the edge of something generally flat but 
bounded, and -curm- indicates the edge of something elongated or unbounded (se' 
§15.1 fig. 15.2). 
wecm-curm-a-n the sir!~ of a river (elongated entity) 
a!Jka-corm-a-n the si& '· ·the sea (unbounded entity) 
yaty-a-ly-a-n the side of a Jake (bounded entity) 
The allomorphy of -l>!J·I·ly- Is regular (an underlying form *l!J with the realisation 
detelmlncd by syllable stmcture and phonological alternations) but not always 
predicable: 
{SIDE) { 
-l•!JI_CV (e.g. example 032) 
~ -ly elsewhere (e.g. example 033) 
The unpredlctabllty arises when It combines with case markers which themselves 
have syllable-structure changing allomorphs. Example 033 has the -l•!J· allomorph 
with the !oc~tlve su!Ttx -ka-VH, rather than the -ly- allomorph with -k .!!iomorph of 
the locative; It Is unclear why the combination of su!Ttxes Is realised -l•!J·ka rather 
than -ly-;)·!t. Likewise example 032 has -ly-eta, when -l>!J·eta seems an equally 
grammatical realisation of the underlying form. 
032 ualwal?-a:Jn·•-n anqcn tanu·•·uahvol?-a:Jn·•·n 
herd·E·AUG·E·3sgABS this.3sgABS s~ange-E-herd·F.·AUG·E-3sgABS 
I ncmcqej yaty·a·l•u·ko 
also lake·E·EDG~·LOC 
~nka 
here 
That big herd, that big stranger-herd there, [was/ also on the edge of the Jake. 
[ot093/ 
282. 
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yamn·in 
1sg-POSS.3sgABS 
ncm>qcj 
also 
9clwal 
herd.ABS 
yaty·a·ly-eta t·a·ra-n-J?at·Cn·9·•·n 
lake-E·EDGE·ALL lsg·E·FUT·CS·go-TH·TH·E·3sg 
waj 
DEICT 
I 
9utku 
here 
[ ... ) 
111 also bring my herd hen~ to the edge of the Jake .... 
Chapter 15 
{ot083} 
The derivation -curm· on the demonstrative stem an- forms a compound stem 
ankecurm· that edge (with a thematic ligature affix -ke). Ex: !Olple 034 has the 
relational derivation of this compound stem; ankecutmakin(e·) one/s from that 
edge. which In context means those from the other shore. 
034 layi=?m 
know.VBase=EMPH 
elyulcq 
simply 
an-ke-curm-a-kine-t=?rn 
DEM-TH·EDGE-E·REL·JpiABS=EMPH 
cam a 
and 
accanan 
3pi.ERG 
And they just know those from the far shore. {kr123} 
15.3.4 Perlative -jikwi-
The :iikwi derivational suffix a10v<iys occurs with some other case marking, 
usually absolutive (035) or locative (036): 
035 Iaycn~?m nan rcmk-3·11 w7f.tl:u-r?u.y?l 
die-ITEk·COLL·TH 
kolo 
INTS really=EMPH OEICT lolk·E-ABS 
ra-lckwc-iu·•·t Iayen tan·>mol?eto ujge n-a-n?el·qlnct 
house-PERL·AUG·E-3pl.ABS really INTS-aii.ADV NEG.EXI llAB·E·become.Jpl 
So then masses ofpeople died, encampments (rows ofjarmps) entirely passed 
away. {he0J2} 
036 n-ln·lw-qln layen tan·qonpa moo-r?et-iekwe-k q·>·lc·rkon 
HAB·TR·saw.Jsg really INTS-ail'lays taravan-palh·PERL·LOC INT-E·gO·PROG 
She says to him, "Just always foliow along the caravan tracks·. [JoDI B} 
The perlative case suffix :iekwe•VH Is clearly related In form (historically derived 
from the same source •:iikwi-VH.n•VH), but Is synchronically a distinct 
morphological class (case suffix, not derivation; §15.2.4). 
15.3.5 Incssive -coku-
The lnesslve derivntlonal suffix forms a noun derived from a noun stem with the 
meaning 'the Inside of [noun)'. In the following example the noun retem roof has 
this suftiX to form a complex noun rctem-caku·t (here Inflected with the 
absolutive plural) meaning insides of roofs. 
037 anqcna-t 
DEM·3pi.ABS 
layen 
really 
tan·wetyara 
INTS·direclly 
n·cna-yto·qcnat 
HAB-TR-pull.out·Jpl 
anqcn n·ine·new-qin laycn rctem·t.aku·t 
DEM-3sg.ABS HAB·TR·pierce.Jsg reallv roof·INESS-3pi.ABS 
They pull them out directly, they pierce the insides of roofs {aa6.21} 
lnesslve derivations frequently occur with directional cases, such as the allative 
(038-039) and the ablative (040-041) cases. The lnesslve derivation cannot combine 
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with the locative case; this meaning Is already expressed by the lnessive case (see 
§15.2.6, example 023). The lnesslve derivation does combine with the allative (see 
below), despite the fact that the lnessive case can also be used to Indicate motion 
t<'ward the goal (§15.2.6, example 024). 
INESSIVE OEAIVATION + Al.l.!,TIVE CASE 
.' .. .J ana waj layen qanwer omk-a-ca\):lli 
so DEICT really finally bush-E·INESS·ALL 
ekwet-y11 
go-TH 
Well then, simply, flna/ly she went into the bushes .... 
039 9cw?en·e n-ln-lw-qln I "lyat=?m waj yamo 
wile-ERG HAB·TR-say-3sg now=EMPH DEICT 1sg.ABS 
rayfoly-a-cako-vt01 nc-r-upan?ali-jyam" 
hole·E·INESS·ALL 3pi-FUT·knot<·1sg 
The wife says to him: "Now they'll knock me into the hole". 
INESSIVE OERlVATION + ABLAllVE CASE 
040 ca-tayr-at-a-nw·cpa t·a·pklr·Y'c·k 
CS·edgc·CS·E·Pi.ACE-ABL 1sg·E·arrivc·TH·1 sg 
wengora-in-a-cako-ipa ya-yto-Ien 
doe-AUG·E-INESS·ABL PF·emerge-Jsg 
an9C nan 
NEG.HORT DEICT 
I 
[ ... ) 
{otl33} 
{cy397} 
"I have arrived from place 1vhere (the reindeer) are brought dow,,·. In fact, he 
had come out from inside the doe. · [cy012} 
In the following example the lnessive + ablative occurs with look, a verb which 
Indicates directed perception: 
041 qut-tl joro·cako:Jpa 
one-JpiABS sleep.chamber-INESS·ABL 
n-ajalyaw·a·l'at-qenat [ ... ) 
HAB-Iear·E-INTS-Jpl 
n-a-wlnw•o·llcp·qlnet 
HAB·E·Secret·E·Iook·Jr: 
The others secret~y looked out of the sleeping chamber, they were afraid ... 
{cy420} 
The lnesslve case suffix -caku is discussed In § 15.2.6. 
15.4 Spatial relationship adverbs 
Chukchi spatial relationship adverbs encode many similar meanings to those 
encoded by locational case markers. When a spatial adverb modlfles a nominal, the 
nominal is marked In the locative case, as In examples 042 and 043: 
042 layen wcnwa:Jekwe winwa-k xao:oca layen 
really traii-PERL trail-LOC above really 
[They smeli their way} along the trail, above the trail. [ab3.05} 
043 an-ka-tkan-a·k cek-v>..a!!l qanut 9001 c?enut [ ... ) 
DEICT-TH·TOP·HOC INTS·abovc like OEICT somelhing.J<gABS 
Right on the top of that yonder there's something ... {kr097} 
The most usual position for a spatial adverb in this function is immed!ately 
following the locative case nominal (see comments on the grammaticallsation of 
282. 
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yamn-ln 
lsg-POSS.3sgA9S 
ncmaqcj 
also 
!JCiwal 
herd.A8S 
yatv·•·ly-eta t·a-ra·n·!?at-en·u·•·n 
lake-E·EDGE·All lsg·E·FUT·CS·go-TH·TH·E·3sg 
' waj 
OEICT 
I 
uutku 
here 
[ ... ] 
111 also bring my herd here to the edge of the lake .... 
Chapter IS 
[ot083/ 
The derivation -curm- on the demonstr.:tive stem an· forms a compound stem 
ankecurm- t•'·.lt edge (with a thematic ligature affix -ke). Example 034 has the 
relational derivation of this compound stem; ankecurmakin(e-) one/s from that 
edge, which in context means those from the other shore. 
034 layi=:'m elyuleq cama <Jcco>nan 
know.VBase=EMPH simply and 3pi.ERG 
an-ke-curm-a-kinc-t=?m 
OEM·TH·EDGE·E·REL·3piABS=EMPH 
And they just know those from the far shore. {kri23/ 
15.3.4 Per1ative :iikWi· 
The :iikwi derivational sufttx always occurs with some other case marking, 
usually absolutive (035) or locative (036): 
035 layen=?m l)3fl .tCirtk·a·h w?f.tktH;•?u.y?i kolo 
INTS rea!'y=EMPii OEICT folk·E·ABS . • die-llER·COLL·TH 
ra-iekwe-in·•·t laycn tll!J·•tnol?eto uJuc rt·a-n?cl·qlnet 
house-PERL·AUG·E-3pi.ABS mally INTS·aii.ADV NEG.EXI HAB·E·become-3pl 
So then masses of people died, encampments (rows ofjaraJps) entirely pas..<Pd 
away. {het112/ 
n-ln-lw·qln laycn ta!)·qonpo moo-r?et-iekwe-k q·a·le-rkan 
HAB·TR·saw-3sg really INTS-always caravan-palh·PERL·LOC INT·E·go-PROG 
036 
She says to him, "Just always follow along the caravan tracks·. {joOl 8/ 
The perlative case suffix :iekwe·VH is clearly related in form (historically derived 
from the same source *:iikwi·VH.!J•VH), but is syrichronically a distinct 
morphological class (case suffix, not derivation: §15.2.4). 
15.3.5 !nessive -caku-
The inesslve derivational- suffix forms a noun derived from a noun stem with the 
meaning 'the inside of [noun)'. In the following example the noun retem roof has 
this sum~ to form a complex noun retem-caku-t (here inflected with the 
absolutive plural) meaning insides of roofs. 
037 omqena-t 
DEM·3pi.ABS 
Iayen 
really 
tau-wctyara 
INTS·directly 
n·ena·yto·qenat 
HAB·TR·pull.~· <t·3pl 
otnqcn n-lne-ncw-qin laycn rctem-caku-t 
0EM·3sg.ABS HAB·TR·pierce-3sg really roof·INESS-3pi.ABS 
They pull them out directly. they pierce the insides of roofs ' {aa6.2i) 
Iness!ve derivations frequently ocr.ur with directional cases, such as the allative 
(038-039) and the ablative (040-041) cases. The inesslve derivation cannot combine 
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with the locative case: this meaning is already expressed by the !ness!ve case (see 
§15.2.6, example 023). The !nesslve derivation does combine with the allative (see 
below), despite the fact that the !ness!vc case can also be used to indicate motion 
toward the goal (§15.2.6, example 024). 
INESSIVE DERIVATION+ ALLATIVE CASE 
038 ana waj layen qanwer omk·•·cako-vta 
so OEICT really finally bush-E·INESS·All 
ekwet-y?l 
go·TH 
Well then, simply, finally she went into the bushes .... 
039 uew?en·C n-ln-lw·qln I "iyat=?m waj yamo I 
wife-ERG HAB·TR-say-3sg now=EMPH OSiCT lsg.ABS 
rayloty-a-cako-yh nc·r-upan?all.._jyam" 
hole·E·INESS·All 3pi·FUT·knOtk·lsg 
The wife says to him: 'Now they'll knock me in co the hole·. 
INESSIVE DERIVATION+ ABLATIVE CASE 
040 CO·tayr-at·a·nW·Cpa t·O·pkit·y?c-k O"!JC !JDn 
CS·edge·CS.E·PLACE·ABL lsg·E·arrive-TH·lsg NEG.HORT OEICT 
wcngora·ID·a-cako-Jp;, ya-yto-lcn 
doe·AUG·E·INESS·ABL PF·emerge·3sg 
[ ... ] 
{otl33) 
{cy397) 
'!have arrived from place where (the reindeer) are brought down·. In fact, he 
had come out from inside the doe. · {cyO 12) 
In the following example the !nessive + ablative occurs with look, a verb wt .... h 
indicates directed perception: 
0·11 qut-ti joro·cako:ip• 
one·3piABS sleep.chamber-INESS·ABL 
n·ajalyaw-a-l?at·qenat [ ... ] 
HAB-fear·E·INTS·3pl 
n-a-wlnw·>·Ilep·qlnet 
HAB·E·SCCfet·E·Iook-3pl 
The others secretly locked out of the sleeping chamber, they were afraid ... 
{cy420/ 
The ine.>S!ve case suffix -caku Is discussed in § i5.2.6. 
15.4 Spatial relatiuns\lip ad '.'orbs 
Chukchi spatial relationship adverbs encode many similar meanings to those 
encoded by locational case markers. When a spatial :.dverb modifies a nominal, the 
· nominal is marked in the loc;:tive case, as In examples 04l and 043: 
042 layen wenwa:Jekwc WiOW3·k yao:oca Ia yen 
really uaiJ.PERL uaiJ.LOC above really 
{They smell their way) along the trail, above the trail. [ab3.05) 
043 an-ka-tkan-a-k cek-~aaol qanut !JOOt c?enut [ ... ] 
OEICT-TH·TOP·E·LOC INTS·above like OEICT somelhing.3sgABS 
Right on the top of that yonder there's something ... {kr097/ 
The most usual position for a spatial adverb In this function Is Immediately 
following the locative case nominal (see comments on the grammatlcallsatlon of 
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postpositions, §15.5). Example 044 shows a cluster of spatial adverbs modifying a 
locative case nominal, both preceding and following it: 
044 [ ... ) I kamle1a lara-!\ camce-gei kam1ei>·!J 
around house·LOC close-DIM around·ADV 
olen! qora·g• ya·lye-nm·•·tko-len 
reindeer re:ndeer·3sgABS PF·INTS·kiii·E-ITER·3sg 
... all around the house close up they killed reindeer {ka07/ 
Spatial adverbs are not always modifiers of nominals; they can modify entire 
clauses (045), or act as locative complements (046, 047). 
045 ewar \'?.mya-ralqag·a·nwo-k 
so OIST ..:ampsile·E·PLACHOC 
ten-em-camce 
INTS·REST·close 
t-a-re-rewik-w?c l<'~ytn t-a-r-iw-a-rkom-ct cc man-rewiw 
1sg·E·FUT-make.camp.TH reoiiJ 1sg-E-FUT-say.E·PROG·3pl INTJ 1pi.INT-make.camp 
And at every campsite 111 make t!lmp near by, 11/just say to them, "Hey. let's 
make camp" {jo019/ 
046 ewan !)Clwal katnlelOJ / ll·a·twa-qcn STADO 
INTS herd.3sgABS around i1AS·E·be·3sg herd 
It turned out the herd was ali arouna t1>~n;. {ka22/ 
047 [ ... ] I layen loyc•tag·kowloko !mmlcla 
really INTS-INTS-circularly around 
wakw·a·lq-a·! '•OJ·il 
stone-E-EOGE·E·NMZR·E·3SgABS 
... [there were/ stones all around tf.e edge. /kr097/ 
Adverbs encoding spatial relationships include yoryol, yoryoca above, ?att?ajoca 
In front of. ramayta behind, beyond, kamlela(!J) around, and camce(qej) close co. 
The forms yaryol and yaryoca seem to be used interchangeably. The form yaryol 
also has a final a when the form is suffixed, which suggests that the two forms are 
a lexical pair formed by the c-1 alternation, and not words formed by two different 
suffixes. Both these forms can take ablative and allative suffixes to derive the 
adverbs yaryola-jpolyaryoca:Jpa from above and yaryola•ytJiyaryoca-yto 
upwards. 
Spatial adverbs can take various case markers as derivational suffixes; most 
common are the ablative suffix -jpa and allative suffix -yta, Indicating direction of 
motion. Spatial adverbs can be nomlnallsed, usually by the relational suffix 
·kin(e·), or by a nominal spatial derivational suffiX (§15.3). The following example 
shows these strategies combined: 
048 onka 
!here 
r<Jmayta-ngat-kcn 
BEYONO-SIDE·REL3sgABS 
r?cnut janr-omk-oom 
somelhing separale·Ioresi·REOUP.3sgABS 
omqcn ya-taran-lcn ?ina 
DEM.3sgABS PF·build.hous~ 3! ·; wolf.3sgABS 
anka 
!here 
There on the opposite shore in the scrub there a wolfbuiit its house. [an/36/ 
The word ramayta9qatlten has the morphological source ramayta beyond, ·!)qac 
SIDE (nominal derivational suffix), and -kin(e) relational suffix. 
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15.5 Postposition qa~a 'near' 
'fhe postposition qaca beside Is problematic for analysis. It usually occurs as a free 
word immediately preceded by a locative case nominal: this is the behaviour of a 
postposition. There Is also a derivational suffix ·!)qac(a·), which has a very similar 
meaning (see §15.3.2). Words with this derivational suffix occasionally seems t~ act 
like a clause adjunct with locatlonal meaning, I.e. it sometimes seems to be a 
locational adverb. 
Examples 049 aud 050 show the pure post positional form of qaca: 
049 ?era-yala-y?c tatl·•·k gaca nawll-y?i Cakwagaqaj 
gallop-pass·TH door·E·LOC beside.PP slop-TH personal.name.3sgABS 
He galloped past, next to the door C..kwayaqaj stopped {cy310/ 
050 yc-mec·cjmcw-llnet jara·k=?m 
house-LOC•EMPH PF·APPROX·approach·3pl 
ncrnc Dew?cn-a-k gaca wak?o-y?e 
again wife·E·LOC besid~.PP sii-TH 
They started getting close to the house, again he was sitting next to his wife. 
{cy384/ 
In example 051 the postposltional phrase occurs with a nomlnallsed form of the 
existential copula/auxiliary verb to form the complex nominal kantorak qn~a 
wal?at the ones beside the offlce: 
051 Kej9·•·wilu~?m wakw-a-t 
stone·E·3pl 
lyot-kine-t 
now-REL·3pl 
nan kanto~a-k 
bear-E·ear,EMPH DEICT office-LOG 
gaca wa-1?-o-t wokw·•:l9·•·t angin meJ9·•·l'·•·t 
beside.PP be·PCPL·E-3piABS stone·E·AUG·E-3pl thus big·E-NMZR·E·3pl 
Bear Ears, the stones, like the big ones now which are beside the offlce {of 
Sovxoz Kanchalanj, they're that big /be035/ 
The postposition can sometime be marked with a nominal case marker like a 
spatial adverb, particularly the allatlve ending -yta. The lexical complement of the 
postposition must still occur In the locative easel, e.g.: 
z The relational-derived form qaeaken In the following exaulple seems to be functioning as 
a nominal. It Is unusual in that It does not have an associated locative nominal. 
056 Oll!)atal ?aman qel>u waj uj9e qetew raly-a-ly:-.,.n 
INTJ INTJ be~ use OEICT NEG.EXI 77 toe·E·SING·E·ABS 
gaca-ken I cowi-tku:Jw·o·k rlnt-a·tku:Jw·a·k 
beside-REL3sgABS cut-ITtR·INTS·E·SEQ lhrow·E·ITER·INTS·E·CONV 
So that's how it was, because one was missing, one toe from one side, because 
of the chopping up and scattering. {cy442/ 
The Intention here seems to be 'because when they disposed of the rest of his remains they 
missed the toe, Cakwanaqaj was able to return from the dead'. It seems that qacaken one 
from beside and raiyalyan finger/toe are both Independent nominals In a noun phrase, 
rather than together f?rmlng a post positional phrase. 
.. -- --------···· -----
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052 orw-a·t "'mal?o 
aD.JABS sled·E-JpiABS 
r.,..]?at-cn-ncnat 
CS-sleer-TH-JsgA.JpiO 
SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS 
wajanrcla 
!hither 
almak·•·k 
carcass-E-LOC 
He dragged all the sleds there to the c:.rr:3sses. 
15.6 Dcictic adverbs 
gaca.yta 
beside-ALL 
L:hopter 15 
[cy437/ 
. As well as the demonstrative pronouns, there are two Indeclinable groups of deictic 
words. The deictic adverbs are formed from the same stems as the demonstrative 
pronouns, but are derived with non-nominal derivational sumxes and function as 
sentence adjuncts. The delctic clltic-partlcles are also invariant, but have no 
morphological structur~ and usually have syntactic scope over a single word only. 
The morphological structure of deictlc adverbs Is partially regular, but there Is no 
evidence that these forms are productive. Most of the deictic adverbs arc formed on 
the basis of the same stems as the demonstrative pronouns (§7.4); the one 
exception is the interrogative/indefinite (pronoun stem Is mik-, deictic adverb stem 
Is mi!J·). The roots of the delctic adverbs arc: 
• !JUt- near 
• !Jen.-VH far 
• !Jaan-, !JOOn· very far 
• mi!J· where?, somewhere (interrogative/indefinite) 
There arc also delctlc adverbs derived from the root an.-VH, which Is also root of 3rd 
person singular personal pronouns and of the dlscourse-speclalioed. non-distance 
graded demonstrative. Deictic adverbs formed from an- are partially 
interchangeable with the !JUt• here adverbs, bnt on- forms are also used In 
organising discourse, acting as conjunctions, etc. 
The least morphological' 
relationships as the norr 
FIGURE 15 3 Delctic ao 
an--VH 
unspec. 
Locative on-ko 
-ko, -ku 
Allative 
-kori, -ri(lo) (waJ·•m-re, 
1ular of thr: deictlc adverbs indicate the same spatial 
ocational cases LOCATIVE. ALLATIVE and ABlATIVE. 
·-
locative allative abl ti . . a ve. 
!)ut- !JCn--VH !)aan-. !JOOil· mi!J· 
near far very far {some) where? 
!JUt-ku !JCn-ku !Jaan-ka mi!J·ka 
~~ !JOOn·k~ 
·-!JUt-karl mi!)·kori 
!)Ut-ri !JCn·rl !Jaan-rc 
waj-on-relo)' IJUt·rilo nen-rilo naan-relo 
Ablative on-qo(ra) !)Ot-qo(ra) nan-qo(ro) !laan-qo(ro) mcg-qo(ro) 
·Qo(ro) I]OOfi·QO 
3 These two forms only occur with waj, otherwise a deictl~ r::.:tir.:l .. ~. L'he vowel harmony on 
the final morpheme shows that these are entire words, not phrases. 
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The various alternative forms (for example !JUtkari-!)utri-!)utrila hithelj seem to 
be In free variation. The gaps In the paradigm have been thoroughly checked and 
seem to be real gaps In the language, not just In the data. 
The locatives !)Utku hete and !JCnku there have a suffix unique to these delctic 
adverbs. The other locative types anka here/there, !Jaankai!JOOnka yonder and 
mi!Jko where?/somewhere have endings which are formally identical to one of the 
allomorphs of the locative case (but note that the locative case form of the 3sg 
personal pronoun Is anok, not onko; §7.2). 
The allatlve and ablative adverbs are formed by suffixes which are completely 
unrelated to the case forms with these meanings. Interestingly, the ablative deictic 
adverb forms have the same polysemy as the ablative case; apart from (I) 'motion 
from a source', ablative also Indicates (II) 'motion around Inside an area', and also 
(Ill) 'attachment from a point', e.g. 
I) qoty?i Oarajpo/gotqoro) he set off {from the house/from therei. 
II) nolejwaqin (notajpa/!)otqoro) he roamed {around the land/around there) 
Ill) pirinin (yotkajpo/!)ot.::ora) he grabbed it {by the legs/there) 
Example 053 shows a dclctic adverb with the -qo(ra) indicating 'motion aroUiiil an 
area'. The collapse of this meaning with meaning 'motion from a source' Is a 
characteristic feature of Chukchi. 
053 apaaJHty·b!J·Ol·ll ;mgora n-a-Iejw-a-qln 
spider-SING·E·JsgABS ABLDEICT.ADV HAB·E·roam·E·Jsg 
There was a spider walking there. [cy208/ 
See also the discussion of the ablative case, §15.2.3. 
The demonstrative pronouns !lanqen that there and !Jaanqcn that yonder are also 
;ed as directional adverbs indicating 'motion towards': 
054 [ ... ) I g•ng..n uan kal>a-yt~ ye·lqan·mur1 
!hither DEICT spin!·ALL Pf·Sel.oll·lpl 
... we went there to the spirits... [cpt26/ 
O<her delct.ic adverbs are formed by a thematic suffix -ke (which also occurs with 
personal pronouns) and a derivational suffix; INESSIVE -coku, e.g. !Jankacako 
Jns/cJe there. ORIENTATIVE -yjit. e.g. !)Utkeyjit according to this, and PERLATIVE -tc, 
e.g. !JOOnkata along there yonder. 
FIGURE 15.4. Delctic adverbs -lnessive. perlative, orlentative. 
an· !JUt- !JCn· !laan·, !JOOn· mi!J· 
unspec. near far very far (somehvhere? 
!NESS (iln·!{C·Coku) 
PERL on-kc-tc 
ORIENT {on-ke·v.iit) 
!)Ut-ke-coku 
!JUt-ke-te 
nut-kc-yflt 
!Jan-ka-coko 
!JOOn-lta·ta mi!J·ke-te 
Note that the lnesslve and orlentative suffixes are the same as the case suffixes 
(and therefore the predicted adverb forms ankecoku and · onke.,jit are 
-~-~-- ~~--- ~- ~-~--- --~-~-IL _____ ~ __ ---~ ------~- -~-- __ -~- ------~ 
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indistinguishable from third person singular personal pronouns). The ·tc suffix of 
the perlative is not· a nominal suffiX. It is formally identical to the postvocailc 
allomorph of the ergative/instrumental, but does not have any functional link to 
this. Nominals have a periative case indicated by the suffix -jckwc•VH (§15.2.4). 
There Is also a form minkemil how many?, how muth?, which would seem to be a 
derivation from the indeflniteJinterrogative locatlonal stem with the manner 
adverb ~ufflX -mil. However, the meaning how many?. how much? for minkcmilis 
not what would be predicted from this morphological source. 
Adverbs may form the heads of compounds, but In such a function are difficult to 
distinguish from locatlonal case suffixes and locational derivational suffixes. The 
following example shows a delctic adverbial !)enri thither with an Incorporated 
adjective ure long distance, long time. 
055 :gaanre n-in-?cmct-qinct ncnku Iaycn ri-inc-trll-qinct urc-ucnri 
lar-thither 
[cy436i 
yonder HAH·TR·drag.Jpl there really HAB·TR·pul·3pl 
He dragged them far away, put them there over that way 
There are three deictic particles, nan, noot and waj/raj. These have deictic 
meanings. usually with scope over an adjacent word. They cart be phonologically 
joined to an adjacent particle, with word Internal phonological processes attested at 
the juncture (e.g. cill·!Jan < cit nan). The conditions for determining the ordering 
of the particles are unclear (see example 058, which has both orders, !Janqayite 
and qayitcnan). 
The clitidparticle !Jan Is also clearly related to the deictic adverb stem nen- there. 
056 kcJn·o·t nan jaJqat·O·!l!JO·k r?enut uart n·il·hU:,jW·O·qin 
bear·E·3p!ABS OEICT sleep·E·INCH·SEQ something OEICT HA8·E·eat·COLL·E·3Sg 
Bears on starting to hibernate eat something [an056] 
In spontaneous texts !)tln Is very frequently used with deictic adverbs, where it 
seems to be emphatic: 
057 ganqen 
OEM.JsgABS 
uan 
DEICT 
?fre·lqot•y?l 
gallop·set.oif· TH 
So that one there raced off. [cy140] 
The word nan cal'\ cliticlse to any word. Examples 056 and 057 show It with nouns 
and pronouns, example 058 shows It with verbs, and example 059 shows It with a 
tPmporal adverb and an Intensifier particle. 
058 luut Cakwa!)aqaj qoiento·y?c 
suddenly personal.name.3sgABS speak.up·TH 
Atcjl II 
grandiather.VOC 
"okkakojl 
INTJ 
goyite·uan cnmec new?en·qej n·o·ie·qlnl" 
look!·DEiCT already wife·OIM.3sgABS HAB·E·go-3sg 
gan·qoylte 
OEICT·iook! 
Sudden~v Cakwayaqaj spoke up "Goodness/ Look at that/ Grandfather/ Look 
there comes my dear wife/" [cy4 I I -41 2] 
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059 ank?am laycn nan-clt tan-kolo-van 
~nd really DEICT·first INTS·INTS·DEICT 
nomnom·•·rnk·>·CY·•·n [ ... ] 
settlement·E·COLL·E·AUG·E·3sg~.BS 
And well at first there were Jots and Jots of settlements [there] ... [he009} 
Waj combines with the unspeclfled deictlc stem an· to form an extra delctlc adverb 
(wajanre-wajanrelo thither. 060) and derotonstratlve (wajanqena· that. 061). 
060 [ ... ] mon·Jalyon·m•k cryatok cryatak 
lpi.INT·move.camp·lpl tomo"ow tomo"ow 
man:Jalyom-mak anqora man-r7llc-mak 
lpi.INT·move.camp· lpl thence lpi.INT·race-lpl 
qccqon 
slightly 
wafanre 
thitl:er 
... Tomorrow we11 move camp. tomorrow we1J move camp a little over that 
way, and then we'll hold a race [cy346] 
Note that there Isn't any corresponding delctlc adverb •anrc or •anrel• (i.e. 
without waj). but there Is~ demonstrative anqen. 
061 waj-ortqen waj 
DEICT·DEM.JsgABS OEICT 
Here {there] it is. [ot043} 
The particle waj Is also an emphatic Interjection, which seems to express surprise 
or that something Is counter to expectation: 
062 n·hv·qin Cokwa!)aqaj n·iw·qirt otcaj-qaj 
HAB·say.Jsg personal.name HAB·say.Jsg aunt·OIM 
waj·waj muri wajl mot·jcn·mok waj I [ ... ] 
EMPH·EMPH lpiABS EMPH lpl·come·lpl EMPH 
He say.s, CJkwat)aqaj says: "Aunty. hey, it's us! Were coming back now ... • 
[cy426} 
There Is also a delctic p'lrticle noot this here. which has the same sort of locative 
meaning as the -ka/-ku suffiX adverbs. This form is frequently used In place of the 
demonstrative !JOtqcn this in abso!utive noun ·phrases. and seems to have the 
same modlfier·head relationship with It that notqen would: 
063 II itok·ewan uoot mllyer 
yes so·INTS OEICT gun.JsgABS 
Yes, well it's like I've taken the gun here. 
t·•·plrl-y?c-n 
lsg·E·take-TH·3sg 
[ke093] 
Apart from the Interrogative/indefinite stem min· where?, somewhere, there exists 
a spatial interrogative particle 7emi where?. · 
064 ommemcjl ?em! geiy·>·n? 
Mummy.VOC! where hidc·E·3sgABS 
Mummy. where's the hide? [ot042] 
Unusually for an Interrogative, this word does not also have Indefinite meaning 
(but see 7cmitri/7cmlcci somewhere, below). There also exist several forms of 7emi 
fused with 3sg personal pronouns. The form 7cmitlon (<•7emi·otlon; the use of 
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atlon 3sgABS as an emphatic partlr.le Is discussed In §7 .2) makes an emphatic 
question: 
065 iw-nin "naqam ?emitlon qoi 
say-3sgA.3sgO bul where? QUANT.3sgABS 
He said to him "Where-on-earth's the other boy?" 
!Jinqej?" 
boy.3sgABS 
[ke045/ 
The form 7emitri/7emicci (<atri/acci 3plABS) somewhere Is an Indefinite spatial 
adverb. 
066 ?emitri yckc!J·•-l'·•·t y-amecat-icnat 
somewhere race·E·PCPL·E·3p!ABS PF·disappear·3pl 
The sled drivors disappeared from view somewhere [cy097f 
Unlike the other words formed with ?emi, 7cmitri/7emicci cannot be used 
Interrogatively. 
16 
Adjectives (fr numerals 
16.1 Introduction 
Adjtctives and numerals are two minor word classes which occur as free words in 
the same syntactic contexts as absolutive case nomlnals; they can act as S/0 
arguments of verbs, and can appear In absolutive NPs as mn.iifiers. They do not 
however take '!nY other cases. The class of numerals Is closed: new words 
representing numerical concepts enter the nominal class. The adjective class is 
large (perhaps several hundred stems), but probably also closed; there is no 
evidence of adjectives being borrowed, whereas nouns and verbs are borrowed 
freely. 
16.2 Adjectives 
Adjective stems are an intermediate class between nouns and verbs indicating 
nominal properties. Adjective stems can be Incorporated Into nouns as modifiers, or 
may be marked as one of several different word classes In different functions, as 
summarised below: 
FIGURE 16 I Adjective functions .. 
Attributive function Predlcative function 
Incorporated Adjective yes no 
Free Adjective absolutive NP ~nly unmarked TAYI only 
Deadfectlval Verb Base no marked TAM only 
• Incorporated Adjectives. Adjective stems must be Incorporated when functioning 
as modifiers of non·absolutlve case nouns. They are also Incorporated by absolutive 
nouns when referring to entitles of low discourse salience. Incorporation of 
adjectives In discussed In §9.4. 
• Free Adjectives. Free adjectives have distinctive morphological marking, 
consisting of the prefix n-·VH and a person-number suffix (§16.3). Free adjectives 
can function attributively In absolutive case NPs, and function predlcatively with 
unmarked tense-as!Ject-mood reference (realls, positive polarity, universal stative 
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type tense-aspect). Only deadjectival verb bases can function predicatively with 
marked TAM (§16.4). 
• Deadjectival Verb Base. Deiidjectival verb bnses are marked with the circumflx 
n-_-?ew-VH or the suffix -yta. They form the lexical heads of analytic verbs, with 
an auxiliary encoding TAM categories. Like other members of the verb base class, 
deadjectival verb bases can also act as sentence adverbs (§13.5, §16.5). 
Apart from these three main derivatives of adjective stems therr. are also the 
following types: 
• Negative Verb Base. Adjective stems can be negated by the negative circumfix 
e-_-ke to make negative verb bases. Deadjectival negative verb bnses form 
analytic verbs with the auxiliary -twa- (see §17.3.1). Negated attributive 
adjectives are nominalised by the affixes e-_-ka-1?-in(e-) (§18.7.2). 
•Comparative Verb Base. Adjective stems can form comparative predicates. The 
adjective stem forms a verb base with the suffix-!) (§ 16.6). 
The adjective stem class is large (hundreds of members), but may not be open. I 
have never observed a borrowing being used as an adjective, even though Russian 
words are frequently used as nouns and verbs with full Chukchi inflectional and 
derivational affixation (§1.2.2). 
16.3 Free adjectives 
The Chukchi acljective is a word class distinguished by a distinctive set of 
morphological markings which occur in a limited syntactic environment. These 
morphoicgical markings are similar, but not identical, to the habitual verb 
markings, and both adjective and habitual verb markings encode habitual or 
universal tense . 
The free (habitual/universal tense) person-number paradigm for adjectives 
(compare §10.3.2) is shown in fig. 16.2: 
FiGURE 16.2. Free adjective paradi2rn: me.i11- bif( 
sin2uiar olural 
1st person n-a-mejg-iyatn n-o-mejg-a-muri 
2nd person n-a-mejg-iyat n-a-mejg-a-turi 
3rd person n-a-mejog-qin n-a-mejan-qine-t 
Free adjectives function as attributes in absolutive case noun phrases (001), and as 
TAM-unmarked predicates (002): 
00! cakayet=?m atlenju-qej 0·3·B~alu-gin 
sister=EMPH younger.brother-DIM.3sgABS ADJ·E·small-3sg 
[There was/ a sister and a small younger brother. {ot002/ 
002 wacaq layen ok kako alama=?m ?ina n-a-ml-a-gen 
INTJ really INTJ INTS INTJ=bul wolf.3sgABS ADJ.E·agile·E·3sg 
Oh look, oh. but the wolf Is agile/ /kr/55/ 
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In short sentences it can be difficult to distinguish attribution from predication, 
since a lone noun phrase can be used in a zero-copula existential cor·~truction (see 
also §17.2.4): 
003 n·a-meiao·qin pcecem 
ADJ.E-big-3sg sausage.3sgABS 
[They were/ big sausages or The sausages {were/ big {ke268/ 
Free adjectives very occasionally seem to function as absolutivc case nominais 
(substantive adjectives), as 1,... the following example, where the adjective 
nam!-:oqin many is in the 0 role of the verb anmaka don't kll/: 
004 a;,qen=?m qanur I ratanoawuan I Oll!JC 
lhis=EMPH like enough NEG.HORT 
Iamnc n·a-mk·a-gln a-nm-a-ka 
repeat ADJ.E·many-E-3sg NEG·kiii·E·NEG 
That's like, enough. don't repeat Jc, don't kill Jots. {jo070/ 
However, it is not possible to sliow that this is true substantivisation. It is 
impossible to produce non-absolutive adjectives. which better supportS a hypothesis 
that examples like 004 are just ellipsis of a noun head. 
Adjectives do not occur as the heads of compounds (§12.3). However, the nominal 
collective suffix -mk COLL (§8.10.1) b formally identical to the adjective stem mk-
many. 
NOMINAL OER!VAT!ONAL SUFFIX -mk COLL 
005 cin=nan 
firsi=DEICT 
OJtr?cc 
only 
notqen [ara-mk-•·qaj 
OEM.3sgABS house-COLL·E·DIM.JsgABS 
am·aoqa-corm·a·k wa-1?-a-t I 
REST·sea·EDGE·E·LOC be·NMZR·E·PL 
t?er-kine·qey-tl 
few·GEN·DIM·3p!ABS 
jara-t=?m 
house·3p!ABS=EMPH 
I 
jara-tko·qay-te 
house-COLL·DIM·3p!ABS 
In the beginning there was only that little group of houses on che seashore, a 
little bunch of houses, a few J!Ctle hauses. {he048 / 
The word jara-mk group of houses cannot be considered to be a compound with an 
adjective head because the .-qej-VH diminutive sufiir. sho)'o's that this word is 
morphologically a noun (word class and other syntactic features are determined by 
the head of the compound). 
16.3.1 Derivation 
Verbs and adjectives share a number of superficially Identical derivational altlxes. 
However, derivational affixes attach directly to verb stems, whereas derivational 
affixes on adjectives attach out.sice the adjective markers. This is illustrated with 
adjectival and verbal diminutives and augmentatives in fig. 16.3 below. The 
derivational affixes follow the person number agreement suffiX of an adjective, but 
they precede the agreem~nt suffix of a verb (verbal diminutives and augmentatives 
also have the thematic verbal suffix -et attached to the morpheme). If adjective 
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mark~rs are considered to be Inflections then th!s would be an Instance •;I 
derivational morphology ordered outside Inflectional morphology, which would be 
typologically very unusual. The forms arc tabulated below. See also the examples: 
006 for diminutive adjective and 007 augmentative adjective. 
FIGURE 16.3. Adjectives and habitual verbs with derivational suffixes. 
PREDICATE ADJECTIVE HABITUAL lNTRANS! fiVE 
DIM n-_-qine-qej n-_-qeet-qln (-qcet < •-qej-ct) 
AUG n-_-qena-cy-a-n n-_-cyat-qcn (-cyat < • -cy•VH.ct) 
n-_-qcna:in-a-n 
006 [ ... ) qcluq=?m n-o·ppolu-qlnc-qcj pojy-o·qaj 
spear·E·DIM.JsgABS because·EMPH ADJ·E·IitUe-Jsg·DIM 
... because of his spear is a tiny little one. 
007 ut?om-?ctjiw·ct-o·l?ct-y?l cqolpc=?m tay·n·o·qcwrc-qcna:Jg·o·n 
tentpole-bundle·TH·E·DUR·TH quickly•EMPH INTS·ADJ.E·agile-J?g-AUG·E-Jsg 
She bundled up the tentpoles quickly. shu was pretty agile. 
{otl08} 
laycn 
really 
fcy271/ 
My text corpus contains no spontaneous examples of non-third person free 
adjectives with derivational morphology, and It Is unclear how derivational 
morphology might interact with the pronominal suffixes. 
16.3.Z Diminutives and augmentatives 
The diminutive and augmentative derivational suffixes are the same as nominal 
diminutives (·qej·VH) and augmentatives (-cy-•VH and :in·•VH). These affixes attach 
to the adjective nfter the suffiX -qin(e-). As with nomlnais, the diminutive can be a 
word final affiX, but the augl}lentatives can not. With the augmentati·:e suffixes 
adjectives take nominal-type endings, -n for 3sg and -t for 3pl. While these word-
final affixes are ali formally identical with absolutive case forms of nominais, they 
cannot be considered so, as no other case forms can occur With adjectives'. 
ADJECTIVES WITH DIMINUTIVE DERIVATION 
008 pojy-ott·a·ly·o·qaj layen n·O·c!Wm·o·glne·gcl 
spear·WOOd·E·SING·E·DIM really ADJ·E·sholt·E·l·DIM 
The spearshafc was a short llctJe one. {ot037/ 
1 Such forms are exist In closely rel~ted languages, e.g. Zhukova (1980:65) reports 
'extremely rare' occurrences of case-marked adjectives in Palana Koryak. These only occur 
In the locative, Instrumental and dative cases, and have special pragmatic effect (possibly 
'contrast", but the description Is unclear), e.g.: 
n-tor-lag·k rara·k janct·o·tkan 
ADJ-new·ADJ.LOC house-LOC live-E-PROG 
He Jlves In a new house /or It's"' r:ew house he lives In/ {Zhukova 1980:65/. 
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009 nalyl-n-ermc-glnc-ge! 
INTS·ADJ·slrong·3·UIM.3sg 
It's really pretty strong 
ADJECTIVES WITH AUGMENTATIVE DERIVATIONS 
010 n·.:\·lyc-n-ekw-a-germ-lo-a-n [ ... ] tay-n-ekw-a-gena-cy-OJ-n 
ADJ-E-INTS·ADJ·high·E·3·AUG·E·3sg INTS-ADJ·high·E-3-AUG·E-Jsg 
It's really very high ... it's extremely high 
011 ncmc 
also 
r?cjwct·y'c·t 
dismanUe·TH·Jpl 
loycn 
really 
kola 
INTS 
n-ut?am·g•t·et·•·l?ct-qln 
HAB·tentpole-??-TH·3Sg 
{aa4.18/ 
{ab2.10/ 
tay-n-a-gcw.:e-gena-fn-a-n onv-a-k n-lne-t?lwju-qlnet ut?am-a-t 
INTS·E·ADJ.E·s~lfui·ADJ.AUG·E·Jsg sl<:d·E·LOC HAB·TR·tie-Jpl tentpole·E-Jp!ABS 
They once again dismantled {the camp/, and she took down all the poles of the 
jaraya as easily as that· she was really very skilful - and tied the poles on the 
sled. {cy296/ 
Derivational prefixes also occur outside the adjective marking prefix; see §16.3.3. 
16.3.3 Intensifier prefixes 
The lntensifkc prefixes ten· and na1yi- attach to the be~ inning of the entire 
adj<ctive, I.e. prior to the n· prefix. This Is diff~rent to the l.,haviour of the 
formally identical intensifier prefixes which occur with verbs, where they are 
attached directiy to the stem, Inside the verbal inflections. Thus, even though 
adjectives and verbs In the habitual form may be formally identical when they are 
underived, with derivations they are distinguishable: 
F IGURE 16 4 Adj .. ect ves an d h h" a 1tua ver b i h . fi swt aerivationai pre oxes. 
ADJECTIVE 
(·mk· many) 
underived: n-a-mk-o·qin 
(ADJ-E-many-E-3sg) 
ten· intensifier: tey-n·a-mk-a-qin 
(INTS·ADJ-E-manv·E-3sg) 
lyi· intensifier: nalyl·ri·o·mk·o·qin 
(INTS-ADJ-E-many-E-3sg) 
mel- approximative: mel·n·o·mk-a-qh 
(APPR-ADJ-E-mal'l}'-E-3sg) 
• Intensifier teg-
012 layen tey-n·3·mk-;,-gln atr?ec yamnan 
really iNTS·ADJ·E·many·E·Jsg all lsgABS 
There's d real Jot, but I {know them/ partially 
HABITUAL VERB 
(-1eiW· roam) 
n-o·lejw-a-qin 
(HAB-E-roam-E-3s~l 
n-a-ten·lejw-a-qin 
(HAB-E-INTS-roam-E-3sg) 
n-o·1yi-lejw·o-qin 
(HAB-E-INTS-roam-E-3sg) 
n-o·mec·lejw·a-qin 
(HAB-E-APPR-roam-E-3sg) 
camqok 
partially 
[ ... ] 
/krOBB/ 
The lntenslfler ten- also occurs with words from a wide range of word classes, e.g. 
nouns (§8.10.2) and verbs (§14.5.2). 
• 
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• Intensifier nalyi-
013 [ ... ] I nalyl·n·a-mk·•·gln new-a·nju-1>-a-n 
INTS-ADJ.E-many-E-3sg woman-E-seek-PCPl·E·3sgABS 
e q·a·ra··,<t-a·tok I DOMDJ 
INTJ INT-E-hmr:e-go.t.l·E·2pl homewards 
... to many potential .Jusband_s she said, ·co home. go home" 
Chapter 16 
n-ln-iw-qln 
HAB'TR-say-3sg 
{kel75} 
The int~nsifier prefi>: nalyi- seems to be derived historically from the intensifier 
prefix lyi-, which .,, curs with nouns and verbs, and repetition of the adjective 
preftx. With h:~i:itual verbs the lyi- prefix attaches directly to the stem, e.g. 
n-a-lyi-lejw-a-qin (HAB-E-INTS-walk-E-3sg) he walkPd a lot (see §14.5.2). 
Deadjectival adverbs formed by n· __ .?ew also take the nalyi- form of the 
intensifier prefix, not lyi-. Note that other deadjectivai adverbs do not; see example 
023, which has the form laye-tag·a·g INTS-good-E-ADV. 
•Approximative. The approximative prefix mel- is formally identical to the 
nominal approximative (§8.10.3). This preftx can have evidential meaning 
('apparently) or can show that the property indicated by the adjective is 
incompletely evident: 
014 VIDNO ~TO mal·n->omr·•·qcn 
one.can.see thai APPR·ADJ-strong-E-3sg 
You can see that it's rather strong {kr247} 
The related mec· form of the approximative is not attested with free adjectives. 
16.4 Free adjective predication 
Most adjectival predications in texts refer to a property which exists concurrently 
to the reference frame. Such modally and aspectuaiiy unmari<ed adjectives occur in 
the special free adjective form. Adjective stems in the free form have morphology 
which is formally very similar to the morphological markers of the habitual tense 
aspect, as noted above (§16.3). 
Most predicate adjectives in narrative texts are third person. Exceptions are either 
from quoted speech or incidentnl conversation. Example 015 comes from 
conversation between several speakers at a story-telling session discussing what 
they have already told and what mor.e they will tell. 
NON· THIRD PERSON ADJECTIVE 
015 n-in>-iyat itak yat 
ADJ-quick-2sg so 2sg.ABS 
n-a-telegkine-tku:Jyat 
HA~·~·Iell.about.olden.days·ITER·2sgS 
ck-wary·a=?in 
say-NMZR·INST =EMPH 
wenloyl 
nevertheless 
You were quick, but nevertheless remembered tales of the olden days. {ka31} 
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16.5 Delidjectival verb bases 
When a predicate adjective is marked for aspectual or modal categories an analytic 
construction with deadjectival verb base and Intransitive auxiliary verb (-twa· or 
n?el-) is used. The usual deadjectival verb base derivation has the circumfix 
n·_-7ew-VI1, as illustrated by the following two examples: 
016 mec·n-crm-?ew n-a-twa-y?a-n [ ... ] 
slighlly·ADV·sUong-ADV INT·E·AUX-TH-213sg 
If you were only a bit stronger ... Uo029} 
017 [ ... ] I anqora ccwera·yary·a·n 
then suceed-NMZR-E-3sgABS 
wa-k=?m laycn 
be-INF=EMPH really 
n-a-mel-?ew 
ADV-E-weii-ADV 
(#] n?-a-twa-rkanat wcc?am awrena-yh ueiwal?-a-t=?m 
COND·E-be-3pi.PROG maybe ner · ·;ear-All hetd·E·3piABS=EMPH 
... and if ali is successful. ali !fOes weli, there would be herds in the next year. 
{bel 10} 
Deadjectival verb bases can also act as sentence adverbs: 
018 anqen layen I angln [nanqen] layen 
DEMJsgABS really thus really 
angin 
thus 
nalyl·n·<t·c?uw·?cw 
INTS·ADV-narrow-VBase 
J?u·lqol·mlc 
look·UT!L-1·0V 
watacy·a·n n·iue-kamyannu·qin 
iunic·E·3sgABS HAB·TR·draw.topether-3sg 
:ale·mic 
eye-AOV 
He just drew his overtunic togetner narrowly for his eyes like this. {krl39} 
019 onk?anr anqora et>olatn qeeqon (#] n·ltc•>ew I 
and then ? more MOD-determined-VBase 
n-a-mlyclret-qln 
ADJ·E·work-3sg 
tcmkart 
folk·E-3sgABS 
And then the people started to work even more determinedly {he057} 
The suffix -yta can also form deadjectival verb bases. This suffiX has the same 
aiiomarphy as the aiiative case, and also forms verb bases from verb stems (see 
§13.5). The semantic difference I• unclear. 
16.5.1 Deiidjcctival verbs 
Certain predicated properties indicated by adjective stems require word-class 
changing derivation to make the adjective stem into a verb. The most common of 
these is the suffix ·twi, which derive~ an intransitive verb with inchoatlve meaning 
from an adjective (see also §14.4.2): 
020 II q·a:J>o-y·a·n qanwer 
yes INT·E·go.to·TH·E·3s~ finally 
caj-anqen 
DEICT·DEM.3sgASS 
re-wulg-a-twi-y?e 
FUT·dark·E·INCH·TH 
Yes, visit her now, for it wiii get dark soon 
anc?aq 
and 
{kr235} 
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021 !urr-o-tw!-1?-!y-•·t [ ... ) 
crarj·E-INCH·PCPL·wolf·E·3piABS 
Rabid wolves /lit. wolves which had become crazy/ ... {kr137/ 
16.6 Co.mparative construction 
The comparative construction Is another dcadjectlval analytic verb construction 
using the auxlllaries -twa·· (stative) and n?el- (lnchoatlve). The verb base In a 
comparative construction Is marked by the suffiX -n•VH (§ 13.5). The standard of 
comparison is not stated where It Is clear from context: 
022 caj-ogqen nemoqej onp-o-gew ar>ala n-•·P•cwetyaw-qen 
DEICT·DEM.3sgS also old·E·woman quite HAB·E·converse-3sgS 
otlon=>m kitkit :ltm·•-u wa-1?-o-rt 
3sgABS=EMPH slighUy old·t-AOV be·PCPL·E-3sgABS 
There's that old woman over there too, she's quite talkative. She's a little bit 
older {than me/. {kr177/ 
When an overt standard of comparison is given it Is marked in the locative case, as 
In the following example (from a t.Iscussion of the culinary merits of ground 
squirrel meat compared to dog): 
023 ZHIRNEN'KIE ?ott>-o-k!ne-k loye-tag·>·U 
!al dog·E·REL·LOC INTS-good·E·ADV 
They're fat. They're very good compared to dog. 
Wa·l?-a.t 
be·NMZR·E·PL 
{kr/60/ 
Example 023 also shrh<S that adjcctlvaUadverblai derivational prefixes can occur 
with comparative '/crt> bases. Verb bases forincd with ·!J do not take derivational 
suffixes. 
16.7 N..:merals 
The indigenom. chukchi numerical system is a base 20 system with elements of 
base 5. The numeral system includes simple numerals (single morphemes), 
compound numerals (numerals formed by compounding two simple numerals), and 
analytic numerals (numerals formed by phrasal combinations of simple and 
compound numerals). With numerals above 20 the system quickly becomes 
unwieldy, and the Russian decimal system is today widely used In Its place; none of 
my texts Include spontaneous usages of compound or analytic numerals'. 
z In the 1920s, and possibly earlier, there was a b"-'e 10 tallying system used by Chukchls 
and Koryaks (Stebnicklj 1994:107). This may be an Innovation from after Russian contact 
The symbols are: 
X 
0 
0 
units 
tens 
hundreds 
thousand~ 
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Cardinal and collective numerals are similar to absolutive case nomlnals. They 
frequently act a• modifiers In absolutlve noun phrases, but can also act as 
absolutive case arguments. They cannot however be marked with any other cases 
or other nominal Inflectional categories, and so are not nomlnals. The Chukchi 
cardinal numerals are used for counting and for general enumeration of entitles. 
There are also derived series of words (numerals, denumerlc nouns, and denumeric 
adverbs) which indicate number In particular functions: 
• COLLECTIVE (number of entitles In a group; divided Into 'human' and 'non-
human types, § 16.11.1) 
• ORDINAL (position In a sequence; § 16.11.2) 
• MULTIPLICATIVE (number of Instances; §16.11.3) 
• DISTRIBUTIVE (number of entitles at a t!mc; § 16.11.4) 
The collective derivations are numerals (they can function as absolutive case 
nominals, but not as other cases). The ordinal series are regular nomlnals, and the 
multiplicative and distributive series are denumerlc adverbs. 
16.8 Simple numerals 
The simple numerals are shown In fig. 16.5: 
FiGURE 16.5. Simple numerals. 
anncn-VH 
!Jireq/!)iceq 
!Ji>tOq 
!J>raq 
rnatlo!J'v"(-en) 
manyat•VH(-kcn) 
kalyan•VH(-ken) 
qlik-VH(-kin) 
t?er-VH 
one 
two 
three 
four 
five 
ten 
fifteen 
twenty 
how many? /so many 
The numeral two has the r-c alternation between men's and women's forms, but 
the numerals three and four and the interrogative/indefinite do not. The bracketed 
endings only appear In the free •ardinal numeral form, and disappear under 
Incorporation of suffixal derivation. fhe forms for ten, fifteen and twenty have the 
ending -kin--ken, which is formally identical to the absoiutlve singular form of the 
nominal relational suffi:< (§8.7.2). The numeral five has the ~ndi'ng -en, which Is 
formally identical to the absolutive singular forms of the possessive suffiX (§8."1.1). 
Whlle the numerals themselves arc not nomlnals (they don't have case forms or 
number marking) they presumably are etymologically related to nomlnals3• 
'The numeral ql!k-kln twenty Is related to a stem 'ql!k meaning man. male (cf. ql!ket-
marry a man). Skorlk relates both numeral stems matlag- five and manyat- ten to the 
stem many-•VH which means hand (Skorlk 1961:387). This Is unquestionably the case for 
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16.8.1 Loan numerals 
Loan words with numeric meaning are ail simple numerals or nominals. The most 
common is ticoc(u) thousand(< Russian '1tislafa'): 
024 ewor [#] n·•·qaa-nm·at·qenat onqen 
so HAB·E·reindeer-kiii·TH·Jpl DEM.JsgABS 
galwol?·o·CY·O·n 
herd·E·AUG·E·JsgABS 
n-a-tku-qln OJmal?eta ticacu ya-parol-lcn=?m 
HAB·E·dcsuoy.Jsg aii.ADV thousand POSS.PRED·cxtra-Jsg=EMPH 
If they slaughtered reindeer, that huge herd, they wiped out all thousand and 
more {he050/ 
Compare the absolutive plural rorm in example 036. Northern variants or Chukchi 
use tawcon thousand, which is an old loan rrom the period or English-language 
contact (§1.2). 
In my experience numerals were most commonly used by Chukchi speakers with 
rererence to sums or money. During the period or research the rouble had suffered 
so much rrom inflation that it was necessary on a daily basis to talk or sums or 
money in the thousands and miiiions-this is only possible with borrowing or the 
Russian terms. 
According to Soviet naming :' ractices many entities were named with (Russian) 
ordinal numerals (cspecialiy herding brigades, settlements, schools). These terms 
arc commonly used as unanaiyscd names. Russian gender agreement is usuaiiy 
ignored, and the rorm is used in the masculine, as in the ronowing (Rus. "1pctvij' 
first, 'vto1roj' second, "1tretlij' third): 
025 emelkc [#] I PERWE.I·a·l'·o·n=?nt 
seems fifSI·E·NMZR·E·JsgABS=EMPH 
Tcyronkee-?m II ?Eqerult·o·n 
VTOROJ -~-1'> ·il·il= ?ttl 
second·E·NMZR·t·3sgABS=EMPH 
personal.name.JsgABS=EMPH pe1sonal.name·E·JsgABS 
"tkirril·l'·•·n 
thitd-NMZR·E·JsgABS 
onqen goroq gelwot?·o·t=?m 
DEM.JsgABS th1ee herd·E·Jp!ABS=EMPH 
It seems{?/ had The First', Teyrmkeew had The Second: ? Eqerultw had The 
Third: those were the three herds. {he031&032/ 
. the numeral ten, although the details of the derivation are unclear. The numeral stem Is 
monyot-, which looks like the plural rorm, but 'plural' Is an Inflection, and cannot act as 
part or a stem ror the purposes of derivation. Probably the stem is synchronically 
unanalysabie (and may be related to the dual number round In most Koryak dialects). 
There is no suggestion made or why the stem motlog-•VH should be considered cognate to 
this same stem, although Skorik makes a lot or the semantic basis or the lexical elements 
or numerical system, which are frequently related to counting on the fingers (Skorlk 
1961:386-388, esp. notes 273, 275, 276). It Is conceivable that the log element of the stem Is 
related to the slnguiatlve (§6.3.3). The numeral koiyonkcn fifteen Is also a relational rorm, 
but the stem kolyon· has no obvious etymological relationship to other stems, nominal or 
otherwise. 
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16.8.2 Pronumcral t7er 
The pronumeral t?er has Interrogative (example 026) and Indefinite (027) 
runctlons: 
026 t?er ?aloget jaa-y?a-n? 
how.many? day.ABS use·TH-JsgO 
How many days did it take (lit. "use")? 
027 !?elegit ongln I om-l?alaget t?er MESJAC 
winler.ABS Ihus REST·winler so.much monlh 
Thus {in the/ winter. all winter, so many months ... 
[na08/:9j 
jily-3-n 
monlh·E·JsgABS 
{ka06/ 
Interrogative/indefinite pronumeral t7er can take normal numeral derivation, ror 
example, the ordinal numeral deriving suffix ·qew (sec example 037, §16.11.2). 
16.9 Compound numerals 
Compound numerals arc rormed by a combination or simple numerals and/or other 
derivational morphology. Six and seven are rormed by compounding the slm!Jle 
numerals one-five and two-five: 
FIGURE 16.6. Compound numerals, 6- 9. 
annan·motlon·en 
!)er?a-motlan·en 
amnoroot-ken 
r;ott?acyan-kch 
six 
seven 
eight 
nine 
The numeral aitl!Jarootkcn eight ('em·noro:iut-kin) is rormed rrom the numeral 
nora- three with the restrictive prefix em·, numeral distributive derivation -jut 
(§17.0) and the relational suffix -kin, indicating 'only the third', i.e. five pius three, 
a hand and three more fingers. 
The numeral qon?acyonken nine is also morphologically complex. It includes the 
pronominal element qun·/qon- which indicates one (§7.5). Skorik (1961:388 note 
276) states that middle element or qon-?acyan-ken means In a row, next to, 
related to the noun acyot line, :vw (plural a<.yot-te) and thus the entire word could 
be glossed one be<ide {the others}, i.e. all the fingers except one. This would be a 
sensible semantic source ror the v1ord, but It is unclear why the word acyot should 
gain an Initial glottal stop and e:;change the final t ror ann. 
028 wanewan loyen I loyen minkcmil ya·nanq·o·tWa·len='m 
NEG.NFUT really really how.much PF·stomach·E·RESULT·Jsg=EMPH 
ary-irt qon?~icyan-ken j?ily-a-n='m 
Jpi·POSS.JsgABS nine·ltUM monlh·E·JsgABS 
laycn='m elc-y n-cna-yto-qcn='m I 
rea:ty=EMPH summer-LOC HAB·TR·bear-Jsg=EMPH 
cwar 
if 
[ ... ] 
gon?acyan-ken 
nine-NUM 
No, IVhen thP.y've been pregnant so long, when their nine months, if {they've 
had/ nine months then In the summer they bear them.... [aa4.04/ 
Multiples or twenty are also rormcd by compounding: 
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FIGURE 16.7. Compound numerals. 40 - 400. 
!Jireq-qlik-kin 40 
!J>roq-qiek-ken 60 
!J>raq-qiek-ken 80 
motl>!J·qolek-ken 100 
onnan-motlog-qaiek-ken 120 
geraq-matlag-qalek-ken 140 
amneroot-qalek-ken 160 
qon?acyan-qalek-ken 180 
monyat-qolek-ken 200 
koiyan-qolek-ken 300 
qliq-qalik-ldn 400 
It Is possible that higher multiples of twenty can also be formed, but speakers 
disagree on the details of the system, particularly with respect to multiples of 
twenty by numbers represented by analytic numerals (see below, §16.10). 
16.10 Analytic numerals 
Numerals from II to 14 and 16 to 19 arc formed analytically, with a phrase 
consisting of (I) either manyatken ten or kalyonken fifceen, (II) a numeral from 
one to five representing the remainder, and (iii) the noun parollpacol extra. 
remainder. 
FIGURE 16.8. Analytic numerals. 
monyotken annen parol 
manyatken gireq parol 
manyatken !J>roq parol 
monyatken goraq parol 
kalyonken annen parol 
kolyanken !)ireq parol 
kalyanken !J>roq parol 
kolyonken garaq parol 
eleven (ten, one remaining} 
nvelve 
thirteen 
fourteen 
sixteen 
seventeeJ 
eighteM 
nineteen 
Likewise the factors of twenty from 220-280 and 320-380 arc broken down Into 
analytic complexes made up of (I) the numeral manyotqlekken 200 or 
kolyanqlekken 300, (II) a compound numeral 20, 40, 60 or 80, and (Ill) the noun 
parol. 
All other numerals are formed by giving a factor of twenty and then the remainder 
(a simple, compound or analytic numeral from I to 19) as above. For example: 
029 nar?a-qlek-ken kolyon-ken !Jireq parol 
rour.JWenly·NUM fiheen·NUM IWo.NUM extra 
Ninety seven 
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030 kotlon·qlek-ken qllk-kln alll!Jaroot-kcn 
fillcen·IWenly·NUM IWenly·NUM eighi·NUM 
Three hundred and twenty eight 
16.11 Numeral-specific derivation 
parol 
extra 
303. 
There are a number of derivational affllCes which only combine with numerals 
(including t?er how much?/so much). These forms are all suffixes; If they combine 
with an analytic numeral they go on the last word In the complex (usually 
parollpacol). 
16.11.1 Collectives: inanimate -jono and animate -ryeri/-ryeci 
There are two derivational suffixes which fom1 collective numerals, the sufflX :iono 
which Indicates a non-human collective, and -rycri/-ryeci, which Indicates a 
human collective. The collective numerals can act as absolutive case verbal 
arguments, but cannot take other case markings. 
Non-human collective suffix :iono 
031 loyen 
really 
amnar?oot-jono 
eighl·COLL 
qomcy-luut 
evP.n·suddenly 
qanut muu-1'-a·t lamomkari 
like caravan·NMZR·E·3piABS ever)Where 
manyat·jono 
lcn·COLL 
?am.an 
INTJ 
They {moosesj go In eights or even tens, like caravans back and forth {kr026/ 
Human collective suffix -ryeri/-ryeci 
032 pancna ncme att?cc nar?o-rvace !Jiceq 
!Wo.NUM still also an three·COLL 
Once again he only left a trio. twci. 
033 lejw·•·l'·•·t jet-y?e·t 
come· TH·3pl 
anqcn uar?o-rvace 
034 
walk·E·PCPL·E·3piABS 
ekke·t 
DEM.JsgABS lhree·COLL 
son.JpiABS 
Those walkers came, the trio. the bad uncle's sons 
cot-tayan loyen layl-clmlr?et-y?l anka 
cushion·EDGE.JsgABS really INTS·be.knocked.aboul·TH !here 
tarramal?-cta I matla~-3-o::acc amal1o loyen 
INl S·aii·ADV fiVe·E·COLL au really 
cl:ml:r?e:t-y?e:-t layen 
be.knocked.abouHH·3pl really 
ra-ynu·w-nlnct 
CS·remain-TH·3sgA.3piO 
{otl39/ 
?eqe-njlw-ln 
bad·uncle-POSS.JABS 
[cy353] 
layen 
really 
anka 
!here 
The outer chamber was all knocked about, there all the fivesome were all 
beaten up there. {cy423/ 
16.11.2 Ordinal -qew 
Ordinals are formed by the suffix -qew-VH. The ordinal form of the numeral Is a 
noun; examples Include forms In the absolutive plural (036) and the locative case 
(037). In example 035 an ordinal numeral appears In an absoiutive noun phrase; 
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:mraq 
and 
I (?uri! lpe 
in .fact 
[>ant! 
?aa wa-y?c emelkc qomur 
I~TER be-TH seems like 
nar?a-qaw nclwal tomyat-a-k 
anqcn 
DEM.3sgABS 
I 
four-ORO herd.3sgABS be.created-E-SEQ 
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CETWERT·>-17-o-n 
founh-E-NMZR-E-3sgABS 
I 
Then this -aah. that's right- there was The Fourth. It seems like, the fourth one 
formed. {he036/ 
Note that the Chukchi phrase gar?aqaw gclwol fourth herd is a Chukchi language 
gloss of the meaning of the natlvlsed Russian name CE1WERT~J?an (from Russian 
'cet1vertaja bri1gada' Fourth Brigade). 
Example 036 shows a plural marked ordinal in a noun phrase with plural noun 
ticacti thousands: 
036 qomur anqora 
like then 
I ct?o rcmk-a•n 
somewhat folk-E-3sgABS 
!JClwaP-o-t 
herd-E-3piABS 
n-a-mkct-tole-qlnet 
HAB-E-bccome.big-go-3pl 
I qanwcr=?tn 
like=EMPII 
galwoJ7-o-cy-o·t 
herd-E-AUG-E-3piABS 
nar?o-Ot 
thrce-DIST 
uar?a-gaw-3-t 
four-ORD-E-3piABS 
tie<JC·ti 
thousand-3piABS 
cawipat-ti 
half-3piABS 
yemye-rt-a-mk-ce-rtct !]Clwal?-a-t= ?m 
INTS-E-INV-CS-become.~ig-TH-3pl herd-E-lpiABS=EMPH 
qJrtwct 
like 
n7cJ-y7c-t 
become-TH-3pl 
I 
[#J 
Then It's like. people, the herds went on growing. {they were] huge herds. by 
threes, {when their numbers reached] the fourth thousand they became halves 
[I.e. the herds were split Into two]. they really increased the herds. {he070] 
Example 037 shows two ordinal numerals, both In the locative case: gir?cqcwal< 
upon the second and t?crqcwak upon some number of times (<t?cr, the 
indefinite/interrogative pronumeral). 
037 qonwet t7cr-gcw-o-k jalyat-a-k uircg-gcw-o-k 
finolly ~cw.many-ORD-E-LOC nomadrse-E-SEQ two-ORD-E-LOC 
jalyat-•·1< qonwcr luut I 9inqcj jato-nen 
nomadise-E-SEQ finally suddenly boy.3sgASS pull.out-3sgA.3sgO 
Finally several moves later, on the second move. finally she suddenly gave 
birth to a boy. [cy250j 
16.11.3 Multiplicative -cc 
The multlpllcatlve -ce·VH forms a series of denumerlc adverbs indicating the 
number ,,f Iterations of an event, e.g. girc-cc twice, motlan-ca five times, manyat-
ca ten times. 
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038 omk?am 
and 
anqora=?m 
then=EMPH 
n-a-tklw-qln=7m 
HAB-E-spcnd.night-3sg=EMPH 
teen 
really 
I 
I t7ec-cc 
how.many-MULT 
nar?a-ca 
four-MIJLT 
n-a-tkiw-qln 
HAB·E-spend.night-3sg=EMPH 
n-a-ntcyccr-a-myo-qcn uewacqct 
!IAB-E-work-E-INCH-3sg woman.JsgABS 
cwat 
so 
And then she spends the night a couple of times {I.e. rests In bed after 
childbirth/. four times she spends the night, chen the woman begins to work. 
[chl2/ 
Analytic numerals take the derivational suffix on the final element, e.g. qlikken 
onncn pacol-ca twenty one times (this type of thing does not occur very 
frequently). 
The word qunccc once also seems to !Je derived from this suffiX. although it is not 
a regular formation (the stem is apparently the quantifier pronoun stem qut- one. 
ocher). 
039 bycn guncce ?era-kawta-ncc-y?e:?m r?ile-lqat-y?i uenri 
really once gallop-circle-run-TH=EMPH race-setoff-TH there 
Only once she galloped In a circle. {anc! then) she quickly raced off thither. 
[cy098] 
16.11.4 Distributive :iut 
The distributive suffix :iut forms an adverb indicating the size of group that an 
action takes place over: 
040 
041 
cm-camce 
REST-close 
cl:Jmc-cpa 
close-ABL 
!JC1wol7-o-t 
herd-E-3piABS 
yala-17-a-t I 
pass-PCPL-£-3piABS 
cwar n-a-pcnra-tko-qcnat ank?am anqora ~mnen-jut 
if HAB·E-anack-ITER-3pl and then one-DIST 
tom-a-plotko·k=?m I [ ... J 
kiii-E-COMPL-SEQ=EMPH 
Only close up. from close around the passing herd if it attacks them, and then 
finishes killing {them] one-at-a-time... [aa8.04/ 
anqora uan ;:,nqcn I rcmk-a-n I 
then DEICT DEM.3sgABS folk-E-3sgABS 
n-a-tamyonqa3!J·•-17at-qcn=7m 
HAB·E-train.hamess.deer-E-DUR-3sg=EMPH 
omnan-?orawctJ?a-t3 
one-person-ERG 
manyat-jot 
ten-DIST 
DECJi\T 
len 
OLEN I 
reindeer 
cnmec 
already 
I 
n-a-n-wln-ew-qln 
HAB-E-CS-be.tame-TH-3sg 
mooqor-o 
hamess.decr-EQU 
n-a-tcjk-o-qin=7m 
HAB-E-make-E-3sg=EMPH 
omnan-?orawetl'a-ta='m 
one-person-ERG=EMPH 
I 
Then the people gradually got the harness reindeer ready, one person trained 
harness reindeer In tens {1. e. each person trained ten deer/, one person made 
harness deer. {he061/ 
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16.12 General derivation of numerals 
Most derivational affiXes which combine with nomlnals and acUectives can also 
combine with numerals, e.g. the diminutive (042), the Intensifier (043) and the 
approximative (044) (§§8.9-10, §16.3). 
• DIMINUTivE -qej. The diminutive attaches to the numeral after the suffix -inc, 
which Is a thematic 'ligature' suffiX. The diminutive suffix also acts as a 
nomlnallser: In the following example the diminutive form appears in the plural 
absolutlve: 
042 luur waj qeper noto-y?e wokw·o·coko:Jpo I 
suddenly DEICT wolverine.3sgABS appear-TH slone·E·INESS·ALL 
qotolayi anqen omk<~ caj-o·ma=?m luur 
seems DEM.3sgABS !here lea·CONSUME-SIM=EMPH suddenly 
nlr~q-ine-qey-ti plntoqet-y?e-t 
two-TH·DIM·3piABS show.seii-TH·3pl 
Suddenly a wolverine appeared from inside some rocks. right there while we 
were drinking tea •• mddenly two llttle ones showed themselves. [aa4.10/ 
•INTENSIFIER teg-
043 [ ... ) te!l·•nnen 
INTS-one 
qora·n• 
reindeer·3sgABS 
... separate out only one reindeer ... 
•APPROXIMATIVE mel-
q·a·n<Jntanct-a-rkan='m 
INT·E-separalc·E·PROG 
044. wanewan mal-amnaroot-ken jcp e·Jol·kC 
NEG·give·i;EG NEG.NFUT APPR·eighi·NUM fi"' 
jara-k n-o•twa-qenat 
house.LQC HAB·E·be·3pl 
[ ... ) 
{jo034/ 
No, it was more like eight, they haven't been given yet they're at home [kr004/ 
Numerals are occasionally observed with other nominal markings such as this 
person-number-affixed form: 
045 n·ln-lw-qln 
HAB· TR-say.Jsg 
cakoyet 
sisler.3sgABS 
"lyot~?m 
now= EM PH 
ffii)t~ra-ra-yt-a-y?a 
1pi·FUT·house·go.lo·E-TH 
glr?e·murl" 
two·1piABS 
waj 
EMPH 
I 
He said to his sister "Now the two of us will go home" [ot/04/ 
Example 045 might also be cousidered a nominalisation, or even an Incorporation 
of a numeral by a personal pronoun. 
17 
Copulas & Auxiliaries 
17.1 Introduction 
Chukchi has a verbal subclass which combines (for most of its members) both 
copula and auxiliary functions. The copula verbs are the main way of forming 
nominal predicates. The auxiliaries form analytic verbs with the addition of some 
kind of Invariant lexical head (verb base), which may be of verbal, adverb/particle, 
or adjectival origin. 
From a syntactic point of view the copulal;IUxiliary functions to mark verbal 
inflectional categories In predicates containing no other element which marks these 
categories. 
copula function: 
auxiliary function: 
subject 
ABS nominal 
ABS nominal 
predicate 
copula 
auxiliary 
+ copula complement 
+ Invariant lexical head 
he prototypical copula clause has a nominal subject and a complement. These 
complements can be inflected forms (e.g. nomlnals In particular oblique cases) or 
an underlved form, such as an adverb. Existential clauses are made with the same 
verbs as used In copula clauses, but without any kind of complement. Existential 
r';:..,,,,., Will be classified as a peripheral type of copula clause because of this 
,;Jrr,,il; similarity, even though there are no morphosyntactlc grounds for otherwise 
.iiGI .oigulshlng them from intransitive verbal clauses. An argument can be 1:1ade for 
cLasifying one of the functions of the transitive auxiliary verbs as that of a ~opula. 
This Is discu::sed below In §17.1.2. 
Adjectival predicates form a class on their own, which has significant stuctural 
differences to the copulalauxlliary clause. They have their own special non-verbal 
predicate morphology (formally Identical to verbs with habitual tense-aspect) In 
forms unmarked for tense-aspect-mood, but f01 mally converging with 
copuialauxlliary clauses In more marked TAM categories. 
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The subject of copula and non-verbal predicates Is always In the absolutive rase. 
There are some transitive auxiliaries which show normal ergatlve-absolutive case 
agreement for transitives, but these do not normally have copula functions. Copula 
complements are marked ln various ways: locational copula clauses have 
complements ln any of the locational cases, and equative copula clauses have a 
special equative case for the complement. Copula complements are never ln the 
absolutive case of the (copula) subject except ln apposltinnal (zero-copula) 
constructions (discussed ln §17.2.4). Aspectually neutral identity and locational 
clauses can sometimes be made apposltionally, but these constructions are difficult 
lf not Impossible to distinguish from appositional noun phrases. 
17.1.1 Copul:Js 
From a typological perspective, to say that a word ls a copula it should be a 
member of a formally distinguishable word-class which fulfils most or all or the 
typical copula functions, such as forming a nominal predicate and forming 
existential clauses; which of these functions are realised by copulas and how the 
other functions are carried out Is discussed ln §17.2. It would be expected to have 
minimal lexical and grammatical meanings apart from this, although this would 
have to be determined on a language by language basis. In the languages of the 
world copulas may or may not be a subclass of verbs, although In Chukchi all 
candidates definitely are. The three clear candidates for copulahood In Chukchi 
are: 
it- 'be something' (Identity complement) 
twa- 'be In a place, exist' (locative complement or one-place existential) 
n?el- 'become' 
These copula verbs are distinguished by the following language specific criteria: 
(l) a copula verb requires a complement which ls d!ITerent from a transitive 
object, 
(II) a copula has the possibility of alternation with zero ln some contexts. 
Condition (I) holds for all copulas except the one-place existential. Identity copulas 
it- have a complement ln the equative case, which Is not an obllgatory argument of 
any other sort of verb (cf. functions of the equative case §6.3.6). The Jocatlonal 
copula twa- has a complement ln any of a number of spatial forms. The copulas it-
and twa- can be omitted ln unmarked tense-aspect-mood contexts (condition II). 
The verb n?e!, has the functions of Identity, locative and existential copulas, but 
with additional aspectual meaning: 'become something', 'come to be ln a place', 
'come to exist'. Unllke the other two copulas, the form "7cl- cannot be ommltted. 
The basic function of a copula ls to form some kind of s;~<'ve predicate, but n?cl-
also Indicates achlevementlbeglnnlng of the state, and so must always be present 
when these more complex semantics are Intended. 
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These copula verbs have the additional features: 
(ill) Chukchi copula verbs also function as verbal auxiliaries (this ls typologically 
common c~rrelate function of copulas; Hengeveld 1992:257-290), 
(lv) Chukchi copula verbs arc morphologically defective, which suggests that they 
are something more llke a grammatical function word (e.g. no causative, 
limited derivation-note prok"rns with tomyat-, below). 
There Is aiaothcr verb which shows a number of copula-llke features: 
tomyat- 'come to be' (existential only) 
The verb tomyat- is difficult to classify, since lt only has the existential copula 
function (examples 014 and 015 are possible exceptions, the first has a privative 
complement and the second has an equative complement; sec §17.2.1). In the 
scheme used here tomyat- can at most be a marginal copula since it (I) does not 
allow the possibility of a complement and (li) can't be omitted. The best grounds for 
considering lt a copula are distributional; lt seems to be the lnchoative correlate qf 
the existential copula -twa-. In such a function it Is much more common than n?e1-
• which does however also occur. However tomyat- differs from the copulas 
discussed abch·e In that It does not also function as an auxiliary, and Is nut 
morphoioglcally defective. It participateS in grammatical derivations that are 
impossible with the other copulas. For Instance, unlike with the other copulas, it is 
possible to make a causative from tomyat-: 
001 ii oman ya-n-tomy-aw-lcri 
yes 3sg.ERG PF-CS-become·TH·3sg0 
Yes, she created that life[style/ 
.:tnqcn 
DEM.3sgARS 
wa-y3rv-:H1 
be.NMZR·E·3sg.ABS 
[ke235j 
This is not strong evidence, as there Is etymological evidence that the verb ratwat-
/-ntawat- Is also a causative; the locative copula be (in a place) has the form -twa-. 
002 ylgc-nyl!) mon-o-ntowat-•·n 
nci·REDUP.3sgABS lpiA.INT·E·pulin.plate·E-3sgO 
We'll set nets. [na/07:4/ 
However, this Is lexica Used to mean putting some kind of culturally relevar:. Jbject 
In Its appropllate place, e.g. setting a ~et or a trap. Note that it does not tcljutre a 
locative complement (unlike the copula -twa- ln locational function), as part of the 
lexlcallsed meaning of this word Is the assumption that the 0 ls something which 
Is supposed to b& put ln a particular sort of place. Thus I would argue that ratwat-
/-ntawat- ls not the causative of -twa- In the comtemporary language, even though 
(for historical reasons) lt has the morphological form which would be expected for 
such a causative (§11.5.1). 
Derivation of copulas seems to be qult.e restricted. Nomlnallsatlon Is common, and 
(verbal) diminutives and augmentatives do occur, but otherwise the copu_las it- ancl 
n7el- do not seem to have any derived forms. Apart from the marginal e:<amples of 
~3~1~0~·------------------~C~C~PU~I~.A~S~A~N~D~A~U~X~I~~IA~R~I~ES~------------~C~h~a~pterl7 
-twa- and tomyat- forming causatlves (examples 001 and 002), nomlnalisations 
(001) and nomlnalisation/relatlvlsatlon (003) are the most usual derivations. 
003 KcJn·•·wilu=>m 
bear·E·ear=EMPH 
wa1;W·>·t lyot-k1ne·t 
stone·E·JpiABS now·REL-JpiABS 
nan knntora-k 
DEICT office·LOC 
gaca wa-17-o·t wakw·>:l!J·>·t ongln mejg-a-17-a-t 
beside.PP be·NMZR·E·lpiABS stone·E-AUG·E·lpiABS lhus big·E·NMZR-E-JpiABS 
Bear Ears, /he was able to lift} the stones, like the big ones now which are 
beside the administration building, they were big ones like that. /be035} 
17.1.2 A transitive copula? 
The transitive auxiliary verb l>!J·I-ly- (discussed §17.3.2) has a second function 
which, If the criterion of Intransitivity for copulas was relaxed, could be analysed as 
a type of transitive co;mla. As discussed above, one of the key functions of copulas 
Is that they provide a method for making predicates from nominals (or other less 
verb-like classes). The verb lan-1-ly- has a similar function. It can act as an 
extended (three place) transitive with the following argument structure: 
Verb agr~ement type Case marking of nominal Function 
A ERGative 'dative' 
0 ABSolutive copula subject 
EQUative. cooula comolement 
To paraphrase this: In Its relation to A, 0 Is an OBL. 
The; Is a kind of secondary predication with the copub-like function of equating the 
G argument with the equatlve case OBL argument. The oblique argument Is 
marked In the equative case, which Is the case used for equational copula 
complements. 
Examples 004·006 show how this occurs In texts: 
SECONDARY EQUATIONAl. PREDICATION WITH 1a!J·i-ly 
004 anr?aq anqcn cmtuulparc·n-u I low-nln anqen I 
!hen DEM.JsgABS brother.in.law-TH·EQU TI?.COP-JsgA.JsgO DEM.lsgABS 
ra-yno-w:Jo ?oratceg-qaf 
CS-remain·r'l-PASS.PCPLJsgABS youlh·DIM.lsgABS 
Now then he took that remaining youth as a brother-In-law. {otl 1 6} 
005 qamel=?m waj remk·a·n anuin n?-a-qaanmaa-rk;:m 
so.then=EMPH DEICT lolk·E·lsgABS thus COND-E-slaughter.reindeer-PROG 
wil-u nen?-a-ly-a-rkect I tckicy-a-t=?m naqam 
~adegeod·EQU INV.CClND-E-TR.COP·E·PROG-lpiO meat-E-JptABS=EMPH but 
ceget ewan [#) wllwll-tl teklcy-a-t=>m [ ... ) 
all.lhe.same so ~adegood-JpiABS meat-E-JpiABS=EMPH 
So then people would be able to slaughter reindeer for trade, they would have 
me;,t as the tradegood, all the same meat .Is the ::-adegood... /he I 1 4} 
Example 005 shows both transitive and Intransitive copula structures: wilu 
(OBL:EQU) ncn?alyarkeet tekicyat (O:ABS) they would have meat as a tradegood, 
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for them meat would be the tradegood contrasts with the zero copula clause 
wilwilti tekicyat meat Is the tradegood. Example 006 also has the transitive 
copula lan-1-ly-, but here the 0 Is Indicated only by the verbal cross-reference. 
006 anqom 1w·n1n I cakct-tomy-a n-1k-w>e-n I oo 
!hen say.JsgA.JsgO sister·friend·ERG 3A·soy·TH·3sg0 INTJ 
omqcn moryarun1 me~n-a-ly-a-?e-n qlawal-o 
!his lpi.ERG 1pi.INH·COP·E-TH·3sg0 man·EQU 
Then she said, the s/ster(s?) said to her, "Oh. we11 take that one as a man [i.e. 
as a husband}" /ke208j 
The main argument against considering the verb la!J·I-ly- to be functioning as a 
copula In this type of construction Is that the equatl~e case can also mark 
secondary predicates In other types of clauses as well, e.g. 
007 c waj q·a·myu·lqat-y·a-tok q-a-ja1yat-y·•·tok 
INTJ DEICT INT-E-caravan-sel.off·TH·E·2pl INT-nomad~e·E·TH·E-2pl 
qora-yt-at·tJ·l'-o q-a-plri-y-a-tka 
reindeer·drive-TH-E -NMZR ·EQU I NT-E ·lake· TH·E · 2piA.30 
yon-In I >atkcg·•:lg·a·n qora-ga 
2sg·POSS.3sgA9S ba~·E·AUG-E-ABS reindeer·ABS 
anqen 
OET.JsgABS 
I 
Make a caravan, start nomad/sing. take that bad reindeer of yours as a driver 
/to goad the others}. /cy235j 
Here the equative case marked nominal qoraytata17o as a reindeer-driver makes 
a secondary predication with the clause you take your bad reindeer. This Is similar 
to the function of the equative marked nominal In examples 004-006. but In these 
examples the equative nominal in an obligatory argument of the three place verb 
I>!J·I-ly-, whereas in example 007 the verb piri- take does not usually have an 
cquative nominal argument. 
1 7.1.3 Auxiliaries 
Auxiliaries combine with uninflecting derived or underlved verb bases to form 
analytic verbs. The derived verb bases can come from a number of word classes. 
Including verb bases proper and various adverblalised stems (particularly 
adjectives, seP. §16.5). The transitivity of an analytic verb, along with all other 
obligatory verbal categories, Is shown by the auxiliary. There Is a class of labile 
mental verbs In which the lntranst.:lve form Is a full inflecting verb and the 
transitive form Is an analytic verb. 
The lntranstlve auxiliaries are the same verbs as the copula verbs. The form of the 
non-lnchoatlve auxiliary (it- or wa-1-twa-) Is selected according to the 
morphological o;-lgln of the verb base. 
it- AUX (statlve, deverbal verb bases) 
wa-ltwa- AUX (statlve, deiidjectlval verb bases) 
n?el· AUX (lnchoatlve) 
The transitive auxiliaries are: 
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l•!J·I-ly- AUX (non-resultative mental predicates) 
ratc-/-tc- AUX (resultative mental predicates) 
rat-/-nt- AUX (non-mental predicates) 
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As discussed In 'H 7.1.2, the verb la!J·I-ly- also ha~ a copula-like function. The 
auxiliary functi~n of these verbs Is discussed In § 17 .3.2. 
17.1.4 Otller liOn-verbal predicates 
Copula auxiliary verbs are the main syntactic means for making predicates of less 
verb-like stems (of course, copula auxiliaries are themselves fully verb-like), such 
as converbs, adverbs, and oblique nomlnals. There are also a few kinds or non-
verbal predicates which are marked without copula/auxiliary verbs, such as 
universal/habitual aspect adjectives (§16.3), and possessed predicates (§17.4). 
Predicates with equational and locative function can enter into zero-copula clauses 
In certain circumstances. These are discussed In § 17 .2.4. 
17.2 Copula clauses 
Copula clauses consist of a SUBJECT and a COPULA PREDICATE. The copula 
predicate has a COPULA VERB (obligatory for existence clauses) and a COPULA 
COMPLEMENT (obligatory for location and Identity clauses). Note that there do not 
seem to be any formal grounds for treating the copula subject differently to any 
otherS. Dixon and Aikhenv:• ·· r:;>CLT internal document) list ten typical copula 
meanings: 
I. Attribution, e.g. he is tau 
2. Identity, e.g. he Is a doctor 
3. Equation, e.g. that man! John Is my father 
4. Naming (including citation and pointing) 
5. Similarity 
6. Possession, e.g. the car Is to me (=the car Is mine) 
7. Location, e.g. the baby/table Is In the garden 
8. Existence, e.g. God Is (=exists) 
9. Happening, e.g. many accidents are (=happen) 
I 0. Becoming 
Most of these meanings are usually expressed by copula constructions In Chukchi, 
with the excep: ;;,n or similarity, and the partial exceptions or attribution and 
possession. These different meanings cluster together Into the following syntactic 
types: 
Attribution and possession have special (non-copula) non-verbal 
predicate ('_ rms In unmarked TAM contexts, and form copula/auxiliary 
constructions with -twa- In marked TAM contexts (such as Imperatives, 
negatives). 
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Identity, equation and naming are marked with the copula it· and a 
complement In the equative case. Occasionally these constructions are 
made apposltionally (zero-copula) with the complement In the equative 
or In the absolutive. 
Location Is marked with the copula -twa- and a complement In any 
locational case form or locational adverbial. Occasionally these 
constructions are made apposltionally. 
Existence and happening are marked by -twa- without a complement. 
Becoming needs to be considered an lnchoatlve subtype of all the above. 
The complement remains the same as the non-inchoatlve construction 
but the copula n?cl- is used Instead. Inchoative existence clauses (I.e. 
'come to exist') can also be made with the verb tomyat·, which may or 
may not be a copula (see below) 
Similarity is not marked by a particular type or copula clause. Instead 
an Identity/equation clause is formed with a nominal derived by the 
suffix mel- apparentiyan X(§8.10.3) or -lqal acts like an X(§S.ll) 
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The typical copula meanings listed above are encoded by the Chukchi copula verbs 
in the following types or copula constructions: 
FIGURE 17.1. Cooula construction tvoes. 
CLAUSE TYPE stative inclloatlve 
existence -twa- tomyat-
"eXIst, start to exist" n?el-
location -twa- + locational n?cl- + iocational 
"be In a place, (0 + locational) 
~orne to be In a place" 
identity, equation it-+ EQU n7cl- + EQU 
"be x. start to be x· (0 + ABS, EQU) 
17.2.1 E:ristential clauses 
Existential copulas are the only one-place copulas (see below for various two-place 
copulas). Like all copulas there are forms for statlve ('to exist) and lnchoative ('to 
come into existence) meanings. 
The stative existential copula Is -twa- (word Initial form wa-; see 009) 
008 [ ... ) qeluq='m anqcn tcj!)Ct n·a-twa-qen='m 
because=EMPH that.JsgABS lood.JsgABS HAB·E·exist-Jsg=EMPH 
... because there was that food. {he065/ 
------- - --- --- . -- ------ ------------
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w?c-tko:fa·n 
die-ITER·NMZRABS 
ya-twa-len nanqen II 
PF-exist-Jsg there.3sgABS 
anka t.ama-yta qanur nlnqcj-lyam I t?ecc 
there across-ALL like boy-lsg.ABS a .few 
ylwl-klnc·k laycn=?m mal·kalyan-ken yhvl!JI-t I 
year·REL·LOC really,EMPH PERHAPS·fi~een·NUM year·3piABS 
t-a-jaa-?a-n I qanur I nenqay-tayn-epa anqcn 
lsgA·E-use-JsgO like boy·EDGE·ABL this.3;gABS 
w?c-tko-ja-n wa-y?c 
die-ITER·77-3sgABS exist·TH 
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I 
There was {a time of] death. When I was a boy, a few years- well- perhaps I 
had gone 15 years in my childhood, there was an epidemic. [he007-00B/ 
The stative verb Inflections occur more frequently with existential copulas than 
active Inflections. In existential copula function non-declarative TAM Inflectional 
forms are rare. This Is probably not a syntactic restriction: states of existence arc 
not generally subject to commands/desires (but see the copula -twa- In locatlonal 
function; §17.2.2). Example 010 Is a rare example of an existential copula In 
conditional mood (the conditional occurs rarely In general; cf. §10.2.7). 
010 loyen t"l)-a-p?a-ka 
really INTS·NEG-dry-NEG 
atqaw-ka [nan?c ... ] 
lame-NEG 
i1·3·twa-qcnat:::?m 
HAB·E·be-3piS 
il·3•twa·qcrtat='m 
HAB·E·be·3piS 
la~-cwar=1m layen=?in 
further-so=EMPH really,£MPH 
qamel I anqora 
sO.Ihen !hen 
ccwera-y;;~ry-3•n 
succeed·NMZR·E·ABS 
n?.;;.twa-rk;,nat 
COND·E·bC·3piS 
wa-k='m 
be·INF,EMPH 
layen 
really 
n-;;~-mel-?ew 
ADV·E·good·ADV 
[n-a-twa-qenat) 
HAB·E·be·3piS 
wcc?am awrena-yta 
probably next.yeat·ALL 
nelwal?·;;t-t::?tn 
herd·E·3piABS,EMPH 
They are never thirsty, they don't go lame. and If allis successful, all goes well. 
there would be herds ill the next year. [hellO/ 
The irreaiis copula predicate in the example above is n?atwarkonat gehval?at 
there would be herds. 
There are two stems which function as lnchoative existential copulas. The stem 
tomyat- Is rarely used in any other function than the existential (two exceptions; 
example 014, tomyat- + PRIV, and example 015, tomyat• + EQU), whereas n?cl 
can function as any form of inchoative copula, locationai and identity as well as 
existential. 
011 neme qol 
also one.3sgABS 
annan-m;;~tlan-qaw 
one·fiVe·ORD 
I ?alet-o-k 
snow.fall·E-SEQ 
n?el-y?i=?m 
become-iff, EM PH 
jawrcil·a=='m 
next.year·INST =EMPH 
nemc 
also 
Also another, when the snow fell, the next year again a sixth {herd/ came to be. 
{he038/ 
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012 
013 
anqorOJ uan remk-a-n qanwcr-cwar 
then DEICT folk·E·3sgABS finally-so 
makat-a-myo-y?a-t=?m qanwcr I 
mulliply·E-INCH·fH.JpiS,EMPH finally 
nara-qaw tomyat-y?e uclwal=?m 
four-ORO become-TH hero.3sgABS,EMPH 
nelwal?-a·t 
herd·E·3piABS 
Then gradually people, the herds started to increase like, a fourth herd came to 
be. [he033/ 
new? en 
woman.3sgABS 
n·ln-lw-qln 
HAB·TR-say-3sg0 
"lyat=?m waj nenku 
now,EMPH DEICT there 
na-ra-nm-a-yam='m 
Jpi-FUT·kiH-lsg,EMPH 
c·rc·cci-tku-jw-a·yam 
Jpi·FUT-cut-ITER·COLL-E-lsg 
t-;,-rc-mec-kimaltet-y?c tomyan-ma" 
lsg·E·FUT·DIM·be.later·T~ become·SIM 
lay en 
really 
I 
He says to his wife 'They11 kill me now there, chop me up Into bits, but /11 
{come back/ a little later, restored/recreated" {cy366/ 
The following two examples show tomyat- In non-existential functions with 
privative (014) and equative (015) complements. 
014 
015 
ujgc a-Jant-riJiy-a-ka t-a-ra-tomy~ 
NEG.EXI PRIV-rear-digiJ.E·PRIV lsg·E·FUT·become·E 
/11 be restored without any toes. 
;;~nk?am 
and 
PRIKATA 
brigade 
;;~nqo peccway-jon.r-at-3-k 
then young.bull-separale·TH·E·SEQ 
n?cl-y?i::::?ffi ;;~nt?a I 
become·TH,EMPH then 
omr?aq 
then 
Puqet 
personal.name.3sgABS 
prikatir-o 
brigade.leader-EQU 
tomyat-y?e 
become-TH 
motlal)-qaw 
fiVC·ORD 
matl;;~nen nelw;;~l?-;;~.t rt?cl-y?e-t='m nemc ;;~nqora=">m 
five herd·E·3piABS . become-TH·PL,EMPH •'so then,EMPH 
{cy378/ 
I 
And then at weaning time then a fifth brigade came to be, then Puqet came to 
be brigade leader, five herds came to be also then. {he037/ 
These examples are very unusual; the lnchoative copula n?cl- would be more likely 
in both the above contexts. 
17.2.2 Location claHses 
Locative copula predicates are formed with the copula verb stems twa- (stative) 
and n?el- (inchoative) and a locative complement. Locative complements are a 
£emantically rather than morphologically determined group. They Include: 
• locative case nominal -k 
• nominal In another spatial case, Including: 
JNESSJVE -caku 
SUBLATIVE -jigka 
• spatial adverb, e.g. migka 'where?', gcnku 'here', wajanqac 'nearby' 
------------------ --------"------------- ----------------
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LOCATIVE-k 
016 cnmcc Jarn-k wa-rkan ncncna=?m MAMA 
already house-lOC be-PROG child.ABS=EMPH mother 
At home there's alrrady a child and mother {cy316] 
017 anqora qanwcr I kracncna-1?-a-t mur·t't·k 
Jhen finally place.name-NMZR·E-3piABS lpi·E·lOC 
sovxoz~.:.·k n?el-y?c-t='m 
state.farm·E·lOC become-TH-3pi=EMPH 
Then finally Krasneno people came to be with us in our state farm. [he042] 
INESSIVE -caku 
018 watku anqen uew?en-qej 
only.when DEM.JsgABS wile-OIM.3sgABS 
!JOpe-y?e 
dismount·TH 
lk-W?I 
say-TH 
I atcaj-qaj 
aurti·DIM.3sgABS 
waj ncncna kaara-cako wa-tk:iil q-a-piri·y·a·n 
OEICT baby.3sgABS nursery.sled-INCSS be·PROG INT·E·take-TH·E-3sg 
Then the wife dismounted, she said: "Aun{)', baby's in the nursery sled. take 
him· [cy430j 
SPATIAL ADVERB 
019 minka n-a-twa-gcn 
where? HAB·E·be-3sgS 
Where is your house? 
yan·ln 
2sg-POSS.3sgASS 
jat3·!)3? 
house-JsgABS 
{na08i:2] 
Locative copula clauses have quite a high functional load, and are frequently usetl 
in Imperative and well as referential functions. 
IMPERATIVE COPULA 
020 13!J·qonpa layen 
INTS-always really 
?cqe·njlw·a·k 
ba~-uncle-E-lOC 
n-a·twa-qcn='m 
HAB·E·be-3sg=EMPH 
I 13!)·qonpa 
INTS-always 
anqcn 
that.3sgABS 
nelwa]? . .,.k 
herd·E·LOC 
?eqe-njiW·c n-ln-lw-qin 
bad-uncle-ERG HAB-TR-say-3sg 
g-a-twa-rkcn 
INT·E·be-PROG 
ua!wal?-eta 
herd-All 
q-a-lqot-y-1 
INT-E·set.Oif.TH-TH 
He always lived with the bad uncle; the bad uncle always said to him, "Go to 
the herd. be at the herd!". {cy002j 
17.2.3 Identity/equatiot1 clauses 
Chukchi identity and equation copula clauses form a single syntactic class. The 
stative identity/equation copula is it·, and the !nchoative (becoming) copula is 
n?el-. The complements or identity/equation copulas are usually in the equative 
case (but see 024 below). In some restricted syntactic contexts, identity/equation 
clauses can also be formed by a zero-copula construction (§17.2.4). 
EXAMPLES OF STAT!VE AND INCHOATIVE it·, n?el· 
021 anqen cmelkc I anqen meig·•-wil-u 
Jhat.JsgABS additionally Jhat.JsgABS big·E·price-EQU 
That, I might add, was a Jot of money. 
n·lt-gln=?m 
HAB-be-3sgS=EMPH 
{he047] 
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022 anqcn jokwajo lpe ?ly-u @ n-it-gin @@ 
DEM.3sgABS eider.duck.JsgABS lruly wolf.EQU HAB-be·3sgS 
That duck was actually a wolf. ha hal ljol04] 
023 [ ... ) I SEDMOJ·a·l?·a·n qanwet n?e1-y?l=•m I 
sevcnlh·E·NMZR·E-3sgABS evcntuauy become-TH=EMPH 
Tayan n?el-y?i hrlvadlr-o=?m 
personal.name.3sgABS become-TH bngade.leader-EQU=EMPH 
... the Seventh {brigade] eventually came to be, Tayan became the brigadier. 
{he040] 
A privative case nominal can also be the complement or an identity/equation 
copula: 
024 nokl-r?u-y?! I 
night-INCH-TH 
enmcc 
already 
waj layl-teu-uJue 
OEICT INTS-EMPH·NEG.EXI 
lml·•·kc I m-ajm·a·y•a·k 
water-E-PRIV lsg.INT-geLwater·E· TH-lsg 
t-a-n?el·•·k 
lsg·E·become-E-lsg 
Night fell. "I've already completely run aut of water. 111 go far same mare" 
flit. I'm already became waterless] lja090] 
Identity/equation copulas are not limited to statlvelrealis non-future forms. The 
following example shows an Imperative copula: 
025 hv-nln "cryatak waj murl mot-ra-r?cla·yt·o-y?a 
say-3sgA.3sgO next.day DEICT lpi.ABS 1pi·FUT-race-go.to-E-TH 
turf atcaj-qaj !ara·l'·o g-!t-y-a-tak" 
2pi.ABS aunt-DIM house-NMZR-EQU INT-be-TH·E·2piS 
He said to him: Tomorrow we are going racing. You and aunty remain at 
home. [cy062]-
17.2.4 Zero-copula 
Equational and locational copula functions are also expressed by apposition or the 
two nominal arguments. This construction coexists with verbal means or 
expressing copula meanings, but is usually used in unemphatic and intonation 
group final contexts. It is usually very difficult to distinguish zero-copula clauses 
from noun phrases, which are also appositional in their structure (§9). There are 
occasional exceptions, such as in example 026 where a zero-copula complement 
appears once in the absolut!ve (7eqenjiw 7att7ajotra17an the bad uncle was the 
first house-holder) and once in the L<jUative Oaatral7o teganjiw the last house-
holder was the goad uncle). 
026 !ayen jara·k !JCnku 
really house-lOC !here 
paklr-y?l teu·anjlw-a-k 
arrive-TH good-uncle-E-lOC 
?cqe-njlw 
bad-uncle 
?att?af ot-ra-1?-a-n 
frrst-house-NMZR·E·3sgABS 
faat-ra-1?-o 
last-house-NMZR·EQU 
tC!J·•nJiw 
good-unde.3sgABS 
nutku 
here 
I 
So there he approached the good uncle's house, the bad uncle had the first 
house. here in the last house was the good uncle. {cy309/ 
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This shows us (I) that there are zero-copula clauses as distinct from appositional 
noun phrases, and (il) that opposition of two absolutive nomlnals can be 
semantically equivalent !.n a copula clause. This zero-copula construction Is an 
alternative to the VZ(bal copula construction. It Is used occasionally by all 
speakers, Including elderly monolinguals, which suggests that It Is not simply a 
result of structural interference from Russian (which has zero-copula constructions 
in the present tense). 
The only Instance where there Is no verbal copula alternative to the zero-copula 
const· Jctlon occurs In the NAMING PREDICATE construction. Copula verbs never 
occur In naming clauses with a first or second person predicate. Predicate nomlnals 
with first or second person referent have special pronominal endings which fu! ·. 
absolutlvc case marking with person-number marking, see below and §6.2). 
These person-marked nominal forms are usually only used as predicates; In the 
non-predlcatlvc vocative function the person-marked nominal endings arc not used. 
Example 027 shows a minimal pair. The speaker names the addressee In the non· 
person marked, non-predlcatlve form, but refers to himself, predlcatlvely, with the 
pronominal suffiX. This contrasts to the usc of the second person predlcative form 
in 028. 
027 "atcaj·qaj waj CakW"!)aqaj-eyarnl" 
uncle·DIM.JsgABS DEICT personal.name-1sg.ABS 
Uncle, it's me Clkwayaqaj! {cy312/ 
The following quoted exchange Is part of the polite Introduction routine. Person· 
number marked nomlnals are used thoughout. 
028 qun=waj cnmcn Cakw"!)aqaj-cyom II 
DEICT=DEICT so personal.name-1sg.ABS 
ccj Cokw"!)aqaj-cyat II 
INTJ personaf.name·2sg.ABS 
[Cakwauaqaj:) Well then, I'm Clkwayaqaj. 
[The women:) Ooh. you're ClkWmJaqaj. {cy/09·110/ 
These zero-copula exlstentlals are structcoally distinctive In examples 027-028 due 
to the person-marking suffixes. Third person nomlnals cannot be morphologically 
distinguished In this way; however, It does seem that third person nomlnals can be 
used In zero-copula existential constructions too, as In 029-030: 
029 yaty·a:J::n·•·n 
lake·E·AUG·E·JsgABS 
It was a huuuge lake. {ot092/ 
030 qatlayl kcla BAB;..JKA 
aclually spini.JsgABS ghost 
It was actually a spirit, a ghost {ke017/ 
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17.3 Clauses with auxiliaries 
Auxiliaries serve to add verbal agreement and TAM categories to verbs of the 
Invariant verbal base class, as well as to allow certain ad,erbs and converbs to act 
as verbal bases. Auxiliaries are also used to allow forms derived from adjective 
stems to be predicates outside non-future neutral/habitual aspect. Auxiliaries can 
be transitive or Intransitive. 
Sometimes there are pairs of verbs which have Inflecting and analytic variants. 
The meaning difference Is not always clear, such as In the following example, 
where the verb naqar?acetqen they {the folk SC/ are competing occurs alongside 
qara?aceta nltqin, which apparently has the same meaning. 
031 laycn rcmk·3·n qomur laycn=?m rapet rcmk-a-n 
really folk·E·JsgABS like really=EMPH even folk·E-JsgABS 
laycn 
really 
?uri n-a-gar?acct-gen 
71 HAB·E·compclc·3sgS 
n·a·mlyclrct·qln=?m 
HAB·E·work·3sgS=EMPH 
iaycn 
really 
gar?acet-a n-it-gin 
compele·VBase HAB·be-JsgS 
So it's like people, people tried really hard, competing as they work. {he028/ 
There Is one lexical-grammatical domain where the meaning difference between 
Inflecting and analytic verb pairs Is clear. There Is a class of mental predicates 
which have lntranstlve variants as Inflecting Intransitive verbs (usually with the 
thematic -et suffix) and transitive analytic variants with the ·IY· auxiliary. 
17.3.1 Intransitive 
The intransitive auxlllary verbs are it, ·tWa· and n?ei·, the same as the copulas. 
These auxiliaries cooccur with an invariant lexical head to make an analytic verb. 
The lexical heads of lntranstlve analytic verbs can be words of many different 
classes Intermediate between core nomlnals and Inflecting verbs on the nominal· 
verbal cline. The Include deverbal verb bases, oblique nominals (e.g. privative, 
comltatlve), adverbs/particles (neither verb nor noun), and deadjectlval verb bases 
(for adjectives In marked tense-aspect configurations; see §16.5). 
VERB BASE: ·(t)e·YH (with auxiliary it·) 
032 amal?o rcmk-a·n I pal-teyfen-clt-e n-It-gin 
aii.JABS folk·E·3sgABS mulual·desire-ADVER·VBase HAB·AUX-JsgS 
qomur qar?acct-waly-a I ya-nam-takocy-a=?m 
like compele·RECIP·VBase ASS·Seltlemenl·pair·ASS•EMPH 
All the people were Jiving the ll'ay they wanted{?/, like they were competing 
with their neighbours. {he067/ 
VERB BASE: lMPOSSIBiLITIVE: ?aqa·-·!J (with auxiliary n?el·) 
033 ?aqa-no-u t·<J·re-n?cl-a 
IMPOSS-eat·VBase 1sg·E·FUT·become-E 
"{Later/ !11 become inedible" {kel 10/ 
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NEGATIVE VERB BASE: IU!J·-·(t)e (with auxiliary it-) 
034 [ •.• ] anqen gew·o·nJu·l?-o-n qeluq 
DEM.3!gABS wile·E·Iook.oullor·NMZR·E·ABS because 
ott-o-ly-o-n ro·cimlr?-ew·nln lomge I 
wood·E·SING·E·ABS CS-cllop·CS·3sgA.3sgO lunher 
lug-o-lw-e lt-y?l rccqlk-w?l 
NEG-E-be.delealod·NEG be·TH enler·TH 
... This is thesui<or [for you], because he's chopped up the tree, he IVasn't 
defeated, he's come in. [cy2 1 8] 
035 ( ... ] ank?am remk-o-n=?m qamel 
and lolk·E·ABS•EMPH so.Ihen 
lon-a-cyc-qaanmat-a n-it-glri=?rrt [ ... ) 
NEG·E·INTS·slaughler.reindeer·NEG HAB·be·3Sg•EMPH 
... and so then the people hardly slaughtered reindeer ... [he065] 
OBLIQUE NOMINAL-PRIVATIVE 
036 a-gora-ka t-a-re-n?el-y?c I 
PRIV·reindeer·PRIV 1SQ·E·become·TH 
cam?am 
unable.MOD 
t-o·re·Jmlt·yot 
1 sg·E · FUT ·slaughter ·Zsg 
111 be left IVithout a reindeer. I can't slaughter you {keJOB] 
OBLIQUE NOMINAL-COM!TATIVE 
037 onqora I gotqen Roc!ow-o-na 
!hen Ihai.3sgABS personal.name·E-ERG 
gclwol>-a-kln ?orawetl>a·n I [#] 
herd·E·REL3sgABS person·lsgABS 
l<tyc-tan-amal?o 
INTS·EMPH·all.3sgABS 
q;:mut 
like 
omoi?o I jata·!)o I 
aii.3ABS house·lsgABS 
r-a-nl.·nna-w-jaw-ncrt 
CS·E·house·acquire·CS·COll·3sgA.3sg0 
n?eJ-y?l ya-ppalo-ra-ta 
COM·Iilile·hOuse·COM become-TH 
rcmk-<~-n 
folk·ABS 
tan-amal?-eta::?m 
INTS·aii·ADV=EMPH 
Then that Rosiov resettled absolutely all the herding people into houses. all 
houses, the people came to be entirely IVith little houses. {he055] 
SPATIAL ADVERB 
038 omqen='m 
DEM.lsgABS•EMPH 
tlrl<-o·tlr 
sun·E·REDUP.lsgABS 
SOLNYSKA=?nt t?cr-?cw gan 
sun•EMPH ~o.much·ADV DE!CT 
kit kit 
slighily 
kltklt 
slighUy 
yc-n?ct-lin I n-o:J?u.tku.J?et-qlnct 
PF·become-3sgS HAB·E·Iaugh·ITER·DUR·lpiS 
ye-mcc-plntaqct·qcet-lln I 
Pf·APPR·show.ilself.DJM·lsgS 
yatyola-ta 
high·ADV 
The sun came up a little bit, the sun just showed, became a little bit higher. 
They laughed. {ke009] 
Chapt~c~r~I~7--------------~C~O~P~U~LA~S~A~N~D~A~U~X~IL~IA~r~~=ES~------------------~3~2~1. 
DEADJECTIVAliDEVERBAL VERB BASE: -yt•/-eta•VH 
039 [ .•. ] loyen~?m ya·t"!}oc?-•·ooo-ien remk-o-n 
really•EMPH PF·Iive.weJI.E·INCH·lsg loiJ<.E·lsgABS 
arolw-cta 
healthy·VBase 
ye-n?el-lin 
PF-become·lsg 
qora-yanret-a-k 
reindeer.guard·E·INF 
cmto geto-cta yc-n?e1-lln=?m 
runher delermined·Vbase PF·become·3sg•EMPH 
layen=?m I 
really•EMPH 
... people began living alright, the people became fitter in reindeer herding, 
became more determined. {he056] 
ADJECTIVE 
040 anraq 
then 
laycn=?m 
really•EMPH 
am-qan-jawren-a 
DIST-7?-year·ADV 
moko n·•·n?el·qlnet gelwoi>-o·t=?ni [ ... ] 
many·E HAB·E·become-3piS herd·E·lp!ABS•EMPH 
And then with every year the herds became bigger ... 
17.3.2 Transitive 
[he040] 
The transitive auxlllaries are distinguished distributionally and functionally. The 
auxillaries IO!J·ily- and ratd-tc- form a semantically distinguished pair which occur 
with underived verbal bases indicating mental predicates (such as loyi kno..j and 
verb bases derived with the -u suffix (e.g. yem·o be unaware o/J, and also occurs 
with equatlve case (-u ending) nominais (§17.1.2). The other auxiliary, rat-t-nt-
occurs with underived adverbial heads (such as migkori hoiV; see 041, and on!Jin 
thus; see 042). with verb bases formed with the -(t)e suffiX (043-044), and with 
negative verb bases (045 and §18.2.5). 
041 ko:lo meji 
INTJ 
loyl-mlgkarl 
INTS·how 
rrtan-.,.nt-<~-y?e-n 
lpi·E·AUX·E-TH·lsg INTJ 
annatal tnom-;:,-nm-a-y?::Hl iwkc 
INTJ lpi·E·kiiJ.E·TH·lsg !hen 
Oh my! IVhat are we to do IVith him? HoiV can IVe kill him? 
042 •mcln g-a-nt-a-y?e-n 
Ihus INH·AUX·E-TH·3sg0 
Do it like that. 
043 taw-a Q·3·nt-a-y?e-n 
044 
ICII·VBase INT-E·AUX·E-TH·lsgD 
Tell it out loud. 
[ ... ] I otr?cc walom·a ct?om 
all hear·VBase apparenUy 
... apparently they've only heard about it. 
n-a-nt-3-giq 
HAB·E·AUX-3sg0 
045 awn·a:Jgo·ka on?-a-nt-o·n ?att?-e tcjkocy-a-n 
jusi·NEG·sniii·NEG 3A.INH·AUX·E·30 dog·ERG meai·E·ABS 
Don't let the dogs sniff the meat {Let the dogs not sniff the meat] 
[cy374] 
{nb030.7] 
{nb030.6] 
{he006} 
{nb045.3] 
The auxlllary rat·/-nt- also functions as a lexical verb with the meaning 'have, use' 
(note that the grammatical function of possession Is usually morphologically 
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marked In other ways, .mch as with the -1?- suffix). The following example shows a 
typical instance of, '1ls verb In Its non-auxiliary function: 
046 nanqen uan ate-raka t-o-re-lqot-y?e nutku 
DEM.JsgABS DEICT g1andfather-ANpi.ALL lsg-E-FUT-set.off-TH heJC 
t-a-re-nt-a·u·a·n reluur?-a-qcj ncmc qol 
lsg-E-FUT-have-E-TH·E·lsgO chewing.tobacco-E-DIM.JsgABS again one.JsgABS 
[reluur?aqej] neme qol neme qol 
]chewing.tobaccol again one.JsgABS again one.JsgABS 
!11 set off there to my grandfathers. here 111 have some chewing tobacco, again 
some more chewing tobacco, and again more and more'. [cy398/ 
The auxiliaries Ian·/-ly- and ratc-/-tc· occur with verbal bases belonging to the 
semantic domain of emotions and other transtlve mental .states. The auxiliary 
ratc-/-tc- indicates a rcsultative meaning, whereas I•!J·I-ly- indicates a non· 
resultative, statlvc meaning, e.g. yemo Ion· not know smth. and ycmo rotc- forget 
.<mth., Jayi Ian- know smth. (047) and Jayi rate- Jearn (048). These verb bases may 
L~ underivcd (047 and 048), or derived with the -u verb base deriver (049). 
017 
048 
049 
wec?am nem<~qej r?cilute-tku-t 
pmhabfy a~o somelhing-COLL-lp!ABS 
loy! I•D·•·rkonet [ ... ] 
know.VBase AUX-E·3piPROG 
... you probably also know lots of things ... 
ary;;man 
JpiERG 
ten-loyl 
INTS-know.VBASE 
layi qanur ye-tc-3-leet 
know many PF-AUX-E-Jpl 
ye•tc-a-llrtet 
PF-AUX·E-3pl 
yoman 
2sgERG 
!JeiWa(?.a-t 
held·E·3p!ABS 
... they learnt [the habits of] the herds well, they really learnt them ... 
tco-cmkum?-u g-a-ly-a-rkan 
INTS·Iauk.afler-VBase INT-E·AUX·E·PROG 
Really look after {my/ carcass! 
ajmak 
carcass.JsgABS 
[ab5.JJ/ 
/he/ 15/ 
{/o036/ 
Other verbal bases of this type include ajoly-o fear, wenn-ti envy, cimy?-u think, 
yiciw-u enjoy, ycm-o not know, kory-o delight in, Icwlew-u tease/trick, Iomal-o 
believe, peycin-u be curious about, teyjcn-u desire, tcnna laugh at. All the forms 
ending In -u or -o (the two vowel harmony variants of the -u suffix) also have 
Intransitive forms which act as fully inflecting roots, which are derived with (he 
addition of the derivational suffix -ct-VH; ajaly-o - ajoly-at-, wcnn-ti ~ weun-d-, 
cimy?-u - cimy?-ct- etc. The underived form tcnn• laugh at can make a derived 
lntranstlvc root tenn•-tku- laugh. The underived verbal base loyi k11DW seems to 
have no Intransitive counterpart, although some speakers link lt to the discourse 
particle loyen (which Is sometimes glossed as the tag question y'know, Rus. tnaes) 
1 In this example of quoted speech the speaker Is giving an Indication of the ~!,tance he 
has to go, measured in rest breaks. 
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17.4 Possessed p•·edlcatc 
This form allows a nominal to function as a possessed predicate. It is structurally 
identical to the form of intransitive verbs in the perfect, I.e. the ye- prefix and a 
pronominal suffix. The ye- preftx in this form recollects the ye- in the associative 
and comitative case forms y~·-(t}e·VH and ya-_-ma, all of which can function In 
the same way (§6.2). 
F 17 2 P IGURE assessed oredicate. 
Singular Plural 
1st per~on yc-_-iyam ye-_-nauri 
2nd person yc-_-iyat ye-_-turi 
3rd person ye·_-lin yc-_-linct 
The possessed predicate is extremely rare in my texts, although speakers do 
um!crstand and produce them quite easily in elicitation. The following spontaneous 
examples almost exhaust my corpus: 
050 ?aniail ana kola ya-wopga-lcn anqcn 
DET.JsgABS INTS so INTS POSS.PRED-moose-Jsg 
So ... that forest has moose in it 
l01est-REDUP.JsgABS 
[kr029} 
051 DOCTOR-a n-lk-wam y?ett?-lyat?' I 11 
052 
doctor-ERG HAB-say-lsgO POSS.PRED.dog-2sg 1.s 
The doctor said co me "Do you have a dog?"- "Yes· 
;,nqora 
!hen 
I · layen=?m 
leally=EMPH 
!)an 
DEICT 
nalwol?-o-cy-o-t 
held·E-AUG-E-Jp!ABS 
/kr/64/ 
rt-3-itik~.--q inct= ?m 
ADJ-E-many-E-Jpi=EMPH 
!)3D IOJyen=?m tlcolcu ya-parol-lertat 
DEICT Jeally=EMPH lhousand POSS.PRED-exua-Jpl 
towarne 
ttade.hCJd 
nutl<U I n-o-capoj-qen=?m 
here HAB·E·slaughter-JsgS=EMPH 
So then the great herds increased, a thousand and more flit. wl<h extras/ here 
were slaughtered. {he046/ 
People don't seem to use the possessed predicate form with diminutives and 
augmentatives, so I can't say whether speakers would normally produce, for 
example, yawopqaJn•Icn (augmentative suffixed directly to the stem) or 
yawopqalenajnon (augmentative suffixed to the whole form, In the same way 
that It docs with predicate adjective form). They accept either as meaningful. 
2 The form y?ett?lyat {da) you haw a dog Is morphologically ye-?ott?-lyot. 
l 
• ! 
18 
1Vegation 
18.1 Introduction 
The functional domain of negation In Chukchi Is represented by a well elaborated 
set or gr~mmatlcal subsystems. These divide broadly Into two main structural 
types: 
I) negated clauses with inflecting verb (formed by a negative particle + verb in 
the intentional mood); 
II) unlnflecting negative derivations (formed with the clrcumfixes lug-_-(t)e 
and c-_-kc·VH); these Include verb bases. participles, privative case 
nomlnals and predicatlve adjectives. 
Some of the negative forms In (II) can be combined with an auxiliary to produce 
Inflected verb forms. These forms differ aspectually from negated Inflecting verbs 
(§18.2). Thcl'c also exist several negated copula structures. although these make a 
formally lest . ··~rent group than either of the two a hove (§§ 18.3-5). 
There are a number of negative particles corresponding to a range of TAM 
distinctions. such as future/non-future and declarative/Imperative (§18.8; modal 
marking or negative particles Is typologically not uncommon). Each type of 
negation has a corresponding negative particle. In the Inflecting verb construction 
and some of the negated copula constructions this particle Is obligatory; In other 
forms It Is optional. 
In Chukchi only predicates and clause adjunccs can be negated directly. 
Nominallsatlons of negated forms can occm In modifier or (rarely) argument roles, 
but these have Sjl<'c:lo! SP.mantlcs (see §§18.7.2-3). Negative adjuncts are discussed 
in§l8.9. 
18.2 Str .. dv:: aud fiOrl·stativc negatives 
There are two ~trur.tural types or negat~d verb whith can form Independent 
clauses. Thes,, :yp~~ have similar semantic distinctions to those shown by the 
statlve-non-stative verbal lnflecllons of positive polarity verbs (discussed in §I 0). 
Note that with both positive and negative polarity the stative-non-statlve 
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distinction Is one which Is made pr. gmatlcally, so that any verb stem can be 
Inflected according to either pattern. 
The non-stative negatives are formed by a particle, which encodes tense and 
negative polarity, and a verb In the lntentlonallnflectlon, which marks the person 
and number of core partlcipant/s. The rotative negatives are formed by a negative 
verb base which specifics some aspectual information, and can optionally be 
accompanied by an auxiliary (see §17.3 for discussion of auxlhary verbs). Negative 
polarity verbs in general mark fewer tense-aspect-mood categories than positive 
polarity verbs. For both positive and negative verbs, the statlve ·terbs mark fewer 
categories than the non-statlve. Negative non-statlvc verbs have obligatory 
markings for the same person, number and syntactic role categories that arc 
marked by non-statlve positives. In contrast, statlve r.egatlvcs do not themselves 
mark any of these categories, although they can optionally be expressed by an 
auxiliary. 
The semantics of the stativc-non-statlve distinction in Chukchi is not always very 
clear: many occurrences of the statlvc perfect can be substituted by the non-statlvc 
non-future (aorist) form, and vice versa. Likewise the stativc unlversaVhabitual 
aspect is often interchangeable with the non-stative progressive form. There is 
further discussion of functional similarities and differences of the statlvc and non-
statlve for positive polarity verbs in § 10.3. 
18.2.1 Non-future negative (non-stative) 
Non-stative negated verbs arc formed with a verb in the intentional mood form 
(§10.2.6) and a particle marking tense (non-future or future; sec below and 
§18.2.2). The non-future negative particle Is wancwan. The particle usually 
precedes the verb, often with Intervening words (as in 002) or cllticslparticles (003). 
Examples 001 and 002 arc intransitive, example 003 is transitive. 
OOt ?eqe-njlw y-lw-lln "ee anqen ya-ponne-len .lY!!fr~ 
bad-unde PF-say-Jsg INTJ that PF-take.shoncut-Jsg NEG.NFUT 
n-a-Janot-y?a-n" 
J.INT-E-be.first-TH-Jsg 
The bad uncle said "Ha. chat one took a shortcut, he didn't come first" [cy/47} 
002 wanewan mi!Jkorl Jll·•·iqot-a-k !)Utku 
NEG.NFUT anywhere 1sg.INT-E-seloff-E-1sg here 
No, I didn't go anywhere. I was here sleeping. 
003 okkoj wanewan=?m m-<H'a-rkapt-a-ii-yat 
EXCL N£G.NFUT =EMPH 1sg.INT-E-DESID-hit-E-TH-2sg 
n-•:Jalqct-lyom 
HAB-E-sleep-1sg 
[oc060} 
Oh. I didn't m<tlrl io hit you Jilt. 'didn't want to hit you7 [nb074.1] 
The particle etla is occasionally used where wanewan would be expected. 
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004 etlo 
NEG 
qejuu 
calf 
NEGATION 
man-lunr-a-y?c-n::::l.?m I 
1pi.INT-selcct-E-TH-3sg=EMPH 
t"!)·am-maJ!J·>:Ja-n 
INTS-REST-big-E-71-ABS 
n-lne:Junr-o-murl 
HAB· TR-selcct-E-1 pi 
[ ... ) 
We didn't select calves. we only selected full grown ones .... 
321. 
[heD97] 
This particle is usually used without a complement (§ 18.8) as the negative answer 
to polar questions. in which context it doesn't show any tense Information. 
Presumably etla Is only lntcrchangealilc with wanewan In the context of example 
004 since wanewan and ctla arc the least grammatically marked forms 
(wancwan Is non-statlve, non-future, and etla does not normally Indicate any 
such categories at all). 
18.2.2 Future negative (non-statlve) 
Similarly to the non-future, the negative future is formed with a verb in the 
intentional accompanied (usually preceded) by a negative particle encoding tense 
and negation. The negative future particle is qaram-qacam (men's and women's 
variants). Example 005 is intransitive, example 006 is transitive. 
005 gorom m-ekwet-y?e-k t-o-re-jolqet-y?l 
NEG.FUT 1sg.INT-go.out-TH-1sg 1sg-E-FUT-sleep-TH 
I'm not going out, I'm going to sleep [oc04S] 
006 q..,ro;m ?an-:.-nm-a-yatn 
NEG.FUt 3piA.INT-E-kiii-E-1sgO 
They II'On 't kill me. [otl06] 
The negative identity construction uses a marker which is transparently related to 
the qoram-qacam particle, but which marks certain agreemr.nt categories as well 
(§18.3). 
18.2.3 Perfect negative (stative) 
Stative negatives are formed by verb bases (see also §13.5). Stative verbs (negative 
and positive) show two aspectual distinctions, perfect and universaVhabitual. The 
perfect negative verb base is IU!J·-·(t)e. This form is often accompanied by an 
auxiliary verb to make a full analytic verb which overtly marks its participants 
(§17.3.1), for example: 
007 1oyen=?m 
really=EMPH 
IU!J·kell-<ku-te 
NEG-write-ITER-NEG 
t-a-mlyclret-y?e-k 
1sg-E-work-TH-1sg 
t-lt-•(?e-k 
1sg-be-TH-1Sg 
IC!J·Cm·!JCiwai ?-o-k 
INTS-REST-herd-E-LOC 
But I didn't go to schoo;, I was unly at the hera'. I worked. 
I 
[he004] 
The following example shows a general, common-sense statement, expressed 
impersonally. In such a function It Is unnecessary to have an auxiliary showing 
verbal TAM categories or cross-reference to a particular argument. 
------ ·---------- ------------------------- ---------------- -
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008 em-?eqe-t)ulct-ke-tc lom-wctyaw-loty-a-tko-ta 
REST·IMPOSS-know-NEG·VBase NEG-speak-CONTAINER·UTIL·NEG 
{People who] don't know how shouldn't use the two-way radio {nb25.6j 
There is a nomlnal!sed/participlc form lug-_-1?- related to this form; see §18.7.1 
18.2.4 Universal/habitual negative (stative) 
The universal habitual aspect negative verb base is c-_-kc·VH, fer example: 
009 qomcl onqoro=?m I rcmk·o·n loyen=?m I n-u?o-ka 
so.then then=EMPH folk·E-JsgABS really=EMPH NEG·bc.hungry-NEG 
ye-n?cl-lln tajgat-yopo=?m [ ... J 
PF-become-JsgS rood-ABL=EMPH 
And then from the food the people came to live without hunger... {he065] 
In texts this verb base often occurs along with the special negative emphatic prefix 
ewn-·VH. The ewn-·VH prefix docs not coiiccur with any other forms, negative or 
otherwise, although is presumably cognate with the intensifier particle ewon. 
010 nemc qonwer "ano wajl ?ctki opopo 
again finally so DEICT bad must 
anow cwn-c-r?llc-ke" 
INTJ EMPH·NEG·race-NEG 
Once agrln it ended up, "Oh dear/ This is terrible, not racing" [cy/31/ 
011 qanur anqora ri·a•tcn-?ew yat?o-~t=7rtt I anqora 
like then AOV-E-good·ADV calve-INF•·EMPH then 
!Jan I qanur I loOl!J•ewor goton·y~we-yto I qejwe 
DEICT like further-so Ihree-year-Ai.L uuly 
remk·o·n awn-a-qaanmat-ka it-o·k=?m I [ ... J 
folk·E·ABS EMPH-NEG-slaughter.reindeer-NEG be-E•INF=EMPH 
Then, so that they calved well, they like, until the third year folk didn't 
slaughter reindeer... {he086 1 
Transitive negative forms behave somewhat erratically. and so are discussed 
separately in §18.2.5. See §18.7 for discussion of the negative participles 
e-_-ko-1?-·VH. 
The universai'habitual negative is also the form used to make imperatives. It is 
usually accompauied by the negative imperative particle ~nge, as in 012, but also 
occurs without it. 
012 lyat onue 
now NEG.HORT 
Now don't go out. 
ckwet-ke 
go.out-NEG 
{ot044] 
Like the other negative particles, the particle ange can also be used proclausally 
(§18.8). Where there Is no overt imperative marking, as in 013 and 014, the 
imperative sense of the utterance is determlf1ed by intonation and context. 
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013 onqcn=?m DADAJKA kclo yc-ct-lln jolqct-r?u-y?e-t=?m 
lhat=EMPH ghosl spirii.JsgABS PF-come-Jsg sleep-COLL-TH·3pi=EMPH 
n-cna-lway-cyom iw-ko "nxo I e-gull-kc!" 
HAB·TR-unable-1sg say-INF quiet NEG-make.noise-NEG 
There was a ghost, a spirit had come {when] they were all asleep; I couldn't 
tell them "Quiet/ Don't make a noise/" {ke055] 
014 "ana e-lejw-o-tku-l?et-ke" atl?a-ta n-ln-lw·qln 
so NEG-walk·E·ITER-DUR-NEG mother-ERG HAB-say-Jsg 
"ana e-leJw-o-tku-l?et-ke::" 
so NEG-walk-E-ITER-DUR-NEG 
"Don't wander off all the Ume", his mother said to him, "Don't wander on: .. • 
/ot023] 
The phrase ano clcjwotkul?ctkc from example 014 could also be read without the 
imperative sense, as 'he doesn't wander off ail the time'. 
When there is no negative imperative particle, an imperative reading of an 
utterance can also be forced by using an imperative auxiliary. In example 015 the 
auxiliary expresses the imperative with the intentional mood marker, and also 
allows expression of derision with the derisory verbal diminutive (prior to this 
retort by the neighbour the boy had been teasing or annoying her somehow). 
OtS cnatal?·"·nawacqat-a iw-niri 
r\eighbour-E-woman-ERG say-3sgA.3sgO 
ana! artqcn yomin 
so DEM.JsgABS 2sg-POSS.3sgABS 
tang-a nc·pitPc-n" 
stranger-ERG JA-take-TH-3sg0 
"!lu-ke 
shake-NEG 
plewot 
Tl 
q·a-twa-gaat-a-rkan 
INT-E-be-DIM-E-PROG 
I cakoyct !Jan 
sisier.JsgABS DEICT 
The neighbour girl said to him "Dc,n 't do it you little so·eT'1-so; you've a sister 
who the strangers kidnapped!" {otOJO] 
In this example the negative imperative is expressed without the auxiiiary: 
18.2.5 Transitivity 
Non-stative negative verbs (those formed by a negative particle anti ir.tentional 
verb) do not differ in their argument-taking behaviour from the positive verb 
forms; see 003, 006 and the foiiowing (the verb -iw- say has an ohligatory clause of 
quoted speech as a complement): 
016 ange ik·we "cam?am" 
NEG.HORT say-NEG unable.MOD 
wajonrc 
yonder 
j?ely-cto 
moon-ALL 
gcnku nolyl·n·o·tcg·qlnct !JCWocqct-t.l wa-rkot 
!here INTS·ADJ.E-good·3pl woman-Jp!ABS be-PROG.Jpl 
q·o-lqot-yl 
2sg.INT-E-setorr-TH 
Don't say "I can't"; you set offy6nder to the moon, there are really good women 
there. {cyl65] 
This Is unsurprlslng, as these verb forms are based on normallntentlonallnfiecting 
verbal morphology. Non-Inflecting deverbal forms, however, typically act somewhat 
erratically with transitive s~ems; this Is apparently related to their less-than-fully-
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verbal nature. There Is a preference for negative verb bases (like non·flnltc 
deverbal adverbs In general, see § 13) to have no more than one overt core 
argument. There Is a tendency for transitive stems In negative verb bases to be 
antipassivised, as In 017 and 018. 
017 waj cakcj! 
si<tor.VOC 
Botqena;jyaml 
there·1sgA8S 
anue 
NEG.HORT 
ena~J7o-ka 
AP·approach·NEG DEICT 
q-a-ra)'.:.ct-y?e! 
lNT·E·go.home·TH 
Hey sister/ I'm here/ Don't approach, go home/ {ot/34} 
018 tanp·a-ncn layen I ana janot tcy·n?lne:Jw·a·nln 
s"·"·F·3sgA.3sgO really so first EMPH·cxplain·COLL·E·3sgA.3sgO 
iw-ilin tcu·anuc I cna-nekwat?olyat-ka Iaycrt 
say·3sgA.3sgO EMPH·NEG.HORT AP·spread.sheet·NEG . really 
?al·a·tkan·a·k q·lne·n·qlt·et·y?l [ ... ) 
snow·E·SURF·E-LOC INT·INV·CS·freeze.CS·TH 
He just stabbed him, but first he explained to him, he said to him, "You 
absolutely mustn't spread out a groundsheet for me: freeze me on the snow .... • 
/kel30j 
This Is no more than a tendency-spontaneous examples 
negative verb bases do also occur freely; sec 019 to 021. 
of wholly transitive 
019 ank?am [#) qora.yonret·a·f?.a:?m I loycn=?rn 
and reindcer·herd·E·NMZR·ERG really=EMPH 
qora-na lon-a-n-tamnew-a n~_O"t-nt-a-gln I 
reindeer·3sgA8S NEG·E·CS·be.lost·NEG HA8·E·AUX·E·3sg 
And the herders didn't Jose a single reindeer, we didn't. 
020 piri-nin ncncna lon-a-nlawat-a laycn I 
take·3sgA.3sgO child.A8S NEG·E·breastfeed·NEG really 
anka·cako·yt• kuwlotku.y?c·t 
there·ltlESS·ALL faii·TH·3pl 
ann en 
one 
n-inc-nt-a-muri:::?m 
HAB·E·AUX·E·1PI=EMPH 
{he066j 
She took the child, without breastfeeding him. and simply fell inside (the hole) 
{cy406j 
021 ana anne a-nm-a-ka oman 
so NEG.HORT rlEG·~II·E·NEG FUT 
"Do!1't kill him, he'll starve {by himself]/" 
ce·qupqct-a 
FUT·starve·E 
ljoOJJj 
In sponraneous examples antipassivlsed negatives occur when there is a first 
person 0 (e.g. 017 and 018), whereas wh~n there Is a third person 0 (e.g. 019 to 
021) thPre '' no antlpassivlsatlon. Howeve.r, in elicitation sessions speakers will 
happily produca both the third person 0 forms (with and without antipassive), as 
In the following examples: 
022 ena-n-cal-o-w-l<a ye-n-ekw~t-ew-lin 
AP·CS.tea·CONSUME·TH·NEG Pf·CS·dep~rt·:: 1·3sg 
They took him away without giving him (a chance to drink) tea. /nb040.9j 
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023 17am a·n·cal·D·W·ka Bewocqct 
whf/ NEG·CS·tea·CONSUME·TH·NEG girl 
Why {do you/they etc.] not give the girl tea? {nb071.3j 
Note that this data may not be very reliable. The educated speakers who assisted 
as consultants In elicitation sessions were unable to report the uses of the lne-
prcflx In a way that corresponded with spontaneous usage by non·formally-
educated monolingual and near monolingual speakers. 
18.3 Negation of identity 
Relationships of non· identity arc marked using a particle which agrees for number 
and person. The stem Is qaramcna-•VH - qacamena-•VH (men's and women's 
varieties; compare 025 and 026), which occurs as qaramen - qacamen In the third 
person singular; see 024 and 027. This Is the same morphological alternation as 
the possessive ending (and which also occurs with negative 
particlples/nomlnallsatlons, §18.7, and with demonstratives, §7.4). Note that the 
absolutive complement of this form Is a predicate nominal and that qacamcn(a·) + 
ABS Is not an NP, and cannot act as an argument of a verb. 
Third person plural: 
024 ank?am m?cmi-1?-~-n q;mwcr 
and bullet·NMZR·E·ABS finally 
clnlt 
self 
te·m?cml·!)"Y?i 
MAKE·bunet·MAKE·TH 
gacamen cit m?eml-1?-a-n I tc-tinur-m?enti-u-a-J?ct-y?i [ ... ] 
NEG.10.3sg first bullet·NMZR·E·ABS MAKE·bow·bullet·MAKE·E·DUR·TH 
And the Bullet Folk eventually made bullets themselves, at the beginning they 
did not have bullets, they made bullets for bows (i.e. arrows). {kr05Jj 
Many examples in the text are contrastive: 
025 cmqen='m atc-a-twa-nwa-t I gacamena-t 
OEM.3sgABS=EMPH hide·E·RESULT·PLACE·3p!ABS NEG.ID·3pl 
atc-a-twa-nwa.t perq-a-twa-nwOJ t 
hide·E·RESULT·PLACE·3p!A8S ambush·E·RESULT·PLACE·3piASS 
jora-t 
house-3p!ABS 
They were hiding places, they weren't houses./they were} places for hiding. 
places for ambushes. {kr/19] 
026 lay-?orawctl?a·taOB·•·t qaramena·t arucll?-a.t 
AUTH·person·stranger·E·3piABS NEG.ID·3pl Russian·E·3p!ABS 
/They were} ordinary·people strangers (i.e. Koryaks), not Russians. {ot049j 
Third person singular: 
ll27 Kromo Qaa·ramk·•·naw qacomen 
person~!.Mme.3sgABS reindeer.folk·E·woman.3sgABS NEG.I0.3sg 
Kromo is a Lamut woman {name}, not a Chukchi 
Lay-?orawetl?a-n 
AUTH·person·3Sg.~8S 
{kr032aj 
Examples of negative identity which are not In the third person are rarer, but do 
occur. These have the same pronominal endings that are found on person marked 
nominal forms, stative verbs, and free i!djectlvcs (§6.2, §10.3, §16.3). Example 028 
shows this In the second person singular. 
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Second person singular: 
028 ana layen annatal ya-k?ale-ma kolole-k?ell-te I 
so really of.course ASS-hal-ASS bead-hal·INST 
rapct n-i\\·qinct .. garamena-Jyat Cakwanagal-cyatt" 
even HAB-say-3pl NEG.ID-2sg personal.name-2sgABS 
Well well, fit was Cakwayaqaj./ and with a hat sewn over with beads. They 
even say: You're not Cakwayaqajl [cy314/ 
The full set of negative Identity forms are (In the pronunciation of the woman's 
variety-for men's variety substitute qacam with qaram): 
FIGURE 18.1. Negative identity particles. 
singular .Plural 
1st person qacamena-jyam qacamcna-more 
2nd person qacamena-jyat qacamcna-tore 
3rd person .I qacamen qacamena-t 
If qorom-qocam•VH Is taken as the stem. the endings are the same as those of 
demonstratives (e.g. gotqen•VH I gotqena-•VH; §7.4) and negative 0-focus 
participles (e-_-kal?in·VH I e-_-kol?iue-·VH; §8.2). 
This agreeing negative 'p<:rticle' belongs to a word class all of Its own (§4.8.5). The 
closest morphological similarities are to demonstratives (which also have endings 
with the -in# - -inc· alternation), but the syntactic distribution differs In many 
ways: most Importantly, qacornen(a-) + ABS forms a predicate, not a noun 
phrase, and cannot act as an argument. 
18.4 Negative existential 
Negative exlstentials ('there Is no .. .', 'there aren't any .. .') are usually formed by the 
particle ujne with a complement In the privative case (§6.5.3). as in examples 029 
and 030. The privative case has the form e-_-ke·VH, -.vhlch is the same as the 
stative negative verb base (§18.2.4). 
029 ujne=?m 
NEG.EXI=EMPH 
a-doktor-ka 
PRIV-doctor-PRIV 
ten·em·clnlt·ti 
INTS·INTS-self·lpl 
n-a-n-miycir-cw-qinct im-a-c?cnut 
HAB·E·CS-wori<-CS-3pl REST·E-somelhing 
There was no doctor, they did everything all by ti:emse/ves. [chOI/ 
030 anqo lw-nin "naqam uJne e·mllyer-ke" 
then say-3sgA.3sgO but NEG.EXI PRIV-gun-PRIV 
loyen=?m moo-qor I qora·n• n-lw-qln 
realy=EMPH caravan-deer.3sgABS reindeer-3sgABS HAB-say-3sg 
"yomo q-lne-plrl-yl" 
1sgABS INT·INV-take-TH 
Then she said co him, "But them's no gun·, and the harness deer said, "Take 
me· [ke084/ 
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The particle ujne with an auxiliary also occurs without a complement. In this 
construction the particle f:tnctions as a verbal base (§17.3.1). 
031 layen=?m nan rcmk·3·0 
DEICT folk·E·ABS 
w?l-tku-r?u-y?l 
die-ITER·COLL·TH 
kola 
INTS really=EMPH 
ra:Jekwe:J!J"a·t loyen tag-omal?-eto uJne n·o-n?el-qinet 
house-ROW·AUG-E-3piABS really EMPH-aii-ADV NEG.EXIST HAB-E-become-3pl 
So then masses of people died, households in their entirety passed away flit. 
became non-existent/. [he012/ 
The negative existential Is structurally related to a negative possession 
construction discussed In §18.5. Nomlnals in the privative case with negative 
existential meaning can also be nominalised with the -1'· sutnx to make an 
argument rather than a predicate (§18.7.3). 
18.5 Non-possession ('lacking') 
There are two constructions which express negative (non-)possession. The first of 
these is a nomlnalised, person-marked form of the negative existential particle 
with a privative case complement, as in 032 and 033. 
032 ui!J>l?-lyam orw-o-ka utnol?-lyom a-gora-ka 
PRIV-reindeer-PRIV 
033 
NEG.POSS-1sg sled-E-PRIV NEG.POSS-lsg 
I don't have a sled. I don't have reindeer [cy048/ 
?~-1 yi-req·<~·'c·:t! 
2/3.COND-INTS-do.whai·E·TH·213sg 
uig;d?-iyat am3 
NEG.POSS-2sg and 
req-e q-a-r?ela·yto-ye? 
whai-INST INH·race-go.lo·TH 
an!Jatal 
or.course 
orw-a-ka 
sled·E·PRIV 
teo·ujnat?-lyat a-gora-ka 
EMPH-NEG.POSS-2sg PRIV-reindeer-PRIV 
layen I req-o·rkon=?m 
really do.whal·E·PROG=EMPH 
What would you do there?/ You don't even have a reindeer, you don't even 
have a sled either. What will you do? How will you race? [cy056/ 
This construction Is usually only used with first or second person. The construction 
Is syntactically a type of copula clause. and cannot function as an argument oi a 
verb. The form ujnal?- seems like a -17- nomlnallsation of the particle ujge. It Is, 
however, formed Irregularly (with a Instead of e), which can be taken as evidence 
that this form Is synchronically distinct from the negativp existential. 
The second construction showing negative possession Is made by a nomlnalisation 
of a negative property: see for example 034. Nomlnallsations of prlvatlves arad 
negative verb bases have wider functions than just showing non-pos;;esslon: these 
functions are discussed In §18.7. Unlike the construction above, the nomlnallsed 
negative possessive can function as a modifier within an appositional noun phrase, 
and thus as an argument of a verb. The reason for this apparent exception is 
semantic; a nomlnallsed negative possessive argument Is actually a 
positive/existent referent, e.g.: 
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034 ana qomwet te:g-u:la:ne: a-rann-a-ka-11-cn 
so finally EMPH·NEG.EXI PRIV·Ioolh·E·PRIV·NMZR·3sgABS 
?cy-3-Jn-a-n annen ?alaP.,-ratan 
wolf·E·AUG·E-3sgABS one.NUM hack-toolh.3sgABS 
And once [there appeared/ a toothless wolf. with one fang ... {jo022/ 
A negated argument would be something like no tooth was out of place; In this 
example the referent Is the toothless one. 
18.6 Negative adjectives 
Adjective stems are negated using the clrcumfix e·_·ke·VH. This represents yet 
another function or the clrcumfix which marks the privative case and one or the 
kinds or negative verb base. When predlcative, negative adjective stems are 
accompanied by the auxiliary -twa·. this Is the same analytic structure that non· 
negative adjectives have in contexts with marked tense-aspect-mood. Note that 
negative adjectives have no equivalent to the TAM-unmarked free adjective 
structure; the closes: ~"mantic equivalent would be an auxiliary in the stative 
habitual inflection, as in the following example: 
035 laycn tan-a-p?a-ka n-a-twa-gertat-?m 
really EMPH·NEG·Ihirsty-NEG HAB-E·be-3pi=EMPH 
l;:nnn-cw a r=? Iii 
funher-so=EMPH 
Jaycn=?m atgaw-ka (#) n-a-twa-gcrtat=?D1 [ ... ) 
rcally=EMPH lame-NEG HAB·E-be-3pi=EMPH 
They are never thirsty, they don't go fame ... [he/ 10/ 
The aspectually marked and unmarked predicative adjective forms »rr' discussed In 
§§16.4-5. 
Negated adjectives can also occur In a nominalised form; see §18.7.2. 
There b no evidence in spontaneous data for incorporated negative adjectives, that 
is, for negative adjective in attributive function. These most likely do not occur 
productively, as adjectival attribution in general Is quite rare in oblique cases. In 
the alosolutive case nominalisations or negated adjectives can enter into a noun· 
phrase to make what Is in effect negative adjectival attribution. 
18.7 Nominalisations 
Nominalisations or negative forms are all made with the nomlnalislng suffix -!?· 
(§§8.2-3). These nomlnalisation can be deverbal, in which case they constitute 
negative participles. Negative participles have at least the possibility or 
syntactically dependent nominals. There are also nomlnalisations formed from 
negated adjectives and from nominals In the privative case. 
Nomlnallsations or negative forms act as TAlvl-unmarked predicates. or arc 
arguments or other verbs. They rreq"ently occur in the absolutive case In 
apposition with other absolutive nouns (§9.2). Nomlnalised and non-nomlnalised 
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ronns arc. to some extent Interchangeable, as the following example shows (from a 
text on traditional chlldraising practices): 
036 c?ac"!J·•·Jn·a·n II lecn ?cml log-t?al·•·ooo-ta II a man 
and cold·E·AUG·E·3sgABS really INTER NEG-be.iii·E·INCH·NEG 
'cmi a-pccgalo-rmo-ka-11-cna-t 
INTE~ NEG-diarhoea-INCH·NEG-NMZR·TH-3pl 
When there Is extreme cold they didn't fall Ill, and they don't get diarrhoea 
[chl7-19/ 
In this example the negative form or one Intransitive verb (lo!)t'•l•!J!)ota didn't fall 
Ill) and the negative participle form or another Intransitive verb 
(apccqaJo!lnokal?cnat don't get diarrhoea) occur In much the same syntactic 
environment In adjacent clauses. 
18.7.1 Deverbal (participle) 
There arc two negative participle forms, c·_-ka-1?-·VH and Iun·-·l?.·VH, which 
are clearly related to the negative verb bases e·_·kc·VH and Iu!J--·(t)e·VH 
respectively. Negative participles are most commonly formed from intransitive verb 
stems, as in the following: 
037 n-llu-l?ct·qln loo-katoiyat-a-1?-a.n 
HAB·move-DUR-3sg NEG·wind.blow·E·NMZR·E·ABS 
pojy·a·qaj n·a-rcq·o-J?ct·qin 
spear·E·DIM HAB·E·do.somelhing·E·DUR-3sgS 
by en 
really 
It shook. there was no wind but the little spear was doing this. [ot039/ 
038 tan laycn &~tr?ct-teyan 
end-LIMIT 
rcmk-a-n 
folk·E-3sgABS 
rewa-nwa-k=?m 
nightherd-PLACE·LOC=EMPH DEICT really 
laycn 
really 
luiJ·ulwew-a-1?-a-n 
NEG-rest·E·NMZR·E·3sgABS 
rcmk· ... \ Jaye-ceq·qonpa 
folk·E-3sgABS lNTS-??-always 
n·•·ccjw-o-talc-qln 
HAB·E·roam·E·walk·3sgS 
And In those days the people on night duty didn't rest In one place, the people 
always walked about. [he026/ 
There arc occasional examples or a negative participle or a transitive, such as the 
following: 
039 anr?.1 Jaycn 
t:;en really 
a-pat-ko-1?-en 
NEG·cook·NEG-PCPL-3sgABS 
I qora-nm·at-;,-nwa-k 
rilq·o-rll 
gut.contenls·E·REDUP.3sgABS 
!Jaryon-kcn 
oulside-REL3sgABS 
wa-11-;,·n 
be·PCPL·E·3sgABS 
reindeer-kiii·TH·E·PLACE·LOC 
taq·a·nWa·k 
pour·E·PLACE-LOC 
[ ... ) n-lk-w?e-n I 
3sg.INT-say-TH-3sg 
q-a·nU·Y·•·n q-a·qut-a-rllq·u-yl" 
.. waj 
DEICT 
2.1NT·E-eat-TH·E·3sg 2.1NT·E·frozen·E-gutcontenls·CONSUME·TH 
!JOtqcn 
DEM.3sgABS 
And so [there was/ only raw [reindeer/ gut contents poured out on the reindeer-
slaughtering place, on the pouring-out place. They would say, "Eat this. eat 
frozen gut contents/" {cy016/ 
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Unambivalently transitive examples like this are very rare. In example 040 the 
verb -wjat- untie is transitive, as it is in all verbal examples in the corpus. 
However, the existence of a fonn wajat-qora·t unharnessed reindeers [cy052[ 
strongly suggests that the stem is actually labile, since transitive verl-! stems never 
form compounds with noun heads. 
040 1ayen qora·t ye·kwut·linet 
really reindeer-3p!ABS PF-harr.ess-3pl0 
lon·a-wiat-a-1 7-ot·t 
NEG·E·untie·E·NMZR·E·3pii\BS 
onnln 
thus 
1ayen 
really 
He harnessed the reindeer, as they weren't completely untied. [cy267] 
Example 041 shows a participle of the labile verb ·llep· look. The suffix ·tku is 
either an iterative marker, or iterative fused with antipassive. However, it is clear 
that in this example the verbal stem complex -llepatku· is intransitive, since the 
argument r?eteta at the road (the object/source or per ccption) is in an oblique case. 
041 e-llcp-3-tku-ka-1?-.,.turi r?ct-cta rapct I 
NEG·Iook·ITER·NEG·NMZR·E·2p!ABS road-ALL even 
em-?eqe·r·ln?eten·g·e yekeg·a·1?et·a·k 
REST·bad-DESID·win·DESID·VBase r•ce·E·DUR·E·INF 
You (pi) don't even look at all at the road, you're all out to win in the race [and 
nothing more} [cy/50} 
Third person negative participles formed from e-_-k;!-17. have an additional 
·ling -in(e·), giving an overall form of e·_·k:l·1?-ine·. The ·inc ending suggests 
lll" possessive suffix (which is not itself a case, but which coficcurs with other cases; 
§8.7.1). However participles in the lun·-·J?. form do not share this morphological 
behaviour, which suggests that this suffix isn't a semantically motivated possessive 
marker. Interestingly, when a negative participle is lexicalised it loses this suffix. 
Thus, aalomkol?en is a participle meaning '(the one) who didn't listen' (plural is 
aalomkal?enat; underlying morphological composition •a-walom·k-al?-ena•t). 
The corresponding personal name is Aalomkal?an (plural Aalomkal?at), which 
does not have the suffix. 
042 "okkoj 
EXCL 
meji I 
EXCL 
layi-rcq-?ina 
INTS·what?·WOII 
anna tal 
of.course 
tan-wcn?am 
INTS·INTS 
cman a-alom-ka-1?-cn naqam rapatkcw-ka" 
FUT NEG·Iistcn-NEG·NMZR·3sgABS but hit.targct·INF 
Oh, what kind of wolf is this? It's too much! But what a disobedient /lit. not· 
listening} target/ {oc056} 
The -in(e·) ending also has something in common with the demonstrative (§7.4) 
endings • .md the ending of the negative identity particle (see §18.3), in that the 
absoiutlve sirgular form In made by truncation (to ·in), while all other fonns are 
made with suffixes attached to -inc·. 
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18.7.2 Deiidjectival 
Nom1nallsed negative fonns from adjective stems are morphologically identical to 
participles in e·_·kal?in(e·). There are very few examples in the corpus. 
043 [ .•• ) anqen nemaqej e-walt·a·ko·1?-ln 
this.3sgABS also NEG-pea:,''":·E-NEG·NMZR·3sgABS 
. .. Those ones were also not peaceful. {kr051] 
These forms are no longer in the adjective word class, and they act syntactically 
like other -1?- nominalisations (§8.3). 
18.7.3 Denominal (privative) 
Nominalisation' of the privative case are morphoicgically identical :o participles of 
the form .,._.kol?·, including the mysterious -in(e·)·VH suffix which occurs in the 
third person (§8.2). 
044 wane I naqam 
INTJ but 
atrec Noylo-l?.a.qaj 
uJne 
NEG. EX! 
e-nanna-ka-11-in 
~11V·name-PRIV·NMZR-3sgABS 
only work.kuxlanka-NMZR·E·DIM.3sgABS 
"Well ... • {she says.} but she doesn't even have a name, only "Work Kuxlanka • 
· {kel59] 
045 tmqt!n n-ommacajpat·qen loyen pojy·a cit=?m 
this HAB·embrace-3sg really spear-INST first=EMPH 
ujge e·m ilyet·ko·l '·lnet tlnur-e 
NEG. EX! PRIV·gun-PRIV·NMlR·3piABS bow-INST 
He just embraced a spear, there weren't guns yet, bows 0'1/y. {jo:OJ] 
18.8 N<>gative partides without complement 
Negative particles also occur in a 'prociausai' function, that is, without any 
syntactic dependency relatior•ships with other elements. Prociausal negatives can 
be the answers to polar questillns (046) or Independent propositions (e.g. 047). Note 
that almost all the following are quoted speech, and the exception (047) Is from 
conversation rather than narrati\'e. 
046 .. wane 
INTJ 
w?j qcjwc 
n£;r.\ lruly 
.. 1.vancwan ujuc" 
i<EG.NFUT NEG.EX· 
qol 
one.3sgABS 
rnenln 
someone.3SgABS 
"Is that really true, Y•· 1 bore rio-one else?" 
"No I don't, there's no-one" 
047 II atr?ec-teyan n•roq=?m waj t·•·LW·O·nat 
yes all-LIMIT lhree=EMPH DEICT lsg·E·teii·E·lpl 
Yes, that's the emf, I've told three {stories], no more 
ya·yto-len?" 
PF·give.birth.to-3sg 
I !!.l!l!l 
NEG.EXI 
{ot016] 
atr?cc 
an 
[ka29] 
All the negative particles can occur in proclausal function. Each particle retains Its 
basic tense-mood meaning, roughly translated as follows: 
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wanewan no, !/it didn't (negative non-future) 
qaram-qacam no, !/it won't (negative future) 
anne don't/ (negative imperative) 
ujne there Jsn 't any (negative existential) 
qaramen(at)-qacamen(at) it isn't, dwre're not (negative Identity) 
ctla (general negative; polar questions and imperative) 
While the gen~ral negative particle etla can be used as the answer to any 
Information question, It Is far more normal to use one of the other semantically 
more specified forms. 
Negative non-future particle wanewan: 
048 1k-w?i n-a-req-iyat? II wancwan 
say-TH HAB·E-do.what?-Zsg NEG.NFUT 
He said, "'I. 'hat are you doing?"- "Nothing" {ke165} 
Negative future particle qaram-qacam: 
049 ana gorom petle-qej t-a-re-jet-a 
so NEG.FUT soon-DIM lsg·E-FUT-comc·E 
·No !won't, !11 be back soon· [cy182} 
Negative Imperative particle ange: 
050 ance I macanan · anka I otw-a·tkan·tt·k 
NEG.HORT enough here sled·E·SURFACE-E-LOC 
"Don't [bring her in}, it'd be better to Jet her stay on the sled" 
n-a-twa-tktnl 
J.INT-E-be-PROG 
{ke223} 
Negative existential use of a bare particle can be seen In example 046 ujne. 
Negative Identity particles qaramen(a·)-qacamcn(a-): 
051 "koke wane! otlon meuqoro?" qora-yto n-ajol• aw-qen 
INTJ INTJ INTER whence reindeer-ALL HAB-fear-Jsg 
"okkoj qora-go I ?etki ?aqa·leg·Y•i"V·•:in·•·n" II 
INTJ reindeer-3sgABS bad bad-heart-NMZR·E·AUG·E·ABS 
n-iw-qin "an., qaramcna-t" 
liAB·say-Jsg so NEG.ID-Jpl 
"Oh dear me! Where are they from?"- She feared the reindeer- "Oh what 
reindeer, it's [they're] :r.:-rlty':o71" 
He says "No they're not" {cy431-432} 
Sometimes It Is unclear which negative particle would be appropriate. Exan,ple 
052 shows an exclamation made by a boy who Is traumatlsed by the tumour that 
once he had a sister. The mother claims that there was never a slst~r. except for 
one who died. The narrator points out that she Is lying, and then quotes the boy"> 
exclamation: 
052 n-lw·qln 
IIAS·say-Jsg 
.. wane wancwanl qaram 
INTJ ~:r.G.NFUT NEG.FUT 
yamn-in ?cmltlon?" 
lsg-POSS.JsgABS INTER.EMPH 
He said "Oh no! No! Where is my sl5tr.r?" 
wajl 
DEICT 
cakoyet 
sister.JsgABS 
[ot019} 
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The negative particle <ttla Is sometimes used to answer yes-no questions Instead of 
wanewan or qaram-qacam. Unl!ke these, It doesn't encode any tense 
Information, and rarely occurs In analytic constructions with Inflecting verbs. See 
the following: 
053 qejwe atcaj-qaj 
UUiy aunt-DIM.JsgABS 
lk-w?e-n 
say-TH-JsgO 
iw-nin 
say-JsgA.JsgO 
raj-anko 
DEICT-there 
etlo II 
anqen 
this.JsgABS 
II atcaj-qaj-a-na t·a·re-tklw·a·cqok-w>e? 
aunt·DIM·E·AN.ALL lsg-E-FUT-stay.night·E·PURP-TH 
no 
a q-iw-a-cqik·W·il·n II 
!NT J INT-say·E·PURP·TH·E·Jsg 
I 
He said to him, "Did you truly tell your aunty 1'm going to stay there at my 
(other) au.1t1e's?" 
"No" 
"Well go and tell her" {cy028-30} 
The etla particle also Intermittently occurs In the function of the negative 
Imperative particle anne (054). 
18.9 Negative adjuncts 
The most common negative adjunct is an oblique nominal in the privative case or a 
negative verb base. There are very occasional sentences which could be analysed as 
having an adjunct which Is negated by a particle. Example 054 sh JWS what might 
be analysed as a negated looatlve adjunct: 
054 gtla nutku ctla lcwt-a-k ctla 
NEG here NEG head·E·LOC NEG 
[You} don "t shoot it here in the head. 
e-lqeynew-ke 
NEG·shoO!·NEG 
[an002} 
However, this may be better treated as multiple marking of clausal negation 
rather than negation of the lmlividu~l constituent. It does not seem to be possible 
to have negation of a peripheral constituent alone, such as *etla lewtak 
qa1qcynewan '*shoot i' not In the head [but rather somewhere else)'. 
18.10 Lexical negatives 
There Is also an assortment of inherently negativr. stems. These do not have any 
systematic relationship with each other. The four listed below are representative. 
They include a modal particle, a 'transitive panicle', an Inflecting verb sterr. and a 
verb base. 
The form cam7am Is an Inherently negative modal particle with lmpossibili~lve 
meaning (§4.8.9). It always combines with a verb In the future t~nst (a5 does Its 
opposite mecanka, which Indicates ability or possibility). 
055 cam?am :gutJ(u 
unable.MOD here 
ra-twa-y?a 
FUT-be-TH 
I 
' 
:gaanrc 
there 
You om 't be here, go there to the valley! 
racyaly-eta 
valley-ALL 
q·a·lqat-y?l 
2.1NT·E·set.ofJ.TH 
{ke070} 
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The form qoo I don't know Is a 'transitive particle'. It has an understood first 
person singular subject and optionally governs an argument In the absolutlve case. 
It cannot take an auxillar; or in any other way mark further verbal categories. 
This Is one of only two argument-taking particles In Chukchi (the other Is qoro 
gimme; §4.8.7). 
056 qoo I ct?am ana r-ilc-r>u-y?l 
i.don'l.know probably so FUT-rain-iNCH-TH 
I don't know, probably It will rain. {na087:6/ 
The inflecting labile verb stem -lwaw- means be unable. It combines with another 
verb in the Infinitive (agreeing in transitivity). There is no corresponding vrrb stem 
meaning be able. 
057 n-a-lwaw-qcn 
HAB-E-be.onabic-3sg 
uclwal 
herd.3sgABS 
r-a-rayt-at-a-k 
CS·E-go.home-TH-E-INF 
They couldn't bri.1g the herd home. 
:·.·e example 013 for a further e•mmple. 
{kel 76/ 
The form ycmo not know is a transitive verb base, which combines with a 
trdnsltlve auxiliary to make an auxiliary verb (§ 17.3.2). The correr.pondlng positive 
verb is layi know; neither form Is derived from the other. 
19 
Pragmatics of sentence form 
19.1 Introduction 
This chapter contains a sket.ch of some of the larger principles of Chukchi linguistic 
organisation, which demonstrate the central position of discourse pragmatics In 
grammatical structure. The main areas to be dealt with here are the pr:nciples 
underlying selection of (i) word order, and :!!) type of specification of discourse 
referents (noun, free pronoun, bound pronoun/verbal cross-reference). These 
grammatical features of sentence form are motivated by pragmatic factors 
Involving the notions of focus (§19.1.1) and topic (§ 19.1.2). 
Temporally sequential clauses are generally ordered Iconically into sentences; the 
linear production of a narrati\'e follows the same temporal sequence as the events 
being represented. Violation of this principle is very rare, and Instances can usually 
be shown to have exceptional pragmatic force or to be simply afterthoughts, e.g.: 
001 laycri anka::::?m a-taaq-o-ka t-3-n?r1-a-k 
really there=EMPH NEG-tobacco-CONSUME-NEG lsg-E-become-E-lsg 
cit:=?rrt 
first=EMPH 
n-o-taaq·o:Jyam 
HAB·E·tobacco-CONSUME-lsg 
It's there I stopped smoking, previously I smoked. {krl72/ 
This account of word order and anaphora Is basecl on narrative texts. which are the 
richest and most coherent genre represented In my corpus. I have not attempted an 
account of conversational structure-due to the difficulty of collecting data, the 
sociolinguistic situation of Chukchi speakers (see §1.2, §1.4), and limitations of 
time and space, I could not do justice to this huge topic. However, I do occasionally 
make reference to conversational data when It sheds light on significant features of 
the narrative (for example, In comparing the use of personal pronouns In quoted 
speech to conversation, and Information structure In question and an5',.'er pairs. 
e.g. 002a-d). While narrative conventionally also contains convers?t!onal 
Interaction, this Interaction Is limited, and the roles of the speech act participants 
within storytelling genres are clearly delineated between narrator and audlcroce. 
This descrlptlou uses the framework for discussing the relationship between 
Information structure and the form of sentences set out by Lambrecht (1994). This 
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framework (or elements thereof) has been adopted by many linguists studying the 
syntax-pragmatics Interface with a broadly functional approach (e.g. Van Valin & 
LaPolla 1997). 
The final section of this chapter (§19.5) consists of a comparison of two versions of 
the same episode of a folktale as told by two different (unacquainted) storytellers. 
19.1.1 Definition of 'focus' 
For the purpose of description I define 'focus' as the pragmatic category indicating 
the newly as,erted Information of a sentence, as opposed to Information which Is 
presupposeLi by virtue of already being known or by being taken for granted 
(Lambrecht 1994:213). This definition is descriptively useful since It provides a set 
of canonical examples of focus which can be shown to correlate with Chukchi word 
order properlies. hJcUS<''d elements appear earlier In the sentence than non-
focussed elements. The focus of a sentence may be a verb cr peripheral clement, or 
a nominal. 
Two canonical instances of focus arc found In (i) Information questions and their 
answers, and (ii) contrastive sentences. In both these types of utterance the new 
and Important Information Is easily distinguished from presupposed Information. 
•EXAMPLE: INFORMATION QUESTIONS 
The 'information-seeking' element of a question Is focussed, as Is the 'Information-
carrying' element of the answer. Sentences 002a·d below are a short, episodically 
self-contained, section of a conversation, and in each sentence the element which 
would be predicted to be focussed Is structurally indicated through word order. In 
the Initial question (002a) the personal name Nina Is focussed; as this name hasn't 
been mentioned before It is introduced as a new topic (discussed § 19. 1.2). In the 
second question of the Insertion pair (002b) the Interrogative particle ?emi (here 
which) Is focussed, providing a new sentence element which has to be responded to. 
This response Is forthcoming In 002c with the possessive pronoun yonin your. this 
personal pronoun Is focussed because it Is the main information-bearing clement of 
the sentence. Likewise, the delayed answer to 002a given In 002d fncuscs on the 
negative particle, once again the new Information-bearing ~lement. 
002a Nina wancwan n·a·jct-y?e-n 
personal.name.3sgABS NEG.NFUT 3sg.INT·E·come·TH·3Sg 
SPEAKER !-Nina hasn't came{, has she/? 
OOZb >eml Nina? 
INTER personal.name.JsgABS 
SPEAKER 2-What Nina? 
OOZe yonln Nina 
2sg·POSS.3sgABS personal.name.JsgABS 
SPEAKER 1-Your Nina. 
-------------------- ______ __ _ _ ______ -------------------- __________________ IL ____ _ 
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002d wancwan SEJCAS EJ NIKOGDA' 
NEG.NFUT now Jo.her .never 
SPEAKER 2-No, she doesn't have time. {kr225-228/ 
•EXAMPLE: CONTRAST 
The following exclamation illustmtcs nomlnals used contrastively; a father Is 
castigating his three sons, whose work ethic contrasts unfavourably with their 
cousin Cakwanaqaj's: 
003 [ ... ) kakomcjl Cakwa!)agaf enmcc 
INTJ personal.name.JsgABS already 
amo ya·nanana-nto-Icn! II 
and PF·chold-tear-Jsg 
turl=?tn 
2piABS·EMPH 
qonp• 
at.vays 
wa-1 ?at-a-1? -a-to ret 
be·DUR·E·PCPL·E·2piABS 
joro-coko 
sleeping.chamber-!NESS 
II 
ya·uawtan·lcn 
PF-many-Jsg 
anka 
Ihere 
loycn 
really 
... Oh my! Cakwal!aqa/Js already married, a child's even been born! You l~f 
arc always In the sleeping chamber, you're only ever there/ {cy327-328/ 
Apart ~rom focussed Information presented in questions and answers, and 
contrasdvc focus, there are also other pragmatic functions which occur in sentence-
initial position. These Include new topics (sec §19.1.2) and important new 
information. Taken together, all these pragmatic functions correspond to the 
parameter of 'ncwsworthyness', as defined by Mithun 1992 In her account of the 
prinCiples for determining word order In pragmatic word order languages (Chukchi 
will be shown to be one of these, §19.2). For Chukchi descriptive purposes 'focality' 
(according to Lambrecht 1994) and 'newsworthyncss' (according to Mithun 1992) 
should be taken to be synonymous, as the pragmatic category which determines 
sentence or clause Initial word position. 
Lambrecht distinguishes three different types of focus structure 
(i) argument focus-focus on a nominal, sec example 003 and §19.2.1 
(li) predicate focus-arguments understood (presupposed), focus on predicate 
(usually a verb and Its bound pronominal affixes), set: §19.2.2 
(iii) sentence focus~no presupposition, argumentls and predicate all focussed, see 
§19.2.3 
19.1.2 lJefinitioll of 'topic' 
A 'topic' Is an argument which the discourse is construed to be 'about' (the notion of 
the 'aboutness' of a topic Is discussed In Chafe 1976, Lambrecht 1994). The 
grammatical corollary of this from the Chukchi perspective is that a topic is on 
' The switch to Russian In 002d Is Ironic, and refers to Nina's preference for the attractions 
of (Russian language) social life In the village over Chukchi traditional craft actlvitlr.s with 
her motheo· In the tuodo·a. 
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element already established In the discourse in such a way that It Is retrievable 
without overt nominal specification; the presence of the topical argum~nt Is evident 
from the bound pronomlnals of the verbal cross-reference. 
A 'new topic' Is something of a contradiction In terms; a 'new topic' Is really a 
focussed noun which wlll become a topic. New topics occur sentence-Initially, along 
with other 'Information-heavy' focal elements. 
The following polar question establishes a new topic ncncno baby/s In the 
sentence Initial position: 
004a nenen.,='m ary-tn ;,tl?a-y rcen n-a-twa-qcn? 
baby.3sgA~~=EMPH 3pi·POSS.3sgABS mo•~er-LOC with.PP HAil-E-be-3sg 
INTERVIEWER- Does the baby remain with their mother? [aa2.26/ 
It is not in fact possible to answer this particular question \vith & simple 'yes' or 'no' 
(the speaker shows himself wllling to use single yeslno answers in other sections of 
the text), and so Instead it Invokes a certain amount of explanation. This has two 
contrasting parts; (i) otl?ay rccn notwaqen it's [they're] with the mother and (ii) 
?cnqu ninetcoqinct she rejects them. The argument nencno the baby/s is now 
the topic, and so !s only ever indicated by verb agreement (S of not.waqcn and 0 of 
ninetcoqinct and ncnnlycrkopcewaqcn): 
004b atl'a·y rccn il·<~·twa-qcn anncn yilk cwar jawrcria='1ril 
mother-LOC wiUtPP HAB-E-ba-3sg one year then next.year=EMPH 
?cnq-u n-inc-tc-3·qirtct Jaycri n-cnn-lyc-rk~pccw-a-qcil t ... ] 
reject-VBase HAB-TR-AUX·E·3pl really HAB·TR-iNTS-beat-E·3~g 
INTERVIEWEE- They remain with their mother one year. then after one year 
she rejects them. she beats them up... [aa2.27] 
The orienting clements cwor jawrcna then next year occur in between the two 
clauses. Iconically marking the juncture of the two different titiJe periods being 
discussed (see §19.2.4). 
Note that topicality is a pragmatic category which applies to arguments, whereas 
focus can apply to any element. Narratives are generally about a relatively smail 
and stable set of referents (e.g. people) in a series of actions and events. While an 
event can recur with a series of different atgumentslreferents, this Is pragmatically 
marked. An event construed without any of its arguments Is highly abstract, and Is 
not the sort of thing that people typically talk about. Thus 'aboutness', and henc~ 
topicality, is more naturally a property of a nominal argumentlreferr:"'t, not a verb. 
This does not apply to focus-new Important Information Is as happily an action or 
event as it Is a refe:~ntial entity. 
19.2 Pragmatic word ordex-
Chukchl Is typologically a p.·agmatlc word order language. Words are ranked so 
that the focussed (or newsworthy) element comes first. An clement may be focussed 
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due to a variety of pragmatic factors: it may represent significant new information, 
Introduce a new topic, or It may be contrasted with something else. 
It probably doesn't make des~rlptlve sense to claim that Chukchi has !'Orne kind of 
basic, syntactically defined word order (i.e. a word order typology as discussed by 
Greenberg 1963 and many others). As shown in figure 5.1 of §5.2, C:;ukchl does 
have a statistical preference for certain wnrd orders; however, a much stronger 
conclusion which can be made from a statisticall.w~stigatlon of relative placement 
of verbs and nominal arguments Is that overt nominal arguments of verbs are In 
fact slightly dlspreferred, and that verb agreement affixial pronomlnals are 
frequent1.r :.he only exponents of an argument. Single overt arguments occur only 
slightly less frequently, but it Is particularly unusual to have two overt nominal 
areuments In a dau~e-thls happens so rarely that it Is lmpossi! ·!e to make any 
statistical claims about preferred order. The frequent use of pronomlnals bound to 
the verb In preference to free pronominals is typclogicaliy common In pragmatic 
word-ordering la'lguages. Mithun (1992) discusses a genetically divergent selection 
of such languages and finds this feature to be the nom1: 
A crucial feature of purely pragmatically ordering languages may be the 
nature of the grammatical relationships between the verb and 
associated constituents. In languages like Cayuga, Ngandi, and Coos, 
the pronouns bear the primary case relations to the verb. The 
associated nnun phrases function grammatically more as appositives to 
th~ pronominal affixes, rather than directly as verbal arguments 
themselves. (Mlthun 1992:58) 
Thus the te:M 'anaphora' Is probably Inappropriate to refer to an argument of a 
clause not represented by an overt nominal, slnre it suggests that nominals are In 
some way 'left out' or 'deleted', when In fact the argument Is always represented 
pronomin.diy by (explicit or implicit/paradigmatic) cross-reference on the verb. 
19.2.1 Argument focus 
A focussed argument is placed at the beginning of the sentence. The different 
pragmatic functions of argument focus are Illustrated in the following examples. 
Note that discourse particles and conjunctions providing wider contextualisatlon 
can precede the syntactically linked elements of the sentence (§19.2.4), for 
example: 
005 qanwer ?in;, piri-nin 
finally wo!f.3sgABS t~ke-3sgA.3sgO 
Finally. he c;wght a wolf. [ot027/ 
Examples 006b·c, 007b show contrast and new topics. Examples 006a and 007a 
show argument focus In information questions. 
In the context of an informal interview the Interviewer asked the following 
multipart question: 
346. 
006a ank?am 
and 
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laora-n., 
1eindeer-JsgABS 
yonnlk-c 
animai·ERG 
mlnkrl 
how? 
n-a-nm-a-qcn 
HAB·E·kiii·E-Jsg 
Chapter 19 
amalwan ?ly-c=?m ank?am kcJn·•='m onk?am qcpcr·c? 
variously woii·ERG=EMPH and bear·ERG=EMPH and wolverine·ERG 
INTERVIEWER- And in what different ways do beasts kJ/J reindeer; wolves 
and bears and wolverines? [an022} 
The focus of this question Is the argument qorana reindeer, which appears 
Initially, provides the new topic; this referent Is not overtly referred to In the 
subsequent discourse. 
The answer to the question In 006a has several parts, which Involves listing a 
series of contrasting elements (006b-c and later 007b). Each of these contrasting 
elements Is also a reactivated topic. 
006b qepcr-c ltok Jaycn cam a 
and 
notqo 
from.here 
laycn 
really wolverine·ERG so teally 
waj notqo rcnrely-cpa J/ 
DEICT from.here neck·ABL 
006c ?ly-o-t ltak jaal-yotka-t janor n·a-plri-qlnct J/ 
wolf·E·Jpl so back·leg.JpABSI first HAB·E·take·3pl0 
INTERVIEWEE- The wolverine also grabs on from here, from the 'back of the 
neck. And wolves, they first take the back legs. [an023-024} 
Sentence 006b was acLornpanled by gestures Illustrating the motion of a wolverine 
(his hand demonstrating the jaws) seizing a reindeer by the neck (the speaker's 
own neck). The pragmatic relationships of the different nomlnals are clearer In 
006c, which Is more difficult to physically demonstrate. The most newsworthy item 
is the new/renewed topic, followed by the new Information (where the animal 
attacks), followed by a verb Indicating the event. The fact that the event Is an 
attack upon a reindeer is given: the reindeer Itself Is not mentioned at all apart 
from the reference to the body part, and the mode of attack 
(grabbinglbltinglselzing) Is fairly obvious from real-world knowledge of wolves. 
After 006c the speaker goes Into further detail about wolves, and then the 
questioner nudges him back to the remainder of the Initial question (007a): 
007a antaq kcin·a-n ml!)kri? 
007b 
Md bear·E-JsgABS how? 
INTERVIEWER- And how about the bear? /lit. And the bear how?} [an027} 
keiD-•·n=?m ltak laycn WUBOE 
bear·E-Jsg=EMPH so really any 
nan noJn·epa Joyen n·lnr.-plrl-qln 
DEICT laii·ABL really HAB· TR·take·lsg 
MESTO 
place 
l•mu• 
further 
INTERVIEWEE- The bear, /ike any place, perhaps by the tall it takes Jt.[an028} 
Once again, the reactivated topic takes the first place In the sentence (kef~on 
beary, followed by new Information which follows logically on from It (!Jejn•P'' '!' 
the tail), then a minimum of already given Information to specify what kiil(: ,,, 
event (nincpiriqln lt seizes it). 
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In the next example a magical deer Is Instructing a boy In the correct manner of 
slaughtering; the deer and the boy have already been talking, and the fact that a 
knife should be used (rather than, for Instance, an axe) has already been 
established. The noun ronnalyan antler Is used for the first and only time at the 
beginning of UOBc. Although this noun Is not a new topic· (It Is never again referred 
to) and It Is not contrastive, It Is newsworthy Information, as It the key piece of 
Information required to get across the correct slaughtering method. 
008a wen·camua:Jn·•-n aloma 
lamed·steer·AUG·E-Jsg apparently 
STORYTELLER- It was a harness steer it seems. 
008b II Jayen=?m wen-cornua 
008c 
yes really=EMPH lamed·steer.JsgAi;S 
LISTENER 1 - Yes, [it was} simply a harness steer. 
rann-a-ly-a-n 
anUer·E-SING·E-JsgABS 
notqo 
from.here 
q-a-plri-y-a-n 
2.1NT·E·take·TH·E·3sg 
;,nk?am NOZHIK qaram m-a-J?u-?c-n 
and knife NEG.FUT lsg.INT·~-see-lH·Jsg 
q·lne·plrl-yi 
2.1NT·INV·take= TH 
[kel27} 
[kel28] 
STORYTELLER- -crab [my} antler here, grab me an:J I won't see the knife" 
[kel29} 
19.2.2 Predicate focus 
After OOBa-c, the storyteller says: 
008d tartp·~·rtcn Jaycn 
stab·E-JsgA.JsgO really 
He just stabbed it ... 
[ ... ] 
[ke130} 
Here the focus is on the action of stabbing; the identity of the one stabbed is 
presupposed, since the entire episode is a description of how to slaughter a 
rcir1t. 
Predicate focus can occur when the identity of the arguments Is already 
established. 
Example 009 shows predicate focus and argument focus In adjacent clauses with 
the verb atc7at- go to bed. In this story the boy Is roaming the tundra at night 
disguised as a wolf. His parents are suspicious, and forbid him to go out, but he 
tricks them, and will get up again as soon as they are asleep. The boy Is an already 
established topic, and so Is referred to by verbal cross-reference. Because there is a 
contrast being made between the behaviour of the boy and his parents, an overt 
personal pronoun (§7 .2) Is used rather than just the Implicit 3sg agreement of the 
verb atc7aty7e: 
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009 nemc loycn 
really 
wulqotwl·k 
evening-SEQ 
ncmc 
also 
loyen 
really 
atc7at-y?a-t 
g1.Io.bed·TH·3pl 
atl?a-t 
molher-PL also 
ewat ;,tJon nt'maqej ew01t atc?at-y?c 
Ihen · 3sg.ABS also !hen go.lo.bed-TH 
Again it was evening, again his parents went to bed, and he too went to bed. 
{ot062} 
The first clause (atc7aty7at atl7at the parents went to bed) Is setting the scene for 
the event of Interest In the second clause. The Important Information that this 
clause has to Impart is that a particular event occurred; the Identity of the 
pani•tpants Is not as important as the fact that It was bedtime. Thus the first 
ch;u~~ h:;:; predicate focus. In the second clause (atlon atc?aty7c he went co bed) 
the argument (he/the boy) Is focussed. The fact that the b?Y also went to bed Is 
counter to what the audience might expect, since we know the boy spends his 
nights roaming the tundra. Note that the adverb ncmoqcj also, too occurs adjacent 
tQ the pronoun, not the verb, I.e. He too went co bed, not He went to bed too. 
19.2.3 Sentence focus 
Some sentences and clauses contain no formal presupposition. Overt arguments of 
the predicate are present as well as the verb Itself, and all clements. arc 
pragmatically focussed; It Is not clear what determines word order within focussed 
sentences. 
The beginnings of stories generally have sentence focus, since there can be no 
presupposition. It Is very rare to have two overt core nomina Is In a clause, since In 
discourse at least one argument (and often both) of a transitive verb Is usually 
zero-pronominalised. Example OIOa-d starts with a d!scusslon or what story to tell 
next; there Is argument focus on ncmc qol that one again (O!Oa), and pcnin the 
,ryrevious {one} (O!Ob-c). However, when the storyteller actually begins the story 
there is no presupposition, and so there Is sentence focus. 
OIOa 
OIOb 
OIOc 
O!Od 
ank?am nemc qol t-ra-tw·a·n·a-n 
and again one.3sgABS 1sg-FUT-IeJI.E·TH·E-3sg 
SPEAKE.~ 1 -And then 1'11 tell that one again. 
cj pt.,ln II 
yes prev10us 
SPEAKER 2- Yes. f•he otie you told} previously? 
pcnln laycn lom!J•I II 
previous really slory.JsgABS 
cwat 
lhen 
enmen I 
once.upon.a.lime 
?eqe-1"-e 
bad-NMZR·ERG 
[ ... ] ya-ilm·a-lenat 
PF-kill·t·3pl 
athw-a-t ammema 
falher·E·3piABS molher.J;gABS 
II 
/ke285} 
{ke286} 
SPEAKER 1 - The stOI:Y {I told} previously ... Once upon a time, evil-doers 
ki/led the father and mcther. {ke281:JoOOJ} 
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The word order In example 0 I Od Is less significant than the fact that there are two 
overt nominal arguments (this Is very rare for Chukchi, see §19.3). 
Example 0 II a-b comes from an episode of a story where the hero makes a magical 
helper out of an untreated reindeer hide. He finishes his spell with the words Hdy, 
work around the house, you are a woman! 
Olla [ ... ] nalv·•:ln·•·n 
hide·E·AUG·E·3sgABS 
yope-l>at·o-myo-y>c II 
do.housework·DUR·E·INCH·TH 
anqen 
OEM.3sgABS 
qut-y>l 
sian d. up-TH 
loyen 
rea~; 
The {magical} hide got up ar.d started working around the house. {cy264} 
The whole clause in 0 II a Is focussed; this magical event Is all so surprising that 
nothing Is treated as a presupposition. A English speaking storyteller would say 
the HIDE got UP and started WORKING! (the capitals indicate the l:1tonation peaks 
that show focus In English). 
The following sentence (0 II b) also has sentence focus, and for the same reasons. 
Ollb n·•·lyl·ypl·l>ct-qln onqen j>a-naly·a:Jg·a·n II 
HAB·E·INTS·dO.housework·DUR·3sg OEM.3sgABS raw-hide·E·AUG·E·3sgABS 
She worked hard around the house, that {magical} raw hide! {cy265/ 
The overt nominal In 0 II b could be omitted, since is it clearly retrievable, but this 
would result In predicate focus Instead. It Is probably present due to the 
importance of the referent In the discourse and unusualness of having a raw 
animal hide doing housework. Thes~ pragmatic factors suggest that the nominal 
too is somewhat newsworthy. In br.:h Olla and Ollb the noun phrases could h~ve 
been left out to give sentences would have had predicate focus lntead. There would 
be no loss of (propositional) meaning, but this would result In a dry and matter-of-
fact rendition of events'. 
19.2.4 Spatial and temporal orientation 
Words Indicating the spatial and temporal c•!entation of clauses arc also ordered 
pragmatically, with more newsworthy clements earlier and less newsworthy 
clements later. 
2 The following Is an attempt to capture this difference In emotional lnvolve.nent with an 
English free translation: 
(sentence focus, example Oil a-b) The man said to the hide. "Hey/ Work around the house/ 
You are a woman!". The HIDE got UP and started WORKING. She worked HARD around the 
house, that RAWHIDE. 
(predicate focus; Olla-b with overt nomlnals oml•ted) The man Jaid to the hide, "Hey/ 
Work around the house/ You are a woman/". She got UP and started IVORKING. She worked 
HARD around the house. 
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Example 012 shows temporal orientation which is newsworthy by virtue of its 
importance to the discourse; the adverb loyitelenjep very long ago Indicates the 
temporal setting for the facts In all the subsequent discourse. 
012 byi-tclenlep qun ·, crme-qin cit warat 
INTS·Iong.ago once ADJ.s~ong·Jsg first Uibe.JsgABS 
Long long ago the tribe was strong at first [kr 116/ 
Compare non-newsworthy spatial orientation in 013. i':·<nr ro this questlcn the 
other speaker has been describing a stone fortification built on top of a mountain. 
013 atli>n n-a-req-qinet anka? 
INTER H~B·E·dp.whal?-?:;' !here 
So what is it they did mere? [kr124/ 
The location referre~ to by onko there Is already established, and thus Is non-
newsworthy. 
Temporal adverbs \viuch advance the flow of the narl'at!ve 
newsworthyness. e.f.l. luutiluur suddenly in the following: 
014 Juut=?m waj !JCW>cn ncmoqcj plntoqct-y?l 
suddenly=EMPH DEICT 1~fe.JsgABS also appear.fH 
totl·epa uoto-y?c 
d~or·ABL exiHH 
are high In 
ncmoqej 
also 
S<.dden/y the wife also appearec;, she also came out from the door [cyi:Sj 
Note that sentence and clause joining elements occur either at the beginning of 
sentences at· at the juncture of clam'l.>. Co'1]unrtions (ank1am and etc.) are most 
commonly used to Introduce 11ew semeo.·;es, situating them within the wider 
discourse, and so more often occur se.ltence-inltmliy. 
Discourse·orienting elements can also occur as sentences on their own, as in the 
following: 
015 jawrcn-r?o-y?e II 
r.exl.year·INCH·TH 
c wane t-a-tc-winrct-yat=?in I cakiJyCt I miJn-t?.:.m•rcr-y">a-rt 
INTJ INTJ lsg·E·FUt·hclp·2sg=EMPH sisler.JsgABS lpi.INT·borte·Seek·TH·3sg 
It was the m·xtyear. "Well 111 help you, we'll seek your sister's bones"{jo0/3-074/ 
l!l.3 Overt nominals and zero-pronominals 
The basic principles governing the use of free and hound forms to indicate referents 
have already been established: 
(I) Focussed arguments are indicated by overt nomlnals (§ 19.1.1) 
(11) Topical arguments are Indicated solely by the verb's pronominal cross-
reference nffixes (§19.1.2) 
These two principles account for the absence of overt nomlmils, and for the 
presence of overt nomlnals in sentence-Initial (focussed) position. Principle (I) also 
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accounts for non-sentence-initial overc nomlnals where there is sentence focus 
(§19.2.3). The majority of other instances are accounted for by (111-lv): 
(lll) Non-core (or syntactically non-obligatory) nomlnals must be represented by 
an overt norrilnal for the simple <aSon that there Is no other way of knowing 
that they are there; 
(lv) Core arguments which are non-newsworthy (not focussed) can be represented 
by an overt nominal for the purposes of disambiguation. 
These two principles are Illustrated in examples 0 16a-d, extracted from an episode 
of a story whlr.h follows the actions of a boy, who is represented throughout by 
verbal cross 'eference only. The sentence preceding 016a Is from a distinct episode 
(this sentence is used as example 009, above). 
016a 
016b 
qeluq='m l?u.nlnct 
bP.f.ause=EMPH soe·JsgA.JpiO 
.~ara·mk·•:iu·o·t II 
house·COLL·E·AUG·E·JpiABS 
a no 
so 
ant?aq 
then 
ranr-o:Hiin II 
lakc.E·JsgA.JsgO 
gentila 
lhilher 
!JCnku 
!here 
cejw-c 
wafk.,,ov 
tang-a-watat 
s~anger·E·tebe.JsgABS 
anqen 
DEM.3sgAB$ 
ott-o-pojy·>·qa_i 
wood·E·spear·E·DIM.JsgABS 
Because he saw th2re the stranger-folk. the group of big houses ... so thus he 
took that little wooden spear there on foot. [ot063-064/ 
Examples 016a-b are sentences which provide background information for the 
subsequent episode. The ncuns tan!pwarat stranger folk and jaramkojuat group 
of big houses are not focussed; they are being proposed as the reason for further 
actions carried out by the boy and as explanations of his llestinatlon, which are 
important to the development of the s~ory. Likewise the NP anqen ottapojyoqaJ 
that little wooden spear In 0 16b is mentioned mid-sentence; this magical item is 
important for the development of the story, and so it must be mentioned that it is 
present, even though nothing Important has been done with it yet. 
In 0 l6c • .. · •ero-pronomlnal argument of the 3sg verb qaty?i he/she/it set off is 
still 'th> ,.,. .. · :.e. 'the little wooden spear' has not become a topic). 
016c !Jer,; ··•• qat-y?l // 
thi~•er sel.off-TH 
He set off to there. 
016d ram-nln 
slick·JsgA.JsgO 
?ol-o·tkon·o-k 
snow·E·TOP·E·LOC 
pojy-a·qaj 
spear·E·DIM.JsgABS 
anqcn I 
lhis.JsgABS 
tnnu-?orawctl'a·mk-o:Ju·•·t 
s~anger·person·COLL·E·AUG·E·JpfABS 
q1awo1·•·mk·a:Ju·o·t loyen 
man·E·COLL·E·AUG·E·Jpii'.SS really 
na:,j?o-?a-n 
INV·appooach-TH·JsgO 
[ot065/ 
He stuck his licclc spear in the snow, they came up to him, a group of big 
stranger-people [i.e. Koryaks/. a group of big men. [ot066/ 
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In 0 !6d the noun ?olotkonok into the snow has no possibility of being expressed by 
verbal cross-reference, since it is not a cor~ argument. The noun pojyoqaj the little 
spear is made .!Vert for the purposes of disambiguation; it is mentioned again 
because of its coming Importance In the story but still Is not a topic. The noun 
phrase tang?orawetl7amkoJnot qlawalomkojnot big Koryak men Is like an 
afterthought, but ::tlso disambiguation; It Is established that the boy Is going to the 
Koryak camp, but only Implied that he arrived. Overt mention of the Koryak men 
makes It clear that he really has arrived at the Koryak camp. 
Very low newsworthylless arguments indicating conceptually unitary events are 
frequently Incorporated (e.g. qoranmat- slaughter reindeer and tatlannamat close 
door. see example 017d and §12.1). 
The following episode (017a-e) !Uustrates the use of overt nominais for new topics. 
Sentence 017a introduces a new topic nlo!Jeytal?at the ritual dancers: 
017a etyat-o·k 
dawn·E·SEQ 
rtl3iJe-yt-a-1 '·;J·t 
dance-go.to·E-PCPL-E-3piABS 
The next day the ritual dancers came. 
jet-y?e-t 
come-TH-3pl 
[cy392/ 
In 0 17b there are three ovett nomina is. The sentence Initial absolutive noun 
rakworyoJn>n the big hole is Important Information (the protagonist will escape 
through this magical portal) and a reactivated topic which w!ii occur as verbal 
cross reference In 017c. The other nominals (nilyc with a cord and kamyattc 
walrus meat parcels) represent non-continuing elements explaining what the hole 
was like. The agents of the verb (the ritual dancers from Ol7a) are zero-
pronominals: 
017b rak-waty·OJ·jn-3-ti 
pierce-NMZR·E·AUG-E-3sgABS 
qanut kamy<Jt-te 
like walrus.parcel-3piABS 
unr-e 
cord·INST 
ya-nc;illU;ltiiw•lcrt 
PF-close-3sg 
The big hole they closed up thus with a cord, like a walrus meat parcel. [cy.193/ 
The ritual dancers and the big hole have both already been established as topics, 
and so In 017c-d, where these are the only verbal arguments, rhere are no overt 
nominals. 
017c ecyi mone·!l!)O·y?a-t i ne·ri·Went·et·y?c-n 
when dance-INCH·TH-3pl INV-CS-open-CS-TH-3sg0 
As soon as they began ritual dancing, they opened it [i.e. the hole}. 
017d totl-o-n-nom-at-y?a-t 
door·E·CS-close-CS-TH-3pl 
They closed the door 
[cy394} 
[cy395j 
The additional underlying argument tat!- door Is only relevant to the story in that 
lt·ls used to make the room dark (017e); as a non-continuing, non-topical 0 IL Is 
Incorporated by the transitive verb. 
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017e wucq·om-coku 
dark·??-INESS 
It was dark inside. [cy396/ 
It is uncommon for a transitive verb t<' have two oven nominal arguments; usually 
it will have one or no overt nominals. Examples of transitive verbs with two overt 
nominal arguments usually occur In narrative description and usually correspond 
to the beginning of an episode. Example 0 !Od is clearly the beginning of an 
episode, as it is the beginning of a story. Example 018 is at the beginning of an 
episode in the middle of a teXL. The translation of the preceding Intonation units 
(ot034-035) is also given. 
[ot034-035j: 
Those neighbour women said, "Your sister was kidnapped by strangers". 
"Oh! Could they be ceiling the truth?; he was realiy worried. He grew up. 
[ot036j: 
OIB otloy·e tejk-o-nin •nn!n 
father-ERG make·E-3sgA.3sgO tl!Us 
layen I w?arc-yta naqam. 
really fork-ALL but 
wa-1?-a-n 
be·NMZR·E-ABS.SG 
ott-o-pojy-o-qaj 
wood·E-spear-E-DIM 
[His/ father had made a o.: .... ~en spear. like this, simp/) [coming/ to a fork. 
[otlko· 
Sometimes it seems that the appropriate amount of disambiguation is quite low. 
The storyteller may use the verb's bound pronomlnals as the sole means of 
reference to an argument in a context where this is ambiguous. In such situations 
listeners simply disambiguate by questioning. The following exchange is typical: 
019a II 1oye-tag·qonpo ye-tumyew-llnet 
yes INTS·INTS-always Pf·beiriend-3pl 
otrl jokwajo ?Ina II 
3piABS duck.3sgABS wolf.3sgABS 
STOR'rTELLER- Yes, and the wolf and the duck befriended each ower forever. 
{jo124} 
019b amonl II 
INTJ 
LISTENER I - Gosh! {joi25} 
019c loycn ewot lr-o-17-o-n !Jelwa1 n-lne·nll·qln II 
really immediately 'bump'·E·NMZR·E·ABS herd.A~~ HAB-INV-tum.around-3sg0 
STOR'rTELLER- If the herd took off. he turned i< back. {jol26/ 
019d jokwa-ta? II 
duc~·ERG 
LISTENFR 2 - The duck? {jo127/ 
019c II jokwa-ta II 
yes dutk·ERG 
STORITELLER- Yes, the duck. ijo128} 
However, questions from the audience do not necessarily imply that they do not 
understand what's going on-the Chukchi politeness convention for listening to 
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stories demands frequent verbal responses from the listeners, and It may be 
preferable tc unnecessarily seek Information than to seem uninvolved and 
uninterested In a story. 
Quoted speech tends to have more overt nomlnals than non-quoted narrative; see 
§19.4. 
19.3.1 Overt Pronouns 
Personal pronouns are subject to slightly different pragmatic effects to other 
nomlnals. While the unmarked way of Indicating pronominal reference In a clause 
is using the pronominal cross-reference affixes on verbs only, and personal 
pronouns In their free, nominal form have a special pragmatic prominance, the 
only pragmatic status indicated by free personal pronouns in core syntactic roles Is 
contrastive focus, as shown in examples 020 and 021 (see also §7.2): 
020 II 
yes 
I anqcn 
3sgABS 
2!!ill! 
3sgERG 
potqo 
more.AOV 
tan om 
INTS 
!aye 
know.VBase 
Yes, she knows even:: ·:;· .. .... · 1 roe) /kr092/ 
The following fragment": 411 , ... , .J'etch Is uttered In a folktale when a group of 
travellers discover an encamp•: .. :.t In which everybody except one boy has been 
murdered. The boy has just explained that they were all killed by a spirit. He had 
heard it approaching, and had warned his fellows to be quiet, but they Ignored 
him. The travellers don't believe the boy, and cry: 
021 yanan tom-a-tko-natl qarom ke1o n-a.._jct-a-nl 
2sg.ERG kiii·E·1Tf:R-3pl0 NtG.FUT spiriJ.JsgABS Jsg.l NT-E -come- f: -3sg 
"You ki/ied them! No spirit camel" {ke051/ 
The form of the verb already indicates a 2sgA; the full pronoun has a contrastive 
pragmatic function. 
The other pragmatic function of free nomlnals is to Indicate a new or reactivated 
topic or Important Information. This function cannot be conveyed by a free personal 
pronoun, since pronouns only indicate cross-reference to an already established 
referent, and these pragmatic functions are used to Introduce (or reintroduce) 
referents which are either hitherto unknown or otherwise non-retrievable from 
context. 
In many non-verbal constructions there Is no other way of showing reference than 
by using overt nomlnals. In the following example a passive participle rarnajgawjo 
brought up has an Instrumental pronoun Indicating the agents of the underlying 
transitive verb stem. 
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022 wancwan 
NEG.NFUT 
ro-majg-aw·Jo clt accanan 
CS-big-CS-PASS.PCPLJ;gAOS first 3pi.INST 
macaw-rna a-tl?a-ka n?el-y?i 
fight-SIM NEG-mother-NEG become-TH 
I nemaqej 
also 
No, [she was] brought up by them to begin with. .. also, she'd become 
motherless during a war 
19.3.2 Discontinuous nomlnals 
355. 
I 
/krl54] 
Occasionally a phrasal nominal straddles the verb. These discontinuous nominal 
phrases only occur In S and 0 functions (see examples 023 and 024), but It Is not 
clear that they truly represent discontinuous constituents (I.e. whether they are 
discontinuous noun phrases rather than repeated coreferent nomlnals). The 
preverbal part of the nominal Is usually a pronominal represent!ng something 
highly discourse salient which has previously been In the background of the 
discourse, and the postverbal part of the nominal Is simply a reminder of what 
should be considered shared knowledge or an afterthought: 
SVS word order 
023 gol=?m ra-yta·y'e I 3i"IQCO !l!.!!!liD 
QUANT.3sgABS=EMPH house-go.Io· TH OEMJsgABS boy.JsgABS 
The other also went home, that boy. /otl20] 
OVO word order 
024 ee qaram I ?etk1 waj menln joto-y?,..n QQ! 
INlJ Nf:G.FUT bad OEICT somcone.ABS bear-TH-JsgO ona.ABS 
cakayct yamn-ln 
sister.ABS 1sg·POSS.3sgABS 
Oh no, it's bad, she bote someone else, a sister for me [ot025/ 
The preverbal part of the nominal Is usually a quantifier or demonstrative, with 
the usual discourse functions of a sentence Initial nominal; In 023 it has contrastive 
function, reactivating a previous topic, and in 024 it rtpresents highly important 
Information (the boy's realisation that he had a sister who had been kidnapped 
long ago, the emotional crux of the story). The identity of the pronouns in both 
these examples Is probably retrievable/shared knowledge, but t.'leir relative 
Importance Is such that the storyteller has repeated it; as non-newsworthy 
backgr(lund Information It is ordereu at the end of the sentence. 
A false ~''lrt may result In a dlscont!nuo"s s~rles of roreferent nominals. This Is 
apparently th~ c~se In example 025 (note also all the hesitations): 
025 tan-amo1?o loyen I amgor?oot·qora-ta I 
EMPH-aii.JsgABS really eighHeindeer-f:RG 
t"!}-amol?-eta jaa1e·yto I ye-n-ekwet-ew-lln nalwol>-o-I!J·a-n 
EMPH-aii·ADV back-ALL PF-CSiJo.back-TH-3sg herd·E·AUG·E-3sgABS 
They [were/ ali simply ... the eight reindeer ... completely turned back the big 
herd. 
[ot098] 
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19.4 Quoted speech 
A folktale narrative is not centrally concerned with the narrator and audience; in 
folktales most instances of first and second person reference arc in the context of 
quoted speech. i.e. they refer to fictional speech-act participants. The real speech 
act participants make an appearance only in asides. In a personal reminiscence 
there is more reason for reference to first person arguments, since the subject 
matter is concerned with the speaker's experiences. However, as will be shown. the 
presence of the speaker is not usually reflected in personal reminiscences by free 
pronouns. It is likely that the reason for this is the same as the reason for the 
paucity of free pronouns in face-to-face conversation - the physical presence of the 
person and the pronominal cross-reference of the verb is enough redundancy 
without needing free pronouns as well. 
The discourse function of quoted speech disrupts the usual rules of narrative 
structure. In a basic narrative. in which a speaker imparts information to a 
listener. there is an assumption of a certain relationship of shared/presupposed 
informatiun versus unpredictable knowledge between the speech act participants. 
With quoted speech there is a further layer of meta-discourse in which a firtlonal 
speaker is communicating with a fictional listener. This stylistic device provokes a 
number of d!scourse features different from usual narrative; in particular. ellipsis 
in quoted speech is much rarer. When quoting an imaginary conversation it is more 
often necessary to establish referents overtly, since the imaginary discourse 
context does not make clear which referents arc retrievable. Because of the lower 
contextual involvement tha~ the listener has in '' imaginary discouse the 
presuppositions reasonable to aosume of the real speech act participant can conflict 
with those of the imaginary speech act participant. 
19.5 Two episodes 
The following two episodes arc selected as lllustrativc material because they deal 
with the same sequence of events from two versions of the same story. The story 
follows the adventures of an orphaned boy who rescues his kidnapped sister and 
takes revenge on her kidnappers. This episode is an emotional high point of the 
story; It contains the first contact between the boy and his sister since his 
babyhood. The sister is in the house with her father-In-law, and the boy calls her 
forth by making a distinctive bird call that contains his sister's name (Jarc). 
SAMPLE 1-0ttapojyaqaj' 
026a anpanacy·a-qaj katlayl qol jara-k 
old.man·E·DIM.3sgABS iJ.happened one.3sgAB5 house·LOC 
It turned out there was an old man {who/ was in the house. 
ti·a·twa·qcri 
HAB·E·be-3sg 
{ot/27/ 
' The storyteller !s an elderly woman; the audience consists of two adult native speakers 
who she has been telling stories to since childhood and me. The story Is new to one of the 
·native speaker listenl!rs. 
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The overt noun anpanacyaqaj old man in 026a is focussed because it is new 
Information and a new topic (further specified/discussed in 026b-c). 
026b Jarc-n uwcqac-in otloy-a-n 
Jare·POSS husband·POSS Jalher·E·3sgABS 
Jare's husband's father. {or/28/ 
026c waj I c7cnut onqen? 
DEICT what?.ABS lhaL3sgABS 
Now what {was he ca/led .. .j? {or!29/ 
In sentence 026d the previous topic Is abandoned, and the topic (indicated soldy by 
verbal cross-reference) reverts to the main topic of the story, the boy. The oblique 
nomina is ?iyandy.>caku inside the wolf skin and omkacakoyta Into the middle of 
the bushes provide the spatial orientation of the events (the jare u:u:uk 
interjections are made to sound like the cry of an animal). 
026d ?ly·o·ncly·•·caku n•el-y?l neme qat-y?l omk-o-cako-yta 
wolf·E·skin·E·INESS become·TH again seJ.olf·TH bush-E·INESS·Ali 
naanrc I onqora n-?cJne·qln I n-lw-qln "jare 
!hither !hence HAB·try·3sg HAB·say-3sg INTJ 
jarc u:u:nk" 
iNTJ INTJ 
u:u:uk 
INTJ 
He climbed inside the wolf skin, again sec off. into the bushes thither, from 
I 
there he cried out, he said ']are u-u-kjare u-u-k" [or/30/ 
In 026c the subject of the intransitive verb niwqin he says is given. along with 
repitition of the verb. as a disambiguation. In the quoted speech the personal name 
of the addressee is used to make clear who the speech act participants are 
supposed to be. 
026e n-lw·qln 
HAB·say.Jsg 
~npanaty·a·n 
old.man·E·3sgABS 
n-lw·qfn 
HAB·say.Jsg 
"okkojl 
INTJ 
Jare 
pl!lsonal.name.3sgABS 
r?enut ?eJne·rkan?l anqen etaana palqat·o-!l!JO·y?e?" 
whai?.JsgABS try·~ROG DEM.3sgABS probably die·E·INCH·TH 
He said, the old man said "Oh! Jare. what's crying out?/ Probably something 
has started starving ... • {ot/31/ 
Sentence 026f Is also quoted speech, the response to that In 026e. The identity of 
the speaker Is apparently clear enough from context. 
026f "cc waj yamoy-nutc-kln jokwa·qaj ctaana" 
INTJ DEiCT 1sg·iand·REL3sgABS eider.duck·DIM probably 
"Oh. it's probably a little eider duck from my {home] land" {she said/ {ot/32/ 
The storyteller begins 026g assuming that the person just quoted Is topical, and 
the actions described wlll be understood to be by her. However, the Identity of the 
topic Is reiterated sentence-finally In case disambiguation Is necessary. 
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026g ana waj loyen qonwer omk·•·coko-yto ekwet-y?l 
so DEICT really finally bush·E·INESS·All go·TH 
tlwocy·•·qej n·ine-nr·•·qln onqen Jare·na 
snow.bealer·DIM.JS!jABS HAD·TR·hold·E·3sg0 lhai.JsgABS Jare·ERG 
Weii then, simply, flnaiiy she went Into the bushe.< holding a little snow-beater, 
that Jare. [otl 33} 
In sentence 026h the topic again switches back to 'the boy'. In this quoted 
exclamation the fact that the boy Is speaking, not the sister, Is made further 
apparent by the usc of the (lexical) vocative cakcjl 0 sister/. 
026h "waj cakej! got.qena:iyoml O"!JC 
hey sister! here-1sg.ABS NEG.HORT 
q·o·ra·yt·o·y?eJ 
INT·E·home-go.lo-E·TH 
cna-j?o-ka 
AP-approach-NEG 
., 
"Hey sister! I'm here! Don't approach. go homer [said the disguised younger 
brother} [otl34} 
SAMPLE 2-Jokwajo< 
This version of the story has the boy shape-shifting Into a dt ~ck as well as a wolf. 
He flies to the Koryak encampment. 
027a ank?am wak?o-y?e 
and Jand-TH 
STORYTELLER- And there he landed. 
027b yoty·>·k? 
lake·E·LOC 
USTENER- On the lake? 
Sentences 027c·d have zero-place intransitive verbs. 
021c ej ewon loyen ye-nkl-r?u-lln 
yes INTS really PF·nighi·INCH-Jsg 
STORYTELLER- Yes. And it had just become dark. 
027d yonmojep y-ajwecy-o-r?o-len 
some.time.ago PF-evening·E·INCH-3sg 
Evening was some time ago. 
In 027 e the sister appears 'In person' In the discourse for the first time. 
027e omqen='m 
DEICT.JsgABS=EMPH 
Jare!l!Jo 
personal.name.JsgABS 
There was that sister· Jare;ya 
027f elomge.? 
run her? 
USTENER- What next? 
cakoyet 
sisler.JsgABS 
{jo077} 
{jo078} 
{jo079} 
{joOBO} 
{joOB!} 
{jo082} 
• The storyteller and the audience (apart from me) are elderly contemporaries taking turns 
telllng stories. This story Is apparently famlllar to all of them. Note that In this version of 
the story the sister has a slightly different name than In the previous (Jareooo. not Jare) 
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Sentence 027 g assumes that the topic Is stlll the boy/duck. This may be because, 
like In sentence 026d In the other version of this story, the boy Is the assumed topic 
throughout, or It may be that the audience Interaction In 027f prompts the 
storyteller to speed up, since the details are familiar. 
027g jare jare yu:u:ukl I 
JNTJ INTJ INTJ 
elk·anponacy·•·qaj 1oyen te!)·llk·•·1'·•·n 
b!ind·old.man·E·DIM.JsgABS really INTS·bfind·E·NMZR·E·3sgABS 
STORYTELLER- "Jare:Jare yu·u·ukr /cried the duck}. There was a blind old 
man, completely blind. {jo083} 
In the second part of 027g the blind old man Is also Introduced for the first time 
(jarejarc yu:u:u:k Is an imitation of an animal noise). Thus, at this point 'the l>oy' 
Is the main topic, and 'the sister' and 'the blind old man' are also established as 
possible topics. Sentence 027h Is quoted speech spoken by the blind old man. His 
identity Is suggested since he Is established as a topic in the previous clause, but 
pragmatically 'the boy' Is always available as a topic too, so the speaker's identity 
can only be discerned from the discourse internal evidence of what he actually 
says. 
027h ee 
JNTJ 
r?cnute·t 
y,hai?·JpiABS 
ejwel·qej·tl nute·k 
orphan·DIM·lpiABS land-LOC 
3riqcri=?tn 
DEM.JsgABS•EMPH 
t?a-yatlc 
whal?·bird.JsgABS 
?ajga·ooo-?e? 
cty·INCH·TH 
n-cna-pcla-tore:e? 
HAB·TR-Ieave-2pl 
"Oh. what orphans have you left In the turrdra? What kind of bird Is that 
crying?" {jo084} 
0271 olontejl 
INTJ 
LISTENER- J'vfy goodness! {jo085} 
The NP anqen cakayet that sister In 027j has an elllpscd verb of speaking, 
followed by a pause and then a quote of what she said. The speaker has been 
comfor,.lble not overtly specifying many of the speakers In his direct quotes; here 
the Identity of the speaker Is perhaps given for disambiguation, since it could be 
getting difficult to track the three participants. 
02(1 ana onqen='m cakoyet I yom=?m gan 
so DEM.JsgABS•EMPH sisler.JsgABS 1sgABS=EMPH DEJCT 
Jareooa·Jyom gutln-nute·k t·a-n?e1·o·k 
personal.name-1sgADS lhis·land·LOC 1sg·E·become-E-1sg 
STORYTELLER- Weii that sister [said}: "I Jara;ya came to be in this land" 
{jo086} 
Note that the nomlnals gutinnutck In this land (027j) and yamoynutckin from 
my land (027k) have Incorporated rather than phrasal modifiers since they are not 
the heads of NPs (the former because It In non-absolutive, and the latter because 
the complex nominal is Itself a modifier within an NP). 
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027k ank7am yamn-inc4 ewan yamay-nute-kln 
1sg-land·REL3sgABS 
yalya·t 
bird-3piABS and 1sg-POSS-3piABS INTS 
annln n-?ej!JC·qlnet 
thus HAB·ay·3pl 
"And my .... and birds from my homeland cry like that" 
0271 layen ?omr-a-tonew-a n-lne-ly-a-qln alle!JI 
younger.brother.JsgABS 
027m 
really s~ong·E·send.off-VBase HAB·TR·AUX·L·3sg 
She firmly [sent off?] the little brother. 
anqen 
OEM.3sgABS 
.. yam=?m 
lsgABS=EMPH 
So, "It's me. Jam;ya • 
nan 
DEICT 
Jare!l!Ja:Jyam" 
personal.name-1 sgABS 
Chapter 19 
{jo087j 
{joOBB] 
{jaOBDj Appendix: Text 
The following story was told by ?EJnewnewat, an elderly Telqep Chukchi woman of 
Taw;~jwaam village. in October 1995. She learnt the story in her childhood from 
her own grandmother. 
001 cawcawa-t='m cwat u?oc?-a-qay-te 
rich.herder·3piABS=EMPH likewise poor·E·OIM·3piABS 
[There wete] rich and poor neighbours. 
cnaraJ?.a-t 
neighbour-E-3piAB$ 
002 cakayet=7m atlenju-qej n·a·ppolu-qln 
sister=EMPH younger.brother·DIM.3s;JABS AOJ·E·small·3sg 
[There was] a sister and a small younger brother. 
003 naqam !l7oc7-a.qay-te 
poor·E·DIM·3piABS 
anpanacy-~-qay-te 
old.man·E·DIM·3piABS 
atl?a-t 
mother-3piABS 
00·1 
but 
But the old people were poor. the parents. 
ye-r7e-lln y-u!)et-lln anqen 
PF-do.something-3sg PF·collecl.firewood·3sg OEM.3sg 
anpanacya-qaJ-a·ry-en I mlk·•·n·tl 
old.man·DIM·E·PL·POSS.Jsg who?·E·TH·3p!ABS 
cal .. ..,yct 
girl.3sgABS 
atlon? 
INTER 
{ocOOI] 
[oc002] 
[oc003] 
The sister was doing something. going for firewood; the old peoples (girl). 
[aside] What were they called? [oc004] 
OOla cawcawa-kcn 
rich.herder-REL3sgABS 
cwat 
so 
il·a·twa-qenat ama 
HAB·E·be-3pl also 
cnara]?.a-t 
neighbour·E·3piABS 
The rich herder-neighbours had children coo. 
!linqey-tl 
child-3piABS 
I 
005 !lewacqet y-uget-lln I anraq=7m 7eqe-l?-e 
bad·NMZR·ERG girt.3~gABS PF-collect.firewood·3sg then=EMPH 
req·e ye-plrl-lln tall!)·• qanut 
iNOEF.PRON·ERG PF-take-3sg s~anger-ERG like 
waj·anqena-t Wareen·•·l7·•·t 
OEICT·DEM·3piABS place.name·E·NMZR·E·3piABS 
[ot004a] 
The girl was going for firewood, and there she was kidnapped ftakenj by 
someone. evil-doers, by strangers/enemies. like chose who live In Vaegi. [oc005j 
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006 anqen·•·c•k remk-e 
lolk·ERG 
ye·plrl·Un 
PF-take·3sg0 
I U!)Ct·f?·o·n 
collect.firewood-NMZR·E·3sgABS 
007 
008 
009 
010 
011 
that·E·ANpi.ERG 
ya-n·r3·yt·3t·len 
PF·C~·house-go.to-CS·3sg0 
Those folk kidnapped the firewood-coiiector and cook her home. 
enmcn anqen Jare I anpanacy·il·qaJ-<~-i"y·cn 
anyway this.JsgABS Jare.JsgABS old.person·E·DIM·E·3pi·POSS.3sgABS 
Anyway. this was Jare. the old peoples daughter. 
ya:f3ly>t·len3t 
PF-nomadize-3piS 
glnqej·qej 
boy-DIM.3sgABS 
onp·•·gew·qey-tl 
old·E-woman-DIM·3oiABS 
onpanacy-a·q3y-te 
old.man·E·DIM·3piABS too 
[oc006j 
geekalt 
daughter 
[oc007j 
The old women. the old men and the lJCCle boy contlnued nomad/zing. [oc008j 
rewiw·k•='m I ery3t·•·k glnqej-qcj onqen 
make.camp·SEQ=EMPH dawn·E·SEQ boy·DIM.3$gABS OEM.JsgABS 
cnaral'-a-:gawacqat-eta I il·a-lcwlicct-qin n-a-r?c-qin 
neighbour·E·giri·ALL HAB·E·tease·3sg HAB·E·do.something.Jsg 
The next day after they made camp that little boy ceased one of the 
neighbouring girls. did something or other. [oc009j 
cnarai'-:.-nawacqat-a Iw·nln "ilu-kc q-a-twa-qaat-a•rkart 
neighbour·E·woman-ERG say-3sgA.3sgO shake·NEG INT·E·be-DIM·E·PROG 
ana! :m.qcn yon in plewot I cakayct gan 
so DE.\t3sgABS 2sg-POSS.3sgABS 77 sister.JsgAllS DEICT 
!311!)·3 ne-pltf.?c-n" 
stranger-ERG >Make·TH·3sg0 
The nelghbuur girl said co him. "Don't do it you little so-and-so; you've a sister 
who the strangers kidnapped/". [ocOJOj 
ra-yt·o-y?e 
house-go.to· TH 
ye-ponnew·llrt 
PF·be.despondent-3sg 
He went home, he had become despondent 
012 .. ammcmcjl" 
[ocOI .'/ 
mummy! 
"Mummy!" 
013 "aa?" 
014 
015 
INTJ 
"Hm? 
.. yamo amanan yanan ena-yto-y?c?" 
lsgABS only 2sgERG INV-pull.out-TH 
"Did you bear only me?" {i.e. "Am I your only child?"} 
"U layen tag·3myan3n" 
yes really INTJ.only.2sg 
"Yes.youre the only one". 
[oc0/2} 
{ot0!3j 
{ot0/4} 
{ot015j 
TEXT Ottapojyaqaj 363. 
016 "wane waj qejwe 
DEICT truly 
qol 
one.JsgABS 
megln 
someone.JsgAB~ 
ya·yto·len?" 
PF-give.binh.to-Jsg 
017 
018 
019 
020 
021 
INTJ 
"wanewan ujue 
NEG.NFUT NEG.EXI 
"Is that realiy true, you bore noone else?". 
"No. there's noone ... 
amanan ye-w?l-lin anqen cakayet 
only PERF-die·3!.g that.JsgABS sister.3sgABS 
Y•m-in" 
2sg·POSS.3sgABS 
Only one that died. that sister of yours". 
n• ''1e·temjug·qln onqen 
HAB·INV-Iie.to-3sg DEM.3sgABS 
She is lying to that boy. 
n-lw-qln "wane wane wan! 
HAB·say·3sg INTJ NEG.NFUT 
yamn-irt ?ctnl~tlon?" 
1sg-POSS.35gABS where?= INTER 
!)inqej-qej 
boy·DIM.JsgABS 
qatain 
NEG.FUT 
He said. "Oh no! No/ Where is my sister?". 
wajl ca!tayet 
DEICT sister.3sgA6S 
{ot016j 
{ot017j 
{ocOJB} 
{ot019j 
ana qonpa nota:ipa rt·a·lcjw·tt·qcct-qln 
so always land·ABL HAB·E·wander·E·DIM-3sg 
·anqen 
thal3sgABS 
glnqej-qej 
boy-DIM.3sgABS 
qanwet layen rnejget-y?f 
finally really be.big· TH 
Wei/ that little boy was always roaming the land • .'Jhaily he grew up. {ot020j 
atloy+n lw-nin I "3tej! yornn-ln 
Jather·E·ABS say-3sgA.3sgO Dad.VOCI 1sg-POSS.3sgABS 
pojy-a-q'\J q-o-tejk·•·v·•·n" 
spear-E-01M.3sgAllS INf.E-make·E·l H·E-3sg0 
He said to his father. "Daddy! Make me a little spear". 
022 "ecj" 
{ot02Jj 
023 
024 
025 
yes 
"Yes". [oc022j 
.. art<» c-lejw·o·tku-!?et-ke" otf?a·t3 n-ln-IW·qln 
so NEG-roam·E·ITER·OUR·NEG mother-mG HA8-TR-say-3sg 
.. ana e·lejw·•·tku·l?ct-ke:: 
so NEG-roam·E·ITER·DUR·NEG 
"Don "t wander off all the Cime: his mother said co him, "Don't wander off. .. 
[oc023j 
anqcn tans-a nc-rc·plrl·yat 
this S!Ianger-ERG INV-FUT·take-2sg0 
Those enemies will kidnap you too·. 
nemaqej" 
also 
"ee qorom I ?etkl w'\J megln 
INTJ NEG.FUT bad DEICT someone.JsgABS 
:akayet yamn-in" 
sister.JsgABS 1 sg-POSS.JsgABS 
jato-y?3-n 
bear-PF-3sg 
"Oh no. its bad. she bore someone else. a sister for me". 
{ot024j 
qol 
one.3sgABS 
[oc025j 
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026 :pnwet ko:l:o 
INTJ 
ana nlnqcj anqcn 
finally so boy.3sgABS DEM.3sgABS 
lcjw-a-l?et-a-rkan tan-qonpa laycn 
walk·E·OUR·E·PROG INTS·always really 
Finally, ooh! but that lioy is always wandering. 
027 qanwcr lina plrl-nln 
finally wolf.3sgABS take-3sgA.3sgO 
Finally, he caught a wolf. 
028 tam-nen layen I anka tan-am·[gotqen) 
kill·3sgA.3sgO really there EMPH·REST·Ithat) 
He kJI/ed it, right there ... [?}, he kJI/ed it. 
029 r-a-ra-yt-an-ncn 
CS-E-house-go.to·CS-3sgA.3sgO 
He brought the wolf home. 
?in~ 
wotf.JsgABS 
030 iw-nin atla "atnmcmcj! 
say-3sgA.3sgO mothet.3sgABS mummy 
He said to his mother "Mummy! ... 
tam-ncn 
kill-3sgA.3sgtl 
031 tan·omal?•eto q-a•nWCri.!J·a-y-il•il o;nqen 1 wcy·H 
EMPH•aii-AOV INT-E-skin·E-TH·E·3sg0 DEM 
anka 
OEM 
q-a•ilt-a•y-a•nct 
IMP-£-AUX-E-TH·E-3p!O 
gely•:'l•k" 
hide· HOC 
claw·E·PL 
Skin/butcher this all, but leave the claws attached to the hide". 
[ot026} 
[ot027} 
[ot028} 
[ot029:' 
[ot030} 
[ot03i} 
032 , nanqcrt ncme ckwet-y?i laycn n-a-lcjw•o:t-J?et-qin 
there.3sgABS again SeLoiT-TH really HAB·E-walk·E·DUR·3sg 
megqo 
why? 
Once again he went off there, wandered off for some reason. 
033 m!Jlko tang-a-t n-o-twa-qenat n-iw-qin 
somewhere suanger-E-3piABS HAB-E·be.Jp!S HAB·say-3sgS 
"jurcq m-a-l?u-?c-n mi!Jka" 
maybe 1sgA.INT-E-see-TH-3sgO somewhere 
[He went off to] Where the strangers lived, he said, "Maybe 111 find her 
somewhere·. 
034 gewacqet-tl 
vroman·PL 
waj 
OEM 
cnaral?-a-t 
neighbour-E-PL 
cakayet tanu·a ye-pirl-lin" 
sister.ABS suanget-ERG PF·take-3sg 
n-lw-qlne-t 
HAB·say-3pl 
.. yan-in 
2S!J•POSS.3sgABS 
[ot032/ 
[ot033} 
Those neighbour women say, "Your sister was kidnapped by strangers"./ot034} 
035 ko:kel lpe 
truly 
?an.-tw-?c-n 
NE.INT-say-TH·3sg0 INTJ 
I qanwer mcjget-y?l . 
afier.all become.big-l:i 
ongatal 
afier.all 
wec-o-r>o-yary-a·Jn·•·n 
WOrty·E·COLL-NMZR·E-AUG·E·ABS 
Oh/ Could they be telling the truth?- after all he had grown up, he was really 
worried. [ot035} 
036 
037 
038 
039 
040 
011 
TEXT Ottapojyoqaj 
otlay-e tejk·•·nln •nuln 
rau.er-ERG makc·E-3sgA.3sgO thus 
taycn I w?arc-yta naqam 
really fork·ALL but 
wa-l?·o:t·n 
be·NMZR·E·ABS.SG 
ott·o-pojy-a-qaj 
wood·E·spear-E-DIM 
365. 
[His} father had made a wonden spear, like this, simply [coming} to a lark. 
[ot036} 
pojy-ott·o·ly-o-qaj loyen n·a-clwm-•·qlne-qej 
spear-wood·E·END·E·DIM.3sgABS really ADJ·E-shon-~ jsg.QIM 
The spearshaft was really a short little one. 
uaryan ?aJm-a-tkan-a-k ram-neil anka 
outsid~ heaped.snow-E-TOP-E-LOC stick-3sgA.3sgO there 
Outside he swck it into the top of some heaped snow. 
n·llu-l?et-qln 
HAB-shake·INTENS-3sg 
log-katajyat·o·l'·•·h 
NEG,wind.blow·E·NMZR-E-3sgABS 
n-a·req·o·l?ct-qln 
HAB·E·dO.something-E-INTS-3sg • 
loyen 
really 
[at037} 
[ot038} 
pojy-a-qaj 
spear-E-DIM.3sgABS 
It was shaking, there was no r1ind but the little spear was doing this. [ot039} · 
heme poklr-y?l 
again approach-TH 
Again he approached. 
"anou glnqejl" I 
!NT J boy3sgABS 
otl?a-ta 
mother·ERG 
q-a-paa-ye lejw-a-l>et-o-k! • 
INT-E-finish-TH wander-E-OUR·E-JNF' 
n-ln-IW·qln 
HAB-TR·Say-3sg 
.. anou 
INTJ 
"Hey boy!~ mother says to him, "Hey boy, stop wandering!.· 
[ot040} 
ginqejl 
boy.3sgABS 
/ot041} 
042 :'lhlmcmejl ?enll sely-o-n? 
Mummy.VOC! where hide·E-3sgABS 
"Mummy, where 5 the hide?". 
013 waj-anqen waj 
DEICt-DEM.3sgABS DE!Ct 
"Here [there} it is. • 
044 .. iyat anne ekwet-kc 
nnw NEG.Hr'lT go.out·NEG 
"Now don 'c go out.· 
0·15 qatam m-ekwet-y?e-k t-a-re:ialqet-y?l 
NEG.FUT 1sg.INT-go.o~t-TH-1sg lsg-E-FUT-sleep-TH 
"I'm not going out, I'm going to sleep.· 
046 layen jalqet-y?e-1. atl?a-t 
really sleep-TH-3pl mother-3;:'· ;;,>; 
The parents went to sleep 
047 anr?aq >iy-nely-a-n Jam-nen I ganqen 
then wolf-hide-E-3sgABS don-3sgA.3sgO yonder 
Now he put on the wolf hide, went off yonder. 
uan 
DEICT 
[ot042} 
[ot043} 
[ot044} 
[ot045} 
[ot045} 
ekwet-y?l 
seLoiT-TH 
{ot047} 
----------- -------- -- ------•--------- --- -----······ - --- -- ---- - ------ - - - - ---- --- -------------
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048 ana ncnku tann-cn 
so there stranger-POSS.3sg 
jara-mk·•:ln·•·n kol:o 
house-COLL·E·AUG·E-3sgABS INTS 
APPENDIX 
ualwal>·•:ID·•·n 
herd·E·AUG·E-3sgABS 
jara·J;: .. :~t 
house-AUG-E-3piABS 
naqam 
and 
And there is the ~trangers' big herd. and a group of big houses. very big 
houses. [ot048} 
049 lay->orawctl>a-taOl)·•·t qoramcna·t arucl·l>·•·t 
AUTH-person-stranger·E·3piABS NEG.I0-3piABS Russian-NMZR·E·3piABS 
[They were] ordinary stranger people [i.e. Koryaks}. not Russian;;. [ot049] 
050 anqena-t raj 
OEICT 
Watccn·tann·•·l)aw-a-t 
plate.name-stranger-E-female-E-3piABS 
051 
OEM-3pi.ABS 
hycn ten->ctki:J!l·•·t 
really INTS-bad-AUG·E-3piABS 
Those there stranger women from Vaegi are very. very bad. 
Jate cakayct='m 
personal.name.3sgABS sister.3sgABS=EMPH 
Jare, the 3/ster, had got married there. 
ncnku 
there 
y->cllkct·lln 
PF-marry-3sg 
[otOSOj 
[otOSI] 
052 nelwal koccclw-e-nln loycn ten-lomankotl uanqcn 
herd.3sgABS follow-E-3sgA.3sgO really INTS-around.about OEM.3sgABS 
nan n·a·IYI-lqcyncw-qin >iy•o-qcj onqen ?orawctl?a•n 
OEICT HAB·E·INTS-shoot-3sg wolf-E·DIM.3sgAB$ DEM.lsgABS person-3sgAB$ 
He simply followed the herd. ftom all sides far off. they shot at that little wolf. 
that [one who was actually a] person. {ot052} 
053-054 ana l)clwol n-lnc·tkaecdw-o-qln qut·tl 
so herd.3sgABS HAB-TR·chase-E-3sg other-3piAB$ 
n·lnc-plri-cqacct-qlnct 
HAS-lR-take-PUNCi-3pl 
>ol>ol·a·k 
snow-E-LOC 
n-lnc-np·o·qlnct 
HAB-TR-knock-E-3pl 
romn~a~t omka laycn n-a-kamayra-t?o-qenat 
hom·E·3piABS there really HAB·E-suuggled-COLL-3pl 
?o!?ol-a-k 
snow-E-LOC 
Well he chased the herd, quickly took some, knocked [their] horns down onto 
the snow. there they simply struggled/kicked. [ot053-54/ 
055 an<~ n-a-tkt:tccciw-a-qin n-a·rkacetiw-qln ujge 13ycn cart'i?am 
well HAB·E-chase-E-3sg HAB·E-chase-3sg NEG.EXI really unable.MOD 
Well he chased and chased, but they simply couldn't manage {to catch him]. 
056 "okkoj 
EXCL 
mcjl I 
EXCL 
• [otOSS] 
loyl•teq->ino 
INTS-what?-wolf 
olllJatal 
of.course 
tan-wcn?am 
INTS-INT$ 
anan a-~lom-ka-J? .. en naqam rapatkcw-ka" 
FUl NEG-Iisten·NEG·NMZR-3sgAB$ but hit.target·INF 
"Oh. what kind ofwolfis this? Jt:s too much/ But what a disobedient flit. not· 
listening] target/" {otOS6} 
'----- -------- ---- -- ------ ----- ---------------- - - --- --- --
057 
058 
059 
060 
061 
062 
063 
064 
laycn 
really 
kojaw-a-myo-y>a-t 
wake.up-E-INCH·TH·3pl 
TFXT Ottapojyaqaj 
ati'a-t 
parent-3p1ABS 
ra·yt·a·y>c 
house-go.to-E-TH 
>iy-a-nely-a·n J•n·ncn wcnw·atc>at-y>c 
wolf-E ·hide· E ·3sgABS take.off-3sgA.3sgO secratly-go.to.bed· TH 
367. 
I 
When the parents were starting •o wakP JP he went home, took off the wolf 
skin, secretly went to bed. {ot057] 
CDj-O•lllJO·k 
tea·CONSUME-:NCH-SEQ 
ne-na'{jew-'e-n 
INV-wake·TH-3sg0 
lyat-qej atc>at-y>c 
now-OIM.3sgABS sleep-TH 
mal-?ataw 
APPR-it.happens 
After starting to drink tea they woke him. se•eral times. he'd only just gone to 
sleep. {otO!"Bj 
"okkoj! erne mcuqota yc:Jct-qcct·iyot?" 
INTJ again whence PF·come-OIM-<sg 
"Oh! Where have you come from this time?" {ot059j 
"wancwan mitJkorl m-•·lq•t·•·k l)utku 
NEG.NFUT anywhere lsg.l:lH-set.olf·E-lsg here 
n·a:jalqet-i~·am" 
HAB·E·~eep-lsg 
"No. I dldn 't go anywhere. I was here sleeping.· 
ncnie anglo 
again thus 
>alonet-y?c 
sper.d.day-TH 
jata-k 
house-toe 
[?] n-uutkilet-qln 
HAB-coll~>tt.fir£:Wood•3sg 
n-orw-a-tko-l'at-qcn 
HAB·sled·E-US£-DUR-3sg 
i1·Ch•ott·i'·Jj·fl.iitW·C\V-CH}Cilttt 
HAB-TR·wood-E-CS-carry.homi!·TH-E-3pl 
atl>a-qay-tc anponacy·•·qay-tc 
mother·DIM-3piABS old.man-E-DIM-3piABS 
{otC60j 
Again he spent such a day at home. collecting firewood. sledding. carrying the 
firewood In for his dear elderly parents. [ot06ij 
rtciilc 
also 
loycn 
really 
wulqotwlk 
become.evening 
heme lolyen 
again really 
cwat atlon nem;;~qcj ewoJt atc?at-y?c 
likewise 3sgABS also likewise go.to.bed· TH 
atc?at-y?a-t 
go.to.bed·TH-3pl 
atl>a-t 
mother-3piABS 
Again evening fell, again his parents went to bed, and he too went to bed. 
{ot062j 
qcluq=?m l>u-nlnct 
because=EMPH see-3sgA.3piO 
jata·mk·•:ln·•·t 
house·COLL·E·AUG·E·3piABS 
ncnku 
there 
tann·a-warat 
stranger-E-tribe.3sgABS 
Because he saw there the stranger-folk, the group of big houses. 
an• onraq ncntll3 ccjw-e 
So then thither walk-AOV 
ott·o·pojy·3·qaj r•nr-a-nln 
wood-E-spear·E·DIM.3sgABS take·E·3sgA.3sgO 
anqen 
OEM.3sgABS 
So then he took the wooden spear {while/ walking there. 
{ot063/ 
{ot064j 
065 ucnrllo q•t-y>i 
set.off-TH thither 
He set off to there. {ot065] 
368. 
066 
067 
068 
069 
'•l·•·tkon·•·k 
snow·E·TDP·E·LDC 
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pojy·•·qaj 
spear·E·DIM.JsgABS 
ram-nln 
stick·JsgA.JsgO 
onqcn I 
lhis.JsgARS 
tann->orawetl>a-mk·•:ln·•·t 
stranger·person·COLL·E·AUG·E·JpiABS 
qlawol·i>-mk·•:ln·•·t ;,yen 
man·E·COLL·E·AUG·E-JpiABS really 
na:J?o.?a.n 
INV·approach-TH·3sg0 
He stuck his little spear in the snow, they came up to him, a group of big 
stranger-people {i.e. Koryaks], a group of big men. {ot066} 
."olo kolo mcjl 
INTJ INTS INTJ 
n·•·req·iyot 
HIIB·E·do.what?·2sg 
"Oh-ho! What are you doing?" 
atlon?" 
EMPH 
"yamri•ln cakayct 
1sg-P0SS.3sgABS sister.JsgABS 
"I've come for my sister Jare. • 
"eej!" 
Jare 
personal.name.JsgABS 
yes 
"Yes.· 
n·cna:J?o:Jy:mi" 
HAB·TH-go.for-1sg 
{ot067] 
{ot068} 
{ot069] 
070 "n-eha-yt-cyoml waj t-a•ta-n·tii·yt·ail-trcHl" 
071 
072 
073 
HAB·TR-go.to·1sg DEICT 1sg-E-FUT·C:;.~ouse-go.to·CS-TH·E-Jsg 
"I've com~ for her and I'll take hu home.· 
ee qatam watku I ra-lw-a-tko-y?a 
INTJ NEG.FUT only.then FUT·defeat·E·INV-TH 
\Vatku omka ra-n•ra-yt-arl·!)-3-il 
only.lhen here FUT-CS-house-go.t.,.CS-TH·E·JsgO 
pojyJ?at-o-k 
speat.duei·E·INF 
{ot070] 
"No, only once you defeat us in spear duel/Jng, only then wJJ/ you take her 
home.· {otO'tl] 
"ana bycil mou·t·pojyal?an-mak 
so really 1pi.INT-spear.duel•1pl 
luut q-cna-niil-3-tak" 
suddenly INT·INV·kiii·E·7.pl 
nckcm 
samc.time 
"Well then, Jet's flght, you can all kl/1 me at the same time·. 
an• onq,cn pojyoi?at-y?a-t on-in pc:Jr·•·qaj 
so DEM.JsgABS spear.duei-TH·Jpl 3sg-POSS.3sgABS spear·E·DIM.JsgABS 
loycn utt·•·qcj 
really wood-E·O:M.JsgABS 
So they started spear flghtlng. his little spear was simply a little stick. 
[ot072] 
[ot073] 
074 cama loycn cornqak n-inc.pipk·•·iwi·qinct pojy·•·qa-a 
spear·E·UIM·INST and really other HAB-TR-anrle-E cut·3pl0 
And he just cut the others' ankles with his little spear. [ot074] 
075 tann·•·t n-iw·qinet "ok an• ;;:-.. '1 yamn-in 
stranger·E-JpiABS HAB·say-Jpl INTJ so DEICT 1 sg·POSS.JsgABS 
piak·•·iy·•·n parantet-y?i" 
shoe·E·SING·E·ABS rip-TH 
The strangers said, "Oh. it seems my shoe's ripped" [ot075] 
076 
071 
078 
079 
080 
C3t 
082 
083 
084 
qut·tl='m 
one-JpiABS=EMPH 
ioycn 
1eally 
TEXT Ottopojyoqaj 
nutkete 
hilher 
n·ena·n·tak"!J"at-qena-t 
HAB·TR·CS·pointat-CS.J-pl 
pojy-a-qaj-a lcwot n·eccetat-qcn 
spear-E•DIM·INST head.ABS HAB-Oy.off.Jsg 
369. 
And others, he just directed his spear at them. [and] their heads flew off. 
[ot076] 
"'ok · ana 
INTJ PLC 
nan 
DEICT 
yomn·in 
1sg-POSS.JsgABS 
k>eii porontet-y>i" 
hat3sgABS rip-TH 
onge=gan lewot y-eccetat-ien 
NEG=DEICT head.JsgABS Pf·Oy.off.Jsg 
I 
"Oh. it seems my hat's ripped", but really {their] heads had flown off. {ot077] 
qar~m-cwan Jaycn amal?o n·ena-ponue-qenat 
NEG·INTS reafiy aii.ABS HAB·TR·cutoff·3pl0 
It was hopeless, he cut them all off. 
ewot plpik·o·t n·lnc·cci·tku:Jw·o·qinet 
so ankle·E·JpiABS HAB·TR·CUt·ITER·COLL·E·Jpl 
Likewise he cut all their ankles apart. 
utt·o-t>ul·qcj-e 
stick·E·PART-DIM-INST 
With the little bit of stick. 
alwa NE.NADO 
NEG don'l! 
{intel'l'uption:] Don't! Don't! 
qanwct 
finally 
ta·yt·3·!J!JD·y'c ilrituulpare-te 
house·go.to·E·INCH·TH brother.in.law-ERG 
iw-nin 
say.JsgA.JsgO 
"eryat·•·k yon-in !JCiwoi q·•·ret·y·•·n 
dawn·E·SEQ 2sg·POSS.JsgABS herd.JsgABS INT·E·bring·TH·E·Jsg 
{ot078] 
{ot079] 
[otOBO] 
{otOBI] 
I 
Finally he got ready to go home; his brother-in-law said to him "Bring your 
herd tomorrow. {ot082] 
yantii·in ncmoqcj !Jelwol waj !JUtku yoty-o-ly-eto 
1sg-POSS.3sgABS also he:d.JsgABS DEICT here lake-E-EDGE-AI.L 
t-a-ra-nl ?aten·n·<.Hl I nenku anqen I mot-ra-pojyol>at·o 
1sgA·E·FUT·Iead-TH·E·3sgO here lhis.JsgABS 1piS-FUT·speat.fight·E 
amal?o-more annatai anka man-a-nm•a-yat 
all-1piABS of.course there 1pl.iNT-E·km·E·2sgO 
111 also bring my herd here to the edge of the lake; there we11 all fight with 
spears. and there of course we'll kJ/1 you. {ot083] 
!Jelwol 
herd.JsgABS 
yon-in 
2sg·POSS.3sgABS 
murav-nclwal?-e 
1pl·herd-ERG 
n·•·tenti-cqow:J•w·nin" 
INT·E·stamp.dovm·PURP-INTS-JsgA.JsgO 
Our herd wJJ/ stamp your herd flat. • [ot084] 
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085 moo·qora-t omnan-mati~ncn 
one-fiVe 
I !lireq WC!l·qora·t I 
caravan-reindeer-3p1ABS two trained·reindeer-3piABS 
amnar?ootken qora-~ omqcn 
eighl reindeer-3sgABS DEM.3sgABS 
Six harness reindeer. two lead harness does, eight reindeer in all. 
086 "ammentej man:Jalyan-mak !laanrcla I yamy-a-ly-cta 
mummy.VOC lpi.INT-move.camp-lpl yonder lake·E·EDGE·ALL 
"Mummy, let's move camp over yonder. to the edge of the Jake. 
087 cake-qaj t-a-rc-pltl-cqiW·!l·a•n I !lclwal 
sisler-DIM.3sgABS lsg·E·FUT-take-PURP-FUT-E·3sg herd.3sgABS 
onna t·.,·ra·n-J'?at-cn-n-a-rt" 
also lsg-E-FUT-CS-go·CS-FUH-3sg 
111 go to take back [my/ sister; 111 lead off a herd coo.· 
088 "k:olo a"l)atal ana layc-wcc-yary-eyot" 
INTS it.happens so INTS·ann~y-NMZQ-lsg.VOC 
·ooh. you re really being annoying· 
089 "ana mac:uian layen" jalyat-y?a·t 
so enough really nornadize-TH-Jpl 
"Well Jet that be as it may·. They moved camp. 
090 tcwih:-w?c-t=?in I taray-henat=?JiJ 
make.camp-TH-Jpi=EMPH build.house-3sgA.3p10=EMPH 
utt -a-n. ej mcw-j aw-a· nine~.::. ?tii 
wood·E-CS-approach•INTS·E·3sgA.3piO=EMPH 
[ot085/ 
!l3n 
DEICT 
[ot086/ 
[ot087/ 
[otOSB/ 
[ot089/ 
They made camp. he put up the house for them. brought them firewood. [ot090/ 
091 anqcn 
DEM.3sgABS 
amnou·?ootken 
oight 
nenri aytan-nenat 
thence drive-3sgA.3piO 
qota·!l• 
reindeer-3sgABS 
moo-qota-t 
caravan·reindeer-3piABS 
And those eight reindeer. he drove those harness reindeer there 
092 yaty-o:J::!l·:'>·n 
lake·E-AUG-E-JsgABS 
It was a huuuge Jake. 
093 !lalwal?-a:J!l·•·rt anqcn 
herd·E-AUG-E-JsgABS this.3sgABS 
I ncmeqej yaty-a-lau•ka 
alSo lake-E-EDGE-LOC 
tann-o-nalwal?-a:Ju-a·n 
strange·E·herd-E-AUG·E-3sgABS 
<Jilktl 
here 
[ot091/ 
[ot092/ 
That big herd, that big stranger-herd there. [was/ also on the edge of the Jake. 
[ot093/ 
094 layen anka y-uwlntet-a-l?et-llnet 
really there.ADV PF-make.fire-E-DUR-3pl 
So there they made a big cooking fire ... [oc094/ 
095 ana janot ya-qora-nm·at-a-l?at·lenat 
so first PF-reindeer-kiii·TH-E-DUR·3piS 
But first they slaughtered lots of reindeer. [ot095/ 
096 
097 
098 
099 
100 
101 
102 
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CakwagaqaJ-a·n· qora-t amuar?ootkeu !lelwol 
personal.nam•·E-3sgABS reindeer-3piABS eight hC!d.3sgABS 
!lutku I tan!l·•·!lalwol?-o:Ju·a-n 
here stranger-E-herd·E-AUG-E-3sgABS 
Cakwayaqa)'s' eight reindeer herd here ... and the strangers' big herd. [ot096/ 
ecyl qora-nm-at-a-platko-y?a-t 
no.sooner reindeer·ki;,. rH·E-COMPL-TH-3pl 
!lelwal?-a-qcj r-ejmew-nln 
herd·DIM.JsgABS CS-approach-3sgA.3sgO 
ualwal?-a:Ju·•·n 
hC!d·E·AUG·E·3sgABS 
anr?a 
then 
cwat 
so 
!lalwal?-eta an-In 
hC!d·ALL 3sg·POSS.3sgABS 
ta"l)·en 
stranger-POSS.3sgABS 
As soon as they finished reindeer slaughtering now off co the herd. he drove his 
little herd, likewise the strangers' big herd. [ot097/ 
tag-amal?o layen I amuar?oot-qora-tu I 
EMPH·all.3sgABS really eight·reindeer-ERG 
tag-amal?-eta jaale-yta I ye-n-ekwet-ew-lln ualwal?·•:i!J"•·n 
EMPH·aii·ADV back-ALL PF-CS-go.back-TH-3sg hC!d·E·AUG-E-3sg 
They all simply ... the eight reindeer ... complr.te/y turned back the big herd. 
an-in 
3sg·POSS.3,gABS 
!Jelwal?-a-qej 
herd·E·DIM.3sgABS 
jara-uqaca-yta 
house-SIDE-ALL 
anqen 
DEM.3sgABS 
qanwet plrl·rthi=?nt jara-nqaca-yta aytan-nen 
like take-3sgA.3sg0=EMPH house-SIDE-ALL drive-lsgA.3sgO 
[oc098/ 
I 
His /ictle herd just up to the house ... finally he took it, and drove it up to the 
house. [ot099/ 
il·iW-?c-n 
INV-say-TH-3sg 
"e 
INTJ 
q-a:Jet-yl ewat 
INT-E-come-TH so 
I waj I 
DEICT 
tnat-ra-qame-twa-y?a=tn I mat-ra-maraw-y?a" 
lpi-FUT-eat-RESULT-TH=EMPH lpi-FUT·fi?hi·TH 
They said to him, "Oh. come in. so now we1J have something to eat, [then/ we1J 
fight". [otlOO/ 
"eejl 
yes 
aj 
OEICT 
t-a-re:Jet-y?c 
lsg-E-FUT-TH 
am::Jnan 
only 
!lelwal qeeqanuqej !lenrl m-aytat-a-n• 
herd.JsgABS slightly thence lsg.INT-drive·E-3sg 
"Yes, 111 come right away. I've just got to drive the herd a little bit that way" 
[oc/01/ 
qora·t ama y-ermeltet-llnet 
reindeer-3p1ABS also PF-be.victorious-3pl 
[His/ reindeer also ended up the strongest. [ot/02/ 
1 This name is a mistake; It comes from a different story told by the s~me storyteller. 
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103 
104 
!OS 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
a no 
'iO 
anqcn 
OEM.JsgABS 
cakayet ;;mka 
sister there 
janot 
first 
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loyen 
really 
qamc·twa-y?a-t='m 
eai·RESULT·TH-Jpi=EMPH 
Well so first they just ate, the sister [was] there. 
n-fn.fw-qin 
llAB-TR-say-3sg 
cakoyet 
sister.JsgABS 
"lyot=?m waj I 
now=EMPH EMPH 
mat-t>a-ra-yt-a-y?a 
lpl-FUT-housc-go.lo·E-TH 
ulr?e-murl" 
two-lpiABS 
He said to his sister "Now the two of us will go home· 
n-ln-lw·qln 
HAB-TR-say-Jsg 
cakett-a 
sister-ERG 
anqcn na-ra-nm·a·yat 
OEM.JsgABS INV·FUT-kiii·E·Zsg 
.. q.,ram-cwan 
NEG-INTS 
q·<~·ra-yt-a-ye 
INT-E-house-go.to-E-TH 
[ot103/ 
{ot104/ 
The sister said to him "You won't be going home. they're going to kill you· 
[otJOSj 
.. qaram 
NEG.FUT 
?an-:,-nm-a-yam" 
JpiA.INT-E-tuli·E·l sgO 
"They won't kill me·. 
a no 
so 
oman·m:tl-a-11·3-n 
SUPER-agile·E-NMZR·E·'~gAB5 
omqcn 
OEM.3sgABS 
onan-?att?ojol 
SUPER-first 
;:,nqcn 
OEM.JsgABS 
pojyol?at·•·k 
spcar.duei·E-INF 
Well the most agile [at] spearfightlng. that one was first of all. 
ano janot loyen n-o-pojyoJ?at-o-J?at-qenat I naqam 
so first really HAB-E-spear.duei·E-OUR-Jpl but 
an-in annan-many•a 
3sg·POSS.3sgABS ona-hand-INST 
n-o-ppalu-qlne-qrj pojy-o-qaj 
qeluq=?m 
because=EMPH 
AOJ-E-smaii-3-0IM.JsgABS spear-E-01M.3sgABS 
{otl06/ 
[ocJ07} 
Well first they simply fought with spears. however {he used] his with one hand. 
because of his little Uny spear. {ot I 08/ 
loycn cwot n-ena-n-raq-aw-o-myo-qcn pojy-ot.t-a 
really so HAB-TR-CAUS·do.something·TH·E-INCH-Jsg spear-wood-INST 
n·lne-n-rcq·cw-qln ?cqe·f?-e I rcq·c tanu·a 
HAB-TR-CAUS-do.something-TH-3sg bad·NMZR·ERG something-ERG suanger-ERG 
[nine] n-cna-pon!Jc·qcn 
HAB-TR-block-Jsg 
n·o-mle-qln pojy-a-n 
HAB·E-break-Jsg • spear·E·ABS 
pojy-ott-a-ot 
spear-wood-E-REDIJP.3sgABS 
But whenever he started to do anything to him with the spear, the enemy was 
doing anything, the stranger whatever, he blocked the spearshaft, the spear 
broke [ot/09/ 
qullc-qcj pancna n-?atca-qcn 
QUANT-DIM.JsgABS still HAB-wait-Jsg 
The other little one was stJ/1 waiting {otl 10/ 
' , 
TEXT Ottapojyaqaj 373. 
Ill qanwcr laycn tclyct-y?f pojy·a·m•l·•·l'·•·n 
finally really puff-Til ~pear-E-agile-E-NMZR·E-JsgABS 
tanu-•·tan I plrq-a-y?f w?f-y?l 
suanger-E-REOUP.JsgABS collapse-E-TH die-TH 
Finally the agile-spearing stranger started pufflng, he collapsed from 
exhaustion and died. {otil 1/ 
I 12 
113 
114 
c, laycn qcoqon I layen 
INT J really more reaDy 
am<~l?o 
aii.J~BS 
>fi!Jin 
thus 
And so on. it was all just like that. 
t"!)·•mol?o 
INTS-aii.JABS 
many..1tkcn 
ten 
·~1:-tal?o tcu·a·tku-nin 
?orawetl'a·n 
person-JsgABS 
"'!,)ASS INTS·E-annihilate-JsgA.JsgO 
All ten people, men. he wiped them all out. 
?aman antuulp<~r=?m ank?am c.rtncn 
INTJ brother.in.law=EMPH and one 
ra-ynu-w-nlnet cwat cakayet 
CS-stay.behind·CS-JsgA.JptD likewi~e sister.JsgABS 
qlawal 
man.lsgABS 
?oratccq-qaj 
yotnh-OIM.JsgABS 
Well he left the brother-in-law and one youth, /lkeiVlse the sister. 
115 amal?o qut·ti tOJm·a-tko-jw·a·ncnat 
aD.JABS other-JpiABS kiii·E-INTER·COLL·E-JsgA.JpiO 
He killed all the others. 
116 <~nr?aq <~nqcn 
that.JsgABS 
antuulpare·n-u I loy-nln 
AUX·3sgA.JsgO then brother.in.law-AN·EQU 
onqcn I ra-yno-w-jo ?oratceq-qaj 
that.JsgABS CS-remain-CS-PASS.PCPL youth-DIM 
Now then he took that youth who was left as a brother-In-law. 
117 "man-ra-yt-o-mok waj" 
lpi.INT-house-go.lo·E·lpl OEICT 
"Let's go home· 
118 ccyl ra·yt·o-ooo-y?a-t='m I qatlayl waj I 
no.sooner house-go.lo·E·INCH-TH-Jpi=EMPH however OEICT 
uan mfl)ka n-o-twa-qenat anqcn ?orawctf?a-t 
OEICT somewhere AHB-E-be-Jpl DEM.JsgABS person-JpiABS 
{otil2/ 
[oU/3] 
[otl/4} 
[otl/5} 
[otl/6} 
{otli7/ 
camqak 
other.AOV 
But as they were preparing to go home. those other people turned out to be 
somewhere else. [ot/18} 
119 jara-yto 
house-ALL 
ye-lqot-llnet 
PF-set.olf-Jpl 
?orawctl?a-t=?m I 
person-JpiABS=EMPH 
uewocqct ?oratccq-qaj-a-n 
woman.JsgABS youth-OIM·E·PDSS.JsgABS 
n-?cj!JCW·o-n 
INV·taJI.Out-£-SsgO 
The people set off home, they called out to the youth's woman. 
120 qol=?m ra·vt·•·v'c I anqcn !Jinqej 
QUANT.3sgABS=EMPI' house·go.to·E·TH OEM.JsgABS boy.JsgABS 
The other al.<o went home, that boy. 
[otli9/ 
[ot/20/ 
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121 r?enut? 
whaL3sgABS 
Whats that ... (i.e. how does it go?) {ot/21/ 
122 poJv·•·qaj ranr·>·n!!' ra·yt·a-y?e 
spear·E·DIM.JsgABS hold·E·2sgA.3sg0 house-go.Io·E·TH 
He took the little spear, he went home. {otl22/ 
123 n·lw·qln 
Hf,B-say-3sg 
.. it;)]l.·ewan 
SO·INTS 
jara·k poklr·•·k 
house-LOC arrive·E·SEQ 
laycn 
really 
comqak 
remainder 
t·•·tku-nct" I 
1 sgA-E-annihilalc·JpiO 
He said "As it happens I simply wiped out all the rest", {he said/ after arriving 
home. {ot/23/ 
124 "ana kokel 
so INTJ 
atlort 
INTER 
l?am 
INTER 
rcq-a-J?ct-a-rko::n?" 
do.whali·E·DUR·E-PROG.VOC 
"Oh my/ Why. what on earth are you doing?!" 
125 ana waj loyen 
so DEICT really 
[oti24} 
Just !ike that. [ot/25/ 
126 "cnmcc Y.o·· • iyat 
an)way DEICT now 
t·>·rc-lqat-y?c" 
1SQ·E-FUT·SCI.off.TH 
"111 set off now" [oti26/ 
127 •npanacy•a-qaj 
old.man·E·DIM.3sgABS 
qatlayl 
howe vet 
qol 
QUANT.3sgABS 
jara-k 
house·LOC 
n-3-twa-qcrt 
HAB·E·bC·Jsg 
There was one old man in the house however. [oti27/ 
128 Jare-n uweqac·ln 
Jare·POSS.3sgABS husb-1nd·POSS.3sgABS 
at!;;y-a-n 
falher-E-3sgABS 
{He was} Jares husbands father. {otl28/ 
129 waj I c?ertut onqen? 
DEICT whai?.ABS lhai.ABS 
Now what [was he called .. .}? {otl29/ 
130 ?Jy-o-nely·a·caku !l?eJ-y?l neme 
wolf·E·skin·E-INESS 
uaanre 
lhilher 
I 
become-TH again 
onqoro n-?eJue·qln 
!hence HAB-cry-3sg 
jarc u:u:uk" 
INTJ INTJ 
qot-y?l omk·•·coko·yto 
setoff-TH bush·E·INESS·ALL 
I n-lw-qln "jare 
HAB-say-3sg INT J 
u:u:uk 
INTJ 
He climbed inside the wolf skin, again set off. into the bushes thither, from 
I 
there he cried out, he said ']are u-u-kjare u-u-k" [oti30/ 
131 n-lw-qln onpanacy·•·n n-lw-qln "okkoj! Jare 
HAB-say-3sg old.man·E·3,gABS HAB·say-3sg INTJ personalmme.JsgABS 
r?enut ?eJ!Jc·rkon?J onqen etaano palqat·•·!P.JO·y?e?" 
whal?.3sgABS cry·PROG DEM.JsgABS probably die·E·INCH-TH 
He said, the old man said "Oh/ Jare, whats crying out?/ Probably something 
has started starving ... • [otl 31/ 
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132 "•· waj yamoy-nutc-kln jokwa-qaj ctaana" 
: ;: ,; :JEICT 1sg·land·REL3sgABS eider.duck·DIM.3sgABS probably 
·:. :· .. 11 ~probably a little elder duck from my {home/land" {ot/32/ 
133 ana waj Joycn qonwcr omk·•·cako·yta ekwct-'{?1 
so DEICT really finaUy bush·E·IriESS-ALL go-TH 
tlwocy·a·qcj n·lnc·nr·a·qln onqen Jare·na 
snow.beaicr·E·DIM.JsgABS HAS.TR-hold·E·3sg0 IhaL3sgABS Jare-ERG 
Well then, simply, finally she went into the bushes holding a little snow-beater, 
that Jare. {ot/33/ 
134 waj cakcj! 
sisler.VOC 
!)Dtqcna:Jyam! 
Ihcre-1 sgABS 
ange 
NEG.HORT 
ena:J'o-ka 
AP·approach-NEG DEICT 
q·a-ra-yt-o-y?cl 
INT-E-~ouse-go.lo-TH 
Hey sister! I'm here! Don't approach, go home! {ot/34/ 
135 ana nclwal anr?aq j?o-ncn kaceciw-a-nin 
follow·E-3sgA.3sgO 
anka 
!here so herd.JsgABS !hen go.lo-JsgA.JsgO 
Well he went co the herd, followed it there. {ot/35} 
136 cama layen n-cna-yatka-mla-tko-jw·a-qenat 
a"<< reaUy HAB·TR·Ieg·break·ITER-INTS·E·JpiO 
And simply broke their legs. {ot/36/ 
137 anqcn ?orawctl?a-t ejmcW·o-1>-a-t loyen 
IhaLJsgABS person-JpiABS arrivc-E-NMZR·E-3p1ABS really 
n-lnc-plrl·qlnct I 
·otka:Jpa n-lne·plrl·qlnet I anqen 
HAB· TR-Iakc·JpiO h!g·ABL HAB·TR·Iake·JpiO lhaLJsgABS 
?ly·a-ncly-a-caku 
wolf·E-skin·I':.INESS 
aloma I yatka·Jpo n·lne-plri-qlnet I 
INTJ leg·ABL HAB·TR-Iake-3pl0 
n-cna-yatka-mla-qcnat jaale:Jpo 
HAB·TR·Ieg-break-JpiO behind·ABL 
Those people coming to the herd, he simply took them by the legs he took 
them ... that is he in the wolf skin ... took them by the legs and broke them from 
behind. {oll37} 
138 onpanacy-o-qaj j?o-nert pely-epa I 
Ihroai·ABL 
wey-OJ-tku-nin 
claw·E·UTIL·JsgA.JsgO cld.man·E·DIM.J;gABS approach-3sgA.JsgO 
t3m·ncn 
kill·3sgA.3sgO 
He approached the old man, clawed his throat, kllled him. 
139 p?nena ficmc atr?ec nar?o-ryace 
rlill also all Ihree-COLL 
Once again he only left a trio, two. 
140 "ce man-ra·yt·•·mok Oll!Jatal lyot" 
INTJ 1pi.INT·house-go.lo·E·1~1 of.coursc now 
"Well Jets go home now of course" 
I !Jiceq 
lwo.NUM 
[ot/38/ 
r;,-ynu-w-nlnet 
CS-remain· TH·3sgA.3piO 
{ot/39} 
{ot/40} 
376. 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
APPENDIX 
ra-yt-o-y>a-t I >att>ojo1 poklr-y>1 qcluq='m 
house-go.lo·E·TH-3pl firstADV arrive·TH because=EMPH 
>iy-o-ncly-a-coku n-a-twa-qen 
wolr·E·skin·E·INESS HAB·E·be-3sg 
They went home. He arrived first because he was inside the wolf skin. [ot/4/j 
oti>a-yto "okkoj anr?aq r?enut notqen?" 
molher-ALL INTJ lhen whai?.JsgABS lhis.JsgABS 
[He went} to his mother: [she said}"Oh my, what is this then?" 
"waj yamo I cake·qaj [#] I cake-qaj 
DEICT lsgABS sisler-DIM.JsgABS sister·DIM.JsgABS 
Jare t·•·plri-?e-n ewot uwequcl-lqol 
petsonal.name.JsgABS lsg·E·Iake:a H·3sg likewise husband·EQU~V 
nemoqej I uelwol omo t·o·plri-?e-n 
also herd.JsgABS too lsg-E-take·TH-3sg 
[otl42} 
•n·ln 
3sg-PDS5.3sgABS 
"It's me. Sister .. I've taken [my/sister Jare and a fiance for her too: I've also 
taken a herd. [ot/43} 
I"!J·•mol?o 
INTS·ALL 
t·CJ·rtrtl-a-tko-jw-;J &.dt 
lsg-E·kiii·E·ITER-COLL·E·3pl 
cakoyet ye-plrl-lln?" 
sister.JsgABS Pi'-take-3sg 
i?am 
why? 
yamn-in 
1~s-?u55.3sgABS 
I've killed them all. Why did they take my sister?· 
e onk>am ja1yot-y>a-t nalwoi?->:Jn·•·n loyen 
I~ TJ and move.camp-TH-3pl herd·E·AUG-E-JsgABS really 
And they moved camp. [with/ a big herd. 
icc loyen 03m·a·twa-y?a-t anqcn annin 
excellent really settle-E-be-TH·3pl DEM.JsgABS lhus 
anpomacy-~qay-te I c:Jkayct cwat · antuulpar 
old.man·E·DIM-3piABS sister.JsgABS so wife's.husband.JsgAES 
[otl44} 
[otl45} 
atloii 
DEM.JsgABS 
So they all lived well; the old people. the sister. and her husband as \Vel/. 
[otl46/ 
147 ice layen tay~namatwa~y?a~t 
excelfently really INTS·Iive-TH·3pl 
They all Jived excellently. 
148 palotku-y>e-t onqen omol>o qu:Jw-o-ninet 
finish-TH·3pl DEM.JsgABS aii.JABS kiii·AUG·E-3sgA.3piO 
They finished [I.e. they were finished/. he kiiled them all. 
149 acc>et 
alf 
The End. 
I VSJO 
all 
That's all .. 
[ot141} 
[otl48/ 
[otl49} 
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